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» 206, line 26, for 1227 — V. Sam 1217, 
» 208, line 30, for 1446 read A.D. “1442. 
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,, 579, line 4 from top, for Shephard read Shephe 
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E, Some notes on the Maurya Inscription at Subnatll 

By Artur VeEnis. 

This inscription is carefully discussed by Mr, J. Ph. Vogel 
in a recent issue of the Epigraphia Indica, Vol. viii., pp, 166—71. 
{ have to make a few remarks on points which seem open to 
farther inquiry. Consideration of the last lines of the Sarnath 
text and of the context at Se gio where these recur though 

found at Rupmath, Sahaaram and Brahmagiri. An the “ sugges- 

eg I make is—and it is no more than a abasclion. = ine this 256 
sa date, na oily: the year of Asoka’s Coronation reckon 
the year of f Buddha's Hlumination. 

: TEXT. 
1 Deva 

2 Ela 
3. Pata + n pi samghe bhetave 

e chum kho 
4 Bhikhu va bhikhuni va samgharh bhakhati se odatani 

dusani sarhnamdhapayiya anavasasi 
5 Avasa asayiye hevath iyam sasane bhikhusamghasi ca bhi. 

khunisamghasi ca virhnapayitaviye 
Hevam devanampiye aha hedisaé ca ika lipi tuphakamti- 

kam huva ti samsalanasi nikhita 
7 Ikam ca lipim roomie a nikhipatha 

tepi ca upasaka anuposathamh 
8 Etatheva  sasanamh shyt riahiouegll anuposatha ea 

dhuvaye ikike mahamate posathaye 
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Yati etarheva sasanam visvamsayitave Ajanitave ca 
phere ca tuphakam ahale 

avata vivasayatha tuphe etena viyamjanena hemeva 
Fah kotavisavesn etena 

Vi lyamjanena vivasapayatha 

TRANSLATION. 

His Majesty ‘ee ev ees! 

The Church is not to be divided. But whoever will break up 
the Church, be it monk or nun, must be made to put on white 
dress and live in a place which is not a formal residence. Thus 
must this edict be announced to the Order of Monks and to the 
Order of Nuns. 

Thus His Majesty commands. One such Meese was inscribed 
for you at the place-of-assembly, that there it s 
And just such another eaeng you must inscribe for the laity. 
The laity also should come on the Posatha days to be inspired with 
confidence in this edict. ae on the Posatha days in all months, 
every officer is to come for the Posatha service to be inspired with 
confidence in this edict and to learn it. 

And throughout your district you must_everywhere make 
known the edict according to the letter of it. So, too, in all quar- 

ters where strongholds a be must cause e it to be made mesic 
according to the letter of i 

REMARKS. 

j ° Share as it is, our inscription may be conveniently civid 
into the _— paragraphs shewn in my translation 

_ The first paragraph contains the Sasana or inj junction proper. 
‘Any monk or nun attempting to break up the Church must be 
made to put on white dress and live beyond the official boundaries 
of convent or monastery. Temporary suspension, if not expul- 
sion, from the Order is to be the penalty for ahi, A similar 

injunction in almost the same words is found in the so-called 

Kosambi Edict at Allahabad and again at Sanchi, as gyi 
Papers, Indian Anti tiquary, Vol. XIX and ELL. pp. 66—67). 

Unfortunately, the opening portion of each of the te inscrip- 
tions is too badly injured to admit of certain restoration. Some 
a on this point will be made below. We must wait for 

phical 
called forth this edict against schismatics. It certainly confirms 

points to Asoka and to no other as the author of this edict 
speaking with the undisputed authority of the Head of the Bud- 
-dhist Church, 

Paragraph 2 conveys instructions to the King’s officers. They 
are informed that a lipi, or writing, to the tenor of the cited 
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injunction had been inscribed for their benefit at a certain place 
(—-a Head Quarters Office or Circuit House of the District may be 
meant by the word samsalanasi—see below). And they are ordered 
o have a similar writing inscribed for the benefit of the laity. 
This inscription must have been placed within the boundaries of 
the eermind at Sarnath ; for the District Officers and laity are 
told to come on every Uposatha day and look at it. A reason 
spears for these repeated visits to the rbeeiption to see the 
edict of the King is to have one’s faith in it confirmed, visvamsa- 

itave 
° The last paragraph ochege : formula to benrace Faire a 

et 

? ‘edict. The word which I translate ‘ Seconpetiohela' 3 
the Rupnath inscription, If this word can mean the cua of 
a district or province, and if these were not under the direct con- 
trol of the mahamatas as civil officers, we can understand why 
the latter should be told “to cause the edict to be made known” 
in places beyond their jurisdiction. 

NOTES ON THE TEXT. 

e 3.—Mr. vogel reads ye-kena- apy by j joining together the 
finnagiate zecand 7d (see facsimile in EK. I.) in what he has no 
doubt was their original position. I cannot even after handling 

‘the fragments persuade myself that chieg belong together; nor 
‘ean I locate the aksaras ye ke. The third aksara my be read 
no. 

- Line 4.—Mr. Vogel reads bhikhati! and dnavasasi. I re 
bhakhati (=Skr. bhanksyati) which accords with shdeaod of 1,1, 

and is confirmed by the aksaras in |. 4. of the eee edict. Ialso 
read andvasasi, which is clearly the word in 1. 5 at Sanchi. (f. 
Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XVII, p. 388, for ty oll sense 
of this word ‘as a place which is formally declared to be not-a- 
resi ence. 

Lines 6, 7.—Nikhita, nikhipatha, samsalanasi hang together. 
The two i forms I understand in the technical sense, which 

‘the Vacaspatya assigns to the word niksepa racine. ste sathska- 
rartham dravyaderarpane ca. At any rate, before a lipi or in- 
scription can be placed on a site, it ya be paxaed through the 
engraver’s hands to be inscribed. msalanasi, in atical gramm. 
relation with nikhita, should denote a cia thing or place ; and 
I have taken it as=Skr. samsarana. ee of the meanings of this 
-word in the dictionary are :—highwa resting place outside the 
eee of a city ; meeting or junction rds samgama). In Pa 

1 Mr. Vogel i in a letter to me accepts my reading and interpretation of 
~ bhakhati. He is rset enough to — that the proof-copy of text — 
translation, w which I had set up durin t winter, St too late for notice 
in his official contribution to the Airtree Indic crite 
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the word can mean a wheel or circuit: cf. 8.B.E. Vol. XX, p. 176, 
note —Samsaranakitiko nima cakalayutto kitiko. And as suggested 

by the word anusamyana of the edicts I attempt to render it by 
‘place of assembly.’ If, however, it is to be taken as=Skr. 

a 
figurative meaning to nikhita, namely, ‘deposited in your 
memory,’ and literal meaning to nikhipatha inthe very next line. 

The ‘ place of assembly’ may have been at Pataliputra or at 
nies bi. 

e 10.—I read Kotavisavesu doubtfully: the aksara after vz 
is sufficiently unlike the signs for dental sa which occur so fre- 
arenes in our inscr iption. 

, 12.—Viv aitha and vivasapayatha I derive from the 
root vas apes shine : cf. Professor Oldenberg, Z.D.M. G., Vol. XX XV, 
p. 475, and my discussion below of other derivations proposed for 
these words. 

THE VERSIONS AT SANCHI AND KAUSAMBI. 

XIX 5) 3 A, the akgaras a v s y y would a avasayiye of 1. 5 
~ Sarnath. The Kausambi edict ends with this word, which the 

will note is the final word of the Sasana proper. If (as 
L hae suggested) this is the lpi meant in paragraph 2 of the 

h record, it is of further interest as bearmg on the proposed 
identifications of the ancient city of Kausambi. 

THE EDICT OF RUPNATH, SAHASRAM AND BRAHMA- 
GIRL. 

For an excellent summary of the various interpretations of 
the numerals 256, which occur in these edicts, the reader should 

Fleet’s article in the Journal of the Royal peer 
Mr. Vin 

w light on these 
2 ing opin With the Rupnath inseription it shares the 
ra which T have. described as the ending of a Government 
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Order—ivatake ie ste ahale, etc. But Rupnath has, in ad- 

dition, the words vyuthena and vivasa, and the indication 256 
expressed in words and in fig gures. The points I desire to make 
are first, that in both edicts the formula yields the most’ satisfac- 
tory meaning when its verbal forms are derived from the root vas 
to shine; second, that at Rupnath the words vyutha and vivasa 
may be derived from the same root and com singe bape as 
The Illnmined One and Illumination res vely ; pe 
that this derivation may help to the beter “onderstanding 
the number Sai 

first point, let us see what meaning can be got out 
of the form ela by deriving its verbal forms from the root vas, to 
dwell, and the composite vivas=to depart from home. This is 
what Mr. Fleet does at p. 22, and after making certain corrections 
in the Rupnath text he adds— the meaning is then plain enough : 
—‘ And by this same suggestion, intimation, (it is directed that) 
to whatsoever extent (there may be) an employing, a deputation, 
of you, ve that extent) you should with active exertion, energeti- 

eally, depart from home”; namely, to travel abroad either to 
engrave hs edict in other eye also, or, in a general way, to 
propagate the teaching of it. Mr. Fle et’s rendering of ahifile 

d restoration of samvara do not concern us here. His version 
—you should depart from home—gives no plain sense at Sarnath. 
At Rupnath it has to be eked out with an explanatory clause of 
Mr. Fleet’s own making—‘ or, in a general way, to propagate ei 
teaching of the edict.’ But this clause is unnecessary, if 

from vas to dwell, Mr. Fleet crits a passage from thé Pali: 
namassamano vivasemi rattimh—‘ worshipping I spend the night’ 

. 20). But as Professor Kielhorn points out in the same num- 
ber of the J.R.A.S. (p. 364) the root of the verb is vas to shine, 
and the literal isinlaniti of the sentence is— ‘ worshipping I 
cause the night to w light.’ M, Senart is among those wh« 
accept the derivation from vas to dwell. aa this is vs Aig 
at Rupnath: “And with those instructions ........ t ye forth 
on your mission to all the world.” But this again kieeaty fits into 
the context of the edict at Sarnath. 

en, in regard to my second mt it is sufficient for me to 
accept, for example, Mr. Fleet’s Incid translation of the last 

pt ier oa by the [lumined One: of centuries two 
fimndod and fifty and six years have elapsed since his [llumina- 
tion.” This ri s clear and good sense. I am not here bound to 
deal with the grammatical difficulties presented in the text. But 
the explanation I now propose does, of course, commit me to the 
view that Asoka refers to Buddha and his great Illumination. 
And now I have to face the obvious sap that, so far as our 
knowledge g) ays 
founders, and that this was the case wank Buddhists in India and 
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in. Ceylon and elsewhere. Mr. Fleet has even anticipated my pres 
ent suggestion and rejected it for the reason just stated. He 

words as possible. Asoka’s ideas of chronology are unknown to 
us. We are dealing merely with probabilities. Are my points 
such in number and in circumstance as to warrant a probable 
Sree in regard to Asoka’s mode of dating his docu- 
ments 

prior to that great occasion: we may even indulge in the conjec- 
ture that the numerical expression 256 served the definite purpose 
of recording the coronation in years to be reckoned (as our preced- 
ing paragraph suggested) from the year of the great Illumina- 
tion. And we may round off the argument by explaining that 
only a single announcement of this d 
sequen in reé + indications 

eration as d ministry, th 
spirit is akin to that regal piety which at Bhabra arte = 

- . . 
i th h more might be said along these vague a uP i me wee i 

_ But it is time to deal with figures. I don’t m 
that terrible question of the date of Buddha’s dengh: ice ae 
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nothing. But I can produce a coincidence to show that my 

hypothesis is not hopelessly barred at the outset by limits of 
chronology. For this purpose I take two dates which are beyond 
suspicion in the sense that neither is the result of a calculation 
mars d on the oe of R.-8.-B, edict itself. I find 480 B.c. 

269 B.c. among the many dates respectively assigned to the 
Death of Buddha and the Coronation of Asoka. These dates I 
manipulate thus :— 

B.C. 480 ... Buddha’s Death according to tradition 
5 eH ... Length of his life according to tradition. 

B.C. 560 ... His Birth i “ iy 
— 35 ... Intervening period is a v 

B.C. 525 ... His Illumination. 
— 256 ... Number of — lapsed, according to 

R.-8.-B. Edi 

B.C. 269 .. Asoka’s Coronation. 

his arithmetic proves nothing; and, in the words of Max 
Miller, I am quite aware of the danger of — confirma- 

date 269 B.c, for Asoka’s coro on. d Mr. Vincent 

Smith has placed beyond reasonable doubt (J.R.A.S. 1901). If 
shen Mr. Vincent Smit ence th 269 B.c. is, as d 
I understand it is, independent of Buddhist traditional dates for 
the events of Buddha’s life, and also of the R.-S,-B. edict itself, 

ar of 
dence. On the other hand, the hypothesis may stand even if 
these two dates are proved incorrect in the end. It oe falls 
to the ground, if any clear and distinct statement in the inscrip- 
tions of Asoka can be found to prove that the breaks in a life, 
which are recorded in the Rupnath- — ram-Brahmagiri Edict, 
took place after his seein: Be this as it may, the verbal 
forms from a root vas, which occur at Rupnath and Sarnath, will 
still demand elucidation. 

PADD BAB ABABA BA eae 
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2. A list of 138 new befahia chiefly European, that c 
stantly occur in modern ersian newspapers; sollected 

hs. from the newspapers of the past six mon 

By Mvuuammap Kazim Surrazt, Persian Instructor to the Board _ of 

‘Examiners, 

Communicated by Lirvy.-Cotonen D, C. Purntorr. 

Abonné, but used in the sense of “ sub- 

scription.” 
Address. 

Hlectricity. 

Académie. 

Escalier, jetty. 

Bank-note. 

Ipecacuanha. 

Ezposition, Exhibition. 

Influenza. 

Ultimatum. 

E sel staal 

Billet, Ticket, 

Bank, 

Bicycle. 

Brilliant, Diamond. 

Budget. 
Bal, Ball, dance. 
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Batterie. 

Batallion. 

Banian. 

Park. 

Tactique. 
Ton (weight). 

Téléphone. 

Trains (Railway). 

Tariff. (Originally from Arabic 8s ya) ) 
Theatre. 

Timbre, Postage-stamp. 

Télégraphe. 

To toast, to drink the health of. 

Paquet, Envelope. 

Parliament, Parlement. 

Post, Mail. 

Police. 

Prince. 

Politiques. 

Professeur. 

Paletot, great-coat. 
Programme. oo 
Présenter, to introduce. ~~ + 
Guinea. © 
Cigarette [but ) Cae sigdr, cigar]. 
Géoyraphie. 

Gelatine. 

Général. 

Gilet, waist. coat. 
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A list-of 138 new words in Persian. 

F, 

F. or E. 

F, 

R. 

F. 

red Sat Sad at tet tah add dd tt dt et 

Géologie. 

Diplom che Duy. 
Docteur. 

Droskey. 

Diplomate, Diplomatist. 

Diabetes. 

Digitalis. 

Dollar. 

Dipléme, Diploma. 

Dynamite. 

Dock. 

Duma. 

Rapport. 

Roman, Novel. 

Général (Mil. rank). 

Gens d’arms, Police. 
Journal, 

Samooar. 

Cigar. 

Souper, Supper. 
Secretary. 
Chargé d’ Affaires. 
Chenille, Morning-gown. 

Chaussée. 

Soldat, Soldier. 
Turpentine. 

Frane. 

Fabrique. 
Phenacetin. 

Fossile. ; 

sceebengiile 

Consul. - 
. Consul Benson) 

Conférence. 

Conservateurs. 

Croisiére, cruisers. 

Colonel. 
F. or &. Capitaine, Captain. 
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F. 
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Commune. 
Quinine. 

Commission. 

Comédie. 

Company. 

Cup. 

Gas. 

Galerie. 

Loge, Opera-box. 
Lamp. 

Lot. 

Liberals. 

Loterie. 

Elastic. 

Locomotive. 

Lira. 

Lord. 

Meubles, Furniture, 

Mark. 

[ January, 1907. 

Mitrailleuse, Gatling-gun. 

Meédaille. 

Microbe. 
Majeur.. 

Merez. 

Man of. War. | 

- . Musée, Museum. | 

La Manche, English Channel, . ie 
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casl< 

pBj lax 
52 jy 

wil, 
w9Fly 

Body 

bss 
bis Ki 

A list of 138 new words in I 'ersian, 

Malachite. 
#, Magasin, shop. 
F, Musique. 

E. Wagon. 

; Visa. F 

E. Hurrah ! 

dip America (lit. “ New World si 

1 From the Arabic Makhzan. 
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3. Notes on the Freshwater Fauna of India. No. IX.— 
Descriptions of new Freshwater Sponges from Calcutta, 
with a record of two known species from the Himalayas 
and a list.of the Indian forms. 

By N. Annanpbate, D.Sc. 

All the forms described below have been found within the 
last few months in the Museum tank, Calcutta, Spongilla carter, 

observations on the biology of several of these Freshwater 
Sponges, 

SPONGILLA PROLIFERENS, sp. nov. (Fig. 1.) 

Diagnosis, 

ae nge encrusting, thin, surrounding or spreading over the 
leaves and stems of water-plants, and often matting them 

together, leaf-green (when wears to light), rarely extending for 
re than about 2square inches; the surface frequently covered 

minute, rounded on not more than 3 mm. long, 
ai 

mal membrane delicate, often widely separated from the underly- 
ing parts and forming conspicuous, flask-shaped collars round the 
oscula, which are congregated ; pores few and inconspicuous; deep 
channels covered only by the dermal membrane frequently occur 
on the surface. Skeleton spicules slender, smooth amphioxi, 
generally crescentic but sometimes almost straight, 25—30 time 

Gemmules separate, "apts ohaeien! or : aisherisal, often slightly 
flattened on one face; the single aperture lateral ; the chitinous 

tangentially and vertically, crossing one another irregularly ; 
the aperture provided with a stout foraminal tubule, which is 
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constricted near the middle, projects beyond the microcell coating 
and opens by means of a heart- -shaped aperture distally. 

Average diameter of gemmule ... O55 mm. 
6 length of skeleton spicule ae 
3 » » flesh spicule a Ue 
5 » 4 gemmule ac Ute 

Fie. 1. Spongilla proliferens, 
A=skeleton vaggenee 200. B=gemmale spicaie, x oe C=fi spicale, x 580, Dikpendesale: in Spar section, x 55, 
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Remarks. : 
is sponge is related to Carter's Spongilla alba from Bombay 

k ia, It 
> 

h 
and Bowerbank’s S. cerebellata from central Ind 

P another occasion. The flesh spicules are very numerous in the dermal membrane, in which they lie pointing in all directions 
parallel to the surface of the Sponge. They also occur scattered irregularly in the sarcode. The skeleton is feebly coherent owing 

SPONGILLA CRASSISSIMA, sp. nov. (Figs. 2, 3.) 
Diagnosis. ee 

onge massive, spherical or spindle-shaped, primarily encrusting, very hard, dark leaden-grey, smooth on the surface 
as 

com = gE, 

nd 

od 
Fie. 2. Spongilla crassissima. 

Spicules, x 260. 

firm spicule fascize and extensive spongin webs. No flesh spicules. 
G le spicules short, cylindrical, irregularly, somewhat s ] 
microspined, straight or curved, rounded or abruptly pointed 
at the ends, about 13 times as long as broad. Gemmules small, 
spherical, covered with a thick layer of large air-cells and 
bound together in errant groups of from four to eight; each 
gemmule provided with a stout, bent foraminal tubule, which is 
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coat, to which they are parallel or tangential; subsidiary 
apertures sometimes occur, 

Var. biyemmulata, 
Sponge less massive than in the typical form; its surface 

more or less ridged; colour dull green. Skeleton containing less 

support. Gemmule spicules generally more slender than in the 
typical form ; those in the errant gemmule groups slightly more 
slender (in the variety) than those on the pavement layer. 

Average diameter of the gemmule *.., 0:28 mm. 
ve ength of the skeleton spicul 03 x 

(Typical form) average length of the 
gemmule spicule eat vod 

(Var. bigemmu!/utu) average length of 
the gemmule spicule (fixed gemmule) 0-1 

(Var. bivemmuluta) average length o 
the gemmule spicule (errant) sew) ROG 

01275 ,, 

Fie, 3 u 

Node of skeleton, showing spongin web. 

» Spongilla crassissima, 

Remarks, 

fasciee. The fascize are arranged in a close reticulation somewhat 
irregu its meshes, which are crossed diagonally by 
single spicules and fasciee composed of two or spicules 

em | 
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S bear a close resemblance to those of Spongilla decipiens, Webbe ; but in the latter the air-cells surroun eac e remain much more distinct from those which surround the other 

Young 
imme- -diately under the dermal membrane and in the neighbourhood of the gemmules (which are confined to theinner parts of the sponge) ; afew of the young spicules are also found. lying parallel to the Skeleton fascie. Many of these amphioxiare as long or almost 

ton spicule of the species was at first inclined to regard the amphioxi in Spongilla crassissima as gigantic microscleres, o1 rather as microscleres ing from extremely minute filament- 

active on xternal surface of the Sponge is proved by the fact that snail-shells which chance to come in contact with it are rapidly ov wn it; while that considerable changes take 

Pp amount of spongin present in the skeleton, the membrane con- tains comparatively little of this s 
softer members of the genus, 
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Epaypatia INpDIcA, sp. nov. (Fig. 4.) 

Sponge encrusting, flat, flimy, thin, matting together the 
roots of floating plants, almost colourless even in a bright light ; 
the surface smooth; pores and oscula scattered, inconspicuous ; 

external membrane delicate. Skeleton spicules subcylindrical,. 
rounded at the extremities, somewhat irregular in outline, often 

Gree es 

thicker at one end than at the other, smooth or sparsely spined, 2225 times as long as broad. (Irregularly shaped amphioxi occur among them occasionally.) Skeleton of very loose and irre- gular texture, formed of feebly coherent fasciw. No flesh 

long as broad. Gemmules small, spherical, scattered in the 

crocell substance, in which a single layer of birotulates is embedded ically ; in i 
wae * rtically ; the eo aperture on a conical pro- 

Average diameter of gemmule “oc oie.” nm oo Oe m » length of skeleton spicule 0-258 ie | .»_ _» birotulate spicule 0-065 ae diameter of rotule — --» O100875 , 

This Sponge is perha tt? 7 
: D ps related to Pott’s Meyenia cratertfor- mis from North America! and is very distinct Froiey thins satiers 

1 Meyenia or Ephydatia crateriformis ha Iso been reco Y 
* Ireland, but Weltner is apparently doubtful of the Sdtotiteation. a 
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of the genus ers Ary hitherto been recorded from India, It is 
common in Cale 

TROCHOSPONGILLA LATOUCHIANA, sp. nov. ( Fig. 5.) 

Sponge forming small, shallow, cushion-shaped masses on the 
‘stems and roots of water- plants, pale, yellowish-brown in colour ; 
surface minutely hispid; pores and oscula inconspicuous ; older 
Specimens divided into two pS layers by a definite mem- 

=) 

en tere 
Fie. 5. Trochospongilla latouchiana. 

Spicules, x about 200. 

brane, the gemmules nein confined to the lower layer. Skeleton 
spicules smooth, stout amphioxi about 15 times as long as broad 
in the middle, subfnsiform, often with one or several irre 
projections. (Stout amphistrongyli, often dilated in the a 
occur among them sparse Skeleton very loose an 

icules ulates of simple wepaitaie ; 
the rotule circular, flat or ants mae sometimes not quite equal ; 
diameter of rotule 43 to 5 times that of the shaft, ‘idem is about 
22 times as long as broad. Gemmules small, scattered, non- 
adherent, spherical, covered with a thin layer oi yes sana sub- 
stance ; the aperture on a slight prominence. 

cabins diameter of gemmule a Un tam. 
length of aa spicule a, ee i 

birotulate spicule ... OO175_,, 

a diameter of rotula 2 . 

Remarks. 
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the slender stems and roots of water-plants. In spite of their 
small size, some of them had evidently persisted long enough for 
a new layer of skeleton and sarcode to be formed on the top of 
one in which numbers of gemmules had been produced. Each 
emmule is énclosed in an irregular basket-work of skeleton 

spicules. 

often the outer dise is distinctly, if very slightly, smaller than the 
inner. In Trochospongilla leidyi, however, which, as I agree with 
Weltner, is a true Trochospengilia, this is also the case, so far as: 
can be judged from Pott’s figures (Proc. Acad. Sci. Philadephia, 
xxxiv., pl. xi. 1.) Jn Vejdovesky’s original definition of 
the genus, the birotulates are described -as having dises which 
are “smooth with entire margins ”; no mention is made of their 
equality or inequality. As regards most of the genera into which 

TROCHOSPONGILLA PHILLOTTIANA, sp. nov, (Fig. 6.) 
Sponge flat, encrusting, very thin, spreading in large patches over flat surfaces, almost colourless ; surface minutely hispid, 

Fig. 6. Trochospongilla phillottiana, - 
Spicules. < about 370, 

pores and oscula inconspicuous. uslens : icules small, 1 | rately stout, eylindrical amphistrongyli elanile sce. ‘ i nae rounded prominences, straight or almost ‘Straight, 16 to 18 times. 
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cules; the gemmules forming irregular, one-layered patches in the 
base of the sponge, not distributed uniformly over its support. 

Bisise diameter of gemmule  egace ee 
length of skeleton spicnles ce Ula: f 

os birotulate spicules ccs SOLO ee 
Ss diameter of amphidisc masa as 4 - Pagar 

Remarks. 

Sponge is readily distinguishable from the preceding 
species by the form of its skeleton spicules. It often extends for 
at least 60 square inches over the surface of brickwork at the 
edge of the tank. but is never more than four or five millimetres 
thick. The patches of gemmules at its base are of very irregular 
outline, and often form almost a reticulated pattern; they area 
striking feature in living a stoma in which they are of a bright 
golden-yellow colour. Owing to the situations it affects, T. 
phuillottiuna is more liable to desiccation than the majority of the 
Freshwater Sponges found in Calcutta. When it dries up the 
gemmules remain attached to its support on acount of the firm 
receptacle of skeleton spicules in which each is held. The 

T. phiilottiona is named after Lieut.-Col. D. C. Phillott, 

Secretary to the Board of Examiners, food and Honora rary 

General Secretary of the Asiatic Society of Beng 

Il. 

The following note refers to the lake named Bhim Tal, 
which is situated at an altitude of 4,500 feet in the onter range of 
the central Himalayas, and to a smaller tarn, one of those known 
as the Seven Lakes 4 Sath Tal), ata distance of about three miles 

from Bhim Tal and at a slighty lower altitude Naini Tal 
(6, oe feet) was also searched for Sponges, but in vain 

t the end of the rains (the time of my visit) Bhim Tal is 

any over a mile in length and — a quarter of a mile broad 
depth rage been sreitoelly reased during the last few years 

rp of irrigation, and varies at present at different spots 
ma about 15 to over 100 feet. Such water-weeds as grow in it 
were entirely or almost entirely submerged, and the water was thick 
and slid malodorous, neoaaundie owing to the growth of a 
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microscopic alga, among which the Protozoon Ceratium longicorne, 

Perty, was abundant. The water of the small tarn in the neighbour- 

hood was found, however, to be singularly clear, and I was told that 
this was the case also as regards several other lakes at about the 
same altitude which I had not time to visit. Naini Tal is somewhat 

o far as ave been e to daasoweks the only lower 
Invertebrate hitherto recorded reer the lakes has been Ceratium 
kumaonense, which was described by Carter as long ago as 1871, 
in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History, vol. VII, p. 229. 
‘his organism pre greatly from time to time, giving 

the water, according to Carter’s informant, a “rusty 
colour. Mr. R. K. Ruxton, of Bhim Tal, tells me that iia. “this 
occurs, or at any rate when the water “turns like blood,” the 
natives of the district believe that the god of the lake is angry 
nd demanding a human sacrifice. 

Collections of Protozoa, Oligocheta, Rotifers and Entomo- 
stracous Crustacea were made both in Bhim Tal and in 
Naini Tal; but these will be submitted to specialists in Europe 
who have been kind enough to undertake their description. 
Several piderte of Polyzoa (Lophopus and Plumatella), with which 
I hope ater, were also found in Bhim Tal. I was 
disappuiiited nb to find in any of the lakes. or in smaller pools in 
in their vicinity, any species of Hydra, although many likely 
spots were examined. 

_ SPONGILLA CARTERI, Bowerbank. 

Probably the only growing Sponge taken in Phim Tal (a 
minute specimen attached ie a floating water-plant) should 
be referred to this species; but its immature condition and the 
total absence of gemmules renders the identification a little 
doubtful. There can be no doubt, however, as regards the 
numerous gemmules of S. carter’, which were found floating on ~ 
the s surface both of the lake itself and of other bodies of water 

en in to be, so far as can 
“said at ace: the most t widely Tietributed in  iaia of the 

ndian ian species 

EPHYDATIA ROBUSTA (Potts). ee 7.) 

_Meyenia robusta, shares ping jecl Acad, Nat. Sci. Philadelphia xxxix. (1887), p. 225 Ephydatia nebula: ss Weltner in Archiv f. N. sb 5 a0, p. 127; 
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Among the gemmules of Spongilla carteri from Bhim Tal, 
there are a few belonging to the genus Ephyda tia len I have 
little hesitation in identifying with Potts Meyenia ro sta, whi 
as Potts himself says, may be a variety of Ephydatia “fluviatilis, 
The original definition of the form is as follows :— 

ponge massive, encrusting. Skeleton ere subfusiform, 
pointed, smooth. Gem ar scarce, birotulates of large size and 
generally ‘ monstrous ” orm; irregu Leds shaped, shafts 
sein in spines as ee as rays of the rotule, cylindrical of 

eal. bb 

“Potts? description of the gemmule spicules applies exactly 
those from Bhim Tal, except that among the latter there are a 

w which have smooth shafts. The average a of the birotu- 
ae is 0-047 mm.; and the average diameter of the rotu 
0-027 mm, In Californian specimens the equivalent measure- 
ments are approximately 0°0237 mm. and 0°02 mm. It would 
appear, therefore, that in Kumaon specimens the sancnils ares 
are slightly larger than in those from America. A few of the 

Es 

1. ty 
Fie. 7. Ephydatia robusta. 

Spicules of gemmules from Kumaon, x about 340. 

mmules from the former: locality had skeleton spicules adhering 
i them which were “subfusiform, pointed, smooth.” Unfortu- 
nately they were either broken or so small as to suggest that they 
were immature. The larger spicules of this class, however, must 
have had when complete approximately the same actual and rela- 
tive dimensions as those of the typical E. robusta. The gem- 
mules were spherical, ov pet a single, Somcint oo ca oe 

with 

y 
‘California ; so that its occurrence in Kumaon is of considerable 
interest. The material at my disposal is not sufficient for it to cos 
possible to decide whether or no the romero form should be 
ed as a subspecies or variety of the Am 
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Til. 

LIST OF THE INDIAN SPONGILLIN A. 

The list of the Freshwater Sponges recorded from India now 
stands as follows :— 

ra SPoNGILLA, 

S. lacustris var. bengalensis, Annandale. Lower Bengal 
(hesslltot water). 

S. alba, Carter. Bombay. 

» cerebellata,! Bowerbank. Aurangabad in central India 

m8) 5 (Nizam’s dominions); Lower Bengal (brackish water). 

S. proliferens, Annandale. Calcutta. 
S. cartert, Bowerbank Bombay ; Kumaon (4,500 feet) ; 

tart N Yespur Caleutta ; cen- 
tral I 

S. bombayensis, Carter. baltag: 
», cinerea, Carter. es 
ou cipiens, Weber. Calcutta. 

»» Crassissima, omg. dale 

» - r., biyemmulata, Aneel Calcutta, 

Genus Ernyparia. 

Ei, miillert var. meyem (Carter.) Bomba 
otts »» robusta (Potts) Kumaon (4, x00 feet). 

» tndica, Annandale. Calcutta. 
‘i plumosa (Carter) Bombay. 

Genus TROCHOSPONGILLA. 

T, latouchiana, Annandale. Calcutta. 
», phallottiana, 

9? 

' I have lately (October, on) found :. ro a esr growing laxnriously 
in canals of brackish water near Caleutta, w r C. Paiva obtained speci- 
mens in ‘the present month in brackish iat pools. at Port Cunning. I strongly 

ae form and 8. alba so be found to be ne more than 
varieties or phases of lacustris.—N, A., 21-xi-06 ; 
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Hydra orientalis during the Rains, 

By N. Annanpatr, D.Sc. 

In my ETS account of the Bengal Hydra (Mem. Asiat. Soc 
Bengal, i., No, 16, pp. 339-359) I was able to say very little about 
that part of the “ie history which is completed during the rains, 
z.e., between June and November, During the present year, how- 
ever, the discovery of a particularly deep and densely shaded corner 
of the Musenm tank to which the polyps migrate during the hot 
weather, and in which they remain until the beginning of winter, 
has made it possible to study them in their natural surroundings at 
this season. No individuals which show any sign of sexual 
maturity have been found, All have had four tentacles and have 
been small, attenuated and practically colourless; but the 
majority have bonne either one or two four-tentacled buds, I had 
not previously seen a four-tentacled polyp budding. It thus be- 
comes clear that what may be called the summer phase of H. 
ortenta/is has habitually four tentacles and that after undergoing 
a period of rest in June it ees buds like itself, which are 
colourless and with four tentacle ave been unable to obtain 
any evidence that the pol oat uces additional tentacles after 

the oo which arise asexually in May or June. 
e life cycle of H. orientulis affords an example of what 

may ciate be regarded as an extremely simple form of alterna- 

tion of generations. The four-tentacled summer phase gives rise 

asexually to the six-tentacled winter phase, which is potentia ally 

sexual, The latter ee tae gives rise to the former again 
ual 

vigour in several direc 
When I wrote Bae Saber alluded to above I 70 not seen 

Prof. R. Hertwig’s recent account ! of his experiments on H. fusca, 
bbe was only published on August Ist, almost sacle at the 
ame date as my paper. Prof. Hertwig proves by direct experi- 
ees that in the case of the species with which he deals, seemingly 
hermaphrodite individuals may, under certain conditions, become 

th 
as a distinct species, apparently with justice. My H. orientalis 
certainly bears (or bore in the earlier stages of its evolution) a 

1 “ Ueber Knospung und Geschlechtsentwickelung von Hydra fusca,” im 
peagicie Centralblatt, axvi., No. 16 (Angust Ist, 1906). 
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relationship to H. grisea similar to that which H. diecia bears to 
H. fusca ; but there is this difference: while H. fusca and H. dicecta 
occur together, H. orientalis has not been recorded from the same 
localities as H. grisea and undoubtedly occurs apart from it. 
Whether it is a constant race or only a phase produced by the 
direct effect of climate on the jadividinal seals only be proved by 
experiment. It would be interesting to hatch eggs of the 
European H. grisea in Bengal, or to do the same with eggs of 
H. ortentalts in Europe. The former experiment would probably 
be more easy to carry out than the latter, because of the rarity of 
the eggs of H. orientalis and their feeble vitality. It is to be 
hoped that it may be possible to make arrangements for such 
attempt. 



5. Note ona specimen of Felis tristis, canes tur aims 

mee the Indian Museum. 

’ By N. Awnanpate, D.Sc. 

Felis tristis was sanied by sr gree ' in 1872 from a 
very badly preserved skin, which had been purchased in Pekin 
and was. said to have come from the heel of China. Elliott 
refigured the type in his Monograph at the Felide (1883), but no 
further specimens appear to have been recorded and the skull has 
not been described. Among a number of mammals received at 
the Indian Museum from the Calcutta Zoological Gardens, I have 

ERRATA. 
Ds 

Page zal For description of figure read : — 

Skull of igo tristis (young male), x 1, with anterior 
premolar, x 3. 

Gesull of Felis tristj, {young male), x 1, write anterior praemolar, 

recently discovered a skin and skull of this rare cat. The spe- 
cimen was originally obtained from the late Mr. Routledge, a well- 
known dealer, and appears to have come to Calcutta by sea; but 
no further information is available regarding: it. It represents a 
young male apparently not quite adult. Unfortunately, no 
measurements were taken on the body; but it is evident that 
the animal was of stouter habit than F. marmorata and had a 

1 Recher, des Mamm, p, 223, pl. XXXI. 
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cimen was originally obtained from the late Mr. Routledge, a well- 
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the animal was of stouter habit than F. marmorata and had a 

1 Recher, des Mamm. p, 223, pl. XX XI. 
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relatively larger head. The tail is long and of almost pager exes 
throughout. The following measurements are from the 

Head and body ... ie -s- . 46°2, cm, 
Tail! : i Bee gr Gua 
Ear yeas Pe ome Se 
Hind foot oh 2 ee 

Except in certain minor points the coloration agrees well 
with that of Ellitt’s plate; but the spots on the sides are less 
distinct than they are in that figure, while the upper surface of 
the tail is greyer and there are indications of several vertical grey 
bars on each side of the body, owing to the tips of the hairs in the 
tracks they mark being paler than elsewhere. The fur is rather 
long, very close and soft. 

The skull closely resembles that of F. marmorata, but is some- 
what less massive as well as being smaller. The dentition is 
characterized by the fact that the anterior upper praemolar, as in 
F’. pluniceps, has two roots and is unusually well developed. The 
inner cusp of the first true molar is distinctly marked off from 
the rest of the teeth; while the second molar is minute and has 
its two roots closely pressed, and partially fused together. 

The following are the measurements of the skull :— 

Maximum length at + 94 mm. 
Zygomatic breadth es: 
Length of palate (to apex of notch) eras | 
Breadth of palate between canines 13 
anes of palate between carnassials (inmer 

iccorites breadtli. : Rene 1° 
Greatest breadth of brain-case . ge 

The following measurements of three skulls of F, marmorata 
-are given for comparison; but two of these skulls (B and ©) 
represent older animals :— 

A B C 
Sex 3 3 3 
Maximum length ... 100mm. 102 mm, 112 mm. 
Zygomatic breadth ... 73 ,, i oe 77 
Length of see (to 

” 

er of note h) hated 34 ae wean 38 or) ; 
Breadth of Laas be- (approx. ) 41... 

een Canin tw “ 15 be ae + Hrtadii' af” palate e- se 7 eras e ooo 
er roots) came ec 22 : Interorbital breadth .. 19 . Ig ”~ ic ie ‘Greatest breadth of é , . rain-case ee ae is 46 cian ie Se ee 

th as mad e tai P : ea Fl ihe hash an nies bade: . ts the tail has shrank. It is now slightly 
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In none of these specimens is there any trace of the first 
upper praemolar, although A is a young specimen of approximately 
the same age as that of F. tristzs. 

Felis tristis, therefore, agrees with F, marmorata in type of 
coloration, in the form of the tail and in the majority of the 

cranial characters, Its tail, however, is perhaps relatively longer 
and its colours are darker, its habit is more robust, its size probably 

smaller, its fur longer, and its anterior praemolar better developed, 
having two roots, The last is the only certain character of any 
great importance. But for it—and it is just possible that it may 
be an individual variation—F. tristis might be regarded as a 
melanoid race of F. marmorata probably from a cold climate. 
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6. A note on Swertia tongluensis and on a new variety of 
Swertia purpurascens. 

By I. H. Bork, 

Since Swe: tia tonyluensis was described in this J ournal, Vol. ii., 
new series, p. 3 have heen able to »dd to my knowledge of it 
by @ second init: to Tonglu, in the Sikkim Himalaya, where the 

plant grows. It is not uncommon on the sides of Tonglu south, 
east and north— between 3,500 ft. and the summit at 10,074 ft. ; 
and it ovcars to the north of that mountain on the slope that faces 
it under Kalipokri. It grows with Swertia Chiratu, Ham., very 
often, ad always in similar places, z.e., steep banks at the edge 
of an opening. 

1ere is never any difficulty in Pe paler ale at a glance 
full-grown S. ton luensix, with i's winged ‘stem and elongated 
capsules, from S. Chirata ‘with its round stem and short capsules. 

in 
azaa:, where only the commoner and locally abundant 9. Chirata 
was on sale. 

hen the buds open, both on S. tong/uensis and on S. Chirata, 
the flowers face obliquely downwards and are shortly campanulate 
with strongly recurved corolla-lobes, and rather parallel »tamens 

irected straight forward: but the flowers of S. tongluensis are a 
little ‘smaller than the flowers of 8. Chirata, and the livid patch 
on the petals just above the ne-taries is not quite so marked 
When the capsules enlarge, there is seen to be a great diff+rence 
between the two. As the flowers Asi in both they turn upwards 
and the capsules becomes vertica 

On the same journey I gathered close to the Jorpokri dak- 
bun a Swertia that I at first thought to be a new species, 
but latterly decided to be a very distinct variety of 8, BF pried 
cens, Wall. The finding of itextends the known range of S. pur- 

purascens eastward considerably. My plants grew in an open glade 
together with §. dilutatu, C. B. Clarke; and on the bank at the 
edge: of 'the glade was 8. Chirata, Ham. The stem of 8, Chirata 
is seldom vertical ; the habitat of the plant, z.e., banks, means 
that the sunlight is unevenly distributed, and the plant leans 
out to-seek it. So too does 8. tonyluensis. But S. dilatauta and 

this new variety of S. purpurascens (var. ramosa) are to be found on 
more even ground, and their main stem is vertical except in its 
lowest inch where it is always curved. Most Swertias of the 
section Ophelia seem to be decumbent as er . ae the conse- 
quence of this persisting is a bend at the base of the 

The tallest plant found was 80 em. high. The “sree third 
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upper half or two-thirds bore very numerous paired decussate 
branches, ascending at an angle of 40°. In the number of the 

of wings which bear minute purple papillz : papille of the same 
character are also distributed round the stems below the nodes : they, however, do not distinguish the variety from the type; for it 
also has them. The second difference is in the leaves which in 

half-millimetre long petiole. The flowers nod at opening: they are smaller than in the type, and herein is the third diff--rence : 

I conclude with a brief latin description of the new form. 
Swertia purpurascens, var., ramosa. Herba rigida, ad 80 em. alta, in parte superiori ter et iterum ramosa, ramis densis. 

e sabacuminata, tri-nervia, nervis lateralibus margini approximatis 
i i ad. 

* - ° . . * am 
: te simi, livido-liiacim, parvi. Pedicelli capillares ad 8 mm, longi. Calyx glaber, quinque-sectus, basi decem-angulatus, angulis alternis 

m i, an, 

urpuress QOvurium antheras zeqnans : lus nullus: igmata Pay longa, tarde divergentia OE so Copnda aeien, 
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longa, paullulo exserta, viridi-straminea, Semina lutea, 
ovoideo-globosa, levia, 7 mm. longa 

Collegi in loco aéri aperto in silvis montosis haud procul ab 
hospitio Jorpokri, in districtu Darjeeling, alt. $,000 ped., sub 
numeris 27746, 27747, 27748. 

itu ramosa, et foliis parvis, et floribus parvis, et capsulis 
parvis facile distinguitur. 





7. Ascaris lobulata, Schneider, ein Parasit des Darms 
von Platanista gangetica, 

Von Dr. v. Liystow. 

REe¥eraten— 
Schneider, Pgh die fo der Nematoden, Berlin, 1866, pag. 44, 

Krabbe, , Ofverit, K. Danske Vidensk. Selsk. Vérhandl. 1 al 
n, 1878, pag, 47, tab. I, fig. 2. 

agen Zool. Jahrb. Abth. Anat., Jena, vii., 1894, 
pag. 467, tab. 28, fig. 37. 

Stossich, Bollet. Soc. adriat. Sc. Nat. Trieste, Vol, xvii., 1896, 
pag, 43. 

Stiles and Hassall, Internal Parasites chy the Fur-seal ; Wash- 
ington, 1899, pag. 159-161, fig. 9 

Schneider beschrieb die Art mit wenigen Worten: Krabbe 
‘gab die Lippenbildung, die ich etwas anders sehe: Tagerskidld 
fand die blinddarmartige Verlingerung des oe nach vorn: 
goer Stiles und Hassall bringen nichts neue 

ticula quergeringelt: Lippen linger als breit, mit Neben- 
ippen, aio vorn abgerundet sind und schrige Querstreifen tragen ; 
sie haben ¢ der Linge der Hauptlippen; letztere sind vorn an 
-der Innenseite rechts und links in zwei Vorspriinge verlingert, 

einer pond or aley Verlingerung: der Darm ist nach vorn in 
einen langen “ming fortgesetzt: der Oesophagus nimmt +’; 
der Kérperlinge ei 

antenest 30 1 mm. lang und 1'1 mm. breit: das ea, 
mimmt ;4, der Gesammtlinge ein: die Spicula sind 2°37 m 
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lang: am pee en sehr zahlreiche Papillen: die preanalen 
stehen in 2 Lingsrei 

Das Weibchen dink: eine Linge vom 36 mm. bei einer Breite 

steht weit vom Dotter ab. 
Die Art lebt in der Mundhéhle, im Magen, im Diinn-und 

Dick-Darm von Platani:ta yanyetica. Sie scheint sich guniichst 
einige Zeit in der Mundhohle anfzuhalten. Die hier gefundenen 
Exemplare enthalten aber noch keine reifen Cessltiishianwod iets, ; 
welche sich erst im Darm bilden 

PN LN INI NIN PRL BPN IL IN INLD INIA 



8. Notes on the Lagar Falcon (Falco jugger), 

By Linur.-Cotone, D. C. Paitiorr, Secretary, Board of 
waminers. 

(Plate No. I.) 

In Hindustani the female of this very common falcon is called 
lagar or layh«r, and the male jhoyar. Jerdon gives the weight of a 
female as l-Ib. 4 oz. The lightest bit however, recorded by 
me is I- tb. 63 oz, and the heaviest l-Ib. 8 o 

i@’ common ‘Indian faléon is nkkniwen to the falconers of 
Baghdad or of Persia. Blanford says it occurs in Baluchistan 
about Khelat and Quetta, but has not been met with farther 
west. I do not recollect having seen one »nywhere between Fort 

Munro and Kingri in Wtritish Baluchistan.'! Blanford dea says 
that F. jug jer has not been observed in Assam and Bur How- 
ever in Vol XVII, No. 2, of the Journal of the Boinbay Natural 
History Society, 1906 (p. 495), under a “ List of Birds found 

in the Myingyan District of Burma,” by K C. Macdonald, the 
author writes: ‘“ Fulco juyger, the Lugger Falcon, local name 
‘ Gyo-theing "—the only true falcon I have observed in the dis- 
trict. Itis however,common and breeds freely on the igh, cotton 
trees near the river and elsewhere from J anuary to March.” The 
late Sardar Sher Ali, once Wali of Kandahar, told me that the 
cage was pct found in Afghanistan. I, however, frequently ob- 
serve ne year, between November and February, in the 
little hilicstation of Parichinar, close to the Paiwar Kotal. 

Ina = state this falcon preys on _ birds, such as quails 
starlings,? parroquets, house pigeons, and also on sana lizards ( Uro- 
mastiz ), tect locusts § and perhaps, like the Saker falcon,* on field- 
rats. e Shahins and Peregrines it will carry off chickens. 
Probably it also preys on See-see Partridges, and in the spring 
on the Short-eared Owls (Asio accip/trinus) migrating out of 
India. Under a lagar’s eyrie in a cliff I have found the fea- 
thers of numerous kestrels, ® and of a few siikrus 1 have seen a 

pair of these plucky falcons drive away f:om their hunting ground 
a female Saker Falcon (chargh) that had intruded, and another pair 
stoop at and harass a fox; and I have trustworthy information 
of a wild luyay’s atiopin g repeatedly ata hare. Villagers have 
sometimes told me that layars kill* hares. Lieut.-Colonel S. 

tage 3 vaniered issaséi observed Sha@hins near these places throughout 

2 It is  guacdaliy supposed tht hawks do not prey on starlings. aa the 

grinator, etc.) rig at them, hugging the ground till underneath the flock, ae 

then snddenly shooting up into its mi ra 
ndia all hawks feed on loc 

4 F Cherrug, the Saker or faa Falcon ; called Chargh in India and 

Ween in Afghanist»n. 
rained peregrines will sometimes fly at kestrils. I once lost a saker 

for mn pit nian and found that she had killed and eaten a wild 

shtkra (Astur badias). 
6 The Indian hare of the plains rarely, if ever, exceeds 331bs, in weight. 
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Biddulph told me that he once put up a Rock Horned-Owl 
(Bub. ben alensis , which was then chased and buffeted by a 

When trained this falcon is persevering and plucky. but though 
it also ‘ waits on’ well, it dors not‘ ring up’ well. The “haggard ’ 
(turinak) and the young immature bird (chuz) are both trained, 
never the «yess. The best birds are, | think, *haggaids’ of 

November. hen ~ aigrette” feathers were the rage, many bird- 

one falcon, and slip a dog or two as w A female lavur will 
sometimes, however, take a hare single-handed by « binving’ to 

i he /agar has been trained to take the Houbara Bus- 

both birds are easy quarry, especially the latter. Lieut.-(olonel 

S. Biddulph had a ‘tiercel’ that used to take teal. An old 
Nawab of Hyderabad, Deccan, tells me he has trained it to take 
the Common Heron.* H.H. the late Mir ‘Ali Murad of Sindh 

qua uch as a pigeon, they feed on it together; but if the 
quarry is a small bird. o2e hawk bears it off. It is an early breeder 
According to Captain G. F. L. shall (‘Bird Nesting in 

Falcons do not. usually take a hare by flyi i i i 
' + do ‘ying straight at it and seizing it like a ns they ater at it repeatedly and knock it about till it is 

1 With the exception of the Red-headed Merl; : if | | as 1 ‘i ' 
ra. the lugar is the only hawk that can be flown ihe igoke: Salads "oh 

rin 
exercise. No hawk can be flown in the hot weather 

ge.”” 
s “ Faleonry in the Valley of the Peds " H a : pt up a large old-fashioned establishment of hawks 

a keen fileo er. and ke 
for every kind of flight. 
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observed a pair, probably the same, in the Maidan.! Some lagays 
appear to be partially migratory. A native falconer and experi- 
enced pas er in my sevice, told me that t he once in ie 

anford writes: “ “ * F jugger is exactly intermediate in 
structure, as it is in plumage, between the Peregrine group and 
F. cherrug.” The layar is to the peregrine what the country- 

and_ cold, has a coarse digestion, frequents sandy — probably 
seldom drinks, and s eldom, if ever, bathes in water. Like the 

Saker it too moults easily ‘and q uickly. To the touch, its flight- 
feathers havea hard and dry feeling something like tho~e of the flight- 
feathers of a kite: they have not the softness of a Saker’s nor the 

s pringiness of a Peregrine’s. Unlike the Saker, the layar does not 

dislike the flesh of Paddy. Birds. Possibly. too, it can be fed without 
risk on the flesh of ducks and other water birds; not so the chargh. 
ae it, during the moult, eat small stones (‘rangle’), as do 

regrines and shahins ? I think not; but as wild lugars can be 
itt. at any time of the year and bought for perhaps as little 
as two pence,* they are seldom kept during the moult, hence infor- 
mation on this point is scanty. 

Once when Houbara-hawking in the desert under the hills 
near Derd Ghazi Khan, I noticed a pair of wild lugars ‘ waiting on 

high up over some village ae who kept beating out 2 
small bird from the bushes. As the bird made a dash for. the 
shelter of the next bush, one of Fe Sau would make a deter- 

lugars, tired of ‘waiting on,’ sailed away to some distance; but 

t ‘ a, also seen a large falcon near Howrah Bridge, and another ten 
in the n Gardens. They 2 =A compra to be Shahins or Peregrines, but it 
not ght liven for me to identify t 

2 Gilbe hite remarks that birds of prey occasionally feed on cgi 
I once saw a pair of vultures in the hills Ae up flying ants that 
issuing ah of the ground. ‘That all hawks ext locusts is a tga ell ae 

Indian falconers and hawk-catchers, but I merit never seen one hawking 
pinot ih ore A bird-catcher ~ evs that if a shikra is too dhsaalile to be 
enticed by a quail or a sparr can ss —— in a bal-chhatr? with a 
— (an insect like ag mols eric oh as a bai 

3 It probably takes dust baths. 
4 The first hawk the writer ever vlaidte was a trained lagar that killed 

Paddy-Birds. It was bought for about 3s. 6d. 
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when the children found another bird and cried, “ Hoo hoo, ha 

ha,” ' they returned and resumed their ‘ waiting on’. My falcon- 

ers told me that this kind of natural hawking was a common 

pastime of village children in the Panjab. 
On another occasion, in the desert near Dera Ghazi Khan, | 

I galloped. in and out of ag trees to try and keep the crows 
on the wing, while the lugars, ‘waiting on’ low down, stooped 

at the crows as they were flushed. ‘The crows could not be 
induc: d to leave their cover, though the hawks did not stoop 
as though in earnest. Although trained loyars take crows, | 
have never seen wild ones do so. An eyas lugar I had * flying 
at hack ’? used, in play, to stoop at roosting crows, but when it was 
seated on a tree-top the crows used to stoop at it. 

That a pair of lagars so frequently haunts the vicinity of a 
village may be due to the assistance the birds derive from cattle 
and Spal ‘en, who, as they move abont, disturb and flush the 
prey. 

Kadagek falconers the lagar occupies an inferior position, 
bat amongst hawk-catchers or ‘ barakis’ it is highly prized, od 
it makes, as is detailed below, a better baruk* say any other 
kind of - wk.® 

4 birds in migration do not fly in a bee-line to their des- 
eiakiee, but, to a great extent, follow the well-defined routes of 
passes, rivers, and coast- anes is a fact that has long been known 
to, and made use of, by Indian hawk-catchers; as also the fact 

that hawks are jealous birds and love robbing their kind. So, 
when the hawk-catching season approaches, the bdrakis take their 

accustomed posts; for saker-catching in certain open Bane sage 

1 Identical or nearly so, with the old European hawking ery. 
2 ‘Flying at hack’ is ke coniae nestlings ina state of liberty to enable 

bone to en their flight-muscles 
her 7. with my “squadron in oo ong grass in the bed of 

ere flushed. 
semen on wide downs are often closely at- 

bielaeayhy for miles together, which play before and 
bebind them, sweeping ence collec ting all the skulking Follebta that are 
ro he trampling of the to ses’ feet.” 

; Similarly I once had as m yas five or six excellent flights after a lark. 
with a wild Merlin, the lark, aft 

erlin, unsuccessful, a b last g ot tired o} ae 
* Bérak? ( Hindus. . “ one is flies a ei: > barak urana “to fly ba@raks, 

to _ hemks by means of a bérak.”’ a to the lagar, = best. barak 
for & churgh is « kite ae « Maka. a Kestril can be used. A bird-catcher 
tells on that ‘Mod two ‘pokes rit be pinta the end of the Kestril’s- 
pi se = ed'merlin Peregrine was taken by a bérak of a turumnt 

coae come clese to a young rma and then sand off with- 
closing, w if a ‘haggard ’ be cast F 

This j in ang fa yw vast up they will close with it readily. 
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cially those opposite the passes, for Peregrine-catching on the 
banks of the rivers: each bérak? has, of course, at least one barak, 
probably a layar, which is prepared as follows :-— 

Th 

ng: 
off over the ends of the feathers. To close the beak, a piece of 
string is doubled and knotted twice in the middle, the two knots 
being about a finger’s breadth apart. The small loop between 

string lying on the crown of the hawk’s head. third knot is 

made under the chin, and the loose ends, one on each side of the 
neck, are brought up and tied to the doubled end on the crown. 
To render the feet powerless, the hind claw of each foot is bound 

back to the shank, and the legs are then hobbled together with 

and furnished with nooses. The khuddi is two or three inches in 
diameter and weighs about two ounces; it is usually made of the 
coarse native cloth called in Panjabi khadar and is stuffed either 
with soft hair or better with feathers: if stuffed with the latter, it 

should be lined with cotton-wool to prevent the egress of the feathers 
through the coarse cloth. In the ball are long, coarse stitches of 

hobble: it must be so tied that, when the barak settles, the nooses 
project outwards and upwards, so that a stooping hawk gets its 
feet entangled. Before use, the baraki fills his mouth with water, 
and then blows it out in a forcible spray, so as to well wet the 
khudda. The nooses are then opened and arranged and the feathers 
pulled into place,and the whole put in the sun to dry. When dry 
the khudduw is again examined, and, if necessary, re-a : 
Finally the thread with which the eyes are seeled is loosened, so” 
that about a third to a half of the eyes is opened.' 

The hawk, thus prepared, is thrown into the air. At the 
first flight it will fly perhaps a hundred yards; after that perhaps: 
three hundred, flying not more than fifteen feet from the ground. 
After casting it off, the hawk-catcher squats and watches. If 
here is a hawk anywhere in the vicinity, it will at least come 
up and have a look: it may make a snatch at the supposed quarry 

‘If the barak has been caught and used for some days, it is kept on 
its perch with its eyes ‘unsealed,’ the seeling threads being drawn together” 
when it is taken up to be flown, 
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while the barak is in the air, in which case both birds fall 

together to the ground; or, reaching the spot after the barak has 
settled, it may make one or two stoops and so eventually get 
entangle 

lf, after a minute, no hawk makes its appearance, the hawk- 
catcher approaches the barak and secures it by means of a stick, 
which he stretches ont and inserts between its legs. over the 
hobble. If the stick is not used, or if the eyes of the b7ruk are 
not seeled, it will probably rise and fly off a few hundred yards 
every time its owner gets within a few feet of it. 

The birak is flown repeatedly in the morning. till the sun 
gets too hot and hawks and other birds cease questing and soar 
out of sight in a cooler atmosphere. It is also flown again in the 
late afternoon till dusk. The Jagar being a hardy bird bears all 

this fatigue. . 
Besides charghs a good deal of rubbish is also caught, harri- 

ers, kites, buzzards, small eagles, and other Ingars. On these 

the baraki feeds, not only his baruks, but also the falcons he 
catches. 

Whether large eagles are ever secured by a birak, I cannot 
. The first time I flew a barak, a Ring-tailed Fish Eagle 

(Haliaetus letucoruphu: Blan.).! swooped down on the baruk 
-when it was in the air, got entangled in the nooses, and trium- 
phantly bore off the whole. Improvidently, I had not provided 
myself with a second ba@rak, but Ab puchta*e kya hot hai gab 

chiryan chug ga*in khet, “What is the good of crying when the 
ave eaten the field?” Abu Fazl in his queer Persian 

writes of the lagar :-— 
“ It resembles the chargh, but in size is equal to a Goshawk 

Nooses are suspended from it, and birds’ feathers are 
tied to its claws, and it is then made to fly, Birds of prey, mis- 
a the on i feathers for some quarry, attempt to snatch 
it away: one of them gets entang i fot bap Saltese prsadime oo ect meee eee 

t remains to be said that the usual bait fora lagar is a 
sparrow. 

tiercel. 

-cover himself with a sheet Then 
igh vs. As they flutter out they will make for the 
pik ¢ _ where all your assistant has to do is to stoop and 

Dalles in t njab from its wild and not unmusical note. Th ery be the gred, as it is called in Kashmir, is one of the familiar sounds of the 

hal, astage and a half from Bhakkar on the, Sind Goan Line nes ! th t : : Fun-i Akbari: A¥iin-i bist w haftam nie hove ethos ae taf Bre translation as regards this and other hawking matters is inaccurate. | , 
i i 
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does not die of cold. As however, hawks are attracted by move- 
ment, the quail should be tethered by the neck. If tethered by the- 
legs. it will indeed flutter at first; but as the hawk approaches it, 
it will squat and become a clod of earth, and the hawk will then, 
for some reason, ignore it. 
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4g. Ch hapters on Hunting Dogs and Cheetas, being an 
extract from the “ Ait7b“/-Bazvarah.” a treatise on 
Falconry, ae lin Kushajim, an Arab writer of the 
Tenth Century,!' 

By Lrevr.-Corone, D.C. Puitsorr and Mr. R, F. Azoo. 

On Huntine Dogs. 

ood dogs should be light-coloured and black-eyed, for the 
light- veolotisl endure the heat best, while the dark-coloured with- 
stand the cold best. It is the nature of dogs to follow up foot- 
tracks, and to follow upascent,and to welcome joyfully any one that 
has been kind to them : noanimal is so attached tots master. The 
best-bred discover, on frosty days, the earths of hares,* since the 
breath of the hares thaws the frost at the entrances. Tho dog is 
a light sleeper, a keen watcher. When it sightsa herd of wild 

asses, it selects the male, even though it knows that the male is 
swifter and more enduring ; for it also knows that the male, after 
one or two spurts, loses its head and so gets overtaken. If several 
dogs are slipped and one seizes the quarry and the other fails, the 
latter does not dispute possession, but seeks another quarry; and 
the dg acts thus in all else it does. The points of a good dog 
are that it should be long between the forelegs and the hind legs ; 
short in the back; small in the head; long in the neck; pendant- 
eared, with breadth between the ears ; that it should have large 
prominent eyes; a long slender muzzle, and be deep-mouthed.? It 
should have a loud and fierce bark ; a prominent and broad forehead ; 

pregnant by one covering, and carries her young 61 days ; and she 
admits the joule the third day after parturition. 

1 The anthor was a celebrated poet and philologer, and »mongst his 
oems are pe tardiyyat, or poems on sport. One of his works is rtyled 

Kita’*"1-Maga® id wa-l-Matarid or ** Snores snd uarries, i id to 
a collection of a erick anecdotes. He resided in Egypt, but was a native of 
Ar gar in Pal 

WwW indebted t to the courtesy of the Gotha Library for the loan of 
the MS. From which this ‘tip egies copied. 

2 e East hares go tr round. 
3 te., ger a “deep Tonghing mouth.’ 
4 Presumably this is the author’s meaning. The word seq, : eienle, 

properly ester vege ag ob a hawk, the shank of a man, or the cannon 

‘bone of a fore-leg of 
5 Colloquially slityi ‘iaiaiey and sl#giya fem., the greyhoand, 
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Al-Jahiz' has said thatthe largest number of pups at a birth 
is twelve, but that ordinarily not more than five to seven are pro- 
duced. Occasionally only one is born, and if such be the case the 
pup. will be better than its sire. Should one dog and one bitch 
be produced, the dog will be the better of the two. If three pups 
be born, one being a bitch resembling the mother, then the bitch 
pup will be the best. If several pups be produced, a one being 
» bitch, then that bitch will be the worst of its species 
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Al-Jahiz, ‘ Md Erominens oted, died about 870 A.D. He was a scientific and Phe He is the author of a book 
Aes 

on animals 

2 In the Uns*’l Mala, an Arabie treatise : on sport by Muhamma Mangala An-Nasizi, a writer of the 14th century, it is state | that there Pais a 
es: of hanting dogs, apparently a breed of re styled &4yl8} pl. 

3 yb of only slaves and animals is the equivalent of; be," in men 
* Vide Note 2, Eng. Trans, 

6 In MS. jai} 26 MS rer vis 
* Error for glelal Le US | 9, tra 
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On CHEETAS. 

The Cheeta is 5! Pa of a Badd by a leopard * that 
coerces her, and, for th is reason, chee terile like mules and 

deep-black spots on a dark tawny ® ground, the spots on the back 
being close to each other’; that have the eyes® blood-shot, small, 

1 In MS. (pty . 2 Vide Note 4, Eng. Trans. 3 InMS. (i, 

4 Namir or nimr, any spotted animal; in modern Arabic applied to the 
ti 6° 
: imasit-l- : akhmas is “ the belly being hollow from in if (the 

opposite of ra ae "Might also mean ‘ with the flanks “ana 
6 Adam the colour of Adam or of eaakiod (the A ). 
1 Arqash “ pepper and salt coloured,’’ means that the dark and light 

spots bath be close to each o 

8 Mu’q .54< pl. dm4q, properly the “ inner corner of the eye,” is often 

Niu. BOT. GARDEN 
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and narrow ';:the mouth ‘deep and laughing’; broad foreheads ; 
thick necks ; the black line from the eyes long ; ‘and the fangs? far 
apart from each other. The fully mature® animal is more useful 
for sporting purposes than the cub; and the females are better at 
hunting than are the males, and such is the case with all beasts 
and birds of prey. 

$s 

SPhe ae 
d9— 134! ine lsle = pan uw al aly o— Yat 

gs ole! it cts ore ou she Js 136 eat 

ve ge a: Be ute Sis oat omg sn oh sil ¥ XT ame 

cokal gi Sy ay sto cate we 2 va oa otal apa 

ars) oi se) vu go net yeas ) * Sob) Gloy) = 

sty 2 set we aa a? uh su Uigre py0 val bibs Angst 

* ob Bie SJ3 le, , a) wo agel oSJt 

: ps Pegs for the eye itself: so also ahddq, pl. of hadagqah the “ ball of 

i Sages is applied to the eyes of Turks and Tarcomans. 

Loy aU, meaning doubtful: can this be a copyist’s error for 

ia 236 “with the fangs prominent ” or “long and jutting downwards ” ? 

“ae or anyab) properly an “eye-tooth, a tusk,” etc., is in modern collognial, 
he plural, applied to all the teeth of animals. In either case the article 

- mu be inserted. 

= 3 echt pl. masénn, means “ of advanced age” and also, as here, 

NNR NAL 
LPP ee’ 



19. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. VII. 

Note.—The numbering of the articles is continued from 
p. 274 of the Journal and Proceedings for 1905. 

I]. MEDIAVAL. 

47, A New Mepravat Goup Corn. 

Obverse and reverse identical 3 fee 

Ts 

I'wo specimens were found at Pandwaha.in the Jhansi Dis- 
trict, United Provinees. They weigh 65 and 66 grains respective- 

One is fairly round with a diameter of ‘8’’, and the other is 
irregularly shaped and measures 8” to ‘9’ inches. The full 
inscription does not appear on either coin, but is fairly certain. 
n 

warrior and ee the of Malwa (Naravarman or 
Yasovarman). Som e_ insertions referring to him have been 
published in Ind, Ant. VI, 186; X, 158; “and Ep. Ind., I, 295. 
uch more information has, however, been derived from literary 

works, and is condensed in the Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I. Early 
History of Gujarat, from notes by the late Dr. feat Noes 

Indraji. For present purposes the most interesting item is 
his contest with Madanayarman Chandel of Mahoba (1130—1164), 
the issue of which was doubtful. The two rulers appear to 

have become friendly in the end. 
A peculiar feature of the coins is that they bear no re- 

presentation of a deity, such as is usual on coins of the 
period. Siddha Raja was a Saiva, but also had leanings 
towards Jainism. 

R. Bury. 

Ill PATHANS OF DELHI, &., &. 

48. Some rare Copper Corns or tHe Nizam SHAni on AnMaApD- 

NAGAR Dynasty OF THE DAKHAN. 

Burhan TI, 

No. 1. Weight, 158 grains. 
Mint, Nagar. 
Date, 929 A.H. 
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Obverse. Xs 

a id 

fieverse. Zoe 

Busine 

srg 

Murtaza I. 

No. 2. Weight, he grains. 
Size 
Mint, ii se 
Date, 993 A.H. 

Obverse. ers 

ar 
Reverse. 9 

bine 

sar 

In spite of the absence of the names of the kings, from the 
date and mints on these coins, there is no hesitation in saying— 
until full specimens are foun d,—that they were issued by 
Burhan I. and Murtaza IJ. , respectively. 

Burhan I? or Burhan IT?, 

Nos. 3, 4 and 5. ee 146, 148 and 150 grains, respec- 

Size, “po,” 7” and °75”, respectively. 
Mint, Daulatabad. J 

Obverse. cle wlay 

Reverse. 2 

; ob Wyo 

From the upper halves of the obverses of each of these three 
Danlatabad coins, we can, with certainty, read that the name of 
the king is Burhin Nizim. The legends on the lower halves of 
the obverses are a great puzzle to me, and I hope that some well- 
pon Sores numismatists might throw some additional light on 

e coins. 
As these coins are dateless, we - aga say positively whether 

they were issued by Burhan Nizam 
All the five (5) coins I pibeteae some eight years ago from 

eagle ger through my kind friend Mr. Cowasjee Eduljee Kotwall 
of this plac 

That Wall- bias numismatist, the late Mr. C. J. Rodgers, 
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has described and figured two copper coins {among others) No. 1 
and No, 2 in his interesting article on “Rare 3 ughal Coins, 

a capital obf we, ?” 

The style and lettering of these coins very closely resemble 
those _of the three Daulatabad Burhan Nizim’s coins, and 
assuming Burhanabad to have been founded by one of the two 
Burhan Nizdms, could it not be possible that they may have 
been issued by Burhan IJ, a contemporary with Akbar the great 
in A.H. 1001 instead of by Akbar himself. 

In order to have a close comparison of Burhanabad coins with 
the Daulatabad coins (Nos. 3, 4 &5) the following coin No. 6 
from my cabinet, will, I think, prove useful, as it is a complete 
coin :— 

No. 6, Weight, 220 grains. 
Size, 85’. 
Date, both in words and in figures, 1001. 

‘Obverse. alt way 
iblSio ops 

Reverse. wy 

Ya 
a 
Bi 

FRAMJEE JAMASJ&E. 

49. Tae Banmani Kinos. 

898 (p. 259). A more recent study by M 
Some Notes on the Bahmani 

an 
coins which was recently discovered 

a, in the Betal District, Central 

were in excellent condition, neither worn nor co 

complete description has been recorded in MS. as Report 
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No. 21 B. of 1906, from which the following notes are extracted 

as they refer to novelties. In quoting Dr. Codrington’s paper, 

the initial O.C., with the page of the Numismatic Chronicle and 

the numbers of the coin- type there quoted, will be used. The 
British Museum Catalogue, Muhammadan States, is referred 
to as B.M 

FYroz Suan, 8th Kine. 

The type B.M.C. No. 453 is represented by 22 specimens. 
The B.M.C. notes that the reverse has traces of a marginal 
inscription, O.C. No. 1, p. 266, does not refer to this. One o 

the coins now found reads... ,s¢ oo! and the other... ye we 
It is uncertain whether these dates should be read as (8)11 and 

(8)15 or as (8)21 and (8)25, 

AumaD SxHAu IJ, 9th Kine. 

(a) The parentage of this king is discussed by Major 
Haig (p. 8), who refers to a copper coin bearing the inscription 
‘Ahmad Shah bin sheild Shah bin Bahman Shah.’ u- 
nately that coin is not dated, and the Kunya (not quoted) 1s 
said to differ from that on coins which can certainly be attri 
buted to Ahmad Shah I. Dr, Codrington publishes a coin with 
the following inscription :— 

whsd} ab Seat Gy 3LS den 

cael) wliel} estoy} Wrest oy 

APYA 

He ascribes it to Ahmad Shah II, but gives no grounds 
for this assumption (No. 1, p. 267). A coin in the find now 
being PREM bears exactly the same inscription, but is dated 
(8) 33. The date is fairly conclusive that both these 
coins honid - assigned to bre Shah I, while other evidence 
confirms this ascription. In t st place, the coins are of 
what is known as the first size. (atiaht about 245 grains), but 

eir inscription differs completely from that of the coins of 

a given standard during the reign of a single king. Steals 
Major Haig -pointed ont that the ascription of his coin to dyin 
Shah I. was rendered doubtful by the fact that this king was 
apparently ches son of Ahmad Khan. The latter never ascended 

Wi df 

propose to assign to Ahmad Shah I, purport to be of Ahmad 
Shah, son of Ahmad, the father’s name etd no title, ie. 
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of Shah or Khan, affixed to it. Dr. Codrington’s coin seems to 
have no room for such a title, and the specimen now described 
has even less, though it is not so valuable for this purpose 
as the other is. I have some doubt whether the last line of 
the reverse should read ,,iegi ¢ bow or cgioat GymsJt yt 
Dr. Codrington’s remark that this type is common is hardly 
borne out by the Betil find, which had only one specimen. 

_ (b) In describing another type Pe the copper coinage 
of Ahmad Shah I (O.C. No. 1, p. 267; B.M.C. No. 454), 

Codrington refers to two doubtful matters. His reading 
of the third line of the obverse as wlixJ} is confirmed 

* a e 

coin being held upside down for this purpose. To the dates 
read by Dr. Codrington (836—3) may be added 832. I also 
read 827 on one coin of this type, but the mint is not legible. 

Augmap Sxiu II, 10th Krve. 

(a) A single coin like O.C. No. 2, p. 268 (B.M.C. 
No. 461) confirms the reading of Use for the top line of the 

(b) To the dates given by Dr. Codrington for B.M.C. 
No. 462 (0.C. No. 4, p. 268) may be added 842, 845, 848, 
850, 852—3, 859 and 860. : 

(c) Neither by Dr. Codrington (O.C. No. 3, No. 268), 

nor in the B.M.C. is it noted that No. 467 in the latter 
has a marginal inscription on the obverse. This is not complete 
on any one of the 76 coins of this type now found, but it 
certainly includes sh} oss0 wyasy Gye. 
the ra 4 of which is probably 4i—-4, the second being quite 
uncertain, New dates for this type are 850—2, 856 and 860. 

d) Tothe dates given by Dr. Codrington (No, 5, p. 268) 
for the type B.M.C. No. 470 can be added 83 and 853. 

Homavotn Sau. 

a) Dr. Codrington describes a new type of Humayin’s 
soit 2 No. 2, p. oak He has not been able to complete the 
reading of the obverse, and describes the reverse as sim 

B No. 47 on B.M.C. Ten coins in the Betil find give 
the following reading :— | 

Us iat dias 28 

wh chat steel ls! 

(b) I first read the coin deseribed below as a new type 

of Humayin Shah (4th size)... 
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well glisglee 

abel! yl wibLw} 

A%8 

The unit figure is, however, doubtful (possibly 9), and 

there is shia certainly a line above the name, so that the 

coin is probably one of Nizam Shab or Mshansee Shah. 

Nizim Sudu, 12th Kine. 

cs nes oman Pec gives only the date 866 for his type 

No. 3, To this can be added 867 (reversed on the 
poh OH 

Mvuwammapd §Suiu, 13th Kine. 

To the dates se by Dr. Codrington for the type B.MC. 
No. 474, can be d 869, 884 and 886 in the first size, 873 

in the a eam 307, te ie) and 882 in the 3rd size. 

of all the sal referred to in this note 

will be acquired for the Indian Museu 
R. Bury. 

IV. MUGHALS. 

50. Muguat Mint Towns, 

Toragal. 

In Part I of the Journal, Vol. LXXIII (1904), Namismatic 

send pst pp. 240-241, Mr. H. N. Wright identifies a mint 
n of Auranyzeb, Kam Bakhsh, and Farrukhsiyar, as sites 

or oN argal, “the chief town of a sarkar in the province of Bij 
He relies on entries upon pp. Ixxxix., xci., and 154 of Mr. Jeclsiath 
Sarkar’s “ India of Aurangzeb.” ardly necessary, perhaps, 

to point out that Mr. Sarkar was sy zat from Persian manu- 
scripts only; and that the correct decipherment from them of 

al and place names is exceedingly difficult, and the result 
n obscure cases is nearly always open to question. The manu- 
scripts of the Uhahar Gulshan, the work which Mr, Sarkar was 

rape i > 
ob 

ti the Ma, sr 0 wnlv I, 288, line 11 (bio hy of Amanat 
Khan No. 2), there is the followin wir IN 5 Wh When ‘si the aed 
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of year 33” [First Ramazan 1100 to 30 Sha‘ban 1101 H., June 
20th, 1689 to June 7th, 1690] “ the victory-bearing standards were 

remained there for more than four. years—See the Ma,éasir-i- 

‘Alamgiri’ pp. 335 (arrival in year 33), 338 (departure for Bijapur 
for fourth time in year 34), 345 (leaves Bijapur for Galgali in year 
35), 370 (departure for Bijapur for fifth time in year 39). It was 
at Galgali that the Neapolitan traveller, Gemelli Careri, paid 

his visit to the emperor’s camp. 
If Kalkalah (Galgali) in the 8.-W. corner of the Bijapur 

district was within the division of Toragal (Niragal), it 

follows that the latter place cannot be very distant. Turning 
to the maps in Vol. XXIII (Bijapur) and Vol. XXI (Belgaum) of 
the ‘“‘ Bombay Gazetteer,’ we find on the south-western boundary 
of the one and the eastern boundary of the other a name 
“Toragal,” having Mudhol on the north and Ramdurg on the 

south of it. These are the names of two southern Mahrattah 
native states, and an account of them will be found in Vol. I, 

Part II, of the “ Bombay Gazetteer.” 
Referring next to Sheet No. 41 of the Indian Atlas, we find 

in the Ramdurg state a town Toragal on the Malprabha river, 
an affluent of the Kishna. It is situated in 75°17’ long. 

15°57’ lat. (approximately), and about 36 miles as the crow 

of the Toragal ‘“six-thousand” [villages?] in the Kalyani 

kingdom of the Western Chalukyas, and is mentioned in ]187 and 
1222 A.D. (“ Bo. Gaz.” I, Part 2, pp. 431, 465, 523). 

I submit that this Toragal is the Mughal mint town we are 

in search of, and that the reading of Nargal should be abandoned 

for that of Toragal. As the Mughals did not occupy the Bijapur 

kingdom until 1097 H (1686), in te 30th year of Aurangzeb, none 

of their coins can have been issued at Torayal before that year. 

Wm. Irvine. 

51. Some Dates RELATING TO THE MucHaL Emperors or Invi, 

The following two Lists embody the results of a recent 

endeavour to ascertain, as accurately as may be, all dates that go 

to determine the periods, during which coins were issued by the 
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several Mughal. Hmperors of India or by the Claimants to the 
Imperial throne. The lists hitherto published are not only 
extremely meagre but inconsistent in at least some of their 
details, and hence one feels a natural hesitation in accepting any 
of the figures they contain. In preparing the List A now sub- 
mitted, I have consulted various authorities, which, in order to 

h 

with the aid of Sir A. Cunningham’s well-known “ Tables,” they 
have all been converted into the corresponding dates of the 
Christian era. 

In List B will be found, opposite the name of each Mughal 

known, I laid under contribution the published catalogues of the 
British, the Indian (Calcutta), and the Lahor Museums, but for 
the hac ii of my search quite the most valuable material consisted 
of certain MS. “returns” kindly supplied me by the following 
gentlemen, to all of whom I desire to tender hearty thanks :— 
Messrs, G. B, Bleazby, R. Burn, Framji J, Thanawala, L. White 

King, and H. Nelson Wright. 
[ Abbreviation :— 
E.D.= = Elliot's ‘“‘ History of India as told by its own Histo- 

rians,” edited by Dowson, 8 vols. 
Ersk, = =Ers ed “ History of India under Baber and Huma- 

yun,” 2v 
Beale = = Beal's « Oriental Biographical Dictionary,” revised 

A.A.= vt Ain i- PAbbass ” translated by Blochmann and Jarrett, 

When -thves separate figures are employed to express a date, 
the first represents the day, the second the month, and 
the third the year ; thus 

29: X: 1627 A.D.= = 29th of October, 1627 A.D. ; 
26: VITI: 1076 A.H.=26th of Rajab, 1076 A. H. 4. 

List A. 
1. Babar: 

Accession, 15: ee 932 A.H., Fri., 27: IV: 1526 A.D.; 
Death, 5: V: 937 A.H., Sun. 25: XII: 1530 A.D. 

See Ersk. t 437, 517; E.D. 1V. 257; WV. 748. 
2, Humayaa ( : First ae 

(b) Second Reign: 
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Victory, 4: IX: 962 A.H. , Tues., 23: VIL: 1555: A:D.; 
Death, 15: IIT: 963 A.H., Tues, 28: I: 1556 A.D. 

See ‘Wrsk IT. 520; E.D. Vy. 24 0, 

3. Akbar I: 

Accession, 2: 1V: 963 A.H., Fri., 14: IT: 1556 A.D.. 
Death, 12: VI: 1014 Aw. Tues, 15: X: 1605 a1. 

See BLD. V. 241, (247; VL1 

4. Jahangir : 

Accession, 20: VI: 1014 A.H., Wed., 23: iad pee Sales 
Death, 28: IT: 1037 A.H., Mon., 29: X: 

S D. 
Aa % 

ee E. VI. 284, with eorrestiot in A, x i“ ase 213 ; E.D; 
435. 

Dawar Bakhsh : 

Accession, circa 28 : If: 1037 A.H., Mon., 29: X: 1627 A. | Oar 
Depos ition, rae Be A.H., Son., 30: XIL: 1627 A.D:; 
Death, 26: V : 1037 E., Wed., 23: 1; 1628 A.D. 

See Eh. D. VI. 435, 436, "438 and note 2. 

5. Shah Jahan I: 

Accession, 18: VI: 1037 A.H., Thur., 14: II: 1628 A.D. ; 

Deposition, 17; IX: 1068 A Tu nes., 8: VI: 1658 A. D.; 
Death, 26: VIL: 1076 A.H. Mon, 29. I: 1666 A.D. 

Coins continned to be struck i in the name of Shah Jahan I. 
till 4: 1X: 106 9 A.H., Mon., 16: V : 1659 A 
See E.D. VII. 6, 226, 229, 241, 275 

Shuja‘. 

Rebelled early in 1068 A.H., which year began on Tues., 29: 
IX: 1657 A.D.; 

theo cirea 1: Ex: 1070 A H., Tues., 1: V: 

Died in 1071 A. 
1660 A.D. ; 

H., which year ‘lasted from 27: VIII: 1660 
till 6: VIII: 1661 A.D. 
See E.D. VII. 213, 214, 241, 253, 254 ; Beale, 392. 

Murad Bakhsh : 
Rebelled early in sate’ A.H., which year began on Tues, 29: 
IX : 1657 A. 

Arrested, 4: X: 1068 A.H., Fri., 25: VI: 1658 A.D. ; 

Died; 21: 1V: 1072 A.H., Wed, 4: XIT: 1661 A.D. 

See E.D. VII. 132, 313, 214, 999, 

6 Aurangzeb ‘Alamgir I: 
: : 1068 A.H., Wed., 21: VIL: 1658 A.D.; 

Death, 28: XI: 1118 A.H., Thur., 20: J o 1707 

name till 4: 1X: 1069 A,H., Mon., 16: 'Y: 
See E.D. VIL. 229, 241, 386. 
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A‘zam Shah: 
Accession, 10: XII: 1118 A.H., Tues., 4: IIL: 1707 A.D.; 
Defeat and death, 18: III: 1119 A. H., Sun., 8: VL: 1707 A.D 

See E.D. VII. 387, 391, 398—400. 

Kam Bakhsh : 
—— imperial power suon after the death of Aasitipest, 

oot; 
q-V 

Defeated and killed, circa 1: XI: 1119 A.H., Tues.. 
1708 A. D. 
hee BD. VII. 389, 390, 406-—408. 

7. Shah‘ Alam I., Bahadur: 
Accession, 30: 1: 1119 A.H., Tues., 22: IV :1707 A.D. 

nero 21: 1:1124 A.H., Mon., 18: II: 1712 A.D. 
|W. VII. 392, 556. 

8, Jahandar: 

Accession, 14; 1: 1124 A.H., Thur. 10: IV: 1712 A.D. ; 

eath, a Be ‘ 

See E.D. VII. 487, 438, 445; Beale 190, 

9. Farrukh-siyar : 

Accession, 23: XII: 1124 A.H., Sat., 10:1: 1713 A.D. ; 

Fa rrukh-siyar antedated his reign from 1: TIL: 1124 AH., 
Pri, 28: 11: 1712 AD. 
See Beale, 130, 131; E.D. VII. 446. 

. Rafi ‘al darajat : 

Accession, 9: 1V: 1131 A.H., Wed., 18: II: 1719 A.D.: 

Death, 23: VII: 1131 A.H., Sun., 31: V: 1719 A.D. 
See E.D. VII. 479, 482. 

Shah Jahan II. (Rafi‘al daulat) : 

Accession, 20: VII: 1131 A.H., Thur., 28: V: 1719 A. 
Death, 22: X: 1131 A.H., Thur., 37: VHS W716 2. 

ED D. VII. 482, 485. 

i i) 

a jn 

Niki-siyar: 
Accession, 9: VI: 1131 A.H., Sat., 18: IV: 1719 A 
pear oe pac n, 27: IX: 1131 AH., Sun., 2: VIM: 1719 xD. 

eath 
Grave doubt attaches to the attribution to Nikt-siyar of the coins commonly assigned to him, 
See E.D. VII. 482, 484. 

lt es dete t ct eR i eet) 
See W. mot Reena on Coins of Muhammad Shah, Proceedings, A.S.B., Apeit 1 1899 
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Ibrahim : 

Accession, 9: XIT: 1132 A.H., Sat., I: X: 1720 A.D:: 
Defeat, 18: Le Tiss AT Taes,, 8: XL: 1720 A.D. 

See E.D. VII. 509, 512, 515. 

. Muhammad : 

Accession, 15: XI: 1131 A.H., Fri., 18: 1X: 1719 A.D. ; 
Death, 27: 1V: 1161 A.H., Fri, 15: 1V: 1748 A.D. 

See E.D. VII. 485; VILI. 111. 

13. Ahmad Shah Bahadur: 

. Accession, 2; V: 1161 A.H., Tues., 19: IV: 1748 A.D. : 
Deposition, 1L: VIIL: 1167 A.H., Mon., 3; VI: 1754 A.D.; 
Death, 23: X: 1183 A.H, Sun., 1: EG 1775 A.D 

See E.D. VIII. 141; Beale, 42, 

. ‘Alamgir IT: 

Accession, IL: VIII: 1167 A.H., Mon.,3: VI: 1754 A.D.; 
Death, 20: IV: 1173 A.H., Tues., ll: XII: 1759 A.D. 

See E.D. VIII. 141, 243. 

Shah Jahan ITT: 
Accession, 20: IV: 1173 A.H., Tues., 11: XIL: 1759 A.D.; 
Deposition, 29: II: 1174 A.H., Fri., 10: X: 1760 A.D. 

eath, 

See E.D. VIIL. 243, 278. 

. Shah ‘Alam II: 
Accession, 5: V: 1173 A.H., Tues., 25: XII: 1759 A.D. ; 

Death, aE 1X: 1221 A.H., Tues., 18: XI: 1806 A.D 
See E.D. VIII. 172; Beale, 361, 

ry hey 

— i 

es or 

Bidar Bakht: 

Accession, as 1202 A,H., Fri., 29: ie 1788 A.D,. 

Flight, 8: veneer Thur., 9: or 1738 A 

Death, ? 

See Beale, 106. 

16. Akbar II: 

Accession, 7: [X: 1221 AH, Tues., 18: XI: 1806 A.D. 
ath, 28: VI: 1253 A.H., Fri., 29: IX: 1837 A.D. 
See 46 

17. Bahadur Shah II: 

L we here retain the commonly accepted designation of this 
sovereign. Before his time, however, three of the Emperors, 

Aurangzeb, Shah ‘Alam I, and A Ahmad Shah, had all, as 
evidenced by their coins, borne the name of Bahada 2a 

Accession, 23: VI: 1253 A.H., Fri.. 29: IX : 1837 A.D.; 

Deposition, 13: VIIT: 1274 A. i. Mon., 29: III: 1858. A. D. 
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Death, 14: V: 1279 A.H., Fri., 7: XI: 1862 A.D 
See Beale, 95; Holmes’ “ History of the Indian Mntiny,” 

p. 387. 

List B. 

1, Babar: 932—937 A.H.; yg Br D. 

Karliest known : G.— agi 
Latest known: G—; i538 Gaee: C. 987. 

2. Humayun: First Reign : 937—947 A.H. ; 1530—1540 A.D. 

Bleazby). 
Second Reign: 962—963 A.H. ; 1595-1556 A.D. 

Earliest : G.—; S. thins (Bleazby ); C.— 
Latest : G.—; 8.9 

-3. Akbar I: 963—1014 A, i, ; 1556—1605 A.D. 

Earliest Hijri: G. 965; 8. 963 ; C. 962 (Laho (Lahor ). 
Latest Hijri: G. 1000 ; 8, 1008 (King) ; C. 1006 (Taylor), 
name ahi: G. 32; Zu. 
Latest Nahi: G. 51 eysiahy 8. 50; C. 50. 

4, Jahangir : 1014—1037 A.H. ; 1605—1627 A.D. 
Earliest : G. 1014; S. 1014; C. 1014. 
Latest: G. 1037; 1037; C. 1034 
Dawar Bakhsh : (28: II—2: V] 1037 AH; (29: 

Latest : G.—; S. 1037; sol 

5. Shah Jahan I: 1037—1069 A.H.; 1628—1659 A.D. 
Earliest: G. 1037; S. 1037; C, 1037. 
Latest: G. 1069 ; S. 1069 ; C. 29 Julis. 

Shuja‘: 1068—1070 A.H.; 1657—1660 A.D. 
taser: G.—; 8. 1068; C.—. 
Latest: G.—; S. 1068; C.—. 

Murad Bakhsh: cirea [1: I—4: X] 1068) A.H.; 1657— 
" 1658 A-D. 

Earliest ; G. 1068; S. 1068; C. 1 Julias. 
Latest: G. 1 1068 ; 8. 1068; C. 1. Julas, 

6. Aurangzeb ‘Alamgir I: RESET A.H.; 1659—1707 A.D. 
Earliest: G. 1072; S..1668; ©, 1068, 
Latest: G. 1118; 8. ilo Gisbaty: ©. 1119 (Taylor). 

A‘zam Shah : 1118—1119 A.H.; Ae TW—8+ Viz] 1707 ALD. 
Earliest: G. 1118; S. 1119; 
‘Latest : G. 1119; 8. 1119; Se: 
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Kam Bakhsh: 1118—1119 A.H. ; sania A.D. 

Karliest: G. 1120 (British); $1 
Latest : G, 1120 (British); 8S. 1190. (British), C 

4%. Shah ’Alam I., Bahadur ; 1119—1124 A.H. ; 1707—1712 A.D. 
Earliest: G. 1119; S. 1119; C. 1122. 
Latest: G. 1123; S. 1124; C. 1124. 

8. Jahandar: [14: I1].—16: XII.] 1124 A.H. ; 1712—1713 A.D. 

Earliest : G. 1124; S. 1124; C. 1124, 
Latest: G. 1124; 8. 1124; C. 1124. 

9, Farrukh-siyar : 1124—1131 A.H. ; 1713—1719 A.D. 

Earliest: G. 1124; 8. 1124; C. 1125. 
Latest: G. 1131; 8. 1131; C. 1128. 

Rafi‘ al darajat: Ad IV.—23: VIIL.] 1131 A.H.; [18: 1I— 
31: V.] 1719 

i ~ 

Earliest: G. ae S, 1131; C.— 
Latest: G. 1131; S. 1131; C.— 

- Shah Jahan II (Rafi’ al daulat): (20: VII—22: X.] 1131 
A.H.; (28: V.—27: VIIL.] 1719 A.D. 

Earliest: G. 1131; S. 1131; C.—. 
Latest: G. 1131; S. 1131; C.—. 

Niki-siyar: [9: VI—27 : IX.] 1131 A.H.; 
1719 A.D. 

fe — 

(18: IV.—2: VIL] 

Earliest: G. 1 Julais; S. 1131; C.—. 
Latest: G. 1 Julas; S. 1132 ; C.—. 

Ibrahim : 1132—1133 A.H. ; [1: X.—8 X.] 1720 A.D. 

Earliest: G. 1132; 8. 1123; C.—. 
Latest: G. 1132; 8. 1133; C.—. 

12. Muhammad: 1131—1161 A.H. ; ; 1719—1748 A.D. 

Earliest: G. 1131; 8. 1131; C. 1132. 
Latest : G. 31 Julis; Ss. 1161; C. 1150. 

13. Ahmad Shah Bahadur: 1161—1167jA.H. ; 1748—1754 A.D. 

Earliest: G. 1161; 8. 1161; C. 1161 
Latest : G. 1167; 8. 1167; C, 1161. 

14. ‘Alamgir IT: 1167—1173 A. 4 Lg A.D. 

Earliest: G. 1 Ju ls ; Ss 

Latest : G. 1171; S. 1180 oa : C. Bie) 

Shah Jahan III; 1173—1174 A.H. ; 1759—1760 A.D. 

Earliest: G. 1173; S. 1173; C.—. 
Latest : G. 1174; 8. Me sha (Taylor); C.—. 
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15. Shah ‘Alam II: 1173—1221 A.H. ; 1759—1806 A.D. 
Earliest : G. 1174; S. 1174; C. 1175. 

Latest: G. 1221; 8. 1225 (British); C. 1219. 

Bidar Bakht: 1202—1208 A.H.; [29: VI[I—9: X.] 1788 A.D. 

Earliest : G. 1202; S. 1202; C.--. 

Latest : G. 1203 ; S. 1202; C.—. 

>. Akbar IL; 1221—1253 A.H.; 1806—1837 A.D. 
Earliest: G. 1221; S. 1221 ; C. 1221.. 

Latest: G. 19 Juliis; S. 36 Julis; C. 1251. 

17. Bahadur Shah IT: 1253—1274 A. H.; 1837—1858 A.D. 
Earliest; G. 1273 ; S. 1254; C. 1263, 

Latest: G. 1273; S. 1274; C. 1265. 

— or) 

Gro, P. ‘T'aynor. 

52. Suin Janin III. 

Obverse Reverse 

we slo ( cbt) (abe ) 

(Ut) ve ( Syl ) aSun crpile eiiswe 

(trefoil) O=} cele 
Baemine 

R. Bury. 

V. MISCELLANEOUS. 

\53. Corns or ‘ALA-ub-pin or Kuwirizn. 

letters which i — “ are certainly not J»* and may, perhaps, be read 

The first three letters are certain and the final $i . a 3 
s 1 though the letter preceding it, if it is meant fons oe saantilen. mated with 8. R. Born, 
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54. <A coin or ‘ALA-UD-DIN OF oe 

T showed it to one or two friends who were equally puzzled, but, 
‘on sending it to Dr. O. Codrington, he identified it and returned 
it with the lepine. note :— 

our com is one of the Kbwarizmi Shah ‘Ala-ud-din 
distaieate ‘bin Takash (A.H, 596—617); mint Tirmigh; un- 
dated. It is similar, 1 think, to No. 49 of Hoernle’s * Coakeat 

Asiatic Coins’’ published in J.A.S.B. for 1889, and to No. 9358 
os pode Catalogue of the Coins of the Indian Muse “am, 
art I, p. 22. 

The word on top of the reverse is read by both Hoernle and 

Rodgers doubtfally as «S$ or cS¥ but on your coin I read 
without much doubt 5, . ie. Tirmidh or Termez. This place is 
in Bukhara 38° 17’ N, and 67° 38’ E., and was a mint town from 
the time of the Abbasid Khalifs to that of the Timirids, but 
this is pe first time that I have seen the name on a Khwarizm 
Shah c 

‘Ala-nd- din Muhammad extended the great dominions of his 
father Takash by subduing Bukhara, Samarkand, Oran and 
Afghanistan: it is quite reasonable, therefore, that he should have 

ermez as one of his mint towns.’ 
It will be seen that the coin in the I.M. Catalogue weighs 

only 47°81 grains instead of 71 grains as mine does: the dimensions 
of the former are not given in the Gatélogaa, but my coin 
measures ‘9 of an inch. 

J. A. BourpDILon. 

LPL LOL ID NAP OA 





JANUARY, 1907. 

The Monthly General Meeting of the Pie was held on 
Wednesday, the 2nd January, 1907, at 9-15 p.m 

Tue Hon’ste Mr. Justice genes Moxnorapuyaya, M.A., 
2.1). Vios- President, in the chai 

The following members were pa — 

Dr. N, Annandale, Mr. R. Burn, Babu Manmohan onsteses 

ae Mr. L. L. Fermor, Mr. D. Hooper, Dr. H. Hi: en wesc i! 
Maynard, I.M.S., Pandeya Umapati Sharma, Lt.-Col. D. C. Phil- 

Visitors :—Major H. Robertson, and Mr. E. Vieux. 

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 

Fifty-six presentations were announced. 

The General Secretary announced that the Hon. Mr. John 
Hooper had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society. 

The General Secretary reported ny death of Mr. J. Macfar- 
lane, an Ordinary Member of the Socie 

The Chairman announced the ee of Babu Surendra 
Nath Kumar as First Library Assistant of the Society. 

Khan Bahadur Nasir Ps Salt Department, oe. Gur- 
gaon, proposed by — -Col. C. Phillott, seconded by Dr. N, 
Annandale ; Lieut. H. CO. Pulley, 12th Pioneers, Jhansi, proposed 
by Lt. -Col. D. C. Phillott, seconded by Dr. N. ee oe 
Rakhal Das Banerji, Student in Archeology, proposed by Dr. N. 
Annandale, seconded by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri ; 
and S. Naseer Hosein Khan, Landholder, Calcutta, propos 
Dr, M. M. Masoom, seconded by Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chan- 
dra Vidyabhusana ; were ballotted for as Ordinary Members 

Pandit —— Chandra Sastree Sankhyarataa-Vodatitha 
exhibited pict and images. of Lakshmi (the goddess of 
wealth and basiityy and read a note on them 

The following papers were read :— 

2. pe eeey of Indian authors: a supplement to Miss M. 

Du hronology of India.—By NttMaNi CHAKKAVARTI, M.A., fie- 

pic ane: oasemeated d by Manamanopapnyaya HaraPra- 

sap SHASTR 
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2. Gentiana coronata, Royle.—By I. H. Burwrut. 

- Introduction of written languages in Mongolia in the 13th 

century, A.D,—By Rat Sarat Cuanpra Das, Banapur. 

4. Note on. the Diet of Tea Garden le in Upper Assam 

and its nutritive value.—By Dx. Harotp H. Man 

5. Sanskrit works on literature, grammar, rhetoric, aud lexico- 

graphy as preserved in Tibet.—By Mawamanopapuyaya Satis CHAN- 
DRA VIDYABHUSANA 

6. On the Chéetah.—By Lr.-Cot. D. C. Purtorr and. R. 
F. Azoo. 

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of the 
Journal. 

he Adjourned Meeting of the Society (Medical Section) 
was held on Wednesday, the 12th December, 1906, at 9-15 p.m. 

Major W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S., in the chair. 

The following members were present :— 

r. A.S. Allan, Miss Flora a Batcher, M.D., Dr. Adrian Caddy, 

Dr. Penal Caddy, Major F. J. Drury, I.M.S., Dr. H. Finck, Lieut.- 
Col. G. F. By Us Hossack, Dr.-W. Kennedy, 
Dr. M.M. Masoom, Captain J. W. Megaw, LMS, Capt. D. nner si 
Major D. M. Moir, I.M.8., Captain J. Mulvany, I.M.8., Major 
O’Kinealy, I.M-S. , Major + Rogers, I.M.S., Captain J. Ww. ht 
I.M.S., Major J. ©. cing IM.S., and 1 “Major F. P. Maynard, 
tM. 8., magenta A 

Visitors aj H. age Ee a, m Rare LMS., 
Wise Ried ib T. F. Pearse, Mr. J. Hardy Taylo: 

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 

Major Maynard, 1.M.S., showed a case of adeno-sarcoma of 
the neck, and one of abdominal nephrectomy for malignant renal 
bento 

Major Rogers showed a specimen of cirrhosis of t 
bo Leelitivaxan Donn vent Bidien on is of the liver due 

The discussion on Major Rogers’ “ Demonstrati f th 
Tee cy Curves of the Short Fevers” was eontinued, aid 

w, Arnold Caddy, Harris, Moir, Hossack, B 
om Hetey, Pearse, Vaughan, vb bl: took ea 

YIN ANINIRO RN MAAA A A. Geb RACAL A 
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MEEZES ge ee : 

BARAK OF LAGAR. (FEMALE OF FALCO JUGGER).REPRODUCED FROM A PHOTOGRAPH, 



PRINCIPAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY. 

‘ Actas Researches, Vols. I—XX and Index, 1788—1839, 
. Proceedings, 1865—1904 (now amalgamated with Journal), 
: Memoirs, Vol. 1, etc. .» 1905, ete. 

Journal, Vols. 1—73, 1882—1904. 
Journal and Proceedings {N. §.], Vol. 1, etc., 1905, ete. 
Centenary Review, 1784—1883. 
Bibliotheca Indica, 1848, etc. 

A complete list of publications sold by the Society can be 
obtained by application to the Honorary Secretary, 57, Park Street, 
Caleutta. 

PRIVILEGES OF ORDINARY MEMBERS. 

(a) To be present and vote at all General Meetings, which 
are held on the first Wednesday in each month except re 

; in September and October. J 

(b) To propose and second candidates for Ordinary Member- 
ship. 

(c) To introduce visitors at the Ordinary General Meotings 
and to the grounds and public rooms of the Society 

during the hours they are open to members. 

~ (d) To have personal access to the Library and other public 

rooms of the Society, and to examine its collections. 

(e) To take out books, plates and manuscripts from the 

_ Library. 

(f) To receive gratis, copies of the Journal and Proceedings 

and Memoirs of the Society. 

(g) To fill any office in the Society on being duly elected 

-, thereto. 
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11. The Paladins of the Kesar-saga. A collection of Sagas 
from Lower Ladakh. Tale No. II. 

By Rey. A. H. Francxe. 

THE TALE OF SKYABA RGODPO. 

ABSTRACT OF CONTENTS. 

Skyaba rgodpo’s boy was to be master, and that the girl was to 
accept him, even if he should be very poor. Then the whole con- 
tract was written by Skyaba rgodpo with his own blood and hid- 
den beneath his saddle. On his way home, Skyaba rgodpo was 
swallowed by a wild yak, and the horse arrived in the stable 
alone. 

When Skyaba rgodpo’s boy was born and grown up, he 
decided to leave his home and go to find his father. He saddled his 
horse and discovered the marriage contract. From a high hil] he 

my 
great lake. Agu dPaulle made a great dumpling 
flour and sat down on a bould 

1 The question is whether the boy is to be a bagpo who provides a wife 

for himself, or a magpa who is asked by the girl, whilst she remains master 

in her father’s house. 
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with a golden water-pot appeared on the opposite shore, and Agu 
dPalle asked her where the castle of the king of Groyul was, and 
whether the expected daughter had been born to him or not. 
The girl asked in return what he wanted to do with the king and 
his danghter and advised him to fly across the water or to swim 
through it. dPalle went wading through it, but a short distance 
before reaching the shore, he pretended to be carried away by the 
current, and the girl ran to his assistance. She said that she was 
the daughter of the king of Groyul, but that she was not willing 
to show the way to the castle, as she was afraid he would revenge 
himself on her (for having been unkind to him). dPalle spent 
the night in the house of two field labourers, and when all the 
Agus had arrived, he went with them before the king of Groyul, 
and demanded his daughter as bride for Skyaba ryodpo. The 

performed by Agu Grodpa che (great stomach) who even ate the 
bones of the animals. Then the king said, he would give his 
daughter to him who was able to carry one hundred jugs of water 

were brought together. The uncle arrived after thirty 
the Nyopas spent seven days with singing the Ritual and three 
days with singing the Drinking Song? 

- Before the Agus started with the bride, Agu dPalle, ina song, 
demanded the bridal presents which were presented. Also the 
treasures of the castle followed after the bride, but a portion of 
them was returned to her relations. In the desert, Agu dPalle 
provided the party with water, which he dug ont of a moist spot. 
Agu khrat mgo khrai thung was sent in advance, to prepare the 
people of gIing for the event. They came with many Nyopas to 
meet the bride. Then there was a second wedding feast, and the 
country remained in a happy state. ie] 

“1 Nyopas are the honorary buyers of the bride ; see ; 
arriage Ritual,’ Indian fe the bride: spe A Lower Ladakhi 

1901, Ne Drinking Songs of Khalatse? Tibetan Text, printed at Leh, 
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[N sah 

VocaBULARY anp Norzgs, + 

sk a] ‘iro, the same as | khrodpa, comrade, 

~ EX} | dama, a ball of woollen thread. 

ay 5] | gromo, not ze reddish grey,’ but also ‘ dark bien. 

ay aR | sogar, the same as so dkar, litte teeth. 

a JANA [ae eosank ‘white Ladle’; namie of Skyaba 
‘godpo’s son. 

=8l zed, the same as beed or zaad, eat, present tense. 

ayer "HR'LIQ OR LYS mi yulia medpai grod pa che, * Big 
a aA ai aK ars stomach, as there is none in the land 

of men.’ The name of an Agu who as well as several others 
reminds us of such tales as ‘Sechse kommen durch die ganze 
Welt. 

ss ANA | chu dkar, or chu, kar, water jug. 

mthimas by the use of the instrumental case, , the 
deve! an] word ‘along ’ is expressed ; ‘ along the shor 

SF41] chunpa, labourers who irrigate the fields. 

erg pdeeiha, forehead. 

len, forming a chain to treneport water quickly, asin 
~ 

1 wa 
a4] the case of a conflagratio 

ig sde yangs, & ee of cietes which. are a? rde yangs 
4 ore i vad to a bride as a wedding pre 

€] rdza, occurs a hered in the sense of ‘heap.’ 

Rr kha tag, a piece of white linen which is worn on the hat 
at the occasion of a wedding. 

OS] ya cags (or perhaps yy4 leags), brass vessels. 

AR] shar, a moist spot on the ground. 

* ha, nga tang, we. A prolonged research, with 
5G] Spe St Sa ‘es ahe use of the tw o Ladakhi words, 

shown me eR ngatang means Shae "inclusive of the “8 
d nga zha means ‘we’ exclusive of the 

ites jada. Ap 1 am told by the natives, the different 
use of the classical words pe cag and nga cag, we, rests on 
the same principle. 
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aS yy aA a rai Fa] aT wat" aes x area 

TT AAS AL AG EATS 

Req Fee yo TR TSR 
arsaN] RA Rerar a yaraeray AA ANE SSAA A, 
wera Neer aay Say RASA] SATAN ARICAT 

arakarNn| Pasraxarmcapernyaras gy] Acar 

ASAEATAARRTA] — ROAST RSI TANG Se 
RT STAN] — GAY SAPSA ASA ars gain sya GAT 

FPMG GSAS] Basaertrarseeysareey sree 
GTR SR] FaarBOaSSMANSSS] OSCAR 

VIL TH eye] aggre gare 
TT STF SNAGaT] Korge gary sarslgag | we 
FFAOAHTACA TS yg aseg) aoqnagsy 

ADA TAT ray seyage Ra SAN] | A SAAN EST EAS | 

Reem eargagac, Siac aaas 5 ROIS 

AAS] QATARS ETAT] Pq gerlQ gay | 
ACA YR T ATS orasysrarya Nc] «=| Fasr ROAST 
TESTA ABN TARCWC AS AINA | SAAT 
Agra TRAN) PTAQHagsayT 
TRAST SSPEARS AAA] BTA 
Ray TAN ampsrarag ay asN] SST ACT 
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Arsacasc: sar 5 - = a9 aXe FACASO' SS ax 

V4) AESCRCAQoraNeas) go erah ashe 

ECAH ANT TAP ATT NITE AA | SHELA 
ies CELE THAT SArASy ay ey AGC” A ISA zy 
Wg) RersrascR Sess)  csrh Pos Ss sar a9 
ay FERS ISS yaa BRAS Rar ay Nosy 

SHAS Ha Sapa Hy ase y | OE daha ok ala 

SDAP RRATAIGTAE] FAVA ASTM G] TAY 
FRgSSeHAES] revs rSASr] wera] 

DRanergqa sy Sq NSF SANs] WERE] FSC" 

FACQgqasy| ASR FANS HAG] 

Seay Raweoryapyss]  SRARTTA RS 
aerPeguy yay | PPAR T AR Garay 
spay Sore P ye ae TT RATT] «= -A9"2I0" 

aRacgae eR] FeFaseag te 
a5carXi] 

pARE Raparer sara pA | 
age age TON | 
ByassaseTay4 | 
ayaa g SAE ATT 
BRAT TS Ay | 
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ARSTTSIE | ARE ASTI ATAS TAR BS | 
PARA TSR TTT | 

PASTAS TTT NS | 
BAAR SSAC SAAN A | 

Byarserage sarge Sarl | 

Rergrg ae Assy | 

THT FAAS SHA SAS | 
YAR ETS FEAT ATS | 
Wacch agora 

5 Soy; SSar4 | P goyersa eg | FAQS | 
7 darter taaraicars 1 RR AEST TTA 

AREY] QeeSoragaassarany ages esa 

eye] FASTEST PARRA AR ATS 
Sg ARATE RSTARART AC] FATS ARS 
ART AIS PAC PAS | Para ica PACS T YS aR 

2Ecgs | STE ak SST aie | = 58) erst ae 

SHLAA ILA RIT AN Ee LAGTE GAIA YA RO 

ATTA] BACHE Ao werarce Pa] iSr=TREIY 

ARagrate gaan] carats] Terre 
PS qrd AAT aay cA was 
BRASS S] AAA TRG REEF a ARTIRAS 
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AT AREN ATS ANGATE) | FANALANIITIS §] 

TAT SRT | RAAATAR SR] WETS 
EAT A wararais Ae AS ATS | ORT ATREST ARIAS 
Ress apy dca SS AWARE | SOIC 

Sarergaayayraqas gs], Awarars Rapsrggerc 

VSHAsazTeqAy gy] — Sayssersisipars ge 
ARTS] BRASS gs] SAGs er 
SF ETA SANT] FGA PAG AAAS IIS 
ay SANS GT ARS SANS SAIS | Saarairgy aay 

ASKATAT | . 

GAARA TANTEI | 
GAARA E SRI | 
TQ PN TTA | 
Tay TTS GTA 
Harr AIA HN NA HN | 

SP YATAIRS TATA FO | 
yaqasea THEY SSA Ser 

aes | 
RSA TANS SA AE 
Eats ial SA 
BRARTaara seers aay Ass | 
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SeyrSapane RhasaTayy 
AVERSA S ASAIN | 

Anta gaaceyys AS HS | 
IRSA ASA BS AS OP SATS | 

BYR ArAcSrsr sag Ay NCA | 

BY RT TAS TSS 5 AE | 
Ey ANAS x Ror ANF ALS | 

Sasser] Sceratayepacg Soraeyp Arar] 
RaTANS ANAC] — SeaneaR srg agarasrger 
ABNER ASAE | ga Rc Ra GEA aa sera g 
Rear ay Ect 5c 5at aay" Zc a] 3] gQayargyyys | 

qasrssaray BLAs cera qamarsararWa A] | ABA 
WRSGACNO] aR aypopyacsrsayedig] PSs" 

Sua eaeesc RG] FPeyBaFa) GAARSOTAE | 
amar aE war Seay ar ayRR Spay spay agar BSN OA 
STA SERRATArAR TN] A SATeTATART RESTA AC 
ae Rear wos acerer SLT AY AAT ATASIATAE | 

mara Cray Aree mat BAAS SE GAC aT EET AIC | 

FANT STARS RET gareergarsy] yee aly 
PACA TAT O GAAS erargy SHR Hay Sargay sry 
SRSA] FqAcseraysePaqnaraa| ASF 
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SWAT SAN RGSS AIAN AT WS aR | Aceh 

meyPgc erates) PSegeriierspBygcacargey 
MAST ASSIA | naarstarsae gapseet gifags 

ASRS ON PART TA AA] Prergaragc dy 
FA5] A worssrgqaragyssrag FP giecrersqssarc 
WTF aR SR SRT SREN ar] RASA’ 

TER TH Ascarae pAaaNs] FTA AC Ar 
sxx Saggs13]] FATT ATA GT BIOS OAT 

SAIVAIC'G] TAC AIBA AIA YS ASAE 

AVS Ta av ac] FAH ACAW ASA | A 

AVN WORT TEA] | GATSTANG] = -qRayAay 

Qersgy FernA garaaparey aM SNS AVI T a 
rarag§] PAGES TARAS] ACA 
Teed PpagS ¥] RATT SCT ASSN] WC 

BE gerakasc) andar tage a5 | 
SNNSA SI TACNAS STS | AAS SINS SVS 

HST ANA GT ST TAS BE FTE ST AG S885] 
WO RSMAS S] WEAR STAT ACSC AR 

AC Rca aSarmsry RSG 5] SUTRA AT RIES 

ARAL ACT EAC] WOE EGET] FRAP 
Sz garages Aaa) SFIVA GT 
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gr RAS wacaGe Pao Ry 
Rar] | STASTRTSS AAC] «| Fasrerer age 

5) HUAH SAHRA] ACAsraasery yer 

ASTRTIS TARLARATS] «| APNE PAIS 

EX CATET ARVANA | FANARATACARTT] FS 
WE SR ATASC ES STAT TITANS | SANUS SAS 
SSAA AAA GASH IQA STA AGEN | SANIT 

nilat sledatel ciliata Mat hina ala aR iAawai 
SATAN] STAPARArataIcsr > ar aay as BSAC AT | 

TA Qwrsyrgnny ay WNT SHA | 

SHAWN T RE RT YT 
TA AAT ACN PAPAS AAS SS | 

TARTRATE GTC | 
wT REATECTS TARA AT ETA | 

5 SSRI] AL ASLAT A SIN ACA STS 

NESS) TBAACAN ASTIN] Fase SARS GS 

TAVVT YS ENA] RTSwargargrassreage 
Brea FarersscgpeqaeT eco 

IRSA EAT 1 WTS IR STASRST] AL 

SAN SR STI ETS |” Raa arses ATA aE 
wergapracica) Fargcdseaasypages) EE 
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sc THRE Raheja Ishq gq] FE 
FAR ANAT TARTANA! SPSAGTISGS] FST 
SECS] wapsserasrapagaera] Sal ACGAe 

acre dcasrg age sRENAIsI] FAT AA AT AS. 

ge fe wari arkeG gow FerAC TAC AT 

TATA TINT TY IIT | Fa ACSC A 

ARRAS HTT TST AAC AENG | Rye SRT 

Rand] MaaaQSTsTe] | HANES TT SAI 
Saari Geena T Ray INT | 

a a 



a ; 
Pe te cin 

= 
# 



12. Notes on the Freshwater Fauna of India, No. XI.— 
Preliminary Note on the Occurrence of a Medusa 
(Irene ceylonensis, Browne) in a Brackish Pool in 
the Ganges Delta and on the Hydroid Stage of the 

. Species. (Plate I1L., fig. &.) 

By N. Annanpare, D.Sc. 

Among other interesting specimens collected last month 
( (November Me brackish pools at Port Canning, Low re 

Mr. C. Pai 

benyalensis and the Actinian Sagartia schilleriana thirty-eight years 
ago. In Stoliczka’s time the water of these pools was found by ana 
lysis to contain a proportion of about one-third of the amount of the 
salts ordinarily present in sea water. Thereis no reason to believe 
that any permament change in this respect has taken place since 
1868, but the salinity of the water must vary greatly with the 
seasons. The fauna of the pools exhibits a mixture of marine 
and freshwater cw genie with which I hope to deal more fully 
on another occasi 

As pacers the identity of the Medusa, I have no hesitation in 
assigning it to Mr. E. T. Browne’s* recently described species, 
Irene ce loneni, which was taken Ae Prof. Herdman off the 
coast of Ceylon. The original diagnosis of this pore is as 
follows :—‘‘ Umb brella probably watchlas-shapeld much broader 
than high, with thin walls. Velum w. Stomach short, 
situated upon a long oe pe wectutisde.- : Months with four lips, 
which have a folded margin. Four radial canals. Gonads linear, 

en 
of the umbrella. Tentacles about 100. Cirri absent. Sensory 
vesicles, one between every two tentacles, each vesicle with a 
single otolith.” 

In one respect the Port Canning specimens differed from this 
description very noticeably, or rather appeared to do so, viz, in 
the proportions of the umbrella. When I first examined them, they 
had been in 5 per cent. formol for about twenty-four hours and were 
in a very perfect state of preservation. In this condition the walls 
of the umbrella were thick, and its width was very little greaterthan 
its height. A specimen transferred from formol to a how- 

ever, soon began to show changes in these respects, and came 

ag Asiat. Soc. Bengal, part ii., 1869, p 
n Herdmau’s “ete Pearl Fisheries ie ‘ate Biology, iv., 1905, 

so 140, if iii,, figs, 9-1 
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to agree with the diagnosis after a few days. In each of the 
specimens several of the vesicles bore two otoliths; but this 
was also the case in some of the specimens examined by the 
author of the species, who suggested that the phenomenon was 
due to twinning. Such vesicles are considerably larger than 
those which bear one otolith. I also found the “‘ warts or tuber- 
cles” noted by Mr. Browne between some of the tentacles and 
have no doubt that they are, as he suggests, young tentacles in 
the course of development. Not only does their structure sup- 
port this view, but the spaces in which they occur are also dis- 

in diameter, none of them are sexually mature, the gonads being 

no other Hydroid could be found ; but it has not yet been possible 
to trace the life history. A single Medusa was taken which had 
just been liberated. It had four stout, tapering tentacles, a feebly 

rium. Unf 

in the gonothecse which had not yet been set free, and was found 
moving slowly by means of its tentacles among the weeds. The 
following is a i id : ; ‘iption of the hydroid :— 
Colony minute, barely visible to the naked eye; hydrothiza 
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three times as long as the hydrothecw. Gonophore consisting of an 
almost cylindrical upright axis, which bears a single Medusa at 
its apex. 

Length of cup of hydrotheca ae .. O45 mm. 

Breadth ,, x s ae ae iy eee 

Length of pedicel _,, ase ae OID 5, 

Breadth ,,__,, 5 a jar OMG. 4 

ae eee a Ee Ce ha ee af hae 



te 



13. Notes on the Freshwater Fauna of India. No. XII.— 
The Polyzoa occurring in Indian Fresh and Brackish 
Pools. (Plate II. figs. 1-4.) 

By N. Annanpate, D.Sc. 

rs 
garding Hislopia* have been given, while in veepsct to eiuieitially 
marine genera which stray into ‘esekigh water near the estuaries 
of rivers, Stoliczka® has described Membranipora bengalensis from 
the Ganges delta. The object of the present note is to bring to- 
gatnes the published information, scanty as it is, regarding the 

Indian forms and to add thereto the result of observations made 
during the last two “ess in the neighbourhood of Calcutta and in 

n onograph of the shwater Polyzoa 
(uation 1856) a epelin’s Deutsche Stisswasser-Bryozoen 
(Hamburg, 1 87). ullien’s monogra e group (Bull 

Zool. France, 1885, p. 89) although useful in certain respects 
h pret er’s chapter in the Cambridge 

v4 

but most of _— sete no > direct aring 0 
References to some of t important will be found in the 
Zoological Record for i897, "1890, 1893 and 1896. 

CHEILOSTOMATA. 

MeEmpBraNIPORA BENGALENSTS, Stoliczka. 

The species was orginally found in 1868 in the estuary of 
the Matla River and in pools containing from one-third to one- 

1 oe Mag. Nat. Hist. (Series 3), i, 1858, p. 169, pl. vii. 

(Series 3), 7 a pp. 333, 335, 341. 

3 Wena in Quart. Journ, Micr. Sci. useaee 3), ii, iki p- 61. 

4 Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengt 1906, p 
6 Tbid., part ii, 1869, p. 55, pl. xii 
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for it in the same pools; but 1 have found what I take to be dead 
and worn specimens on bricks in the Matla estuary. The types 
are in the collection of the Indian Museum, but appear to be in very 
bad condition, having been preserved in glycerine. They have been 
submitted, together with the whole collection of marine species, 

parts of the English coast; but no form has as yet been found in 

pure fresh water. The genus is cosmopolitan and essentially 
littoral. 

CTENOSTOMATA. 

PALUDICELLA. 

arter has recorded an indeterminate species from Bomba 
(brackish water) and what may be the same or another form of the 
genus occurs in brackish pools and canals in the Ganges delta. 
I have not yet had an opportunity of examining it critically. 
Kraepelin (op. cit., p. 159, foot-note) recognized two species, P. 
ehrenbergit, van Beneden, and P. mulleri, Kraepelin, as occurring 

ac 
older zocecia are vertical and not adherent to the stolon, which 

is more distinct than in Paludicella, Probably the Indian form, if 
it is distinct from Victorella, is identical with one of the European 
species. . 

VICTORELLA PAVIDA, Kent. 

_ This species has only been recorded hitherto from a few local- 
ities in England and Germany, its small size and plant-like appear- 

os 
structural difference from the English form such as would justify 
the creation of a new species. 
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ry posterior portion of the 
anterior zocecium, It is most apparent at the growing extremities 
of young colonies, but can occasionally be detected in other in- 
stances. 

Hislopia is distinguished from Paludicella and Victorella 
by the possession of a well-developed gizzard, as w s by 
the curious structure of the aperture and the absence of a funiculus. 
If I am right in regarding Norodonia, Jullien, as synonymous, the 
genus ranges from Central India to Southern China. I have seen 
a form! in the Malay Peninsula which belongs to the Indian 
species: ==" 

PHYLACTOLAIMATA. 

PLUMATELLA. 

Including Plumatella and Alcyonella according to Allman 
and (1878) ; Plumatella and Hyalinella according to Jullien (1885) ; 

Plumatella according to Kraepelin (1 

in other respects. The study is further complicated by the fact 
that although many of the form are probably cosmopolitan, they 

1 By the kindness of Miss L. Thornley, of Liverpool, I have been able to 
examine specimens coll Mr. H.C. Robinson and myself in autumn 

near Jalor in the Siamese Malay States. The spirit in which 
; ing dried up, they agree closely with Jullien’s de- ov pais, Ag mag / it 
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have been little worked at outside Europe and temperate moreh 
aon erica. wee in recognizes fou ur ier of the genus,! 
P, princeps, P. philippinensis, P. nd P.punctata. The 
last of these has only been recorded from Eatope and North America, 
on neither of which continents has it been taken i in many localities ; 

but I have recently found it in Calcutta. P. philippinensis bas only 

forms which may be included in the remaining “ species ” have y 4 

and from several parts of Africa and Australasia, 
s Kraepelin’s monograph is in many respects the most com- 

as yet available, it may be taken as a basis for a discussion of 
Cha classification of Plumatella ; but any such discussion is bound 
to have results which are rather negative than positive, until not 
only the European and North American but also the South Ameri- 
can, Asiatic and African forms have been more thoroughly col- 

pronclipe and P. polymorpha, the tw Srna in which he 
Ay dd the whole of the Holaretic aaa not included in 

pune 
P. princeps :—- “Stem ane iat leaped with 

creeping and upright lateral offshoots. The latter either simple, 
branched like a stag’s antlers, or companted together like turf, or, 
siesta instances, agglutinated into massive clumps. Ectocyst 
generally with solid walls, of a deep brown colour and thickly 
encrusted, with a more or less prominent keel, which usually pas- 

sri of tentacles, 42 to 48 fas far as it is at 
present investigated). ”  (Deutche Siisswasser Bryozoen, i, p. 119). 

morpha :—* Stem wabaliie with creeping and upright 
lateral offshoots. The latter either simple, branched like a stag’s 
antlers, or compacted th. 

1 For a recent account of the distributi . 3 
Zool, Ans. xxv., p. 181. is ibution of Plumatella see Zykoff in 
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sessile form often with reticulated markings on its margin, S 
rae bi beore-grisie- in form or size from that of P. princep 
t02 Pp 

The form described by the same author under the name of 
Plumatella philippinensis is diagnosed as follows :—“ Colony 
branched like a stag’s antlers, only with horizo nial 6 creeping 
branches, very stout. The ey ees nae skeen afford a character- 

region round the aperture not hyaline. This rack ee level (in spirit 
Specimens), eee the aperture like the lid of a box. Statoblasts 
whic vided with a ring of air-cells resembling ee of 
P. emar ber of a deep brown pg length 0°4 to mm., 
breadth 0°2 to 0:255mm. Relativ e proportions of breadth and 
length as 1 to. 1°7—as 1 to 2°07. Nee of tentacles uncertain. 

pee of the stomach conical, tapering toa point.” (cbid., p. 118, 
te.) 

P. punctata is easily distinguished from any of the above by 
its thickened hyaline te fo which causes it to resemble — 

pus to some extent. The forms (punctata, Hancock; vesicularis, 

Leidy ; vitrea, Hyatt, and matic, Kafka) included in this spe- 
cies by Kraepelin appear to be synonymous. P. vesicularis and 
P. vitrea constitute Jullien’s genus Hyalinella, which is unnecessary. 

The diagnosis of P. philippinensis is clear enough ; but those 
P. polymorpha are so full of qualifying words 

i inati imens. Granted 

Alcyonella, viz., either to regard them for the present as one 
tremely vari riable species with a number of more or less constant 
subspecies and varieties, and liable to undergo a number of tempo- 

to t | of en vironment on the individual 
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as the forms in India are concerned, it is not impossible that only two species, both rather variable, occur, in addition to P, punctata, 
but in any case it would be preferable to name them P, emar- i - repens (Linn.).. As a matter of opinion, [ think it probable that at least. three Species distinct. from P. punctata and P. Philippinensis, are found. That all of these forms can be identified with European “s ecies” is a powerful argument for their being regarded as specifically distinct. 

PLUMATELLA REPENS (Linn.) 

P. repens and coralloides, Allman, pp. 93 and 103, pl. v and pl. vii, figs. 1-4; Alcyonella fungosa, <bid., p. 87, pl. iii, figs, 1—7; P. polymorpha vars. a and B.. (partim) Kraepelin, pp. 122, 
123, pl. vi, figs. 112, 119; pl. v, fig. 22, pl. vii, figs. 1839—142. 

_ Carter, following Allman in_his identification, recorded P. repens from Bombay, and several phases of the same species occur commonly in Calcutta. The most abundant of these is identical with Allman’s P, repens var. B. In this form. the zocecia are 

distal zone. The statoblasts are very variable, Those adapted for 
i , or Kraepelin’s fig. 139 on his plate vii. Sometimes, however, the zocecia are recum- 

e egular outline of Kraepelin fig on pl. vii of his monograph. I have found specimens in wh erent pa the same colony could be assigned to the three different forms, while intermediate stages were not ab 
e mode of occurrence of the different phases is interesting. 

n the under surfaces of bricks 

re occurs chiefly on pe of water-plants, especially of grasses growing near the edges of the tanks, and on the hanging Sook of Baek - ratiotes. a ‘dee 

_the modifications which change it into the phases fungosa and coralloides. As the sponge grows round the 

1 Strictly speaking the specific name should be Plumatella benedeni, as Aleyonella benedeni was described before Plumatella emarginata. 2 Never on those of Ampullaria, which offer a more extensive area, but are more frequently carried by the molluscs out of the water, - 
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base of the zocecia the latter are pressed together and become elon- 
gated in proportion to the extent to which they are buried, If 
the aperture were not on the external surface of the Sponge, the 
polypide would be unable to expand its tentacles and so would 
perish for want of food. The relationship between the Sponge and 

beyond it. In smaller specimens the tubes are frequently simple 
or have only branched to a slight extent. 
PP. repens, as far as Calcutta is concerned, o¢curs most com- 
monly, if not only during the rains and in winter. Under natural 

conditions it does'not appear to be very prolific of statoblasts in 
this locality ; but if a colony is kept in a glass of water it soon 
produces both floating and sessile forms in considerable abundance. 
In the tanks these bodies appear to be more numerous towards the 

ins and at the beginning of the hot weather than end of the rains a 
during the intervening cool season. I have often found P. repens 
and P. emarginata growing together on the same brick or plant, 

PLoMATeLLA EMARGINATA, Allman. 

. emarginata and stricta, Allman, pp. 99, 104, pl. vii, figs. 

5-10; P. princeps var. emarginata, Kraepelin, p. 120, pl. iv, figs. 
108; pl. v, fig. 123; Alcyonella benedeni, id., p. 119, pl. iv, fig. 
113. 

e only difference between P. emarginata and P. stricta is that 

the latter has no furrow and keel on the zocecia. I find every varia- 
tion between a well developed furrow and keel and complete absence 
of both these features in specimens from Calcutta ; indeed, they are 

not equally developed, in some cases, on all the zooecia of the 
same colony. Regarding the two forms as identical, P. emar- 
yeas may et a0 
thei istal zone, an . 
Fealbiocteo tt The. dsaineer of the tubes is generally smaller 

than is the case with P. repens, ote Tastee are stouter. When 
th ies are growing together : : . 
‘ear gh be ais peo td Gittuaeed eye. Agglutinated colonies with 

parallel, vertical tubes (Alcyonella benedeni,! Allman) often occur 
together with the more diffuse phase during the winter months. 

r has recorded P. stricta from Bombay. th forms are 
common in the Calcutta tanks on floating sticks and snbm 
bricks. Ihave found statoblasts closely resembling those of the 

; i , matella benedeni, as 
1 Strictly speaking the specific name should be Plum : 

alam epi ae pa before Plumatella emarginata. 
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_— floating on the surface of small artificial reservoirs in May 
at Kurseong in the Eastern Himalayas (alt. 5,000 feet). P. emar- 
ginata has also been recorded from the Malay Detail, Japan, 

Australia and South America, as well as as from Europe and North 
America. 

y remarks as to seasonal occurrence and the production of 
statoblasts in P. repens apply also to this form 

PLUMATELLA ALLMANI, Hancock. 

P. allmani, P. diffusa, P. jugalis, P. dumortei and (P)P. eee: 
Allman, pp. 108, 106, 107, 108, pl. vi, figs. 1,2; pl. viii. P. princeps 
(part.) and P, polymorpha (part. ‘ Kraepetin, pp. 199, 122. 

It is very difficult to draw up a + definition ‘of the forms 
I have grouped under the name P mi; indeed, it is even 
possible that gl are not specifically distinet from those grouped 
together as P. emarginata; but in India, at any rate, i ok 
not only merge jes one another, but have certain chara 
common by which they may be distinguished from the thee. 
In the first place, the 5 amonimene of the zocecia, which is more 
intense in older than in younger colonies, is less intense, if it is 
present, in ships I mall P. alimani than in what I call P. emargi- 
nata, and is more translucent even when it is definitely ert 
in the second, an zocecia are irregular in outline and are or 
less contracted at their bases, unless the colony is actually aie 
tension ; while, in the third, although the free statoblasts are 

always elongated as a whole, with rounded ends, the central 
capsule, which varies greatly in shape, is small as compared wit 
the ring of air cells. aL ats considers the proportions of the 
statoblast a very important character in differentiating P. prin- 
ceps from P. polymorpha, although this is not a specific feature 
in P. philippinensis. find, however, that in certain cases they 
are by no means constant, and the limits of variation given by 
Kraepelin himself are considera ble. 

he forms referred to by m P. alimani were Seri in 
September attached to the leaves and stems of various 
plants floating on the surface and growing at the edge of the luke 
ny im Tal in Kumaon (altitude 4,500 feet). A large number of 

ecimens were obtained, some being apparently much yoanee than 
others although all the colonies were sma mall, covering less than a 

nch in area. It seemed possible at first sight to Bupddite 
thetie ay two lots, the errene e phase of one of which agreed 
exactly with Hancock’s 8 figure of P. allmani, while that of the other 

closely approached Allman’s P. elegans, A closer examination, 
ppahildel showed a large number of intermediate stages not only 

the colonies agreed in being adherent to their su ports so far as 
the proximal and middle parts of the zocecia were eskacehads but 
im those which were attached to plants with divided leaves, the zocecia often extended across the space between two leaflets. This 
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is what I mean when I talk of the colony being under tension. 
In such cases the zoccia were elongated, slender, cylindrical 

distal extremity, the degree to which the keel was developed vary- 
at considerably even as regards different zocecia of the same 

ony 

-of P. diffusa. In other colonies, growing under the same co 
lypide bore a considerable number of stato- 

lasts. In such colonies the zocecia were pigmented at the base 

of the free portion to a variable extent and often had a more or 

less “‘claviform ” outline, the distal extremity being swollen and 
‘distorted. The proximal, adherent part of each zocecia was always 
devoid of pigment and was often so distinct as to have almost the 

appearance of a stolon, 
erence between the statoblasts of those forms There was no diff t : 

which resembled P. elegans and of those which agreed with P. all- 
mani. both, 

e i smaller than the former, but 

i 
. 

outline as a whole. In others the capsule was distinctly oval and 
occupied a greater part of the statoblast. Such statoblasts were 
4unate in side view. 

Piumaretta punctata, Hancock. 

P. punctata, Kraepelin, p.- 126, on iv, figs. 110, 115, 116; 

pl. v, figs. 124, 125; pl. vii, figs. 153, 154. 
. Darin the ‘akan month (January 1907) I have found this 

very distinct species growing Inxuriantly, together with P. repens 

-and P, emarginata, on the leaves and stems of water-plants in a 

tank in the Calcutta Zoological G pect 
i nelin’s var. densa. The statoblasts are large and of 

the same author’s “ autumn form. f the 

derived from the spotted appearance of the colonies due to the 

dark stomachs of the polypides seen through the transparent 
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Lopxopvs. 

Forms which may belong to this genus have been recorded on 
two occasions from India, from Bomba by Carter (op. cit. 

Europe and North America, Another form, having an almost cir- cular statoblast, has been described from Brazil! The genus is: easily recognized on account of its large, simple statoblasts and swollen, hyaline ectocyst. From Pectinatella it is distinguished! by the absence of hooks on the statoblasts. 

LopHorus LEDENFELDI,? Ridley. (Plate ii. figs, 1-4). 

L. ledenfeldi, Ridley in Journ. Linn. Soc. xx, p. 64, pl. 2, 1890. 
Differentiated 

Habitat: Bhim Tal (lake), Kumaon : alt. 4,500 feet. On roots of Lemna and stems of other water-plants. September, 1906. 
Remarks: The form of the colonies and polypides agrees very closely with that of European specimens, so far as it is possible to- 

judge without actual comparison of living specimens ; but I think: that both polypides and colonies are smaller than those which com- 

polypides were arran in palmate formation. The statoblasts, on which alone I rely in regarding this form as specifically distinet. from DL. crystallinus and identical with I. ledenfeldi, measured onan ~averipe tm. by 06 aa and sare fairly uniform 

eissner in Ges. natur. Freunde, Berlin, 1893, p. 260, figs. 1 and 2. 2 In this paper as originally read T regarded the Kumaon Lophopus as ® new species, and called it L. himalayanus. I now think that this was ap error.—N. A., 27-i-07. 
; 
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in size. Some colonies contained only a few, and those roca not yet fully develnen others contained a considerable num ber. Numerous statoblasts, which were easily distinguished fri those of Plumatella by their large size, were found on the surface of the lake. Their margins were generally broken and therefore irregular, (Plate II, fig. 2). 

List oF Potyz0A RECORDED FROM FResH AND BRACKISH WATER 
IN INDIA. 

CHEILOSTOMATA 

Membranipora bengalensis, Stoliczka. Ganges delta (brackish 
water). 

CTENOSTOMATA 

Victorella pavida, Kent Ganges delta (brackish 
water). 

? Paludicella, sp. ... on rack pen rt delta 
rackish wa 

re Hislopia lacustris, Carter a 
= ‘Gresh water). 

PHYLACTOLEMATA 

Plumateila _ (Linn. ) 
- emargr nata, es 

allmani, Hancoc 

Bombay and Calcutta, 
99 

9 Bhim tae Kumaon (4,500 
fee 

netata, Hancock ... Caloat 

Lophopus ledenjeldi, Ridley phim Ta Kumaon (4,500 

? Lophopus, sp. a ... Madras. 
Pectinatella ? carter’, Hyatt ... Bombay. 

ExpianaTION OF Puate II. 

Figs. 1—4. Statoblasts of Lophopus ledenfeldi, Ridley, all 
highly magnified. 

Fig. 1; perfect statoblast. 
Fig. 2; dee statoblast from surface of lake he 

Vig. 3: central portion of a single valve of aicblant, m 
within 

Fig, 4; on of statoblasts more highly magnified, 

Fig. 5. Young example of Irene ng atengaags Browne, from a 
specimen recently preserved in formaline, 

ti ean atte I 
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14, Indian Logic as preserved in Tibet, 

By Maudmanordpuyiya Saris Caanpra Vipyasndgama, 
M.R.AS. 

On an examination of some volumes of the Tibetan Block 
Prints brought down to Calcutta by the late Tibet Mission, 0 of 
two volumes of the a ington parca y lent to me 
by Mr. F. W. Thomas of the India Office, London, I lated 9 come 
across twenty-five Indian Buddhist woke on Logic in faithful 

400—1200 .p. With the exception of Nos. IL and 13, the 
Sanskrit originals of which were, under unique circumstances, 

in temple of Santinath, Cambay, these works are no longer 
available in India or Nepal and were probably destroyed 
on the decline of Buddhism here. ut they have been care- 
fully preserved in Tibet in literal translations. These transla- 
tions, of which I have appended a brief notice, are most valuable, 

as they will pea! a flood of light on the development of Logic in - 
India and will serve as connecting links acoahepm the ancient 
Nyaya of Gotana about 500 B.c. and the modern Nyaya of 
Gangesa Upadhyaya in 1400 a.p. They, moreover, show that 
Logic was cultivated not in Mithila and Nadia alone, but also as 
far as in Kasémira in the north, in Andhra in the south and 
Nalanda j in Madhyadesa. 

. Pramana-samuceaya ! (Tibetan: Tshad-ma-kun-las-btus-pa, 
meaning “a collecti ion of proofs” in verse) by Dignaga (Tib.: 

Phyogs-kyi-glan-po). 
The work ehh consists of 13 leaves aed 1—13) of the 

o Buddha and is 
divided into six chapters which are fahiod respectively, as 
follows :—(1) p' ee Tib. : on-sum, or sense-pel ; 
(2) sva Srthanumana, ran-don-gyi-rje-dpag, or inference 
for one’s own se 8) rarthanumana, T han-gyi-don- 
gyi-rje-dpag, or inference for the so of others ; (4) tri-riipa- 

at oe rea kh da be: ee dan- oe Pon -khandana, Ti - -ltar- middle upamana-k a thing. ath oor 

Sgra-r 
mony is no separate proof” ; 
pahi-yan-lag, or parts of a fe llogtht 

1 Probably the same as “The ass on the grouped inferences.” 

Vide I-tsing edited by Takakusu p. 
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Dignaga, who compiled this work named samuccaya, is de- 
scribed in the concluding lines to be the vanquisher of opponents in 
all A pe and to be as strong as an elephant. 

work was ‘isiiialated into Tibetan by an Indian sage named 
siecenapuabie Tib, : Gser-gyi-go-cha, of the monastery of Ses. pahi- 
dge-gnas (place of knowledge and virtue) and a Tibetan interpret- 
er named Dad-pahi-ses-rab (of faithful wisdom). 

2. Pramana-samuccaya-vrtti (Tib.: Tshad-ma-kun-las-btus 
pahi-hgrel- wa)—a commentary in prose on work No. 1 by Dig- 
naga himself. It extends over 83 leaves (leaf 13—96) of the Tan- 
gyur, mde, ce, and is divided into six chapters corresponding to 
those of the original text. Led on by the command of Maiju- 
natha (the god of learning) Dignaga, the great disputant of 
sharp intellect, wrote this commentary. His Sastra is as deep as 
the ocean? 

The commentary was translated into Tibetan, at the, com- 
mand of the king Rigs-ldan-rgyal-po, by the famous Indian sage 
Vasudhara-raksita, who was, as it were, the crest-gem of logicians; 

and the Tibetan SM sowaict Sha-ma-dge-bsiien-sen-rgyal.$ 

en 

SAAT SASITA TRAN SANT S S511 || 

RERTAIR' DS args 1a qaray Al] 
SANT TEAS AC NAAT AAA A i 

(Tangyur, mdo, ce, leaf 13). | 

BLA TA AT AGATA QIAN SATS AGATA 

AG SAT aaah Baa ANE Realist os 1] 

ERE ERY RE SASL SRT AEA IBF 
RSet aS ELSIE 1] : 

(Tangyur, wdo, ce, leaf 96). 

ABI 5 SAU HG "AAT AAINAS ARG” AAC" 

(apg Sar TAA ASAT AAR SRST ) 

TIASAT TE | MAS rqagagyacger ge 
AAS ANF HLA AT qe , 

(Tangyur, mdo, ce, leaf 96). 
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3, Pramana-samuccaya-vrtti (Tib.: Tshad-ma- -kun-las-btus- 

pahi-hgrel-wa)—a commentary in prose on No. by Dignaga 
himself. It seems that the Sanskrit originals of at os. 2 and 3 were 
identical though the Tibetan versions are differe It extends 

4, Visalamalavati-nama-pramdna-samuccaya-tika (Tib. : Yatis 
pa-dan-dri-ma-med-pa-dan-ldan-pa-shes-bya-wahi- — ma - kun- 
las- bins-pabi- hgrel-bsad )—a comprehensive commentary in prose 
on 1 by Jinendrabodhi (Tib: Rgyal- dwateblo ros): It ex- 

lated into Tibetan by the Tibetan interpreter Rdo-rje-rgyal- 
mtshan with the assistance of the interpreter Dge-slon-dpal-ldan- 

0-g Tos 
3 Nyaya-praveso-nama-pramana-prakarana! (Tib.: Tshad- 

ma-rigs-par-hjug-pahi-sgo-shes-bya-wahi-rab-tu-byed-pa)—a trea- 
tise on proofs in verse named “an entrance to logic” by Dignaga. 

it extends over five leaves of the Tangyur, ndo, ce (leaf 183—188), 
and begins with an invocation to Mafiju u-éri-kumara-bhita. Tt 
was translated into ee hed the gre ismiri 1 
Plot ait (Tib. ms-cad-mkhyen n-dpal-bsr ua) and the 
famous S‘akya Bhiksu Te eee diekionk in the great Sa- 
skya monaste 

6.. Pramina-éastra-pr avesa (Chinese: Ga-yen-min-gshah-cin- 
lihi-lun, Tib.: | Tshad-mahi- bstan-beos- -rig-pa-la-hjug-pa)—* an 
entrance to the science of proofs” in verse by Dignaga. It con 
sists of five leaves (leaf I88—193) of the Tangyur, mdo, be; axid 
begins with an invocation to Majfiju-ghosa. The original tect ; 
which had been written in Sanskrit verse by Dignaga, was trans- 

scholar Dge-ses-si-gyan and the Tibetan monk ston-gshon, in 

the Sa-skya monastery. 
tu-cakra-hamaru* (Tib: Gtan-tshigs-kyi- see 

ERE caret ost adi tatinent of the wheel of reason 

verse by Dignaga. It consists of only one leaf of the Tansey ee 

indo, ce (leaf f 193-194) and ete with an invocation to Majiju- 
Sri-kumarabhiita, as well as e Omniscient Buddha, the de- 
ca of the net of errors. The: parton of the treatise is the 

the same as mS heir (Bunyiu Nanjio, Nos. 1223, l Probably 
— Vide I-tsing, edited by Takakus 

bly the same as Prajhapel hete- pede Ta Sistra. Vide I-tsing, 
187. editea by Takakasu, p. 
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ninefold relation that exists between the middle termand the major 
term. It was translated into het ge by the sage Bodhisattva of 
Za- vad and the Bhiksu Dharmaso 

Pramana-vartika-karika Chi. Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel-gy? 
saigey memorial verses on the explanation of proofs,” by 
Dharmakirti. It extends over 64 leaves (194b—258b) of the 
Tangyur, mdo, ce, and begins with an invocation to Mafiju-sri- 
kumérabhita. The four chapters, into which the work is divi-~ 
ded, are styled as follows :—(1) svar thanumana, Tib. : ran-gi-don-, 
rjes-su-dpag- -pa, or inference for one’s own self; (2) pram ana- 
siddhi, Tib,: tshad-ma-grub-pa, or ectabiishanals of proofs; (3) 
pinyaly a, Tib.: mion-sum, or sense-perception; and (4) parar- 
thinumana, Tib: gshan-gyis-don-gyi-tshig, or words for the sake 
of others. The work concludes by stating that it was written by 

the great sage Sri-Dharmakirti ' who was unrivalled and whose 

ame and renown filled the earth.? It was translated into Tibetam 
by the Indian — Subhiti-sri-santi and the Tibetan interpreter 

Prawmdadedetika-uptts (Tib.: Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel-gyi- 
hgrel-wa)—an explanatory commentary on Pramana-vartika 
(No. e) by Dhesinekirti. It extends over 115 leaves (leaf 420— 
535) of the Tangyur, mdo, ce, and begins with an invocation to 
the mcr ey Buddha. In the concluding lines * Dharmakirta 
is deseri asa great teacher and dialectician, whose fame filled 
all qua’ mail and on the earth who oe as it were, a lion pressing 

down the head of elephant-like debate 
ramana-viniscaya (Tib.: “Tebad- ma-rnam-par-nes-Pp®) 

—‘“ determination of proofs” by Dharmakirti. It extends over 
88 leaves (leaf 259—347) of the Tangyur, mdo, ce, and begins 
with an invocation to Mafiju-sri-kumarabhita. The three chap- 
ters into which it is divided are named respectively as follows :— 
(1) Pratyaksa-sthapana, Tib.: mnon-sum-gtan-la-dwab-pa, or 

_Dharmakirti is apo described in the concluding lines of the 
Pramanavartikakarika to have been born in Yul-lho-phyogs, or Southerm 

STARTERS FCAUNTABTS] QA 
SAA ARS LSS RCSA AIST EIST RES =P EST } 

(Tangyar, do, ce, leaf 258). 

3 ee A SS Raareraqerse ge SASS AA ESAS 
THAN SESSA ACA] Bensreresras S76 FN 

AT SFART SIT SNES] 
(Tangyur, mdo, ce, leat 535 wy 
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establishment of sense-perception ; (2) svarthanumana, Tib.: ra- 
gi-don-gyi-rjes-su-dpag-pa, or inference for one’s own self: and 
(3) parartha-numana, Tib: gshan-gyi-don-gyi-rjes-su-dpag-pa or inference for the sake of others. In the concluding - lines 
Dharmakirti is described as a great sage of unrivalled fame. | 

of the Tangyur, mdo, she, an egins with an invocation to 
Majiju-sri-kumarabhita. The three chapters into which it is 

of Mara; an 

exterminated 

Wonderful!” 

_ 12. Nyayabindu-tika (Tib,: Rigs-pahi-thigs-pa-reya-cher- 

hgrel-wa)—“ a detailed explanation of Nyayabindu (No, 11)” b 

"  SyETaragy gees || 
SQ IANAINIS INT SNS | | 

PATH TSAS ITAA STASI] 
ARTETA SE EAST || 

(Tangyar, mdo, she, leaf 43), 

The reading aaa | in the third line of the above verse réproduced in 

the excellent Russian edition of the Tibetan Nyayabinda (by F. J. Sher- 

batski) seems to be a mistake for 35] } 
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Tibetan by the Indian sage Seen and the interpreter of Shu- 
chen named Vande-ye-ses-s 

13. NyAyubindutika' (Tib. Rigs nie Sr de ery ae CTE 
hgrel-wa)—‘*‘ a detailed explanation of Nyavabindu (No 11)” by 
Dharmottara. (Ti».: Chos-mchog). It extends over "63 ave 
(leaf 43—106) of the Tangyur, mdo, she, and begins with an 
invocation to Majju-sri-kumarabhita. It was translated into 
byes first by the Indian sage Jiiénavarbha and the interpreter 

Shu-chen named Gelong Dharmaloka, and afterwards neatly 
Fe the Indian sage Sumati-kirti and the Tibetan interpreter 
Gelong Blo-ldan-ses-rab, who obtained a copy of the work from 
the Made Country (that i is, Magadha 

N: yoyabindu-puroapakse-samksipta (Tib.: Rigs-pahi- 
thigs- ma i lt r-bsdus-pa)—a summary of the 
objections to (or criticisms on) Nyay ‘abi ndu, by Kamala-sila of 
wide fame. It extends over nine leaves (leaf LO6—I115) of the 

Tangyur, mdo, she, and begins with an obeisance to the Supreme 
Blessed one. It was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage 
Visnddha-sin and the interpreter n Shn-chen named Gelong Dpal- 
rtsegs-raksita. 

1s. Nytyabindu-pindartha* (Tib.: big ak ae; wis 
bsdus-pa)—“ the purport of Nydyabindnu ” by Jin It 
sists of one leaf only (leaf 115-116) of the ae aida; on 
and begins with an invocation to Mafiju-sri-kumarabhita. It 

bodhi and the intervreter of Shu-chen named Vande- Liparebons 
16. Hetubindu-nima-prakarana (Tib.: Gtan-tshigs-kyi- 

thigs- pa-shes-bya-wahi-r ab-tu-byed-pa)—“a treatise on a drop of 
reason” by Dharmakirti. It extends over 20 leaves (leaf 
mA: of the Tangyur, mdo, ce, and begins with an invocation 
o Buddha. The three chapters, ra which it is divided, treat 
npc of the following:—(L) svabhava, Tib.: ran-bshin- 
yi-gtan-tshig-kyi skabs, or gs relation of identity between the 

renonn (that is, middle term) and the major term; (2) karya, 
2D. : hbras-buhi- -gtan-tshigs, or the relation of effect and cause 
between the middle term and the major term; and (3) anupa- 
labdhi, Tib.: mi-dmigs- sabe gtan-tshigs, or thes relation of non- 

atin ie m between the middle term and the (heterogeneous) 
major term. 

Hetubindu-tika (Vib, : Gtan-tshigs-kyi-thigs-pa-rgya-cher- 
hgrel-wa )—* a detailed explanation of ‘Hetubindu”™ by Vinita- 

ibetan version of Nydyabindutika by DhArmottara; together with 
the Nyiyabin du by Dharmakirti has been edited by ois J Sherbatski and 
published i in the St. Petersburg Bibliotheca Bu idkine * . 1904. 

‘e Sanskrit version of tie Rah ag sire by Dtiarantiaen, together 
¥ Prof. P erson and. ahlighad in the Bib- 

liotheen mapas series, Calcatin, 1889 
ginal reading ‘ Nyayabindu-pandirtha.’” which may also be 

restored = “Nvksubinda-pin eri rtha or Nyayabindu- phish onal The 
ing, neoor in t ibetan ae f Nyiyabinds. g version, is:—‘‘the abridged meaning © 
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by the Indian teacher Pra daa -varma and the interpreter of Shu- 
‘alien named Gelong Dpal-brtsegs-raksita 

18. etubindu-vivarana Tib.: Gtan tshigs-thigs-pahi- 
‘hgrel seu an exposition of the Hetubindu” by the Brahman 
Acita.' It extends over 170 leaves soa 205—375) of the Tan- 
gyur, mdo, she. and begins with an invocation to gs chee 
Vajradhara (Tib : ey Fa doer bebal vay It is divi 
ded into four chapters treating respectively of :—(1) svabh&va, 
‘Tib.: ran-bshin, or relation of identity; (2) karya, Tib,: 
hbras-bu, or relation of effect and cause; (3) anupalabdhi, Tib. : 
mi- dm migs-pa, or relation of non- perception ; and (4) Sad- laksana- 
vyakhya, Tib : mtshan-fid drug-bsad-pa, or explanation of six 
characteristics. The work concludes thus: “In the city of 

Kasmira, the pith of Jambndvipa, the commentary of Dharma- 
kirti who was the best of sages, was translated. From this trans- 
lation of Pramana, the pith of holy doctrines, let the unlearned 
derive wisdom 

" a ee -nyaya- -nma-prakarana * (Tib. : Rtsod -pahi-rigs- 

pa-shes- bya-wa-rub-tu byed pa)—“ a treatixe on logical disputa- 
tion” by Dharmakirti. It extends over 32 |: aves (leaf 384—416) 
of the Tangyur, undo, ce, and begins with an invocation to Majiju- 
vajra (Tib : Hjam-pahi-rdo-rje). It was translated into Tibetan 
first by the fo Indian sage Jiana-sri-bhadra* and the Tibetan 

interpreter Gelong Dge-wabi-blo-gros. Subsequently, the transla- 
tion was retouched by the great Pagdita Dipankara and the inter- 

reter Gelong Dar-ma 
: 20. shoeing nu- “paris? 6 (Tib.: Dmigs-na- -brtag-pa)—* an 

examination of the objects of thought” in verse by Dignaga. It 
consists of one leaf only (leaf 180) of the Tangyur, mdo, ce, and 
begins with an invocation to Buddha and all Bodhisa tvas, 

1 Written variously as Acita,”” “ Atsata” and “ Atsuta.” 

*  adsraic Se errs aC ESS || 

spars RSS TWAT 
AT SS §-Faqaraga sas 1 

So Hag crgn Rees aN 
(Tangvur. mdo, she, leaf 375(a)). 

e original reads: Peota for Tarka. The Tibetun equivalent is rtsod- 

meanirn di-putatio 

a # Por Ee gerne original reads: badha. Probaby same as No, 1173 

(Buanyin Hct 
Alam = Arambana. 
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21. Alambana-pariksa-vrtti (Tib.: Dmigs-pa-brtag-pahi- 
hgrel)—a ‘commentary on Alambana-pariksa o. 20),” by 
Dignaga himself. The work consists of two leaves only (leaf 

ambandhapariksa-prakarana  (Tib.: Hbrel-wa-brtag- 
pahi-rab. tu-byed-pa)—“ a treatise on connection (of the sense- 
organs with the objects of sense)” by Dharmakirti. It consists 
of two leaves only (leaf 3750—377a) of the Tangyur, mdo, ce, and begins with an invocation to Mafju-sri-Kumarabhita. It 

Dharmakirti. It extends over seven leaves (leaf 377a—384a) of ee Tangyur, mundo, ce, and begins with an invocation to Mafju-- ghoga. 



15. Note on the Diet of Tea Garden Coolies in Upper 
Assam and its Nutritive Value. 

By Harotp H. Many, D.Sc, 

the people of India. Little, if anything, however, has been done 
to ascertain, not the value of individual foodstaffs, but that of 
the diet of which they form a part, except with regard to the 

ini ired. This last has been worked out with consider- 
able thoroughness in connection empire with jails, and secondly 
‘with famine conditions. It seems, however, that a knowledge of 
‘the food value of Indian diets, ae under special conditions like 
those of famine or scarcity, but in the regular course of daily 
life, will be of considerable value, and the present is a pevienrts 
note designed to introduce the subject to the notice of those w 
“are interested 3 in the question, and to enable me to ask for wopene: 
tion in extending dietary studies to a large number of the races, 
sagen and groups living in India. - 

e fact that I have been able to get together the rites 
with follow is due to the system under whi he coolies a 
employed in Up m. It is very important that tray 
coolie who can work should be kept in condition for work, and 

morning and after re 
-existence of this so-called ‘hotel ’ enabled me to obtain cask 
information as to the nature of the diet, which was rega as 
‘sufficient and suitable by the coolies, — which was closely 
similar to that which they provided for themselves under normal 
Page It has been found that “bg ecotee usually i — 

ealth under the diet of which I now give the amount and 
-com 

baie. obtained data from two very large properties on the 

a Road in Assam. The fig res are, however, so 

be the facts. It must be noticed, however, that the amount 
of food cale tod for men and wo he e, whereas in 

rica it is cus milar studies to only Europe and 
allow a woman four-fift 

is explained by the fact that in Assam, during a part 
of ap year, both Hen and men are doing similar w a and 
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hence will require the same nutritive material, A child is- 
reckoned, on the average, as consuming half the food required 

This being the case, = ration allowed per adult man or: 
woman per day is as follow 

Rice ... 14 chitaks or 815 grammes. 
al res = ~ 8D - 

Salt 3 4 “inne ml 

Spices Te ” ” 3% 29 

Oil | eee | : 
Potatoes 2 = -~ be + 

Onions Mee ce A »» 143 * 

The elements of this diet, as used, need some description. 

Rice—The rice normally employed is that known on the 
Calcutta market as coolie rice of the quality ‘Kazla No. 1.’ 

nutritive material than if ie o white. One occurrence which 
has come under my notice illustrates this. A tea company recently 

as ‘Jhabra,’ for their coolies. This was white and polished, but 
shortly afterward the coolies complained of it as not being as 
satisfying as the commoner grade. A higher grade rice is employ- 
ed in the hospitals known as‘ Kalchitu.’ Analysis of sap 
of Kazla No. 1 and Kalchitu rice gave the following figures 

Kazla No. 1. Kalchitu Rice. 

“lo ° 
Moisture Ee 775 5°75 
Oil es TE 1:53 
*Albuminoids “i 8°25 10°06 
Carbohydrates, &e. 8-22 81°46 
Crude Fibre ‘15 10 
+Ash aa 1°52 1:10 

100-00 100-00 
*Containing Nitrogen 1.32 1.62 
+Containing Saud "36 ‘ll 

the water in which the rice is cooked is eaten with it, 50° 
that the nutritive value actually absorbed is that above given. 

Dal.—The Dal, the principal tt of nitrogen in the food 
of the people of Eastern Bengal and Assam, in the present case 

len th inous seeds 
of very considerable nutritive value. Both are ees ee smalk 
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quantities, in the neighbourhood of the garden where these’ were used, but by far the greater amount is rasa: from Bengal, On analysis they gave the following figure 

Arhar Dal. Mooi Dal. 

‘le an 

Moisture pe 3°50 5°66 
Oi 3°03 1-02 
*Albuminoids 24°69 25°12 
oo &e. SOPOT: 65°37 
Crade 1-79 "39 
+Ash de ayy Ade 2:44 

100°00 
*Containing Nitrogen 3°95 4 

rican "29 +Containing Sand 

During the present season (1906) the prices of both rice and 
dal have been Se ae high, ranging in May, when these 
data were obtained, from five to six rupees per 

In the present instance, h Wate 

Spices.—These consist of a mixture of Black pepper, Caraway 
and Coriander, which gave on analysis the following figures :— 

Black pepper, Caraway. Coriander. 

hé *lo af 
Moist co ee 6°48 * Ar21 

" gaeeie ae 7°86 14°35 17°68 
Albuminoids Co ee Oe 19°25 15:19 

Carbobydrates ... 56 - ed ae vas 
F a ay X fee 36 ‘ 

Psy ld o 5:26 11:83 10:98 

100:00 | 100-00 100-00 

taini 2°19 2°67 3°18 Con ng Nitrogen on nie oe 

Containing Sand ... 

tard Oil.—All the fatty matter com og a in cooking and 
cette these rations is in the form of oil from Mustard or Rape 
Cresson sp.), @ very extensively cultivated in the Assam 

Ghi ce idavitied by tter is not used there. valley.» 
Vegetables. —The garden, where:the results under discussion were 

obtatned is situated in a district where potatoes are <p in soi 
quantities. The onions shown in the ration are rep 
sary by er vegetables, potherbs and. whatever is btainable of « of a 
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similar sort. It was impossible to submit the potatoes or onions 
to analysis at the time, and I could not keep them. In calculating 
nutritive value of the diet I have, therefore, used the following 
figures, which will be certainly very ‘close to the actual fact:— 

Potatoes. Onions. 

le . 
Oil . sc waa ke 15 

Albamine: ee cas aD 1:60 

Carbohydrates, ete. ... 20°86 11:00 

Combining all the analyses given it will be seen al the 
daily ration as set out will contain the following maximum 
weights of nutritive materials :-— 

Albuminoids. Fat. Carbohydrates. Fuel Value. 
Grammes. : Calories. Grammes. Grammes 

Rice ye Re Le | eee 661°9 Oa 3073 
Dal a eR v3 TADS 73°6 ack 441 

Spices ns Onis 16 i 14. 
Oil panera he eS aS as 70 

Potatoes. ..2°3'. . ... ne RES 24°1 | oe 110 
ions Es We Ae 16 a 8 

Total 990 .. 1952 ... 7628 a 8716 

n Europe the minimum food value of the diet necessary for 
the maintenance of physical health and efficiency has been laid 

t n 

America. The best fetivels as are, o. daloabtedty, those of Atwater in 
America! which follow. In atoond knee with modern ideas of the 

replaveability of various food constituents, only the albuminoids 
Sscirg ta and Fuel-value are indicated, it being considered o 
minor rtance whether the latter be obtained from albu- 
tite carbohydrates or fats. 

oe Snare Fuel value. 
Gramm Calories. 

Man with little Lo eee ine 100 2700 | 
Man at light physical w 112 3000 
Man. at moderate sated 3 wor 125 3500 
Man at active, sand physical ice 150 . 4500. 

The figure obtained for the diet under discussion is, it will 
be seen, equivalent i in aibaiinaeds to that of Atwater’s standard 
of a man with little physical exercise only. In ‘the present 

1 Investigations in the Chemistry and Econom; 0. 
Atwater, U.S. Department of Agricanare, "Bulletin me = a: by * 
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chet the work done would be comparable at least with At- 
wi moderate work ’ standard, and is probably higher. If we 
argos direct from these figures, the standard of our Assam coolie 
diet is very deficient in albuminoids, but not otherwise a low one. 

t it seems that we are nut justified in so calculating. On 
the whole a man of the coolie classes, which in the district we 

are considering are chiefly composed of Mundas, Oraons and 
other Chota-Nagpur tribes, is ee y lighter in weight 
than a European or an American. Hence the amount necessary 
for maintenance, as diatingtaabad from aa expended in work, 
will be less than that required in America. What correction 
should be, however, ape pe on this account is unknown. The 

correction, in term food, necessary to bring the food value 
under the higher sari ieeatings conditions of India into relation- 
ship with that of America or Europe is also quite unknown, 

have explained that this is a diet which is given to coolies 

people. In the first place the 
0 ; @ coolie in full work in Assam eats 

normally about 12 chitaks of rice per day only, or 22 seers 
8 chitaks per month of thirty days. In other respects the diet 
is fairly closely followed except that potatoes are only used at 
certain times of the year, their place being much more normally 

therbs, or other vegetables which are often available. 

coolie in Upper Assam in respect to quantity. Under usual con- 
ditions, however, in their own houses, the coolies rs eat one 
cooked meal each day, this being in the evening. In the morning 
only parched rice is consum 

There is only one seriously doubtful factor in the above diet 
as applied to Upper Assam coolies. e amount of fish 
which may be obtained. Iam assured, however, that among tea 
garden coolies, for by far the greater of the year, the amount 

Milk is not used, nor ghz. 
The actual cost of the diet I hive given above per head per 

month will alter poor pit ly with the time of year and the 
circumstances. e present year has, even apart from rice (which 
as I have said is o law supplied at Rs. 3 per maund), been one 
of pononentiger hie prices. Though not perhaps of the same 

permanent v: as the remainder of the figures, it may be interest- 
ing to givet the 5 pricts at which the materials were actually bought 

in the bazar at the time the present notes were made. hey were 

as follows:— ae Pas 

Dal (both kinds) ... 4 12 Oper maund. 
Salt ae on a = 
Spices - QO 6 Oper seer. 
Mustard Oil ‘.. 18 O Oper maund 
Potatoes ... coe oe es 
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At these prices and rice at Rs. 3 per maund, the cost of a 
man’s diet per month in May 1906 would be :— 

Rs. A. P. 

Rice J ck b:'6 

Dal On diy 2 

Salt tage ee! 

Spices ac Bh 
Mustard Oil- 2): 0: 2; 0 

Potatoes Wire | ew ega- tag oe 

nions O° B38 

OPA c.. e. 10c7 

A family of man, wife and three children, which is usually 
considered a normal one, will require for the ‘ hotel’ diet here de- 
scribed, a minimum of Rs. 10-10-0 per month in order to provide it, 
aoe conditions of prices prevailing during the early summer 

I Ne Nn Ft Ne a 



16, Introduction of written language in Mongolia in the 
Thirteenth Century. 

By Rai Sanat Cuanpra Das, Bahadur, C.1.E. 

The Tartar Conqueror, Chinghis Khan, at the age of 45, in- 
vaded Tibet with his hordes in the year 1202-3 A.D. At this time- 
Tibet was divided into several petty gitar states under 
rulers called Desrid and chiefs called Deba. There were also a 
few Buddhist hierarchies in U and Tsang shiek flourished under 
the protection of the rulers of those provinces, When Chinghis 
entered the country with his a hordes, the Tibetan chiefs 
did not unite together in a body to oppose the invader, but on the: 
contrary welcomed him. Desrid Joyah of U and Kundor of the 
province of Tshal-wa received him with royal pret a So, 
radkially the Tibetans presented their countr the con- 
queror ne ae Khan, who after fully etabishing "his supre- 
macy over Tibet, is said to have returne Mongolia. He sen 
mestengers, with a letter of invitation, to Lama Kungah if-po, 
the hierarch of the monastery of Sakya, in Tsang, asking him to 

relation had been established between the two grit es 
distance ; and revenues of Tibet were appropriated | to religious 
services and to the support of the Buddhist clergy of U and Tsang 
by the — mission of the Conqueror, 

circumstance, 2 Tibetan historians have thought Fro 
it fit to pee “Chi inghis Khan a placeamong the Dharma Raja 
(Buddhist xings), though it is doubtfal if the Conqueror himself 
ever cared for 

4 Chinstivs death, his grandsons, princes Guyug and 
Gutan, ak their mother’s advice, proceeded eagle their followers to 

hala in northern Shin-fing and at first ruled there. From 
Car Thala they extended their dominions aan ke to "than, While 

they were reigning at Lanchau within the great wall, they sent 

1 It then comprised of Nahri Korsum aqcaRar RSIS | 

AQ |) Tsang ASE}; Bo-bshi SAG | the four divisions ; South 

Kham SPR! ! ; North Kham and the three Gang OIA ] . 
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messengers to Tibet to bring the celebrated Sakya Pandita Kun- 
gah Gyal-tshan to Hor. This hierarch of Sakya had, about this 
time, defeated several Brahminical disputants w ne had challenged 
him to prove that Buddhism was superior to the Brahminical 
creed. Sakya Pandita was versed in ok five anes of Arts. 
‘The Mongolian came to Tsang (7.e. arrived at Sakya) in 
the year called Ivon- -mouse of the 4th Cycle. Sakya Pandita had 
seen a prediction left by Lama Sonam-tse-mo, one of his ‘predeces- 
sors, to the effect that an invitation would come to one of his suc- 

cessors, from the Hor, a people that wore hawk- shaped caps and 
s snout. Accordingly, he proceeded to Hor, 

accompanied by his nephews Phya-gna and Phag-pa. In the year 

an audience of king Gutan and_ received royal favours. Sakya 
Pandite became the king’s spiritual tutor, and is said to have per- 
forme many miracles and magical exhibition of his occult powers. 
At the wish of the king to introduce writing for the use of his people, 

tongue was not capable of producing the peculiar tones, half-tones, 
and quarter-tones which were peculiar to the Chinese. The Mon- 
gols, however, were able to pronounce fully all pollysyllabic words. 

The first series of letters comprising vowels and consonants 
and their compounds, which Sakya Pandita had designed, were the 
following, arranged in groups of three :— 

, 1; na, ne, mi; Pe pe, pi; ka, ke, khi; ga, ge, gi; ma, 
me, wad la, e, li; ra, re, ri; ta, te, ti; tha, the, thi; tsa, ens tsi; 

tsha, tshe, tshi; ya, ye, ve a we, wi. These were afterwards 
ep to 148 letters 

e Tibetan historians say that the sixth younger brother of 

, Seat Khan (Emperor Khublai) named Torta visited Tibet, at 

e head of a large army, to consolidate the Emperor’s authority 
over the cou ntry. Being struck with the elaborate, religious cere- 
monies of the Tibetan Lamas, and also being impressed with the 
importance of the literature of Tibet, he took with him Lama 
Soe Pandita to Hor for teaching the Lamaic cult to the 
Mongo! 

ing the reign of Mung-khe, in Hor, the Karmapa Lamas, 
——. pe ogpr n who had established spiritual relations with that 

attempted to improve the newly-formed written language 
wr ee: Mongols, but no appreciable success attended their efforts. 
It. was Lama Phag-pa Lha, the spiritual tutor of soi Khublai, 

who in the year net tenn framed the 
& 4 

ys (the Great Khan of Marco in the who was born in i Lbengd 

established his nr Eg over the wks of Ching Mongolia sen, 
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Tibet. He built the great fortified cities of Peking, Chuhan, Khura 
and Thuling-thing. When these great works were done, he in 
Neng Lama piers -pa Lha (Hphags-pa Rey Gyal- tshan, in Chinese, 

he 
became introduced in China. The Buddhism of Tibet henceforth 
came to be known under the name of Lama, which was thereby distin- 
guished from the older Buddhism of C hice sptieg by the mapa 
During the reign of Emperor Olgai-thu, a Choi Kyi-ho 
Sakya, , then resident at Peking, finding the s pani shaped ahitnatar s 

quite unsuited = practical See ye “of correspondence, etc., made 
improvements in the saw-shaped characters by adding tails and 
diaresis and online marks to the existing letters and thereby adding 
to their number and giving more powers to them. He, in fact, com- 
leted the written language of se oa taught his pupils - 

translate religious books in the same from the Chinese and Tibeta 
It is stated that Chinghis, during his lifetime. had appointed his 

son Oko-te (also written Oga-te) as Viceroy over his Mongol-Chinese 

Empire with Chu-tsha, a chief of the tribe of Khitan, as prime 
minister. After the Conqueror’s death Oko-te reigned for six years 
from the Harth-mouse year. He was succeeded by his son Gu-yug, 

with leprosy, Go-tan sent for age Pandit Kungah Gyal-tshan. 
He responded to the Khan’s call, and is said to have cured him of 
the loathsome erenie by Lace 
chiefly by reciting the simhana . 
hea died j in the ae Iron-hog. Though it is stated that the two 

brothers Go-yug and Go-tan had succeeded to their father’s throne, 

they only reigned over a part of the empire, ohh — —- 

Thala in the east and extended their sway dow but 

the real succession to the Mongol-Chinese Empire ae ‘passed 

ung- the eldest of the four sons of Tholo, born in the 

year Behar. He reigned from the year Water-mouse to the year" 

‘Barth-sheep. 





17. Note on the Shunqar: Falcon, 

By Lievr.-Cotones D.C. Paitrort, Secretary, Board of Examiners. 

hat the Shingar of old Persian manuscripts was a species. 
of Faetahion: there can, I think, be little doubt. Jerdon, tba 
— says that the word is taken from the Baschkir Tart 

of the Jerfalcon. A footnote in Falconry in the British 
Tie. runs :—‘‘ We have been a by travellers that some 
few derge white falcons, ih ich must be Greenland los are 

ars the same relation to the Saker that ths sturdy hill-man does 
+5 the inhabitant of the plains. 

The Emperor Jehangir in his chatty memoirs writes :—“ On 
Sunday the 18th [in the year 1028 A.H., or 1618 A.D.] we 
marched. At this time the King of Persia had sent by Pari Beg, 
the Mir-Shikar,* a fine_shiingar falcon. Another, too, had bee 
given to us by Khan-i ‘Alum.’ The latter with his falcon died on 
the way. The Royal falcon too, through the carelessness of the 
Mir-shikar, was mauled by a cat. Although it was bronght alive 

to Our Court, yet it lived no more than a week. How shall I 
describe the beauty and colouration of this hawk? * It had very 
handsome, black, ee on each wing,® and on the back, and 
on the sides. An it was something ont of the common I onlered 

Mansi, the painter, wie is dignitied by the title Nadir” ’l-Asr, to 

paint and preserve its likeness. I gave a thousand rupees to the 
Mir-shikar and dismissed him.’ 

In Conrteille’s ‘ Dictionaire Turk-Orientale,’ we find :—‘‘jlaiy2 
[shiing’r}, Renate proprement le gerfant.” Dr. Senlly, however, 
in his Turki vocabula ot fi of birds states that shingar is iy nome 
of “ Pins "Hees soni. Ae italgn »NGy of its fem ow 
amongst the Turks of Persia zta/gu or ait7/gu is the name of the 
rots Faleon (F. Chet): the Chargh of India. elo in 

hah-baz-Nama ‘vide’ Ethé’s cat»logne of Persian MSS. in the India 
oie roy de Vol. I., p. 15u8. The Asiatic Society of Bengal possesses 

a sega 
2 Mir hikar is, in India, a conrtesy title given to any common bird-catcher, 

‘trapper, as int psinarela etc. In Persia che word signifies a kind of head 
ee ol 

3 Khan-t Alar sent as ambassador to aid vide’ ‘* Tavikh-i Hin- 

— Vol. VI., by Maal atcnand Zaki 

nwar, “ animal,” in faleoners’ language means ‘ falcon or hawk. 

‘ Bil, as here “ wing,” but also “ dlight- -feather,” 
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Lahore to Yarkand, there is a coloured figure of ‘ Faleo Hender- 
soni,” which, for some reason, Mr. Hume assumed to be “ the 

Shanghar of Hastern falconers.” If one may judge from the 
coloured figure, the falcon penregen iets} is ape an old bird of the 
kestril-like variety of r, a variety well known to Panjab 
falconers.! In the Ration plumage the red markings would 

writer that he had kept shunqga@rs in epee yee and that he had 
one that was ‘‘ pure white like snow ”’; and ar F. Muhammad 
Khan of Kabul, who has accompanie ed HM. tha Amir of Afghanis- 
tan on a visit to India, states tha eae are a very large 
species of charkh and that some of t ite.” 

Dr. Seully has, I think, basa wideledl as regards the names 
shiing@r and italgz. However, the term shungar has been fre- 
quently misapplied some Hastern ss that write from: 
sare and are assisted by a fine i mies eae 

urther information on the s ubjec ect the reader is referr ed 
to ‘feu s ‘* Bibliotheca Becipitrariag: pages 187 and 1 

1 The falcon described by Hume was “ pa in fe ac for three-fifths 
f itslength.” There appears to be an undescribed ety of Cherrug, 

which has feathers on the tarsus and feet. yerewog Pindi Gheb faleconers 
ae variety is known by the name of Sang- Sang; while by Derajat faleconers 
it is distinguished by the epithet pd-moz (=booted), an epithet applied to 
pte Rien with feathered legs. I have myself never met with this rare variety. 

SO ON NN 



18. Note on the Common Raven—Corvus Coram. 

By Linot.-Cotonet D. C. Purtxorr, Secretary, Board of 
Examiners. 

This bird, so common in the Panjab, is known to Pan njabi 
falconers by ‘the name of dhodhar. In the Murree hills it is 2 a dj 

Corby,' with which it is confuse Amongst Persians it is 
commouly known as kuldgh-i s‘yah or “black crow,” * but amongst 

‘ Moon,’” isa Hindustani proverb for an ugly woman that gives her- 
self airs, or for things that are incongruous. Arabs call the raven 
Ghurab” ’l-Bayn or the ‘“ Raven of Separation” because it 

** separated ”’ itself from Noah and failed to return. Then Noah 
cursed it for its disobedience, and its colour was changed from 
white to black, and “its throat was pierced” ; * its feet became 
deformed 5 and fear of men entered into its heart. Its epithet is 

en 
mourns like one afflicted : when it sees friends together, it croaks, 
and its Paper foretells “separation”; and when it sees well- 
peo pled habita emg it announces their ruin and desolation. If 
it croaks thri the omen is evil, but if twice, it is good. Than 

‘Abbas, the Prophet’ oe. ie he heard it croak, used, in order 
to avert the ill-omen, to exclaim, “‘O God! there is no bird but it 

is Thine; there is no good at Thy good ; and there is no God but 
Thee.” Modern Arabs avert the omen by exclaiming, “ Khaz, 
khair, Good, med 

o 
told me that only within late years has it taken to breed- 
ing there. On a 23rd February I found a nest at Bhakkar 

1 The Indian Corby, the ghagri kanw of the Derajat. By the Hindns.of 
_ Bengal it “oh ni idered a messenger of death: “ Sité Rém” they say when 
rca apa 

Rulagh is athe hooded oot the common crow in southern Per 
he same as Likhé parha nam Muhammad Fazil. iy Opponite 

is Shak churel a aur avs pariyon ka, “a witch in face and a in 
ee 

A well-known get saying, the eet of which is obscure, 
& “Ayal is a disease in camels’ fee raven hops and does not 

walk, it is iecpaued to sallar from shele Peace 
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with three half-grown young ones and three addled eggs. In 
May I obtained a young one from the cavalry grass-rakh at 
Kohat, which two months later took to killing full-grown house- 
pigeovs. I haye several times seen a wild raven chase and injure 
a house- -pigeon, the pigeon only saving itself by dashing into the 
bungalow; and I have known one enter a errant? hut by the low 
door and carry off a pigeon’s eggs. ve, too,  obita tay 
information of three ravens hunting and killin ga wild hare 

Oates writes: “Blanford informs me that the Sind raven 
‘utters a most peculiar bell-like note besides the usual guttural 
ery.” This clear bell-like cry is usually uttered on the wing. 
In the winter, in the plains of the Panjab, this metallic ery is 
seldom heard. During the spring and hot heather, at Fort 
Munro in the Sulaiman Range, it is very marked, being there fre- 
quent and exceptionally clear: it may be i imagination, but the note 
seemed to me to be there clearer and more metallic than else- 
where. 

The author of the Baz-Ndma-yi-Nasiri, a modern Persian 
work on falconry, includes it amongst the birds of prey; “I 
have myself,” he writes, “seen it catch a chukor and have 
taken the quarry from its i hands.” The same writer states that if 
it be blinded by having its eye pierced by a needle and be then 
‘kept im the dark for twenty-four hours, it will recover its sight. 
‘He adds that Arab — catch ravens in traps, and train them as 
common kestrils? are trained in the Dashtistan * of Fars to act as 
decoys in hirkoeatshing, a statement fully corroborated by the 
falconers of Basrah and Muhkammarah, 

} mmad ibn Mangali An-Nasiri, author of the Kitab* uns 
"l-Mata bi- Wahkshé ’l-Fala,* an Arabic work of the 14th ii 

writes :—The large black ghurab which is generally known 
Al-Ghudaf, and which is styled by the Egyptians An-Nuhi® on 
account of its longevity, and is also called Al-Kabir (a name 

given to the Kite too), is the only one of the crow-kind that is 
trained for sport. It is trained to take hares. If two or three 

1 In the oe Aiin 28, it is recorded that “ The crow (raven ?) 
is trained to take the sonra the quail and the maina.” (Blochmann’s 

' translation is one incorree 
rid ® Lids: foun Journal ie Proceedings, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. II, 

warm ‘region of Persia on the coast : Bushire is about the centre 
e. 

e Arabic text w a French nee was published in Paris 
in 1880 under the title ty Z Traité de Venerie : traduiz de l’Arabe par Florian 
Pharaon avee un Introduction par M. Le Mais yiks G. de Cherville.” 

Unfortunately ‘the Arabic text is corrupt, so much so that it is frequently 
unintelligible. a the French translator, not being a falconer, has 
allen into page Ors, 

g Se 

i co ee a yae os Sue eos) 
«Thou wilt not live eternally bent thon livest to the age of Hoah. ere 

Arab saying 
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combine in the desert to attack a hare, they kill it with ease, 
wl. Its while a single one will kill a middle- sized ow 

It is tur ed, as falcons are Haak ‘ter it 

successful. So strong is it in the bac 
emale while both are fiying. It should not be Iured to meat, but 

to the skin of a gazelle or of ahare as gazelle- ‘sakers are lured, 
or failing such skins to a lure of crane’s! wings. 

w of 
1 os. Fs , pl. is! LS, “a crane, ” perhaps the Demoiselle Crane, called in 

GIS 
India 15,5 qarqard. Classically the Common Crane is «§») Ps ghitrni.. 

eee 
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19. Notes on the distribution of Macacus arctoides, Geoff. 
By Rar Ram Brauma Sawnyat, BAHADUR. 

stump-tailed mo (Macacus arctoides y throw further 
light on the subject which, according to Blanford, is not well 
ascertained. Since 1878, ber examples of this 

g: gas, who were brought to Calcutta during 
the International Exhibition of 1883-84, and whose clay model, I 

presume, still adorns the Ethnological gallery of the Indian 
Museum. In 1885, Surgeon-Major Mullane, then Superintendent 

examples of this species to the Garden. Several specimens 
captured within his own jurisdiction were presented by the Raja 

h. of Tippera 
I a young monkey was purchased from a Tibetan, a 

ies which led older zoologists to separate it from the 
Indian form. : ; 

Besides these we have had examples of this species from the 
Malayan Peninsula and Borneo, the latter being generally lighter 
in colour, and less amiable in disposition. 

ith regard to the colouration of the face and_ buttocks, 
Blanford describes them as bright red, and Forbes as reddish flesh 

colour. All that can be said on this point after a personal ex- 
perience extending over many years during which a large number 
of live examples of this species, young and adult, have come under 

the observation of the writer of these notes, is that this character 
is by no means constant. The colour o face and buttocks, 
specially of the former, is as changeable in this species as in 
Macacus rhesus. 
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20. Sanskrit works on Literature, Grammar, Rhetoric and 
a Lexicography as preserved in Tibet 

By Saris Cuanpra Vipyasncsana, M.A. 

The materials of the present paper are derived from two 
volumes of the Tangyur (section mdo), viz., Le and Se, the first 
of which was brought down to Calcutta from Gyantse during the 
Tibet expedition of 1903, and the second was deposited in the 

India Office, London, by the late Mr. Hodgson, The paper gives a 
short account of 28 secular Sanskrit works that were translated 
into Tibetan during the Buddhistic age, and of which the transla- 

tions were preserved in the Tangyur collection by the foremost 
Tibetan scholar Bu-ston, at the end of the 13th century a.D. The 

Amarakosa, Kalapa-vyakarana and Candra-vyakarana still exist 
in India, while those of the remaining works have been lost here. 
It is a matter of congratulation that the Lamas, taking advantage 
of the printing ike that prevailed in Tibet very extensively 
in the 12th century a.p., have also in some cases preserved the 
Sanskrit originals side by side with the Tibetan translations. 

in this paper, has been preserved in Tibet both in its Sanskrit 
original and Tibetan version. The translations were made largely 
in the Saskya monastery of Tibet. 

lL. @gaqrcmaagata, Candra-vyakarana-sitra-ndma (Tib. 

Jem? aa BS ona i: ayes Aaa any: 4 )—The aphorisms 

of the the Candra-vyakarana, by Candra-gomi.! 

l There is a Sanskrit manuscript of the Candra-vya&karana in the 

Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Govt. collection No, 3823. It is 

written in Newari and begins — 

ai am aati 
fae 9a eas Vale Baa AAG | 

sufameenigyd WEsTTy 

It consists of six inaiis and ends thus :— 

STRATACT WSIS: BATH Il 

Si aq e0e WANA MHA, WHaSt GIFTS... KTSTPNTH 

GA RC- TASH * Pattsrrcrsataa fassua wa aufefefed aa 

aaa wre afas VHETy II 
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It extends over leaves 1—35a of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, and 

begins with a salutation to the god of speech ( cayspRacAy] ) 
> 

and to the Omniscient One ( {NAV sy aA ). It is divided into 

six chapters (RQ ) of four feet each (ARS ), and was written 

by the great venerable teacher Candra-gomi. It was translated 

into Tibetan by the interpreter Sakya-bhiksu Ni-ma-rgyal-mtshan- 

dpal-bzan, with the help of the great Nepalese Brahman- 

pandita Jetakarna, tne crest gem of all linguists. The translation 

was made in the monastery of the Dpal-thar pa-glin (‘Thar-pa 

being a place near Dong-tse in Tibet). It ends thus ae May 

this continue on the earth as the sun and moon!” 

2: fiaauadefaae, Septet eaioeevruis uke -(Tib. 

FAAS TSA FIA QAI" 21° GST "5) — Com- 
mentary on the twenty prefixes, by Candra-gomi; 

It extends over leaves 35b—39b of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, and 

begins with an obeisance to Maiijusri-Kumara-bhita. The author 
of the work was Candra-gomi._ It was translated into Tibetan by 
‘the interpreter Sakya-bhiksu Ni-ma-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan, with 

the help of the great linguist Pandita Jetakarna: The translation 
was completed in the monastery of Dpal-thar-pa-glin. It ends 
thus: “ May this continue on the earth like the sun and moon!” 

oe S Se Oe Sa 
3. qargaata, Varna-sitra-nama (‘Tib. W "AIA" RA GN” 

J 4 )}—The aphorisms on the alphabet by Candra- 

gomi, fF” 285 x | oy 

’ Ni-ma-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan. : 
eee 

In the Society there is also a manuscri € ‘the aia 

Candra-vyakarana, named Paiijika, by Pare pe : sateen aime 
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4, qaugaafaata, Varna-sitra-vrtti-nama (Tib. Haya 

aK Qararaearga )—Commentary on the Var- 

na-sitra by Dharmapala, 

ft extends over leaves 4la—46a of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, 

and begins with an invocation to Mafijusri-Kumarabhita, The 

work, which consists of 119 stanzas, was compiled by the teacher 

Dharmapala ( BAC ). It was translated into Tibetan by the 

interpreter Sakya-Gelong Ni-ma-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po, with 

the help of the great Nepalese Pandita Jetrakarna of the town of 

Yambu. The translation was completed in the monastery of 

Dpal- “thar-peht-glia, It ends thus: “May this continue on the 

earth like the sun and moon!” 

5. amaraneaia, Adhikéra-samgraha-nama (Tib, ax 

ASL AACR ASA EN YS)—A collection 
of governing rules (of Tokar or case-endings). 

It extends over leaves 46a—55b of the Tangyur mdo, Le, 

and begins thus : ABS ST RS” AA aIC a Cay ap AACS ar 

gaya sara | 
~ 

Pat aWilalaal] 
Qa RA YA sas] 

BES STITT ESE 
VY 

“ Salutation to the lord of speech, the teacher of non- 

mea alee wing to the perfect, — and beneficent teacher 

the wort 1 compile (this grammar which is) small but plai n,’ 

he work is divided into six ap Bees rs of four sections A 

and was Ganslatel into Tibetan by Bhiksn Dpal-Idan-blo-grog- 
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brtan-pa in the town of Lalitapattana ( AAC’) in Nepal. It 

ends thus: ‘‘ May this be for the benefit of many.” 
a ae 

6. faufaatfear, Vibhakti-karika (ib. aN "RIA aA 

aias"gsr J )—Memorable verses on declension. 

It extends over leaves 56a—78b of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, and 

begins with an invocation to the lord of speech and Maijughosa. 

It was delivered (translated) (ANA ) at intervals by Dpal-ldan- 

blo-gros-brtan-pa. 
aN 

7. fase, Tinanta (Tib. HERAYA )—Conjugation, 

It extends over leaves 78b—83b of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, and 

begins with an invocation to the lord of speech and to the Bodhi- 

sattva the ocean of merits. It was translated into Tibetan by the 

Tibetan interpreter Gelong Dpal-ldan-blo-gros-brtan-pa in Lalita- 
age Be pa a on ox 

pura (AAVAQ ane BA ) in Nepal. 

8. avaaitem, Sambandhoddega (Tib. AAA” 2)" HAR 

ASF) )—Statement of the connection between bases 

and endings by Kayastha Caka-dasa. 

It extends over leaves 83b—86b of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, and 

begins with an invocation to the lord of speech and Sugata. It 

was compiled ( 315" crear NJ) by Kayastha Caki-dasa, and 

was translated into Tibetan by Dpal-ldan-blo-gros-brtan-pa, Dge- 

wahi-bées-giien-tog-Sin-dpon-po Bde-wa-chos-kyi-bzan-po and 

others, with the help of the explanatory notes of the best of bi- 

lingual speakers named er 

9. Wewas, Kalapa-sitra ee a ria” aA ) —The 

aphorism of Kalapa. 
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It extends over leaves 86b—104b of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, 

and begins with an invocation to Buddha, the propounder of the 
oN ~ 

non-dualistie doctrine (ABA YAS AA AIO TACT A ). It 

was translated into Tibetan by Blo-gros-brtan-pa (the third), with 

the help of the commentary of Durga-simha. 

10. aaMVEatasia, Kalapa-siitra-nama-vrtti (Tib. SIN 

[See aed oad ~ ~ 

ANT AS A’ AMAA Esra] )—A commentary on the 

Kalapa-stitra, by Durga-simha. 

It extends over leaves 104b—118) of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, 

and begins with an invocation to the lord of speech and Buddha 
thus :— 

TETRA IYS TAS STAI ASN | 
MR BF LATS ITT 
ar War ar ay Say sat |] 

ag Baars; SA | 
ee el 

“ Salutation to the blessed lord of speech. 
Bowing to the god of gods—the all-knowing and the seer of 

all—I shall set forth the explanation of the Katantra (Kalapa) of 
Sarva-varma 

ee was the author of the work. It was translated 

into Tibetan by Bhiksu Dpal-ldan-blos-gros-brtan-pa with the help 

of the Paajika (RQ "AAA = explanation of difficulties) by 
Trilocana-dasa. The translation was completed in the monastery 

of Dpal-gnas-po-che. 

i}. aaearetafiafeatia, Kalapa-laghu-vrtti-sisu-hita- 

nama (Tib. ihe. APZIa vaqjarer iaetont pk ny One 

<i sary 4 ad light commentary on Kalapa for the 

use of children, by Yasobhiti. 
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It extends over leaves 118b—152a of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, 

and begins with an invocation to the lord of speech. It was 

written by the Brahmana Yasobhiti (SANS TAIN "ASA ) for 

the use of pupils, and was translated into Tibetan by Lha-bla-ma- 

shi-wa-hod in the monastery of Tho-lin-gser in the province of 

Shan-shun (Western Tibet). 
~ — 

12. qre-asfsat, Syadyanta-prakriya (Tib. Array’ NAN” 
Nn AG 

AAQ"NYA'SA)—The operation of the case-endings 

st, etce., by Mafijukirti. 

It extends over leaves 152b—212b of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, 
and begins with an invocation to Bhagavan Mafijunatha. It was 
composed by the sage S'ri-Mafiju-kirti (Dpal-ldan-hjam-pahi-gra 
a) and was translated into Tibetan by Gelong Dpal- chlo. 

gros-brtan-pa. The translation was completed in the monastery 

of Dpal-gnas-po-che 

13. SquraTyaaaarAcawte”, Sarva - bhasa - pravarttana - 

vyakarana-sastra (Tib. ¥ THF, araesr LIA "ge 

ALT AS )—The science of grammar introductory 

to all languages by Subhagakirti. 

It consists of the leaves 212b—213b of the Tangyur, mdo, Le 

and begins with an invocation to Sarvajfia (75 AIBA ). Theau- 

thor of the work was the great teacher Subhisa-kirti. 

14. aquramadaaacamieae Bf, Sarva-bhisa-pravart- 

tana-vyakarana-sastrasya-vrttib (Tib.: 374 713) Alar 

ARTA AAA gS "Asar myagers] )—A commen- 

tary on the ee - ena pravarttana - - vyakarana - 

Sastra. 

ry Steeda over Teaves 2136 2994 of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, 

and begins with an invocation to Sarvajiia (QA SyART 2) 

It was compiled by the great teacher Subhaxsa-kirti. 
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15. gatnqwafa, Prayoga-mukha-vrtti (Tib, 34" 7 a 

aR" S aR ‘ararz] )—A commentary (named) the 

door of application. 

It extends over leaves 222b—230a of the Tangyur, mdo, 
Le, and begins with an invocation to the Lord of the ‘world 

(ESTES SAAT | 
16. fawsfastafac qaifiat, Pinda-nivarttana-nirdega-karika 

(Tib. BATE ALATETAYT EIR STARS SATA )— 
Memorable verses on the principles of mutual combi- 

nation (sandi). 

It extends over leaves 230b—234a of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, 
“GS 

and begins with an invocation to Maiijusri-natha (ARR AA Aer 

sal a 
17. farefartafaemalfda, Pinda -nivarttana-nirdega-vart- 

~— ~ ~ 

tika (Tib. "EY ASA A ASH ZIA "ERT AMA y— nea (Tin. BAY AP AT&T UREA gsr) 
A commentary on the Pinda-nivarttana-nirdega by 

Nividharma. 

It extends over leaves 234a—260b of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, 

and begins with an invocation to Mafjusrinatha, the blessed lord 

of speech. It was tec ons by teacher Nividharma for the use of 
learners of small intelle 

18. ITGSTEA TATA, 

(Tib. STAC) SSA SE ‘qearga )—“ The door 

of speech comparable to a weapon,” by Medhakirti. 

It extends over leaves 260b—265b of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, 

and begins with an invocation to Sarvajiia the foremost of speakers 

(yaa SBA INN FF aay Z] ): It was published with anno- 

tations by the Indian sage Medhakirti ( 5G zy ay FaraEr q, 

byw rmaeretarsie he dhopama-nima 
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‘“‘ Memory-knowledge—fame”) under instructions from his guru 

Dhanabhadrakirti (AX QSQAANA ) for the sake of his pupil 

Kumarakirti (FJQy ASAIN ) | 
“~ 

19. qarquraaaaaeta, Vacana-mukhayudhopama-nama- 

S 2 SY agen ONIN ORES, OP, vetti (Vib. PALES SUT AN JIA Aaa 
<J)—A commentary on the Vacanamukhayudhopama 

by Jnana. 

It extends over leaves 266a—291a of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, 

and begins with an invocation to Sarvajiia, the foremost of 

speakers. It was published with annotations by the Indian sage 

Jaana (AINA = AVN AAAI = Medhakirti), under 

instructions from his guru Dhanabhadrakirti ( ANAS ATAA A ), 

for the sake of his pupil Kumarakirti Gal ukakalal esd) ] 
~ 

= 
20. SyaTeamayifaa, Upasarga-laksana-bhasita (Tib. 3 

ian “~ ns 

Qa AY NAA S94 "NAGS" 4] )\—« Explanation of the BVT RATS TGV A)“ kp 
characters of prefixes” by Indra-datta. 

It extends over leaves 291a—306a of the Tangyur, mdo, Le, 
and begins with salutation to Sarvajfia. It was composed by the 
teacher Indra-datta of Ghatapa and was translated into Tibetan 
by the interpreter Nam-mkhah-bzai-po. It ends thus: “ May this 
be profitable to many sentient beings !” 

21, SHRTEATH, Amarakoga-nama (Tib. ABAS RES OT 

= 4] )—Immortal treasury (of words), by Amara- 

Simha. 

It extends over leaves 1-58b of the Tangyur, mdo, Se ( 4 ), 

and begins with an invocation to Sarvajiia ( RNA HASTA! ). 
Cibo em 

It was composed by Amarasimha (QS TAHA LT] ) and 
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was translated into Tibetan by Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan of Yar-luiis | 
vice Lge the great Pandita Kirti-candra in the town of 

22. gaaetat — RIAeAaTA, Amaratika-kamadhenu-nama 

imo, AB RG ARS ey Bearer 
QE aay ayy 4))—The milch-cow of extensive 

commentary on the Amarakosa by Subhiti-candra. 

It extends over leaves 58b—78b of the Tangyur, mdo, Se 

(4) and begins with an invocation to the blessed lord of 

speech. It was composed by teacher Subhiti-candra (a 

ASN z 4] ), and having been abridged a little in the laudatory 

part, it was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage Kirti- 

candra and Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan of Yar-luns, in the town of 

Yambu in Nepal. 

23. RN, Kavyadarsa (Tib. STAC AIR) a | 

mirror of poetics by Dandi. 

It extends over 78b—103b of the Tangyur, mdo, S’e (4), and 

begins with an invocation to Mafijusri-Kumarabhita ( RENAN 

Maya IA tts divided into three chapters (ax ZA" 

RTE] oe ki and was composed by teacher Dandi 

(AT ZT 34 ), It was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage 

_-Gci-Lakemikara—-who was versed in poetics, and the Tibetan 

interpreter Gelong Son-ston, by order of the accomplished and 

holy Lama, the master Sakya-bzat-po, who was a precious, 

devout lord of immeasurable merits. The translation was com- 

‘hated in the great blessed monastery of Saskya, By the kind 

order of Sof-ston himself, the famous interpreter Dpal-Idan- 
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blo-gros-brtan-pa, in conformity with the commentary of the great 

teacher Ratnasri, published this revised translation with suitable 

annotations. 

~ —_— Cz ~ 

24, ze t CatHt, Chando-ratnakara (‘Tib. QTANAT AA 

AQ ANTN )—The ocean of metres. 
~ 

It extends over leaves 104a—1ll4a of the Tangyur, mdo, Se 
aig 

(4) and begins with an invocation to the lord of speech. The 

opening lines run as follows :— 

HAT ITT HAG] 

PO SRST ATTY 
SR AASA AA Gar garsya | 
FEA SF IFAS TAS I 
BANASS ALIAS WS | 

SED ATTA | 
ape RST| 
Biroge seins] 

The Sanskrit version, which is given side by side, runs as 
follows :— 

faa afeata qeasatfacraa | 

aafafa fafaarmtanfeana az ) 

ay aqaret ae susifauaeat fefraq | 
BACs ad wise uafa arfa: 9 

25. GRNATALATH, Chando-ratndkara-ndma (Tib. LTHS 
Ra ax ASN ABA )}—The ocean of metr 
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It extends over leaves 114a—137b of the Tangyur, mdo, Se ~ ~ 

( ) and begins with an invocation to Mafijusri-Kumarabhita, 
: 

the lord of speech. 

It was compiled by Sarvajiia-ratnakara Santipada ({N&l 4 

= Ama, Hy, . eae Ss. 

ABA Ey Aq AF Age mA q AQ QIN ) and was translated into 
~ 

Tibetan by the pious Ra-sa-va and Grags-pa rgyal-mtshan of Yar- 

luns. Subsequently the translation was recast by Gelong Nam- 

mkhah-bzan-po in the presence of Byan-chub-rtse-mo. 

s ; ON ON ON ee 
26. SAAN, Vrttamala (Tib. : ae J 2c qa 9552) — 

A garland of metres. 

It consists of the leaves 138—150a of the Tangyur, mdo, Se 
~ 

(J ), and begins with an invocation to Mafiju-natha. It was 

translated into Tibetan under the supervision of Son-ston-rdo-rje- 

rgyal mtshan, the incomparable sage and the crest-gem of bi-lingual 

speakers. The translation was recast and put in order by Lotsava 

Gelong Dpal-ldan-blo-gros-brtan-pa, the chief of the pupils of the 

school of Son-ston-rdo-rje, relying on the commentary of teacher 

Sakya-raksita. 

27. ara faarfacfacata, Tyadyantasya-kriya-viracita- 
~ — ia ~ ESE: ws ve a 

nama (Tib. SAPNA AA AKA'Y q aN ZAK A 

ay arya )—Composition of verbs by adding the 

endings tz, etc., by Sarvadhara. 

It extends over leaves 150a—307b of the Tangyur, mdo, Se 

(4 ), and begins with an invocation to White Tara, the great mis- 

tress of speech, and holdress of sciences (ASTCETSP SAC 

RAPER STAT HATTA ) | 

Th rk was composed by Saravadhara following Kalapa 

It was lewiklated into Tibetan in the monastery of Yan-rtse in 
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Nam-rin by the great Pandita Sri-Manika and the Tibetan inter- 
preter Rdo-rje-rgyal-mtshan 

28, Hagaata, Meghadata nama (Tib. HFATA ZETIA )— 
The cloud-messenger by Kalidasa. 

It extends over leaves 307b—320a of the Tangyur, mdo, Se 

( 4 ) and begins with an invocation to Buddha, the Lord of speech. 

The work was composed by the great poet Kalidasa aay qo 

ay )] Tt was translated into Tibetan by the Kaémirian Pandita 

the great poet Sumana-sri, the famous Lotsava of Shu-chen named 

Gelong Byan-chub-rtse-mo and the interpreter Nam-mkhah-bzan- 

po, in the blessed monastery of Saskya.! 

1 The volume La of the Tangyur, mdo, that has been used by me in the 

preparation of this paper, was brought down to Calcutta from Gyantse, during 

the late Tibet Mission, while volume Se (4) of the Tangyur, mdo, which 

also I have used in the paper, was given me as a loan by the India —— 

London, through the kind recommendation of Mr. F. W. Thomas. 



21. Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the Presidency 
College. Note No. 1.—A new method of preparing 
Mercurous Iodide. 

By Pancuanan Neoat, M.A., Premchand nore mat 
and: Government of Bengal Research Schola 

Yvon (Comptes rendus, 76, 1607) ee mercurous iodide 
by heating merc ury and iodine inar retort on a sand-bath to ei 

with excess of iodine. Ray (Journ. Asiatic Soc Boot i lxix. pt. 
i., pol P has prepared it by the interaction of ethyl iodide 
on ous nitrite. In all these cases the mercurous ioide mer a itri 

shtainead: was of a distinct yellow colour. 

EXPERIMENTAL. 

A sample of isopropyl iodide prepared from glycerin, iodine 
and phosphorus was left with a globule of mercury in order to 
keep it colourless. The iodide remained with the globule of mer- 
cury for nearly eight months in a dark room unobserved, at the 
end of which time it was taken out. I was surprised to find 
feautital, yellow, shining crystals at the neck of the flask instead of 
isopropyl iodide in it. Another layer of red crystals of mercuric 

bein 

liberated i which i n the nasce nt state combined with the 

was btidiead to mercuric iodide forming the layer of red Oya 

The experiment was repeated with methyl, ethyl and iso- 
ides in presence of snnlight, in pi to expedite the 

liberation of iodine by the actinic action of sunlight. In this 

in until the whole of the mercury was conv 
compound. The yellow deposit was then transferred into a small 
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Erlenmeyer flask, and mercurous iodide was sublimed off in an 
atmosphere of carbon dioxide by partially immersing the flask in 
a glycerin bath. In this way beautiful, yellow crystals of mercu- 
rous ioide wereobtained. Any accompanying mercuric iodide was 
removed by alcohol in which it is soluble. 

Analysis: 0°112g. of the substance gave 0:0789g. of Agi fe 
Carius’ method, whence the percentage of iodine is 38'l, 
required by theory for mercurous iodide being 38°8. 

The present investigation confirms the observation of Yvon, 
Stroman and that pure mercurous iodide is bright yellow, 
while the so-called green variety of mercurous iodide is evidently 
a mixture 

r Ne ee 



22. Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the Presidency 
College. Note No. 2.—Nitro-ethane as a Solvent of 
Iodoform., 

By Pancuanan Nuoai, M.A, 

While preparing nitro-ethane by the action of alkali nitrites 
on the alkaline salts of ethyl sulphuric acid (Ray and Neogi, 
in Trans. Chem. Soc., Decem., 1906) the distillate obtained consisted 
of a mixture ‘of alcohol and nitro-ethane. It ¢ was then found that 
the iodoform test of alcohol failed with the liquid obtained, se 
alcohol was distilled off at its usual boilin int. Known mix- 
tures of pure nitro-ethane and alcohol were then taken and Aabsa 
not to respond to the iodoform test of alcohol. Two explanations 
seemed to account for this singular behaviour :— first, that a com- 
pound was formed by the ae of iodoform with nitro-ethane ; 
and second, that iodoform was soluble in nitro-etha rder 
to decide between the two, pure sodotornk was ripuatadly shaken up 
in excess with pure nitro-ethane in a test-tube, and the tube was 
immersed in water in the dark room in order to keep the tempera- 
ture constant. After several ae the vg nee ay clear liquid 

S 

when nitro-ethane evaporated and yellow crystals remained w 
were weighed. The melting point of the substance as well as ite 
peculiar odour proved it to be iodoform. 

Exp. I1—2-0316g. of a saturated solution of iodoform in nitro- 
ethane at 23° gave °1002g. of iodoform on evaporation, whence 
100 vols. of nitro-ethane dissolve 5°4g. of iodoform at 23°. 

Exp. I1.—2 4452¢, of a saturated solution at 23° gave, on 
evaporation, ‘1217g. of iodoform ; hence 100 vols. of nitro-ethane 
dissolve 5'5g. of iodoform at 23°. 





23. Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the Ble Stnciby 
College. Note No. 3.—On Silver-Mercuroso-Mercu- 
ric Nitrate. 

By P. C. Ray. 

solution, the mercurous nitrite is completely dissociated into 
mercury and mercuric nitrite (vide Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, 

ii 413). 
Recently I I have been engaged in a systematic oon re of 

this subject. A large excess of mercurous nitri s triturated 
in a mortar with silver nitrite, and water was aeons 1 thot & time to 
time. The liquid, which oie dirty grey due to the suspension 
of metallic mercury in a fine state of division, on filtration gave a 
clear, pale-yellow solution. Tt was then i owed to evaporate 

care to be silver-mercuroso-mercuric ni itrate, "The analysis of 
a typical preparation is given below 

Mercurie mercury Hg” ... die eb leer ea 
Mercurous mercury H .. 45°31+200= 
Silver : re] 415-108 = 0380 380 | 0°2670. 
Nitrogen N .. 360+ 14=0°2570 

The simplest ratio is Hg”: (Hg’+Ag): N= 2: 
Hence the formula of the compound would be Hg” ig’ i 

(NO5)o. 
Tt has already been shown that when the — of mercu- 
mercuric nitrite is allowed to evaporate spontaneously, a 

line 
nitrite ho oa eas battion thus, 

3Hg NO,=Hg,0 +HgNO,+2NO0. 

1 Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, Ixv. pt. ii. (1896), p. 1, 
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has oa formed ich a part of the mercurous mercury has 
been replaced by silver. Evidently we have here a remarkable 
case of isomorphism. Iam not awa of an Fistutiti in which 
univalent mercury is ‘isomorphously Fslladed by silver. 



24. Some Birds and other animals that have been metamor- 
phosed [being an extract from the Kitabw’l-Jam- 
harah fi *ilmi’l-Bazyarah,' an Arabic manuscript, 
No. 865, in the Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal]. 

By Lievt.-Cotone, D. C. Partorr and Mr. R. F. Azoo, 

ena of God) once said: “ The metamorphosed asin in this 
world are seven hundred, and these rebelled against the Vicars 
of the Prophets after the death of the latter, Four hundred of 
them took to the land and three hundred to the sea.” He then 
repeated this sacred verse: “ And we made them the subject of 
stories and we scattered them utterly.’ 3 Of them, too, a poet has 
said :— 

“Those that opposed the Guides i in religion were changed on 
the spot and were utterly scatter 

ukammad, son of Abu Abdi ‘lah, has related to us on the 
bes of Muhammad son of Ahmad, who heard it from Mukam- 
mad son of Ismail, of the family of Alz, who heard it from Ali 
the son of Al-Husayn, the son of Alz the son of ‘Umar, the son of 
Ali, the son of Al-Husayn, the son of Ali, the son of Aba Talib 
peace be on them) that he (Ali) said: “The Apostle of God 

(blessings on Him and on his Family aed on his Companions) once 
said, ‘The metamorphosed beings that people can see and have 
seen are nineteen. ese are, the elephant, the bear, the scorpion, 
the ‘spiny-tailed lizard’* (zabé), the spider, the du‘mis* the 
eel, the swallow (watwat*), the pig, Venus, Canopus, the ape, 

1 This work is in two volumes, of which only the second is in the 
Library of the Asiatic Society. The name of the author is not given, nor is 

i i Imann ~ Haji Khalfa. rom the ee wt at 
he book was written in 797 A 1394 

A.D.). gre is followed be thes wack tote ‘May God forgive the fori who 
helped e composition of it, ” from which it appears that the MS. was the 
anthor 8 origins al copy. 

n, Chapter XXxI vi 
: The Seley tasted lizard ( # aca canght and eaten by the Arabs as 

well as by certain “nia of India. The flesh is white and irs “and in ap- 
- Phe 

pearance resembles chicken’s flesh. The verb y> signifies to hunt this 
lizard > 

4 The oie du‘mis is probably the mosquito larva. It is prbseniige by 

Arab authors as ‘ @ worm with two heads living in stagnant 
as 5 The pl plural word abébil, primarily meaning in Arabic, «fos oda of birds,” 

is the name of the “ birds” ( metaphorically small-pox) that attacked the army 
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the hare (according to some), the bat, the mouse,! the mosquito, 
the human louse (according to some), the gecko, the parrot, and 
the peacock (according to some).’ 

The author continues :— 
The Apostle of God being questioned as to the reason for 

their metamorphosis replied: “The en Balagty was once a man 0 
Pppression,: who took all, sparing neither green nor dry. The 

man, vicious and effeminate, get solicited men. The 

scorpion was a scandal-monger, from whose tongue none was safe. 
The spiny-tailed lizard was a Bedouin that used to steal from the 
pilgrims on their way to Mecca, The spider was a woman, who 
exercised witchcraft over her husband The du‘ mis was a tale- 
bearer, who caused dissension amongst friends, The eel was a 
cnckold, a pander to his own wife. The sw wallow was a thief, who 
stole ripe dates from the tree-tops of his neighbours. Pigs were 

after'its descent denied Him® all the more. Now Venus was a 
woman named Hind, and it was she by whom Harat and Marit * 
were fascinated and so sinned.’ Canopus wasa_ publican® of 
Yemen. Apes were those Jews that broke “ Sabbath. The 
hare is said to have been a filthy woman, who never bathed after 

was a woman, who practised witchcraft on a rival-wife and so 
Allah changed her into a bat. The mouse was a patriarch of 
the Jews with whom God was wrath, and so He transformed him 
into a mouse. The mosquito was a man whe was wont to deride 
the Prophets and revile ig making grimaces in their faces, 
se clapping his hands’; o God metamorphosed him into 

osquito. Now the story aise the body-louse is that a certain 
eatin a of the Children of Israel was once standing in prayer, 
when one of the foolish ones of the Children of Israel came to 
him and began to mock him, pulling faces at him and making 
disgusting noises with his mouth’; so he moved not from that 
spot before God Almighty metamorphosed him into a louse. As 

of Abrahah with clay pellets Sankt Adega Ae Bag: 3); but in Persian and 
in babes the word is singular an 
dy a Seri nlar and a Aeaitrvery noun in TanshaP il mice and rats, 

ably wae she received the attentions of her paramour. 
; gucen, Chapter 112. 

and art, two fallen angels, now suspended head downwards i 
a a wel in rr one They were tempted and fell, and or gh eines punish- 
Bete nishm . They are supposed to rs of magic. 

5 Iftatane signifies “ to be enamoured, to fall ait to ater punishment 
ager the fall.” 

8 ‘Ashshd@r, @ publican or tax-gatherer i » the hag ier seer 
1 Arab children clap the hands in mockery or deri There appears 

to be some connection between the clapping of the aaiaa oad the beating of 
the meme 8 wings. | 

8. ~ 1 colloquial and literary “ Imiter le pet par un certain mouve- 

ment des levres.” | 
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to the gecko, ! there once were two tribes of the Children of Israel 
and these God changed into geckos. Now the parrot was meta- 
morphosed 8 for disobedience to God.” 

om a7 r 
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FEBRUARY, 10907, 

The Annual Meeting of the _— was held on Wednesday, 
the 6th February, 1907, at 9-15 p.m 

Honour Sir ANDEEW Fraser, M.A., LL.D., K.C.8.1., 
President, in the chair 

The following members were present :— 

Babu Muralidhar Banerji, Babu Rakhal Das cao Major 
W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S., Mr. I. H. Burkill, Babu Manmohan Cha- 

kravarti, Mr. J. A. Chapman, Mr. J. N. Das. Gupta, ae Hari 
Nath De, Mr. A. Earle, Mr. L. L. Fermor, Rev. E. Francotte, S.J., 
Babu Amulya Charan Ghoal Vidyabhuoatn Mr, H. G. Graves, 
Mr. H H. Hayden, Mr. D. Hooper, Mr. W. W. Hornell, Mr. H. E. 
Kempthorne, Mr. E. D, Maclagan, Dr. H. H. Man n, Mr. E. Mars- 
den, Babu Panchanan Mukhopadhyaya, Major F, O° als, £ M.S., 
Rev. A. H. Phillips, Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott, Mr. C. S. Price, Dr. 
Ps Ray, Rai Ram Brahma Sanyal, Bahadur, Mahamaho- 
padhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, Babu Girindra Kumar Sen, Pandit 
Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Sankhyaratna-Vedatirtha Mahamaho- 
ag Se Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. EK. Vredenburg, Mr. 
E. R. Watson, and Rev. A. W. Young. 

Visitors :—Mr. G. B. Abbott, Babu Gopal Shades Banerji, 
Babu Sorojanarain Banerji, Babu Sarat Chandra Chatterji, ae 
Ws . Christie, Babu Hem Chandra Das Gupta, Lord Radstoc 
and Mr. 8. K. Rake liffe 

According to the Rules of the Society, the President directed 
the voting papers to be distributed for the election of Officers and 

Members of the Council for 1907, and re ase Messrs. L. L, Fer- 
mor and W. W. Hornell to be mevatinen 

The President announced that the Elliott Prize for Scientific 

Research for the year 1906 would not be awarded, as none of the 
essays received in com petition was of sufficient merit to justify 
the award of the prize. 

The President also announced that the Barclay Memorial 

Medal for the year 1907 had been offered to Lt.-Col. A. W. Alcock, 
LL.D., C.1.E., ¥.R.S. 

The President called upon the Secretary to read the Annual 

Report. 
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ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1906. 

The Council of the oucied has the honour to submit the 
following report on the state of the Society’s affairs during the 
year ending 3lst December, 1906. 

Member List. 

It is hese tte to note that there has been an extraordinary 
increase in the list of Ordinary Members. 

During the cae under review, 71 Ordinary Members were 
— 14 withdrew, 4 died, and3 were removed from the list 

r Rule 40, being more than three years agers — India. The 
ia wanbis of members at the close of 1906, w us 407 ands 
357 in the preceding year. Of these 173 were Resident, 147 Non 
Resident, 15 Foreign, 20 Life and 51 absent from India, and one 
Special Non-Subscribing Member, as will be seen from the follow- 
ing table, which also shows the — in the number of 
Ordinary Members during the past six years 

PaYING. | Non-Payine. 

YEAR. <= a | 2 st fg wol 
S 5 2 3 $ = g 2 3 s ToTAaL. 

eee = jes) 
22 | 

1901 . 123 | 183] 13 269 36 | 1 | 69; 328 

1902 ... 126 126 14 266 21 46 r 68 | 384 

1903 127 | -126 | 15 268 | 22 45 1 | 67 | 335 

1904. .. 132 | 130 | 14 276} 21 45 1 | 67 | 343 

1905 . 144} 133] 12 288 | 20 47 1 | 68 | 357 

1906 ... 173 | 147 15 835 | 20 51 1 72 | 407 

The four Ordinary Members whose loss by death during the 
year we oy a le were oop semen Air Mahes Chandra 
Nyayara Womes Chandra Bonnerji, Moung Hla Oung 
and Mr. John ‘Macter lane. 

There was one vacancy in the list of Honorary Members and 
this was filled up by the election of the Right Hon. Baron Curzon, 
of Kedleston. 

The List of Special Geatanary Members continued unaltered, 
the number standing at 4. 
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the Associate Members there has been one death, Ss 
Maulavi "Abdul Hai. The number now stands at 12, leaving thks 
vacancies to fill u 

No members compounded for their subscriptions during the 
year, 

Indian Museum. 

During the year, there have been two vacancies aniobiit the 
Trustees caused by the retirement of Sir Alexander Pedler and 

the death of Mr. J. Macfarlane; Mr R. P. Ashton and Lt.-Col. D. C. 

Phillott were se: jo sopra ae = fill them. The other Trustees wlio 
represent the Society are 

AEE Kiichler, Esq., M.A. 
T. H. Holland, Esq., F.G S., F.R.S. 

The Hon. Mr. a ustice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, 

Finance. 

The Accounts of the Society are shown in the Appendix under 
the usual heads. Statement No. 10 contains the Balance Sheet 
of the Society, and of the different funds administered through 

it. 
The credit balance of the Society at the close of the yea 

was line 1,79,519-3-3 against Rs. 1,93,143-1-9 in the prece tae 

oThe Budget for 1906 was estimated at the Rapa 

gures :—Receipts Rs. 18,700; Expenditure Rs. 26,656 (Ordi- 
nary Rs. 18, 683 ; Extraordinary Rs. 7,973). hetitnn these 

estimates of expenditure, it was shape ek in the last Annual Re 
that there would be a heavy expen re on account of repairs and 

structural improvements in the Bocines s building. 

The actual receipts for the year, exclusive of entrance fees, 
have amounted to Rs. 23,687-1-0, or about Rs. 5,000 in excess of 

‘ Fund, which now stands at Rs. 1,52 The receipts 

rerio the estimate under the heads of “ "5 Soanin dere 
“Sale of Publications,” “Interest,” and “ Rent for Rooms,’ the 

increases being, respectively, Rs. 2,266-10-0, Rs. 2, 162-15- 9, 

Rs. 530-13-1 and Rs. 50. 

The Ordinary eumerndngy was estimated at Rs. 18,683, and 

the actual expenditure has been Hie: 19, 7717-14-11 or about 

oe M4 t aenaen 1% nf eg ’ 

timate under the heads of “Salaries, Commission, 

Seger ed . Lights and Fans,” “ Taxes,” “ Postage,” “Freight 

and “ Printing,” and has been less than the eee under the 

heads of “ Contingencies ” and ‘Ins uranc “Salaries” have 

been higher owing to the payment of grain compensation allowances, 

and to the payment of a higher salary to one of the staff. “Taxes” 
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haye been. higher owing to the payment Sune 3 me year of the 
taxes for the last quarter of the preceding y The other 

increases, which are not large in any case, have oes, due to the 

eater volume of work done during the year, 

The Extraordinary expenditure for the year was estimated 
at Rs. 7,973, the charges to be incurred under ten heads. Under 
these heads the expenditure has amounted to Rs. 8,656-2-5 or 
about Rs. 700 in eXCess_ of the estimate. The sum of Rs. 2,300 

under this head. The sum of Rs. 288 was ‘budgeted for picture 
rods, but has not been spen 

“y e sum of Rs, 7,758- 3-9 has been spent on repairs to the 
Society’s building. No definite amount was budgeted for under 
this head. The sum of Rs. 2,232-9-9 has been paid for printing 
the “ Materials for a Flora of the Malayan Peninsula.”’ This was 
not budgeted for. There was a loss of Rs. 453-7-0 on Govern- 
ment nee sold during the year 

e year’s expenditure has exceeded the receipts by Rs. 
15,231-4-10, and the Temporary Reserve has been drawn on to 
the extent of Rs. 11,600, The Pe ek Reserve now stands at 

e following sums were held at ine close of the year on 
account of | the different funds administered through the Society :— 

Ma Aa. P. 

Oriental Publication Fund ... ces (Agee, Aaa, 

Sanskrit MSS. Fund co ee, ae 

Arabic and Persian MSS. Fond 2. ee 

ardic Chronicles MSS. Fund eels ay AD le 

Total... 9205. 0.5 

The Budget estimate of Receipts and Disbursements for 
1907 has been fixed as follows :—Receipts Rs. 21,150, Expendi- 
ture, Rs. = 675. 

"The Budget press of Receipts is | about Rs. 2,500 
less than the actuals of 1906. ‘“ Publications” are not expected 
to yield so much, three especially large eae having wap 
received last year. ‘“ Interest” will be less than in 1906, 
smaller amount of Government Paper is now held. The pi amp 
of “Subscriptions ” is less than the actuals of 1906. It will 
probably be exceeded. 

The Budget estimate of Expenditure is about es a less 
than the actuals, Ordinary and Extraordinary, of 1 after 
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deducting from the latter the extraordinary expenditure on 
rs,’ “Materials for a Flora of the Malayan Peninsula,” 

are Rs. 1,000 more, in view of the appointment of an Assistant 

for the Library, and the increased salaries payable to members of 
the staff in terms of their agreements. “ Printing” is ee 300 

expehniie on Sowa wd Picea and Meiosre sas fewer 
bills were outstanding at the close of 1906 than was the case 
a year ago. ooks”’ are Rs. 1, ess. If the revenue comes 
in better than is expected, it will be possible, if necessary, to pass 

m: ‘ 
tage” (as a set-off “Freight’”’ is higher), and “ Contingencies” 
are less ; and it is hoped it will be possible to keep the expen- 
diture within the estimate. 

Ext ey Receipts and Expenditure have been fixed as 
follows: ae ee s, Rs. 1,200 ; Expenditure, Rs. 3,6 

item on is Receipt side i is ihe sale proceeds of old beams 

RNS’ 

ee 

Suciety? s ditaseeven to the fund in honour of bite De 
Goeje’s services in the cause of Arabic eyioeme ng: 

ts 

have recourse to a further sale of securities. 
The expenditure on the wade reset s Catalogue Mes iacoag d 

subscription sent to the Central Bure an) has been Rs. 6,26 8-14- 4, 

m the Government of India) have been Rs. 6,886-2-0. A sum 

ae Rs. 5,494-4-4 has been remitted to the Central Bureau, and 

628-8-10 is still due to them. 

On the 24th of April, the Honourable Mr. Justice Asutosh 
Mukhopadhyaya resigned the Treasurership and Mr. J. A. Chap- 
man was appointed, 
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BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR 1907. 

Receipts. 

1906. 1906. 

Estimate. Actuals. 

Rs. Rs. 

Subscriptions tga 8,000 10,267 

Sale of Publieations ta 800 2,963 

Interest on thot bis 6,200 6,731 

Rent for Room ses 600 650 

Government Aiiawamesia hee 3,000 3,000 

Miscellaneous... a 100 76 

Total ... 18,700 23,687 

Extraordinary Receipts. 

Building. 

Sale of old beams and joists 

Expenditure. 

Rs, Rs. 

Salaries . Fee ae 4,000 4,243 

Commission og 450 556 

Pension ° 240 ye 

Stationery 120 166 
Lights and Fans 320 

cipal Tax 1,465 1,610 
ost 52 

Freight 100 143 
Meetings oe eae 100 

Contingencies ies 650 618 
Books... 2,000 2,000 
ges gh aicamren es _ 700 700 

ec Journal and : ” 

and ‘ Memoirs” 7,300 7,300 
Printing Circulars, etc. 200 2 
Anditor’s Fee 100 

Petty Repairs 100 
LCS 313 188 

Total ... 18683 19,718 

1 ‘ 

Estimate. 
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Extraordinary Expenditure. 

1906. 1906, 1907. 
Estimate. Actuals. Estimate. 

: Rs. Rs. Rs, 

Library Catalogue 3 1,000 1,600 2,000 

urniture = dua 330 484, aa 
Illumination oe. 100 94, 

Books seh < 1,000 1,062 

Binding 500 24.4, 

‘* Journal and Proceedings ” 
and ‘*‘ Memoirs’ ae 2,300 5,108 

Sepa . — Baba!” >.<: 1,800 1,794 

Lan 500 448 

acu of wiring for Elec- 
tric Lights and Fans for 
Automobile Association of 
Bengal 155 155 

Picture Rods 288 oi 

Loss on eae Pape r 

sold during the yea ts 453 “vs 
Magic Lantern Esiatlations wis oe 235 
Building ; 7,758 ve 

Building ‘ 

Arches 450 

Iron pipes, bends, ete. i 670 
Boundary wall fr > 70 
Unfiltered spipedigs <8 ot ape 65 

Donation seh AN 160 

Total 3.2 7,973 19,200°'. 3,810 

Agencies. 

The Agencies are Pus: in the hands of Messrs. Bernard Ons. 

ritch and Otto Harrassowitz. 
The number of the copies of the Journal and eee ee 

and Memoirs sent to Mr. Quaritch, during the year | 
1,312 valued hg £199-8-8, and of the Bibliotheca, Jado 1 43. 

. 698-8, of which £54-1-4 and Rs. 143-8 worth have valued at 

been sold. 

Twenty invoices of books gente and of publications of 
various Soci sent in exchange, hav nm received d 

Memoirs sent to Mr, Harrassowitz, during 1906, for ee 

pean valued at £61-15-4, and of the Bibliotheca Taditon 1,163 

ee at Rs. 707. The sale proceeds have been £33-12-9 ‘and ) 
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Rs. 685-14 respectively, but the accounts submitted, ah dere! 
these amounts, have been returned for verification and have 
yet been received back. 

Library. 

The total number of volumes and parts of magazines added 
to the Library during the year was 2,507, of which 484 were 
purchased and 2,023 presented or received in exchange for the 
Society’s publications, 

The setting up in type of the new edition of the Society's 
Library Catalogue is completed. Mr. Hari Nath De is engage 
in reading the proofs and passing the Catalogue through the press, 
and, before the close of the year, the Catalogue will be published. 

The examination of the Library for the purpose of binding all 
the books and periodicals in the Society and removing all the 
periodicals and reports to the ground floor of the building has not 
yet been completed. 

n continuation of the Council order, the Imperial Librar 
has been allowed to borrow books and MSS. from the Society for 
the use of te readers until further notice. 

e uncil approved the proposal of the Publication 
Committee ee print the lists of new bouks added to the Library, 
twice ere instead of monthly, and to issue them separately, 
— of with the Proceedings. 

J. H. Elliott has continued Assistant Secretary and Lib- 
rarian iicuohiiat the year 

Royal Society’s Regional Bureau for India and Ceylon. 

By no means the least important work that the Society 
carries on is that of Regional Bureau for India and Ceylon in the 
ice of the International Catalogue of Scientific Sileieazave, 

overnment of India, a welcome but necessary grant-in-aid of 
Rs. 1,000. 

Elliott Prize for Scientific Research. 

The subject selected for the Elliott Gold Medal for the year 
1906 was Nai Science, and only two essays have been receiv 
ik Pie pea which have been referred to the Trustees for report. 

Barclay Memorial Medal. 

Tn order to award the Barclay Memorial Medal for 1907, the 
hoe members were appointed to form a “Special Com- 

the apo Mr. I. H. Burkill, Mr. BE. Vredenb Rai Bahadur ' urg, Rai Bahadur 
Ram Brahma Sanyal, Ca tain A. T. G I.M.S., and Lt.-Col. 
Gi F. A. Siti EMS. 7 a 
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Society’s Premises and Property. 

Messrs. ae Burn & Co. have Sruiee steel joists 
for all the wooden beams on the ground floo e proposed 
thorough repairs and _ structural improvements in the building 
have been postponed for the present, but repairs to cracks in the. 
walls of the main building caused by chan nging the beams, and 
removing earthen roof-spouts and substituting iron pipes have 
been sanctione 

At the request of the Calcutta Corporation, certain altera- 
tions, in connection with re-modelling the outside latrine arrange- 
ments for the menial servants, have been carried out. 

s General Meetings more in- 
teresting, a lantern has been purchased which will be worked by 
electricity. 

Exchange of Publications, 

During 1906 the Council fie te thirteen applications for 

exchange of publications, viz :—(1) From the Australian Museum, 
Sydney, the Society’s Journal and Proceedings and Memoirs in 

exchange of their Records. (2) From the Editor of the Journal of 

Proceedings and Memoirs for his Periodical. (4) From the Missouri 

Botanical Gardens, St. Lonis, the Society’s Journal and Reeve a 
for their Reports. (5) From the Editor of “ Dr. A. Petermann 

Proceedings and Memoirs for his Periodical. (6) From the Faraday 
Society, London, the Society’s ct and Proceedin ngs and Memo O11 rs 

Basel, the Society’s Journal aa Proceedings and Memoirs for their 
Verhandlungen. (8) From Reole Spéciale des Langues Orientales 
vivantes, Paris, the Society’s Journal and Proceedings and Memoirs 
for the publication of their School. (9) From the Mining and 

Geological Institute of India, the Society’s yal and Proceedings 
and Memoirs for their Transactions. (10) From the Queen’s 
College, Belfast, the Society’s Journal and comet and Minors 
for the publications of their College. (11) From the United States 
National Museum, Washington, the Society’s Journal and Proceed- 

and Memoirs for the publication of the Museum. (12) From 

the Kénigliche rary fiir Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, the 
: lan ing 

(13) F From the ‘Cniversty of California, the Society’s Journal 
ne Memoirs for the publications of the Univer- and Proceedings and 
sity. 

Publications, : 

ublished during the year thirteen numbers of 
the Pm pees Oe Paccedance (Journal and Proceedings Nos. 9 to 10 

and Extra Number of 1905 and Journal and antnn Nos. lto 10) 
1906) containing 1,106 pages and 11 plates. ” 
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Of the Memoirs fourteen numbers were published (Vol, 1., 
Ne os. wh ts to 19 and Supplement I.) containing 350 pages and 
Fe 

je: Wudaseraati Supplement No. 6 has been published in the 
seca cana Proceedinys, hoa No. 10 of 1905, under the editor- 
ship of the Numismatic Seer 

There were also vublished the Index to Journal and Proceed- 
ings, N.S. Vol. I.,and a reprint of the Rules of the Society together 
with revised regulations regarding the submission of communica- 

tions drawn up by the Sub-Committee appointed for the purpose. 
The si 

1906 has been changed from demy octavo to royal octavo, and, from 
the present year, 800 copies of each issue of the Journal and Pro- 
ceedings and Memoirs will be printed instead of 700. 

The exchange copies of the Society’s publications are now 
forwarded to the various Societies, &c., through the Society’s 
London and Continental Agents instead of by post. 

February oo . Macfarlane resigned the General 
Secretaryship = Lieut-Col. D. C. Phillott was appointed in 
his place. Dr. E. D. Ross, the Philological Secretary, was absent 
from Calcutta for seven months, when Maha mahopadhyaya 
Haraprasad Shastri carried on the duties and edited the Phiio- 
logical Section of the Journal. The Coin Cabinet was in charge 
of Mr. Nelson Wright for the first two months of the year, 
and, for the remainder, by Mr. R. Burn, who also reported on all 
Treasure Trove Coins sent to the Society. Mahamahopadhyaya 
Haraprasad Sastri was in charge of Bibliotheca Indica and the 
work of collecting Sanskrit Manuscripts. Dr. E. D. Ross was 
in charge of the Search for Arabic and Persian MSS. The 
Natural History Section of the Journal was edited by Mr. 
I. H. Burkill and the Anthropological Section by Dr. N. An- 
nandale. A new section, called the ‘“‘ Medical Section,” was 

added to the Society, and Major F. P. Maynard, 1M.S., was 
appointed its Secretary, 

Philology, etc. 

The only historical papers in the Memoirs are those on the 
Asrafpur copper plate grants of Devakhadga and the cup-marked 

papers in the Journal. One of these by Babu Satya Ranjan Roy 
is entitled ‘‘ Hajoand his Grandsons,” which deals with the history 
of Kamrup, shortly after the overthrow of the Khen dynasty of 
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Kamtapur, by Husen Shah of Bengal. Babu Jadu Nath Sarkar 
has written two papers, one on the revenue regulations of 

second Peper has been mainly based on the Bodleian ana ¢ 

pape es 
and a aetna of Shhaista Kban’s pret administration. Babu 

Especially valuable are contributions made to the Journal and 
s during the past year by Lt. Col. D. C. oe dealing 

with the spoken language of Persia. The stud Persian 
dialects is a subject which is daily receiving more Seat from 

ch 

Street Cries collected in Persia,” ‘‘ Soiwwe Persian nae aly col- 

lected from dervishes in the ‘soa of Persia,” “‘ Persian Saws 
and Proverbs,” and “ Some Current Persian Tales ” sane prove of 

Col. Phillott also eyecare with the efficient aid of Mr. Azoo 
a set of stories in the dialect of Hazramaut, forming a valuable 
addition to a subject which he received the attention of eminent 
Arabic scholars in Enrope. It is a matter for congratulation 
that we find such a marked revival in our anemia _of 

ture, mention may made of two by Mahamahopa- 

dhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana on “ Dign ah his 
in Tibet” Pramanasamuccaya”’ and * Indian Logic as 
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between ancient Hindu Lee of the pre-Christian era and the 
modern schools of Logic. Rai Sarat Chandra Das, Bahadur, 
C.1.E., in his paper on ve “The Origin of mankind according to 
the Lamaic mythology,” traces the origin of men from the fallen 
angels who used to live on contemplation, but, having acquired an 
appetite for animal food, were gradually divided anto distinct 
classes. The Rev. A. H. Francke in his Memozr on “ The Dards 
at Khalatse on Western Tibet,” shows that Khalatse had been a 
Dard colony before it was conquered a and made into a Tibetan 
village by the West Tibetan King of Ladak about 1150 a.p. The 
curious beliefs and customs of the Tibetans of the present day are 

illustrated in the paper on the ‘‘ Tibetan Almanac” by Mahamaho- 
padhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A. The aie 
aroused in Tibetan matters by the British Mission to Tibet 
1903-04 has brought forth several cpa papers such as the 
Memoir on “ A cup-mark inscription” and the paper on “ An old 
form of elective Government in the Chumbi Valley ” by Mr. ; 
Walsh, I.C.S., and also the paper on “ Gyantse pare Inscription ” 
by Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana. Mr. Walsh, 
who visited the Chumbi Valley, in connection with ‘ie Tibet Mis- 

ey have not hitherto been known to exist. In his second paper, 
Mr. Walsh attempts to prove that, in ancient times, the Chumbi 
Valley formed practically an independent republic, whose leader 
erived his authority from the presiding deity of the place, and 

that the people of the valley, called the Tromowas, do not belong 
to the same stock as the Tibetans. Mahamahopadhyaya Satis 
Chandra Vidyabhusana’s paper on the “ Gyantse Rock Inscrip- 
tion” is compiled from an inscription on a piece of rock brought 
from the Gyantse Jong by the late Tibet Mission. It describes 
Gyantse as a splendid dominion and gives some account of its 
King rishi pe who founded the fort and monastery there 

in the 14th cen 
the span ead of Dr. Ross, the Council has sanctioned 

ten guineas to the fund that is being raised in honour of Professor 
M. OJ. oeje for his brilliant services in the cause of Arabic 
learning. 

Natural History, etc. 

he Society has exhibited renewed vigour as regards zoology 
during theyear. Thishas been owing to twocauses, firstly, that seve- 
ral distinguished authorities in Europe have allowed their papers to 
be printed in the Society’s Journal, and, secondly, that the intimate 
relations which have always exi sted between ‘the Society and the 

Indian Museum have been fully maintained. Out of twenty-nine 
zoological papers published in the Journal twenty-three (as well 
as the three zoological Memoirs issued) have either been the result 

work done in the Museum or else have dealt with specimens in 
the Museum ; three zoological papers have been contributed by our 
General Secretary, one by the scientific’ officers of a commercial 
institution, and only one by a native of India. This means to say 
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t , 
called upon to publish their researches departmentally. In India, 
where there are so few professional zoologists, this state of affairs 
is not satisfactory as it would be in Europe or America, where 
every university and biological institution has its zoological staff, 
and it is quite possible that the Society will be obliged to fall back, 
as far as this branch of its activities is concerned, on amateur sup- 
port in the future. The majority of the papers published during 
the year have dealt with Indian representative of group of animals 
httle studied in India hitherto. Dr. von Linstow of Géttingen 
has written several short papers on parasitic worms (two of which 

renera) sent him by the Indian Museum; Mr. G. 
Boulenger, F.R.S., and Mr. Tate Regan, both of the British 

Museum, have described new frogs and fishes from the same source ; 

Mr. M. Burr has annotated a‘ collection of earwigs belonging to 
the Museum and Mr. R. Gurney one of Entomostracous 

Mr. C. A. Paiva, Assistant tothe Museum, has written 
notes on other families of insects, and Captain F. Wall, I.MS., 
has published a descriptive Catalogue of the sea-snakes in the 
Collection, Mr. A. T, Aiyar, an assistant in the Pusa Agricultural 
Institute, having also contributed bionomical. notes on the same 
roup. Dr, H. Mann has worked out the varying numerical pro- 

portions of the sexes, under different conditions, in the cases of the 
‘Mosquito Blight” of tea. Dr. N. Annandale, offg. Superinten- 
dent of the Indian Museum, has contributed to the Journal a 
series of short papers and one longer one on investigations concern- 
ing the freshwaters of India, especially the Calcutta tanks, as well 
as a Memoir on the fauna of a desert tract in Southern India, 

8 & B= 5 o Rh ® Ss ef =| ® 4 ® 

duri 
the date of the Annual Meeting all the thirteen papers will have 

conditions under which rice fermentation may be conducted in 
this ntry. Mr. Hooper’s two contributions turn on industrial 
uses of plants; one call attention to the use of a wild Indian Nut- 
meg for the manufacture of candles, the other to the use of a vege- 

table pulp for the making of vessels for holding water, ghi, ete. 
A contribution by Mr. I. Burkill disensses cases of the 
parasitism of one mistletoe upon another. Three of the remain- 

i deal with flower-fertilisation, among _— a 
he flower of the Jute plant—a part of investigations 

sees : India for aly improvement of the Jute crop. 

Lastly, there are seven papers on Systematic Botany, two of 
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them being by Captain A. T. Gage and two of them coming to 
the Society from England: together they add to the flora of 
British India 17 species, to the flora of Thibet 9 species, to the 
flora of China 12 species and ia the flora of Japan 2 species. 
Our contributors across the sea were Dr. O. Stapf of Kew 
and Mr. Spencer Moore of the British Museum of Natural 
History, South Kensington. Under the section of Chemistry 

of the compound and gives s analyses of the salt obtained under 
varying conditions. The milk of the Indian buffalo has also been 
the subject of an investigation by Prof. Watson. The nature of 
the milk-sugar and the “constitution of the butter-fat were the 
main points of the enquiry, and the results are not only of 
importance to scientific agriculture, but will enable the analyst, 

in future, to re. between buffalo’s and cow’s 
third paper is that of . C, Ray, mentioned above. In the 
Memoirs an article has pelea on the remarkable habit of earth- 
eating in India, written by Messrs. Hooperand Mann. Althoug 
this subject is of anthropological interest, the authors have taken the 
trouble to chemically analyse thirty-two samples of the material 
usually resorted to by mud-eaters in all parts of the country. Th 
specimens were all of mineral origin and contained large quanti- 
ties of silica, and were, as a consequence, devoid of the ‘enaal ele- 

the suggestion of Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., a new section, 
called the “ Medical Section,” was added to the Society, and Major 
F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., was appointed its Secretary. The reason 
for the addition is that Medical Members have no organization 
permitting their meeting to discuss subjects of special medical 
z se rest, aes recommendations approved by the Council are as 
ollows : 

pout “ That there be created a new section to be called the 

* Medical Section 

“That a sectional fielesties be SS by the pence 
under Rule 51, who shall an ex-officio member 

the Publication oaenanen se ae 

. “ That all business connected with papers of the Medical 

Section be submitted, in the first instance, to the Pub- 

lication Committee. 

“That papers = a purely babe nature, which are un- 
suitable for a General Mee . be read at an adjourn- 

bo 

w 

- 

shall be mentioned by name in the Society’s circulars, 
but shall be duly snnonnge? from the chair “at the 
time of adjournment 
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Anthropology, etc. 

considerable number of ethnographical ig “pe has been 
published in the Journal and the Memoirs of the Soc iety. The 

jority have been primarily of local interest and there is unfor- 
unetaby still a tendency, so far as the Society is concerned, to 

pology, repetition of authentic observation tends to obscure rather 
than to elucidate the points at issue. If anthr ropology is a science, 

papers issued recently by the Society, for, in some few, a wider 
survey has been taken than is in the immediate sight of a man 
whose knowledge is merely local, but it would be invidious to 
single out individual instances. The project referred to in last 
year’s report of issuing figures ered descriptions of Indian and 

that a short supplement to the reer 3 has been issued with 
three plates, and another is in the press ; but the stress of official 

other member of the Society, except the Reporter on Economic 
Products, our Natural History Secretary, has as yet shown any 
interest in the matter. 

Coins, 

uring 1906 the number of coins presented to the Society was 
7 gold, ts - and 10 copper, which may be briefly classified as 
shown 

AW RB 

Medieval India ... Gadhbaiya coins oe 4 

South Indian 

Independent Bengal... Rukn-ud-din Kaikaus .. 1 
Bahmani ... Taj-ud-din Firoz ee 1 

lwa 4 

Qutb Shahi ... Abdullah oo Shah 3 

Mughal és Akbar bie 9 4 

Shah Jahan: ‘ae i 4 
Murad Bakhsh 1 

Carried over ans is}. 8 
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YR A 
Brought forward Pe tis eae «, 

Mughal—contd. Aurangzeb Ceaay, Ere RR 
Shah Alam Bahadur Lene - 
Farrukh Siyar 2 
Jahandar ... ee 1 
Muhammad Shah C oe 
Alamgir I7 a £ 

Ahmad Shah Bahadur 10 
Shah Alam II oe 2 
Doubtful Mughal oe: 1 

Hyderabad oe 1 
Si ioe te 12 
Ottoman Sultans ... Murad III eae | 

7 74 10 
most important of these is a gold coin of Aurangzeb of 

the Zafarabad mint, which appears to be unpublished. The 

Bibliotheca Indica. 
Want of funds prevented the publications of even normal 

number of fasciculi during the year under review. While 42 
numbers were issued in 1904, 36 in 1905, only 14 have been issued 
during the year under review. 

was in the hands of Mahamahopadh Haraprasad Shastri, Joint 
Philological Se padhyaya Harap: Shastri, Join 
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The Council approved new rules for remunerating Editors and 
eee oe in the Bibliotheca Indica framed by the Philological 
Committee 

nder Cou neil order, the copyright of a number of Biblio- 
theca Indica was registere red, 

Search for Sanskrit Manuscripts. 

A Cat talogue of palm leaf and selected paper ens 
Pega: to the Durbar Library, Nepal, was published by 
the Asiatic ee of Bengal in 1905. In oe Sir Andrew 

act of courtesy by sending a list oh new collections in its 
library. The Council of the Asiatic Society of Bengal have 
resolved to ig ae this list as an appendix to the 3rd 

kri . about i 

acquired during the year is 96. Of these the Muktavali Prakash, 
ork on nee es is unique. The Sudarsana Sataka is known 

only by na 
by the juss Poaait cme ag of the 12th century, with so 
of its subsidiary w has been acquired. A medical ary 
entitled Bhishak chakra itotsava known from Kashinath’s list 
has been purchased. The search for Sanskrit MSS. in Bengal is 
being kept up with its cian: vigour. Professor Hillebrandt of 
Breslau writing under date, 2nd December, ee congratulates 
Shastri, nies is in charge, on his successful wo 

A ea on on the search of Sanskrit MSS ie the years 1901— 
1902 to 1905—06 was submitted to the Government “ie Bengal, ‘of the 

e 

Sanskrit MSS. in Bengal, for a further period of five years from 
18th April 1906 

Search for Arabic and Persian MSS. 

During the year under review, the search has been conducted 

by Dr. Ross, and many valunble additions have been made to 
the collection of Arabic and Persian Manuscripts. The total 
number of MSS. purcha-ed for the Society was upwards of 400, 
and the collection is representative of almost every branch of 
literature. The most important feature of the recent acquisition 
isa collection of about 100 works dealing with the Imamite 
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traditions and law, by such old and modern authors as Ibn Bab- 
waih, Ibn Ta’ts, Mir Baqir Damad and Muhammad Baqir Majlisi. 
Many of these manuscripts represent works of great importance in 

centuries of our era. Eleven of them are autograph copies, among 
which may be cited the following: Qiyam al Layi, by Abul ‘ Abbas 
Ahmad bin’ Ali al-Magrizi (died A.H. 845, A.D. 1442) dated 

A.H. 807 A.D. 1404, and Aswaqalashwagq fi masari‘ al ushshaq by 
Bushan ud Din Abul Hasan Ibrahim bin ‘umar al Biqa’i — oat 
(died A.H. 885, A.D. 1480) which is dated A.H, 824 (A 1421). 

In response to an application made by the Society, t the aes rn- 
ment of India has agreed to place at the immediate disposal of 

the Society the sum of Rs. 5,000 for the purchase of Arabic and 
Persian MSS. instead of in the fifth year of the grant. The 
second annual report for the official year 1905-06 was submitted 
to Government and published in the Proceedings for April 1906. 

Bardic Chronicles. 

The work of instituting a search for MSS. of Rajput and 
other Bardic Chronicles and making a preliminary survey, for 
which the Government of India has granted a sum o ,400 

for the first year, has not yet begun. The Nagari- -pracharini 

the supervision of Major C. B. Baldock, 44th Marwara Infantry 

0 

The Report having been read, and some copies having been 
distributed, His Honour Sir A pilbew Sp K.C.S.1., President 

of the Society, delivered the following Addres 

Annual Address, 1906. 

I desire first of all to thank you very heartily for the honour 
which you conferred upon me two years ago in electing me to be 
the Piceident of the Soaicty. The life of the Lieutenant-Gover- 
nor of Bengal is undoubtedly one full of occupation; and it is 
not a life which can be characterised to any extent by the exalted 
pleasures of study and research. Many of his hours are occu- 
pied with petty details of business, and some with serious and 

ice: aa te as great a ata ‘the vigour and time 
of the Litutcndat-Goveinde as do the duties choad more 
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responsible and onerous. It has not been easy, therefore, for me 
to give that attention which I should have liked to have given 
to the work of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. I have been able 
to attend with pleasure and profit a good number of the meet- 

capacity or other, an officer of the Society ; but I have felt it my 

duty to a nae further honour, not because I have no in- 
terest in the w: the Society, but because my interest in it 

you will command ~~ _ Again I thank you for the honour confer- 
red on me in bes i 
evening to vacate. “Although I cannot claim to have discharged 
its duties even in any degree i 
always look back upon my tenure of this office with pride and 
pleasure, and with a sense of aregeiaed for the consideration 
shown - me by the members of the Soc 

t year I was unable to be aes at the Annual Meeting 
owin faye my absence from Calcutta on a tour in Bihar with His 
Excellency the Viceroy. As you are aware, the rules of es 
Society have fixed the date of the Annual Meeting; and it 
impossible for me to be present in Calcutta on that date. gee 
learned friend, the Hon’ble Mr. Justice Ashutosh Mukerji, kindly 
took my place and delivered the annual address. I am in one 
respect not quite so happy this year. Last year the first 

Hs 
an excellent arrangement, that the report should be prepared by 

i each section who are well fitted to explain 
what has been done in the various departments of the Society’s 
work. This relieves the President = the serious responsibility 

of endeavouring to expound to experts in the various branches 
of the work of the Society, matters in respect of at least many 

of which he must, under the most favourable circumstances, be 
only an amateur. It is an arrangement of which I shall corkeies 
ly take full advantage ; = I feel quite unable to discuss effect- 
ively before this audience the work of the The re 
Pp he General Secretary from the reports of the 

ies of sections has been placed before you, and is in your 
ag I shall leave it to speak for it self, 

report records the death ary four Ordinary Members and 
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one Associate. One of these, Mr. J. LeERR was the Honorary 
Secretary of the Society. As Librarian of the Imperial pean 
Mr. Macfarlane had shown an unfailing one. a deep interest 
in his work, a sense of duty and a desire to help the gees in 
every way possible, which had earned for him widespread 
larity. In this Society also, as Secretary, he had shown himsel 
me painstaking and considerate ; he did good work 

his advice in regard to library matters was especially ae 
able. T am sure, gentlemen, that you would desire me to give 
expression to ou r great regret at Mr. Macfarlane’s early death, 
and our deep ean with his young wife in her sore bereave- 
ment 

I congratulate the Society on the marked increase in its 
membership during the last ‘two years, In Ql the total 
number of paying members was 269. In 1904 it was 276; 
during ae same period the non-paying membership rose from 59 
to 67. In 1905 the paying membership had risen to 288, and in 
1906 to ‘$35. the total membership having risen from 343 in 
1904 to 407 in 1906, the net actual increase during the year 1906. 
itself being 50 members. This is sure ly very satisfactory. 
a same time I cannot help feeling wet there are men who 
ought to be members of this Society and are not. A very large 
number . sae who come to India or who. are employed in this 
country, a 1 men who ought to beinterested in such subjects. 
as engage "tha attention of this Society. More than that, their 
work is of such a character that it would be Sindy improved if 
they gave themselves to the study of such subjec 

Take for example my own service. oct a member of 

history and antiquities, and even more of their present customs 
and characteristics. Surely such study must be of the greatest 
interest ; and surely it would be of great profit to any man of 
education destined either for judicial or executive work in this 
country. I most certainly do not think that proficiency in Indian 

promote men with a turn for study and a facility ne passing ex- 
aminations to situations for which they are otherwi . But 

most certainly do think that a knowledge of the fone of the 
people is essential for that free intercourse with them by which 
alone can be ri Pa uired ant E Epemicdas of their customs, charac- 

and. so to pees in a position to treat him as I should like to be 
treated if in his place, I 
something about his history, about his environment, about what 
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he is. Anything that advances this knowledge is worth encour- ng. 
I am bound to say therefore that it is somewhat disappoint- ing to find that the Asiatic Society of Bengal has enrolled among its members so few officers o my own and other services. It is 

Dr. Annandale ad 
branches of anthropology, except the purely physical, as being 
within the range of intelligent observation unattended by library 

rch,” I am prepared to admit that if every enthusiastic 

ting himself and interesting to many others, would. not be scientific- 
ally new, and might not elucidate points at issue among scientific 
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men. And | am quite prepared to admit that the Secretary in 
this department cannot be expected to scrutinise every detail in 
the papers submitted to him, and that it is not desirable that he 
should do so. But I am sure that the influence of this Society 
ought to be used to encourage such work, and that such encour- 

scientific research. I think it might be possible to do something 
in this direction. 

It seems to me that it might be possible for the Government 
aud this Society to co-operate in regard to this matter, It will 
undoubtedly be admitted that it is the interest of the Society to 
encourage observation and research, to make some effort to direct 
and stimulate any man of inquisitive and acquisitive mind in the 
pursuit of such knowledge as I have indicated. It is not less in 
the psa t of Government. Knowledge of this kind acquired 
by personal intercourse with the people, assisted bey study of 
the lambs on the subject, would be of great tation to our 
officers 

I confess that it is a cause of great regret to me to find that 
the study of the vernacular and the cultivation of intimate per- 
sonal relations with the people of the country seem to be less 

expect to find at the present time the widespread enthusiasm 
about the acquisition of knowledge on Indian subjects which we 
had in the olden days. Circumstances have very greatly changed. 
The Indian world is not so strange and unknown a world as it 
was. There are still features and characteristics of Indian life 
as strange as ever; but they are not so obtrusive and so near 
the surface as they used to be. e have brought a great deal 
of the life of the West to the Hast. There are many men who 
spend a lifetime in India and yet know as little of what is purely 
oriental as if they had lived all their time in London. The fact 
that this is possible decreases the sense of necessity of acquiring 
a real knowledge of the people. 

If one talks of “uch di on the business of a Local Board in 
vernacular, he is told at once that, though some of the Indian 
gentlemen who are members of the Board would no doubt under- 
stand the basieses better if it were carried on in vernacular, the 

Bt country. In re pate Rent 2 manners it is V 
much the same. We may vat to show respect to the old 
customs ; but we find perhaps the man whose customs we 
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desire to respect would rather that we would show him our own 
so that he might adopt them. 

But I believe that perhaps the principal cause is, that in 
the ordinary work of the Government official he has to do with 

i) mn = oe o © R ee + 5 2 ° | o paar | 
= - © wee aR 5 5 ° © 3 i] 

customs and characteristics which personal intercourse accom- 
panied by intelligent study alone will give. I think that it 
would be well worth while for Government to co-operate with 

the interest of Government to encourage among its officers such 
work as is done by this Society. 

Id 

only of this province but also of those other provinces which 
might reasonably be influenced by the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 
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Government has at the time officers engaged in such enquiries 
and researches as are within the scope of this Society. We have 
educational officers engaged in the study of the languages of India, 

cognate subjects, Superintendents of Ethnography concerned with 
Anthropology, and the like. Now, if some of these were enlisted 

to assist the Society in directing and encouraging research amo 
enthusiastic officers of enquiring mind, who might be eeeihad 
young to our membership. I should be very Psd, if it were 
possible, to devise some system for improvement in this respect 
If the Society would appoint a Committee to consider the matter 
it would no t some of its members in the service of the 
Government of India, like my distinguished friend Sir Herbert 
Risley, ready to represent Government on such a Committee ; 
and there might perhaps be some definite and appreciable result. 
I should like to see many of our officers enlisted as members of 
the Society, and some arrangement made to give them local 
guidance in their researches. 

What I ne said has been mainly pagent with my o 
service and with European officers. This to the fact thiat 
one speaks best of what he oped best. _ But IT am far from 
confining my observations to my service or to my own 

race. Any one who has sindied: ae snkijéct knows that my 

remarks are of the widest application. The evil es 
from ignorance - the people in those who work among them 
is as much seen among other services and occupations as in my 

service ; and it is seen among Indians as well as among Euro- 

part Indians. ‘There are many Indian gentlemen who might be 
encouraged in the course of their duties, whether official or non- 
official, to take up some interesting subject of enquiry and 
research in regard to their own people and their own country. 
believe that this is very desirable. There are causes in operation 

arches and anything that can be done to encourage them to 
overcome the operation of these obstructive forces would be of 
great advan 

Gentlemen, I have said that I shall leave the report of the 
year’s work to speak for itself. I have already occupied your 
time as long as I ought to do; and I rh not think that there is 
anything to be gained by my endeavouring to say over again 
what the report has said. briefly en ne on clearly and much 

position ; and there is one thing which has struck me in connec- 
tion with, what I have seen of the work of the Socie ing my 
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two years of office upon which -I congratulate you still more, 
that is the earnestness and zeal which characterises your office 
bearers generally and not a few of the members of the Society. 
I may also mention as a special subject of congratulation the 

successor. I have only to repeat that I am glad that my resigna- 
tion of office does not mean that I cease to be a member of the 
Society ; and I trust that S at any time F can advance its 
interests you will command m 

Oo— 

e President announced that the scrutineers reported the 
result of the election of Officers and Members of Conncil to be as 

President. 

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A., D.L., 
F.R.S.E. 

Vice-Presidents. 

Ae dhs penne : . F.GS., F.B.S. 
Dr. G. Thiba h.D. 
ecidtahapatipays Haraprasad Shastri, M.A. 

Secretary and Treasurer. 

General Secretary :—Lieut. . een D, C. Phillott. 
Treasurer :—J. A. Chapman, E 

Additional Secretaries. 

Philoloyical Secretary :—Lient.-Colonel D. C. Phillott. 
Natural History Secretary :—I1. H. Burkill, Esq., M.A. 

D.Sc., Anthropological Secretary :—N. Annandale, Esq., 
-C.M.Z.8. 

Joint — bh areey fo Secretary :—Mahamahopadhyaya Satis 
Chan idyabhusana, A. 

Medical japan es :—Major F. P. Maynard, I.M.S. 

Other Members of Council. 

W. K. Dods, Esq. 
1 a Hayden, Esq., B.A, F.G.S. 
C. Lit a Esq., M.A 
Hari e, Esq.. M.A. 
J. A: Baan, Esq., B.A. 
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Major W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S. 
H. G. Graves, Esq. 
Lt.-Col. G. F. A. Harris, M.D., F.R.C.P., 1.MS. 

Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, M.A., 

The Meeting was then resolved into the oes General 
Meeting. 

The Hon. Mr. Justice ener Mukhopadhyaya, M.A., D.L., 
President, in the chai 

The minutes of the last ee were read and confirmed. 

Twenty-three presentations were announced, 

The following ten gentlemen were ballotted for as Ordinary 
Members :— 

The Hon. Mr. Lancelot Hare, C.8.i., C.LE., Lieutenant-Gov- 

Mukhopadhyaya ; hel G. A. one. 15th Lancers, Depy. Secy.. 

by Dr. N. Annandale ; Dr. Edword A. Bias, pA, MB., mC., 
(Oantab.), Medical Officer, EH. I. Railway. proposed by Major F. P. 
Maynard, I.M.S., seconded by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott; Mr. 0. A. 
Bell, 1.C.S., Ab gen by ag emai W. F. O’Connor, R. A. . seconded 
by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott; Mr. J. R. Barrow, Inspector of Schools, 
Jorhat, proposed by Lt. “Gol Dud, Phillott, seconded by Dr. N. 
Annandale ; Mr. M. W. Travers, F.RS., Director of Indian Insti- 
tute of Science, Bangalore. proposed by Mr. H. E. Stapleton, 
seconded by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott; Mr. D. Petrie, Punjab Bia 

ungu, proposed by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott, seconded by Dr. N 
Annandale; Captain J. RB. Wh hite, D.S.O., Gordon Highlanders, 
Peshawar, proposed by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott, disses ch a De. N. 
Annandale ; Dr. J. E. Panioty, L.R.C.P. (Lond.), L.R.C P. and 8S. 
(Edin.), proposed by Major F. QO’ caeeepres I.M. int seconded by 
Mr. St. John Stephen; and Mauwlavi S. Khuda Bakhsh, M.A., 

(Oxon.), Bar.-at-law, proposed wf pill Madiinphdes Chakravarti, 

seconded by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillot 

The following papers were read :— 

The Exact Determination of the Fastness of the more Com- 
mon Indigenous Dyes of Bengal and comparison with typical Synthe- 
7. atin Part I.—Dyeing on Cotton.—By EB. R. Watson, M.A., 

ce paper will be published in the Memoirs. 

2. Breynia Vredenburgi, an undescribed Echinoid from the 
ees Ocean.— By Masor A. R. S. Anperson, B.A., C.M.Z.S., 

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the 
Journal. — 
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3. Note on the Common Raven (Corvus corax).—By Lt.-Col. 
D.C. Putiorr, 

. Extract from a letter from P. Baijnath on Babu Ganga 
Mohan Laskar’s paper entitled “ Four new Copper-Plate Charters of 
the Samvamsi Kings of Kosala (and Kataka). 

“In Vol. I., No 1 of 1905, of your Journal, there is an account 
“of four plates from the Patna’ State which were sent b 
“Will you please allow me to give the following particulars of 
a ese villages named that can be identified from their present 

mes, 
‘6 Name : 
No. of Plate. of Village. Remarks. 

“LA Leisrnga These both are one and same village 

“IT G. Loisriga now spelt as Loisinga, the head-quar- 
ters of a zemindary so miles 
north of the capital oe on the 
main road to Sambalpur 

SL Gi: Randa Is probably Randa, some six miles east 
from the capital on the main road to- 
Tosha and Sonpur 

*VER: Talakajja Is probably Tolagaj on the easte 
boundary of the State. some 12 silos 
south-east of the capital Bolanger. 

«Vi. Jalajadda Is the modern Jaljodo, about a mile 
e. 

Between lees and Talajadda is 
a small stream 

ee 

The Adjourned Meeting of the Society (Medical Section), 
was held on Wednesday, the 9th January, 1907, at 9-15 p. m. 

Major W. J. Buchanan, I.M_S., in the chair. 

The ee members were present :— 

Lieut.-Col H. Brown, I.M.S., Dr. Adrian Caddy, Dr. 
Arnold Caddy, Limet -Col. F. J. Drury, LM.S., Dr. H. C. Garth, 
Dr. W. ennedy, . M. Masoo m, Captain D. McCay, Major 
D. M. Moir, on S., Major J. Mulvany, L M.S., Captain G. P. 

Murray, I.MS., Ma jor F. O'Kinesly. LMS., Captain J. J. Urwin, 
I.M.S., Major Lo. Vaughan, I.M.S., and Major F. P. Maynard, 
I.M.S., Honorary 

Visitor :—Mr. A. H. M. Mitchell. 

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 

Major Moir and Capt. Urwin showed some skiagrams. 
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Major O’Kinealy showed specimens of Rhinosporidium 
Kinealyi and read notes on ‘“ Membranous tonsillitis in a case of 
plague ” and on “ Unilateral fibrinous rhinitis. ” 

Lt.-Col. EK. Harold Brown read a paper on “ Cerebrospinal 
meningitis.” 

The discussion on the last paper to be continued at the next 
meeting. 

I FR RS A ee” 
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LIST OF OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF COUNCIL 

OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL 

FOR THE YEAR 1906. 

President : 

His Honour Sir A. H. L. Fraser, M.A., LL.D., 
K.C.S8.I. 

Vice- Presidents : 

The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, 
M.A -R.S.E. 

a eet Holland, Ksq., F.G.S., F.R.S. 

A. Earle, Esq., LCS. 

Secretary and Treasurer. 

Honorary General Secretary : Lieut.-Colonel D. C. 
Phillott. 

J. A. Chapman, Esq. 

Additional Secretaries. 

Philological Secretary : H. D. Ross, Esq., Ph.D. 
Natural History Secretary : I. H. Burkill, Esq., M.A. 
Anthropological Secretary: N. Annandale, Esq,., 

D.Sc. AS. 
Joint Philological eels Mahamahopadhyaya 

Haraprasad Shast . 
Medical {neers Mejor F. P. Maynard, I.M.S. 

Other Members of Council. 

W. K. Dods, Esq. 
B. o. Hayden, Ksq., B.A., F.G.S. 
K. Thornton, HEsq., FRLB.A. 
Mahamahopadhyaya, Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, 

C. Little, Esq., M.A. 
Hari Nath De, Esq., M.A. 
J. A. Cunningham, Esq., B.A. 
Major W. J. Buchanan, LMS. 



LIST OF ORDINARY MEMBERS. 
ee 

R.=Resident. N.R.=Non-Resident. A.=Absent. N.S. ee 
L.M.=Life Member. F.M.=Foreign Member 

N. foil coeres who have Preah ae gage ater since the list was 
drawn up are requested to give intimation of such a change to the Honorary 
General Sec parr 2A in y obite: that the reraarhs adiatation may be made in the 
subseqnent edition. Errors or omissions in the following list should also be 
commnunicated to the Honorary Tet al Secretary. 

hoe wean who are about to leave India and do ne intend to return are 
ularly iy finyibe Si foray! pe the Honorary General Secretary whether 

it is their des gs ot exe ae of the Society ; gorionn wise, in accord- 
ance with of sre es, their names will be removed from the list at 
the expiration of Giese saints rota the time of their leaving India 

Date of Election. 

1903 Feb. 4.|N.R.| Abdul Alim, Sayyad. Ban 
1894 Sept. 27.) N.R. | Abdul Wali, Maulavi, Special “Bub- -Registrar. 

Ranchi. 
1895 May 1.| R. | Abdus Salam, ey M.A., Presidency 

Magistrate. Calceu 
1901 April 3.| N.R.| Abhaya Sankar Guha, coat) Boni irene and 

Deputy Collector. Chitta 

1903 April 1, | N. i. Abul Aas, Maulavi Sayid. ‘Pate City. 
1901 Aug. 7. Adams, Margaret. Europe. 
1904 Sept. 28, Ni R. Ahmad Hasain Khan, Munshi. Jhelum 

1888 April 4,} R. | Ahmud, Shams-ul-Ulama Maulavi. 3, Maulvi’s 
Lane, Calcutta. 

1898 Nov. 2.|N.R.| Akshaya Kumar Maitra, B.a., BL. Rayshahi. 
1835 Mar, 4.|L.M.| Ali Bilgrani, Sayid, B.a., a.R.8.M., ¥.G.s, 

Ohudderghant, Hyderabad. 
1899 Jan. 4.|N.R.| Ali Hussain Khan, Nawab. Lucknow. 
1903 Oct. 28.| R. aes D 4 ng S., mB. 9, Dalhousie Square, 

Caleut 

1900 Aug. 1.; BR. Allen, The "Hon'ble Mr. Charles George Hil- 
lersden, 1.c.s., Chairman to the Co orpora- 

tion. Oulentta. 

1902 Feb. 5.|N.R.| Ambica Churan Sen, t.c.s., District and Ses- 
sions Judge. ajshahi. 

1874 June 3.| A. | Ameer Ali, m.a., ¢.1.8., Barrister-at-Law. 

Europe. 
1893 Feb. 2.; R. | Amrita Lal Bose, Dramatist. 9-2, Ram 

Chundra Maitra’s Lane, Ualcutta. 

1897 Jan. 6.| R. | Amrita Lal Sirear, Dr., v.c.s. 51, Sankari- 
. tolla Lane, Calcutta. 
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Date of Election, 

1905 July 

18935 Aug. : 

1884 Sept. 
1897 June 

1904 Sept. 

1904 Jan. 
1886 May 

1902 Ang. 

1904 July 

1870 Feb. 

1901 Jan. 

1898 Nov. 

1891 Mar. 

1900 Aug. 

1891 Feb. 
1893 Sept. 

1869 Dec. 

1898 Mar. 

1902 May 

1895 July 

1906 Nov. 
1876 Nov. 

1903 Feb. 

1893 Mar. 

dD. 

2. 

29. 

bo ie 

R. | Am 

N.R.|} Anderson, Major 

i SN og 

.| Ban Behari Kapur, Raja, ¢.s.1 

wurope. 
‘ Beatson-Bell, Sicholas Dodd, 

j Big oie oom Das, Rai Bahadur, Ma. 

ulya Charan Ghosh Vidyabhusana, 66, 
Manicktolla Street, Caleutta. 

Adam Rivers Steele; Ba., 

C.M.Z,s. LM.S., Civil Surgeon. 

P pdnanns 
, Officiating 

rhe nee age ae Museum. Calcutta. 
Ashton, R. P. 
Asutosh Makhopadhyay The Hon’ble Mr. 

« VRAS BEER Judge, 

igh Co utta 

A ak Chaud huri, Barrister-nt- Law. 
Old Ballygunge, Caleut 

Aulad Hasan, es Tai peetie of Registra- 
tion. Shillon 

39, 

.| Baden-Powell, Baden MHenr y> 
pith oh — ge, 29, Banbury Road, ‘Oxford, 
Engl 

Basha Kavasjee Jamasjee, B.A. LGB: 

Bailey The Revd. Thomas Grahame, M.A., B.D. 
Europ 

Baillie 1 Hacear Colvin, 1.¢.s., Commissioner. 

Benares. 

Baker, The Hon. Mr. Edward Norman, ¢.8.1., 

1.¢.8., Finance Member, Govt. of India. 

a 
Burdwan. 

Banawari Lala Chaudhuri, e g0., Edin. 120, 

Lower Circular Road, Caleu 

Barker, Robert Arnold, M.D., i s. Fairfield, 
Oxford Road, Reading, Berkshire, England. 

.| Barnes, Herbert Charles, M.a., 1.¢.s., Magistrate 
and Collector, ee. 

Bartlett, E. W. J. 
B.A., O,1.Esy 

1.¢.s., Director of Land Records and Agri- 
culture, Eastern Bengal and Assam. Shil- 
ong. 

Borotheil, aes Sirsiah, soir oan 
Beveridge, H 1.0.8. (retired). ” Pitfold, 

Shottermill, ads Surrey, England. 
Srinagar, 

.| Bharat Singh, Maharaja Kumara Sirdar, Lc.8. 
(retired). Ghazipur. 
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Date of of lection. 

1889 “Mar. 6. 

1902 pe BP 

1898 June 1. 

1880 April 7. 

1897 Feb. 3. 

1893 Feb. 1. 

1885 Mar. 4. 

1895 July 3. 

1895 April 3. 

1906 Sept. 19. 

1904 July 6. 

1906 Nov. 7. 

1860 Mar. 7. 

1906 July 4 

1905 Mar. 1. 

1901 Sept. 25. 

1901 June 5. 

1896 Jan. 8. 

1900 May 2. 

1904 Aug. 3. 

1906 July 4. 

1901 Jan. 2. 

R. 

R. 

N.R. 

N.R. 
A. 

N.R. 

A. 

N.R. 

FM. 

R. 

R. 

N.R. 
L.M. 

R. 

N.R. 

Bhupendra Sri Ghosha, B.a., 8.1., Attorney-at- 
La 26, Barnushee Ghose = spi 

Binoy Krishna Deb, 
106-1, Grey Street, Calcutta. 
ae Behari upta. Ravenshaw 

Cuttack. 
Beni Chane Rai. 
Bloch, Theodor, pu.p. Europe. 
Bodding, The Revd. P.O. Mahalpahari, vid 

Rampore Haut, Sontal Parganas. 
Bolton, Charles Walter, C.8.L, LC.8, (retired). 

College, 

Giridih, Chota Nagpur. 

urope. 
Bonham-Carter, Norman, 10¢.s., Inspector- 

General of Police, Eastern Bengal and 

Austin, K.C.3.1., €.8.1., 

Bradley-Birt, Francis Bra 
Magistrate, 24-Parganas, Calcut 

Brajendra Nath, De, M.A. 1.0.8., Me ivteate 
and Collector. Ohinsur 

Bramley, Percy, Supdt. of Police. 
Brandis, Sir Dietrich, K.c.1.£., PH.D. 

21, se ae Bonn, 

Brown, Lieut.- lay Harold, M.D., 1.M.s, 

2, Alipur Bios, Gal 
Brown, William aa ag I. ©. s., District Judge, 

Comilla 
Buchanan, Major Walter James, 1.m.s., Ins- 

ector-General of J oe Calcutta. 

Burkill, Isaac Henry, M porter on Eco- 
rie moana s to pe Govt. of India. 

Agra. 
, F.L.S., F.B.8. 

Caleu. 
Burn, Richard 1.¢.s., Editor, Imperial Gazet- 

teer, Calcutt 
Butcher, dical Mission. Picks, Me 

31, Free School Street, er wage 
Bythell, Major William John, &.n., Survey of 

India. Bengal Club, Calcutta. 

Cable, Sir Ernest, Ki. 101-1, Clive Street, 

ae 
( Lond.) Pie C.3, 
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‘Date of Election. ] 

1901 Mar. 6. | N.R.| Campbell, William Edgar Marmaduke, 1.0.s., 
istrate and Collector. Hamirpur. 

1895 July 3.) R. | era The Hon. Mr. Robert Warrand, C.1.2., 

Chief Secretary to the Government of 
Ben mat Calcutta. 

1906 Mar. 7.| A. Chandima, Phra Maha. Hurope. 
1899 June’ 7.|N.R.| Chandra Kumar Sarkar. Kawkanik, Moul- 

mein. 
1901 Aug. 7.| R. | Chandra Narayan Singh, Rai Bahadur. 16, 

Theatre Road, Calcutta. 
1901 June 5.|N.R.| Chapman, Edmund Pelly, t.c.s. District and 

Sessions Judge. Mozafferpur 
1906 Jan. 3.| R. | Chapman, John Alexander, Presidency Col- 

lege. Calcutta. 
1904 July 6., A. | Charles, Albert Pendrill, B.A., 1.0.8. Hurope. 
1906 Nov. 7.| N.R.| Clarke, neti Roth, 1.¢.s, ’ Postmaster-Gen- 

eral, 

1905 Aug. 2.| A. Chamentias' Capi William Wesley, M.B., I.M.S. 

1906 July 4.) R. Pec Captain Frank Powell, F R.c.s. (Eng.), 

|). .R.C.P pe ee Lae. 13th Rajputs. Ali- 
pur, Giles 

1903 Aug. 26., R. | Copleston, The Most Revd. Dr. Reginald 
Stephen, p.p. Lord Bishop of Calcutta. 

1898 June 1.| F.M.| Cordier, Dr. Palmyr. 2, Boulvard Gumnbsttar, 
2, Hanoi (Tonkin), French Indo-Che 

1901 June 5.) R. Crowford, Lieut.-Col. Dirom Se M.S., , Civil 

ur Hughla, mrss 

1876 Mar. 1. | F.M.| Crawfurd, James, B.A., I "Getieed), Thorn- 
* wood, Uddington, PARED Scotland, 

1887 Aug. 25.; R. pe pie ee Risdon, F.C.S., F.1.C., A.R.S.M. 
Kon 

1895 Jnly 3.| A. Bao Tuk Ghest, I.c.s. Hurope. 
1905 July 5.| R. | Cunningham, John Arthur, B.a, Alipur Obser- 

1885 Nov. 4.| RB. Easter Das Barman. 

1905 July 5. | N.R. Has 

1873 Dec. 3. ious Dames, Mans 

1906 Dec. 5. NR. Deare, Major Benjam 

1904 Sept. 28. 
1895 Dec. 4. 

1906 Dee. 5, 

vatory, Calcutta, 

55, Olive Street, Cal- 

m7 N. mesg soe P.O., Khulna. 
Longworth, 1.C.8. 

Enfie!d, idles: England 
in Hobbs, M.R.¢.8, (Eng.), 

L. ea (Lond.), p.p.a. (Canb.),t.m.s. Bankz- 

Rai Vetus: urcy, W.B. Sileari P.O., Cacha 
NR. Delmerick, Charles Swift, Sub-Depy. Opus 

Algeria, 

Agent. Bareilly 
R. Denktt; Arthar William, 1.¢.s., Asstt. ek 

troller of India Treasuries. Calcuté 
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Date of Election, 

1898 Jan. 5. 

1906 Dee. 5. 

1902 July 2. 
1886 June 2. 

1902 Jan. 8. 

1892 Sept. 22. 

1889 Jan. 2. 

1905 April 5. 

1879 Feb. 5. 

1905 May 3. 

1900 April 4. 

1906 Nov. 7. 

1900 July 4. 

1903 Oct. 28. 
1903 May 6. 

1900 Mar. 7. 

1900 Aug. 29. 
1901 Mar. 6. 
1904 Aug. 3. 

1906 Dec. 5. 

1906 Oct. 31. 

1898 Sept. 30. 

1906 Dee. 5. 

1905 Jan. 4. 

1902 April 2. A. 

: aoe Lt.-Cul. Herbert rho ye F.R.C.8., 

/ satpiibot Walter ik: 
Ass, 

! ngal. Calcutta. 
Faller, Sir Joseph Bampfylde, K.c.s.1. 

Dods, W. K., Agent, Hong es | = Shanghai 
Banking Corporation. Cal 

Donnan, Major Willivm, tadden an gs Ex- 
aminer of Ordnance Factory Accounts in 
India. Calcutta 

Doxey, F. 12, Store Road, Ballygunge, Oalcutta. 
Doyle, Patri ck, ¢ .A.8., F.G.8., Editor a 

Proprietor, “ Sidinn | Engineering. ”” Calcutta. 
Drummond, ij Te 

Ar Lieut. Col. Francis Ties uM.s., Civil 
eon. 

Sasa. Gerald "Cecil Europe. 

.| Dunnett, James Macdonald, .¢.s., Settlement 

ve Botanic 
dens, Kew, Surrey, Eng'a 

Dwarkanath Chakravarti, M.A., B.L., Vakil, 

High Court. Calcu/ta. 
LM.S. 

Hazaribuy Civil Surgeon. 

Eadie, mows ee Inglis, 97, Deccan In- 
antry, Ba! 

Earle, Reacerining 1.¢.8., Director of Public 
oma ee ee Culcutta. 

Edelston, T 
Sootea P.O., Tezpur, 

Fanshawe, Sir Arthur Upton, 6.8 1., K.C.LE., 

L.¢.8. Hurope. 
Fanshawe, H. C., ¢.8.1., 1.0.8. Europe. 
Fergusson, J.C. Hur 
Fermor, Lewis Leigh, ALR.S, M., F.G.S., aertey 

Ca Supdt., Geological dey of India. 
cutta. 

Finck, Dr. H., m.p., Surgeon —— Consulate- 
General for Germany. Calcut 

Finlow, Robert Steel, Fibre Bepect | to the Govt. 
of Eastern Bengal a and Assam. Shillong. 

Firminger,The Revd. Walter Kelly, m.a. agit 
lain, St. Stephen’s Church. Kzé idderpore, 
Va.cutta. 

Foster, Captain Henry Bertram, ..M.s. 
Hospita!, Ca'cutta, 

Eden 

. | Fraser, His Honour Sir Andrew Henderson 
Leith, M.A. Lip, «0.8.1, Lieutenant- 

Governor of 
Europe. 
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Date of Election. 

1903 Mar. 4.} R. 

1893 Jan. 11. | N.R. 

1899 Aug. 30.| BR. 

1906 Sept. 19.| N.R. 

1902 uawe 4, | N.R. 

i 
1892 Jan. 6. | NR. 

1906 F 

1902 Feb. .5. 

1889 June. 5. 

1861 Feb. 5. 

1905 Ang. 2. 

1901 Aug. 28. 
1897 July 7. 
1905 May 3. 

1876 Noy. 15. 

1900 Dec. 5. 

1904 Jan. 6. 

1901 Mar, 6, 

1892 Jan. 6. 

1904 Sept. 28. 
1889 Mee 6. 

1885 Feb, 4. 

1899 April 5. 

1904 Jan. 6. 

19038 June 3. | 

| 
| 

R. 

_Hatwa. 
R... — Chandra Ghosh Dramatist. 

N.R. 

NS. 

L.M. 

N.R. 

N.R. 

N.R. 

A. 
-R. 

R. 

A. 

R. 

R. 

Gage, Captain Andrew Thomas, M.A., M.B 
F.L.S., UM.S. Royal Botanic Garden, Soa, 
Howrah. 

Gait, Edward Albert, c. 1.¥., LOS. Pies as 

sioner, Chota weer sion 
Garth, Dr. H. C. i Little “Russell loos ‘Cal- 

cutta. 
feud Dutta “— Vidyabhusana, Pandit, 

M.R.A.S. Gauha 
Ghuznavyi, A. A. es. Mymenst 
Girindra Kumar Sen. Papa ni ‘College, 

Calcutta 
Girindra Nath Dutt, B.A. “M.R.A.8., . MSA. 

13, Bose- 

ara Lane, Calcut 

Girjanath Roy, Maha Pe Dinagepore. 
God usten, Lieut.-Colonel Henry Haver- 

Nore, Godal- F.B.S., F,R.G.S. 
ming, Surrey, Eng 

ga 
and. 

-| Gourlay, Captain Siercs Aikman, t.m.s., De- 
gd Sanitary Pe. Eastern Ben- 

Durgakund, ‘Bonares ae 
Grant, Major John Wemyss, I.M urope. 
Graves. H. G., A.R.s.M. United yee Club, 

Caleutt 
iP eit “George PUTS PH.D., : 

CLs, gape! Bokfarstan, 
Cambs: Barve: Winland 

J. W.. As. Depy, "Conservator of 

rere Shanker Dev Sharman, F.T.s. Puch- 

Habibur Rahman Khan, Raees. 
Bhikanpur, Dt. Aligarh. 

Haig, yg 2 Wolseley, Indian Army, Ist Asstt. 
to the Resident. Hyderabad, Deccan 

Hallward, Norman Leslie, Europe. 
Hanaman Prasad, Raees and Zemindar. 

Chuna 
freien ee re Mahamahopadhyaya, 

M.A., Principa: F Henakrit College. Calcutta. 

eh — Gol. Edward Christian, 1.M.s. 

nnancive Krishna Mukerjee, m.a. 
karipara Road, Calcutta. 

Hari Nath De, m.a., Hughli Goteys; Chin- 
sura 

Maulavi, 

54, San- 
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Date of Election, 

1906 July 4. 

1906 Dee. 5. 

1884 Mar. 5. | 

1897 Feb. 3. 

1906 Dec. 5: 

“1905 July 
1905. May 

: 1904 June 1 

1904 Dec. 7 
1906 Dee. 5. 

1891 July 1 

"1872 Dec. 5. 

1898 Feb. 2. 

- 1906 Oct. 31. 

190] Dec. 4. 

1873 Jan. 2. 

_ 1906 May 2. 

1905 July 5. 

1890 Dec. 3. 

1903' Sep. 23. 
1866 Mar. 7. 

' 1906 Dec. 5. 

.| Harnarain Shastri, Hindu Gollege, Delhi. 
‘ Harris, Lieut. u. G., 56 Infuntry, ang 

Harris, Lt.-Col. Ge eorge Francis : rion 1.M.8. 
14, Russell SPAsete Calcutta. 

n D., R.aA.m.c. Station ee. 

pital, Cal 
.| Hassan Ali Mirza, Sir Wee Qadr Sayid, 

G.C.1.E. Murshidabad. 
a ay nry Herbert. BBs .2.G8., 

Supdt., Ceplicinel” Siey of India. Cal- 
cutta. 

Hayward, rec aes Wry tek M.R., I.M.8., 
Police Sur; Cal 

Hemchandra Se | “Oheagaakd Jessore. 
Hemendra Prasad Ghose, Zemindar an 

Litterateur. Prasad Lodge, Ohangalbha 

Hirst, Reginald John, Bengal Police 
Strand Hoag Caleut 

15-2, 

Holland, Tho a ag B.C.S., F.G.8., 
Director,  Gualagical Survey of viget 
Calcutta. 

ier Dr. , agneneins Frederick Rudolf, 
. 8, Northmoor Road, Ozford, 

RE gg 
aie David, F.c,s. 1, Sudder Street, Cal- 

Sncuall: William Woodward, B.a., Assistant 
ev of Public Instruction, Bengal. 
Calcut 

Hossack, hie W. C. 47, Park Street, Cal- 

, iiveetnk. Geo eorge L., F.G.8., Johnstone Castle, 
Renfrewshire, Scotland. 

Howell, Evelyn poem bas, 1.0.8, . 16,- 8. 
James Square, 

.| Humphries, Oke: de “Montfort, B.A., 1.C.8., 
Settlement Officer. Banda. 

Hyde, The Revd. Hart Barry, M.a. Europe. 

. | Ito, C. parcering College, Tora a 
.| Irvine, William, retired). Hollescroft, 

Castelnau, j saad London, S.W. 

Magistrate and Jack, James Charles, 1.¢.s., 

Collector. Backergunge. 
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Date or Erection, 

1905 Nov. 1. | N.R. 

1904 Jan. 6.| A. 

1898 Mar. 2. | N.R. 

1885 Aprill.| R. 

1903 July 1./ R. 

1895 Mar. 6. | R. 

1905 July 5.} N.R. 

1895 Aug. 29.) NLR. 

1889 Jan. 2.| R. 

1902 May 7.| R. 

1896 Mar. 4. R. 

1868 June 3.| R. 

1899 Sep. 29.| R. 

1906 July 4.| RB. 

1904 Mar. 4, | N.R. 

1905 May 3.) N.R. 
190@ Dec. 5. | N.R. 

1877 Ang. 30.) R. 

1899 April 5.| R. 

1906 Aug. 1. | R. 

- 1882 Mar. 1. |N.R. 

1906 Sept. 19.) R. 

1867 Dec. 4.| A. 

Jackson, A. M. T., 1.¢.s., District Magistrate. 
Belgaum. 

Jackson, Victor Herbert, m.a. Europe. 

Jadunath Sarkar. Patna College, Bankipur. 
Jadoonath Sen, Civil En 35, Szb 

Narain Das’ Lane, Valcutta. 

Jagadindranath Longa Bahadur. Oo 
Lansdowne Road, Caleutt a. 

Jagadis Chandra Bose, M.A., D.SC., C.LE., Pre- 
sidency College, Calcutta. 

Jain Vaidya. Juhari Bazar, Jaipur, Raj- 
putana. 

Jatindranath Rai Chaudhuri, MA.,B.t. Taki, 
essore, 

eee ae Chandra Ghose, The Hon. Mr., M.A., 
, Pleader, High Court. Caleutta, 

Sopsutee Nath Sen Ae arn ig M.A. 
Upper Chitpur Roud, Calcutta 

Jogendra Nath D Das-Gn upta (Oxon.), 
or itape nie vice Presidency College. Cal- 

347, 

Jounarksnhint Tagore, Maharaja Sir Baha- 
ur. K.c.s.1. Pathuriaghatta, Ualcutta, 

Jotindra Nath Mukharji, B.a., Solicitor. 
Old Post Office Street, Ualcutta 

Jones, Major John ee M.B. (Dub.), M.R.C.S. 
(Lond.:, .P.H. mtb.),  ¥.C.A., 1.M.8. 

United Service Ulub, cabaeee, 

8, 

Kamlanand Singh, Kumar. aver at Raj, 
Srinagar P.O., Purneah seni 

Kashi Pr asad J ayaswal. Narghwt, Mirzapur. 
Kaye, George Rusby, Officer in Tobatee of the 

ureau of Education. Sima 
Kedar Nath Dutt. 1, ‘Wawa Lane, Oal- 

cutta. 

Kempthorne, H. E. 
West. Calcutta. 

iy, De. Ae o MAS ae S, 

L.R.C.P., D P.H. Russ ell ‘Srreet, Calcutta. 
— Pestle: M. A., B.L.y Vakil. Mozaffer- 

27, Dalhousie Square, 

Kesteven, Charles a Offg. Solicitor to 
Government. Calcutt 

King, Sir “oe 
F.R.S., 1.M.S. (retired). 

ve C4.L, LL.D. F.b8, 

C/o Messrs. Grindlay 
55, Parliament Street, London, a i 

S.W. 
0.4 
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Date of Election 

1895 Sept. 19. 

1904 May 4. 

1905 Aug. 2. 

1906 April 4. 
1898 April 6. 

1896 July 1. 
1894 July 4. 

1895 Aug. 29. 

1901 June 5. 

1887 May 4. 

1889 Mar. 6. 

1900 Sep. 19. 

1906 Aug. 1. 

1902 July 2. 

1889 Nov. 6. 

1906 Dec. 5. 

1903 July 1. 

1900 May 2. 
1902 Oct. 29. 

1889 Feb. 6. 

1906 Feb. 7. 
1906 Oct. 31. 

1902 July 2. 

1905 Ang. 2. 

1869 July 7. 

N.R. 
N.R. 

R. 

N.R. 

L.M. 

.| Kiran Chandra De, B.a., 

; Litany” Harold Maxwell, M.a., 

Registrar of 
Co-operative Credit Societe, Eastern Be 
aland Assam. Shillon 

Kenneth Neville, 

Banda. 
Lc.s., Magistrate 

-| Kripamaya Ananga Bhimkishore Gajapati 
Maharaj Dev. Sri. pgs nheee 

Krishnamachariar, M. Madra 

Krishna Govinda Gupta, .¢.s., yee ees 
Law, 6, Store Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta. 

Kichler, George William, M.A., Bhagalpur. 
Kushal Pal Singh, Raja, M.a. Narki. 

Lachmi Narayan Se M.A., B.L., Pleader, 
igh Court, Calcu 

Lajpat Rai, Lala, ides Chief Court. 
ore, 

Lanman, Charles Rockwill, 9, Farrar Street, 

Cambridge, nga sari U. merica 
La Touche, Thom enry Di 

Supdt., Geological Survey of Totis, 
, B.A., F.G.8., 

Cal- 
cutta. 

Law, The Hon. Sir Edward F. G., X.c.m.c., 

ae 
M., pcre Dapeea Bengal- 

agpur Railway, Caleut 
Leake, Henry Martin, a wie ., Economic 

ist to Govt. of United Provinces, 
“ur, 

.A., F.R.M.S. 38, Strand Road, Calcutta. 

Lachine. ‘Captain John Cyril Ho dich, M.D., 
sts B.SC., FRC 8. (Eng.), M.R.c.P. (Lond.), 

dency General Hospital, nag ene 
F.B.s., [mpe- 

rial Entomologist. Pusa. 
po F. R. Europe. 

Lew pee > eka 
Lane, Caleut 

Little, astray M.A. Dieter of the Univer- 

sity 

Accountant, 25, 

Logan, A. C., Europe. 
Luard, Captain Chases Eckford, m.a. (Oxon.). 

Residency 
Luke, Jmes, Fodvialiat. 

a 
Lukis, ao -Col. Charles Pardey, M.B., F.R.C.s., 

1.M.8, saa core — 
Lyall, Sir Cha: M.A., K.C,8.1., C.LE., LL.D. 

82, Cornett’ Pens Vein. S.W. 

98, Clive Street, 



xl 

Date ethos Election. 

1870 ‘April yj 

1906 Nov. 7. 

1896 Mar. 4. 

1902 July 2. 

1891 Feb. 4. 

1906 April 4. 

1893 Jan. 11. 

1902 April 2. 
1893 Jan. 11. 

1895 Aug. 29. 

1906 June 6. 

1890 June 4. 

1901 Aug. 28. 

1899 Feb. 1. 

1899 Mar. 1. 

1901 June 5. 

1905 Dec. 6. 

1902 May 7. 

1892 April 6. 

1905 Aug. 2. 

1905 Feb. 1. 

1903 Aug. 5. 

L.M. 

R. 

R 

R 

R. 

R 

N.R 

N.R. 

R. 

F.M. 

N.R. 

eo 

R. 

R. 

Lyman, B. Smith. 708, Locust Street, Phila- 
delphia, U.S. America 

MacCabe, William Bernard, M.INsT.C.r., F.1.C., 

sa Engineer to the Corporation. Cal- 
cutt 

MacBlaine. a ae L¢.s., District and 

Sessions Judge, Saran. 
Macdonald, Dr. William Roy. EHurope. 

.| Macpherson, Duncan James, M.a., C.L.8., 1.C.8., 
Commissioner. Bhagu/pur. 

Mackenzie, Kvan, Gierek ae Sees Mis- 

sion. Kalimpong, via Silig 
.| Maclagan, The Hon. Mr. dw. ard Douglas, 

M.A., 1.0.8., Chief Secretary to As Govt. of 
Lahore. a 

Maddox, Major Ralph Henry, 1.m.s. Europe. 
Madho Rao Scindia Alijah, Bahadur, Colonel 

His Highness Maharajah Sir,  G.c.s.t, 

G.C.¥.0., A.D.C., LL.D., Maharajah of Gwalior. 
Jai Bilas, Gwalior. 

Mahmud Gilani, Shams-ul-Ulama Shaikh. 
23, Lower Chitpur Road, Calcutta. 

Manmatha Nath Mitra, Kumar. 34, Sham- 

Manmohan Chakravarti, M.a., B.L., Deputy 
Magistrate and Deputy Collector. Howrah. 

McLeod, Norman. 31, Dalhousie Square, 
South, Calcutta. 

2 McMahon, Major Sir Arthur Henry, k.c.1.£., 

C.8.L, C.1.£., Indian Army, Agent to to the 
Go vernon General and oe ief Commissioner 

in Baluchistan. Quett 

McMinn, Nice vgy vo en . (retired). 
Mussoor 

Mann, Dr. “Hiscla Hart, D.sc., M.8sc., F.L.s.. 1, 

Sudder Street, Outeutte. 
Marsden, Edmund, B.a., F.8.G.3. Pembroke 

House, Bath Road, Cheltenham, England. 
Marshall, John Hubert, Director-General of 

wology. Simla. 
Maynard, Major Frederi ck Pinsent, 1.M.s., 

Professor of Ophtha Inic snd Medical 

McCay, Captain Davi , Professor fi 
of Physiology. ea Callebe, Caleutta. i 

ogee fe ae gone he allace Dick, 1.M.s. 

“Mason: Dr. 8, Peters 
yr mes 
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Date of Election. 

1895 July 3. 

1886 Mar. 3. 

1900 Jan. 19. 

1884 Nov. 5. 

1905 Dec. 6. 

1884 Sep 3. 

1904 April 6. 

1898 April 6. 

1906 Mar. 7. 

1874 May 6. 

1885 June 3. 

1880 Aug. 4. 

1906 Mar. 7. 
1906 July 4. 

1901 Ang. 7. 

1899 Aug.30.| 
1895 July 3. 

1906 Dec. 5. 

1906 Dee. 5. 

1894 June 6. 

1905 Jan. 4. 

1906 July 4. 

1905 Mar. 1. 

1906 Dec. 5, 

1906 Dec. 5. 

1894 Sep. 27. 

1904 Dec. 7. 

Melitus, Paul Gregory, 0.1.n., L0.s. Notting 
ell, London 

.| Metha, Rustomjee ee C.1.E. 955, 
Canning Street, Calcut 

Michie, Charles. 8, ais Row, Calcutta. 

Middlemiss, Charles Stewart, B.A., F.G.s., Supdt., 

i tta. 

Simla, 
‘| Miles, William Harry. 7, Church Lane, Cal- 

CULE, 

.| Miller, The Hon, Mr. John Ontario, ¢.8.1., 1.0.8.; 

Chief Commissioner, Central Pravinegs, 

Nagpur 
.| Milne, Captain Charles John a M.B,; 

1.M.S., Civil Surgeon. Berham 
Milsted, W. P. S. Armenian ‘Collage Cal- 

cutta. 

Minchin, F. J. V. Messrs. F. J. V. Min+ 
chin & Co. Gopalpore, Ganjam 

Mohammad Naem ils 4 Fs alavi. Biujnor. 
Mohanlall Vishnulall Pandia, Pandit, F.1.s. 

Muttra. 
Mohinimohan Mitra, M.a., B.L., Pleader. heed: 

‘| Moir, Major David Macbe MA, MD, LMS. 

Molony, Edmund Alexander, 1.0.8. Govt. 

da. 
.| Monohan, Francis John, 1.¢.8., Commissioner, 

Assam Valley District. Shi long. 
More, Lieut. “s ames Carmichael, sist Sikhs, 

F.F. Bann 
. | Morton, Cusstatin Sia 24th Punjabis. Dil- 

khusha, Luckno 
Muhammad Shibli  gecmmpe Shams-ul-Ulama 

Maulavi. ligar 

Muksoodan Das. 13, Shumbhoo Nath Mul- 
lick’s Lane, Calcutta 

| Mulvany, Major, Fok, (M.s., Supdt., Presi- 
| dency Jail. “Caleut 

. | Maralidhar ccc Sanskrit College; 
Calcutta. 
—— CaptainC.C.R, The Suffolk Regi- 

ment, 42, Chowringhee Road, Calcutta. 
se 3 Captain John George Patrick, 1m s., 

esidency General Hospital, Calcutta. 

Nagendra Nath a 14 Telepara la, 
Shampuker, Calcut 

Nathan, R.., 1.¢.s. Sehge! 
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Date of Election, 

1901 Mar. 6. 

1889 Aug. 29. 

1887 May 4. 

1906 Dec. 5. 

1901 June 5. 

1899 Jan. 7. 

1900 Dec. 5. 

N.R. 

R. 

N.R. 
N.R. 

A. 

R. 

1906 Dec. 5.| R 

1880 Dee. 1. 
1905 May 3. 

1905 Nov. 1. 

1892 Mar. 2. 

1906 Aug. 1. 

1892 Dec. 7. 

ane G. 

1906 July 4. 

1881 Aug. 25. 

1877 Aug, 1 

1906 April 4. | 

1888 June 6. 

A. 

L.M. 

; Ollenback, A. z 

‘ O'Malley, Lewis Sydney Steward, B.a., 

Nevill, Henry Rivers, 1.c.s., Editor, District 

Gazetteers, United Provinces, Allahabad. 

Nimmo, John Duncan. 21, Canning Street, 

Culeutta. 
Nobinchand Bural, Solicitor. 

mati Street, Calcutta 
Norman, H. Queen’s s College, Benares. 
“Nondola Dey, Subordinate Judge. Bhagul- 

pur. 

10, Old Post 

O’Brien, P. H., 1.0.8. Fated 
O’Connor, Captain, W. F., C.1.8., R.A. 

Club, Calcutta. 
O’Kinealy, Major Fredrick, mR.c.s., (Eng.), 

L.R.c.P (Lond.), 1.m.s. 15, Loudon Street, 

Bengal 

poeta ¥.G.8. Hurope. 
. Khondmals, Phulbari, 

Supdt Imperial Gazetteer, snip. 
Darjeelin 

.| Ooday Pratab Singh, Raja, c.s.1., Raja of 
Bhinga. Bhinga. 

Osburn, Lieut. ‘Arthur GC. 

L.R.C.P, (Lond.). Agra. 
R.A.M.C., M.R.C.S., 

Panchanan Mukhopadhyaya. op 45, Bechoo 

Chatterji’s Street, Calcutta. 

Bur 
Parsons, W.., Secretary, Besa Chamber of 

Commerce. Calcut 
Peake, C. W.,: m.a,, “ieteorologea Reporter 

to the Govt. of Bengal. Calcutt 
a on Aon C. L., 106th isa, Pioneers, 

Cin. hibit. -Col. Francis Paes 1.M.S. 
Harrington Street, Caleutt 
= s Hugh Melvile, ™. af Presidency Col- 

ge 

6, 

OC; T., 6.8. 18, oe 

Sra te aides 226, Lower Circular 
Road, Calentta. 

Pennell, pee Percival, B. A., Barrister-at- 
Law. Rangoon 



xlv 

Date of Election, 

1900 May 2. 

1906 April 4. 

1889 Nov. 6. 

1904 June 1. 

1904 Mar. 4. 
1906 May 2. 

1899 Ang. 29. 

1890 Mar. 5. 

1887 May 4, 

1898 April 6. 

1889 Mar. 6. 

1901 April 3. 

1905 July 5. 

1880 Nov. 3 

1869 Feb. 3. 
1892 Aug. 3 

1906 Aug. 1 

1906 Mar. 7. 

1893 Aug. 31. 

1877 Jan. 17. 

1902 April 2. 

1902 Mar. 5. 

1905 July 5. 

1898 May 4 

R. | Phani Blusan Mukerji, 8.sc., Inspector of 
Schools, Preey. Divn. Calcutta. 

R, Phillips, Vi Ae? A, urch Missionary 
70, Diamond Harbour Road, Cal- 

cutta 

R. Phillott, Lieut.-Colonel Douglas Craven, 23rd 
C Secretary, Board of Exami- 
ners. Calcutta. 

Pall Mall, Lon 

F.M. tae a Ellcock. vii Messrs. H. S. King 
s 

A. | Pim Arthar WW, 1028:; Be rope. 

N.R. Prabhat Chandra Borua, Raja. Gauripur, 
Assa 

N.R. Poakiin UN arain Singh, Bahadur, Bo. Ths 

Maharaja Sir, G.c.1.n., Maharaja of Benares. 
Ramnagar Fort, Benares. 

Prafulla Chandra Ray, D.sc., Professor, Pre- 
Calcutta. 

ar Ray, D.sc. a sar cae iF 
7, Batesoeoe Circular Road, 

Prodyat Coomar Tagore, Mahaca, yee: 
Sir, Kt. Pathuriaghatta, Calcutta. 

Prain, te -Col. Dav WA. M.B., Lb.D., 

LM.8. 
rama eg Nath, Mallick. 7, Prasonno Kumar 

agore’s Street, Calcutta. 
Pramatha Nath Tarkabhusana, 

Colleye, Calcutta. 
Pramatha Nath Bose, B.sc., F.G.S. 

rumtollah Street, Calcutta. 
.| Pratapa Chandra Ghosha, B.A. Vindyachal. 

Pratap Narain Singh, Maharaja. Ayodhya, 

Sanskrit 

86, Dhur- 

Price, C. a, 5, Wellesley Square, South, 

Azimgunj, Murshida- 
Caleu: 

.| Puran Chand Nahar, 

bad. 
.| Purmeshwar Narain Mahatha. Mozafferpur. 

Radhakishor Dev Barman, H. H. The Maha- 
raja Tipperah. 

R Rajchunder ical: Attorney-at-Law. 5, 
asting’s Street, Calcutta 

R eg pee Chandra pends “Rai Pe bi M.A., 
Librarian, Bengal Lib Calcu 

R. | Rajendra a Nath "Fidyaboson, Sanabrit Ool- 
| lege. Caleut 

R. ap Nath pee Se 20, Beadon Street, 
Caleutta 



xlvi 

Date pace Election. 

1900 A: April 4. 
1893 May 3. 

1901 Jan. 2. 

1889 Nov. 6. 

1889 Jan. 2. 

1879 April 7. 

1905 Jan. 4. 

1904 Mar. 4. 

1905 May 3. 

1906 Aug. 1. 

1884 Mar. 5. 

1903 Mar. 4. 

1900 April 4. 

1900 Aug. 29. 

1901 Dec. 4. 

1906 Feb. 

1906 May 

1896 Aug. 
1905 Mar. 

1897 Nov. 

1905: Mar. 

1900 May 
1896 Mar. 

1902'June 4. 

oe ew ef eS} 

A. | Raleigh, Thomas. Europe. 
N.R. _ Chandra Bhanj Deb, M pgp Sri, Chief 

anj. 2 egal , Balasore. 
N.R. Raiintratan Pande, B.a., , Jud ge. Main- 

N.R. ip ae Singh, H. H. The Hon. Maha- 

raja Bahadur. Durbhanga. 
R. | Ramessur Maliah, Kumar. 6, Cullen Place, 

Howrah. 
N.R.| Ram Saran Das, Rai Bahadur, u.a. Manager, 

Oudh Commercial Bank Ld. Fyzabad. 
N.R.| Rankin, James Thomas, 1.¢.s., Secy., Board 

| of me Eastern ‘Bengal and Assam 
Shillon 

F.M. | Rapso a“ & J. British Musewm, London 
Ri soonkiaani. The Hon. Mr. Thomas William, 

1.¢.8., Secretary, Govt. of Bengal, Genera 
Calcutta. 

i A.m.c., Garrison 

Surgeon, Fo : 
R. Risley Sir Herbert Hope, 8.A., C.LE., K.C.1LE 

I.¢.s., Secretary, Government "Of India, 
Home Dept. Calcu 

N.R. Rogers, ( Charles Galbert, F.L.S., F.C.H., Forest 
Department. Port Blair, Andamans. 

R. | Rogers, Major Leonard, M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P., 
F.R.C.S., M.S. 47, Park ‘Street, Calcutta. 

N.R.| Rose, Horace Arthur, 1.0.8. , Supdt., Gazetteer 
Revision, Punjab. Multan. 

R. | Ross, Dr. Edward Denison, pxH.p., Officer in 
charge of the Records, Govt. of India, 
alcutta. 

N.R. | Russell, Charles, u.a., Patna College, Banki- 

pore. 

N.R. Suche Hosain, Maulavi, 8.4., Inspector of 

Schools. Moradabad. 
A. | Samman, Herbert Frederick, 1.c.s. Hurope 
R. | Sanjib Chandra Sanial. 1, Dihi Road, i, Oal- 

ceutta, 
R. | Sarada Charan Mitra, The Hon. Mr. — 

M.A.,’B.L. ee 38 oe Court. Caleu 
‘R. | Sasi usan Bose, M.A. - Bethune Colbage! 

aleu: 
NR.) Satine Div) Rai “Mahasaya.. Bansberia; 28 li 

|NGR.| Satish Chandra’ Bat nerji , MAG LEDS 
Advocate, seh Court. Allahabad. 

‘R. | Sati indra Vidyabhusana, _Maham 
padhyaya, m.a., Presidency College. Sod 



xivi 

Date of of lection. 

1897 Ne ov. 
1902 Feb. 

1900 Dec. 

St or on G9 
1897 Dec. 
1906 Dec 

1903 April 1. 
1900 May 2. 

1906 Mar. 7. 

1902 Feb. 5. 

1894 Aug. 30. 

1899 May 3. 

1903 Ang. 26. 

1904 Jane 1. 

1898 Ang. 3. 

1872 Aug. 5. 

1905 Mar. 1. 

1901 Dee. 4. 

1904 Sept. 28. 

1898 April 6. 

1901 Mar. 6. 

1891 Aug. 27. 

1899 Ang. 30. 

1904 June 1. 

1900 Ang. 29. 

1906 Dee. 5. 

se Saunders, C. 35, Ohowringhee Road, reesei 

NR. 

N.R. 
N.R. 

A, 
R. 

R 

N 

R. 
N.R. 

N.R. 

R. 

N.R. 

N.R. 

R. 

N.R. 

R. 

N.R. 

N.R. 

N.R 

R. 

R. 

N.R. 

R. 

Schulten, Dr. C. 13, Clive Row, Calou 
Schwaiger, Imre George, Expert in Tndian 

Art. Kashmir Gate, Delhi. 
Seth, Mesrovb J. Bombay 
Sharp, Henry, M.A., Director of Publie In- 

struction, Ha stern Bengal and Assam 
hillong. 

Shaun, Montague Churchill. Europe. 
4, Auckland Square, Raw- 
a. 

Shyama K Tagore, Kumar, Zemindar. 
65, Pathuriaghutta Street, Calcutta. 

Lal, Lala, m.a., LL.B., Deputy 
Allahabad. 

Sibnarayan wes te 
as, Silberrad 

Col- 

Uttarpara, Hughli. 
.» B.8¢., 1.¢.8., Depy. 

trar of Co- Simpson, egis 
Upper Pro- operative “Credit Societies, 

vinces. llaha 
Simpson, Robert Rowell, B.8c., Department 

of Mines. Calcutta. 
gris sug. B.A., Depy. Magistrate. Morada- 

erecta’, The Revd. Laurentius Olavi, 
Secretary and Treasurer, Indian Home 
Mission to wie Sonthals. Benagerio, via 

mpore Hau 
Sorabji, Oosbtee Court of Wards. 

Street, Calcutta 
Spooner, D. Brai isa, Archeological Survey- 

or, North-West Frontier Province. Peshawar. 
B.SC., 

6, Camac 

Stark, Herbert A., B.A. Taipiotod of Schools. 
hi. Ranc 

Stebbing, E. P., v.8.s., F.z.8., Imperial Forest 

Zoologist. Dehra Dun. 
Stein, Dr., M. A., PH-D., Inspector-General of 

Edueation, N.-W.F. P. and Baluchistan. 

Stephen, “St. John, 8.A., LU.B. Barrister-at- 
Law. 7. Russell Street, Calcutta. 

Stephen, The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Harry 
hington, Judge, High Court. Calcutta 

Stephenson, Phd Ae John, 1m.8., Ci 
mbal Surgeon. City 

N.R. | Stokes, , Captain Ch Claude Bayfield, ard Skinner's 
Hors eemach 
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Date of Election. 

1904 Jul 
1904 eke 6. FM. | 

1906 Dee. 5. 

1905 Jan. 4. 

1906 June 6. 

1900 July 4. 

1904 July 6. 

1893 Aug. 31. 

1906 Dec. 5. 

1878 June 5. 

1904 June 1. 

1861 June 5. 

1899 Aug. 30. 

1904 May 4. 

1875 June 2. 

1898 Nov. 2. 

1847 June 2. 

1897 Jan. 6. 

1905 Jan 4, 

1906 June 6. 

1901 Aug. 29. 

1905 Aug, 2. 

1905 July 5. 

1900 Aug. 29. 

1 

A. 

R. 

N.R. 

N.R. 
N.R. 

| ee Sen 

N.R. 

.| Talbot, Walter iors 1.0.8. 

| Streatfield, C..A. C., Europe. 
| Stuart, Louis, 1.0.8. ee Clement's Hill, 

| orwich, England. 
R. | Subodh Chandra Mahalanobis, B.SC., F.R.8.E., 

F.k.M.s., 210, Cornwallis Street, Calcutta. 

80, Lower Circular Road, Cal- 

Bivens Prasad Sanial, Sri, M.a., F.C.S., — 

Secretary to Raja Bahadur, Majhau 
Syam Sunder Das, B.a. Benares City. 

C/o Messrs. King, 
King & Co., bay. 

: ee pore ‘Passman ‘Asstt. Supdt., Survey 
ra Dun. eh 

.| Tremlett, James 

.| Tribhuban 

: Tok Chand. Dewan, B.A., M.R.A.8., 1.0.8., Deputy 
Commissioner. ‘ Dadhiawak. 

. | Temple, Colonel Sir Richard Carnac, Bart., 

Indian C.1 E., Hurope. 
ngs <3 Goa Howlett, B:A.y 

eological Survey of India. 
Dyer, M.a., 

Dedham, Essex, England. 
Deb, Raja S., aaaeed Chief of 

Asstt. Supdt.,- 
Calcutta. 

1.0.8. (retired). 

90, Cawasjee 
Bombay 

Thibaut, Dr. G., Registrar “of the University. 
Allahabad 

6-7 Clive Street, 
Cale 

.| Thuillier, Lieut.-Genl. Sir Henry 

Thornton, Hdward, F.R.I.B.A. 

atta. 

Edward 
Landor, Kt., ¢.8.1., F.R.8., R.A. Tudor House 

Richmond, Bees ey, Eng 

Tulsi Ram Misra, Ma. Awa 
Turner, Frank, 8.a., The rst is Dacca. 

iene Datta Sharma, oe 97, Muk- 
m Babu’s Street, Caleut 

Up ak Nath Sen, Pavaa 29, Colootolla 
Street, Calcutta 

Urwin ohn Johnson, M.B., I.M.S. 
Medical yl Calcutta. 

Vanamali Chakravarti, Sanskrit College. 
Calcutta. 

Vaughan, Major Joseph Charles Stoelke, 1.M.s., 
Supdt., Campbell Medical School and 
Hospital. Caleutta. 



xlix 

Date of Election. 

1890 Feb. 5. 

1894 Feb. 7. 

1901 Mar. 6. 

1894 Sept. 27. 

1902 Oct. 29. 

1900 Jan. 19. 

1901 June 5. 

188) Nov. 6. 

1900 April 4, 

1905 Dec. 6. 

1874 July 1. 
1902 April 2. 

1906 Sept. 19. 

-1905 Dec. 6. 

1904 Mar. 4. 

1906 July 4. 

1900 Dec. 5. 
1906 Mae a. 

1894 Ang.30. 
1838 July 6. 

1900 Mar. 7. 

1905 Mar. 1. 

1906 June 6. 

.| Venis, Arthur, 

College. Benares 
Vishwa Nath Singh, H. H. The Raja Baha- 

Chhatturpur, Bundelkhund. 
Bai 0-7 polanee Surveyor, 

M.A., Principal, Sanskrit 

jab. 
Vost, Maja William, 1.M.8., Civil Surgeon. 

Muttra. 

Vredenburg, E., B.sc., A.R.C.8,, Asst. 
Supdt.. Gooldgial yeaa of India. Cal- 
cutta. 

Wallace, 

cutta. 

Walsh, Ernest Herbert Cooper, 1.¢.s., 
missioner, Burdwan Division. Chinsura 

Walsh, Lieut-Col. John Henry Tull, 

David Robb, 9, Clive Row, Cal- 

Europe. 
Walton, Captain Herbert J ames, M.B., ¥.R.C.8., 

ry; Civil, 
Engineering College, Bipin ’ Howrah. 

Watt, Sir George, Kt., c.1.n. Hurope. 
Wheeler, Henry, 1.¢. s., Secretary, Board of 

.| Whi Lc.s., Asstt. 

Commissioner, Simla. 
Wilson, James, M.a., 8.1, L¢.8,, Secretary to 

t overnment of India, Revenue and 
aot wake. Dept. Calcutta. 
00 illiam Henry Arden, M.A.,_ F.C.S., 
P.R.GS. ., Principal, La Martiniere.  Cal- 

ev. E.C., m.a., Principal, London 
oncom 

G: ., Principal,  Oupibal 
Lahor 

Wright, Henry alah, B.A., 1.0.8 ‘wrope. 
Wyness, James, c.z. 14, ‘Olive Soa Cal- 

cutta. 

Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Samkhynaratna-Veda- 
tirtha. Pandit. 2)-1, Nilmony Dutts’ L 
Caleutta, 

Young, Rev. A. Willifer. 23, Chowringhee 
Road, CU tg 

Young, Mans | Charles Gambier, Resident 
| Engineer, act India Railway. Calcutta. 



SPECIAL HONORARY CENTENARY MEMBERS. 

Date of Election. 

1884 Jan. 15.| Dr. Ernst Heckel, Professor in the University of 
ena. Prussia 

1884 Jan. 15. soeige Meldrum, te C.M.G., M.A., LL.D., F.R.A.S., 
Mau 

1884 Jan. 15. The. Revd. Profeeser A. H. Sayce, Professor of 
Assyriology, Queen’s College. Ozford, England. 

1884 Jan. 15. | Monsieur pial Senart. 18, Rue Frangois Ter, 

Paris, France 

HONORARY MEMBERS. 

Date of lection, 

1848 Feb. 2. | Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker, G.c.8.1., 0.B., M.D. 

D.C.L., LLD., F.L.8., F.G.8., F.R.G.8. ‘Sunningdale, 
Berkshere, Englan Zz : 

1879 June 4. | Dr. Albe unther, M.A., M.D., PH.D., F.Z.S., F.B.S. 
23, Lichfield Road, Kew, Surrey, E , 

1879 June 4.| Dr. Jules Janssen. ue ervataire d’ Astranomie 
Physique de Paris, 

1879 June 4. | Professor P. Reynaud. ae Faculté des Lettres, Lyons, 
France. 

1881 Dec. 7.| Lord Kelvin, G.c.v.0., D.C.L., Lb.D., F.R.S.E., F.R.S. 

University library, Glasgow, England. 
1883 Feb. 7.| Dr. Alfred Russell Wallace, LL.D., D.C.L., F-.L.S., 

': Z.8., F.R.S. Ourfe View, Parkstone, Dorset, Eng- 
and. 

1894 Mar. 7. ianenahetiGiys Chandra Kanta Tarkalankara. 
26, Baranushee Ghose’s ay Calcutta. 

1894 Mar. 7.| Professor Theodor Noeldek C/o Mr. Karl T. 
Tribner, Strassburg ow i 

1895 June 5. | Lord Rayleigh, m.a., D.C.L., D.SC., LL.D., PH.D., F,B.A.8., 
F.R.S. Ferling Place, Witham, Essex, Engiand. 

1895 June 5. | Lt.-Genl. Sir Richard Strachey, R.8., .C.S.1., LL.D., 
F.R.G.8.,. F.G.8., F.L.8., F.B.8. 69, Tonkisier Gate, 

ondon, 
1895 June 5. One Dad Tawney, Esq., M.A, CLE. C/o India 

e 
1896 Feb. 5. | Lord Lister aa D.C.L., M.D., LL.D., D.80., P-B.8., 

12, Pore ‘Crescent, Portland Place, London. 
1896 Feb. 5.| Sir Michael Foster, K.C.B; “MiA., M.D., D.O.L., LL.D., 

D.SC:, F.L.S8., F.R.S. Great Shelford, Cambridge, 
England. 

| Professor F. Kielhorn, PH.D,; D,LITT:, LL.D.,- C.1.E. 1896 Feb. 5. 
Lhe University, Géttingen, Prussia. 



Date of Election. 

1896 Feb. 5.| Professor Charles Rockwell Lanman. » Serre 
Street, ig ac Massachusetts, U.S. A 

1899 Feb. 1.| Dr. A us Frederick Rudolf Heernle, ig - C.LE, 

8, 7 nae Road, Oxford, England. 
1899 Dec. 6. Professor Edwin Ray Lankester, M.A., LL,D., F.R.8. 

British Museum (Nat. Hist.), Cromwell Road, 
London, 8.W. 

1899 Dec. 6,| Sir George King, M.B., K.C.1.., LL.D., F.L.S., F.R.S., , 
I.M.s. (retired). C/o ies, Grindlay & Co., 55, 
Parliament Street. Lon S.W. 

1899 Dec. 6. | Professor Edward Burnett Tylor, D.C. ie _ D. - F.R.S. 
Keeper, Univ orate. Museum. Ozford land. 

1899 Dec. 6. ee. Edward s, Ph. Ds Professor we Geology 
the itecemiies of "Vien 

1901 Mar. 6. Potaaes John Wesley Judd, io B., LL.D., F.B S., F.G 
Late Prof. of the Royal College of Science 
30, Cumberland Road, Kew, England. 

1902 Nov. 5. | Monsieur René Zeiller. Ingdnseur en chef des Mines. 
cole superieur des Mines, Paris. 

1904 Mar. 2.| Professor Hendrick Kern. Utrecht, Holland. 
1904 Mar. 2. |} Professor Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar, 0.1.2. 

Poona. 
1904 Mar. 2.| Professor M. J. DeGoeje. Leide, Holland. 
1904 Mar. 2.| Professor Ignaz Goldziher, PH.D., D.LITT., LL.D. 

Budupest, Hungary. 
1904 Mar. 2.| Sir Charles Lyall, M.a., K.C.S.1., C.L.E., LL.D. 82, 

Cornwall Gardens, London, 8. W. 
1904 Mar. 2.| Sir William Ramsay, PH. D., (Tab .) LL.D. 80.D. 

(Dubl.)., F.c.s University College, "Gower 
Street, London, W.C. 

1904 July 2.| Dr. George Abraham Grierson, PH.D., D.LIT?., C.1.E 
1.¢.8. (retired). Rothfarnham, Camberley, Surrey, 
Englan 

1906 Mar. 7, | The Right Hon’ble Baron Curzon of Kedleston, 
M.A., DO.L., F.R.8. 1, Carlton House Terrace, Lon- 

don, S.W. 

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS. 

Date of Election. 

1874 April 1. | The Revd. E. Lafont, c.1.£., 3.3. Archbishop's House, 
12, Park Street, Calcutta. 

1875 Dec. 1. | The Revd. J. D. Bate. 15, St. John’s Church Road, 
Foltstone, Kent, England. 

1875 Dec. 1.| Maulavi Abdul Hai. Madrassah, Calcutta. 
1882 June 7. 
1884 Aug. 6 

Herbert Giles, Esq. Europe. 
F. Moore, Esq., ¥.L.8. Claremont House, Avenue Road, 

Penge, Surrey, England. 



hi 

Date of Election. 

1885 Dec. 2.) Dr. 
1886 Dec. 1. 

1892 April 6. 

1892 Dec. 7. 

1899 April 5. 

1899 April 5. 

1899 Nov. 1. 

1902 June 4. 

A. Fuhrer. Huro 
Sri Sarat Chandra Dae Rai Bahadur, c.1.e. 51, 

Sun‘aritola, Lune, Calcutta 
Acharyya: Satyavrata Samasrami. 16-1, Ghose’s 

utta 
Professor Paul Johannes Briihl. Civil Engineering 

College, Sibpur, Howrah. 
Rai Bahadur Ram Brahma Sanyal, Supdt., Zoolo- 

Pandit Visnu Prasad Raj Bhandari. Chief 
i ibrary. epal, 

eee Soe vd. E. Francotte, s.J. 10, Park Street, Cal- 

The Reva. A. H. Francke, Moravian Missionary. 
Kyelang, Kangra District. 

LIST OF MEMBERS WHO HAVE BEEN ABSENT FROM 
INDIA THREE YEARS AND UPWARDS.* 

* Rule 40.—After the lapse of three years from the date of a 
member leaving India, if no intimation of his wishes shall in the 
interval have been received by the Society, his name shall be re 

ved from the List of Members 

The following members will be removed from the next Mem- 
ber List of the Society under the operation of the above Rule:— 

Miss Margaret a 
Ameer Ali, Hsq., M.A., 

The Revd. Thomas Geahane Bailey, M.A., B.D. 
Duncan Campbell, Esq. 
H, Fanshawe, _ C.8.1., 1.0.8. 
PF. G: Leistikow, K 

LOSS OF MEMBERS DURING 1906. 

By Retirement. 

en ar roe William Alcock, m.8., Lu. me C.LE., F.B.8. 
eut.-Co S. E. vores LM.s 

General Malcolm G. bey 
F. P. Dixon, Lg abe» 
Major P. R. T. anaes, Indian Army. 



hii 

Samuel Charles Hill, Esq., B.a., B.Sc. 
The Hon. Mr. John Hooper, B.A., 1.¢.s. 

K 
Edgar aiotots 

By Dears. 

Ordinary Members. 

Womes Chunder Bonnerjee, Esq., Barrister-at- Law. 
John Macfarlane, Esq. 
eco Mahesa Chandra Nyayaratna, ¢.1.8, 
Moung Hla Oung 

AssociaTE MEMBER. 

Maulavi Abdul Hai. 

Under Rule 40. 

inn, Esq., B.A., F.Z.8. 
De T. i, ; 
Major-General James Waterhouse. 

ELLIOTT GOLD MEDAL. 

REcIPIENTs. 

1893 Chandra Kanta Basu. 

1895 Yati Bhusana Bhadnri, m.a. 
1896 Jnan Saran eee M.A. 

ara: 

1904 § Sazasi Lal Sarkar, M.A. 
Surendra Nath Maitra, m.a. 

BARCLAY MEMORIAL MEDAL. 

RECIPIENTS. 

1901 KE, Ernest Green. 
1903 _ Nag Ross, ¥.B.C.8., 0.B., C.1.B., F.R.8., M.S. 

(retired), 
1905 L-Col D. D. Cunningham, F.R.s., 6.L.E., LLMs. 

ired). 
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’ [APPENDIX ] 

ABSTRACT STATEMENTS 

OF 

RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

OF THE 

jxsiatic Society oF BENGAL 

FOR 

THE YEAR 1906. 



STATEMENT 

1906. Asiatic Society 
Se ee

e eal rene 

Dr. 

To EsTABLISHMENT. 
Rs. P Rg. Aa, 2: 

Salaries 4,242 12 0 

Commission 
555 13 1 

Pe n é 0 
Daan ae 5,088 9 1 

To CoNnTINGENCIES 

Stationery .. * 165 13 6 

Tax pas cae az 1,610 3 0 

Postage... af Se 875 12.3 

Freight nee 148 6 3 

reed 
96 13 6 

Andi wee yo 100 O O 

Soon "Fane and Lights o: : 748 0 0 

Insurance i isi 3,0 

Petty one cour ay es 8 2.6 eee 

Miscellaneous ..__-:: — cs. i 617 15.10 rig eo 

————_— -——_——_ 4,554 110 

To LisraRyY AND CoLLECTIONS. 

poise cnet eae ee 8,061 7 9 

indin ing 4 i ore : eee oer 943 15 0 

Cntalbodan oe, oi. Re oe 1,600 .0 .0 
————_- -———_ 5,605 6 9 

To PuBLIcATIONS. 

* Journal and anes. of and “Memoirs,” 12,407 ll 9 

To diene g ween of — Receipt 

For = &6. 2: 280 4 0 

{ tibiae | «6=53,687 16 9 

Printing Haji Baba wee 1,794 4 0 

Illumination ae ‘ io Vas 5 6 

Building ... ee bee eK a 71083 9 

. aes oe ‘eae F 448 0 2 

Farn 
484 0 0 

To Persovel ‘edad (Written off ‘and miseella- 

ae cee 207 6 

Lois bk Covenant paper sold ... aoe ees 453 7 0 

To ExTRAORDINARY EXPENDITURE. 

Royal Society’s Scientific Catalogue ve 6,268 14 4 

Balance ne ie 1,79,519 3 3 
—_$_$—_——— 

Totat Rs. nee 2,24,913 13 6 
mn, 



‘Nos NAT ATS 

of Bengal. 

J. A CHAPMAN, 

1906. 

.GP. 

Rea: As. P. Hes Ag. P. 

. By Balance from last report Sree 1,93,148 1 9 

By Casu ReceErprts. 

agony sold for hg “sg baa IS 986 10 9 
Interest on iy vestme oe 6,730 13 1 
Rent tof one on the aes 8 ground fi 650 0.0 
Allow: m Government of Ben ake or ie 

Publication of Anthropological and Cognate iis 
subjec 2,000 0 O 

Allowance from 1 Government of Eastern Ben- 
d Ass ; 1,000 0 O 

iottou a bes Se 7610 2 
; 11,444 2 0 

By ExtTRaoRDINARY RECEIPTS. 

Subscriptions to Royal Society’s Scientific 
Catalogue ast ae ie 6,886 2 0 

By PERsoNAL ACCOUNT. 

Admission fees ae cn Paes 1,792 0 0O 
Subscriptions Lea sas a Boe OO 
Sales on credit es 6s thes  Beee Ae 6 
Miscellaneous ae , WAL Ge, | Cui 
, 13,440 7 9 

Torat Rs. 2,24,.913 13 6 

onorary Treasurer, 
Asiatic Society of Bengal. 
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STATEMENT 

1906. Oriental Publication Fund in Acct. 

iP. 

To Caso EXPENDITURE. 

Rs. As. P. Rai’ As.'P. 

Salaries Bee bs 1 gh 9 O 
Com mission | on collections ses oes 4 6 
cosa char ages “i ie 3 Pe 4 0 
Postage aes ae oes 285 4 3 

ig ie ee au 82 2 0 
Printing charges Bree Sa 2 & 6,108 -2: © 
Stationery fy ies ver 70 0 6 
Deatiigeniied wee a wivb 79 4 6 
Binding... Sed 28-0 

11,672 6° 9 
Refund of 2,000 0 0 
bh Perea ‘Aumont (Ww ritten off and Misoell 

us } wed 13 12 0 
Balance ee wee 1,335 14 9 

Tota. Rs. ns 15,022 1 6 

STATEMENT 

£906. ee ee Manuscript Fund i in Acct. 

Dr. 

To Caso EXPENDITURE. 

Salaries... eee 1,346 8 9 
Travelling charges... ens ee 337 5 O 
Printing... ae ; a 148 0 0 

eve eee 40 12 6 

Contingencies ee a re 365 9 3 
Purchase of Manuscripts ras ais 318 0 0 
Stationery ce at oa 14 6 O 
Insurance fee ves ass 125 0 0 

2,695 9 6 
Balance ese ne 3,643 8 Il 

“ <“‘Poran Res, 2 6,339 2 5 



No, 2. 

with the Aatantio Society of Bengal. 1906. 

Cr. 

: Rs. As. P Rs. As. P 

By Balance from last Report... 3,174 9 9 

By Cash REcEIPTs. : 

Government Allowance Les i OO 0-8 
r eter nee eae for cash te fe 70l- 7 0 cel 
Advance eee oan 86 14 0 é 

9,788 5. 0 

By Personat Account, 

Sales on credit as ne 2,059 2 9 

Totat Rs. 15,022 1 6 

J. A, CHAPMAN, 

onorary Treasurer, 
Asiatic Society of Bengal. 

No. 38. 

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1906. 

Cr. ; 4 

Ra, As, . RBs. As, P. 

By Balance from last Report a ies 3,120 2 5& 

By Casu Receipts. 

Government Allowance bes ses 3,200 0 0 
a i sold for cash 5 be 7.9 0 
Advances recovered ... ace nie 100 

3,208 0 0 

er By Personat Account. 
Sales on credit tye ie a bee 11 0 0 

Torat Rs. dec 6,339 2 5& 

J. A. CHAPMAN, 

‘onorary Treasurer, 
Asiatic Society of Bengal. 



STATEMENT 

1906. Arabie and Persitin MSS: Fund in 

Dr. 

To Caso EXPENDITURE, 

Rss “As. (P: Rs. As. WP. 

Sa ave Sie eID 
tomo of ‘Manuscripts ae s/' 11,065 4 0 
Statione oes iis 3 0 
( ontingencies base se we 392 2.6 
Post: peat Fr ae Tl 4°9 
r imate © charges be ve a 654 1 0 
Printin MGs ae vai oo +0 

14,473 7 3 
Balance a aah 1,985 8 9 

Torat Rs. ne 16,459. 0 0 

mn 

Cy 

STATEMENT 
1906. Bardic Chronicles MSS. Fund in 

Lor, 
Rs. As. P. Re. As. P. 

To Balance " Ppa + See ce sa 2,400 oO" oO 

9 y 
A 4 i 

0 

TOtKG Be, ss 2,400 0 0 
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25. Breynia vredenburgi, an undescribed Echinoid 
rom the Indian Ocean, 

By Masor A. R. S, Anperson, LM.S., B.A., C.M.Z.S. 

(With Plate V). 

Genus BREYNIA, Desor, 

Two ome abactinally, internal as in Lovenia, and peripe- 
poses Large abactinal tubercles only within the peripetalous 
fasciole. Sorcbietiles not internally prominent. . A subanal fasci- 
ols: Apical system as in ie (Desor and Agassiz, Ann. des Sci. 
Nat. 3éme série, Zool., 1847. Vol. viii., p. 12, and Vol. vi. PL. 

16, fig. 14). 

BREYNIA VREDENBURGL, n. sp. 

Breynia Spec. nov. Vredenburg, ecords Geological 

wines “ India, xxxiv., pages 275, 284, 
The main features of this species are: a fairly large test 

resting on a spot anterior to the mouth and on the posterior 
part of the keeled sternum, ovoid in outline, gently arched abacti- 

nally, flat actinally ; vertex behind the apical system ; an oblique 
truncation behind; a slight groove in front for the odd ambula- 

truncation, 
The sale specimen obtained from Port Blair, 

and now in. the Indian Museum, measures 39 mm. in “length, 31 31 
mm. in breadth and 21 mm. in height : the apical system is only 
12 mm. distant from # se anterior margin, and a few mm. behin 
this is situated the v: 

n profile the pe on margin rises steeply from the ambitus 
and then curves quickly backwards to the apical system. 

e paired ambulacra are very similar in shape to to those 
figured by Agassiz and Desor in Ann. Sei. Nat. 3 éme sing Zool. 
vi. (1846) Pl. 16, fig. 14. The anterior pair are almost trans- 
ers h verse, the evous zones fairly close together Sieonghons 

course, not forming the wide triangular interpo 
space of B. australasie shown by A. Agassiz in I// . Mus 
Comp. Zool., No. vii., Pl. xv a., fig. 7; they are “widest at the 4th 
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ambulacral plate, external to the internal fasciole. Internal to 

gated ellipse, and not a wide angle with one another as in 
B, australasix ; within the internal fasciole the pores are very 
minute. 

The postero-lateral ambulacra with the adjacent parts of the 
sternum and_postero-lateral interambulacra form wide, bare, 
actinal tracts. The sternum is small and triangular with smooth 
margins especially anteriorly, tubercular centrally ; the labrum 
is very narrow and elongated measuring 7°5 mm. in length. 

The 6th—I15th plates of the postero-lateral ambulacra are partially enclosed in the subanal fasciole; and of these the 7th—- 14th inclusive have the pores within the fasciole modified. 
ristomial membrane is covered wit plates diminishing in size from the attached to the free margin. 

The periproct, situated in the upper part of the posterior ce h 
posterior interambulac The anus is situated in the upper part of the periproc embrane which is covered with several rows of plates of which the lowest are by far the larg: The subanal fasciole e and triangular. road above, narrowing inferiorly. alous fasciole is very 

second ger, one adjacent to the amb 
oo tubercles are situated on plates of the posterior zones... their respective bulacra with the peripetalous fasciole and the lower one close ile to it. 

On the margin of the odd ambulacrum within the internal fasciole are the largest abactinal secondary tubercles; below the fasciole an es of lines of similar tubercles extends along 
alacru bi 

primary es. The remainder of the u ' surface of the test is covered with small tubercles with eiuroas 
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miliaries between, From the ambitus the tubercles increase in 
size toward the peristome, being perforate and crenulate with 
smooth sisrobionliss, the anterior margin of which is “slightly raised, 
thus Piecaalen a somewhat imbricated appearance, 

spine, curved near the base, surmounts the primary 
tabeneles: absotindlly and ees but shorter spines spring from 
the remaining tubercles. The actinal radioles on the primary 
tubercles possess a very oblique soll ar. 

st and spines are uniformly white. 

This species differs from Breynia australasixe :— 

1. In the steep anterior margin of the test. 

2. In the presence of only one or two primary tubercles in 
the Bryan ai ambulacra and their absence from the postero- 
lateral ambulacr. 

: In ae fiat position of the apical system. 

In the length of cot extra-petaloid part of the test behind 
the salergs slaseeal ambulac 

5. In the shape of die pee fasciole, 
6. In the number of plates within the subanal fasciole, 
7. In the great breadth of the bare eee on either side of — 

the sternum and their rectilinear boundari 

8. In the great length and narrowness - the labrum. 

9. In the small size of the sternum. 
10. In the presence of all the interambulacra in the peris- 

tome margin, the ob eco? ones being completely excluded in the 
case of Breynia australasi 

ll. In the narrowness at the ambulacral petals. 

It is interesting to notice that as regards points 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 
9, 10 and Lh this species agrees 2 od with two fossil 

ving a 
differentiate chee fossil species from the recent Ivdian and Paci- 
fic fo e bulated by Vredenburg in a notice lately 
published in eA Records of the Geological Survey of India (Vol, 
XXXIV., 

The at abactinal primary tuberculation coantivntee thi? most 
conspicuous difference between the three Indian species, being 
very abundant in the Nari species, somewhat sparer in the Gaj 
one, almost obsolete in their recent successor. 

Breynia vredenburgi is remarkable for the large number of 
ambulacral plates traversed by the subanal fasciole which includes 
no less than eight modified pairs of pores, a larger number than 

e 
corresponding number is seven. ‘It is difficult to make out 
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exactly how many are present inthe fossil species, apparently only 

The test seems more convex in the two recent species than in 
the fossil ones, but owing to the tendency to collapse shown by 

able individual variations in shape. The difference observed in 
this ee between Breynia australasiz and the solitary speci- 
men of Breynia wager does not perhaps represent therefore 
a coum chara 

The atro ip of the pores of the lateral ambulacra within the 
internal fasciole is somewhat more marked in the two recent spe- 

cies than in the fossil ones. 
Taking into account the large number of points in which the 

three Indian species agree with one another, and also the many 
points in which they all differ from Breynia australasixv, they 
ma 
species as opposed to the Pacific form. As mentioned by Vreden- 
burg in the notice already referred to, the persistence of one par- 
ticular type in the Indian area since a period so remote as the 
eee wo is a fact of considerable interest. 

ve great pleasure in namingthis species after Mr. Vreden- 
burg, in pence: for Petre x 2 from oblivion the above Seto of 
the Breynia written by me eight years ago. To him I am also 
indebted for much of the information concerning the “pelntionialiab 
of this form with its extinct Indian predecessor. 



a6. On Gentiana coronata, Royle. 

By J. H. Burkitt, 
R 
% 3 

The following paper a written with the specimens of the 
Calcutta herbarium and the specimens of the Sormerae’ 35 her- 
barium before me: and it is founded chiefly on them e most 
satisfactory way, I find, of treating my subject is to figure 
certain types, and to indicate the intermediates. I shall therefore 
proceed to give figures (made for me by Babu K. P. Dass of the 
Royal Botanic ae, Calcutta) of nine types, and discuss them. 
These nine are 

the type-form of Eurythalia carinata, Don (1836) = Gentiana 
arinata, Griseb.. (1839), and G, carinata, type, of C. 
Clas ke in a Joseph Hooker s Flora of British India, 

sp. Lik 
the ie form of Eurythalia coronata, Don (1836) = Gentiana 

coronata, Royle (1837) ; 

a plant from Chamba which has escaped a name 
the ee which is the Gentiana marginata of id Herbarium 

In ientalis Hooker filii et I. Thomson, and vite the 

same time the Gentiana sonata. yar, ma rginata, of 
B. Clarke in Sir Joseph Hooker's Flora of British 

India, j iv., p. 113, and presumedly a Ericala marginata, 

Don (1837) = Gentiane marginata, Griseb. (1839) ; 
a form allied to G. Hugelii, deca? collected in the south 

a branched soft-leaved form found in Kashmir ; 

a branched firm-leaved form found in Kaabmir ; 

the +t orm of Gentiana marginata, var., ‘recurvata, 
Kusnezow (1904) ; 

a plant from the western border of Kashmir. 

No. 1. 1 commence with Hurythalia carinata, of which I 
find a type in the herbarium, of the Saharanpur Botanic 

1 , 
tain of Kedarkanta in the State of Tehri-Garhwal. 

he figure shows the linear-lanceolate leaves which constitute 
one of the most noticeable characteristics . a plant. These 

velba: aiik in the rarest specimens: I have seen one. 
Don, with only a few plants before him, did not get hold of 
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the points which really serve to penras ote the type that he was 
describing as a species: he des ed the 7 ower leaves and not 
the middle ones: and he catia a great point of the presence or 
absence of fimbriae in the atiaeat of the flower, the value of which 

Type 1. Specimen from a (Duthie, No. 1190). The dissec- 
tions of the flower x 2, the seed x 

is not specific. Royle had given the PTR name Gentianu 
cerulea | to the slantect in his herbariu 

This race, No. 1; has been ecalobad at the following places :— 
District of Almora.—Between Harara and Panwan- 

dola on the road from Pithoragarh to ne stat of the cae 

1 I find the name written LWoyme Ll gsm (Jansy y4né saruly4] on 
i the porns evidently by one of Royle’s hats , as if it were in use 4 
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river (King!), State of Tehri-Garhwal—Taulea under 
Srikanta in the dette valley at 13,000-14,000 ft. (Duthie, 
456!); Changsil range, 000-13,000 ft. (Dati, 14518 !); 

Changsil at 12,000 ft. (eaubls 24897 !) ; ke Dun, near 
the sources of the Tons river, at 12, ft. aed ers !) ; ogi 

Dun, 12.000-13,000 ft. (Gamble!) ; Kedarkanta at 12,000 ft. 

(Rogers!); Kedarkanta at 11 000 (Duthie, 1190!), 
District of Dehra mie ne (Royle!). Simla 
Hill States. Bashahr, at Yangparang, 10,000-12,800 ft. (Lace, 
951!); Marale, 11,000- 12, 800 ft. (Brow ne! Watt, 13,571!), 
Kangra District.—Lahul, on the Chandra valley ‘side of the 
Rotang pass, at 12,000 ft. (Holland !). 

These localities are at various distances round the peak of 

Kedarkanta. The Almora district locality is 140 miles south- 
eas 1 

pass is in the same heen but at the etack greater dieldace 

of 115 miles from Kedarkan 

The altitude of the lowest of these localities, that in the Almora 
district, is somewhere under 7, .; the next to it, if an accurate 

designation, i is Royle’s locality “ Mussooree ” : there the ple eg anny 
do not attain the elevation that the plant usually inha h 
general altitude would seem to be about 11,000-13, ‘000 feet. 

The Almora district gare dic - a most peculiar one, for the 
whole of the country, in which it lies, is a complex of ridges 
covered by oak forest and not ati as high as 7 ‘000 feet 

Flowers that are somets and flowers that are not fimbriate 
are distributed as follow 

Fimbriate, Harara, Mussooree, Kedarkanta, Changsil and Yang- 
parang. 

Not fimbriate : Taulea, Harke Dun, Marale and Rotang pass. 

There is no marked geographical arrangement about this. 

It is interesting to note that the flowers in these plants have 
generally rather long corolla tubes; -and that the Almora district 
specimen has the longest of all. 
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Specimens enumerated in order of their localities from east to west. 

A Sa 

2 |3®2 
A £35 
= aé 

P = es ey 
Place. Collector. | Altitude. = a: Fimbriz. 

2 age er 

38 | 828 
= = 

I 

| 

Harara cetyl Os +6,000 | 3—5 32x 8 | Few. 

Taulea .. | Duthie. 13—14,000 | 2-10 28x 5 | None, 

Harke Dun ...|_ Rogers. 12,000 | 3—6 44x6/ ,, 

” . Gamble. 12—13,000 3—6 , 25x5 Pes 

Kedarkanta .,.| Royle. fereee . eG 27x 6 | Fair number. 

” .. | Duthie. 11,000 | 38—5 40x 8 | Few. 

” -. | Rogers. 12,000 | 2—5 29x 7 | Fair number. 

Yangparang ...| Lace. 10—12,000 | 4—5 | 33x6| Few. 

Changsil .. | Gamble. 12,000 | 3—4 | 88x5/| ,, 

Changsil range...| Duthie. | 12—13,000| 3—4 | 38x8 | Very few or 
few. 

Marale soo), abt 12,800 |} 1—2 18x 5 | None. 

» .. | Browne. 11—12,800 | 1—2 20 HO; 

Rotang pass ...| Holland. 12,000 1; | 16x4 ” 

The table above shows that the long leaves are generally about 
five times as long as b shows, too, which specimens are the 
smallest and which have fimbriae. The largest specimen coll 
in the Harke Dun by Mr. me G. Rogers is branched from the root— 
a rare occurrence in this ra 

Flowers are produced in i hey and June: but were still present 
in August on specimens found (mostly in fruit) under the moun- 
tain of Srikanta 

The variation in them is indicated in the next table, the pur- 
pose of which is really to show that Don had not understood the 
species when he stated that the lobules over the plicae are only 
half as large as the true corolla lobes. 
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>. Length | Length | Length | Length | Length 
Origin. Collector. | of calyx of of _jof corol 

t teeth | corolla |la lobes | lobules 
in mm./ in mm, | in mm.| in mm. | in mm 

Harara .» | King. 9°5 3 21 3 2 

Kedarkanta .,.| Royle. 8 3 16 3 275 

Yangparang ...| Lace. 7 3 15 3 2°5 

Changsil +. | Duthie. 8 3 15 + 4 

Harke Dun sn... Rogers. vf 3 14 4 3°5 

Taulea | Duthie. 6 2 | 4 3 25 

Kedarkanta ...| Rogers. 8 3 | 14 3 2 

Marale «| Browne. 5 2 ll 3 2°75 

The calyx-teeth are most acute on the Yangparang specimen 
and broadest on the Marale specimen : they are mighty recurved 
on the Taulea specimen. 

The anthers are elliptic-ovoid on every specimen except Royle’s 
Hime specimen wherein they are, an as described, 

No. Intermediate between Gentiana carinata, particularly 
as found under Srikanta, and a gi from Gilgit, race No. Sa to 
e mentioned later, isa plant 

te of Tehri Garhwal—Moraine of the Dudu 
ts 14, 900-15,000 feet (Duthie, 456 !) 

It has rather firm, lanceolate leaves, erect habit and no fim- 

briae in the flowers. 

2. My second figure is of Don’s Hurythalia coronata. 
Busythalia coronata was figured by Royle (Illustrations of...the 
Fae of the Figicheyith Mountains, London, 1839, plate 68, fig. 
1) as a branched plant with short, ascending stems bearing at 
their ends very large flowers in capitula of seven flowers each. It 
was quite fully described by Don in the Transactions of the Innnean 
Society, xvii., 1839, p. 515; and he, when writing, apparently had 
a specimen before him that is now lost. Noone has been able to see 
it, or to find a plant that quite re with the drawing : Grisebach 
in De Candolle’s Prodromus (ix., p. 109) was unable to do more 
than quote Don’s description: C. B. Clarke in the Flora of British 
India (iv., p- 114), remarked that the species is only known from 
Royle’s figure, according to which it differs from G. carinata by the 
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wider subeampanulate corolla: and Kusnezow has not seen a 

I have thought it serviceable here to reproduce in outline 
Royle’s drawing, so that my comparisons may be clearer. The 
specimen from which the drawing was made was collected in :— 

State of Tehri - Garhwal—Near the summit of 
Kedarkanta (Royle). 

It has fimbriae, like the specimens of @. carinata obtained 

ffers in its way of branching, 
e shape and size of the flowers. 

Gentiana carinata.—Planta erecta, caulescens. Folia mucro- 
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na Calyx dentibus linearibus. Corolla a 
formis, quingueloba, lobis lanceolatis ee sintiu 
uplo brevioribus. Anthere linear 

Gentiana coronata—Planta depressa, aaliane ulis. Folia a 
Calyx dentibus ovatis. Corolla tu biloes, decemloba, Tobis 
ovatis, obsolute mucronulatis, sinuum conforinibus vel 
brevioribus. Antherm oblonge. 

The peculiarities which cannot bear the stress that Don 
lays on them are :— 

(1) the tip of the leaf; for the same plant of ‘ carinata’ may 
or may not have the tiny mucro at the tip of any one leaf ; 
the hae of the calyx-teeth ; for in ‘ carinata’ above there 
is a complete series from more or less linear to ovate 
and Royle’s own specimen at Saharanpur has lanceolate 
(not tincas’) lobes ; 
the size and shape of the corolla lobes; because in good 
‘carinata’ the lobes vary enough to cover the characters 
ascribed to both. 

bo Ww 

( a) Suet 

I set these declared * scorer aside. There are left (1) Don’s 

statement that the corolla e one is infundibuliform and in 
the other tubular, and (ii) his Sy honed inthe anthers. ‘ Infundi- 

bular,” says Don, is the corolla of Gentiana contorta and capitata 
and carinata, as well as the calyx of capitata, while 
“tubular ” are the calyces and corollas of Gentiana muarginata, 
argentea, decemfida, pedicellata and coronata. These species, if any- 
one will examine them, serve to show that Don did not habitually 
use the two terms with such a bens of accuracy as to justify 
us in thinking ner the words contrast in his two descriptions. 
Lastly, regarding the anthers, which are termed linear in the one 
and oblong in the a Don is quite accurate in rega the 
anthers of his carinata: they are so, in his specimens; but in all 

the other specimens ns that I have before me they are oblong. 
Thu arri t the conclusion that besides Se somewhat 

uncertain istecsion ts in the broadness of the corolla-tube, there 

is nothing to distinguish Don’s Eurythalia eomiete from his 
rythalia carinata, except the branched habit: and as Gentiana 

coronata is the oldest binominal for the e species. we have to accept 
it instead of Gentiana carinata, otherwise preferable, on account 

of the obsenrity into which the name G. coronata has fallen 

0. 3. Type No. 3 is a plant branching from the roots, but 
not as the last. Its outline is spherical, because there are so many 
short branches: the leaves are lanceolate-ovate to ovate, some- 

times conduplicate : tne flowers are fasciculate, and the calyx- 
teeth are ovate, obtu 

This form nt + from Chamba and adjoining Lahul. The 
localities are as follow 

State of Chamba.-—Kilar (Ellis, 51!) and Purli in the 
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valley of the Chandra-Bhaga river, at 10,000 ft. (Ellis, 1142!) ; 
Saichu to the north of that river in a side valley, at 10, 
ft. (Ellis, 1305! 1306!). District of Kangra.—Lahul, with- 
out precise locality (Hay !). 

The plant here figured came from Kilar. 
The Saichu plant has fimbriae in the throat of its flowers: 

the others have none. The ripe ovary has a conspicuous crest. 

(| 

| om Wild Do 
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together. They are quoted as Gentiana marginata by C. B. Clarke in the Journal of the Linnean Society, Botany, xiv., p. 437. Their origin is :— 
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hmir, the Vale-—On the Pensi-la 

between Suru and pois ( cites 1), 

I now come to a series of specimens that has for ex- 
tremes ‘Gentiana marginata of the Herbarium Indiae Orientalis 

Hooker filii et T, Thomson, and G. Hugelii, Grisebach. Gentiana 

The dpa Wessel gor was first used (in miaanecript) as Gen- 
tiana marginata, by Wallich for a distinct species that he — 
obtained in Cann Nepal. It was next eer as Ericala margina 
by David Don in his brother’s General System of Gardening aa 
Botany, in confusion both for Wallich’s is and for a plant col- 

Specimen collected by T, Thomson and distributed as G. margi- 
iti; in ly Herb. Ind. Or. Hook f. et Thoms. The dissections * 2, 

lected by Royle; this last is one of the plants with which we are 
here to deal, but the other is not. Royle’s plant is fully described, 
without reference to Wallich’s, in Don" 8 pever in the Transactions 
of the Linnean Society, xvii., 1839, p. 513 ; and from this date the 

stricter tage ares of the name to Royle’s plan begins, so that it 
appears as Gentiana marginata in Grisebach’s account of the 
Cinitisinaeite in De Candolles’s Prodromus. Royle’s plant seems 
to be identical in race with T. Thomson’s : but not having a speci- 
men of Royle’s collection at hand, I cannot be positive. My 
remarks consequently refer to Gentiana muryinatu, Griseb., as inter- 
preted by Sir Joseph Hooker and Dr. Thomson, and, I may add, 
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afterwards by Mr. C. B. Clarke in the Journal of the Linnean 
ociety, Botany, xiv., 1875, p. 437. 

The dis tribution of the specimens is as follows :— 

: hamba State—Parmaur valley at 10,000 ft. (Lace, 
1782!). Kangra District —Kotgarh in Lahul, 9,000-10, 
ft. (Brandis = Kashmir, south of the Che nab. —Padri 

pass (T. T “ comers he: south of the Vale. — 

s 
bottom !); Poshiana on the west side of the Pir Panjal pass 
(Winterbottom!) ; Banahal pass (Winterbottom!). Kashmir, 
east of the Vale.—Razparen pass above Nowbug ( Winter- 
bottom!). Kashmir, north of the Vale.—Drawah 
pass, over the Kishenganga valley (Winterbottom !); Kaj Pie ag 
range at 10,000-11,000 ft. (Duthie, 10953 ! 11005 !); 

District of Hazara—Khaghan valley at 11,000 ft. (Inayat, 
19951!) and at 12,000 ft. in the 19959 b!) and at 12,400 

conspicuotis scarious margin. 
The fimbriation in the throat of the flowers is a mark of 

plants from the mountains to the south and east of the Vale of 
Kashmir, and isfound in all of a but it is found in only one 
of the plants from the north, and in none from the west of the Vale. 
This observation is of great interest. In the following list the 
first named plants are those with narrowest _leaves, and the last 
named with broadest leaves; i.e. it is a series progressing from 
& marginata of the Herbarium Indiae Orientalis to @. Hugeliz : 
t will be seen from it that fimbriation of the flower is not 
pre with any particular character in the form of leaf. 
The reader will observe that the plants, at the beginning of the 

! The Imbel may be read {APA = Jo - P wy} 3S, 900 by. 
‘in the pass of Sadru, pergannah Adon, 3rd July 1838.” But the word read 
i= may equally be interpreted o> or June, so hard to read is the writ- 
ing. I have not been able to ascertain where Adon is; but these dates are 
earlier than Falconer’s journey across the Indus. 
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ws Set 26/33 
2 & | § |e 

Origin. Collector. Altitude. Sam | ews Fimbriz. 
~f 3 £& 
on | Bog = a } a em 

Padri pass . |T. Thomson.} 8—10,000 | 2—5 | 20x6 | Plentifal. 

Parmaur valley .. Lace. 10,000 | 6—9 | 37x8 | None. 

Khapalu » Hunter- 14,000 | 7—8 | 28x8 Ns 
. Weston. 

Khaghan valley.| Inayat. 11,000 9 | 25x6 a 

Drags... ee | Gammie, 10,000 | 5—8 | 20x7 

Galmarg Aitchison. 5 | 18x6 | Very plentiful. 

Kajnag range ...| Duthie. | 11—13,000 | 2—4| 25x6 | None, 
Poshiana w» | Winterbot-} —...... 4] 24x8 — Plentifal. 

tom. 
Banahal pass .,. agree! Ceeebe grees 8 | 25—9 Fairly _ plenti- 

fal. 
Razparen pass ... re sei 5 | 37*x9  Plentifal. 

Drawah pass ... ” 10,000 | 3—6 | 19x9 Fairly plenti- 
fal, 

Chappri in Kha-} Inayat. oe 5—8 | 26x9 | None. 
ghan. 

Sadra pass ...{ Falconer. |  ...... 5—6 | 37 x9 i 

Dadar in Kha-| Inayat. 10,000 | 5= 11) 3213 -s 
han, 

Makra do. ... . 3—5 | 20x7 i 

Khaghan valley o 12,000 | 3—7 | 30x10 a 

Siran valley... i oe 4—5 | 24x9 3 

Kajnag range ...| Duthie. 10—11,000 | 5—8 | 35x15 sy 

Gulmarg oe i 11—12,000 | 4—6 | 20x11 | Plentiful, 

Gilgit expedition Giles seater 4—5 | 13x65 | None. 

Gulmarg -. | Gammie. 9000 | 3-10 | 24x11 | Plentifal. 

Kashmir .» | Falconer. 8 | 27x13 = 

Pir Panjal ant Ravers 7c, 9-10 | 27x12 i. 
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Type 5. Specimen from Aliabad near the Pir Panjal pass (C. B. Clarke, 
28961). The dissections x 2. 
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list, have a length of leaf that is four times the breadth, while 
plants at the end of the list have leaves that are about twice as 
long as_ broad, i een these two extremes lies every grade 
that is intermediat 

t may be roniaelene in passing that, despite Grisebach’ $ in- 
correct diagnosis (see Stapf in this Journal, 19 
Clarke intuitively placed Falconer’s not- located specimen most 
correctly. 

No. 5. Differmg im the subacuminate leaves, from the series 
just defined, are specimens Seeance by C. B. Clarke and Dr. 
Aitchison, The localities are :— 

Kashmir, south of the Vale.—Aliabad near the Pir 
Panjal pass at 11,000 ft. (C. B. als 28961). District of 
Ra I Pind i.—-Mari (Hb. Aitchison !). 

The flowers of both are fimbriate, and relatively large : 
the capsule is conspicuously crested. Unfortunately only one — 
of the eight plants that le to my hand has root-leayes. This 
one, collected by Mr. Clarke, [ figure. 

No. 5a. ees I refer to an erect, firm-leaved, unbranched plant 
collected in: 

Kashmir beyond the Indus,—Gilgit (Tanner, 112a!) 
Sui in Gilgit (Tanner, 112 !). 

It connects G. “‘marginata with G, marginta, var. recurvata, 
having eit somewhat like the latter, but the habit of the former 
The typical lower leaves are 10x5 mm. and the margins are 
cartilaginous. There are no fimbriae in the flowers, 

e now leave one of the series diverging from Hooker's and 
Thomson’s G. marginata for the other. The reader may think of 
them like this— 

MARGINATA te 4) 

a —— TYPE 5 TYPE 6 

No. 6. Conspicuously herbaceous is the next age and with 
the scarious margin of the sepals reduced to a very narrow line. 
It branches from the root, and has lanceolate or lanceolate-ovate 
leaves. Its localities are :-— 
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Type 6. Specimen from Shisha Nag (Duthie, 13328);; : Diabet abled ie nat 

(March, 1907, 
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Chamba State.—Saichi, north of the valley of the Chenab 

at 10,000 ft. (Ellis, 1305! a 6!). Kashmir, north of the 
Vale.—Shisha Nag over the Liddar valley at 12,000-13,000 ft. 
(Dathie, 13323!); Ma bls south of Dras at Ll 1,000 ft. 

(Gammie!). Trans-Indus petty States.—Lowari “pass, 
north of Dir, at 11,500 ft: (Harriss, 163701). 

It links the Chamba race, No. 3, described above to the race 

that will be No. 7. The Chamba plants have fimbriate flowers, but 
not the others 
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Type 7. Specimen from Musjid valley (Duthie, 13196). 

No. 7. A little firmer in the leaves than — 9 and with them 
frequently conduplicate are the specimens from 

ashmir, north of the Vale. S tiader valley above 
Kainmul, 11 000-12,000 ft. (Duthie, 13136!): ; Sogam valley in 

Lolab, at 13, 000 - (Duthie, 13272!); Kamri valley near Ralapeni, 

1,000-12,000 ft. (Duthie, aoe near Ali-malik-Kemur! on 
the Deosai ses (Falconer!) ; 0 e north side of the Bureil 
rer Nace es Masjid caticg: is 12,000- 13,000 ft. (Duthie, 

The flowers are altogether without fimbriae and with ovate 

anthers. They are not many together on the ends of the branches. 

The ovary has a conspicuous crest. The localities are all 

1 The original label reads « amS}- y Slo Z rae is te wits 

{apa i.e., from little Chaksalan to Ali-malik-ki-maid, 7th August 18388. 

_ 2 The original label reads Japa ~ w»S} - Fd) 9 peBqu5 B W552 3 

i.e., from Barzaleh to little Daivehsu, 4th August 1838. 
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further west than are those of the last, and very similar, type,. 
except the Lowari pass. 

No. 7a. A plant collected in :— 
Kashmir, north of the Vale.—Marpu nala, south of 

Dras, at 13,000-14,000 ft. (Duthie, 11817!). 

Xi \\ VP S 4 rye ey, 
x VY) Wy ZAM (= 

GVA Ahkes 
w~ N 

| Type 8. Specimen from Gilgit (Giles, 132). Dissections of the flower x2; seed x 8. ; pa 
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connects the last with the next, —— that the throat is sparingly’ 
briate. 

ty) We now come to Gentiana marginata, var. recurvata, 
Kusnezow in Acta Horti Petropolitani, xv., 1906, p. 425, which I 
gure opposite from a specimen, collected by Captain Giles, of the 

number upon which Kusnezow founds his varie rst hen well 
rown it has many decumbent branches and is then a plant of 

the bracts: the bracts have scarious margins. The variety 
is the extreme in western a and in the firmness of its 
leaves. It has been ies in 

Kashmir, nor the Vale.—Kamri Kotal on bare 
places to 13,000 ft. “Giles, 182 !); Kamri pass, 12,000-13,000 ft. 
(Duthie !). Kash a beyond the Indus.—Near Gargo in 
the Bogro abtigg (Conway!); Burmas nala near Gilgit 
(Roberts! ). 

The flowers of none of the specimens possess fimbri 
Earlier I have enumerated as race No. 7 plants tea the 

Kamri ‘as 11,000-13,000 ft., collected by Duthie: these will 
assuredly be found to ‘intergrade by every transition with the 

variety recurvata. 

No. 9. Very close to the variety recurvata come plants from 
the western border of Kashmir and the District of Hazara. They 
differ in the crowding of their flowers and in their lesser leaves. 1 
give overleaf a drawing of a small plant: others are more attest 
There are no fimbriae in the small flowers. The localities are : 

Kashmir, western eg der.—Bangas near Mozuff 

bad (Inayat, 21964!). District of Hazara.—Khaghan bali 
at 8,000 ft. (Inayat, 19959!) ; hoghan valley at 13,000 ft. (Inayat, 
19959 a !); Nila in the Khaghan valley (Inayat, 21964 a 3 Siran 
valley (Inayat, 19961 !). 

In addition to the specimens enumerated, the following all 
belong to Gentiana coronata (sensu ampliori) ; bat not having the 

mostly in the Herbarium of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,— 

T cannot assign them to the races above with full satisfaction :— 
Simla Hill States.—Bashahr, age the Sural valley 

near Pangi, 12,000-15,000 ft. (Harsukh 1); d of the Hudan 

valley, 12,000-15,000 ft. (Harsukh!). Ka cock District.— 
Labul (Jaeschke !). Kashmir, south of the Chenab.— 

! as th of the 

Panjal pass at 11,000 ft. (C. B. Clarke, 28734!). Kashmir, east 
of the Va oo re pass, 8,000-12,000 ft. (Meebold !). 

Kashmir, north of the V ale.—Pailgam in the Liddar 
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valley (Meebold!); Aro, towards the head of the Liddar valley 
(Meebold!); Tragbal, north of the Wular lake, at 10,200 and 
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‘Type 9. Specimen from the Khaghan valley (Inayat 199594). Dis- sections x 2, 

ft. and at “ boggy camp.” 13,698 ft. (Conway, 210! 214!); Gilgit, ang-o-sir (Giles!) Hazara District.—Siran 1 at Shankiari, 14,000 ft. (Inayat!); Gali in the Siran valley (Inayat!). 
i L 

Trans. ndus pett ates with Chitral,—Chitra (Barrett!) Chinese Turkestan,—Kashgar (Bellew !). 
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I conclude from my study of the Gentiana that we apparently 

have in it a — in bee state of -breaking up into sub-species, 

partly. in response to the dryness increasing toward the north-west! 

of the hills dint it aber, ne almost certainly to other ¢irétim:<” 

ge 

go north-westward, and in their greater tendency to be condiipli- 
cate. Fimbriation in the flowers is the rule in the hills nearest 
to the plains ; and on the range, south of the Vale of Kashmir, it 

they occur in Bashahr, where there are non-fimbriate plants, nearer 
to the plains than they, on the mountains of Kedarkanta and 
Manis: they occur on the Pensi-la, near Dras in the Marpa nala, 
and on the Drawah pass, which localities are farther from the plains 
than the Shisha Nag, Kainmul, Matayan, Sogam, the Kaj Nag 
and Mozufferabad, whence come non-fimbriate e plants: but the 
localities farthest back are all localities for non-fimbriate 

ants. 
‘ The crested capsule is a mark of the species. The crest deve- 
lops after flowering and is only just indicated in the figure on 
page 157 
ae The limits of the distribution of the species are within the 
Himalaya, west Nepal, and with apparently Kashgar. In Kashmir 
it is found right back to the water-parting ; but eastwards it has 
not been obtained far back in the mountains. It seems strange that 
it has not been obtained in Kulu, whereas several travellers have 

obtained it in adjoining Lahul, and it occurs in Bashahr on the 
other side of Kulu 

Flowering occurs agers! in May and June in the eastern 
part of the plant's of distribution ; but very many of the 
specimens from the enihiss part are specimens collected in July and 
August. One of the eastern specimens was collected in flower in 

August 
ee it not uncommon for a little pellet of earth to have been 

washed into the flowers apparently by the spattering of sudden 
squalls 2 rain that have caught the flowers open. 

I think one rom —— out for their diversity within the 

species three ex 

1. Type l. See ‘ee figure on p. 150 which is the most south- 

eastern form. 
2. Type 8. See the figure on p. 164 which is the most north- 

western form. 
3. Type See Dr. Stapf’s figure on p. 377 of this Journal 

for 1906, which is is the Ne Huyelit of Grisebach. 

A compari 
he figure of type 5 given on nor 160 with Dr, Stapf’s figure will 
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Suggest an obvious linking of these two, and a comparison of 
the figure of type 3 with Dr. Stapf’s figure and again with that 
of type 4 will suggest another linking together. comparison 
of type 2 with the figure on p. 157 will connect it with marginata, 
and, lastly, a comparison of the figure of type 1 may be made 
with the figure of type 5 and with type 4 will link up the remain- 
ing outlying forms. 



| 27. Well-waters from the Hadhramaut, Arabia. 

| By Davin Hooper, F.C.S. 

Travellers in Southern Arabia have noticed the great fertility 

of Jands irrigated with mineral water issuing from | subterranean 
lakes. The rainfall in that part of the country is so scarce and 

ans of obtaining water for drinking purposes as well as for 

Al Ghail, however, are important supplies; the first comes from 
i Loban and is considerable, and the cya rises at'an alti- 

tude of 2,000 feet at the head of the Wadi How 
The Hadhramaut is a broad valley Sanding gue 100 miles or 

more parallel to the coast, and collects under the sand any water 
erived from the high Arabian tableland, very little, if any, reach- 

ing the sea towards which it slopes. In this valley a few wells 

It can sal 
that the villages are prospero They are walled strongholds 
with outbuildings belonging to a proprietors — nd, The 
fear of the Bedouin prevents an extensive populati 

Mr. F. Noél-Paton, Director-General of Doituaeroial Intelli- 

nee, during a visit to Southern Arabia a few years ago, was . 
struck with the fertilising properties of the mineral water of 
Hadhramaut, y especially with the fact that some of the finest 
tobacco in the world is grown in that region. His valuable re- 

he 

very considerable depth. They extend over considerable distances, 
and are so well executed, that they represent an enormous expen- 
diture of labour over a long period of time; but they are of such 
an age that no one in the country was able to relate even a tra- 
dition as to how they came into existence. The workmanship is 

the sides of the channel from falling in. Historically the works 
are very suggestive. There appears to be a great subterranean 

volume of water, and in two places, where the crust of the desert 
has fallen in, there are lakes of mineral water which showed no 

discoverable signs of a fall of level, although no rain had fallen 
in that country for five years. The water is so rich in salts that 
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r. and Mrs. Theodore Bent visited this locality in the 
winter of 1893-94, immediately after Mr. Noél-Paton’s visit. Mr. 
Bent describes (Southern Arabia, 1900, p- 200) Ghail Babwazir, a 
town reached after travelling three hours from Gambla :-— 

“ Ghail Babwazir is an oasis or series of oases of rank vege- 
tation caused by a stream, the water of which is warm and bitter; 

d 

‘Acres and acres of tobacco, bananas, Indian corn, cotton and 
other crops are thus produced in the wilderness, and this cultiva- 
tion has given rise to the overgrown village. 

_“ The stream was discovered about 500 years ago by one Shaikh 

up. Canals, cut some twenty feet deep like the kanats of Persia, conduct the water to the fields, The chief product is tobacco, known as Hamoumi tobacco.” 
amoumi, it might be explained, are a small, poor tribe of Bedouins who occupy the lower end of Wadi Adimi, They hire out camels to caravans, and largely engage in the carrying business. Mr, Noél-Paton informs me that “ um-mi”’ is the name recognised in the eastern tobacco trade and that the leaf goes largely to Constantinople and Kgypt for use in the narghili or hubble-bubble. 

phur springs at Shahair on the coast half-way between Mokalla and Shahar, As an indication of the geological formation of the 

the large amount of sulphates found in the water. rt : : of water were forwarded to the Reporter on eee Products and were handed to me for examination and repor } 
The samples of water were contained in ten bottles and col- (according to the labels) from. the spring-head and. main stream of three sources, named respectively Harith, Ferath and 
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Sida, A saline deposit occurred in some of the samples, and three 
waters from the spring-heads were strongly impregnated with , 
ogy sulphide. The total solid residue varied from 304 
o 415°5 parts per 100,000; the smaller amounts being found in 
a water as it issued from the wells and the larger quantity 
being found in the running streams... Eliminating the samples 
containing the sulphur gases, ‘hone | is seen to be a close agreement 
in the composition of the three waters, the difference being due to 
concentration owing to the evaporation of avian’ over the hot 
beds of the streams, The analyses of the samples from the 
main sirenms of the three sources revealed the “following consti- 
tuents 

Lime. i pee tag Nitr. 
to sin, Potash. Soda. Iron. cna 

Harith... 415°5 96°88 9°55 20°60 59°21 2°8 465 1453 "19 
Ferath... 383°3 9496 9-72 18°92 5439 2:0 30°9 1462 tr. 
Sida ... 4096 87:50 1110 17°37 58°83 2° 355 1511 ‘11 

Calculating from the average of the above analyses 
hundred parts of the saline residue would probably contain the 
following salts :— 

Sodium sulphate 32°7 
Calcium sulphate 13°5 
Potassium sulphate 8°6 
Magnesium sulphate 7D 
Calcium chloride 16°2 

Calcium carbonate 15°6 
Tron p hate 6 

Nitrates trace 

Combined water: silica, 6te: = 

100°0 

316 to 359 par ts for 100 000, mad considerable eg of nitric 

acid and chlorine replace the sulphuric acid foun the Ghail 
wells. In the Nubian Desert similar sai ne ae “with large 
yee of sulphates are found i ogre sunk in the sand-gravel 
etritus (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc 1897, 5 37 

The cieact of hydrogen Caphas. determined in the three 
samples taken from the wells was 8°46, 72 and 122 parts in 
100,000 e are equal to the amounts found in sulphur 
springs of Sande fjord, Norway, and of Sicily. 

The fertilising properties are probably due to the presence of 
potash and lime salts, and the action of the sulphates in liberating 
the alkaline constituents from the soil. In this respect the com- 
position of the waters differs widely from that of Indian well- 
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waters, examined by Leather from Gujerat, which are specially suitable for tobacco cultivation (see Agricultural Ledger No. 14 
of 1895). It was shown that the value of these waters depended mainly upon the amount of nitrates they contained. In the Ha- dhramaut water there is only a minute quantity of nitrate present, 
and we can only conclude that the large quantity of alkaline sul- 
phates, as shown in the above analyses, is, in this part of the country, extremely useful in the cultivation of high class tobacco. 

ie at gga I Ne tt ge OP BER 



28.. The Birds’ Complaint before Solomon; being an 
extract with a translation from the Kitab" Li deechavnle fi 
‘thm *l-Bazyarah,' 

By Lievur.-Cotonet D. C, Paittorr and Mr, R. F. Azoo, 

It is said that once, by the greene of the mgr Hed 

the birds went to the Prophet of God, to Solomon the son of Day 
(peace and blessings on both of them), and saluted him with ail 
reverence aud said: “Oh Prophet of God! we have come before 
thee, and stand here in thy presence that thou mayest regard us 
as thou regardest the rest of thy subjects, and mete out full justice 
to us, commending us to each other’s care, and directing that no 
bird, either in the heavens or on the earth, should oppress an- 
other; for we are now complaining to thee about four species of 
birds, well known to us all, The first is the Hawk, 

succeeded in gaining the affection of man, and has risen in station 
to the highest degree, having no other footstool for his ® feet than 

au 
second bird is that hated bird known to men by the name of ‘ Owl,’ 
He dwells secluded in ruins and avoids habitations, nor does he 
repair to branched trees ; and when we ask him the reason for this 
he says no more to us than * Yaha yahu.* Weentreat thee to ask 
him what is the meaning of this expression, and to whom he 

alludes in these words, The third bird is the Raven; he has no 

0 
amentation is, and ties cause of this lone wandering. The fourth 

bird is the Bulbul.6 Now we wonder at him and object to his 
doings, for he keeps quiet the whole winter, looking dully on the 
world ; but the moment he sees the vine bear, he is seized with joy 

an 
approve of this ; so we entreat thee to ask him why he sin not, 

ier in the season of fruits and flowers and warbling of birds.” 

~ cagrabemnetinoe As. Soc. neg ie III, No. 1, 1907, 
2 Solomon understood the of birds and animals. 
5 Baz here a general ters, a by falconers applied specially to the 

sage ve Arabic baz is masculine, but in India the word denotes t the 

Ya} Hi "(Jehovah) ‘ *O Thou who art existent,” i.e., God 
5 Bulbul, i.e, the bulbul of ape and not. the hazdr-ddstan or. night- 

ingale of Persia, which is also called bulbul, 
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Then Solomon was surprised at their language and pondered 
on their intelligence and their way of putting things, ! and replied, 
“J will see that you obtain your wishes in this, and I will put 

gh 

— the summons and sai h rophet of God! what willest 
thou ? J will not turn aside — om thy behest 

Solomon said, “ A company of the birds objects to thy de- 
lining to speak to them, and asks thee to give them thy reasons.’ 

The Hawk said, * Oh Prophet of God! ! the tongue often slips, 
fee man has been born mer ely to act; for God loves only those 
mong men that are doers, and closes the door in the face of all 

‘alleen that do not act,” Then the hawk recited in verse :— 

“Those that are slothful we approve not ; 
We approve only those that are doers. 
Everyone whose habit is obedience to us, 
He is accepted and his sins forgiven him.” 

Then Solomon senennpnes the second, namely, the Owl, and 

said to him, “Oh odious bird ! why dos 4 thon seclude thyself in 
ruins, avoiding 5 a ol and why on suey forsaken the com- 
panionehe of birds on branching trees P”’ 

wl said, “Oh Prophet of God! ! He that regards the 
world is fies A and he that sis that he will be called to 
account for his actions, is sorrowful; sol busied myself with the 

thought of the One J fear and the One I dread ; and 1 love no other 
friend but Him, and there.is none in my heart except Him (Hz). 
So praise be to Him of whom it is’ said there is none but Him 
(Hu).” Then he added :-— 

«“ “ Repeating the name ” the only God is food for the souls of those that 
are lost in His lov 

Their bodies are cinaibatsea through their fear of God, and through the 
sallowness of their cheeks they have risen to high eminence. * 

n Solomon summoned the third, namely, the Raven, and 
oi a Oh bird-of-sorrow, styled unbappy! Why dost thou wear 
the garb of meagan ng when it is the garb of those separated from 
their loved ones P ” 

oe said, “Oh Prophet of God! the careless have 
pee tea their departure from this world and the pangs of im- 
pending death ?; for I have never seen a company but it dispersed, 
nor a society but it scattered ; and this world has no real value, ‘and 
the life of this world is but a passing life,’” + Then he added :— 

1 Nizém ; — an appropriate word here. 

Be wo) 3 gpl) ; there appears to be an omission in the text. 

SY IS might possibly be taken to mean “of different classes.” 
eetten eae the Raven refers to ee the term . “th careless.” The ee of the Arabic is oy discuss & ° 
* Qur'an, sérah xiii, dyah 26. 
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“ The fae cries to herself (tak there is none weer men ts listen) 
sayin 

‘ ow many a hope ioe I destroyed, and how many a hoarder’s hoard 
he la ei road ! 

y a corpse have I buried beneath the ground ! ! 
rue hie. I done wis tine no tear came to my eye 

en Solomon summoned the fourth, namely, the Bulbul, and 
said, “ the birds, in thee, object to that which they object to in 
libertines and, debauchees, for thou joyest not Saou after tasting 

vine,” ‘ 
The B Bulbul said, “Oh ca of Goa 7 cry not ernest 

‘and lies i tie roa sa an ean of pity to friend en ‘foe ; forget- 
ul o ace 

of fsitblessness to his Faith, and being deserving of being given 

trained it over the tree of ‘Delight’ (Zang)? so that the sap of 
+ Emotion ’ natvend has fae through its branches, and it 
has yielded a wonderful crop, while the ‘breeze of ‘ Seeking after 
Knowledge’ (Iradah) 3 has breathed on it padding toits sweetness till 

it has reached in height the final stage of ‘ Rapture’? ( Wajd) * 
and ‘ Chant’ (Sama‘*), when its grapes are plucked by the fingers 
of ‘ Fidelity,’ (Wafa) and cast into the vessels of ‘Content’ (Riza) 

and pressed with the press of ‘ Resignation under Calamity’ (As- 
Sabr ‘alg *)-Bala ), till there is extracted a wine unlike any human 

wine, for that one is lawful and the other not.” 
Then the Bulbul added :— 

“ What a wine our cup-bearer has, 
For he has made us beanie before he gave us to drink. 
His enps are ou s at all times 

A oe the water with ‘which he dilates 6 his wine are our tears,” 

(Blessed 4 is he who is aroused from sloth by his own heart and 
not by the wisdom preached by birds 

So Solomon (on whom be: peace) wondered at their speech, 
and pondered on their sagacity and their well-expressed ideas, and 
said: * The Hawk doés well to keep an instructive silence; and 

_! The Abode.of Set i tin Heaven ; not Baghdad. 
2 All these are Siifi 

~ 3 Iradah from oer suid is derived. 
4 Vajd, w when tle Boul ‘exdete/with God ia eos y- 
; Sama‘ the cee and rotatory dance of pada sects of dervishes. 
6 From Ara We, it a) ars that it was ‘th i ‘ 

hrabs to dilute their w A PRP e usual custom ‘of the 
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the Owl has excelled in his truth and wisdom; and the Raven is 
right to lament and to wander alone, and the Bulbul is right in the 
exposition of wine.” And thisis the story of the birds, and praise 
be to God alone, and blessings on our Preceptor Muhammad and on 
his Family. 
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29. Note on the Saker or Cherrug Falcon (Ff. Cherrug). 
(Plates III and IV.) 

By Linvut.-Cotonet D, C, Purtorr, Secretary, Board of Examiners. 

By Indian falconers the female of this falcon is called chargh! 
and the male charghela, but by Pathans and A7epS ns nobh sexes 
are styled charkh. By Persian falconers the ‘passage’ or wild- 
caught falcon is called balaban, the ‘eyess’ or nestle taing dis- 
tinguished by the term charkh. Arabs call this falcon sagar# 
(plural sugir), the origin of the name sacre or saker, * the name 
by which it was known to old English writers on Falconry : the 
Arabs further distinguish different varieties or races by different 
names. In Basrah and Baghdad the “ white” variety with drops 
on its back is called Hurr Farsi*(or the Persian); another 
variety, reddish in tinge, is called Hurr Shami (the Syrian); the 
dark variety with drops on the back is Wachart jarudi ; ; and the 
dark variety without drops Wachari*; while the “ booted” 
variety is incorrectly called Shunghar.$ The Turki name of this 
falcon, especially of the female, is gtnig® or ttalgu. 

More than one race visits the anjab in the cold weather, 
S so vary in size, 

is at first sight difficult to realise that yang are of the same species, 
Some birds, mature and immature, have white heads with the tail 

full of drops as large as a eg tals gate others have white 
marks on the back; while a few are yak-rang or almost whole- 
coloured. In some varieties the tail-spots are scanty and barely 
visible ; in others they are so white and numerous that the spread 
tail appears to be nearly quite white. When the two centre tail- 
feathers, the ‘‘ deck- "ipa of old English and the ‘amid or. 

ps ” of fal i ee 

props unmarked.” Even when the saker is ‘ whole-coloured ’ there 
are sometimes a few white specks like pin-points on some of the wing- 
feathers, and these are called by Arab falconers “ Pleiades.” The 
white” variety, with many wats marks on the back, is in the 

immature plumage known to falconers of the Kapurthala State in 

| By Englishmen in the Panjab it is Seated called cherrug. 
sagar 

Hury, “ noble,” is an adjective aimee - certain hawks, but as a sub- 
oaeate it means the young of certain a 

he wachari jaridi is preferred to ‘the “wachar The best varieties for 
gasele are snid t Farsi and the Shém 

6 The Shung@r or Shunghdr of old MSS, was a species of Jer-falcon ; 
vide Ji, As. Soc, Bengal, Vol. III, No. 8, 1907, 
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the Panjab, by the term chital chargh. This variety is considered 
by them deficient in courage and unsuitable for that most 
difficult of all quarries the common kite (Milvus govinda). Indian 
-falconers are great believers in colouring, and even English falconer. 's 

The present writer objects to “ white’ 

tion in passage- mir re Some old birds are marke like 
young kestrils, and the statement = Kapurthala faloonars that 

s were “ chital charghs”’ in the immature plumage is 
probably correct. In “ Lahore to Tatiana, ”” the account of the 
Government Mission of 1870, there is a coloured figure of * Falco 
hendersoni” that has the appearance of being merely © Specimen 
of an old bird of this variety. 

Peculiarities of plumage may disappear to a great extent in 
the moult. The colouring of the ‘ intermewed’ falcon depends to a 
great extent on feeding and exporare: i | laggards ’ vary, nearly if 
not quite, as much as do the ‘ sore-hawks. 

A variety of saker that does not appear to have been yet 
described is said to be feathered on the tarsi and feet like 
“certain breeds of pigeons.” Amongst the professional falconers 

Pindi Gheb this variety is called sang-sang, but am mong 

falconers of the Derajat it is distinguished by the adjective pa-moz,' 
which may be translated “booted.” Arab falconers of Basrah 
incorrectly call this variety Shunghar, a name (probably of a 
species of Jer-falcon) familiar to them from old Persian MSS. on 
Falconry. I have not personally met with this variety, but one 
English falconer “told me that he had owned and trained three, 
and many Punjabi and a few Arab falconers have assured me that 
they had personal knowledge of its existence. Punjabi falconer 
tells me that the flight-feathers and pendent feathers in specimens 
he has seen were longer than in eve ordinary saker, but that 
otherwise the plumage did not differ 

e author of the Baz-Nama-yi ‘ Nagiva mentions a species or 

variety of saker that he says he has met with only in the vicin- 
169 of Baghdad. The flight-feathers, he states, are dark in colour 
and extend beyond the tail, and the bird has an outward resem- 
blance to the Hobby. The female is about the size of a tiercel of 
the ordinary species of saker, and is nearly as swift as a sh@hin, — 
He says it takes black-partridge and oe se ease, while 
some few there are that will take houbara. I questioned some 
Indian and Persian falconers of Baghdad on “the Subject, but they 
all seemed ignorant of the existence of this spec 

Though the plumage of the mature and ‘nin atathe ‘saker is 
said — to differ, even an inexperienced falconer could distinguish 
between young and old birds, side by side. It is sometimes 
difficalt, however, —— such rence 5 aa to distinguish a bird of 

1 P4-moz is @ pigeon-fancier’s term for pigeons with feathers on the feet, 
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one moult. Ina bird of one or of two cme oc colour of the cere 

and feet is much the same as in the immature bird; but some- 
times the colour is lemon-yellow or asta eb eg In very 
old birds the colour is deep orange. In the immature. bird the 
colouring of the back is in appearance Uses geo though a close 
inspection will reveal a reddish-brown edging to the feathers. 
In a moulted bird not only is this lane more marked, but also, 
when the bird is newly caught and in good condition, a side-light 
will show up a bluish tinge in some of the back feathers. Some- 

times, too, a minute 1 aac will discover one or two old 

feathers remaining in the bre 
The general colouration of old birds is of that reddish nature 

common to so many desert animals, I once found a lost saker 
i i h she had 

presence of a distance cathe eagle, On another occasion, 

when hawking in broken ground, both acer and houbara 
disappeared from sight over a low ridge into a small plain beyond. 
By the time we reached the crest of the ridge nothing was in view. 
Then, first one and next a second scavenger-vulture, leaving a 

focussed, a rock on the d assumed a sudden resemblance to a 
falcon. A close examination revealed a large cock houbara con- 
cealed beneath the lost hawk’s still and drooping wings, so com- 
pletely did the colouring of hawk and quarry harmonise with the 
ground. Is even this large and powerful falcon in need of the 
mantle of protective colouration or has it assumed a desert-coloured 
garb merely out of sympathy with its surroundings ? Certain it 
is that itis often robbed of a meal by eagles and jackals, not . 
mention members of its own species. A Muslim friend tells m 
that one bird I sent to him as a present was killed by a wild sas 
which sprang upon it under the very nose of the falconer, after 
the hawk had brought down an honbara. Eagles, too, soarin 
out of sight, drop like stones from their invisible posts, and not 
only rob but sometimes even kill the hawk. By them, too, the 
jesses ! or sometimes mistaken for quarry. 

Plate IIl., figure 1, is reproduced from a photograph of an 
exceptionaly large female, very dark variety, in the immattre 
lumage ; while figure 2 is from a photograph of an ordinary 

brown bird, whole- solar, with a Panjabi hood. 
Blanford describes the bill of F, cherrug as being “ pearly white * 

tipped with black,” and the legs of the young bird as “ greyish 

| Persian Mss. for this reason frequently warn the reader against 
jensen of red lea 

Ah awiecansnas tells me that he once caught a healthy saker that had 
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green.” In some hundreds of trained birds that [ have handled 
and examined, the bill has always been a blue slate colour, 
light at the base, but deepening to almost black at the tip. The 
legs, too, and the feet, and the skin round the eyes of the immature 
bird are usually a distinct blue or slate-colour : only in a few of the 

legs, etc., are orange. In the immature nema the colour of the 
legs and cere is bluer than in the young peregri 

Compared with the peregrine the chargh hss “the tail longer in 
proportion ; the head a oe rounder and not so snake-like, the 
eyes perhaps larger but not so prominent, the beak and feet 
smaller, but the toes thicker the flight- aastbars have a softer 
shaft, and the plumage of the underparts is more fluffy, while even 
the feathers of the back are not so tight and close and suitable for 
resisting wet. In the female saker the number of large scales on 
the middle toe is usually 14 or 15, while in a peregrine it is 17 or 

ate IV, reproduced from a photograph, shows the compara- 
tive size of corresponding tail- and flight-feathers of a saker and a 
peregrine, fg: 1 being the flight-,and fig. 4 the tail-feather of a saker. 

The length of a few living females, large birds, measured by 
the writer arnt twenty-two inches, while the wing averaged 
seventeen 

as naetbie weighed 8. $0z., a weight that it would, I fancy. 
never have attained in a wild state. Had the skin of this bird 
found its way into a — it would probably have been 
labelled milvipes or henders 

The next heaviest weighs recorded by the writer is that of a 
‘haggard ’ or wild-moulted bird, which, caught at Lakki near Ban- 
nun, reached Kohat on a 6th February and then weighed 2 lbs. 93 oz. 
On March 28th, killing houbara well, she weighed 2 lbs. 63 oz:,} 
Ss a weight for spring. When calling her to the lure in 
the morning, a clamourous flock of crane passed overhead and 

white nails. Ihad once an ‘intermewed’ falcon that underwent, during the 
moult, some special treatment at the pereot the faleoner, the result of which 
was s that the nails turned white and tw ff. 

1 These weights, the result of Wing & observation and practical experience, 
given ners. An experienced falconer can tell the 

eneidttann of a hawk that is oe on his fist, merely by feeling the breast and 
more specially the flesh under the wings. All birds go up and down very 
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awakened old memories in her breast: she did indeed settle on 
the lure that was hastily cast to her, but her gaze was fastened 
skywards, and, as her faleconer cautiously approached her, that 
startied far-off ee came into her eyes; she slowly spread her 
wings and disa 

Another exceptionally fine chiiz or ‘ sore-hawk’ ' weighed when 
killing heron 2 Ibs. 80z. What her wild and mature weight would 
have been I cannot say. 

For houbara, a young passage-hawk in training should oo 
be allowed to fall below 2 lbs, 4.0z. or she will lose too much 
and will, in a stern chase, be lost. ae sakers fly at houbara all 
the better for being in very high conditio 

For kite, on the other hand, 2 Ibs. 3 o: oz. ,. will be forind suffi- 
cient weight, as, if the hawk is flown fatter than this, she will 
probably not exert herself sufficiently at this difficult and distaste- 
ful qua ag Cle 

For , a saker may be in still lower condition, and it will be 
found ra nif ‘reduced to even as low a weight as 2 lbs., she will still 
kill hares successfully. 

‘ Intermewed ’ gifts are soft and must be kept in higher con- 
dition than passage-haw 

An English Scab told me that he once had a young chargh 
brought to him for sale in Peshawar in 1892 or 1893, on the eg 
July. With this tassios the earliest date enti by me is 
21st of September when a young chargh, said to have been nile 
a day or two before, was brought to me for sale in Peshawar. 

Sakers leave India in February, ations two months before the 
peregn: and the migrating instinct seems to stir more powerfully 
in them, In the spring, when unhooded, they will sometimes gaze 
into the sky and cry plaintively. One sign of their becomin 
mast is bobbing before rousing. Does the saker nest earlier than 
the peregrine ? Probably. 

The latest date on which I have observed this falcon was the 
28th of February 1906, when I caught a young bird on the Jarma 

I observed a ‘haggard’ on =~ same spot; it could not have 
arrived more than a day o o before, and by the following 
morning it had left. On he 7th of March the same year I had 
a barak* flown near Hoti Mardan without any success, nor could I 
hear of any chargh having been seen near the place for some days. 

more than one race appears to visit the 
Punjab, entering by the passes on the North. The migrants are 
then caught by baraks as they cross certain open plains. A few 
are also caught by the nooses known as pha@*i and pa-daim, the bait 
employed being either a field-rat,$ or else a quail tethered by the 

‘ 'Sore- apy ae a hawk of Rage pres year, oe the Fr. sor, or saur 
reddish brown ; e sorrel. — Har 

ora estes and Sans of a ‘barak ' vide? Jl. of Asiatic Societ 
of Bonga Vol. Ill., No. 1, January 1 : 

¢ rat’s teeth are broken, and, I think, the eyes are seeled. 
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neck, The best and finest birds are those caught not earlier than 
the beginning of November, Birds’ then caught appear to be also 
new arrivals, their lateness in arriving being perhaps due to the 
distance they have travelled. Natives are great believers in the 

s. 
officer of the Guides told me that he once caught a chargh 

at Hoti Mardan with Russian bells on it, the name of a Russian 
firm being stamped on the bells. 

he author of the Baz-Nama-yi Nasiri states that one race, 

This race is said by the same author to prey chiefly on hare and hou- bara, and nestlings are considered equal to passage-hawks of certain other races. Another race or variety called by him Hajjaji is de- 

says, obtained in spring from the hills of Persia and Asia Minor. _ An Gould’s “ Birds of Asia” it is stated that the saker breeds in abundance in the low flat country of Bulgaria. The writer 

cries. Being easily caught, the natives take them at this period, as they are much esteemed for hunting, particularly by the 

ground or close to the ground, his theory being that the young, accustomed at an early age to see wolves and foxes, grew up more courageous. 
Something yet remains to be learnt of what Gilbert White would call the “ habits and conversation ” of this falcon. akers occasionally drink, but not as often as regrines. ra hard day’s work, especially if fed on rich houbara flesh, they should be offered water two or three times up till midnight. They will probably drink, and drinking helps digestion. Practi- 'Y Speaking they never bathe, Probably in a wild state. it is their established custom to take dust baths. However, I have twice intermewed ’ charghs that bathed ; in each case, not during the real hot weather, but after the moult when the weather | was 

DO eee ee 
. - (ret es? 

ai, tay 
wh 2 Te ik 

1 Baqir-qara T. and siyah-sina P. 
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coolish, One bird bathed on the 17th and neni on the 27th of 
August in Dera Ghazi Khan, and for a third t in December in 
the hill station of Parachinar when the atone was freezingly 
cold. have never known of any ‘sore-hawk’ 
bathing during its first season, and no Indian falconer I have ques- 
tioned ‘ere ever heard of a chargh bathing at all. 

ing the moult I sa never known one eat “rangle” 

their shonlders and crouching down when sparrows settle near their 
block. After feeding them up in the field and riding home with 
them unhooded they will adopt the same attitude on passing by a 

desert lark on the ground, 
n a wild state sakers rob lagars and kites, and of course, when 

opportunity offers, smaller hawks! as well. I think that the saker 
usually robs only kites high up in the air. A kite with food gets 
mobbed by its fellows, and rising to a height to enjoy a quiet meal * 
there falls a victim to its powerful robber, Sakers also feed largely 
ou field rats of different species, and on lizards Spies stiz,® etc.). 
A Turkish gentlemen told me that in an e t Kerman (in 

Persia) he found a large ides not quite a gn also prey 
on quail, see-see partridges, Indian crows, and probably on the 
short-eared owl, as las as on aca birds. | I have seen one 

mail from the ga omar ape Once, in camp, I was calling a young 
saker to the jure, when it spied a pair of wild blue-rocks feeding 
amongst the squadron- wine and made an ineffectual stoop. One 
pigeon took refuge in a sowar’s tent ; the hawk sat on the top and 
ete d. The s sowar drove out the pigeon, which commenced to 
ring-up ” perpendicularly, the hawk below it. The pigeon must 

have Jost its head, for it was soon mastered and seen Now no 
saker is fast enough to kill even a good house-pigeon in fair open 
flight. Some sakers at least, in a wild state, kill wae while all, 

f rs, especially when in the low condition they 

are usually kept by Tada falconers, very seldom check at the lure to 
chase crows and mainas; consequently it is commonly supposed 

that in a wild state they do not prey on 1 small birds. Only two 

once saw a merlin rob some small hawk. The merlin was robbed 
ue. Sil a lagar, which in turn was robbed - a chargh. Finally an eagle gave 

2 Kites feed largely on the win 
he séna or sandha of the Pati ab. The flesh is white and rich look- 

ing an very like fat- eer Oe This lizard is eaten by pariah tribes as well as 
by pariah dogs. 
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sakers have I ever seen that did =e at the lure, both haggards > 
one chased kites and the other crow 

The flesh of water-birds is generally ee to charghs. 
I have, however, frequently given a gee eal of night-heron 
and purple-heron without evil results, but seta occasions I lost 

upset that they were unable to retain meat of any kind. After 
killing a heron, a new chargh should be allowed to eat only a few 
beakfuls and should then be fed up on pigeon or dove. I have, 
too, seen a chargh cast her gorge after being fed on wild-duck. 

Though sakers will eat the flesh of purple-herons, night- 
herons, and even common herons, with avidity, they seem to really 
dislike the flesh of paddy-birds. If fed on the flesh of a paddy- 
ws ~~ will probably altogether decline to fly at that quarry 

ar all hawks, they have a natural antipathy to owls, and 
some ‘haggards’ at least, extend this antipathy to harriers. 
have more than once lost a newly-trained ‘haggard,’ which 
followed up a harrier for two or three miles, stooping at it with the 
utmost persistence, till we, gradually outdistanced, were unable 
to gallop oad sig both birds disappeared from view. 

I hav an ‘intermewed = saker’ strike a _ full 
grown cies on the head with such force that it never moved 
again, I have also seen a young bird, weighing 2 lbs. 4oz., lift 

Like most ia of prey these ee pie! feed largely on 
locusts,! and it is almost impossible to catch one when locusts are 
about. During the in-migration of 1891 an unusally la 

mber of young sakers was caught in the Peshawar, Pindi, 
Jallandhar, Dera Ismail Khan, and Bannun Districts, and doubt- 

oaks c ach. I 
bought several and released them. During 1890-91 shes was 
a plague of locusts throughout the Punjab, and swarms of locusts 

had been reported from Central Asia, Egypt and elsewhere. May 
not this excessive number of young birds have been due to the 
abundance of se provided for nestlings by these locusts ? 

Both young birds (‘sore-hawks’) and haggards are trained. 
The former are eesace. but I am not at all sure that ‘ haggards’ 
are not really better. They are certainly more easily entered to 
eron. As sakers migrate out of the Punjab early, that is in 

February, there is then a great danger as ‘h “Es clagiion getting lost 
if flown at mounting quarry on kites and herons, or 
indeed. if flown at nn Aeneid daring “the early part 0 of the 

"1 Gilbert White Eauiaiie that birds of prey feed on insects. | 
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day in this month. In the middle of ert “ge the spring 
restlessness has passed, the danger is less. In ure, and in 
style of flying, the ‘haggard ’ chargh is more like the peregrine 
than is the chiz or young ‘ passage-hawk.’ It is more intelligent, 
and more quickly trained to the lure and entered to wild quarry ; 
but it requires a greater amount of ‘ carriage’ to man it. 

Eastern falconers prefer the saker to the peregrine. It is 
hardier, requires less careful feeding, is plucky, moults easily 
and quickly,' is not restless and will consequently sit unhooded 
and quiet on the fist, will still work if not in quite the right 
condition, and, too, unlike a peregrine, it can be quickly fat- 

Punjab, where there are numerous splashes of water holding 
duck and teal, the peregrine is eet! preferred. Sakers caught 
in Bushire, in the Persian Gulf, and taken for sale to Basora, fetch 

it should be kept for this one flight only. Lieut.-Colonel E. Delmé 
Radcliffe, speaking of the ‘“ Desert Falcons,” in his pamphlet on 
Faleonry, says: “‘'They are dirty birds and have a strong smell 
and a quite unfit for pets. The better you treat them the worse 
the ; and as a rule they must be kept to their work by conti- 
a okyiokta and washed meat, the latter being better for them 

rather stinking. They are shy and crafty by nature ane it is 
eittely impossible to break them of the habit of carrying.” 

These remarks sufficiently prove that the author never 

bothered himself with sakers. Sakers have no special smell 

hly when 
hooded, they are sure to be troubled by large bird-lice,? especially 
so if the feathers have been wetted. ese vermin are, however, 
easily destroyed in one night, by the common Indian remedy of a 

indeed physic continually, but this is generally unnecessary, and is 
certainly overdone. For high flights such as at kite and heron 
two or three purges mnie the season are perhaps necessary, but 

i — are often clean moulted by September, peregrines rarely so 
ore X 

2 twa a wild State lice are caught from kites. un do not, however, recollect 
snaring any ‘* haggard’ saker that had lice in it 
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as for stinking meat it is almost certain death: Meat, even the 
least bit tainted, will not only make a saker cast her ‘ gorge’ but 

fed, it is possible her life may be saved, but she will be so reduced 
in flesh that she cannot be flown even at the lure. A careless 
falconer of mine once gave tainted meat to a peo caught young 
‘ passage-hawk’ and left her. An hour later she was dead, choked 
by the meat that she has unable to eject through the hood. The 
taint of brass, too, will make sakers as well as other hase cast 

‘ carrying,’ sakers are fit only for pee quarry, and are, by Kasterns, 

never flown at anything else. I have flown sakers at grass- and 
short-eared owls, and stone-plover,—quarry that no Indian fal- 

coner will willingly attempt, but have never noticed this habit of 
‘ carrying. e saker has been hastily er unjustly judged, if not 
maligned, by English falconers generally. 

These falcons seem to possess high reasoning powers as well 
as excellent memories. once tried the experiment of moulting 
some hawks, a sh@hin and a saker, “at the block,” under a 
CHa tree, the hawks Pee Ne left ont day and night. (Neither 

agitating sta wings,® her neck stretched out in eager anticipa- 
— In one lesson she had learnt to associate a gun-shot with 
ood, 

eyes. e rat, a. to see, runs hither and eines: in search of 
a hole, attracting the falcon’s attention by its impotent movements. 
It is of course easily taken, When two or three rats are taken in 
this manner and the falcon lulled into security, the pa-dam are set 
up with a live field-rat as a bait. Some charghs, however, are said 
to be so cupming that on i das the first rat, b Shey mercenive that 
a 

puliagittaie had obtained a reputation it “ti no means deen 
2 Cats will kill hooded hawks, and perhaps a hawk has. i from a ps 

I cen once hea ¢ a peregrine on a perch injured by a half-mad pariah dog all 
m iets 
- 3 In porn: ‘falconry this action in young nestlings was called The vase 
1D 

4 Adel Hindus., adj. ; erred to any migratory bird that, ha reached 
its destination, has taken p its abode tre a paige Sac pot foe prea cage 
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its eyes are seeled and hastily drop it, and cannot be deceived a 
secon 

the Punjab the saker is flown at hare, houbara and kite 
It at also to be trained to the common crane, and in Persia 
was, according to the Baz-Nama-yi Nasiri, flown at this quarry 
till recently. I have flown it successfully at short-eared owls 
and have also taken with it a few Indian grass-owls, a much more 
difficult quarry. I believe noe any first-class saker in very high 
condition, z.e., weighing 2 oz. or more, can be flown success- 
fully at this quarry, but I Eve not car st to risk a first-class bird 
at this flight during the spring on the return-migration. The saker 
will also, it is said, take black ibis (Glordnbious papillosus) well, I 
have flown it with success at night-heron, purple-,and common 
heron. In Baghdad it is said to be flown at geese. Corballis in 
“ Rifty-five Years of Sport,” writing apparently of Syria, says: 
Ke This falcon is good at smaller game, such as grouse, partridges, 
ete.” The saker, however, is essentially a falcon for large quarry : 
it is far too slow for sand- -grouse in ordinary circumstances. 

H.H. the late Mir Ali Murad used to train passage-sakers 
to ‘ravine deer,’ as is still done in some parts of Arabia and 
Persia. The late Sir Harry Lumsden, who raised the 
Guides, told the writer that the Amir of Kabul used to send him 
in the cold weather two Turkistani faleoners with ‘ eyess’ sakers | 
and Afghan greyhounds, all trained for this flight. He also had a 
assage-saker trained by these falconers. The greyhounds were 

first taught to wait on the hawk, by being slipped with a hawk at 
hares in a moderately close country where the hounds ere ually 
lost oo z the hare. The greyhounds were leashed in the follow- — 
i —The mounted falconer wore a leather belt, vs one side 
of which a Pidig leather strap was sewn. At the far end of the strap 
was a slit to admit the fore part of the rider’s foot. The end of 
the strap being passed through a ring in the greyhound’s ea the 
falconer inserted his toe in the slit, and then placed his foot in the 
stirrup. To slip the eager and straining greyhound, the rider had 
merely to withdraw his foot from the stirrap and the greyhound 
as off. With agreyhound, leashed in this manner, a falconer can 

ride at a smart canter. 
At houbara, many haggards, in a stern chase, “ fly vars 

that is, instead of amar on the speed, flying direct, and turn 
the quarry, they somewhat leisurely slant upwards to obtain & an 
extensive view, well knowing that an houbara so commanded will 
soon settle. When the houbara takes refuge, the distant hawk, high 
in the air and sharply outlined against the sky, begins to slant to- 
wards the earth, but strain the eyeas you may to mark the spot where 
she touches earth, the dark background of the far hills supervenes 
and you see no more. Lucky is the falconer that finds her half 
an hour later seated gorged amongst a heap of feathers and two or 
three bones. Can she have devoured a whole cock houbara, bones 

' It has mistakenly been stated in the Badminton ise yr that Sir 
Harry Lumsden used perparines for this flight. 
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will not do so. 
Some charyhs do not seem to understand that any bird except 

the houbara is fit for food. One of the best houbara-hawks I 
ever owned would not ‘ bind’ to or plume a dead heron, nor could it 
be induced to even notice the existence of a turkey, not even when 

_ Some ‘ha s’ there are that will not kill fowls, but will still kill wild houbara in first-class style. 

‘+ He must not only handle and stroke her continually, but must be ever turning his hand. and slightly altering its 
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unhooded on 

bazar. I have had a‘ haggard’ come a distance of fifty yards to 
the lure in the morning, and then in the afternoon, after being car- 

falconer accustomed Ps charghs, and she has then come to the lure 
as me as before. Bert, in his Treatise of Hawkes and Hawking, 

: “I have observed that it is much walking with my Hawke 
that hath wrought such good effect in her; for in my walking and 
turning, her eye doth still behold change of object, and the stir- 
ring of her feete doth worke as much or more good in her, for that 
maketh her desirous to sit still, and desirous of ease, which bating 
doth not giue, and in the first pain saueth her many a bate.” 
All this a saker requires and more, for she must be thoroughly 
reclaimed,! at the outset. S es appear tame in her o 
house and garden, and come well to the lure on her d 

stomach between the legs, and finally, removing the hood, on the 
head and breast. Squeezing water out of a sponge over the back 
is useless ; and in any case the back feathers von ld not be wetted. 
When wetted as described, the hawk will sit quiet on the fist, 
draggle-tailed sna miserable. She may have to be so wetted 
again and agai 

Occasionally a saker is found so “ hawtyn and prowde ” that 
her spirit is not subdued by even these severe measures. You 

so ent 
English — who naturally measure all falcons by the 

standard of the peregrine, would call the chargh sulky and stub- 
nr but anv defects of temper this species may have, they 
are by proper treatment in the early stages of training. 
May charghs there are, as docile as the ‘ falcon gentle.’ 

; ‘To reclaim’ is to make tame and familial 
y lowering and raising the hand the outed hawk can be made to 

expand ie win gs. 
‘To man’ is to accustom to man’s presence, 
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in pace, and it usually flies its fastest. At rin ing-up it is not 
to be surpassed. Its stoop, when driven home, is deadly, but is 

! In Falconry in the British Isles the weight of a female Iceland Falcon is stated to be 34 lbs. and its length about 23 inches. The length of a male is said to be 20 inches. 
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The Monthly General Meeting of a Pega s was held on 
Wednesday, the 6th March, 1907, at 9-15 

The Hon, Mr. Justice AsurosH Muxuopapuyaya, M.A., D.L.,. 
President, in the chair 

The ae members were present :— 
Dr. N. Annandale, Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Mr. I. H. 

Burkill, Babu Rentachan Chakravarti, Mr. J. A. Cunningham, 
Mr. L. L. Fermor, . D. Hooper, Mr. W. W. Aye C. 
Little, Mr. 8, C. Mahalanobis, Dr. H. H. Mann, Mr. R. D. Mehta, 

Capt. C. C, R. Murphy, Lt. Col. D. C. Phillott, Dr. P. C. Ray, 
Rai Ram Brahma Sanyal, Bahadur, Mahamahopadhyaya Hara- 
prasad Shastri, Pandit Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Sankhyaratna- 
Vedatirtha, Dr. G. Thibaut, ee a soi Chandra 
Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg, Rev. A. W. You 

Visitors :—Babu Bidhubhusana oe Babu aa Chandra 
Ganguli, Mr. C. A. Mackenzie, and Babu Satis Chandra 

ee. 

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 

Thirty-six presentations were announced. 

The General Secretary announced that Babu Upendra Nath 
Sen had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.. 

The General Secretary read the names of the following 
gentlemen who had been appointed to serve on the various Com- 
mittees for the present year :~- 

Finance Committee. 

Dr, N. Annandale. 

Mr. I. H. Burkill. 
Mr. W. K. Dods. 
Mr. IT’. H. Holland. 

Major F. P. Maynard. 
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri. 

Tibrary Committee. 

Dr, N. Annandale. 

rmor, 

Mr. H. G. Graves. 
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Mr. H. H. Hayden. 
Mr. D. Hooper. 
MrT, a D. La Touche. 
Dr. Hi: Man 
Mahaniahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri. 

G. Thibau 
+i E. ca haa 

Philological Committee. 
Babu Muralidhar Banerji. 
Babu ake an sah ‘ti. 
Mr. igh Nath D 
Mr. E. A. Gai 
Lieut.-Colonel D. C. vires amd 
Acharya Satyavrata Samasrami. 
Pandit Yogesa Chandra Share ankhyaratne- Veo 

tirtha, 
Mehaihaliopathyaya Haraprasad Sha 
opines te Chandra ‘ante Takaanie 
Dr. G. Thibau 
Babu Nagendra Nath Vasu, 
Mr. A 
Biactah petra Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.. 

The President announced that Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott had been appointed officer in charge for the Paces * Arabic and Persian MSS. during the absence of Dr. E. D. Ros 
The — seven gentlemen were tae for as Ordinary Members 

Mr. @. ees I.C.8., proposed by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott, hea by D oN. nirvisrdade | Captain R. E. Lloyd, MS.,8 , Marine Survey of India, proposed by Lt.-Col. D. GC. Phillott, seconded — Dr. N. Annandale ; 

ment, proposed by Lt t.-Col. af a. "Phillott, sesoaded by Dr. N. Annandale; Babu Roormall Goenka, Landh older and Merchant, 
lal 

| a Chakravarti, seconded by Lt.-Col. D. GC. Phillott; and Maulavi S. Sayf-ud-Din Ahmed, B.A., proposed by graeme oe yaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusena, seconded by Dr, M. asoom 
Mr. E. Vredenburg exhibited some specimens of a fossil Echinoid, Breynia multituberculata, Vreden mburg, together with a recent species of the same genus, Breynia Angola Anderson. 
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The following papers were read :— 

1. Note on the Saker or Qherrug Falcon (F.cherrug), its 
Eastern names, habits and use in Falconry.—By Lr.-Cor. D. C 
PaILLort, 

2. Some Birds and other animals that have been assess sed 
(deing an wpe from the Kitabu’l-Jamharah fil eg ded an 
Arabic MS., No. 865, in the library of the erste Society of Be 
gal).—By Lr.-Cot. D.C. Parntorr and R. F. A 

3. Note on Shungar Falcon.—By Urt.-Cox. D. C. Puittorr. 

Notes on the distribution a Macacus arctoides, Geoff,— By 
Rat Ran Brana Sanya, Banap 

These three papers have been published in the Journal and 
Pircsoicncs oe February, 1907. 

5. Well-waters from Hadhramaut, Arabia — D. Hooper. 

6. Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the Presidency 
College. Note No. I.—A new method of preparing Mercurous Iodide, 
—By Pancaanan Neoci, M.A. Oommunicated by Dr. P. C. Ray. 

7. Notes SEBS the Chemical Laboratory of the a Col- 
lege. Note No. II.—Nitro-ethane as a solvent of Todo igs. 
Pancnanan Neoai, M.A. Communicated by Dr. P. C. Rar 

8. Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the Presidency 
College. Note No. II.—On Stlver-Mercwroso- Mercurie Nitrate.—By 
Dr. P. C. Ray 

Thes sion papers have been published in the Journal alia 
Psadsnrs for February, 1907. 

9. Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the Presidency 
College. Note No. IV.—The Electrical State of Nascent Gases. Pre 
liminary note.—By J. A. CuNNINGHAM and Satis CHANDRA Moxerser. 

Notes from the Chemical reoNbee y of the Presidency 
Oollege. Note No. V.—Reactions at low temperatures. Part [.— 

Aliphatic Todochlorides.—By Meee cra Dortra, M.A. Com- 
municated by Prof. J. A. CUNNINGHAM. 

11. Some notes on the Vedic Sacrifices—By Buavesa ner 
BanersEe, M.A. Oommunicated by Manamanopapnysaya Hara 
PRASAD SHASTRI. 

12. Method of catching wild fowls and other sehen in the 
Punjab, Sindh and Kashmir—By Lr.-Con. D. C. Pam. 

Notes on some clay tablets from the Soe Peninsula. 
—By Raxwar Das BANERIER. With an introductory note by Dr. N. 
ANNANDALE. 

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of the 
Journal and Proceedings. 
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The Adjourned Meeting of the Society (Medical Section) was 
held at the Society’ s rooms on Wednesday, Popruary 13th, 1907, 
at 9-15 P.M. 

Masor W. J. Su@uan, I.M.S., in the chair. 

The following members were present :— 
Lt.-Col. E. H. Brown, I.M.S., Lt.-Col. G. F. A. Harris, 

1.M.S., Major W. D. Hayward, LMS., Dr. W. C.. Hossack, Dr. 
E. A. Houseman, Captain J. C. H. Leicester, I.M.S., Dr. M. M. 
Masoom, Captain D. McCay, I.M.S., Captain J. W. D. Megaw, 
LM:S., Major D. M. Moir, I LMS., Major J. bee Hee LM.S., and 
Major FP. Maynard, LM. S Honorary Secre 

Visitor :—Dr. J. Neild Cook. 

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 

Major Maynard showed a case of sarcoma of the thigh. 

Captain tone read some clinical notes on cases of 
appendicitis. Messrs, Maynard, Harris, Moir, Hossack, Hay- 
ward, Neild Cook ree Megaw discussed the notes. 

Major Moir read notes on lumbar puncture and injection of 
antitoxin ina case of tetanus. Case notes taken by Assistant 
Surgeon Lolit.Mohun Rae 

The discussion on Colonel Harold Brown’s paper on “‘ yee 
spinal meningitis” was resumed. Messrs. Buchanan, 
— and Megaw took part in it, and Colonel iowa 
reph 
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30, Notes pier Byer Chemical Te of the 
residency Colleg 

Note No. eit Electrical State - Nascent Gases. 
A Preliminary Not 

By J. A, Cunnineuam, Professor of ined and SaTisH 
CuanprA MoKERJI, Government Research Scholar, 

Presidency College, Calcutta. 

of the most attractive problems of modern Chemistry 
is involved in the effort to explain chemical combination in the 

aud ite dtomie structure. Speculations have been very rife, and 
direct experiments very rare. We have hoped to be able to ob- 
tain some information on the subject by a direct investigation of 

the electrical wis ae of gases just after their liberation from 
chemical compou 

A number of cantly observers have experimented on the elec- 
trical phenomena associated with chemical combination and de- 
composition ; but the true interpretation of their observations is 
-ainuttip in some uncertainty. In the light of J. J. Thomson’s 
exposition of the nature of electricity, Townsend ! determined the 

res omen Eblootritiontige of hydrogen and oxygen liberated by the 
electrolysis of dilute sulphuric acid and potassi olu- 

rom hydrochloric acid the hydrogen carried a variable positive 
and the chlorine all negative charge wnsend’s method of 

was made to carry a cloud, ge one pair of quadrants of an elec- 
trometer. He therefore only measured the excess of one kind of 
electricity over the other. His obi ct was primarily to study the 
ormation of clouds, and the properties of electrified gases as 

of such. e un erstanding of the bearing is results on the 
nature of chemical combinatiou is complicated by the uncertainty 
as to the exact nature of the chemical reactions involved in the 
genesis of the gases in solutions, and, still further, by doubts as to 
the electrical effects superimposed by the stipes “ bubbling 
them through these, and certain other purifying liquid 
The critica described in the present paper lists been de- 

signed to gielwreting 4 emma to the simplest possible chemical 
reactions, and to the measurement of the total number of both 

: : Proc. Cambr. Phil. Soc. ix. 1897, 244, & 1898, 345, & Phil. Mag. v. 1898, 
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280 volts by means of 140 of Pye’s small storage cells. This was tested and found to be more than the saturating voltage required to extract all the ions from the gas. The method of making an 

B get EEE Geer 28 

T 

olume of gas in each case. These sub- the permanganate, chlorate, and perchlorate of 
tances were 

potassium, the peroxide of sodium, and mercuric oxide. 
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The table below contains, in a Concise form, the first experi- 
mental results. 

TABLE, 

Approximate 

Si f ; Substance. Ohieie: Deflection. | 4-5 y 108 
ions per ¢c.cm. | 

51 4 
KMnO, . ae ee | Ad 4, 

| 

+ 143 12 
KCIO, ius | ie | 200(?) 16 or 18 

if: 104 9 
KCIO, oe { a | 110 ‘ 9 

| 

+ | 37 3 
Na,O, tee { aah | 18 3 

+ 12 oak 
HgO eee f ity : 13 1 

The electrometer gave a away of 1180 scale divisions for a 
potential difference of 1 volt; and the capacity of the T-piece® 
electrometer system was fond to be 395°5. Calculating — 
these data in the case of potassinm perchlorate, we obtain a num- 
ber of the order of 1'4 x 107 positive and a nearly equal deaiaber of 
negative ions per cubic centimetre of gas. This is of the same 
order of magnitude as was found b Townsend for the number 
of ions of only one sign re his electrolytic gases. It indicates only 
one ion among each 10!2 molecules and therefore a quantity far 
smaller than what is ped seach by any of the older chemical 

met 
The smallness of this total number of ions makes it impossible 

to claim it as direct evidence that the breaking up of each mole-. 

cule of the original substance is accompanied by i production 
of any definite number of ions. Nor are we at all i 
to assert the absolute errsch of these numbers. on will be 

necessary to determine a (the rate of recombination of the ions) 
before it can be safe to al with confidence. Having, how- 

ever, made the conditions as closely comparable as possible, and 

hazarding the ehesaa aig that the rate of recombination will be 

constant for the same gas in each of the cases here considered, 

and that therefore the actual deflections recorded do bear some 

simple and. uniform a to the n make of ions originally 
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figures given in the fourth column of the foregoing Table which 

are roughly proportional to the measured deflections. 
The least ionised sample of oxygen was that split off from 

its double-bonded union with mercury— 

QHg=0 = 2Hg + O, 

The ionisation of the oxygen expelled from the middle of the 
peroxide molecule 

2Na—O—O-—Na = 2Na-O-Na + O, 

is only slightly greater. 
The fact that the decomposition of KMnO, yields less than 

half as many ions as that of KC10,, with which it is isomorphous, 
is perhaps connected with the fact that the chlorine atom with 
which the oxygen is united in the latter case is left in the solid 
residue at the end of the experiment in a completely electro- 
negative capacity of direct combination with potassium 

whereas the manganese atom, though occupying the correspond- 
ing position in the original molecule, is left behind in an electro- 
positive capacity of holding on to a large part of its oxygen— 

2KMnO, = K,Mn0,+Mn0,+0, 
or whatever other equation be taken to represent the reaction. 

we compare the numbers obtained for the ionisation of the 
oxygen from potassium chlorate with those obtained from potas- 
sium perchlorate, we notice that the number of positive ions are 
simply proportional to the number of molecules of the substances 
taken in order to produce equal volumes of oxygen :— 

4KC10, = 4KC1+60, (+4n ions) 
3KC10, = 3KC1+60, (+3n ,, ) 

This can readily be explained on the hypothesis that the ions 
are all produced from the breaking out of the oxygen atom (a)— 

O 

(a) ll (a) "i 
K~O-Ol and K-~O-Cl=0 

i] " 

oO 

which in each molecule acts as a connecting link between the 
potassium atom and the chlorine atom; whereas those oxygen 
atoms which are doubly connected with the chlorine atom are ex- 
pelled without any electric displacement. This result is arrived at 
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quite regardless of which of the many suggested formule we 
adopt as that best representing the decomposition of the chlorate. 

oissan' mentions in particular four such equations as ages, ng 
been advocated and supported by various experimenters, viz. 

(1) 2KC10O,= KCl +KCl0, +0, 
(2) 8KC10,= 3KC1+5KCI0, +20, 
(3) 10KC10,= 4KC1+6KC10, +30, and 
(4) 22KC10,= 8KCl+14KC10,+50, 

But in vil A case the total reaction is made up of the same 
two elements, v2 

0 
| 

(i) K-O-Cl=0 I 
Soe =K-Cl+ K-O-Cl=0 + 0, 

K-~0O-Cl=0 I 
il O 

O 
il 

and (ii) Ka OOO. a KC) 4 90, 
i 

_ foe each molecule of the substance has to yield up 
e atom of oxygen from the position intermediate between 
ga nd —Cl. 

ad Dingwa 
that when the experimental vessel was heated with a naked flame, 
the reaction actors most nearly with equation (2) above, 
while heating in a sulphur vapour bath produced results more 
nearly ciereapldsiige to formula (3), and on the other hand heat- 
ing the substance after mixture with finely powdered glass gave 
results abe re by (1). These variations are perhaps con- 
nected with a discrepancy noticed during ag course of the present 
work between the results obtained when the generating vessel 
was heated over a nak me and in an po bath. It is just 
possible that the discrepancies are due to the salt undergoing de- 
composition being, in the one case, practically earthed and in the 
other effectively insulated. Further investigations on this point 
are at present in progress. 

1 Traité de Chimie Minérale, iii., 
2 Journ. Chem. Soc. li- (188%), trans. 274, 





31. Some Notes on the Vedic Sacrifices. 

By Buaves Cuanpra BAnERJI, M.A. (Research Scholar), 

Sanskrit College. 

GENERAL ReMARKsS. 

of a happy hereafter, in some distant region of eternal a on 
abode of the gods, but also with secular motives, viz., to 

a 
complete victory over their rivals and enemies. Indeed, these 
three worldy objects were the incentives to all their sacrifices. 

Fire was the principal elemental deity—Devati—of the an- 
cient Aryans, to whom they offered their sacrificial cabal and 
through whom only the offerings were to b ried to the other 
emeai whom they propitiated for fulfilling their multifarious 

“The idea of the ritualists was that every minor function in a 
sacrifice _ g., the beating of the corn, in order to separate it from 

the cha e grinding of the grain, etc.) produces an unseen spiri- 
tual affect known by the technical term Apitrva; te there is a 

gradation in the intensity or quantity of the Apurva in proportion to 
the extent or duration of the action. Thus the aeaiie action pro- 

duces the highest and Shiela Apirva, which is the sum total 
of all the minor Aptirvas. When the sacrifice is completed the 
Apirva remains and secures the desired object (e.g. Heaven) for 
the sacrificer after his death. is is the way in which the spiri- 
tual results of the sacrifices are attained. 

CLASSIFICATION, 

I shall try to give an idea of the various classes into which 
sacrifices have been divided by the Vedic sages. 

(1) They have been classified according to their materials 
of oblation under three heads, namely—(a) Haviryajiia or sac 
with corn, (b) P&kayajiia or sacrifice with cooked materials, (c) 
maa he or sacrifice with Soma plants. 

The sacrifices performed the corn as the principal mate- 
rial are one Haviryajia. The Darcapirnamasa or the new 
and full moon sacrifices are the typical forms of such sacrifices. 
There are five rothies such Havir 

Those in which cooked materials are offered are called 
Pakayajiias, viz., the Parvana, etc. These are seyen in number, 
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¢) Those in which the Soma juice is the principal material 
are called Somayajiias, e.g., the Jyotistoma. This Soma sacrifice 
is the most important of all; its preliminary functions were the 
killing of some animal, usually a he-goat, and the offering of the 

of the Soma juice, thus offered, in wooden cups, which had an 

the slaughterer (Camita) held its mouth tightly closed, and it is said that violent blows with the fists were delivered till the poor 

human manner, by being seized by the horn, nor after the 
manner of the Fathers, who seized it behind the ears, but it is 

Br. 3, 8,1,15). The omentum (Vapa), flesh-portions, and the gravy (Vasa) of that strangled animal were then cut off by means 

says that_a Samvatsara (lit. a year) means “a day ” in connection with the Sahasrasamvatsara sattra (7.e, sacrifice lasting a thousand years). 
_ (3) The sacrifices are often regarded from another point of view, namely their connection with one or more of the Vedas; thus 

should be noted here that the three sacrifices mentioned above are the three Prakritis, or fundamental forms of sacrifices, out of which - the various Vikritis or modifications have developed. 

THE POSSIBLE PRIORITY OF THE Soma Sacrivicks to THe CorRN ONES. 
_ +6 is difficult to ascertain when and how these multifa- rious sacrifices originated, or commenced to be performed by the 
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ancient Vedic Aryans. It is therefore impossible to assign any date 
to any of these. But it seems quite probable that the Soma an 
the animal ee e.g., the Agnistoma, the Sattras, etc., were prac- 
tised by the Aryans at a very early period, and the corn sacrifices, 
e.g., the Devapernatiécs. ete,, were of later origin. For, earlier Ar- 
yans devoted the best of their times in the invention of newer and 
more nice and complicated observances of the Soma sacrifices. 
for this reason only that we find innumerable kinds of these forms 

r 

Upper Punjab, for the Soma was a native of the mountains of 
these regions. The Atharva and the Rigvedas describe the Mi 
javat Peak, which is indirectly referred to as the home of the 
Soma, and modern Sdvdns have identified the pra with one of 
the mountains to the south-west of Kashmir. That the Soma was 

He 
sacrifice was closely connected with the animal sacrifices. No 
Soma sacrifice. was complete without an animal sacrifice being 

associated with it. Similarly the animal sacrifices, 
Agcvamedha, included a Soma offering, Thus the one meant the 
other. 

Now what I propose to establish is that these animal and 
Soma sacrifices were the only rituals or ceremonies of the earliest 
Aryans. In the earliest times when lle was practically 
unknown to the Aryans, they se to rifice the highest 
animal—tbeir fellow-creature, man—in thei ir offerings, then 
with the advancement of civilization, and the gradual de beer 
ment of the ideas of 1 morality, ping ave ‘9 that asa AD prac 
tice and took lower animals, tie rse, the cow, the hicks, 
and, teat of all, the goat. The Catapatha Belted directly States 
in one place that Cyaparna Sayakayana was the last person who 
killed these higher animals in the sacrificial rites, after him the 
goat only was used in them (vide Catapatha Br., 6-2- 1). There is 

also an Adhikarana in the Mimamsa relating to this. 
When the Vedic Aryans became still more advanced in civili- 

zation, they completely did away with the ernel | practice of killing 
animals sin their e tothe deities. 

Henceforth their sacrifices were, for the most sats limited to 

oblations of corn such as rice, barley, &c. By this, of course, I do 
not mean to say that the animal sacrifice was totally abolished 
in the later Vedic society, but all that I intend to assert is that 

now the majority of the people performed only the non-animal, 7.e. 
the corn and the milk sacrifices. Thus we may conclude the Soma 
and the animal sacrifices were prior to the corn ones. 

shall give two proofs—one internal and the other external— 
in support of the above theory. The first, the internal one, is that 
there is a direct statement in the Catapatha Brahmana about 
this fact. In the translation of a passage in the Catapatha Brah- 
mana by Mr. Eggeling, we find that in the beginning they offered 
up a man as the victim in their sacrificial rites. hen he was 
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“pr as much efficacy as all those sacrificial animals (1) man, (2) sareys 
C 

of the Aryans at that period, and that the corn sacrifices were 
little known to them. Had hey been accustomed to the corn 
sacrifices, the Rigveda would have made similar mention of the corn 
as well, 

WHO ARE ENTITLED T0 THE SacriFIcCIAL OBSERVANCES ? 

The Adhikaranas say that all the three higher castes, viz,, the Brahmana, the Ksatriya aud the Vaicya are entitled to the per- 

sacrifices, the Brahmanas alone should act as priests. 
woman has no right to any sacrifice independently, but she has to perform it conjointly with her husband, e ie 

be mended or remedied, they are admitted to the Vedic rites. The mixed castes, e.g., the Rathacaras or the Nishadasthhapatis have a right to perform only a few of the Vedic rites, and that under the direction of experts present then and there, 
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An Account oF THE Priests IN THE VEDIC CEREMONIALS. 

t has been observed before, that in all the sacrifices the 
rabmanas alone should officiate as priests. But we should carefully 

distinguish the eee Rtvik or the officiating priests (lst) from 
the sacrificer himself and (2nd) from the other agents that are nei- 
ther sacrificers nor priests. To the latter class belonged the fabian 
tendent of the sacrificial compound, viz., the Sadasya, the few Cha- 

mité or the Slau ghterman, the ellen of the 

“Th 

are the sacrificers as well, 7.e., all the sixteen priests together 
with the Grihapati or the householder have an equal and full 
share in the fruit of a Sattra. Itis for ng reason that such duties 

viz:—the Adhyaryu, the Hota, the Agnidhra and the Brahma 
The sixteen priests have, of course, respective duties assigned 

residue of the Soma juice, to which each of these are entitled at the 

completion of a sacrifice, and also to which of the four Vedas do 
they severaliy belong. 

ey ee ek Se wey 2 a 2 - 

are BE : ee 3e2 m oO 3 : ‘ i 
gee | $28 1 ae" oan 
Sdyw¢ 2Ae, oO Sp 0 © Sam 
Ete o | o Sa | eae. ms 2 
a @s5 o ge Pe ss 
—S2 2 2038 ou o a. 

= Ors ne og eS oF a 

The full share-holders | Adhyaryn... | Brahma Udgata Hota. 

The half share-holders| Pratipras- | Brahmana- | Prastota ... | Maitravar- 
: thita. chhansi. u 

The one-third share- | Neshta Agnidhra,.. | Pratiharta | Achchha- 
holders. vaka. 

The one-fouth share- | Unneta Pota Subramhan-| Gravastut. 
holders. ya. 

| 

re it is interesting to note that in a Soma sacrifice t 
sda ‘ded to drink the residue of the j juice left after the shlation 
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to the Holy Fire. The Brahmanas alone were entitled to this drink, 
but if a Kshatriya wished to drink it, he was supplied with a 
drink made of the shoots of the Nyagrodha or the Indian rg tree 
mixed — curds, the Soma being never allowed to 
Brahm 

a 



32. Chronology of Indian Authors, a supplement to 
M. Duff’s Chronology of India. 

By Nipmant Cuaxravarti, M.A. (Research Scholar). 

Mabel Duff’s most useful work, entitled The re y a 
India, was published in 1899. Since then many volum 
Reports and Catalogues of the operation of the search fea bo 
kirt MSS. h een published. e following chronology of 

a study of these Reports and Catalo I have put in some 
dates which escaped the notice of he Mistingtiahed authoress 
and brought them down to D, 

A.D. 169 Saka (?) 91. The date of translation of the Yavanajataka, 
fro PS. R 8. m Greek, by Yavanegvara. H. ep.) p. 

269 Saka (?) 191. Sphurjjidhvaja turned the Yavanajataka 
into 4,000 Indravajra slokas .P.S. Rep., p. 

ee Cid V. Sam. a %s Death of Haribhadrasuri a Boe Jaina 
scholar, author of 1,400 works. Peterson Re ep. III., 

». 557-569 The > inhale fate of the Ohiness beieiite os ae aha ‘Samkhya- 

karika and commentary. B. N., 378. 
ac ae Pr shes uyagas, son of Varahamihira, wrote his Hordsat- 

paitcasila about this time. I.0. Cat. No. 2992. 
3 ee ijanaka Rama, the commentator of Kallata, who speaks 

of himself as a younger brother of Muktakana, a poet in the 
court of Avantivarman, belonged to this period. LO. Cat. No. 
2525. Avantivarman was king of Kasmir aa 855 A.D. (See 
Duff's Chronology 

«Sou Visakhadatta composed Mudraraksas, under the patronage 
of eer king of Kasmir. Vienna Oriental Journal 

» 976 ” Pekin (?) 898. The date of Vacaspatimisra’ s N eg syne 

nibandha. Notice of Sanskrit MSS., second series, Vol II., p. xix 

See also Nya@yavartika, edited by 1 Pandit Vindhyesvari prasada. 

» 984 Saka 906. The date of Atmatattvaviveka or Bauddhadhik- 

kara of Udayana. See Yadunatha Sarvabhauma’s edition of Atma- 
tattvaviveka. 

», 1060 Cakrapapiditio, or more commonly Cakradatta, nephew 
of Narayana, the kitchen-superintendent of Nayapala, king of 
same re author of Cckitsasamgraha and other works. I.0. Cat 

re) 
1069 N.S. 189. The probable date of composition oe the Dharma- 

patrika, a treatise on Yoga. It was composed during the reign 
of Raja Sankara, by M. M. H. P. Sastri. Nepal Catalogue 
Intro., p. xlvii. 



A.D. 1075 

“ 1092 

1100 

1125 

1158 

1160 

1161 

1166 

1169 

1173 

1175 

1197 
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The Sabdapradipa complied by Suresvara. Itis a medical dic- 
tionary. The author's father was Bhadregvara and his erandfather 

was then the King of Bengal, and his ea Si mm aS was a physician 
to King selday ners LO, Cat. No. 2739. See also Ep. Ind., 

+» pp- 350-51 and South las Inscriptions, Hultesch; 
99. yp. 

Saka 1014. The probable date of composition of the Kala- 
viveka, by Jimiitavahana, the author of Dayabhaga. Pref, 
Kalaviveka, Bib. Ind., edited by Pandit Pramathanatha Tarka- 

a 
The Ramapdlacarita, composed by Sandhyakara Nandi, the 

son of Prajapati Nandi, the minister of peace and war to Rama- 
pala, sD of Pade res ee oy 

aksm 2 of yadhara, minister of Govinda- 
candra of again (15 iss), Acres his Krtyakalpataru. 1.0, 
Cat, No, ack 

K 

E 2 

; 4260. The date of the Ganitactidamani of Rajapandita Srinivasa (quoted by Rayamukuta in his co ommentary on the 
Amarakosa (see 1.0, Cat. No, 95 56). The author also wrote Suddhidipika. I, O, Cat. No. 3007, 

urlabharaja, son of Narasimha Mahattara, wrote Samudrika- tilaka, Fea the patronage of Kumirapala, King of Gujrat (1145-1173).  B. M. C. 525. 
Bs Sam.1227. The Gunamalatika composed by Rama Vijaya, 

1222. Candrasiri of the Harsapuriyagaccha, author of the San ghayamirayena, esi Eerees an “ a commentary 0 the Avasyakasutr a. Peters. Re ai 
Saka 1091. The Donintyar, cing tied as Ballalasena, King of Bengal. 1.0. Cat. 1704-1705 
Saka 1095 Dicihieera a manualof grammar composed by Sarana deva. The work was revised i in the lifetime of the 

: Catalogue. H.P.S.I jy _The probable dates of the poets Dhoyi, Gouaiaie Uma- 
ate gon Giri of La Lusk cens of ngal. Notices (second Series) p. xxxvi 

ka 11 eath of Koandatitha: or Madhva, the first pontiff and founder of the Madhva sect. Bhandarkar Rep., 1882- 83, p..17.. But, according to the Smrt big oat ide of Nrsimha Acarya, Madhva was born (avatirna) “s Saka 1120, see Aufrecht Cat. — Pe 285 “B. “0 = age of Madhva and his pupils 
; "The 0% ihitetionet Thana, at Delhi, while Simanelen ; ihtatrt shen somaae A ree Samvat 1288, The rehahis date of composition of the Lekhapancasika, Bhr. Report, 1882-83, p. 38. V. Sam. 1296. ‘The Ascarya sed yogamala laghu Vrtti, compo by Svea bars Gunakara. Bik, Cat. No, 1377 ; Peters. 4, xxvi. 
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Ditangadam composed by Subhata, under the orders of 

Tribhuvanapala (calukya of Anhilvad), on the occasion of the 

son of the Hoysala king Somesvara of age samudra, wrote a 
Bhagya on the Samaveda. Hultzsch Rep. 2, iv. 

Saka 1185. Mahadeva, son of Luniga, wrote a commentary 
on the Jyotisaratnamala of Sripati. Ulwar Cat. Ext. 498 ; Nepal 

Saka 1188. Renukirya wrote a commentary on the Katiya- 
grhya sutra. 1.0. Cat. No. 361. 

V. Samvat 1329. RE composed a commentary on 
the Vrttaratnakara. — iRise Ext. 245, 

Vi 5 entary on the Visnubhtaki kalpalata 
was composed by Minh seve: the son of Virapaksa. Bhr. 1883- 
84, p. 54. 

V. Sam. 1363. Jinaprabhasiri, a pupil of Jinasimha suri, 
wrote the V ahimggappand. W. No. 1944. 

V. Sam. 1380. The Sangitopanisat compiled by Vacanacarya 
Sudhakalasa, pupil of Raja Sekhara of the Maladharigaccha. The 
same author made an extract of his work in V. Sam. 14061350 
A.D. Bik. Cat. No. 1127. 

* Jyotirigvara composed Dhirtta Samagama Nataka. Rep., 

V. Sam. 1385. Vyasa Moksaditya composed Bhimavikrama, 
a drama on the conquest of Jarasandha, King of Magadha, by 
Bhima, the second Pandava. B.M.C. No. 273. 

La. Sam. 216. ——— ag Ne his. commentary on 
the Naisadhacarita of Srihax 1.0. Cat. No. 3830, 3831. 

_V. Sam. 1405. Ramaca nid nese bs pupil of Vidyakara 
10. 

as y 3 
King Vema, the son oe Prola of the Reddi dynasty of Kondavidu. 

Hultzsch. Rep., 3 me 
ama raja, an Y islc 3 in the service of Sadharana, King o 

Kastha, compiled the Rasaratnapradipa about this time. Ufwar 
Cat a 425, 

V. Sam. C) 1415 The Ksema kutuhala composed by Ksema- 
Sarma. 

Saka 1297. Padmanabha Bhatta wrote the Supadma gram- 
mar. Notices of Sanskrit MSS., new series, Vol I., p. vii. 

A akeicrons vilokana, composed under Virasimha, and attri- 
buted to him. imha was the son of Devavarma, Tomara 
Prince of Ealick Bik Cat. No. 1063; Cat. Cat. 95 B. 

N.S. Manika composed the Bhairavananda nataka, under 
the patronage of Jayasthitimalla, King of Nepal. Nepal Cat., 
p. x and xxxvii. 

The Sisu-raksa-tantra, a treatise on the treatment of children, 
composed by Pythvimalla, brother of Mandhata, son of Madanapala, 
King of Kastha. 1.0, Cat. 2720. 
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Ramadeva, alias Vyasa Sriréma, composed Subhadra- 
parinaya for King Haribrahma, son of Ramadeva, King 
Raipur who, according to Professor Bendal, was ruling in A.D. 
1402 and 1415. The author’s Ramabhyudaya was cea under 
the orders of Maharanaka Merndeva, son of Ramadeva, who, 
according to Professor Bendal, was an elder brother and atin 
of Haribrahma. B.M.C. No. 

Jinavardhana stri, pupil of J inaraja Stiri, high priest of 
the Kharataragaccha (V. Sam 1461-1475), wrote a commentary 
or the Vagbhatalankara. 1.0. 11 

V. Sam. 1468. The Momahana- Vilasa, composed, with a com- 
mentary, by Momahana, son of yagadasa and gran ndson of 
Hari Baghela of Kalpi, during a reign os Mahmudshah 
alaiewa, son of ee L. 779. 

Cat uja Misra Aupamanyava ks: a commentary 
on the Mahabharata. B.M.C. No. 70. 

e Ma adan-ratna-pradipa compiled under the patronage 
of Midahibeiintin, son of Saktisimha. Nepal Cat., p. xviii. 

Caundapacarya, minister of Bhipati, son of Bukka II of 
Vijayanagara, wrote a commentary on the Apastamba siitra, en- 

titled the Prayoga-ratnamala. Hultzsch Rep.I. Nos. 161 and 
638. Two inscriptions of Bhtpati are dated Saka 1331 and Jag 
(See Epigraphia Indica, Vol V1., p. 330 

The Mahdnataka-sukti- -sudhanidhi, a poetical anthology, ised 
on the Mahanataka, by Immadi,-Devaraya, who, according to 
Dr. Hultzsch, was Devaraya II. of Vijayanagara. Hultzsch 
Rep., No. 526. 

Sam. (?) 1494. Gopala composed : i ha on the 
Rasamaiijari of Bhanudatta. Stein, p. 271 et. seq. 

V. Sam, 14 The Ssadahdlae Rca owe composed by 
Silisisptann: -gani. L. 2792. 

V. Sam. 1506. The Laksmanotsava, a medical compilation, 

made by Laksmana, the son of Amarasimha of Mathura. The com- 
pilation was made while Mahammad Khan was king in Sripatha- 
pura. Ulwar Ext. 430, 

The Gangadasa i ln a drama on the exploits of 
Gangadasa, King of Champanir, in his war with Mahammad 

Shah, son of Ahmad Shah ‘of Gujrat, composed by Ganga- 
dhara. 1.0. Cat., No. 4194. 

The Vivada Naaieg was compiled by Misaru Misra; under the 

patronage of Lakhima devi, wife of Candrasimha, who was the son 
of Narasimha je perenecer avs): son of MHarasimha, son of 
Bhavesga. Oxf. Cat., No. 718. 

Roja: Vallabhe nosdica and Vastumandana, composed by Man 
dana, under the patronage of Kumbha of Mevad (1419-69 A.D. ’. 

p-. 37. 
The Vakyaprakasa, a grammatical primer, 

composed by Udayadharma. B MC. 383. ae _ One thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine years after the 
Nirvana of Buddha (according to Ceylonese calculation) 
Candra Bharati composed a commentary on the Vritaratnakare. ; 
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The author was a Bengal Brahmin, went to Ceylon; converted by 
Parakrama Vahu VI (A.D. 1410-1462), and was surnamed Baud- 
dhagama Cakravarttin. He wasan adept to the Mahayana School, 
a form o tae says Professor Bendal, almost unkown in 
Costar B.M.C. No. 429. 

-Sam. 1515. The Rudrapaddhati composed by Parasuréma, 
son of Karna. 1.0. Cat., 1786. 

V. Sam. wee. § yasa, a commentary on the Nyd@ya-Manjusa 
composed by Hemahamsa gani of the Tapagaccha. B.M.C., 327-8. 

Saka 1396, The Purana-Sarvasva, compiled By Govardhana 
Bele As under the patronage of eee aja Khan. L. 2068, 

caspati Misra, author of the Qcntamani and other works. 
His Doaita Nirnaya was com sicind by order of Jaya, wife of 
Bhairava Harinarayara, King of Mithila, his Mahadéana Nirinaya 

under the patronage o airava, and his Pitrbhakti tarangini, 
under the patronage of Ramabhadra. I. O. Cat. No. 1398. 

Saka 1400. The Jataka Muktavali-paddhati or simply Mukta- 
Gepdddhats, composed at Brahmapura, on the Tapi, in Gujrat, 
la Siva Jyotirvid, son of Dhundhi, and younger brother of Diva 

I. O. Cat. No. 3080. 
Py. Sam. 1535. Birth of Vallabhacarya, the founder of the 

_inapy saree form of Vedantism. Bhr. 1883-84, p.76. Accord- 
ing to Aufrecht he died in 1530 A.D. Cat. Cat., p. 535B. 

aka 1410. The Dharmadharma prabodha, a digest of Smrti 
rules, compiled by Premanidhi, in the Nizam Shahi dominion 
(perhaps under the patronage of Ahmad Ibn Mahammad ae ut). 

. 1999. Prof. Aufrecht has taken the date as referr ing to 

era, as has been erroneously put in the manuscript. Cat. Ca. 
. 270 B.) But Ahmad Ibn Nizam Shah was not independent 

before — A.D. (See M, Duff, p. : 
V. Sam. 1545. The Jatamalla Vildsa, a digest of religious law, 

Smiptina b nt ‘Sridhara, under the patronage of Jatimalla, 
brother of Cayamalla, son of Balacandra, and grandson of Dhola, 
the sole minister of the Lord of Delhi. I. O. Cat. No. 1593. 

V. Sam. 1545. The Jvaratimira Bhaskara, composed by 

Camunda, a ‘Ka astha, while Raja malla, son of Ku ay 3 was 
. » f A 

at. 

Cat.,p. 214A., where the date of composition of the work has 
been given 1623 A.D. But Rajamalla ceased to rule in 1509 
..D. (See M. Duff, p. 287) 

Saka 1415. The Hari caritakavyam, composed by Catur- 

bhuja, yf set Brahman, of the Varendra distribution, Rap. p. 17. 
V. Sam. 1550. af Dvivedi, son of Laksmidhara, wrote the 

Nivimadjari Ulwar Ext. 6. 
hava Bhatta ols the Padarthadarga, a commentary on 

the sa’ tilaka of Laksmana desika. Ulwar Ext. 669, 

ipardasa Pippalai wrote the Manasara Bhasan, Notices, 
Vol. x pref. p. 18. 

Vardham amana, who was a judge in the court of Ramabhadra 
iepiare of Mithila, wrote Gangakrtya Viveka, Danda 
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Paribhaga © , es and other works. See B.M.C. Nos. 198-9 
and Cat. Cat. 554 

Saka 1418. The epoch year of Kegava’s Grahakautuka, Bhr. 
uae a p. 83. 

e Mantra pradipa, a Tantrika compilation by Harapati 
Agama os made under the auspices of Lakgminatha Kamsa 

Narayana. ‘3 
Nrsimha-prasada, compiled under the patronage of Dala- 

pati, minister of Nizamsaha of Ahmednagar, may be referred to 
this time. Nizamsaha ruled from 1490-1508. 1.0. Cat. No 

67. 
Saka 1423. The Ganitattva-Cintamani, a commentary on the 

Ganitadhyaya and Goladhyaya of Bhaskara’s Siddhanta Siiromani 
Laksmidasa, Weber Cat. No. 843. 

Saka 1425. The Sundara-Siddhanta, a work of astronomy, by 
Jiianaraja, son of Naga. B.M.C. 452. 

Saka ane fue Danakeli-Kaumudi, composed by Rupa 
Gosvami. 

ie ae dy 368. The Ksemaprakasa composed by Ksemavar- 
man, under the patronage of King Virasimha, of which place it has 

» p. 305. 
The Bhavasimha Prakriya composed for Bhavasimha, the son 

of Mediniraya of Chanderi (?). 1.0. Cat. No. 909. 
Saka 1435. The Srividyapaddhati composed by Nijatma pra- 

meee Saar Mallikarjuna eigicg L. 2261. 
ve 1572. Vinayahamsa stiri wrote a commentary on 

the hoaeaae Sutra. 2714, 
V. Sam. 1575. The MNirnayadipika by Acala Dvivedin, 

Ulwar Ext. 323. 
1989. G4, 1442. The epoch year of Ganesa’s Grahalaghava. Bhr. 

Uaadvs, FS Se the celebrated Nyaya teacher of 
N. tee lived about this time, under the patronage of Gajapati 

aparudra, King of Orissé. L. 2854 
Te was the teacher of the celebrated Nyaya writer Raghuna- 

tha Siromani, for which see N. N. Basu’s Banger Jatiya ltihasa, 
Brahmanakanda, p. 295 Note; and Notices, 2nd series, Vol. I., 

Saka 1447. Madhava wrote a commentary on the Bhasvati 
Karana of Satananda. Bhr. Rep., 1883-84, p. 

Gopala Bhatta, the author of the Haribhaktivilasa, lived 
about this time. Notices, 2nd series, Vol. I., 

Vi ; The ; Sutra krtatiga dipika, scatooned by Harga- 
ee a pupil of Hemavimala Sari of Tapagaccha. Weber. No. 

mT Samvat 1589. Ripa Gosvami composed the Vidagdha- madhava Nataka. Oxf. Cat. No. 305. The te, 1549 A.D., given eae eee ee e Bhasvati Karana dipika, oe b Acyuta Bhatta. The calculations have been ‘eda, s Mr. Bggeling, 
from two years Saka 1427 and Saka 1456. 10. Cat, No. 2918. 
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V. Sam. 1591. The Mukunda Vijaya (astrology), composed 

by Parama, son of Yadumani, L. 872. eigen =) 
“Abia gee Kavikafkandearys probably flourished about 

this time. He was a smrti writer and a predecessor of Raghunan- 
ana. In his Sudilhi Kaumudi all re jatdeclanny months betweon 

1400 and 1457 Saka have been calculated. (See Pref. Suddhi 
Kaumudi. Ed. a Ind. 

Saka 1460. The Suryaprakasa Bijavyakhya, a commentary on 
the Bijaganita of ae by Sirayadasa. The commentary was 
composed while the commentator was 31 years of age. e author 
also wrote the ae Le hat a commentary on the Lilavati, in 
Saka 1463—1541 A.D. LO. Cat. No. 2823. The date of composition 
given by Mr. Eggeling is incorrect. 

Krparama composed the Bijaganitodaharanam. Ulwar Ext. 

Saka 1463. The Bhaktirasamrtasindhu, composed by Sanatana 
osvami. 1.0. No. 820, 

Saka 1465. The Balabodhini, a commentary on the Bhasvati 
by Balabhadra. L. 765 

Saka 1467. Ganega en nt the Buddhi wildsini, a com- 
saastery on the Lilavati. Ulwar 68. 

V. Sam. 1602. gr Bhagta composed the Gotra-pravara- 
ratna. es Cat. No. 

Mi rad, 1608, Mayureévara compiled the Vazdyamrtam. 
Ulwar E 

sf ahs *a70. Birth of Nrsimha Daivajiia, son of Rama, grand- 
son of Kesava and nephew of Ganesga. Author of the Grahakau- 
mudi. t. at. No. 2945, 

Saka 1471. Ripagosvami composed the Utkalikamanyjart. 

Yaka 1473. The Svaramela Kalanidhi, a work on Music, com- 
posed by Ramamatya. Hultzsch. Rep. I., No. 573. 

The probable date Avnayaniigce, the celebrated author of a 
number of works ; wrote under the patronage of Cinna “re Naya- 
ka of Velur, whose inscriptions are dated Saka 1471 and 148s. 

gara (about 1535 A Dye while Dr. Hultzsch identifies him with 
Venkata I of Pennako nda, whose inscriptions range from Sak 
1508 to 1535. Hultzsch, Rep. 2, pp. xii and xiii. he eg 

s at 

473. The Ratri-samvit-pradipa yantram, composed by 
Damodara, during the reign of Watadovs: of Jodhpur. Ulwar 
Ext. 

i Sam. 1603. The date of the first copy of the Lokaprakas, 
an elaborate dissertation on Jaina geography by Vinayapila. 

2608. 
Saka 1474 (expd.). The Rasika ratjani, a commentary on t 
tarangini, composed by Venidatta — 1.0. Cat. No. aie, 
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VY. Sam. 1611. Jayaréma composed a commentary on the 
Katiya-grh y-siitra entitled the Sajjana-vallabha. Ulwar Ext. 39. 

L, Sam. 443. The Tattva-contamanydloka-parisista, by Dev 
natha. The date is the date of a MS. written for the author by 
Raghava, Notices (2nd series) Vol. III., No. 116. 

Saka 1480. The Daksina- “kalika. Sapary® -kulpalata, composed. 
by gs rr at Jalandhara. Bik. Cat. No. 1260. 

Saka 1481. Harihara Bhattacarya composed the Samaya- 
pradipa. L. 1088. 

The Smrtc Kaustubha, composed by Anantadeva, son of 
Apadeva, under the patronage of Baz Bahadur of Malwa (?) who 
was a contemporary of Akbar. Ulwar Ext. 368. 
vue The epoch year of Raghunatha’s Karana. Bhr. 

84, p. 83. 
The Alankdrasekhara, by KeSava Misra, was composed under 

the patronage of Manikyacandra of Kot 4. ¢ kd. Cat. 
No. 1197. Both Mr. Eggeling and Mr. Bihler are erroneous in 
their magne of ra epee ge a Cunningham A.S.R., 
Vol. V., 152). also Cat. Cat 

Saka 1488. “The react ie Negreae composed for Maha- 
rajadhiraja Arjunadeva, son of Maharaja Kalidasa, by Yasodhara, 
son of Kamsari Misra. Ulwar Ext. 654. 

V. Sam. (?) 1624. The Sukhabodha, a work on medicine, by 

Vaidyaraja, son of Visarada. 1.0. Cat. No. 2679. 
V. Sam. 1625. The Katantra-Vibhrama-Sutra, an Avacuri or 

gloss on the Katantra grammar by Caritrasimha. 1.0. Cat. No. 

athuranatha Tarkavagisa, » distinguished pupil of Ms a 
natha, lived about this yas and wrote a number of works. Notic 
(2nd series) Worl, Pp. x 

Saka 1492. Tike Ragamala, composed by Ksemakarna Pathaka, 
we hy Mahé Pathaka, for Jatabendra Nrpati. LO. Cat. No. 

4673. Kaliyuga era. The epoch year of the Suarya-sid- 
igs ee ely of Bhidhara, son of emda Oxf. Cat., p. 327. 

7 
Saka 1493 (expd.). Pirnadnanda Paramahamsa compiled the 

Saktakrama, a summary of Tantrikarules. LL. 2067. The author 
Bata aire his 'Tattva-cintamani in Saka 1499. LL. 1099. 

a 1494, The Muhirtta marttanda with the Marttanda- 
ella "by Narayana, son of Ananta, grandson of Krsna. 

V. Sam. 1629. The rer oneGibue-sNiro zr adigiakom com- 
posed by Nivayana Ulw t. 1. Weber No. 

K.Y. 4675. ciitaelans Midna composed the Vanmaya-viveka. 

Saka 1498. The Gaura- ganoddesu-dipika composed by Kavi 
arnapura. “Notices (2nd series) IT. 60. 

V. Sam. 1633. Virabhadra, a prince of the Baghela dynasty, son of Ramacandra, son of hare, wrote a commentary on the 
Vatsayana Siitra. Peters. Rep. 2., 
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Saka 1500. The Kheta-siddhi or Laghu-khetasiddhi com- 

posed by Divakara. I.0. Cat. No. 2947. 
V.Sam.1 The Viracampu was composed by Padmanabha 

Bhattacarya, in honour of Virabhadra of the Baghela dynasty. 
Peterson I., p. 107. The author wrote the Samaya pradipa under 
the patronage of queen Durgavati of Boing 1.0. Cat. No. 1680. 

The Vi yataccyoye, a dra composed Ate Laksmana 
Manikyadeva, one of the Bhiiyas, in he time of Akbar. Notices, 
2nd series 2, 186. 

odalananda, was composed about ig ar under the 
patronage of Todarmalla. See Nepal Cat., p. x 

a1506. The ic Lupaddhatywahhntans Soutbonel by Diva- 

kara as this time. The calculations are made from this date. 
O. Cat. No. 3093. 

V. Sam. (?) 1640, Cyclic year Khara. The Rasapradipa, 
composed by Bhattaraka Prabhakara. I.0. Cat. No. 1205. 

V. Sam. 1641. The epoch year of Bhasvati Vyakhya of Ku- 
vera. The. author was a Bengal Brahmana. Notices (2nd series) 

162. 
Saka 1509. The date of composition of Nila Kantha’s Varsa- 

antra. See Ganaka Tarafgini, p. 68. See also 1.0. Cat 
No, pe 

nee 1644, The Balatantra, by Kalyana, son of 
Vv. 

Mabidhaen ae: 
aka 1510. Subodhins, a commentary on the Veddntasara. 

by eo (Nrsimha) Sarasvati, pupil of Krsninanda. C.S. 
Vol. IIL., No. 132. Ulwar No. 574. 

V. Sa om 1644. Mahidasa wrote a commentary on the Lila- 
vati, Bhr. Rep, 1883-84, p. 82. 

Sake 1510. A MS. of Krtyakalpataru, in Bengali characte 
Written for Vidyanivasa Bhattacaryya, who was the father of 
Visvanagtha Tarkapaficinana, the well-known author of the Bhasa- 

pariccheda. Nepal. Cat. pref., p. xvi. Seealso Eggling, p. 409B, 
This settles the date of Bhasd-pariccheda which might have 

been written at no distant time. 
V. Sam. 1645. Naracandra Siri, aggre on the Prakrta 

vee of Hemacandra. Peterson Rep. I. 
Mahidhara compiled the Mantra Mahodadhi with 

Nauka i andar the sagem, of Laksminrsimha. Ulwar, 2267. 

(See also 1.0. Cat 
--—. The Ja mbudvipa-prajnaptivrtti composed by Punya- 

sagara Mahopadhyays, in irr fort of Jessalmir, while “9 Bhima 
was reigning. (This date is unknown to M. Duff). 889. 

Yaka 1511. The Bhaktiratnikara composed by Cophivdaes. 

2918. 
Saka (?) 1512). gr Purascarana-dipika by Candrasekhara. 

ee — series) 2, 1 
m. 1646. the ae: Vivarana by Mahidhara,com- 

posed at etre L. 753, 
The Raghavi-vrthi, a commentary on the Raghuvamsa 

by Gupavinaya Gani. L, 3060, 
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V. Sam. 1646, The Damayauti-katha-vrtti composed by the 
B. M. C, 283. 

Saka 1512. Thirty-fifth year of the reign of Akbar the 
Ramavinoda compiled by Rama Bhatta, the son of Dai- 

yajna Ananta Bhatta, under the Lge of ‘Ramadasa, an officer 
(Amatya) of Akbar. Ulwar Ext. 564, 

The author composed the Mahartte Cintamani in Saka 1522. 

See Ganaka Tarangini, p. 
aka 1574 ’ Raghavendra Sarasvati wrote a commentary 

on the Surya-sataka. Ulwar Ext. 676 
Saka 1515. The Janma-cintamani composed by Siva Dai- 

vajia. W. No. 78. 
V. Sam. 1651. The Pravacana-sara Balabodha, a commentary 

on ihe Pravacana sara, composed by Padmamandira Gani. L. 
3265. 

V. Sam. 1652. The Ramacaritam or Ramayana composed by 
Padmadeva Vijaya Gani. L. 3396. 

anaka Kuéala of Tapagana wrote a commentary 0 
the ‘Bhabinmara doer, and another on the Rit tennnndinn 

Stotra. . 1968. 
Saka 1520. The Ahnikamanjari Tika composed by Vires- 

vara. Bik. Cat. No. 768. 
Saka 1521. The Abhirama-mani-nataka composed by Sun- 

dara Migra. Oxf. Cat. No. 269. 
Saka 1525. The Surya-siddhanta-gudhartha-prakasa, a com- 

mentary on the Suryasiddhanta, by Ratganatha, son of Ballala, 
Ganak-taraigini, p. 79, 91. 

In the same year was born his son Munigvara, who wrote the 
Siddhanta-siromani-marici and also the Siddhanta ‘Sarvabhawma in 

L. Sam. 491. The Kantakoddhara, a gloss on the erage 
Gaeimcenpsions of Jayadeva Misra, by Madhusidana Thakkura 
L. 1764, Jayadeva aaa have flourished earli ier. 

. 1660. Jianatilakagani wrote the Gautama 
ona Veit. He was a pupil of Padmaraja Gani. L, 26138, 
Peters. 

Saka 1527. The Tattvabodhini, a commentary on the ere 

sgt Sankaracaryya, by Mahadeva Vidyavagiéa. C.S. Vol. IL, 

y ae 1663. The Pravasa Krtya composed by Ganga- 

Saka 1630. V. Sam. 1665 (current), Narayana composed 
the a isin y a5 te ‘ sits 

pest shang a poem in 18 cantos com- 
Bee, ey Advaita. L O. Cat. No. 3920. 

——. The Saurapaksak Gapike Teekage @ poke arana composed by Visnu Daivajiia. 

Saka 1531. The Siddhantamaiy tro b 
Mathuranatha Vidyalankara. 1.0. Dita : Soon pempagen rd 

aka 1534. Visvanatha wrote a Sotatathiniy on the Graha- 
laghava of Ganega. The commentator also wrote a commentary 
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on the Patsirani of Ganesa in Saka 1553. Bhr. Rep. 1882-3. 
No. 29. For further particulars of the author see Ganaka Taran- 

——. V.Sam. 1668. Kamalakara Bhatta wrote the Nir- 
nayasindhu. 1.0. Cat. No. 1584-5. Prof. Aufrecht in Cat. Cat., 
p. 80, bes the date 1616. See also L. 1933, 

Sak a 1535. Gopala Nyayapaiicanana wrote a commentary on 
the Tattvas of Raghunandana. This date is the date of his 
Agauca Nirnaya. , 3188. 

Saka 1535. GaneSa Daivajiia, son of Gopala, wrote the Jataka- 
bharana. Li. 2443. 

—. Saka 1536. The Svarodaya-dipika, a commentary o 
the Narapatijayacarya, by Jagajjyotirmalladeva king of Reval 
Nepal Cat., p. Lxiii. 

Saka 1540, K. Y. 4719. The Padartha-kaumudi, a commen- 

tary on the Amarakosa composed by Narayana Cakravarttin. 1.0. 
Cat. No. 958-9. 

. Sam. = The Gitaraghava composed by Prabha- 
kara, Bhr, 1882- 3, 

; the ‘date of Sankara Kavi’s aeRO on 
Bhaskara’s Siddhanta Siromanni. Bhr. 1882-3, p. 2 

The Kundamandapa-siddhi by Vitthala Diksite Oxf. 
Cat. No. No. 798. 

V. Sam. 1677. Sumatiharsa composed a commentary on the 
Tajikasira. 1.0. Cat 

V. Sam. 1677. The Kalatattva-vivecanam by Bhatta Raghu- 
nata. 1.0. Cat. No. 1667-8. 

Saka 1548. The aoa Stromant Vasandavarttika by 
8 

V. Sam. 1678. The Ganaka-kumuda-kawmudi composed by 
Sumati Harsa Gani. B.M. 

V. Sam. 1679. Nandapandita wrote the Kegava Vatjayanti, 
author - “Of Dattaka Mimamsa. 1.0. Cat. No. 1342. 

V. Sam. 1680. The Erenalita kavya, kept by Madana, 
son of Kiva: LO. Cat 0. 

Zhe Daiisercatbans or K ee a gremtintion} 
treatise composed by Sadhusundara Ga M.C. 382. 

Bhattoji Diksita, the author of Siddhanta are ipade 7 other 

works, wrote about this time. His Tattva Kaustubha writ- 

ten under the ee of Venkatendra of Keladi (1604. 1626). 
Hultzsch. Rep. 2., 

The seobable date of composition of the Viramitrodaya, 
a commentary on the institutes of Yajiiyavalka, by Mitra Miéra, 
under the patronage of Viras seth of Bundelkhand. Accord- 
ing to Prof. Biibler, this chief murdered Abul Faz] at the instiga- 
tion of Prince Salim (Jahangir). I. 0. Cat. No. 1288. 
On ¥ emma 1582. Ananta Bhatta compiled the Vidhana- -piir) ata, 

I. 
Saka 1548. Divakara, son of Nrsimha, ye tees a commentary 

on the eae ee of Kegava. Ulwar Ext. 460. 
N.S. 746. he Siabashiacuapeiis and the Sar gitaséra-sai- 
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graha, senile by Jagajjyotirmalla, king of Nepal. Nepal Cat. 
nd . XXXV an 

Saka 1549. “The ae amafijari, a work on divination, compiled 
rom various sources Vanamali Migra, Cat. 3006. 

Vitthala ae composed the Muhdrtta Rpipadewnn: 
I. O. Cat. 3021. 

V. Sam. 1685. Nityananda, son of Devadatta, composed the 
Aidth sata maudlin. under the orders of Sah Jehan. Ulwar Ext. 

V. Sam. 1686. Samaya Sundara, pupil of Sakalacandra, wrote 
the Gathasthasri and the Kalpalata, a commentary on the Kalpa- 
Sutra. Peterson Rep. 3, p. 3. 

—. The he Apeksitavyakhyana, a commentary on ‘the stents 
ramacarita of Bhavabhiti, by Bhatta Narayana, son of Ran 
natha Diksita. ase 2479. Prof. Aufrecht takes the date 1686 as 
referring to Saka era, But I think ‘“ Vikramarkasya Sake” 
means simply i in the year of Vikramaditya 

Saka 1 ne he Prasta@racintaémani, composed by 
Cintamani Frotieesi d, with acommentary. 1.0. Cat. 1103. 

Saka 1554, month of rm eg the Muhirttalankara composed 
by Gangadhara Daivjiia. Stein, p. 343. 

Saka 1555. Rajarsi, son not Kalyana, composed the Dasdacin- 
tamant. L. 2970. 

——, Visnupuri composed the Bhaktiratnavali, with its com- 
mentary acy Rantankih ©, 8. 1V., No. 91, 

—— Sisubodhini, a commentary on the Varsatantra of Nila- 
kantha by his grandson Madhava, son of Govinda, a pandit in 
the court of Jebabgie. Ulwar Ext, 571. 

V. Sam. 1692. Ananta pandita wrote a commentary on the 
Rasamaiyari of binant. 1.0, Cat. 1224. 

, Mase Raghuvira Tyotirvvid composed the 
A Muhirtta Ercole 

V. Sam. 1692. Visvanatha, the son of Nrsimha, een a 
commentary on the Par AERA A GMA RER Os _Ulwar r Ext 42. 

aka 1560. Vi dya , under 
the patronage by Vinbhatre of Rajakota. I.O. Cat. 59 61. The 
author also wrote the Pancanga Vidyadhari, under the patronage 
of the same person. 960. 

V. Sam. eee inadivijaya ‘composed a commentary on the 
Noein of -M.C, 383. 

a 1560. ‘aaa iam a te - Fee hg a under the 
onibcahae of Jogateimba, son of ge mha of Mevad. Jagat- 
aig is said to have s an é is tie own commencing from 

aka 1550, the first year of his aay L. 3118. 
ries 1561. Durgadasa wrote his commentary on the Kavi- 

. No. 880. 
e Bhagavanta Bhaskara, a big smrti compilation made by 

Bhatta Nilakantha, son of Bhatta SYamkara, under the patronage 
Se see a Rajput chief of the Sengara clan. [0 
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V. Sam. 1696, Gauripati, the son of Damodara, wrote a com- 
mentary on the Acaradarsa of Sridatta. Bhr. Rep. 1883-4, p. 47. 

V. Sam he Vrttaratndvali, a treatise on medieine, 
composed by Maniraéma Miéra, at Lucknow. 1.0. Cat. 27 

The Varanasidarpana Kasika composed by Vatsaraja. 

Saka 1565. Vedangaraya wrote Parasiprakaéa to please 
Emperor Sah Jehan. Bhr. Rep. 1882-3, p. 

V. Sam. 1700. The Kalikarcana-candrika composed by 
Ja agadananda. 

Saka 1568. The Ratnakalapa, an pert compilation of 
astronomy at pieplony by Visnudeva. Nepal 

—— varipa, alzas Munisvara, wrote Siddkanta Sarva- 
bhauma. B. M. C. 464. 
his Samvat 1702. Ananta Pandita, son of esa pandita, 

a Son ED ERT on the Arya Saptasati. 1.0. Cat, No. 4012. 
WY Bake 1569. The Sisubodhint, an elementary — com- 
pores me il Chakravartti. 20. 

he Krtya-ratnavali compiled by Ramacandra Bhatta, 

son of Vittat Bhatta. I.0, Cat. No. 1623. 
a 1571, The Vedanta-sutra-vyakhyd-candrika, a commen- 

tary on ath Podinta: Sitras by Mahamahopadhyaya Sri Bhava- 
deva Misra. 1.0. Cat. No. 2270. 

Jagannatha Caillat lived in Delhi, as the court pandit 
of Dara Sheiko, son of Sah Jehan, wrote a number of works, of 

these the Bhaminivilasa and the Manorama-kuca-mardana, an 

adverse Pease on Bhattoji’s Manorama, are well-known. See 
Cat. Cat., 6. 

Vibvorvara Bhatta, alias Gaga Bhatta, he author of Sivarko- 

daya and other works, lived about this time. His Sivarkodaya 
was written in honour of Sivaji. View xt, “117. 

Saka 1574. The Sandhyabhasyam, by Parivrajaka Rama- 
ma. Ulwar Ext. 362. 
Saka 1577. Vaméamani composed the Gita-digambara Nata- 

kam, on the occasion of the co by Pratépamalla- 
deva, ee of Nepal. Nepal Cat., Xvi. 

e Prayagatattvam, a pase of religious rites to be 
perform: irtued at Prayaga, ee at Benares, by Raghunatha Siri, 
son of f PORas 1.0. Cat 5 

The Hayanaratna jciuiioesd by Balabhadra, while Sahsuja 
was clit at Rajamahal. W., p 264, L. 4090, Cat. Cat., p. 765B. 

naka Tarangini, however, gives the date Saka 1564, as the 
date of composition of the work. 

V. Sam. 1712. The | 6 a@ commentary on 
the Fibramoreast by Ranganatha, the son of Balakrsna. 1.0. Cat 

o. 
V. Sam. 1713, Saka 1578. The initial higet Ba the - oe 

Phatte Sah, according to Phattesahprakaga, a ual of a 
nomy com posed in the 48th year of the era of ‘Phattoshah iy 
jatathark Bhr, 1883-4, p. 84, 
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Saka 1580. The See eee a icant of astro- 
nomy by Kamalakara, son of Nrsimha. 1.0. Cat. No. 2890-91. 

Saka 1583, The Smartta Setoanhbentea compiled by Raghu- 
natha Sarvabhauma, son of Mathuresa Tarkapaficinana, under 

the orders of Spe Raghava. 93. 
——. The Czkitsaratnavali composed by Kavicandra, son of 

Kavikarnapur LO. Cat. 2710. 
The Muhirtta Dipaka by Mahadeva. Oxf. Cat. 

No. 790. 
V. Sam. 1718. The Amrtalahari, a gloss on Valmiki’s hymn 

to the Ganges, Pee ai by Harinatha Gosvami, son of Manohara 
Gosvami. 

Sak: a 1586. The Dhaturatnakara, a metrical arrangement of 
roots, in “nttabioh of Kavikalpadrama of Vopadeva, composed by 

Narayana. I[.0. Cat. No. 881. 
Saka 1588. Matincnin Vidyalankara wrote a commentary 

on the Amarakosa, entitled Sarasundari. 1.0. Cat. Nos. 968, 969, 

975; L. 2465. 
"The same author perhaps wrote the ae under 

the patronage of Mus& Khan. O. Cat. 
e Jyotpattisara, composed by Vidyanatha under the aus- 

pices of Anupasimha king of Bikanir. Bik. Cat. No. 661. 
The Antupavilasa, a smrti compilation by Majirtios, under 

the patronage of this king. Ulwar Ext. 287. 
For the Ceaig x Ssttapte eoueB by mt Bhatta, 

under the patronage of the same king, see Bik. Cat. 91. 
ana 1 e Sabhakaustubha, compiled by Rama Nara- 

ana Mitra. Notices (second series) II. 240. 
Saka 1593. Ratnakantha writes a commentary to the Yu- 

ean kavya of Vasudeva. L. 2 
V. Sam. 1728. Sankara Bhatta, son of > gr Bhatta, 

wrote the Kuedidbcteharaigs 1.0. Cat. § 
N.S. 795. The Hastamuktavalt sarasa Audawise. © composed 

by Ghanasyama, for eg the daughter’s son of Jagajjyotir- 
ren Nepal Cat, xlii. 

aka 15 E98. The bh cecpuarrtedrenae compiled by Ramesvara 
ie ceitanite, C8, 

‘Sam. 1732. The Vrtta-ratnakura-setu composed by Hari- 
bhaskara. aid 

V. Sam. 1735. The Déna-manohara, composed by Sadasiva, 
under the coerce of king Manoharadasa, son of Gopaladasa of 
Solapur. Bik. Cat. No. 803. 

The acaioytnend teens alias the Seon pte Paes 
Bhimasena Diksita, "he posed in Jodh = ork was co pur 

while Ajitasimha was reign sigtss . 4084, 

Vidyapati yo. The Vaidyarahasya-paddhati, composed by 
Saka 1605. The Navaratna, an elementary mee work, 

composed by Damodara Oasis Nepal Catalogue, p. 
tee ara wrote a sotaltiemtaley on thes Bhas- 
vatikarana of Satananda. Ulwar Ext. 555. 
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Saka 1608. The date of pear er of the Bhavanamrta or 

Krsnabhavanamrta, on the incidents during Krgna’s residence in 
Gokula and Vrndavana. The name of the aiithane is not give 
1.0. Cat. No. 3876. The date given by Mr. Eggeling is ‘it 
correc 

v. Sam. 1742. The Muhirtta-ganapati composed by Gana- 
pati, LO. Cat. No. 3027. 

V. Sam. 1743. The Aca@rarku, compiled by Divakara, son of 
Mahadeva. I.0, Cat. No. 1616. 

Saka 1610. The tein gh by Ramacandra Vidyabhu- 
sana. Notices ot (series) Vol. I., No. 222. 

V. Sam. The Goksjiclpadrana, an anthology com- 
piled by ties ee for Sayesta Khan. Ulwar Ext. 225. 

N.S. 810. The Asvamedha- nitakam ‘iitiacadl by Sumati- 
Jitamitra. Rep. p. 18. 

613. The Kundamdarttanda, composed by Govinda. 
i Bhr. 1882-3, p. 3 

Saka 1614, Ananta, son of rae b yas a com- 
a on ay Kunda-marttanda of Govinda. 1882-3, p. 37. 

he Svarajyasiddhi, with the anes Kaivalya- 
Exipsdrama, crea by Gangadhara Sarasvati. B.M.C. 302. 

V. Sam. 1750. Mahadeva Vedantin composed a commentary 
on the Visnusahasranama. . 1524, 

am. 1752. Bhaskara Bhatta, son of Ayaji Bhatta com- 
posed the Suddhiprakasa. 1.0. Cat. No, 1745. 

Pro ae ht, in Cat. Cat. p. 658B. .. Says that this book has 
been rat y Raghunandana. But Raghunandana flourished 

Saka 1619. The Vaidyavilasa, composed by Raghava. 
Ulwar Ext. 438, 
6 Sam. 1774. The Rasacandra, composed by Ghasirama- 

"The chronogram in the colophon says Sake, but it must be 
ul Samvati, otherwise the MS. would be older than the date in 

the chronogram. 1.0, 1210. 

List of Abbreviations. 

Cat Cat. ... Catalogus Catalogorum. 
1.0, Cat. ss ao Office Catalogue. 
Oxf, Cat. ... Catalogus Codicum ‘Sanskritorum by 

Aiifrecht. 
B.M.C. .. British Museum Catalogue by Prof, 

Bendal, 
Bhr. ... Bhandarkar’s Reports on the Search of 

Sanskrit Manuscripts. 

L. ... Notices of Sanskrit cannes by Dr. 
Rajendralala Mitra, Vols. 1-IX. Vols. 
X and XI by "pc da 
Harkisebla Shastri 
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Bik. Cat. 

Notices (2nd series) ... 

Nepal Cat. 

Rep. 

Peterson 

Ulwar 

Stein 

C.8. 

Ep. Ind. 

Bikanir Catalogue of Dr. Rajendralala 
Mitra. 

Notices of Sanskrit MSS. 2nd series, by 
Mahamahopadhyaya ha depgeal Sas- 
tri. Vols. I., I. and III. 

Catalogue of MSS. in the Darbar library 
in Nepal, by Mabamahopad hyaya Hara- 
prasad S’ast 

Report on the "Sairoh for Sanskrit MSS. 
for the years 1895-1900, by pene. 
hopadhyaya Haraprasad Sas 

Reports on the Search for Senakrit MSS. 
y P. Peterson 

Ulwar Catalogus by P. Peterson. 
Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS, of H. H, the 

Maharaja of Kashmir and Jammu by 
M tein. 

Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Govern- 
ment Sanskrit College Library, Cal- 
cutta. 

Weber’s Berlin Catalogue. 
Buniyon Naujic’s Catalogue of the Chi- 

nese 1 lb ena of the Buddhist Tri- 
pit 

Egunaphis Indica, 

SR NN Ni is i I ~~ N 



33. Notices of Orisa in the Early Records of Tibet. 

By Rat Sarat Cuanpra Das, Bahadur, C.1.E. 

Nagarjuna, the reputed founder of the Mahayana school 
of Buddhism (well known by the name Siddha Nagarjuna in the 
Sanskrit medical works of India) is said to have enclosed the 
great Caitya-temple of Dhanya Kataka [heap of unhusked rice] 
by building a wall round it. He also built one hundred shrines 
(devalaya) inside that enclosure. 

of a Brahmana, used to pay visits and preach the Mahayana 
doctrine of Buddhism. Here that Brahmana left a volume of the 
scriptures of the Mahayana school. It was about this time that 
Kaniska, king of Jvalandbra had imbibed faith in Buddhism, by 
hearing discourses on its sublime tenets from the sage Sudarcana 
(the junior). Hearing that Simha, king of Kashmir, had taken the 
vows of Renunciation, he visited Kashmir and occupied it. Here 
he patronized Buddhism and heard religious discourses from some 
of the great masters of that religion (p. 82). 

Orisa was variously called by the names Otivisa, Otvisa, Otti- 

sthana, Dhana @ri-dvipa, Dhana Cri-bhimi, etc. In Tibetan, it is 

translated by the term aayac | Do-ding “the one soaring on 

high.” In the work Pagsam Jonzafi which was compiled from the 

work called Deb-ther hon-po STRAT ay (the ancient records 

of Tibet), it is stated that Cridhanya Kataka “was a holy place 

in the country of Dhana Cri (p, 99). In the same work it is 

further mentioned that Candra Gomi, the author of Candra 
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Vyakarana, visited Orisa. In Dhana Cridvipa he performed 
religious ceremonies in the great Vihara of Cridhanya Kataka 
and established about a hundred chapels (devalaya) (p. 96). 

V ASUMITRA. 

The sage Vasumitra resided for some time in Orisa where 
the Brahman Maksika had received instruction in Buddhist sacred 
literature from him during the time. It is also stated that while 

e was preaching the Dharma (Buddhism) in Orisa a mine of pre- 
cious stones was discovered there, 

Dinyica. 

Dinnaga, who had studied metaphysics and logic under Vasu- 
mitra, was able to recite from memory five hundred sitra. He per- 
formed ascetical meditation (Samadhi) for many years, by residing 
in the rock-cavern of Bhora Cila in Orisa. Here, count of his 

t learning, he is said to have been miraculously visited by 
Bodhisattva Mafiju Cri. 

From Orisa he travelled to Nalanda and was present at the 
great religious disputation, which was held there by the Brahmans, 
under the lead of a famous Brahman logician named Su ur-jaya 
(probabhy Sudirjaya, the unconquerable), with the Buddhists. Din- 

ee 8 Dinnaga brought life to it by his holy touch and prayerful bless- ings. Here the great philosopher died. 

monster venomous serpent had issued forth from the sea, the 
Buddhist sage Triratna Dasa saved the people from the ravages of the dreaded visitor, by the efficacy of his charms (Tara mantra). becam: greatly famous for his learning and wisdom 
that he was e second Viracarya (the first being 

Dinnaga. He y 
virtues) of which an abridgment was made by Dignaga. About this time the cause of Buddhism was greatly advanced by the Bhadra Palita of Orisa. 
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Anandagarbha, the Yogacarya (professor of yoga), was born 
in a Vaicya family of Magadha, Though he was first initiated in the 
Maha Sangika sect of the Hinayana school of Buddhism, he latterly 
became a convert to the Yogacarya sect of the Madhyamika 
school, After becoming a learned man, by studying in the Uni- 

Sat of se Patacl Candra of Bangala, who had renounced the 
world and by the practice of yoga had become a Siddha (adept). 
This sei king is said to have been miraculously visited by the 
ajra ae 

Anandagarbha aertaweet his Tantrik work called Bae 
bhava to Prete apalita and other Buddhist Sogeon who 
to him from Magadha. At thes time Bangala was the nenee oO 

_ Tantriklore. Hehadalsohad imparted ied light Seber 
to king Mahipala and other inquirers, during his residence 
shrine of Ochayana, in the neighbourhood of a celebrated cavern a 

. Then visiting the sanctuary * of Munjashi in Orisa, he 
presented to king Viracarya of that country a commentary of the 
Tantrik work called in Tibetan Pal-chog-dang-po (REIT SSE aay 

RO ) The first noble Supreme One (p. 115). 

eNO 1 Vajra-dhatu, in Tibetan: Rdorjehi dvyiis (= ER ‘sci ) is the 

ideal absolute, the unchangeable One. This conception of the ae roe id 
in the Buddhist Tantrikism is similar os that of the Brahma in Hind 

2 This sanctuary was founded by one of the early kings of Ores, aideod 
ae who had become a convert re Buddhism. It became known after 

i 
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34, On the Kala Cakra system of Buddhism j 
which originated in Orisa. 

By Rai Sarat Cuanpra Das, Bakadur, C.1.E. 

In the Satra of Great Renunciation { Abhiniskramana aICS" 

AIR |] the following account of the Buddha’s delivering the 

Kala Cakra Mila Tantra at Cridhanya Kataka occurs :—In the 
beginning of the twelfth month after his attaining to the state of 
perfect purification (7.e. Buddhahood), in the new moon of the year 
(Water-Sheep), the Buddha delivered the Kala Cakra Mila 
antra, comprising twelve thousand ¢loka, in the Caitya (temple) 

an incarnation of Vignantaka] of the city of Kalapa, in the country 
of Cambala and others. In that year were also delivered most of 
the Cakrajvala Prajfiaparamita, etc. 

AIC ANE ANAS A EAS AGN CNA BNA ELT 

RAT AAT TTS SCG AA RANT HEAT AAT ETS 
ASTER Roar MPN AR AI TBA sR RR Barer caer 
MEGS DT TS IA DNS HUA TT ORE ART AT 

aan 

ars” ma" Sar 215" AGRA ARTSAT QRS: x ay TASC zim) 

qs" mas fy aqyar’ aNAICay" At ara ARS arags’g AR 5; 

AqAy SR WR AISICS 5)! Pag-sam Jonzaf, p. 37. 

In this Tantra of twelve thousand ¢loka, the following lines 
describe the origin of the Mahayana scriptures: first on the great 
Gridhra Kita Parvata (Vuture-peaked hill) Buddha propounded 
Prajiaparamita and the Anuttara Mahayana form of his doctrine 
to the Bodhisattvas. From there he proceeded to the great Caitya 

of Cridhanya Kataka, and, sitting in concentration (S7STS 

me spiritual) circle called Dharma Dhata Mandala, in the full 
moon of mid-spring, the Holy One first delivered the noble Tantra, 
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yoeD AO AH A— 

x A QO AR ATR] Nays AT ras | 

AN STRATA SA SPATS AA SISTA | 

FANSTT NAA HTSS | SATY RGRAY AIA 
ASTETRRATSERY RTS | Wa ARE A 5721 aSIC | 

With reference to Kala Cakra Mila Tantra and Cri-dhanya 
Kataka, the aortas extracts from a note in Page 192 of Alexander 
Csoma de Ké6rés’s Tibetan-English grammar may be read with 
profit. There is no mention of this rerenn Tantra in the anci- 
ent Buddhist works of India and in their Chinese translations, on 

account of which the Mahayana school of Buddhism of ‘Tibet differs 
80 from that which obtains in China and Japan. It is very 
probable that it was introduced long after the time of the Chinese 
pilgrim Yuan Chuang. In his extensive os all over eae and 
Ceylon, that scholarly monk never made mention of anya 
Kataka, although he paid visits to the eaabaatice of fies. and to 
Criparvata, the place of Nagarjuna’s ascetical meditation a deaih. 
That this was near Cridhanya Kataka is made clear by the text 
quoted above. Regarding the Kala Cakra Tantra, Csoma de Kérés 
remarked :— 

“This system in fact was first introduced into India towards 
ir in 

referred to the Kala Cakra Tantra in his extensive writings which 
are preserved in translation in the Stangyur collection of Tibet. 
It is, therefore, clear though it originated in Cridhanya ae 
about the time he was born, it had not become known to 
Buddhists of Magadha and Tibet of his time. It is stated ehet 
sae fe was introduced in India from Cambhala about the year 

Now, itis necessary to ascertain where this Cambhala was 
and if it can be identified with any place of modern India, or if we 
should rate to seek it in regions outside of India. Csoma referring to 
it has, in one place, said : “ Cambhala, a fabulous monet or city, in 
the Sorts . beyond the Jaxartes,” and, in another place, observed : “ It 
would be interesting to ascertain how the doctrine aoa at Cuttack 
in Orisa, was brought beyond the Jaxartes to Mears -seaiar or what 

nearnati Bodhisattoa Vajra: Pani, in the, volume. 
attribated to him called Mila Tantra, describes: the country as 
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ilar Gamba on the north of the river Sita! which was in 
five hundred yojana, was skirted by snowy mountains, all 

round, It was shaped like a lotus with eight petals. In its centre 
stood the capital city called Kalapa, to the south of which extended 
the forest of Malaya. P. 38, Pagsam Jonzah, 

SAS cy gcay FRING T ar BRASS aye” 

q Sean LIA AGS. AIF Say" ARR AR Scns aaa as 

wae ato 

SSAA SATQN A TAS SEATS AANA SITS | 
Referring to the Kala Cakra system of Buddhist Tantra, 

Alexander Csoma de coat in page 192 of his Tibetan grammar, 
in 1834, wrote as follow 

“The Kala Cakra anti of Adi Buddha was delivered by 
Cakya, in his 80th year, at Cridhanya Kataka (Cuttack in Orisa), 
called in Tibetan (Dpal-ldan bbras-spuiis) the noble city of accumu- 
lated rice. Upon the request of Candra Bhadra, king of Cambhala, 
who, in his 99th year, visited Cakya then, in a miraculous manner 

upon his return home, compiled in the course of the next year the 
Mila Tantra in accordance with what he had heard from Cakya, and 
two years afterwards he died. In the Mila Tantra, Qakya fore- 
tells that after 600 years from that date Kilika Kirtti, ‘the cele- 

brated noble one,’ will succeed to the throne of Cambhala, and that 

800 years afterwards the Mleccha, or Mahammadan religion, will 
oat at Makha (Mecca).” Page 192, Tibetan Grammar by Csoma 
e Korés. 

putra in upper Assam is the r the red river. Sohe confuses the Jax- 
artes with the Tsangpo of Ti - 





APRIL, 1907. 

The Monthly General Meeting of se Pings was held on 
Wednesday, the 3rd April, 1907, at 9-15 p 

The Hon. Mr. eine Asutosh Moxuopapuyarya, M.A., D.L., 

President, in the chai 

The following members were present :— 
Mr. R. P. Ashton, Babu Rakhal Das Banerjee, Mr. P. J. 

Brihl,, My. J. A. Sh a Mr. J. A. Cunningham, bas! etal 
Chandra Das, Bahadur, Mr. L. L. Fermor, Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. 
H. E. Kempthorne, ak BAe: B Kesteven, Kumar Ramessur ’ Maliah, 

jor F, P. Maynard, I.M.S., Dr. J. E. Panioty, Lt.-Col. D. C. 
Phillott, tet — Chandra Se a Vedatithes 

r, HE ton, Dr. M. W. Travers, Dr. G. Thibaut, Maha- 
mahopadhya ave “ere asad Shastri, nse a aap Satis 
Chandra Vidyabhusana, Rev. E. C. Woodle 

Visitors:—Mr. W. A. K. Christie, Babu Bidhu Bhushan 

Datta, Babu Atul Chandra Ganguli, Captain J. H. Morgan, Babu 
Phani Bhusan Neogi, and Lieut. H. B. Nutting. 

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 

One hundred and sixty-eight presentations were announced. 

The General Secretary announced that the Hon. Mr. C. G. H. 
Allen and Mr, W. Parsons had expressed a wish to withdraw from 
the Society. 

The General Secretary Bl peter the death of Lieut.-General 
Sir H. E. L. Thuillier, Kt. (a Life Member), and Sir Michael 
Foster, M.B., F.R.S. (an Honorary Member) of the Society. 

The President announced that in with Rule 38 of 
the Society’s Rules, the name of Kumar Satindra Dev Rai 
Mahasaya had been posted up as a defaulting member since = 
last General sage and his name had now been removed fro 
the member-list 

The petted eight gentlemen were ballotted for as Ordinary 
Members :— 

C ajdt Maxwell Mackelvie, 1.M.S., Resident hypision, 
Medical College, ate ore by Major F. “ Mayna rd, I.M.S., seconded 
os ajor W.J Buchanan, 1I.M.S. ; Lieut. R.E. Bate, 27th "Punjebis, 

ultan, proposed by the Fon. Mr. E. D. Maclagan, seconded by Lt.- 
Col. D. C, Phillott ; Mr. Tarini Kumar Ghose, B.A., Late Inspector- 
General of Registration, Bengal, proposed by Babu Monmohan 
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dona by Major r W.J. Buchana ni; i. M. 5. Li cout. A. Donkin White, 
I.M.S., M.B., B.S. (London), Medical Officer 13th Rajputs, Alipur, 
proposed by Major F. P. Maynard, I.M. s. , seconded by Major 
W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S.; and Maulavi A. F, M. Abdul Al, we eh 
Magistrate, Patuakhali, Backergunj prea by Mr. J. A. Cha 
man, seconded by Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillot 

The General eee! | ed the following communication 
from the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J. : 

Saint Binesk Tabier and Tibet (?). 

Can any of our Tibetan or Japanese scholars in Calcutta help 
us to solve the interesting geographical puzzle contained in the 
following extract ae a os aoe of St. Francis Xavier, dated 
Cochin, Jan. 20th, 1549 ! 

“ Would to God dist numerous labourers of the Society * may 
later go to China, and hina to the great schools called 
Chyuguinguo, beyond China and Tartao.2 From what Paul de 
Santa-Fé * has told us, Tartao, China and Japan follow the reli- 

gious law taught at Chynguinguo. He does not know the 
language in which this law is written. It is a Sa proper 
thereunto, as Latin is with us. Hence he has not been able to 

to Tibet, as also the mention of the great schools, a manifest 
allusion, in our opinion, to the great Tibe lamaseries, the 
depositories of much of the ancient. Sanskrit lore of the Buddhists. 

Which is the Japanese ade ate tof Tibet? Or, what does 
‘Chynguinguo’ correspond to? No other reference to this mys- 
terious country can be oes i in the life of the Saint 

1 Ct. Fath. Z. M, C Rg . ° " * . F : 

1900, Vol. I, pp. 409, 10." + Saint Francois de Xavier. . Paris. V. Retaux 

Pfc 
tee who bad come from Ja apan to Malacca, and from there to Goa, where he a Christian at the College of Santa-Fé. He 

Is his own sto: 1 ol. : ry in a letter from a Goa, Nov. 29th, 1548. Of. Op. cit. sf I, pp. 418-22. He c changed his nam “ Angero’ to that of Paul ms Santa-fe. 
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r. N. Annandale exhibited =. illustrating the fauna 
of ot brackish pools in the delta e Ganges. This fauna 
has become isolated recently, probably within the last half century, 
and presents many features of interest. It includes typical fresh- 
water Entomostraca as well as two Cirripedes (Balanus amphitrite 
and B. patellaris), the larve of a mosquito (Anopheles rossiz), 

ceylon- 

it appears to have undergone a very distinct change, both in struc- 
ture and in habits, since it was described by the late Dr. F. 
Stoliczka thirty-nine years ago, 

- . Mahamohopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri exhibited a letter 
written by Mahesh Chandra to the renowned Naiyayika Raghu- 
natha Siromani, Tarkikacudamani, the leader of Sanskrit Renais- 

sance in Bengal, and read a short note on it. 

. The egies papers were read :— 

L e Birds’ complaint before Solomon: being an Aspe 
with a weenie he from the “ Kitab” *l-Jamharah hide ilmi ’l- 
Bazyarah.”—By Ur.-Cou. D. C. Pai.iorr and R. F. 

This paper has been published in the Journal and Holes 
for March 1907. 

2. Things which the owners be a should avoid.—By L.- 
Cot. D. C. Purttotr and R. F. 

This paper will hes published in a ok number of the 
Journal and Proceedin 

3. has jangi.—By Hari Nata De. 

This paper will be published in the Memoirs. 

4, Note on the absorption of gases, vapours and substances from 
solution by solids and amorphous substances.—By M. W. TRraveks. 

5. Indian Logic as preserved in Tibet, No. 2.—By Manamano- 
PADHYAY Satis CHANDRA VIDYABHUSANA. 

6. The Conquest of Chatgaon, 1666 A.D.—By Janu Natu 
SaRKAR, 

7. The Feringi Pirates of agate 1665 A.D—By Javv 
Nato Sarkar. 

8. A Kharosthi Oopperplate Incription from Tazila or Taksa- 
sila. —By MaHaMAHOPADHYAYA HarapRasaDd SuastRri, 

9. Rhyming letters of Aurangzib.— By Janu Naru Sarkar. 

ese papers will be published in a subsequent number of the 
aut pet Proceedings. 
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The Adjourned Meeting of the Society (Medical Section) was 
held at be Society’s rooms on Wednesday, March 13th, 1907, at 
9-15 P 

Lr.-Coronet G, F. A. Harris, I.M.S., in the chair. 

ane sR members were present :— 

W. J. “age ap I.M.S,, Dr. Adrian Caddy, Lt.-Col. F. J. 
peice, TMS, W, C. Ho ssack, Dr. E. A. Hou rie oe Captain 
D. McCay, I M. g. Captain J W. D. Megaw, I.M.S., Major J. Mul- 
vany, I.M.S , Capt. « J,G. R. Murray, 1.M.S., Major F. O’Kinealy, 

1.M:S., Dr. J. E. Panioty; Major J. C. Vaughan, I.M.S., and Major 

|e of ad I.M.S., Honorary Secretary, 
Visi —Miss Baumler, M.D., Major, J. T. Calvert, I.M.S., 

Dr. J. Neild Cook, Lt.-Col. E. F, H. Dobso , I.MS., Captain M. 
Mackelvie, I.M.S., and Dr. Carrington Sick 

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. 

1. Major O’Kinealy, 1.M.S., showed a specimen of Cysticer- 
cus estliltea removed from an eye 

Major Maynard and Captain McCay demonstrated Thorn- 
er's electric ophthalmoscope. 

Major Maynard showed a gauze cage for use over the 
penis after skin-grafting in elephantiasis operations, with the 
grafts left undressed, 

OS OOO NS See 
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Asiatic Researches, Vols. I—KX and Index, 1788—1839, 
Proceedings, 1865-—1904 (now amalgamated with Journal). 
Memoirs, Vol. 1, ete., 1905, ete. 
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are held on the first Wednesday in each month —_ 
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ship. 

(c) To introduce visitors at the Ordinary General Meetings 
and to the grounds and public rooms of the Society 
during the hours they are open to members. 

(d) To have personal access’to the Library and other public 
rooms of the Society, and to examine its collections. 

(e) To take out books, plates and manuscripts from the 
Library. 

(f) To receive gratis, copies of the Journal and Proceedings — 
and Memoirs of the Society. 

(g) To fill any office in the Society on being duly elected 
thereto. 
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35. Notes from the Chemical Laboratory of the Presidency 
College. Note No. 5.—Reactions at Low Temperatures. 
Part I. Aliphatic Iodochlorides. 

By Bivav Buusaan Durta, M.A., 

Second Assistant, Chemical rane Presidency College. 

When chlorine is led pee a chloroform solution of phenyl 
iodide at the ordinary temperature, two isomeric chloro-iodo- 

ee, 
benzenes ( [|~ and | 1) are formed. If the phenyl iodide solution 

V av 

be, however, cooled by immersing it in iced water, phenyl iodo- 

chloride (O,Hi<s)) is formed. The latter reaction is an addi- 

tive one, while the former is substitutive. The change in = 
course of reaction with the change in temperature migh 
explained by assuming that the phenyl iodochloride is is 
formed in the case of the higher temperature, but it instantly de- 
composes with the liberation of hydrochloric acid and formation 
of the chloro-iodo-benzenes 

ight expect similar reactions to occur in the case of the 
aliphatic joni for in these reactions the peculiar ring structure 

the aromatic compounds does not particularly come into play. 
The reaction, in this case, however, is apparently dissimilar ; for. 
when chlorine is — through ethyl iodide cooled to O°, i nstead 
of the ex iodochloride, we get only a liberation of Seiline: 
In the light of Nef’s addition a the liberation of iodine might 
be explained as due to ondary reaction, ethyl-iodo-chloride 
being formed in the first plenadieds although it is incapable of a any- 
thing but a temporary existence at the temperature of the experi- 
ment. It might be expected therefore that the aliphatic iodo- 
chlorides could be isolated at comparatively low temperat 55 

The aliphatic iodide chosen for t the experiment was amy 
iodide, because it was thought that the weight of the  disésirbon 
radicle might influence the stability of the iodochloride. In the 
case of the phenyl iodochloride, which is the most stable of these 
compounds, the weight of the phenyl group is 77, while the weight 
of the two chlorine atoms amounts to 71, so that these two ap- 
proximately equal weights might be expected to balance each 
ther. The amyl group (C;H),) weighs 71, so that it is the near- 

est approximation to the phenyl group, although the peculiar 
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stability due to the compact nature of the ring structure could not 

about—30°C. Much iodine was liberated and traces of the form- 
ation of a yellow compound were apparent, although no sensible 
quantity could be collected. A slight alteration was then made in 
the experiment by allowing chlorine cooled by passing through a 
spiral tube surrounded by a freezing mixture to act upon a cold 

precipitates, ethyl and methyl iodides, however, giving rise only 

about a q r of an hour, with the formation of a reddish-brown 
liquid. The isopropyl iodochloride was analysed by heating in a 
sealed tube with nitric acid and silver nitrate, the 'mixed silver 
halides being converted into silver chloride by heating in a bulb- 

tube in a current of dry chlorine. 
‘3594 grammes of the substance gave ‘788 grammes of the 

mixed silver halides which, on ignition in chlorine, was converted 

into grammes of silver chloride. 

Percentages found :—Cl = 30:9; I = 50°8. 
” calculated (for C;H,ICI,) Cl = 29°5 ; I = 52:7. 

w 
the author alludes to Thiele and Peter’s paper published in the 
‘Berichte der Deutschen chemischen Gesellschaft for 1905,! under 
the title of “‘On some aliphatic iodo and iodoso chlorides,” as a 
very interesting communication. In this er, the authors des- 
cribe the isolation of a number of aliphatic iodochlorides which 
were formed by allowing a solution of chlorine in a mixture of 

c mposin : 

unt of Thiele and Peter’s work, as well as the abstract of their 

paper in the J.C.S., one gets the impression that all these com- 

1 pp 2842-45. 
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pounds described by them are of the type R= Sick Indeed, 

Werner definitely says that the iodine atom in these compounds 

exists in a tervalent capacity. 

On consulting the original paper in the Berichte, it was found, 

however, that the authors only claim to have established the 

formula of CH,1 ne for methyl iodochloride, and that they did 

a even attempt to analyse and fix approximately a formnula 
or the compounds obtained from the higher alkyl iodides. 
Taking all these facts into consideration, it seems most probable 
hat the compounds obtained by Thiele and Peter from 
n-propyl, ek and butyl iodides were of the higher type 

icy 
K:— age and this might explain their more unstable nature 

Ci 

as well as their formation at a greater degree of cold than that 
used in the experiments described in the present paper. Stability 

V1 i 

eS of the ne hydrocarbon radicals, The methyl com- 
e[Cl, is on this view still not isolated, perhaps because it 

reste a grater ea of cold for its isolation. 

s the greater Te of cold used, there is another 

type. Thiele and Peter used a solution of chlorine in carbon 
tetrachloride and petroleum, whilst in the work described above 
dry chlorine gas was used. One might pape expect the for- 
mation of different compounds by wet and dry m 

These compounds decompose with the Bar ‘of the ali- 
phatic chlorides and iodine chloride. This decomposition, as well 
as the reaction of these compounds with potassium iodide solution, 
shows that they are not at all substitution compounds. Analysis 
would fail to conan: between compounds of the types 

(Cn Han41) 1<§} and CaHen-i Cn Hon-1 Clp 1; for the loss of the 

two hydrogen atoms would produce no appreciable decrease in 
weight. Werners sts that these compounds might after all be 

ol ular compoun of the aliphatic chlorides and _ iodine 

rigorous of their constitution difficult. The preparation of 
iodoso ands I=0) from these bodies would have settled 
the matter, but on treatment with caustic soda solution, the iodo- 
chlori decompose into aisy! chlorides as in the case of addi- 
tion of water. When chlorine was passed into a cool chlorof 
solution of dy chloride and iodine, no precipitate sass. ied tected. Werner obtained some molecular c compounds with IC] or IC), but ge aid not attempt to obtain similar compounds with 
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alkyl chlorides. If such compounds could be isolated, a compa- 
rison of the properties of these substances with these iodochlorides 
would at once settle the true character of the latter. The easy 
decomposability of these substances might be explained if we 
assume the same spatial formula for trivalent iodine as for triva- 
lent nitrogen. Methyl iodo-chloride being in that case represented 

as Pahetapb it would fos pass into sake and ICl. In the 

more mobile hydrogen atoms, thereby producing chloro-i odo- 
benzene 

By this work, Thiele and Peter have bridged, to some extent, 
the gulf separating two important classes of organic compounds 
(the aliphatic and the aleeagd series), Any general view about 
a reaction, however small in its scope, is a welcome addition to our 
stock of knowledge, because these small links will ultimately lead 

unstable compounds, amongst which may be mentioned the diazo 
derivatives of the aliphatic amines. The isolation of these diazo 
compounds, if they exist at all, will, of course, be a matter of great 
difficulty, but it might be easy to get from the cool Se 
solution, she corresponding stable azo — as in the case of 
the aromatic amines. Attempts were made to prepare Lis azo 
sonipanids corresponding to methyl and ‘ethyl amines by cooling 
a hydrochloric acid solution of the bases in calcium chloride and 

av ager or a glance bap solution of B-naphthol. No trace of the 
formation of an 8 could be obeerved. . lt fs, however. just 
spauitls that ek the higher pee eget or with a better 
source of cold, the azo compounds of the fatty amines such as 

CH, N = NC,H,N (CHg), { from CH;N = NCI } could be iso- 
lated. 

It is said that a newer and simpler chemistry prevails in the 
se of reactions at high temperatures. This remark holds 

in ‘the case of low temperatures also, - only difference being that 
in the former case, the reactions are mainly dissociative on account 
of the violent rnbleralar movements a high temperatures, while 

the low temperature reactions —— in general, additive, Epa 

A system 
would coin sy us vals a better idea about molecular Pe aacomtn: 
For a resident in the tropics, however, this is not an easy task as 
he is ate handionpead by reason of the higher temperature. 
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In Europe where liquid carbon dioxide can be had at 1s. per Ib. and 
liquid air can be prepared at not an exorbitant, see pepe “ 
low ee might even be of importance i cal t 
nology, as an instance of which may be isherried the "possibility 
of the seattle of azo glia corresponding to fatty amines which 
has been suggested a 
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36. Note on the absorption of gases, vapours, and substances 
in solution by solids and amorphous substances. 

By Morris W. Travers, D.Sc., F.R.S., 
Director of the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. 

Under the heading which forms the title of this paper may be 
included the phenomena which underlie many of the problems 
which are at present engaging the attention of scientific pee 
in India. The absorption and retention of water in various ma- 
terials is a subject which is naturally of particular interest in a 
country which presents such varied conditions of climate, and 
perhaps the elucidation of the general Pe ee of the phenomena 
concerned may assist in the solution of s of the ecomomic 
questions which are now under ‘nvenbiatton.” 

Amorphous and solid substances. 

s necessary for the purposes of the present discussion to It i 
make a disiinastee between true solids and amorphous substances, 
We ‘recognise three states, or in modern nngeage ‘phases’ of 
matter, the solid, the liquid, and the gaseo When a liquid 
is cooled it will ultimately become changed into a crystalline sab- 
stance, a solid, and at the transition point there will be a marked 
discontinuity in its properties; or as the temapeiebass falls it 
will merely become more viscous, and will at length become to all 
appearances a solid, without however exhibiting any discontinuity 
whatsoever in its properties. Amorphous substances such as glass, 
which are formed in this manner, are really in the ‘liquid phase,’ 
and are only solids inthe popular sense. They always exhibit a 
tendency to pass into the more stable ‘solid phase,’ though the 
change often takes place with excessive slowness. An example of 

in ee cannot 

There is sasctbes manner in which amorphous substances may 
When a substance separates from solution it is the B 

often aaa their amorphous character, and do not become crystal- 
line. Such is the character and mode of formation of the fibrous 
material of plants. 
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General character of the phenomena of absorption. 

We may consider the absorption of vapours by solid or amor- 
phous substances to be due to one of three causes :— 

(a) Chemical action. 
(b) Surface condensation or capillary action. 
(c) Solution 

Cases wesiving 6 chemical action hardly come within the 
sphere of the discussion, unless, as possibly may be the case, the 

t. 
whether the absorption of water by cotton, ae or of 

gases tie ‘other amorphous substances, such as charcoal, s due to 
solution or to surface obidSamtGn, has been the subject of a 5 ies 
sion between Professor Trouton, ‘of University College, London, 
and myself. I am in favour of attributing it to solution, and for 
the following reasons. We are concerned with systems which 
ee of a gas or vapour a and ana amorphous substance, which as 

e have seen is physically a liquid, though it possesses rigidity, 
ant is acres capable of forming solutions, as are ordinary 
liquids. I e that crystalline solids are capable of forming 
es omogencous mixtures, which Van t’Hoff has termed ‘solid solu- 
tions’; but the constituents of such solutions must necessarily be 
isomorphous, and hence the possibility of forming. them is limited. 
The fact that amorphous substances, such as undergo a change 
of form and volume zoom they absorb ee is distinctly in 
‘avon of the solution theo 

or my first iicmentipeton on the nature of absorption I select- 
ed the simple case of carbon dioxide and charcoal, and as no very 

Pin 
mm. o4 1-2 2-0 3B 36 44%C0, 

Boo is 
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Fie. 1.—Absorption of carbon dioxide by charcoal. 
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exact determinations of the price silane = pore — 
the quantity of gas absorbed had made, I oblig 
make some measurements for myself. “The details of diese ex posi. 
ments will be found in the “ Proceedings” of the Royal Society, 

ol. 
The relationship between pressure and ‘concentration,’ the 

latter expressed as the quantity of carbon dioxide per cent. absorbed 
by the charcoal, at 100°, 61°, 35°, 0°, and ~—78° C. are nit ire 
by the curvesin Fig. 1. The equation for these curves may c 

veniently be written in the form 

n4/ p/x = Constant, 

where p is the pressure of ee gas, and a is the concentration. ee 
value of ~ increases as the temperature falls, and tends tow 
unity at moderately high temperatures, when the Seamudon 

mes 
p/x = Constant. 

Pressure / |(Saturlatio pressurie 

i ) in mm. at2é*’ci= 25m 

Saturahon PENA TMi ee Coote eS 
pressjure a orc — 

Cotton at 2ehc r ne L 

7 

Ae g 
ee ee oe a 

‘ _ Sa 3 + a | € 7 8 9 10 ” 

Fie, 2,—Absorption of water by cotton and wool. 
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This is of course Henry’s Law for the solution of a gas ina 
liquid. It is possible to put forward several different suggestions 
as to why the equilibrium curves are logarithmic at the lower tem- 
peratures, but none of them appear to be adequate. 

Though in the case of a substance such as charcoal, which 
may be considered as homogeneous, the simple exponential law 
holds, it is not to be expected that it will be directly applicable to 
such systems as cotton, wool, etc., in contact with water vapour. 
Such materials as vegetable fibres cannot be considered as homo- 
geneous, and are probably built up of several amorphous sub- 
stances, 

n 
or 0°C. On extrapolation we find that while at O° cotton can 
take up 8 per cent. of its weight without becoming saturated, at 
26° it can only take up about 4 per cent. of moisture. 

It will be observed that wool is more susceptible to changes of 
humidity than is cotton, and herein lies the advantage of employ- 
ing it as a material for clothing. A quantitative study of the be- 
haviour of fibres, timbers, cork, etc., towards water, will indicate 

their suitability for many purposes to which they are applied. 
considerable amount of discussion has recently arisen over the 
question of moisture in jute, and perhaps my results may be of 
assistance to those who are engaged in the investigation of the 
problem . 

The absorption of water by crystalline materials, such as the 
components of the soil, is in all probability of a totally different 
character. The greater part of the water present in the soil is. 

The absorption of substances from solution by solids and amorphous 
substances. 

The distribution of soluble dyes, salts, etc., between the bath 
and such amorphous materials as plant fibres, follows the logar- 

neutral dyes are present in the fibre in a state of solution. This 
is sufficient to explain why cotton does not dye with indigo as 

ectively as wool; it is bably an inferior solvent for indigo 
white, just as it is an eS Nac solvent for water (see Fig. 2). 
Data with regard to absorption will be found in the following 
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—G. C. Schmidt, Chem. Soc. Abs. 1895, A. 
if Walker, ihe: cme Trans. 1896, 1334; P. D. Gatataa: phe 

725. 
The absorption curves resemble those shown in Plate I 

ordinates representing the co arlene of the dye in the ‘isting 
nd the abcissee the conceutration in the fibre. When the value 

of x in the expression, which may be written— 

n 4/(Concentration in soln,) /(Concentration in fibre) 
onstant, 

is large, and the curve resembles the one on " hand of the 
plate, an interesting condition is arrived at. bre or other 

amorphous substance appears to take up the ie of the soluble 
material in the bath till a certain concentration is arrived at. In- 
crease in the concentration in the bath above this limit does not 
appear to be accompanied by marked increase in the quantity of 
soluble matter absorbed. That this should be so is evident from 
the form Se the curves. 

ras we know it is not possible to colour crystalline sub- 
stances, pet by depositing colouring matter on the surface of 

the cr ystals ; ‘ice cannot be dyed in the true sense of the word, 
though isomorphous mixtures of coloured and eon substances 

may he formed by crystallising mixed solutio 

|My attention has been called to a paper by Saat ~ 
Richards ‘On the Hygroscopic Action of Cotton,’ which a 
in the number of the ‘‘ Proceedings ” of the Royal Society nbtiahed 
on December 20th (Vol. 78, p. 412). The experimental results 
obtained by these authors resemble my own, but they are obtained 
as the mean between the values for the quantities of moisture 
absor by dry cotton under certain conditio ture 
and saturation of the atmosphere, and for the quantities retained 
by moist cotton under similar conditions. The is by no 
means accurate when applied to the measurement of small vapour 
pressures, and it may be for this reason that my results do not 
contirm the authors’ couclusions as to the i of pressure 
with temperature at constant irre (p. 42 : 

The authors confine their attention to the case of the absorp- 
tion of moisture by cotton, and in a postscript discussing Trouton’s 
experiments they point out that ‘the pure surface theo os is 
inconsistent with the facts, but that it appears more e 
that ‘the film of moisture does (until sqaiieetcem i is eachiod) easks 
trate and form a species of solution.’ 

This was the conclusion at which I arrived when the experi- 
ments referred to in my paper were completed, and I expressed 
my views in a paper read before the Sanitary Congress last sum- 
mer. The object of the present paper is to call attention to the 
fundamental principles which underlie the phenomenon of absorp- 
tion, and to the distinction which must be drawn between ‘solid 

oney and solutions which are formed by amorphous sub- 
st 





37. Indian Logic as preserved in Tibet, No. 2 

By ManAmanopApuydya Satis CHAnpRA VIpYABHUSANA, 

AS. 

This paper, which is compiled from a volume of the Tibetan. 

Indian Buddhist works on Logic, the Sanskrit originals Ss which 
have been lost to India. Most of them were ete sed in 
Kasmira and Nepal between 600 A.D., and 1200 A gp were 
translated into Tibetan mainly during the Sakya em asy in the 
13th century A.D. 

1. Sambandha-pariksa-tika, ager ry S557 raiol ay ~~ 

AGA =I —A copious explanation of the examination of 

connection. 

It extends over leaves la—24b of the Tangyur, mdo, ze. The 

work, which was composed by the teacher Vinitadeva ( art 

rare} 2 y; opens thus :— 

“Who is entirely unconnected with the world and is yet 
designated as the supreme teacher of it—to him bowing down 
fully I explain the Sambandhapariksa.” 

It was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage Jiiana- 
garbha and the Tibetan interpreter Vande-nam-mkhas. The trans- 
lators begin the Tibetan version with a salutation to Majfijuéri- 

kumarabhita ( RBSTACION TAR Catal ay Z)) | 

AAT TRA SLA RAAT AS |] 
RATAR SAIC |] 
PARTY ITASAAN || 

ArAre) aay eras 2159 || (Tavgyar, mdo, ze leaf 1.) 
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2. Sambandha-pariksanusara, agar ey" 3571 nya =a ar 

agns —A pursuit after the examination of con- 

nection. 

It extends over leaves 24b—39a of the Tangyur, mdo, ze. The 

work, which was composed by Brahmana S’ankarananda (qa= 

aR sss 3'5 ), opens thus :— 

“By whom connection so ie: pice ~~ been renounced, in 

whom there are no “I” and “ ” who is called free from con- 
cerns—to that Oniniscient One I oon akg 1 

work was translated into Tibetan by the great Indian 
Pandit Parahita and the Tibetan interpreter-monk Dgah-wahi-rdo- 
rje. The translators begin the Tibetan version with a salutation 
+3 Mafijusri-kumarabhita. 

oe ie i 2 A on ~ 
3. Vada-nyaya-vyakhya, Synaral ie 

commentary on logical discussion. 

It extends over leaves 39b—650 of the Tangyur, mdo, ze. The 

work, which was composed by Vinita-deva (SAT5 Be 

thus :— 
“Who is self-perfected in sweet logical discussion, supreme i 

patience, affection, charity and self-restraint, and has become the 
most excellent of logicians—to him ai ng down I compose a com- 
mentary on the text of Vada-nyaya.”? 

IRIN TARAS SICANTIA i 

ATT ART ACT TS | 
SER AES AY TST ISTE | 
MAREAA ANITA SAA |] (Toney, wdo, zo, lo 24.) 

* AIR SATS aySrei S52 SAAC TAA 1 

SERAPH ASHE IA ATER 
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The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the lord of 

speech ( AIS ATSINA AS ) and to the speaker of the excellent 

truth (ASRSTEPTRIC' ) | 
-— - * ae a gyno * oa . wa * ‘pie 7" T< 4, . Vada-nyaya-vipaicitartha, 35 AQ ARN 212, AAA qJ 

AV sTIAN AISA —A complete unfolding of the 

meaning of the commentary on logical discussion. 

It extends over leaves 65b—186a of the Tangyur, mdo, ze. 
The work, sobs was composed by the great teacher S’anta-raksita, 

and rejoiced to do good to the entire world— o that Mafijusri, bow- 
ing down in reverenc ce, I hs to compose this concise and stainless 

LARS pppdiats: 

AMSAT AAT AA ASAT ae FOVITASATSA | 

FRIAR EY mae REAL TABS || 

(Tangyur, mdo, ze, leaf 395). 

SSRN ST AM TRG RTGCA AAA DST HTS 
AFA AZA TAS I 

mS ay ga srg Says Aaler 87 ANS "2A ARS T 

Hae Ras asa |] 
sraisradfarsigrer as SS 558s AER scintBy 

AER SAAS AA || 

BY AV ARIS cr gar RAGS rR ar scar sihe" 

ANATETQS AEANSR'S |] 

(Tangyur, wdo, ze, leaf 65b.) 
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e work was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage 
Kumara-gri-bhadra and the Tibetan interpreter-monk venerable 
Ses-rab and Hbro-sen-dkar (who was a native of the province of 

Hbro or Dé) in the holy monastery of Bsam-yas (Samye). The 
translators begin the Tibetan version with a salutation to Mafijuéri- 
kumarabhita. 

5. Alambana-pariksa-tika, ARN cr all ria" ager 

5 —Annotation on the examination of the objects 

of knowledge. 

It extends over leaves 186b—200b of the Tangyur, mdo, ze, 
The work, which was composed by the teacher Vinita-deva ( aay 

“No 

2), opens thus :— 

“* Meditating on the merciful Omniscient One, and saluting him 
by my head, I compose the Alambana-pariksa-tika.””! 

It ends thus :— 
“Here is finished the Alambana-pariksa-tika, which is a clean 

work of the teacher named Vinita-deva who weighed all sorts of 

alambana and is a lion of speakers, confounding the brains of the 
Tirthika-elephants.’’® 

e work was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage 
Sakya-simha and the Tibetan interpreter Vande-dpal-brtsegs of 
Shu-chen. The translators begin the Tibetan version with a salu- 

tation to Buddha (AGATA ) and all Bodhisattvas (SVga 

SISISTAEIQ ) | 

' SISTER SAR SAIESTETS§ 
RAN SY ABTA SY ANA 1 

QATAR SAAR EP TENT ATO |] 

SNAIA AIRS pa | (Tangyur, wdo, ze, leaf 186.) 

* SARI EP ABST TSN ISSA SAAT SANT 

SASRRIM TGR Sy ArH T AACA ATEN SF 
ART AA IS aaa IS AER IT CERT || 

(Tangyur, wdo, ze, leaf 2000.) 
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6. Nyaya-dloka-siddhi, AAJA AAAA NaH —A lam SITET HH P 
of logical demonstration. 

The work, which extends over leaves 200b—201b of the Tan- 
mdo, ze, was composed by the teacher Candra-gomi. It was Syoe 

franslated into Tibetan by Pandit Sri-Sitaprabha ana the inter- 
preter-monk Vairocana. The translators begin the Tibetan 

version with a salutation to Mafjuéri (RENAL ) | 

7, Sarvajiia-siddhi-karika, aay" 34 Cia. ai TY nya Say 

AAS 'gST £] —Memorial verses on the Shooniipiat 

ment of omniscience. 

The work, which extends over leaves 201b—202b of the Tan- 

gyur, indo, ze, was composed by Vag-gupta ( Ray yaa )] The 

Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the Omniscient One 

(QRS SFALT A) | 

8. Vahyartha-siddhi-karika, a XAy Sit belt sary 

aR BATAQS —Memorial verses on tp reality of 

external things. 

It extends over leaves 202b—210a of the Tangyur, md 
The work, which was composed by the teacher Paha taksiin 

“1 s thus :— ( YTS . open ; 

“Who whi . serving his own object accomplished the entire 
objects of others, to him bowin down, I, for the poke. of accom- 
nlinhsine all otisactes investigate into objects (external),”! 

ISAT RCAF ARTISAN |] 
AAA TATA IT AES || 
Pa ITA. II 
BATASANATS AT ASS § MI 

(Tangyur, mdo, ze, leaf, 2028.) 
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The work was translated into Tibetan by the Vaibhagika 

( SIT THA) teacher Jina-mitra of Kasmira and the 

Tibetan interpreter-monk Dpal-brtsegs-raksita. The Tibetan ver- 

sion begins with a salutation to allthe Tathagatas (Faas 

aROAIST" A) of three times. - 

. fe ee mabe fae Ee 
Sruti-pariksa-karika, A)" 4 AST AIA aay ABA 

N44 —Memorial verses on the examination of hear- 

- ing (that is, the Word). 

The work, which extends over leaves 210a—211la of the Tan- 

gyur, mds, ze, was composed by the teacher KuSala-raksita (AST 

ARAN) ] The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the 

Ciirriadiatis One (RAT SLATS ) ] 

10. Anyapoha-vicara-karika, al Gal ay ay ria Say 

AAA Jars] — Memorial verses on the determination 

of a thing by the exclusion of its opposites. 

The work, which extends over leaves 21la—213b of the Tan- 

gyur, mdo, ze, was composed by the teacher KuSala-raksita ( Ray 

ACN ) | The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the 
~ 

Omniscient One (FASS ABTA )] 

11. Isvara-bhaaga-karika "RBATREAT IIA SATAQR ara-bhatga-karika, AAC cab aie Ca BAT AAA 

garg —Memorial verses on the refutation of God. 

It extends over leaves 214a—2l5a of the Tan gyur, mdo, ze. 
The work, which was composed by the teacher Kuéala-raksita 
(ARTES), opens thus :— 

“Who completely knowing (things) explained them to 
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sentient paver oe soe lord of the world (Buddha) bowing down 
bring this out full 

e Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the Omnis- 

cient One (QAaT oF IAS =I) ] 

12. Pramana-pariksa, BY SETA —An examination of 

the means of knowledge. 

extends over leaves 215a—237b of the Tangyur, mdo, ze 
The work, which was composed by the teacher Dietmottark 

ee), opens thus :-- 

“It is a very strange thing that the gr onus dpa though 
their sree are opened, do, in consequence of their own nature, turn 

ramana (the means of knowledge), ae the learned 
ones owing to mistakes (or delusions) not acquiring it, suffer 
various miseries; who having clearly explained it has made the 
sarin world to strive after and acquire the same—to that expound- 

of Pramana, the Sugata, bowing down, I explain Pramana.’’? 

ERTS ST IT 
NAN SF NTA VITA! || 

OATS TITAS II 
NEST AAT AIT IS | 

(adres, 46, ve, Maal 2142) 

; THOTT AS AT ITA TC AMT ATS AAC AGS 

OST! I] 

RapEP AE BF ALA PART Mararqe PANT 

ANUAYETS |] 

SRST AAT TATA SR IGG STR TT SS 
nay Ra SEA | 
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The work was translated into Tibetan by the monk Blo-|dan- 

es-rab. The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the 

coterie One. 

13. Pramaéna-pariksa, BA aT AEAT z] —An examination of 

the means of knowledge. 

It extends over leaves 238a—253b of the Tangyur, mdo, ze. 
The work, which was composed by the teacher Dharmottara, opens 
thus :— 

“Who is not knowable to the (worldly) great, who boone. 
the position of the pacifier of the links of miseries, who is 

obtained (perceived) by multitudes ty SS prayers —to ‘that 

Pramana personified (Buddha) I fu w down 
The work was translated sas ‘Tibetan by the interpreter- 

monk Blo-ldan-éges-rab. The Tibetan version begins with a 
salutation to the Omniscient One. 

14, Apoha-nama-prakarana, MANTA TIARAS 

gya—a treatise named the exclusion of the oppo- 

sites. 

extends over leaves 254a—266a of the Tangyur, mdo, 
The Aor which was composed by the teacher Dhaemisitaeh 

(Sar HSA ), opens thus :— 

“The character of whose reflective mind is glorified in soli- 
tude by others, who has promulgated the incomprehensible, intrin- 

BR STAT SES AS SAMS or gay Akoya ay, 

sae | 
(Tangyur, mdo, ze, leaf 2152.) 

SERS TENN GIR AIAT | 

STEN TA NA RPA AE ag AS | 
ATT AST AAAS SAAN HA SES AA I 

fel pa blamaa Lab lavl 
(Tangyur, mdo, ze, leaf 238a.) 
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sic truth not shrouded by doubts, who is called the preacher of 
truth to the world, the perfectly victorious lord and one entirely 
free from faults—him saluting with my head I explain here Apoha 
(the | doctrine of exclusion of the opposites).’”! 

“The work was translated into Tibetan by the Kasmirian 

Pandit Bhagya-raja ( (HV BS ay re ) and the interpreter-monk 

Blo-ldan-ges-rab, in the incomparable city of Kas The 
translators begin the Tibetan version with a salutation a Madijuéri- 
kumarabhat 

15. Para-loka-siddhi, E "Zp Ray =y"2}—Existence of abaya kang 
the world beyond. 

It extends over leaves 266a—270a of the Tangyur, mdo, z 
The work, which was composed by the teacher Dbavnutitdars: 

TASTE AE TAC AGA AAI SAS 
STAYS All| 

BRT ATA IA TNT PIN PATENT 
Hal |] 

aspare samy Rarer 351 SACRA 

aan 
II BIEL IAS BIS ITA SAY SAT NOTE 

ea nacall 
(angyur, wdo, ze, leaf 254a.) 

2 abalbl inal Gla GU anG bE Aten Ser) 

AISA SIA ABA BH SF ARTHAS ANY A 
(Tangyur, mdo, ze, leaf 266a,) 

nny 
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The work was translated into Tibetan by the great KaSmirian 

Pandit Bhagya-raja (ABFA ) and the Tibetan inter- 

preter-monk Tshab-ifii-ma-grags during the life-time of S'ri-Harga- 

deva (58-799) King of Kaémira [A.D. 1089-1101, 
3 

vide Dr. ‘Stein’ 8 Rajatarangini, Vol. I, pp. 333-401], in the mon- 
astery of Ratna-ragmi (Gem-lustre) at the centre of the incom- 

parable great cit 
Th 

i ds 
e translators pee the Tibetan version with a salutation 

to Maiijusri-kumarabhita 

16. Pustaka-pathopaya, Aa Nica AMAT ZIAgaa —The 

method of reading a book. 

The work, see consists of the leaf 270a—270b of ra 
Tangyur, mdo, ze, was composed by Pandit Danaérila, and w 
translated Bis “hibetan by himself. The work begins ne a a 

salutation to the Triple Gem (ATR ary AINA ) | 

17. Kgana-bhanga-siddhi, RT SITS AEST ATA =I Es 
~ 

tablishment (of the doctrine) of momentary destruc- 

tion. 

The work, which extends over leaves pf iia Pes ~ 
Tangyur, milo, ze, was composed by the teacher Dharm 
was translated into Tibetan by the "Wilian sage ions Se pe 
the interpreter-monk Blo-ldan-ses-rab, The translators begin the 
Tibetan version with a salutation to Maijugri-kumarabhita. 

18. Keapa-bhange-ciddhi-vyakhys, = a" e cyan’ 
ae ta baba we kale! 

AR SNATA|—Commentary on the treatise named 

“the establishment of the doctrine of momentary 

destruction.” 

The work, which extends over leaves 282a—30la of the 

angyur, mdo, ze, was composed by the teacher Brahman Mukta- = | 

kumbha (557 9a"41). It was translated into Tibetan by 

the Indian sage Vinayaka and the oo monk Grags-hb 
Ses-rab. The Ti - version be - 
MaiijuSri-kumarabhi n begins with a pirat ay * 
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“19. Sahavalambha-niscaya, BI SITAR RAEI As- 

certainment of concepts arising together. 

It extends over leaves 30la—308b6 of the Tangyur, mdo, 
The work, which was composed by the best of disputants the 

teacher Sri:prajiia-sambbava-Gapta ZAP aP ADA OC aS” (ARAN ASTATASE AI 
34T4)), opens thus:— 

“Saluting Sugata, the bestower of heaven, the matchless 

Foci semen of concepts arising toge 
s translated into Tibetan by the “Nepalese Pandit Santi- 

bhadra bert the Tibetan interpreter-monk Sakya-hod f the- 
village of Sen-dkar in the province of Hbro (D6). The Tibetan 
version begins with a salutation to Maiijusri- kumarabhita 

20. Apohasiddhi, Ser —Patdicment of the 

doctrine of determining a thing by the exclusion of 
its opposite 

It extends over leaves 308b—334a of the Tangyur, mdo, ze. 

The work, which was composed by the pious devotee ( AAT ASG 

5aT4)) the great sage Brahman S’ankarananda, opens thus :-— 

‘“ The Omniscient One, free from all poe (illusions) and 
existing in three times (the past, present and future), who look 
to things in their true nature, saluting him oa relying on his 
mercy, I elucidate the puzzle of the discussion on “self” and 
“ others ” sciiiehad with the doctrine of Apoha.”4 

: sbayinarseae Bray N 
ABTA NASR YT AN | 
BASTANTE | 
ay FaNIN VSR J] (“angyar, wdo, ze, leaf 3012.) 

* MAAEFAQA INS YAT TTT H | 
AVANNE ATTAIN IGS S | 
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The work was translated into Tibetan by the Kasmirian 
Pandit Mianoesilia and the Tibetan interpreter Blo-ldan-Ses-rab 
in the incomparable city of KaSmira. The Tibetan version begins 

with a salutation to the Omniscient One (JAAS SATA) | 

21. Pratibandha-siddhi, Aaa ¥ aint £]—Establishment of 

the causal connection. 

It extends over leaves 334a—535a of the Tangyur, mdo, ze. 
The work, which was composed by the devout devotee 

(RS}AS'9 5574 ) Sankarananda, opens with a salutation to 

Snugata.! 
It was translated into Tibetan by Pandit Bhagya-raja, 

(HVSS aera ) and the interpreter Blo-Jdau-Ses-rab. The 

Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the Omniscient One, 
the remover of the obscurities ‘of sight. 

AS NAN ANAT AEA TIA I] 

ASAT IAQAUATY YA AAAS IA " 
(Tangyur, mdo, ze, leaf 308d.) 

dl ~V~ 

| FBR Aer SN AACS ARG IT NASA AST EST 

rar gs] 
TRIN SATAN TAZA TE A ATE aT 

all 
SATA GATT EY 3 TAS ANAS CAT 

AAADASAIANA |] 

SASS EHRTTSOTETS SATAN ASAT 
Rear 

(Tangyar, mdo. ze, leaf 334.) 
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22. Vijiiaptimatrata-siddhi, SY LIRROYLY SS BAR’ spre RETINAS 
AA") — Establishment of a mere communication of 
~~ 

knowledge. 

The work, which extends over leaves 335a—338b of the 
Tangyur, mdo, ze, was composed by the great teacher Ratna- 

sambhava-Siva ( APSA ASOANA ): It was translated 

into Tibetan by the ahs Pandit S’antibhadra, and the Tibetan 
i h of vince of Hbro (D6). 

skya-Ses-rab-brtsegs. The Tibetan version begins with a saluta- 
tion to Mafijusri-Kumarabhita. 

23. Antara-vyapti, snap As— Invariable concomitance 

in an inference for one’s own self. 

This work, which extends over leaves 338b—344b of the 
Tangyur, mdo, ze, was composed by the great teacher Ratna- 

sambhava Siva (RFSFAK IANS ): It was translated 

into Tibetan by the dies sage Kumara-kalaéa, and the inter- 
phctenmcak Sakya-hod. The Tibetan version begins with a 
salutation to Maiijusri-kumarabhita. 

24, Hetu-tattva-upadega, ARYAN) 5 Was pay aa il A— 

Demonstr: — of the real nature of the reason 

(middle term). 

This work, which ype with the three phases of reason and 

to Maiijuses kumarabhita. 

25. Dharma-dharmi-viniscaya, SNACKS SF IHTN 

RAT 4)—Settlement of the subject and predicate. 

The work, mass extends over leaves 354a—359a of the 

Tangyur, mdo, was composed by the teacher Jetari. The 
Tibetan version ges with a salutation to Mafijuéri-kumara- 
bhita 
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ia os ee . . 

26. Balavatara-tarka, ART AEA AG 6875] — Disputation 

(logic) introductory to children. 

It extends over leaves 359a—372b of the Tangyur, mdo, ze, 
and is divided into three chapters: (1) mfion-sum or perception ; 
(2) ran-don-gyi-rjes-su-dpag-pa or inference for one’s own self; 
and (3) gshan-gyi-don-gyi-rjes-su-dpag-pa or inference for the sake 
of others. 

The work, which was composed by the great teacher Jetari 

(AA AAT), opens thus :— 

“Who by the lustre of his sermon has completely dispersed 
and cleared the veil of the gloom of ignorance, who is a single 
lamp = oe three worlds—may that Bhagavan long remain 
victori 

The oe was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage 
Naga-Raksita, and the ‘Tibetan interpreter of the province of Sum- 
pa (in Amdo) named Dpal-mchog-dan-pohi-rdo-rje. The Tibetan 
version begins with a salutation to Maiijusri-kumarabhtta. 

27, Yukti-prayoga, apr 5'9— Application _ of 

reasoning. 

The work, which extends over leaves 372b—373a of the 

Tangyur, mudo, ze, was composed by the eet. t Brahman sage and 

teacher of Ka§Smira named Ratna-vajra (RASH =z gy. ot was 

translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage Sri-Subh 1}-Siva 

(REIN "AO ags’ Cy 5) and the interpreter-monk of Shu-chen 

named Tin-ne-hdsin-bzai-ho, The Tibetan version begins with 

a salutation to the great merciful lord Avalokitegvara (RUAN 

SAIN SIO') | 

| RR SISTER TAS S65 aga 1] 
RI ATR gars Sarasa | 

RT ANS STITT | 
ASAT RF ARTA AG RS TABS ST 

(Tangynr, wdo, ze, leaf 3592.) 
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Nie Wen rere : 
28. Tarka-bhasa, a] alle x —Technicalities of logic. 

extends over leaves 373a—413b of the Tangyur, mdo, z 
and is favided into omer chapters: (1) perception ; (2) inference 
for one’ s own self ; (3) inference for the sake of other 

ope ns ths — 
r Boris Hee down to the teacher, the lord of the world, I eluci- 

date the Tarka-bhasa Ghe technicalities of logic) for the sake of 
enabling children of small intellect listen to the system of Dhar- 

makirti (aI = ARN ) : 

ork was translated into Tibetan by the interpreter- 
monk Dia a Td an-blo- pee PEOn-P% who begins the Tibetan version 
with a salutation to Budd 

aan 

29. Karya-karana-bhava-siddhi, ay aC AIA iow rey” Be 

Z]—Establishment of the relation of cause and effect, 

The work, which extends over leaves 413b—418a of the 
Tangyur, mdo, ze, was composed by the great sage Jiana-Sri- 
Mitra. It was translated into Tibetan by the Sidian: sage Pandit 
Kumara-kalaga, and the interpreter-monk Sikya-hod. Subse- 
quently it was retouched and published by the Tacaies eeu 
AvantaSri, and the interpreter-monk aforesaid. 
version ee with a salutation to Mafijusri-kumarabhita. 

* APS ABST RA SARS A] 
BATT AS IGEN QR SAN T 

ESATA AIAN AST |] 

FTAA ASTIN I 
(Tangyur, mdo, ze, leaf 373a.) 





38. The Fats of Garcinia species. 

By Davin Hooper. 

h frequently alluded to in works on the economic 

Re ca 4a, Desrouss, e mentions an 
aga from the tree which is used in the ilgiris for medicine 

G. tonkinensis yield an oil in Cochin n na. 
addition to these, the Gamboge tree G. morella, Desrouss, yields a 
semi- te fat which has long been used in Mysore for domestic 
er pes 

3 i 1857, a “ Seog upon the oils of Southern India” was 
made by Lieut. H. P, Hawkes. This valuable paper was an out- 
come of the Jury Report of the Madras Exhibition of 1855, and 
embodied all the information on the subject af me fixed oils 
loa up to that date, much of which has recently been over- 
looked. bei der ‘“‘ Gamboge Butter,” the sation’ ree dis following 
remarks : 

“A semi- Sauae oil obtained from the seeds of Garcinia pictoria 
(of Roxburgh, no . morella, Desrouss), growing abundantly in 

certain parts of Mane and in the Western Coast jungles, oe aad 
near Cooly Droog. The oil which is Liens in moderate 
ee: is prepared by pounding the seed in a stone dice, 
and boiling the mass until the butter or “oil rises to the surface ; 
or by first roasting the seeds, and then proceeding as above. 

and a half measures of seed should yield one and a half seers of 
butter 

“Tn the Nugger division of Mysore it is sold at the rate of 
as. 1-4 per seer of Rs. 24 weight or £36-6 per ton: it is used as 
a noe > and by the ent classes as a substitute for ghee. 
The ter thus prepared does not seem to possess any of the 
ae dee of the gamboge re 

The is common in forests of eliées India up to 3,500 
feet, aed oxtail for fully 120 miles along the Malabar ghats ; 5 it 

ove extract, Cooke, Talbot and Watt give no further 
particulars regarding the fat of the seeds. In the revised edition 
(1903) of “ Animal and Vegetable Oils and Fats,” by Dr. C. R. 
Alder Wright, the editor under Garcinia morella remarks: 

“ Furnishes Gamboge butter concerning the chemical constitution 
of which little or nothing i is known. 

It was, therefore, with great Tica: that I received, a short 
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time ago, samples of two of these fats from the Range Forest 
Officer, Thirthalli, Shimoga District, Mysore. The following notes 
accompanied the sam ples :-— — 

“1, Akind of gheefrom “ Murga” seeds(Gurcinia). Theseeds 
when they fall in May, June and July in the Taluks of Thirthalli, 

oppa, Nagar and Sagar are picked up by the villagers and the 
oil is extracted. This is used like ghee for all cooking purposes.” 

1 from the seeds of “Gurgi” (Garcinia morella 
The treatment is the same as above, but the oil is used De light- 

ing, ing and as a medicine for sprains and inj 
Kanarese name “ Gurgimara”’ signifies yellow gum 

The oils were semi-solid, of a yellow colour, sae ‘déciiiuhe of 
odour and taste. They were very similar in composition as the 
following constants indicate :— 

Murga. ke, 
Specific SABO at 50°C... as ‘900 902 
Melting poin op 37°C 3 oo 
Acid value ... aes we SEO 
Saponification value... ... 198°20 174 

dine . wt Oba 55°46 

Reichert Mei pee ee 62 
Percentage of tat acids wo. 94°89 95°20 
Melting point oe 3 yA 56°C 55°C 
Todine value of gree PAE i 56°38 57°81 

One gram of the oil digested in 50 cc. of alcohol of 90 per 
cent. rege 10°7 per cent, soluble fat and 89°1 per cent. insoluble. 

t the temperature of 29°C, the fat was separated by filtra- 
_tion aa pressure into a 1 per cent. of liquid fat or olein and 
44°9 per cent. of solid fat 

y calculating fone the iodine value of these two oils the 
Murga fat yielded 62°33 per cent. olein and the Gurgi fat 64° = 

e next se anciiite fat operated upon was Kokam or Goa but- 
ter obtained from the seeds of Garcinia indica, musi 

I found it to yield the following constants : 
Specific nN at 50°C me a 9106 
Melting g poin ee 2 43°C 
Acid value ‘ 413 
Sa onification value 2 191°5 

Bae ee ase Se oy Cae Reichert Meissl ,, ae is aa 
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Percentage. of fatty acids wes wee 93°85 
Melting point of __,, 61°C 

Solubility in 50 cc. of 90 per wine ‘asco 30 per cent. 

The amount of olein calculated from the iodine value was 29 
per cent. The amount of lead salt soluble in ether was 33 per 

aa. 
Heise in 1896 d by Lewkowitsch “ Chemical analysis 

of Oils, Fats and Wares ay states that Kokam butter consists chiefly 
of oleo-distearin and t atty acids are oleic and stearic with 
small quantities of orobebky} lauricacid, In the distillation of the 
fatty acids I was unable to observe any laurie acid both from the 
Gamboge butter sid Kokam fat, but the melting points and acid 
values of the olein freed acids gave constants in icating ap 
ee of small quantities of palmitic acid with the stearic 
cid. 

i~ It is interesting to notice in these two fats that the consti- 
tuent parts are almost identical; but while in the fat of Garcinia 
indica the olein is present in the proportion of one to two of 
stearin, forming oleo-distearin, in the fat of G. morella the olein 
is present in the proportion of two to one of stearin, forming 
stearo-diolein. 





39. The Paladins of the Kesar-saga. A Collection of 
' Sagas from Lower Ladakh. Tale No. III. 

By A. H. FRancke. 

THE TALE OF SHELLI BUZHUNG. 

ABSTRACT OF CONTENTS. 

When Kesar was old, there was a little boy in the castle of 
ging, called Shelli bu ahung (‘the little boy of Crystal’) who had 
no father.!. It was found necessary to provide a bride for him, 
and as the hermit rJ’se dgu was the only person likely to know a 
suitable bride, a little — ant-boy was sent to ask ie advice. 
The boy received a letter authorizing heer to nae on the horse 
Dunggi dar dkar, which was in the care of Agu Zlaba i 

to the ae servant-boy, and went before king Kesar together with 
the boy, to make special enquiries, But Kesar gave the same 
order once cases and the child was carried by the horse before 
the hermit’s house, aes it had jumped with him so close to the 
sun that the boy got almost burnt. The hermit, however, was 
offended, because Kesar had sent a little boy instea a proper 
Agu. But the boy was carried by dragons directly before the 
hermit’s house. Then he made a bow and arrow and frightened 
the old man. The latter read Kesar’s letter and said that the 
bride of Kesar’s son, rGyulsa dkarpo, was to be born to the king 
of Groyul, whose castle was on the top of ihe three realms of the 
world. She was to be born together with many powerful jewels. 
He gave the advice to make friends with the grandmother who 
took care of the garden below Groyul ; and prophesied that the bride 
would be obtained, although one of the Agus would lose his life 
in the task (mDa dpon gongma). When the answer of the hermit 

was brought to the castle of ging, ’aBrugwma did not like the 
news, and entreated Kesar to select a ‘ride. from the daughters 
of the country. e, however, went off with his son, When they 

arrived half-way to eenad , they met with the Nyopas Seeaely 
of the ee), of many countries, who wis to gain the daughte 
of the king of Groyul for themselves. They took ae Fe Pippa 
at th 

restoring everything in a miraculous way. During night, when 
the duuithtar of the king of Groyul was born, the earth was filled 

1 Just as Kesar had no “i father, his boy was also supposed to 
have none. Compare “A Low r Ladakhi Version of the Kesar-saga,” 
Tale No. II 
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with light. But the boy had a bad dream and believed that the daughter of an ogre had been born, However, the grandmother comforted him, saying, that the daughter was a fairy, and that the Nyopas of many countries had already arrived, desirous of gaining her. Also the new-born daughter of the king of Groyul had a dream, in which she saw two men and an ogress (the female gu dPal mot astay) of terrible shape, arrive, and carry her off by twisting her hair round a spear. But her mother comforted her, saying, that it was a good dream, and that she was to become the wife of king Kesar’s son. 
boy rGyalbu ryyalsa wished to ride to and break the 
0 

bazaar of Groyul, which consisted of bell-metal ; but did not succeed. 

used for the dance went off suddenly and entered into the body of thegiant. The second hero of Groyul was Miy dmar. He went to fight the boy of 

were ll 
Ladakhis: China with silks of the dragon pattern ; with tea; Yarkand with horses ; the West Tibetan lake-district with salt and wool ; Purangs with beautiful girls; Ladakh with angs flowers ; Baltistan with apricots ; Kashmir with rice ! Then the boy Killed the giant by snipping with his fingers against the giant's forehead, and ordered him to be reborn to a female Kyang of fifty years of a 

Kesar went with his son to the e 
i 

esa : ngagement-beer of the kin of China’s daughter and sat down on a throne of sticks. The maid-s rvant, Gochod, offered the beer and told the guests to drink it without touching the pot.! As the honoured guests, who sat 
1 h 

. ee 
. me 

saga,” Pi Wat oad eccars in ‘‘ A Lower Ladakhi Version of the Kesar- 
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on thrones of gold and silver, were unable to perform the task, 
she considered it superfluous to ask the two men of gLing to try. 
However, the boy prayed her to offer the beer to him and gave 
her a new name. Then he threw the pot towards the sky with his 
stick, and the beer was consumed by the gods and nagas. 
Thus the girls were won by the men of gLing. But when the boy 
exhibited his great poverty, the heroes of Groyul would not give 
him the princess and se he giant Riwa (or Ribo) blon chen 
against him fled before the giant, as a partridge flies 
before a falcon. Therefore Kesar took the s f a crow and 

arrow and spear contest ; but when he fell down, mDa dpon 

gonyma happened to come under the giant’s thumb and was 
smashed, 

During this combat, the son of the king of China (rG@yanag) 
had carried off the bride to his own country. Therefore Kesar, 
his son, and the Agus, aranik to China. A grandmother alo — 
arrangement that on the day of the prince of China’s weddin 
to the princess of Groyu/, dPalmoi astag, who had taken a pean tiful 
shape, was to be married to the minister of ina. ut when 
the wedding dance was performed, dPalmoi astag started a war- 
dance, followed by Kesar and the other men of gling. During 

this dance, they killed the king of China and all his men, and the 
female Agu put her spear in Shel ldang lhamo 

road to gLing. Only after long entreaties by the whole party 
and the gods was she willing to let the girl ride on the horse of 

her bridegroom. 
en a message was sent to gLing with two doves, and a great 

wedding was celebrated on the hill Tiswru (Kailasa). 

VocaBuLary AnD Nores. 

qerat yg c shelli buzhung (the same as bu chung): see Ladakhi 
q lg mmar, Introduction, The name means ‘ The 
little i. of glass (or crystal). 

BATRA Yjag rex, turn; [it is his} turn. 

BOAR | pho tabs (or thabs) on hire, borrowed. 

Rare! khas sman (or khas dman), defeat. 

pe = phug skor bco bryyad, eighteen times as much 

3 PN ISAS | as is thrashed out by oxen at a turn 

30] zeya, the same as zeba, name of a horse, 
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aay le i rai a cavity which protects a wanderer in rainy 

ay] bart, a small box. 

Ras] khamcu, month. 

San Tet de 
LANAI | the thsoms, or the thsom, doubt. 

35 nyed, or nyid, self. 

= * ore 
‘ 

is . weak 1, > 

Georgina FI —— ldang lhamo, ‘goddess of rising crysta 
name of the princess of Groyul. 

— A 

AaN" 4] btom khyil names of precious stones ; ag 

~~ | 
55 all | btom jag + probably stands for lcags ; 

aTAy alll bkuy lag J compare ljoypo for log po. 
~ 

ATA SAI bkugcas, here in the sense of ‘to fetter,’ ‘put in 
ee ‘ chain.’ 

esyxrn27 1 otorba nagpo; ‘black scatterer, name of a 

a al Be Naga. 

oa | "ve grub, the same as dngos grub, blessing. 
“NS 

WIRE A a4] yar ngor zlaba, first half of the month. 

AREA: BA] mar ngot zlaba, second half of the month. 

RHF BH" 8 = chen, ‘ mountain, great minister,’ name of. 

BAG | charte, eeceties: said of the eyelids which descended 

down to the mouth 

aq! bar zhva, kind of lama’s cap. 

RIAN EIA | phalphal, said to mean ‘noble’ in this connection ; but 

more probably it means ‘ general.’ 

ay ny =f AR] ] pho phorog, male crow. 

ay ay | mo morog, female crow. 

Mall rdzaga, clay. 
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Sie ie odie lamyyi thse rkucas ‘ steal the time of the road,’ 3 gy , 

= o 7 A] shorten the road. 

Fal] tila, a gold coin. 

"S5 | bazar, Bazaar. 
| 

en 8 

FATA] khag rlang, part of the steam. 

~— 

SATA | smyas mgo, the same as sngas mgo, pillow. 

gc9] bungbu, the same as bongbu, donkey. It is a case of 
assimilation of the vowel to the second syllable. 

aNarR | sgara sgure, very old. 
~~ 

TAA] | gribmag, or yribma, shadow. 

SFSF! cun cun, locks of hair. 

a5 | cutri, or cuti, pigtail. Hindi, cd¢7. 

SRE PG | en Lr, rnhing int the eh 
So ’aiam rinamo. ‘long : Rr|aPQEsy ROA es oe a long and soft splendour, 

aly li, metal used for bells. 

za)” pega: in this connection is said to mean ‘ hair round the feet 

ray . ‘agying thsul ahig ° agyingcas, to sur- 

Qajc an qiaai ae pass a certain height. 

aaa'5 | ‘abyen khro, probably ‘ hitting the target.’ 

ay 25 gra phog, the first blow in a game of Polo. 

BRaC| zermong, claws of a bird. 

ry ltso, remnants of food found in the stomach. 

72x) /4y dmar blon chen, ‘ red hand, great minister,’ OST SSIS ASS name of a giant. 
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lag tho btungba, ‘put the hands eer ; said of an ERT HARA |, lag tho btungba, * p 
impatient horse. 

ar SANA | rgyal t) thsa dkarpo, instead of more common rgyal 

sa sa dkarpo ; ; name of Kesar’s son. 

Ne 5 iz ] yunna re, even if it is. 

os 

‘amacall | khuy cig, sneezing of the horse. 
~ 

RR'ATR S| dar dkor tse, name of a village. 

oN | rtsugs, a mark on the skin of the horse. 
~ 

RFA | snanma, an addition to a gift. 

“mR Ey byara bhandre, name of a devil. oat ar 
| Ne ~ 

waa | sayy JARAA | aleb, tseleb, yangleb, flat stone. 

"xe tang tany is tang spe pages of the 
ARE ») é pial oa ial | tang tan Lies onomatopoe- 

: oo sit I dro oaks osu c Air eh uf J J Pacer HACE | ae 
aga Cy | zhib zhib, little pieces. 

“ an 

o5 SS) rtsing rtsing, large pieces. 

aISIS ay Braye e =: 128 Ut a jojo, ‘lady of the yellow 

nn AR : Eas ‘aethe hes castle of the yellow 
AAS a I PRA | flower, name of a castle. 

RIz"Ray 5} yser ral mkhan, ‘ gold locks,’ name of a boy. RA} y g 

AR Aras Jovy ral mkhan, ‘ turquoise locks,’ name of a girl. 

aN 

BLAA | chab chib, a small pond. 

AAA SA] mda sdwr, competition in arrow-shooting. 
~~ 

BA'S4I | Ltor ces, split. 

~ 

W"3a) ] yabces, blow away (by the wind). 
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BO'aN ] chang zum, the middle part of the bow. 

ESSN J chom stags, the corners of the bow. 

Raa | kho mags, the same as khoma, knapsack. 

Ae | benpo, monk (probably of the Bonchos). 

SATAG | halman, the best kind of apricot. 

ne 
ay ] ’olo, a kind of rice. 

N55] ] serga, split 

FFI] shanpa, butcher. 

NA55 | sen drag, snip with the finger. 

AAI Sey ] dol thog, a soft kind of stone. 

3.45 | nya shing, yoke of oxen. 

827] ] chu thay, leather strap, to tie oxen to a plough. 

aie | pha thsa, sack-cloth. 

Ea a7] rtsingke, the same as rtsinyba, coarse. 

ay AN | guram, syrup. 

mae khantre, Lower Ladakhi for khante, bitter. 

acy 5] tiytra, or tigta, Gentiana flower. 

ATS | say sdar, the same as /cags bdar, file. 

RAAT | dgong: phe (or phye), evening meal 

FATSES| naso chungun, not of many years. 

GN QA] | shas lug, herd of sheep. 

267 
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= x] rtsara, search. 

TTRAPSINE' AES | karog yyang ’adzin cai of a Mon 

720 | the phong, the same as the bo, thumb. 

aN me slub, the same as me ’/jab, flame. 

a ’ : 
was | waz, wazir. 

HTS ] spyaleas, to pay. 

aay ] rgolo, body. 

AREA rkang khyil, name of a marullon. 

AE RCAT rkang rings, name of a Bheda. 

a é . 
SN3) tisuru, name of a mountain. 

Herat TGR AT YCATAS AI | 

all AIR SIRS SYNE TERT SA] THT 

AG AS ATA 45 ye: YATGATAIVSA’S “NAS ar 

ABTIN] JTRS TAN ATA | QR aS TANTS 

cipaTE | Foray Tg] Se 
FSrNaaAsracgy AaHaacy ly sg Srey 

SHS] FIV NA gy RaRe Saar) PAS aereisr 

Rare FARA T NAAT HTS AS | are AACS] 

PAST TAT) Farvar sanding, RAveeg ser 
aRaRCATEAT] Aca F ac aergarsan| Fear 
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MA TAS | rang sc apaa ame 2i59er er age'g | 

RAST SAT MG AY ST AACS A A Oa GCA 
-taislatallantaiinlialalintentel Bastia erase ey 

ar RR Aa T5C8r2 Rar DVS) BRS BATA TT 

macy aAgaNegs)  — SAargde FTAs Say Poy 

APES TAS A ANATVA TAK | VATS SR SAY 
Ray TAS SI | yyy TAA BSF ANG SAA BS 1 

NEBR BYTE | 
BAN AAG FT ASL ART AAG | 

Siealianlnial lal 

HTB NINA GTN | 

aie ARS SS Ay zy ay = TAT AS TA | 

STAAL TAT GATS 
AIC AYPRAIQ AT ACA AQIS AAT ASA | 

BISA NAAR A AMG TAT ASA | 

Faqs) sasrsiggrsactay Je Aa 

TASS ARAST ASST] | Pajqqarersacargc 
APT SAS ATT ASE] SAE RAG PT TAHT 
ARSTAR TN] ALATANSS SS] SATS AC 
FaTIss5 | HE Gwrssrg ap s5cary |] 
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abt cms Sas Sc x na ayaigea | 

CRAIC ARS SS RAST STAC TAIL | 

ANT NR a eT ar Rar gs GAAS AGRA | 
cay: q BATT TALS | 

WIFSFATS AGT ANA | 
rarer sinacarqg aaa | 

Sr Bar ATER ACT 
RA SRR RTS RTE | 
BR AIRA BR SATA STE | 
FAG RO SATIA AT RA 

FSTAH TS SRA ENT] FSCS ATS A 

SYS ERG] gTAnNR a warNcarg) Saerxaaxar 

PYTaT TAS] FTAA] GET 
RASTA ACS ERAT S| | cil eSewarserOeat I 

AIS ARASH EST ARTAN AT | aprgarT NS aaratc | 

FTAA Ysera | AAS SCAT alae 

TAN ISS | Rar RIS ey sarars ng] FT 

SRA AIA Sore gserereaS] PNA sr syTEr 

SKSTENGARSS] | DT Raggarercer 
SHANE] FTAA aralay aay Sergey arene: 
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BANS CTSCIC | FTVRTN SRR LTE 

AST ACA ICG anerquerad ss | 

RA ayarEIarARSEay ars 5c | 

SA BATAA TIP AIS | 
ars 5 aaacct. aa sa GE RSS nq RY 

SATIS GT SAG] 
aleiles i aleab ian 
Aagecacnaa | 

Sa Papin gape huaiey 
SOLAN TAC ASA STRATA | 

ore asc Ea a 

ROR ARAMA ACTS GNA | 

aR forages ara5ed 

SPRAY IEF YT TA | 

FSTGNAAG] PART TETAS BS | 
BIS Speraarsesrer sy | 

STATA ANAT AANA | 

RIC SPS cIA A SO'SATTAN ASN ATG | 

RRA AIC STATA GSAS 

RAPA PTAA T AG STAG 

Frans erage S| 
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sea pio avail 
aRtakacl x SSA NS | 

AAT RANG STAT AGS | 

FOr SALLY AGC IN AIG | 

SRST S TT | 
AIYTSCS OTSA TAS TS | 

BA AEA SNARES ST | 
SSN AL AEA ESAT AS | 

Rares] gTyR Te gS gap TTS 
AN] STARA Sa S Hay 581] SETS aar 

APACS T9809 ARSNSSN AGATA S SET OTT 

TAHT] PeprpQ eas aap AA 
ABNAATS | wa SSRI TENET | Sa 

aberigieara] CRATES asnarpe gy 3y 
Bay Rawr R AR adrerpe ds Rar GageRe 
Rarer R Rapa a | 

sabaaacee neal 
saitahSallaial canal ial 
PATS ATR RS I 

AA HTAAG SST ASA S | 

RAHN | 
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JAY TASS SSS | 

AIS STRAIQ'S SCANT AIO TIA ASTER A | 

ISAT SA SO AINA TIA A GAT RIES ATE | 

SS Seeypreraysr eye RA 
AAT INIA HAT SIG AAT 

HetaGT TEN 
este Bae eR 
AUT AREA ES ATTA AST TINS | 

ASTIN ARENA NH STIS AST TEINS | 

pai ae Wialanhtan ale auptal 
SETA TTS TAT EN | 
a aii Sata aloud 

FST) sHATASF ANAC) AWA 

GATS | | 2 
BIRT R TIAA | 

TANTO LT IST A INT | 
AIS Apgergarany ag sary 5 

AIS ayScia a Gay sora Acar ey | 

GPT IAAT AMAT AAS | 
RR Bays] | 

—— Oo UU Srya yi GaES 
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Ba sree sae Sap | 
BASEN AIRGAS RS AAA | 

BY S aA VNC | 
RYAN S AISA | 

BY Are Gar RANA CSOT IVT AS | 

AR ART ASS EVA ATA ET GSAS A | 

ABT STS ANS FIO TNA ALT AS 

RAIA SAAT ARIS AY GATOS AY | 
ANRAA SS FAL ASF NAA ILAHS | 

RASA RATT SATAY GATS 
ASTANA, AT TATA AS | 

BAVAsaaNrea racy | 

ayaiary Sy S541 | q . AP Snran a ARTES | Ax 

ABN] HATES TAA TATE ISG ATT YS YS 

CRTAT YA Tag sree aay ea] | FAg8 par 
SHIPAVT SY] ITTF NAPA GAREY 
ial 

FAIA RAT HAR ar GT | 
SR TEA SS TTI | 
ARRAS Sy Prerasyarg sera 

aE abies al Galo 
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AIS ETR LIQ EP SORA TT AAT SPATS | 

Rear sarang Sar AV ISCAS | 

marasy ais Keys Rays 

MEAEAC Tcl sable! HTASTAS EL A | 

FST] QTacaarssay Porasragcs 

HNTSA] Parga sR AAPA sy arcane 

SR acabace sesliak GiatanbGaacan 
Rea ware RANCH > sa ge" Raliinbt ES lial er Sayete 

STA] FT RSLS ANA TS | aysaparayg's SAI | 

AAR TET ISTE! AARC ABR AAT 
ayes! 

YAGI SAG SENHA 
BRAGS ST STAINS | 
ASPET ANA AIA IC" st Cabaaiiall 

AAT ETSART ELA SES SIA GATS A | 
ago Sagcacarg KATO | 

TRA ARE ASOT ALS TARTAR | 

IRQ ASCST ASST RIS PAT AAT SST HSA 

ZAVALA FT SNAS A | 

PTS RON TY STA | 

BANSANTL ASC TA ESTA | 
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ATTA SEAT EATS ASAT SSIS | 

FETS aT GT IR 
Re STAWcarapa aay ASA | 

HBR NAT FUGA AAT AG | 
= Perey Say aRTaT SAN 
PATI RESS FOB ITAA NS | 
Parag Fas asqqerarc ots 
PATS S55 Sayan arcie Os | 

5 S57 EAS4] RHE sD aeercreoracy 

HLT] TAPALANBAG] GTS Q TAR ANAS 
AR | R sgyerer OWN TNS TATA SIG YO 

FAB Aayascerz| TATA ARarS FAD | NAST 

Reyer G) Feaerwersraycersscay ALge 

QPTASISIEAT SHCA | GPA WarorsIcarggeal) arse 

AAS TA SAT AAAT | ARACITS ACA SLA AAT 

TASS | 
BEATA STE SRS 55 
ARSE START NANG | 
Rarac’xaapasaaray | 

marae Ber Feyai 
AC APSEN ACT TTT SORT | 
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PTR TRE TITS GS | 
TART SS TITY TN TT 
STING Beas 
QAP YAIR MA NS SHA | 
AAT ATER FATT AEA ETAT a 
STARA AA SCTE E TABS AAA | 
SPA SA ILS AUR BAG ST | 
ERagcarererseacreragug a] 

Forge sragcarae eae pag wS a 

SSR BASC ST TTA STATA 
PEQ aya Fag 5a Bar asy AS a 

Qararas aa. axe Waa | 

HTT HTS TAS 
SST Wary IPRA A 
SQ TANT FATS SA | 
FSS SSA HA AAT ANAS A 
GRANT STEELE TG A | 
aT AON ar ay SPENT AE SG a] 

pear aial olvlall 
LIFT AYIA Saya STAG A | 
WRE AAT ASTRA GAA NC SS | 
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a] Pad Q° a aC Fa a" qayarsia's= | 

WRATH NATTA SALE ING SILER | 

HR RS CAN LA TAH S HY SS | 

MARA AHN TROESS | 

AR ward warslesparer ey aar ane ay Gay AS al 

PR sageararasry ss | 
BRR aOR S FATA | 
BHARATI TS SHAS | 
RE RST TTS TAGS 
Raa Rpqace & Re Ra ay 
SIRASRA AEST ARE] Gargn’gray FN | 

FSTANTAS] SORTA GRA g ae wnrarKe 

WN] FRESNAR SEBS] | SHANG ARTY SIC 
ws RTPA ANA Qa ONES | RASS srs 

SPRATT GATE) A STARTE Eagar g 

PRR ger Prarapsar aay a Rap aGEATaT| 
SAT SANSA GTAS | 
PARANA | 
FeO RMR WT ATTA ga Aaa | 

ATTAS ALENT | 
ENA EE ARS SAS A55R 
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: gv Raa yarerseay SAS 

Sacattyarersr yA | 
VATA YR ASE SAT 
ATA SAG FAT IT SANT | 
FARA FASE UIT LAST | 
FATT GT | 
yor ZC ° aRS ay | 

aayerarsy asa 

Fay ZA ARy A | 

ASS WANN SA | ; 

Jarsca TREC 

HAT UATSTAN FTA EAS | 
AL aargarsy aay GayAse As | 

RRARSTAT A BTR GAPABE NG | 
Sasser] grey aT y ey IAs | 

NT RET IA TAA SANA | 
ATSFAA TAHSIN | 

Beret Sargqa Sara's | 

AANA EA SIC ICA | 
By Raa a oT AS 
EA ARABS PAreTE ATS SN | 
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qn Ay TERRAIN ES | 

OPAL HOSA SS 

Neilcakatalals ais aia 
strates weraraga 

FORTY TTS | 
WTTAGSRA ET roa SRA SSIS | 

wc: m5 — AGS AV ASS ASA | 

BR RSA ST SA SORBET QOL AE | 

Baa AR S A555 
QE aaa ae Na Gara gar ame aA 
BHF PSA IRN WAAR AS | 

BHF TAFT NAIA NASA | 
SV SANS SAT BASIE | Eagar ke | Fase 

apTARER TIES TA ASERZSIESR 
ATA] akfworerassrseg) sarHyagscrerers 

a3) FAwaecererga ARE) Seung 
RG) Sslaratageragsrmparaeapsn icy | ASS” 

FRR S RA Ioes) | Reargapergc gaye 
agen) Reesfuarcgebyiqiq) Ref 
SARATaeSTS | Acaereia eer Xayaysapacy ae 

SATIS S| Foryyaceys Ac garage 
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TARY TAA G9) TA ApAN SNA gper A Say 

CSCaBAT AA wera agSsarcy) | Ber RayAergy aay 

ASCART| : 

WATT RIVALS ASH AC | 
rscaarwararst ZA | 

Aergn gaara Teac aren A 

ic warsc:qapwar stax arasrgay Se Os | 

BY TaTS FR agg TAG A | 
BR GATSA THATS | 
ANA CHAAR AIAT A | 

S5rayweraars ge wareayasgy | 

ARLE RTA | 

JANATA TA | 

Reeser gay FXepaPermcenrayere 
Prergapsrrpatpwa tear set | apr ays iesical 

NEY Romar gy aragacs| | ARTE By Serer gy 

AHATE] JATSAF TSA) TEWAATAA Ts 

AA) STEP RT GTA IGT] THAR TA 
SAT RF agA] NTH) TFTA 
FReada, KA Faahay He_AFeasey 
ass SFeraGa) BAF oagegy Say seve 
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Eavergaler ca 85 THT TAS AA HAY VINAARS 

aA ATAR AR AASTIES) ACAI TING 
Ry AQ ARASH] roca ay AS ayaa ey TEAC sx Sar 

RyRayaserpaaa] AAAS AHN] Faq or 
RRC aR a aS : F sayy SSR il aaysrp aay war 

RYREATA THA RAAT AASATSE] «WARES | | OH 

waver Nagy RE aso } aR waver ie A SaPATAS 
Bara AoA) caw eacayparaacararas | 08° 

Wa TS ea SG wracaraaR Parser ay 

Beara) ROSAS SRA] SAAR SAC Ray aay AC 

TAS] MSARCV AT SAA | Fier Beal] Bare 

sarQrAgarc| whgrieggrgray Ferger 

WR er ke arenas aRTART| SSAC AR sacar gar 

TOTS NS SAI | NRAVTT SAYS ss] CA 

SANS ARTARA RL TATA] «SB vasra AACA 
FRA] CARN PARR AAT Se Reapers car Ne | AC 

ROTATERA S| WHEQEN SOSA BS | CR TA 

FfavEaerSsarq | wep RAsaewc geese | 

wR Mar] serarar ign kaa Ve gUs gm 

Rae T waa se) Fasrgergsscayy Farge’ 
AOAG ARTF whe Ra Se 
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PRS Taxarascvareaars | AS amarkaais: 
Y , 

SOIREE | AAS GAT ASHAE SQeNsrcsy] Rayer 

Rica gage Fork Gor pacarg ay ; 2 Al 

AR RCTS RATS TAC TATE OS 
STOTT AN RAN cae! ‘@ayaige at bs 

QS War srarap ay Jap STR STATS | 
STIR SHAT SANA BATA TA 
PTSAA A SSH ITAA TAS | 

STATA ASF NAAT AAT A | 
GRAAF TIA GT FIARES A | 

alae Ua Lira alauaic sal 
fe ee 

ALAA A Ge gwar ay cy aye A | 

RSQ ET HAT IGA a TAS NSE AE A | 

Ra geersyay SF GATE TARE | 

Rialial aelanal b-aiat dale a 
Popes AA zragrargaycr age | 

Ba rere sy arya aTARAS AS | 
aapamargeas asa ers arse a | 

NT HTH F ANA FAIS TAS] | 

Rags srarsey yarapyarapars 355) | 
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sali aloloalt: isla Nata a lal ai ey ESTA | 

RaH Aa Reae ga ag haa 
RRA PRT RAT AIC BIBRA AISA O57] 
ASIANS BATTS SAF 
RAZ ATA SAA ATS SASF | 

ARR Ware aT STATA 
ARR Wararay aS TAT SS 
ac STARA FACETS RA | 

ap a Eeer5 WTA ASATETAIRNS] QRAG 
ASCA] = RAPAF ARCS] SWipk Wiaaliabiek tla 

OSC | 

writal area 5a Rc | 

BRAT IN STATA | 
HOPS CA Cray HATS ARR | 

ASAT YA SAG ATA SAPS A | 
AR SCS RANT Gaya ay 

AECL VINE GATOS | 
Qasr As FarapS TGA 
Saar g eT gag 
ASA Hag orgra Rae | 
SAT TARTANA TAS | SRT EN SESS | 
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MRT STATS] FarGR TRG 

POSTS STS] ARATE 
SVT ETAT] Aeyerysp BATHS 
GAST AR ATQE TATA] WHS TATA | 
A Way MA AY SH SSE THC HS | 

SRR SW oNe Ss A 

AR Spay T ING FAT SHA | 
aR NS PAy Ac Gay 

PFT ANA AFA T I AS | 

BIA AAT ATA G HG | 

EF Eagy da Panay s | 

Ty AWA Aye Fea x5 

RAF RFRTARA GAG | 

¥ Fggsargh pass Ty 

PTAA THAT 4 FITS NS 
AAT VAA TARR WS | 

ERagsa asks 

ARNIS HAA AH IGT SA | 
AAA ARI NYA AG WS | 
}Equsergh rasaga) 

PRIFTIQTIN | 
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BE agsarca PARAS | 

SQ FAT INS | 

BF gga psa 

SAF ereH OSA 
2 Ragaarcia aL aS | 

FATEH | 
B BAGH PISA | 

OPA TAS SAYS AVT TAG | 

EB Fagaeral packs, 

RET FST] Haare E Aorac ary 
AIS AIIR' MSTA) AV ET GAT ASCATAT | 

9 

A wr ars carer age | 

BAA WHS ASTANA | 
TA Carsrasy ayes | 

AR ARR SSS Tae AL ARCA | 

pea a biaicalonallal 

aaa ys HAE TATA | 
RaTATS Ora CRS SpARAT A | 
FARR ATS ray AAAS | 
Foray saya STATA | 

Arasyar ee gpa ser aaey a 
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Sararts gq SerRepaaeya 
ada Raq agtrnac Rares’ 
Rear ey a} alanialanalial ie 

SA BDAC SET SST AS TA | 

Sani talalala al lall 
SPAS TRAST A | 
STAST APTS TA | 

FASTA FAA IAG AGT | 
kalallsalle aaieinlial biG alll 

AAT EPARNST ETA AIRE ARS SATA 

AIRC ACINAESTRO TARR SASS | 

mad RoHeacarsis “ape co 

gifaraac erage SRR gs A 

Say Baareysic | NATTA ANAC ATO ISCAS | 

WTS AA THAR NSA | 

SEE FATA TINGS | 
Fyrasyoacrala aac sy Say Nae | 

agate FE ES carat | 

FRETS aT | 
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RRTATE A ACA RONAN | 
ANCE TELAT IANA RAGS | 

SAE ESR ESTAS | 
RACECAR FAIVA A TAGS | 

MARANA A ASFA AG | 

MARANA PASE SING | 

PESACA USA | 
FM CALAN ASS ATS | 

FSTRANASIC] FR ENARTASASTAN] ANT 

SPTAATR ARS TS ANA HBTS | aywersyge: 

arereracasy] gaa aR ALAS ACTA GTS 

SOT HTET ANTS ACA } yaar sR at RTS HS] a 

MARS ANS AA SAAT | 

TAL AAT NA ABS 

GARTER ARATE 

SRarsaceryeeea AA TANTS AGA | 

¥ FST RTA gs Sayer) 

TSH CAA ASS caret gasray - oka | 

Aa AGA sas aa QaayTs call 

TRS Or AT AT ar aa . z8 TgqAerses a | 
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SSAyERACIAIC] ar arranars acy ys ar : 

SHAFT AAT | 
perg erm sERral FRAC | 

HATHA NIST NANT S | 

FAN TTS 
PBS TTA 
ANF TNE TAH NGG 

FUP TETA STATS 
BY SN SAA AORA RIED | 

Sears 
= SAT 3x > sprain NRSC" Xe: 35 azar ABST! | 

Raa SESS TSE aR ROR" cy ST APACS aucy 

WS SATIS | geri FTSc a | aperangsy 
Asap Saray Ta AS SPURS TARS AA SS rs 5 aay 

caePapesRsarss]  TagerndaerorageysA 
Silesia FST ANG SAT SA AFUE aa" 

SSAA ISAT IHS | YINTAN SNS ATA IISA | 
CAT SATSANG | 

ARAL ASR ASAT AANA | 

SRST IST TA] 
TAD TA AT VAG . 
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AA AR ARIE SAAT ARICA ANG | 
Saas Segara 
FTE TPN | 
LATA A TTA 
a5 Z] aaa apgas Rae cy NS | 

HAA ART AAS AA AIAG | 
ACSIA YS VATS ACS EPNG | 

RFAR AIS SAS ARICAT ANS | 
ATALANTA AGA ATAS | 
TTT TT aT ae FATT AS 
seq ae ory aTapmerer Rs] 

SRB AT ISS ABUT AST IE ISN | 

PP qAG A PARET RE yyy 

ARCA ARS gare E'S | 
Scapa Baers PAH TAG 
APR TBS AA SET SATIS TAS 
AFAR ASE Sor Ra A RICA TS | 
AT ALAC a Gay aGR ATT | 
PUSTEAC YF a ES sco AHS | 

an yells Ms re SHAR EARE Row arasa a 
Parga Baraca saya 
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Pargnayarscararassy | 
aT TA FARA aS | 

BEATS FAST SASTS | 
spars SRA eT A | 

~~ 

Le 
ik 

“~ 

TaN Sere aa 
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AISA RET IL SRST ANS AT ATS SHCA | 

Ae apg ar gnsraryaayapaay ascay24 | 
AIS Ay ay AT Bo srargc sy aay ACA | 

AO SPARS TANT NAAN AAV IGS AS | 
aC aya ar STN IR STARR AGRA IS | 

AIRSET AAS ARE saree 
“ 

~ 

AFAR TS TARTS EA 
FROST arr FOV ASIA APABC'AS | 

Der ASperaS aay ICTS | 
serge Fayersgera siaae a 

Ray RA Sar gC QISEU AY SHA TON SCAT RT] 
eS SS SS 

SINFR SATA)  sAgAraNVASS SHG A Ae 

TARAAGRS] ARANETA STOTT YS 
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RAaasory FPL TSA ASC QR OY AC Say ASANTE | 

AR ransoeTG AREA TE Retie a Seer Ray 

APTS] PSAP SPAT ISINN] PST ETRE 
OS] SAyACs ssa Pay aRA ga] sTACAR SIC} 

Prayers ARSE! «ARRAN AAS | 

SAFIN ANTAL BS GAAS | & Rarwcqar ac | 

STIS THAT AG AC AAS NAS TAC| 5A RST 
erat wardrama BaF INTIS | ART RRR ES aa 

ANE SIA SFSR SSL | TEARS aT 

HOTT ARCA | IMR SAG BT TOGA | 

ASLAN SE NHS 

HVT HVS ATA NT A | 

THANG TST S| 
STATES APSA AR ASAT | 
RADARS TS ere Ray AE | 

arrgace Se SepagcT 

Ragen ete 
ANTAL Per aA A | 

FATA G AS Aga svareic a | 

RP apres | 
TEN AES STAC GR RS Se ER TA t 
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AS ray PASS aay | 
“ARAL SST ATE STAN ALAS | 
AQ AST ERAS TAA TAA 

JS TEASING | HTS] AAT Ags 

FESTA Byoraraparsiey Fasrary 
ANS Aaya say qyas§ | ABA SRST SATAN 

Sag RaT eR) pawhasSea FHT 
TAC aa] srIRVasaayaaaqacs| AOys 
SSTAESTNE SS VIN T Bipalaar cal 

SRE KAA ERra GS | 
Zak Quam PECs ATATANG | 

Ba Wo Kea sywyarasrOcar a | 

BVT ae ers aT 
cqare Sear Sar Aars | 

Bayern Aas ARS WEST | 

TOA CT INAG AICS A | 

Py arasray 7 Ser 55205 | 
ALON BRTRG FBAAL GENS | 

BR SAGAS ray | 
coat lent lect alata 
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aay aera x sURayRey 

SELIANTFSSANES | 

FSNTERN A] SARAH STATAAT AAS | 
GARNET SFC NGS | 

gas Bey Sorsyaraaayarsysly | 
CeRTRR ASS ATA SIAC ANTES 

RGA TAS Sq area TAS | 
WTA SareraT asa 

STA RATAN ATTA 

QRS SRG ATAGNTAS | 

QAR Spa TSWANA ATO | 

STAPF ATARI 
VEAL ASS | 

VETAAAATNG | ASSET STA AAT AST AGEN! | 

SERRA ACRE GTA 
BRS a gsregSapescy at 
BAT SA sasreregeraapa saya 
NET TAAL Soper eyer es | 
WE Farr aeer Bayar ear ay | 
VAWL Yayss-Fz | 

ByAStR eggs | 
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casa rs FIG RGA | 

VIANA YOST ISO ATA | 

SAE erarsy carat aaaayy 
Swa ajar cy Farapy Ser ggny 

ay SRG 3: Scarerepy Beran 

A] A SIT TWAT TTS O57 | 
ing Ssi\btalantat Jabal ablaNel | 

PR SSIS 388 FAS TNS AA | 
AHN, STAN] TSAYR STATIC 
HORS EASA A GAAS | 
PAT SAS BSL IHT AAG A | 
TSE F ANETTA | 
FOAL OCTANE AAG A 

IO QATAR TANT 

ART ISA WTAE AGA TNS 

SpA WerTnA Sr ayarerNg | 
agg STaRTREAIFERT ” plakabad| 

SaR SRSA SASHA | 

TSCSAATATA | 
SRR 

SHR UE SENG S | ACHAT OC ETAT | 
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Sia ae iat lal 
aklinanbnillalalnislal 
EAT RAINS ATA SCY | 
FAN GN STY ETAT TNT SCS | 
FAOSTAT PASTS | 
Agere erg ATARI A 
SOPANV SYR TESS] 
PSATA A ARETE] 
RPNRT AAR INS OTT | 
as’ arQ ms 5 TAA" meray ] 

FR SRSA HCGCAE | 
Paar fA ac | 

AAA KARTE KATY =] 

Santee 
ARTIST IN LS SALE BE | 
Sasa RENAE | 
ANAT STARR SS ar2I5 | 

SPY ATA RS SST ONES 
Lien oe otek all 
Pamarae Fae Ac | 

ARR CARALA Sar. 3] 
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ARS RA RAAA SAN AATA RS | 

SPST TAN SS TABS | 
PSFTA A Sor GAy HE | 
TNS AQ ARS ANG AAS | 

AIAG SA ABR 5 AST ONES | 

JR 5R SN 5R5E55 | 

Aira aics acdc | 

5 i ewes J3| 

ASA CALA SIA SA BATARS | 

JSTARGLSSO MAINA BOTS] BAHIA 
ASTRA IAT SWS FR QTS] — SRFRTAC 
AQ SCS AN ETSIC saalaalniaateal = ae AX | 

FANG AT ECA IS ETS TIA] FGer 
HAIN NT ATA SSS] | URPRRNR HSS 

aRTSE TAS) FARA RTS RAS TANG] AA’ 
BARTS] Parag Tasy TACs Qos agers | 

Ne Bf ars) ATTAIN TF ASG ATT] AACA, 
TBAT S| SATATER'S] GREAT YT 
SARA LTS] AA BUWT SRF AM INAS OF 
BR] Far He TRpSA SAAC ST AGT 

SBTNCNANACH APSA] FS RAw ATA 
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MIRAE Las Ss] | RARE RCOINATT ATHY 

APRERS] EE SCPAS TIS STITT 
WEIS ah Score sarneyes 3s] qa RRC 

Ora SATSIRS AS 85) PATSSRSATS SAE STAC 
aerating sya) Mature aTaEAN| 

BAS ACACIA A 

EE wlekaalb\antanslisis/ns\ad 
ARS AE SAAR SAA 

Bog werare spas os 25 
RAMS) APRS) Ayaeeyereayerlg 
5" Email AIC" aay ars; 

SAR TAC yararasca | 
AC AAT AS Cray Arasca | 

AC Rady ac Ne Sass | 

RAP TAL ASN BAST AG | 

agra re grry Raa 
BITES AST 

B\TSscApARArASa 
csfeaeeectarrengy 
ARS: eRacaris says | 
apiyeRnecnmyy ares . 
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ye ae ACAPWTANS STS ERC] « ARRAT PRA 

NE FETT SST TAS GAA AVTTG | HATTA TSE 
Sy Gay Rare AAA GSTS SPAR ARATE | 

FANART ANE TEA ISAT SAG | RR ara 
TASS] AR Ser HecracsrwrarBan] waa Ayer 

BRASS ACSA STON] WONTAR SAS | FRC 
RO raranyy Sear zy FRC UCSAL ax ar aaet 

ROTSAS SNL AAT SATHANA 

PERS PANO GH | 
SILL PAG BE GFAPF STN ING 
BANC WC aKa warasracs | 

SEAT ANS AA SACS ICA 

Byogerstage sey A 
Bragg iae A 
BASRA 
AV ICFT TASES | 
RORATARA SAC WA AAC | 

RRR Beraraay Fang SAFES | 
AA Srrqay yyy STae A | 

+ Ameya GaP REA 
0 RBAPRAsrey] apr Qersay spas gy ary es | 
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SACRA RAAB AYAAT AEN ASS | 

SEATS ETAT TSA AT AILS | 
FSC aa ar zrayy 

QANTAS | 
AA VAN ACS | 

QSAR Srey CS ST ASIA | 

gRaRorapy Here 
ay AVAIRays AE RATAVAIC | 

QATTAEATS SATAY TATE | 
JALAN TSS | 
QATETST APS AIQC’SIC | 

RESTA S TAT TS | 
FTARRS BAGS | 
AAPA AT STA ITH | 
RAST TAS SN LA | 

BY SSS ARS aA ASAT AS | 

FSTEN54| ACASIRaT PEs] oo 

SPATTER NS AHA ERT ANS Tat EA | cae 

PETAR ATS RSME] SERTR ISG] ANG 
RAAB) Hyak Sgt Aneasrorade dae “say srar 
STF AS TAR ENT AAA SENS! FerBeamaacasal| 
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aie how SEAS" mS SSR Fal 4 Aaya” ayay QRBT AST STAY ays 

RARE VAR AIC LATS | CAAA AIC 'RIA a 

eR] BERR R gc how ipyRC TER BEG 
ACHST MATA SAAT ARS DN AL TASS 
PTY RATT HARTA 5x) Z] & STASI TASTY 

SEG ESS FATT 
TSCA TWAT IRA ALS A505 | 

RAS SILANE ST OSA | 

BFAFSNAKA AANA | 

ASSL AAT OSG | 

BL ETSLART AGO AAAS | 

VSR ART AR ATA | 

AP ATAN ANNA AGA ANS | 

BRA ASTRA Bas AYA AIST AS 
AGA TATE ANY AS STAG | 
AHA ATH RAA AAPA} SAT AS | 
TSR T GAR ACS 
GATS TANG A | 
APART AA TA NS AIG SATO A 
AG SANSA ASA | 

ARS Raya 
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TTA TARAS | 
ECan Sat Pagcsr as | 

EAP NAA AST SNAG | 
MAA LAT Q-qprgar ng 
NAT RSR5 SICA] 

BPG AERTS | 
ATA IST YES 
TAA AS ary ASA SAS | 

RRB RararsrayAraA 

ARE MARA SHAFTS AT] | 
ARANETA SASS ANAS | 

ANS SRE | 

ARE SF AGNGS TARAG OE | 

ASA Ce ATH AE ATE 
PTT A TN | 
REAGAN TGA AE ATTIS ATS | 

RETR TSSNAA TENA] agg SASH SIT 
RETEST om) Qajeraic’) Fanrgrgagga se gagg 

AAS] PASACABY DNRC PARE] FST 
agprarse Sa AAT Ara asa Re Fay siacseraicd 

FERS FEST TENA FARA Cray Serer sg aS 
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PRES] | Faaragg ya Apap AGN 
AC WOE ARES | RRA RAS AFA Ba1gS ATT 

BRIT H as) — grekaregesy 
aS BAC RTE AGS Serer Ay SAerel | rial 

ey BRGRRRRSG]  schweip ee 
Sap S agg cera gc: XR Rasa asa 

ANTS | WISTS TAC SEUSS RAGES ans 

THATS | Rasargns aos] SHVVAC TINA | 

Raps Sarags arse PSare | wa al FT SATS 

NEFA) ALATA TAS AH AAS TAGS STAG 
BRSNAVAN] SSR SEASTA] | 5S BSNS 

ager Rar Bor sR arg aC ASSET AT TSy 
Raa sa SarR6 | TSAI SBMS SATAN TTS | 

AANIN) FRSA] BSA SS AA TAT SAE ASC 

aFar Sa BR arc 1 sesrgprgaragearsTy sabi calaagl 

ANSFNS SY] KH SS SAA FAG | FVTAC 

AIS OP ACTS SO SNAN ACN GAAS ST ST FS | 

FSC APSA AAO BAAS | AA SSA ARAICS 
ART Tarscengesys! ATE EY 
SEE RAT SA sy ory BF TATA VON TTS AG 
Gay] AR Andy Byareraee5) SNS STEAD | 
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ask 

AFAR PETROL ISAT ANS | RR VAT ART ANS 

QESTAH SM] ACATHN AEN S SPH ATLAS | 
RIT ASA SY TASH TART AS AIA | aAST AIST RASS 

RAAB SIC] «= AR eACarRAasparaganisrstes 

NSA] ACTASICSrHsrevsaay] AMcsrgra] IF 

Tamar ka sAparagrsraay] Facaryysqer 
Sard] scergerisrBRavs) SRsey| ACA 

FA GRASATY GAARA | FNP ININ| ASTIN 

WEF a RAS ArarQrsaarg | | Paaracargsraagcar 

SOARS AR SYA GND) SRR Sp erAIS ATA 

SPST SATAN EST A | Satincsy SA stporar 

STAR] SSAIFAHEN] ASTRA ASA 
aan Sd Seqh eres eS asrze] Raracay Tey 

ATTN | ARLES BVA AES 
get) Frere nitric gy 
STAL AS | : 

ARR ATR TS PTE IN| 
STATA ARS Warara cat AA] | 
ARES TRS ATS ATTIQR RAT 
TAF ASSTARSTAR worara rary | 

ARRAN ARTES AST RSS IST AIST SITS 
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2 SN 

B'S CURT ATA War area 81.9 

ARCATA RAFTER AMAL IIT 
sRgnac TAR woraragcer AA] 

ARCA FT AIG IO IESE LAA 
Snorisr TaR aoraragcar Aa 

ARCA GTR AAT SAGA IGA IANS | 
RAT AR ATAQ Waray ARSAT-AFy | 

ARAFAT RY FTA SAG LA | 

BATRA A AR Waren acay. qs] 

ABET AT RT RTA SAS A | 
AR HAS ARTA 59 Tar “A 
ARAN AT RA FT TST ICA | 
sania Gt alala “cabal 
ARENA RAAT TINY 
SUNT ATHO SA WANA CATA 

ARE ARAFAT RENAL 
ARTA TRA AA Warara actA | 
gacacSuipasr Sys Rs] 
SANA FSAI ALAA) 

SATA AT APTAy ASSAF | 

yS735 Paap NS TS | SEAA SA ATAR TIC 
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AHSTHRS | argarsuy aq] Fergrg 
AV AT@SPAGSAA | 

© ReFgne FerseraGs 

TT AN SATAN | 

RF SAVE SA GAYS | 
Sq ACAI SAA ATS 
grag .ag 275 | 
RAR TA gaya] 
WRF L FART SAT ASAT | 
WL ALF ROA AES | 

e SAT anv er ger gsrarcar ere a ae ae aIRS AY Sq 

Sass Farerage ys) | aprskRy  Raqregy Fey 
SARA AT ERT] SE Tergergerey gays eAt| 

AINSI SATIS A RSI ASS | 

SAT FAT aA TAR | 

BLAS arAercarsy.qat | 

a THAT car sy Gal | 

CASA TAAL TST SAAS | 
AOA DSA AR ARS IRAE | 

RaTQray  gergeragg scars’ pay gT ey 
ERAT SNE) eee aT 
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HATES] XE PS] | AAT RASC] 
aT warar ayaa | BE srapaaran gana | AWB] 

RUA! FSR] ger agTeas 
RRass - sar AC AO RC AYA AS LA ARS: 

ARAN] PALER ATS AC AAA ETAT TA GT 

AT ASIA! | FASTIN SS SFT Serayy arggs & 

SPARTA AT AR SS BIRR | AR STSSTONSET SY RIR'GAN ST 

BAT ARG SA] OS ST | SAIN ALG SAT ACATS AT 

SATA 5 | 
HVT TSTAFICS 

AT STATS SAAS | 
HVAT AST HL VAN HTA 

BTA STAT ACA AT | 
GA EIN SSR STAC | 

FASTA nA] 

FMA AC ALATA | 

Saenger ag aaargrgeasagazT | 

SCAR AQI TEI HNG AS | 
5 S57S58051 TASER | GOA ay 

apedagrersgaay esac sty aan gaya 
aR ST rye 
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TACAIA HAST M AST NAL AS SY SS | 

NETRA RAAT NSS AL SAAT | 

FO NSLAC ST FAO THANG | 

SONAL AIS STAR SAA STA | 
“ anyaaarcra a Marae cAeersayaraayar 

LTA SNAG GANG | : cay e-Bay gsaqay Se 

BRAT] AIC RATAST ETE | 
AVAL AIA WE ara Say AHI NS | 

PRT ATT NS 
Serra gene a 

GTES!| CASTS] SSS SAT A 

“tala AIDA AG STE ar AC Aa ASAP NG | 

BUTI THT SATIN 
Sqr eyea 

TEST | FTA BS SS Sar AAS ST HTS 
Stain ALAS AE AACS Say ASAT NS | 

FAIR SFG ASAT AT AS 
SYST TE A | 

nda) Request 
VIN] VSSa gory Rersrazay As | 

TTA TOTES 
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TERI | FATSINQEN ET Ray AAy Al 

RAR] ROR SATE ANS AS Gay HATA | 

PATRIA YR AAT IT AG 
SYP | 

BEN TESA 
ar | ADR AA AEN WCSIC GAT ASI AG | 

PRATT YS RVI a5 

TTA APES | 

BPRS TTS TTP TTS 
aN] RORY CATE AIL SIC GST ASAT NG | 

ssi ial ba fool inia alan baall 
TTT TTT | 

WEN] FE TARTS AT AAA TS 

EPI | RIC” a5 RATE Ar AIS GAT ASAT NG | 

MAURER IF EN ALT ITA | 

ACAR ATS Say AV ASSOLE | 

Byageasyy aq 5 | 
Ramsey SBR Paa RR ariferacg 

aera | 
inbpallat onl 
AISA rasp sages | 
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Oe A ae eal 

QR Ro ay QATAR AE BAST SC AG | 

APTN GR SFACA AT | 

RaATA'GR RAE | 

NAN STANT ILAICT AST AZ | 

acne TERE HAA) 

FST RAT PONT SHAAN! oT 
AAA TAIY | SIVA STAS SE] AAA AY AT 
ASvAge gy] SAC HArF esr] RaareeaGacay 

PARRA aC ssa | GAN BIR BAPAC A ar ge 

AIR] AIS TARLAC HSI SE EA OTST TAS 
\ BCA SA | TARAESG | Gargingratcarga S55 

HRSA Bx aT OC Sag eA 

RE gaa" marae HORS | 

RAAT AS TIA Cay SS MOR A | 

BESAcA re TABS Sisal 

cEiaalalbaialo sail 
array eT FTay Sas Sar Qe Wg | 

SSeapeTA gn ayaa aA 
FayTaNsg) ES Eeesscara) EE Baas 

VSARAR Gwe Marcgaayy ATER AP NTAC AST 

SRN] ACSA FAG Sara gS Faas Psa 
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garage grasses! Fe Sy hay SS aRFa GA 
mSsyer says sat) Aarcas) care cards: 

QT] SAAS ST STAT gras 255g RTS T 

arExer3) : E 

AT QATAR CIA SAAS AAAS | 

Gar ge BON SAAT ASR WS | 

SCAT WAS AGATE NS | 
STS NT AN STA 
Sprang HA gar assy 
ACA AIA Tar RCA AS AAG WS | 

FSSA] SSWRAIQRIASRCE BS) FAT 
aR sgccrgan SPACRR SAA Perc” 2 eae hc’ 

RIT SRasgtiangcatqeersr aS ewcs 

gabe FaarR SERBS Hc ria ablola ial ¥) aC 

RATE RRS AGG] BSTSYATATAMARS SSA) 

APS T RS RGA MAPA aTA GTAT IN| 5557 
PYRG] RAH SISTINE ST 
ASTATE] Faspaverpawarss'5) 2 Ray Seyare'y] 

SSA ot ais ae] saan essay 

AC SP ANSE TAT GIES 
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BRA PT YSC ANI | 

ON gave awarag 

ARTA SASS SRT | 
ate Say Aer SAy AA 
af RAT CarQc Ray Say Rayer Ws | 

ARTA TTA 
SER TET AAS TEAST | 
HVTHV NATTA | 

REEF ITT AAT TEAST | 
Faye] ser Aurgsyayyncg, Fa" 

aSTAATANARS | STATES RSE AE 
AGIOS TTI | 

SRA SAAR ATRIA 
SHYT ESAT NAIA | 
BF agers 5 
AT Werage arg aaa | 
APTA Sagas] 
RAT ANTE Say ATS ASAT 
RaasrayTsn agar | 
HA TECH SS ARS | 
SATAY TTA TSS 
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ATF ISA SAS TSS | 
sre gras Ese 

ble cil 

FETA] RAST AAAS Ty SSH A 
ARS] AA SASSO] PATS HACIA S 
PSrayRaRAcgN) FOR CarsAgA wars qayaRy 

anager XIE | scr Arsrgey Pas aa eae 

ATTA SS | 
BARS CAA RSNA | 

RA RFST AST NING A | 

LTSCAT APS HTS | 
AAR STATA FBV AAS AE | 
ASC STATA TALS ACA | 

FSSA) SRSA e ciara wraps aga” 

ATAGCAS | Sent aga Rass Fagaareyy 
Paap eC AN] WAITERS HNN] | BAAR 
AIC HATE SATHANA | ASH YSIS AAT ALAA FANS” 

TASTY | ASL WARY AGE Sarg Ney Sarr 
FR SISTaISE Zar I5CAr aT | ARN RIAT A AIRE SCL 
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QERRFAA] SATA ARAMA | AS sr 

AYSIR'S AIS ZAI | scr er saps SATHANA | 

RB RAR RAS TST NIS NS | 
sae Regen Se ay anya ls 

Ce AS TT AATSTAATA SE | 

ART ATAPI AES TAT ARE A 
STINT TSAR | 

RKTT EHF | 

BER yey 
PRR SS TAS 

JETAAA TITRA RAS] ARES BARA 
BHANREE] RAVAAR ARATE] FH S55 

Rrrerarzeraay)  asjarsererspaqyaay) scars] Qtr 

PYAAR ALTON SAC] GR ASTEAATS 
BRA SA SE AAR AN | | FSATETARS SATAN 

RAAF ASAT S SPT H AS | FARTERR 
Sai lahsinissislsillsis cab sa obi aa 
SNIIN SAT] SONS ETQAT ASEAN | 
RAAT RORE SORE | 

TARTAR ETT ATTY | REITER 
STATS ASA Tz] AFTRA] 
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NSAI APAR arora aT! STR] 

BACAC Warerarsy aay 
Seg ocrary any 

SIRT HTT MA HG A | 
FETE] | AASV eraTarsogA qa arse] 

FANANTIC STAC ENACT AGN] | SKere Aer 

PTCA) FERNY STA SSH TAN AAT 

SCATNRNT AGC] SIVA S CATA PSS REINA 

SomMATWANAI A LHe raspy a gaer 

BXSAT Sq] AAALAC SATAN ATRIA TAS 
SAI] ae SisrsyBara Bars) “BA ROR SIC SRANY | 

Waa] Pesyayal ATSC] Carrer 

Baaraig) RCH OSA Ta ATA ASR Rr 

Ws] SSR] SOAS T AOS ASS clare A” 

ARNAAITTE SA] | Fag TeTNR]  §Aar57 9 

WET Sregersy sAererays | Resor 
SSAA] GRANTS) ASSN SA] 
Fanta eyas] FOS Sagesraraansrs| wSsr 

QRara| Pesan) Was sarts) PEAT Igy 
SeTAF ASA) RSA) csepgeeeay sexF 
GPTATR RATATAT SACS] — WE Wr Sayargar 
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ee ee, 

PARA OSHS sry sy Sxarcay} | wrAsyqaier 

AWLP ATTA TAT SAA! «= CAA Sy SRT SAN 

aay ger qergrsraprayge gas) Peay gs 
TO AA PSN aAaysa TASC LSAT] | ASAT SSAN 

SHAT ANAT SG] TWyaverscwg say} Faargys’ 

STII ATAPLAAS] yay Targarsy] yar 

FAY Rpecrarg et agape Gaages 
AeA Paeraggeytigasaqay Coeay yaa 
mgsstar Bea searevasaygay's , Area yea acd 

Scargen Rar Ba SF a RS NEG wrascayac 

Fray AepS WC SrA STAN] | IRS Serer gy 

SFIS PARC Aga] «| A arR aa gars | 

FL STAT NA AAer arg arg scars Aw yay So's ay 

FTTAPAAEAS ARABS | ARH TEATS SH 
Se 8 ga ae ae) 
ROGER ATS] eran graracy sclera] Quy yaysysar 

Maan ERR RN) FASS TRON A ores 
TETAS SNAG | 

TANGENT HST | 
RAPA LAC RAST RAG | 

SUT HUAAI AT SAT | 
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Acar alas TAET SSNS | 

RATT ASIANR AN BRR ALANS HS 

DNF AINA ALAS | 

RET HARTA AACA | 

FSTIAAFST] TITIAA ACSA SS | 5S 

A AS BATA | a 

Ro Paepagar5 |) amANacgarkog oa) FACAS 

STE ONGH TAI | AROS A ALEA NGS MANA TNA 

PRA) FART RAR ARTA)! ISASz 

THA HTT | SEA gar eTs | TaN OE 

AR BAAS Baran LSA TARTAR | arava 

WESAMRE'G | ARAL AUST ANG aye AA aA 

WIAA TINT ROSAS | : 

SORTA SATAN} 
aa pasqarnc BATA 

Sara TAR SS TAS 
Fa FTAA AA TARTS | 

aayeN Ares] 
| BRST ARTES | 

SAINT STG] SATA Aer STATA A TAA SS | 
BASS TARGA | 
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HVT HTN IST AAING | 

PA Rraraa stig 7 Sc 
GRVARATAR AVS RTE | 

a FARIS aT aS <1 205] | 

ara Hart Bs He 
RRA SSG FST AG THAT A | 
Besa sea NeyTee NE | 

FSSTEN AG GAY Sf NWI SIRS Say" 9 ACSI AIC | 
Saegaesc]  weygeretafeonercar ey 
ASCAI | 

FATA AS 
Eq ar gIna ergy) ZAI SES | 

SOBA SANSA TAN 
DA SFA ISAS AAS TARR | 

RATA TTS TORT 
saacdarorae Sa 77 359] 

FP yscradescr aes | 

FaTges| PR ayseg) george 
FRNA SEA FarayReTayes| | a 
APA STL ATS SAA] — ALATA AIRAS 

Oa ae 

RAIMA! FRAG AEC] sacTaerGa Hater 

x 
= 
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BE] SN ASSAF RC] Bra gTARA TARR ANBS | 
TERS BR] STEPS HSA eTBE] AISA 
A ARENA | EAR IR FEE gaya 3 

sayecy & RAS Se BS) AaANascrec] 

SAAS YTB] SETTAB] Ror 
iaileabeeiaisaes s/o disliamasa) 
FATA] ASHER] THAR ACA HASNT I 
FSTPAR SILANE] FAL ABAMTAIE SI'S AEG] 
SYSHAAARACR) «WR ARTAC ANETTA 
an] FENARRROS ATE H TA] PRAGA Y 
ROPE Trages| « Reamaraay ys ary 
REG) RAPS SITE NAT IQA ITS | HSIQT 
PAST ETAPNS | erarg argc) aerg 
ANN ARA WY ALAA SIC AIC GAR A 





40, The Paladins of the Kesar-saga: A Collection of 
Sagas from Lower Ladakh. Tale No. IV. 

By A. H. Francxe. 

THE TALE OF GONGMA BUTHSA’S BOY AND 
rGYALSA dKARPO. 

ABSTRACT OF CONTENTS. 

Old Kesar went to a hermitage and left the government to 
his son +Gyalsa dKarpo. The latter had a difference with his wife 
Shel ldang lhamo, ‘To find out who was wrong, Kesar sent two 
storks to watch the waplee The latter heard Shel ldang thamo 
abuse the family of Kesar by calling them ‘ descendants of a smith’.! 
When they brought this news to Kesar, Shel Idang thamo was. 
turned out of the castle and Agu Khrai mgo khrat thung, who wished 
to mend his bad repute by a good deed, was sent to the hermit 
Tse dgu to ask him from whence to get another wife for rGyalsa 
dKarpo. The hermit answered that a suitable princess could be 
obtained from bot which ec country is situated on the frontier 
between sun and moon, and advised the Agu to circumambulate 
round mDa dpon sowie ’s sttipa, until a lizard would appear and 
nod with the head. This he might take “a an assurance that his 

sin in killing the Agu was forgiven. When the hermit’s answer was 
brought to gLing, rGyalsa dKarpo and the ree started for Ljang. 

mDa dpon gongma’s son, called Gongma buthsa, wished to 

accompany the heroes and went first of all = find his horse called 
rKyang Khra melong. He found it in a valley and recognized it 
by a flame which proceeded from its forehead. It refused to come, 

three stones at a time. The first broke the horn of the wild yak 

Curulugu to pieces, the ocanar By riien the mother mare and the 
third made a fiots ie in the foal’s 

fter a feast had been Sten : ihe boy, riding on rKyang Khra 
melong, followed rGyalsa dKarpo and the Agus, he himself riding 
in the sky. The first who saw him come was Agu Miggi rab tha, 
but Agu dPalle would not believe until the boy arrived. The boy 
had at once a difference with Agu dPalle, but the two combatants. 
were separated by rGfyalsadKarpo. Soonking Lho krab arrived on 
his way to Ljang, as he also wished to gain n the princess of that 
country. He had two heroes with him ; one’s name was Mi dbang 
ral chen and the other’s Mz dbang ral chung. The latter was sent 
firs fight against the men of gling. He was opposed by 

1 Compare “A Lower Ladakhi Version of the Kesar Saga,” Tale No. I. 
The present tale proves beyond doubt that forefather bKrashis and smith- 
bKrashis are Wailtical. 
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Gongma buthsa ; but the boy was hit twice by Mz dbang ral chwng’s 
spear, first in the head and then in the breast. He was healed 
by Ane bKur dmanmo who extracted the spear. Then be prayed 
to his father mDa dpon gongma and received from him good 
advice, in particular, which arrows to use. With these arrows he 
killed Mi dbang ral chuny. In consequence of this defeat, king 
Lho krab with his followers went off to his own country. 

To conquer Tyang, however, the assistance of the female Agu 
-was necessary, and Agu dPalle was despatched to fetch her. 
found her sporting in dPal yul eas together with a friend. 
After some trouble he persuaded her to come. Two yaks, mother 
-and daughter, who offered ceeeaelers, as food to the ladies, were 
advised to go to dPalmoi astay’s valley in the North-West, as they 
would be safest in that valley. 

The army of gLing went before the castle of Ljang, but could 
not induce the men of Ljang to fight. Therefore mDda dpon gong- 
ma’s son, who is suddenly called rNa jyw rna rtsal, went off to find a 
means. He discovered a girl crying in a hut below the castle of 
pe tgs: Boe and at her why she cried. She said, the reason was 

N a rtsa 
caused the girl to be re-united with bLonpo mig dmar in a castle 

ona aa a 
nthe morning the water-carrying girl came (apparent- 

ly me the éastle of Ljang, the passage is not quite clear), the boy 
killed the girl. e people of Ljang came in search of the mur- 
derer and the boy betrayed — Oy showing the jewel which 
he had taken from the girl. He thrown into prison. Once 
‘three fishes which had been offered S the king, ieehed: ; and the 
boy pretended to know the reason why. He said the fishes had 
laughed Siehaahs the queen was in secret union with the king of 
the Nagas. When this was found out to be untrue the boy 
was condemned to death. Then the men of Ljang could not agree 
with regard to the kind of death. Ahad oa. the boy proposed to 
them to fetter him and burn him 

Whilst preparations for the seer were made, the men of 
gling became troubled where mDa dpon gongma’s son remained, 
and, to fin , Sent his younger brother! who took the shape 
of acrow. When mDa dpon gongma’s sae in his fettered condition 
saw his younger brother, he asked him to tell Ane bkur dmanmo 
to send his horse. The horse arrived ot remained unseen te 
the 1 — ae Ijang. Bardens the b boy mounted it and killed many 
men of Ljang e returned to the army of gLing and 
admonished it to rane, — ee 

The daughter of the of Ljang, who was married to t 
king of Lho krab, advised her father to use the power of the sal 

! Apparently, the passage is not quite clear, 
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Tom Wag, by which everybody could be kept iui in that 
very place and position, which he just occupied. Thus the whole 
army of gLing was kept bound by unseen fetters. Agu Khrai mgo 

hole, where he found the mice celebrating the wedding of their 
. He seized the king and minister and was attacked by all 

the mice who ate his flesh. But although nothing but bone re- 
mained he did not release his captives, till the mice restored his 
flesh and promised to steal the jewel Tom ljag. Thus the whole 

Thus the princess of Ljang was gained and united with rGyalsa 
dKarpo. 

At the celebration oe: the wedding the princess’ food was 
restored in a miraculous way, whilst the prince’s was not. Kesar 
took this is as proof that the girl was of better character than his 
son, became angry and left the couple alone in the wilderness. 
Then the two separated, the girl going back to Ljyang and the boy 

cow-herd, dog-herd, etc., it was accompanied by much blessing. 

Once he saw in a ictnre of a miraculous mchod rten, how much 

a crow was sent to gLing to give news of the arrival of Sue ‘able 
and a great wedding was celebrated. 

VocABULARY AND NOTEs. 

RSNA | yon chags, water-offering. 

S215] ma phang, name of a lake. 

sa ma brag, neither earth nor stone. AVR] | 9 

ararac | mi ma bong, neither man nor donkey. 

JRC RCS | “zy bya khrung khrung dkarmo, stork, 
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EE che se (perhaps che sai ?), high nobility. 

ata Ktalll dgu nag, very black. 
~ 

ATTS| ’agrub chu, a well which is not dug. 

Qe =c° G5] = dioee Meg on that very same date (after a year 

>) 

ANAS | dkar chang, a kind of beer. 

AIS | srub He eel festival. 
mm) 

~~ 

Raya | khri rgya mthso, the ocean. 

anwar yang yul, name of a mythological country. 

BRAVA are] Fangs — rgyalpo, name of the king of 
that country. 

DR kes 2 
ARAN AWA'S FH | inn a8 yu Tjann ron mo, name of the 

SAAT | smigs ma, the same as sminma, eyebrow. 

AO SATIN SA rgyang pigay phulcas, circumambulate in the 

vin alin pio me Cable at wh bee pales 

SSIS | zems, the mane of a horse. 

avB5 | me lceb, flame. 

gq55 | snyan dar, flag of a mchod rten, 

ose | curulugu, name of a Yak. 

zy | po, quite by itself, has the meaning of ‘ portion.’ 

B41] ldadpa, the same as gladpa, brain, 

JAE] bugang, the same as bigang, hole. 
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wal khaba or kha, mouth of a bottle. 

nN ~ . : 
PTAA ATA ltaba miggt rab la [or lha), name of an agu. 

mA SA kalcor, a little piece of butter, is often spelled dkar chyor. 

RSySSI | mumen: s, be hungry (respectful); bragcas (classical 
bregpa), cut off. 

Esai | “ayes in this connection the hair of a horse which is fastened 
to the helmet. 

BENS | rgongs rtsa, classical gongba, collar. 

i 6 rgyalbu shel dkar, prince ae Crystal,’ 
wJiaks SrA | name of the prince of gLin i 

ama | lho krab, perhaps glo krab or blo ts the name of a 
country and its king. 

er accxay, nm — ral chen, commander ‘ La Locks,’ . met $ , rge OCKS, 

4 35 name of one of king LDho krab’s heroes. 

e mi fers ral chung, commander ‘Small Locks,’ 

ar Ae SAT RE | ame of one of king Lho krab’s heroes. 

BASS ldarcas, break to small pieces. 

Hars } 79ye dar tse (or rise), name of a village. 

“GN * . * * > 
rac "ANS dung ri dar dkar, ‘ mountain of shell, white ice, 
3 5 ~ name of Agu dPalle’s horse. 

sR AAC] se kha glo ring, ‘ black- spotted, songviening 
lungs,’ name of dPalmoi astag’s hors 

way ja mag, a kind of grass. 

RE] phong, the same as phabong, rock. 

Ra] riga, perhaps rikha, mountain. 

ABTS] gameas, eat (of flour, sand, etc, ). 

aaTs | ’abub chu, tossing waves. 

ARAVA | mda rabs, list of the arrows. 
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aq A54! | yzhu rabs, list of the bows. — 

~ 

an SRY | myungeas, related to myongba, taste. 

~ 

RATA 05] Khra mig yangshan, name of a female hero. 

RFS] thson cha, armour. 

eA] rtsara, the same as rtad ycod, research, examination. 

Ea] rngoba, roast. (parch) grain. 

S | slu, joint [of meat]. 
~ 

3A] spras, a kind of tent. 

CA me ngan, sorrow, lit. ‘bad fire’ 

: . rna yyu rna rtsal, oceurs here suddenly as a name 
4 ANS of of mDa dpon gongma’s boy. 

SSTNC 3a] sdug slungecas, howl. 

~ ~ 

RAIS 35 | ngai sus zen, who of my [men] will eat it ? 

RA LTASTAR | blonpo mig dmar, minister ‘ Red Eye,’ a name. 

ay 35 | gozom, decayed, withered. 

RS ayat | khong sus, by one of them. 

E51 | skar rjag, anger. 

SAAR] sprug ytam, back-biting. 
S 

ac aq  ‘abyal gros, clever in noiselessly approaching the 
as” enemy. 

EeTss 4] rnga lo zerna, at the time of harvest. 

Cail tom ljag, said to be a stone which possesses the power to 
fetter all men. 
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BA SAI | zuncas, follow secretly. 

an'S5 | dong srin, flour-worm 

SPSS TSS | pt dbang rgyal chen, name of the mouse king. 

Khrai 

HRA sku rtses, dance nee 

~ 

SATA RAZ | shal ceil kanye thuny, said to mean ‘the poor 

~ 

25 | | meto, torch. 

ac" as | brang rgyas, a kind of mchod rien. 

ars] Iduru, pot. 

~ 

ATA SAT ‘agramcas, the same as ’agremspa, distribute. 

SIAN SAY | sgos cas, the same as bgodpa, distribute. 

SP QTV AS SI | sa thag ma chodp2, not getting any farther. 

NSN | bsam sa, the place which a man is thinking of. 

aySNB| zan thsir Inga, five meals. 

OR SSI thimeas, here in the sense of ‘ attach to.’ 

Ba | khyad nor, riches of many kinds. 

RET | shangpo, clever. 

a's grodpat srid, ‘ power of the stomach’; it means 
Ty | ‘although food is not taken, hunger is not felt.’ 

Yaa] - donas, the same as debonas, then. 

4 rdza, here in the sense of ‘ wall.’ 

Aral | grolmo, the same as. volmo, musical instrument. 
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SS |] sgn Evy | sargyaerarss 

Af QCA || 

5" aay ar q aeVST AS Garginer ares NTTAY RYE 

Wa SCATIHL AN] — Wagerelgergisyargerayeser 

HEAT ATHY SAN TIT TAT SOS BA araisr 

SAY ey AE AIA "SIA" BE APSA AY 2)" yy" 5S “218 | 

ASH TSSSNTICNAATA YARIS §] | AU ALA AT 

Raatarsgasg| Neaqrae Spas ararccasy 

ae9) SLHLH SAT YUM VYSLAT YAS SA] 

PaSTST AGS | | FRAC Aaa angers | 

FANE SGN STATA STAAL | STAT AT 

TAM T AN TAT AT AGC A | i 

: gh Rwrsersceregay 

TAT TASS A IISA | 

Beergi aac yaage ay way 
prqergrar yaar HG 
TARA TASC NAA PACS | 

AY Parse Hara Nye ICT Ca | 
SEAT AC ACARI TS | 
ACR ARSE STAT TARAS] 
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— XS “Fe Porgy arte Rasa 
ANTAR CROAT ASHE SATA AT | 

ATASAST AAT F SAY SHANA | 

FSTERG§| FESS ART SACS Aca] Fa 
FN HAT TST IS OF GAN Asis Siar Sea re 

Rem Agerasy| — SIRETAARsPARSTarserargy eS 
BRYN APA ASSN] | TASTER 
ERRATA ARREARS ARN | | SARS 
apes Re GUT ARAN 1 TS Boyer RAE eS 
SAINT] APS yAA eras Sh yey 
HARRS] AAT TAAL SA] = Aergergsygsry 
eG eRRER] FER agorNe Sq Gqahas 
ASTANA! | : : 

WEE Earacarayaa a | 

Georgia g AS Asay aN | 

ATE TITS STANTS | 
yrs Tye carey ys | 
ACSIA HOGS YA | 

ac Rar gars RISE Yaa | 
FETE) PRL ASY]  sparaygreapay 

BRIG=ANT | 
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SA eee a | 
HAT GATT ITAA | 
SNAIT STA SALAS A | 

SNTAFA STHCAACAT A | 
AR AR SS era Taya ZI 5 

SANTA ACOA ar Ss 3H | 

FATA TATA ANA STAG TAS | 

TELCnbaarincabaci 
SST RYT RAAT SA S| 
BLSTAT AC PAPA SC gar SS 35 | 

BS ers appaacg Tar g eran | 

BY ARIAS AA gS STAG | 

BUTS | 
RBA SAC TART GF ATa ANA | 

ART NA YTS AUT LTA 

TIA ayaa gaa 
Wi Lah Sewn talon 

Beare agcaaaar Seay 
SPAT ARAA ATS SATA A | 

FSTTISAAG TEAS] gprgne Rarsparay gy 

GATT ST | 
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WE EESSCar ey 5a | 

Gargicerasrasaparsyng yl | 

SR BTAR RO ARRAS SG | 
FQN a aT AA AAT SIGS A | 

RASTA TAS FASTA | 
BHATIA AFAR | 

GEA TSRAT TAT AANA | 
Rsgpcrar Sia Bays Bey A | 

FAT TS SANA VARTA Aa 

RaaccarsaSqareeyRey 

FANTRARS WANA AG] 

aggre ics ase | 
FINCA NARI US | 

INT RAT Aare 

TPE RGA LAAN | 
EERR Gy REA 
RT FAT AA STS GT YN | 
ATSC A YATE HT YAS | 

5 S57 S45) ] PESO TSG] Sicacealintal 

BPN TESS RAAT AAAPAAACS| SAT GATES 
SNA GAE | PENH SACI TASCA TA 
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~~ 

Ag NG| PS eAT Se aTS5C] FETT AAT Ay f 

AATF TANT | ER ER TARTAN mayer 

Keg] | NSAP ASAT PAS AS gergarsercray 

S568] STAG TR Tergqaa as | 
ia aC ii moalal alal 

Jah aiipeny ikl Sia 
WPT LAC APE RATS AN LSTA NG | 

SARS NMRA STAR 
Sc Asa F xearergmsiac Sayaarel { 

Serang ha sgn ages seek 
ANT BIRTATTeE a 
Band aya gay sey easy 
TVA SST IAA | 

Pam Baercsic aT RNAS Aca) FE 

Aer ge yA ARS ADA RCAA | TORR SREP ArAC'S | 

REA BO ar a HA GK TARY BEAT TA TIY SS GS | 

HORS TYLA SES Sa | Sa RRRaapary Berar 

SAT BRANC | Raaraqansaspays arse saa Vey 

PAR aA] APART gcsergs Bears] TAIN ORT 
Sey FaN] Req gNeA aga eae keer 
SHOT AAI | Rarsaa ST acarargaray sratare Sar 
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orcs) aac HBepergtay ap Fgpreh 
BIRT ANA BRON G RG | Sscy3e- |} Aaa A écalargar 

arti Baars | aerRapig ea Rarascay) PL areay 

SRA ZA NOAET | are Heree FST ES 

AIR TASS STAR SATA GAA | 

ATR BY MALA SSA | 

ATA HCE Rar aigy saSe a 

Garane 5c Gar ain ayal AQKATSIE A | 

AIR TNS Herr ay ALISA SY SANT | 

Seige F ccm AeA 
ArT ARENAS ~ Ama Was | 

ergs arcearaik SE RAT'S TEAR | 
aia playa ba) _ er) 
ENROL FAI HA 

FSTSAeAe) aasrgah sagas] 

Se Spe eres 
BRST AS SOS TONS ay 

nia iondbbl 

ee a8 "Rar area" Bay | 
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sna Sen oTON aT 
esse SocReea 

VasTRAN AIR] BATRA AEC | Srsrararay 

ROSACEAE | HAHAH RarFarar VES ST O5ASEI | 

grwersc ee weary qs oracar a sayayeery ) Tage 

NALS <HT OS Ser-Garga] PRACT Arslan gy 

GATSSEAI | 

AIR SSAA AerSE Rar 5a | 

BARAT RA IO RITA TONSA | 
AQT AEN GATE ETA | 
ARGT RS FALE E QATAR | 

arwargr ge waa ASSISTORAST ayy 

arsraraaraarel ay af Barger ayy 

BR ATARYA SSH G TAT | 
fae aeeevageersypy Rapa 
can Selaat aalcalanillal 
APTS BA TT ETAT | 
TATRA SS TATA 
GATS SR NE AERTS ATTA | 
TSR RAH STRATA | 
SQR TAT TSH TARAS | 
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eee aoe 

AREA ATAAENA GAH ABA SS | 
AREA STAC Gay ANE SS | 

VSTSAsrersic] RAsAy Rae QA Aap OC gy 4 

PAC SP RST ABANS @S8rAr IES 5A | wo marsrac sar 

STATANGAT EIA ATA BS | 

“RARE eres | 

HOTS HT TAINS | 
TSLACAT ATS SH STNG A 

TERT HET 
BART AAS LENT RS | 

FITGNAA LAA A GAGA AT 

AIC Sa12 ASSES a'55 | 

BATRA ge ARTS | 
AIS APA SA a Nebalcall ASA | 

QATAR ATIF AAR BANGS | 

For Aca | 

ARTA AAAS | 
SR SRTAG TENA 

ESTAR TATA Se | 
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ATR | STATIS SH 

Sawasdee aay 
FSoySAercraic| RA aATRA SSAC ARS ST EY 

AIDA SSR TST ANS S| Rersyorgaaaayss 

SEAAG GSN] GREATS IRATAR GINESA] 
SARE STAT Bie ae. “EPR ARS Gay AL Sy Ay SAY 

Asc) WaAcwerarheay Fa ysperacsay 

Ne] RRA SCAG TANTS RSET 

RAFAL AAC OP A.GA ANS | : FAA SAAS" | 

spear gaa] FexaaarBras) she 
Eqay Fars | AIR A SSNS AS ALY SAT IL 

Nc] SScarey Serres EAST 
ATATATS S| LANTSCTHN ATA] ag 

SSR] STATS Fa ARNIS 
ARASAIS PTAC) | SAAT ASR are RATSIC AT] 

ROSE Cas EAR «Ae wararaga say 
TISES GTA] Fpapararac aga agyy 

Sar5E| FPA SSRIS Gay ARATA SA] PATA 
Papray gers] Pare azergeracs TSH 
ERS | TST L AAC areas AAC | aaa 5555) 

STARA geyRephisargy RTE 
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mac are arose ws ss Fascara)  Faqaraygaseiaay 

gaagegace! Fy yerijacsvagecreer ge 
35 959) Sa Fy Rear NNVSECATE eink-allalal 
Beg) Hache BENaSeq) Pees 
ATA) aArarge agra) grwerysgergaaay 

agarerte sara) sage G) wv 
mayors BEs6r5 raya | cacSaga stg Rae 

sq eare5e3] aryerarqargarasyarg gra 

Beagy] Faagastaiagc  cagagty ae’ 
SFYTARAA RAAT AT] = CRAIN SC AIG AS 
BRN] WralrBacyacgrggtg) sry Nearer 

FAOSICITS TAS IN GINGER] | PASTA 

a¥S35356751 ASAIN SSE] | Parse ety 

TAH] Marya gaa qieakows) Ws q35 

Warerseyagens) Aapywerarsogagens) zr 

Hip g Tame Rg aSy ESTAR SASS] 

WaT PAA ATT HS! SET 
RAaSferecsrsscg Seg) PACS RANT BAT 

Sa eyes! Fe 
PART HACSaA yA] FFP TEAR NA AC SHG | 
FSPUNANT] | LATA ST ASAT ES 
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5X araic | asa aay ar yaaa CAT ACERT CIS ' 

ESATA! | cacrgarqan aang Rercare Near 

SxRqaifaasy] LaRreKUA TANG] gore 
gRaclyaifaasrd) Reaper gscwSsoggeer 
aa] Rey saree arg AAACN 

PARR organ Rage 
aR METERS AST 
HAG BETAS ATS | 
STAG SAAC FAAS AT A | 
AVARA ATS ATA | 

RETENTSR] RSTO ATTA ES 
Se ses Reser 
pag sas yA Re SEAT = 5 

ATSAR TIGA STIS 55 SENT HA 

SA PRAIA TAT SAIC AA | 

FECHA RCSA | 

PROGR GANG SAAT | 
carga RS RETEST] 

RETINA] LAV ETSTS ES | 
aRRA arieerge SG 

SMe GS 

OR oR ar AE ATES BATHS | 
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eae Ba SRST A ATE SST RASS | 

FST ESTAS LATA 

FST ANT] THTTEA| 

AA AAAS HOG GO SATAS TTA | 

SARA GATS | 
SINT TIONG TS | 
Ager gS TATA 
TSA "SRST S RS Fax RANAS AI] 

ALR IS SB UATAHT AAA | 
FSTTS SAR 
Bache Rcay haa y 

FETRNT]  LANTHA FASTA RTS | 
ARNOT IEA SS AOA AAT ESS Gas r 

AAT SS AS ATA AVIHT Sy GTI | 

asa Rear Barc yA ROSCA 

Ser Aear gs san ARs TA ATA 
SBR BAG vail 
STITT ANETTA S | 
ay) -lalt Giant Sa vallal 

FETISH AR TF IS) Aharargar 

agaRapinara] BARR STAR] Fg Raor 
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RAN ROSY ITSC| PASNNACSS AA ASAT 

gant] Ranaga steep ReraeeySREg| RAH 
raged ABATE | BER sccaer ge SE aaa Qa 

Besar ay Sy] FA args Gay Saersey aera ae Sas 

QAR SIFTS Say] YarsHSTA Aree ABET GAT ASAT ST] 

TEA TRSACA NSS | 

cae aigce aan ate al 

AERO Kar ANAC! | 

AISA TAR ANT AC | 

CSR ATRRA ST IETS BAA 
SRT T AN IETS BAN | 
CHRP ITAA AFT RS | 
SAITO MPT SS | 
BER FAA AAS AEE 
ABLES A ACTA SE ATAG | 

radaia bade el fa ate 
ABA aC ass T a a] 

FETE] TSATAC'Y| aay ag SAT AT 
afjararsicg | ARR] cay acats FoR apa ay 

aa sibanisal PARAL ABT AT ASAAE | RRO 
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qa. ARACARC Fay | cWiatasilahenn | aga: s Za 

TERART ANY TATA EAS | 
AIRE ETSI SR STNG A | 

RATA LINAS AANA | 
a Pe ae resrst Eee 

AORN AC KGaA Ga 

ARRAS RSS AST ARA AG | 
ANA BARES AAT AAA STNG A | 
FROTF NS HIT AAI A | 

BAC QAAS TIS | 

FETE] CAVA ATAS BS | 

BA ASB So aarsrarar gy | 

BY ARE BAR ar SST TAI 
CAT SARS WR AT RATSR GR | 

ARAVA ESD AAA ES AS | 
BRASS ATAAINASS ATA | 

BY ASS ATARI STAG 
ASTEA]  ASACQsvsrarwcRwscrQayar 

ORF AC] Upieia\aln tal pCnilalna emalal ay 

Tay Sergseyeqay FaRachag SF gq 
PAIS] ASP HFACA ARAN AA LAAN | 
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PPanargrqamea ke Seer] wesrarSea] BRS 

PRuradtga) RACKE] AcgeagertTpraeds 

axq)] FFAS | aerarss TS OTABSTAN 

By SaTSSear ST] 

SS croaaitail 
AR BRAT ATARE A 

ARREST TTT TAT 
SHAS TAHT TART 

Rae "557 EPRa a |
 

BA RATS TATA | 

PAK SEAR ay arse GAT 
RSC aeara S55 Sarsige | 

BART SARIS | 
a BR AQT TSA a] 

FETE] TSsrerarerg ay sy ss | 

RALGMISE [Ss clad aial 
ATA SYD AINA | 

Rarayesaarg pace] 

BRATS ASA ACRE 

nara ayaa qs ay 

RRNA T ASAT | egy 5 a 
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RAC A HTAT TAT USTA | 
FR EVASA ACURA ICT | 

Fayasera] wre krqqssseg] | eae 
RAT ANOTSAN] CNSVFTACS] Bhargqaage 

aReRsarz]} Stand BS SATAY SIT MATA Ror 

AR] wrt ga RePDoe Saray Ssy | NATL 

er ay@apAScaral | 

> WIA TAN AL GTA | 

HAST SS TAINS | 
akalal ail inialnnlal Nolel Pars 

ROTA ASS Ar ig KS | 

TAT AAT ATAS 
Fe Tacoy Tey | 

AR SR SCAT BAT EE GTA | 
pat eles b a Li gianial 
aSilla-lal cab FAT ETS SOTLSTHR A | 

ROSSA TS IAAT TAHA | 
Bona tye see | 

Evrs COVA AR RA ACA asap OraT | 

FASTA TA AT SASS | 

Ranrgsaae gmt 
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ee ae 
FSR) SR 5 SISSIES | Saint) gan 

AOL IEN | ISTRANS S| FTapsgacy 

TSMANSAES] | ATS HT SAUIHATAG AT OT 
ASCAaT | 

WE QT RsrAcaray 5a al | 

AE SRA ARRAN a 

SEE SaNES GalancEoal 
TSARTY HAAN EAS | 

ara RKe RS gz 

STATA EAST THT A | 
acariysgpEy 505" Sarees > EO] Saree | 

EVSSh ARC ‘< zy win! 3 ranet] 5 

AREAS Sara TART IT NG 
apafeays Seer wararan wa | 

TABATA TRAST WA ATAIS AS | 

Tay Say SAAT VANE TS 
ARISTA NAA AIR Serger | 
PHAR AAs CNS | 

rapa TAMARAC | 
TRISTATE ITAA AACS | 
TAPS TIA ATIC AS | 

a 

a 
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PASAT AOA ASIA DAC syarAIC WS | 

EER ARR AA TTT AS | 

Rear aN HTL BS AIA SR ATTN | 
Ee) SCE a5 AO RATAC Sy x aSAT OY 5 orn 5 | 

FAAP IR STARS AG 

FST ESI AT ACA S TAGS EI Sy 

SAR]  FTECRA HHA ACH Aaa TG 
AEST SSI ENS] TEATTANTS ACS] ALAS 
SEARRAB ELAS] TEs Aya as 

HARTA yysearer gg | 

HATS TAI 
Byer grea aa SFT | 
BEATS STS SOT E 
BASIE 4 
CAB ATS ARN 
ASS K aes SN 4 So'28 wer ATS YING | 

AS TSHWANE SLING 

Raya sgoHG | 
SpBP ARES RTAR EEA 

<BHTERSTEVAIC | PAINTS SAS | Pecrarie's | 
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ware] TENS ARSON SANA | Brags 

as¥an) FAsHas) wTsTas) schsHSs 
FROARGCSCAASY) FEAR Aaa Srararqge’ 

RFAGCANAT | FAN TS RGN ANTS NC ATSC TAL 

Aararae's | santa Sse SACRA NRE | Tsar 

gasieGactaase | Fqacqgiapery ser 
xrSRer2)| WASTE! AT ANS] GAT ASEAN AT | 

srsiRgSeraEerer aga | 

HARA TISN ATT NGS | 
Pra qr erage Aasysarel Qara | 

STAINS STS ANS OSA | 

TART a HS a | 
NGaigEusahcal 

SRacarsts Sys NSA 
STS TTACS PACA STNG | 
STE PE CHART 
RT ST TRY TSA HAAS 
FROST STA 
SEI SRA RRC ECCT 

WAIN SSR ALANS | LAR SPATS 

SE] VAC ATHROS TSA seA AE] Apgarsoy 
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Paeaaray sic) FaarRospapeo wer saanerare 
ROP AA HAIN ISAC AQ | Sporeggar gs 

ASAT SAS STI] | STRAP AT BST gar 
apa Re sace Paper We Sar sReg | ersyseier 

Grarayeaypay es a5caray | 

& TSTRCIT AST ARAN SA | 

ALY ar AA ASRS ASIN | 

STAR EEN ING HINA A 5M | 
FUE HS HAS AST TATA | 
Sar T TA SEG LTRS ATA | 
TAT AHON TS SEA | 

HST TITER ST ES | 
5 Soy SSA | TAT AINA GATS IBAA sacar 

REZ] WS TAT IN 
Se Raror sage RRS 
BY ANrersy a Gaya | 
CAVIBATTS ACA ATS A | 

FSSA] SVARTAPAT TAG | areca 
a Say RASA TSCA | SPEcaraeay sR SATIS 

PV OTSAINNS | | BTA SPerataRe egg Ay 
evilaiad RAV STARA SWC SaraONC) Fase 
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BP AP ARAN Ae SRT £1 Ay MAY BAAR 5 AST ATArale | 

FETT AMAVTAL SN] WPAN RARSTEN TASS 

Geraray 35 | 
IRSA AANA S | 
BRA SAINT TANS | 
BRAC ACEI WA AICS AGS] 

BL SICATS WS aay SIENA | 

PGT A SBN ATOR 
alee tae on bCalonial 
orien Bele 

FETA] AHSAN TATE AA BS | 
aenalal oi iealal slal 
Car SATAN SST aICay SAV AAT SANSA | 

PINT a55 BDA 
HANTS S SV HNAL | 
RIA F RIANA BR HSS | 

CRRA RAs Sora 

PTGS TAR | 

saat Sarge 
FST ES SSG NOTA TAA REST gar ARTS | 

FOsparrckratase aS eS gaycraarsc) Paar 
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cE Nishisnask lice WE ABA nnices 
TARTANA] SSAA] BRAT serge ager 
BONAR SASA] MTA SARS GapASsy ar 
ar RCR” real amar aererargge sy: FRACTION 

Bers R] acAssepygerEsars] yaaa Ay 
csc Reernc wararscia PARE AS Seer | ARaza: 

FSA Ass] = TRAC QR ES ama Wa SaysI 

Bedarssarc] | CSmaTAIScIA’A Gaysresig'a 5] | 

Rane aqa MT TagrgTAS] RARE GaSe se 
cope pA] SFCRRTgArSNSeTYWRAR RAN 
BINT gy Aor gar sy AAAI AA ray TG era Ser 
ARG SNAG SATE FROG ES Sr asrEZ RAT 
wry ge sy Ar GNA FSA STARA SA FSGS 

AAAI] REWIRSA RASA] SRS RR ATS AATEC 
araaysiarergaa PAS XE | ARAL AN HOAs AAA 

gaa] apréraly SRerap apap ary ssy | FACS 
ARF AAC TESA AANA Sakan ata KSI Lela 

Racasserssaa) Fase SPST AS SS 5 RTT GAT 

eas] AMMAR SNIT TAA) ACA IVOrS gS 
Serae'S] FssyparsjssyAjsrSkarcyy  wrscareaysre 

sab ialinsa ell Ml eninb al pinot asICuaG Ll 
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Protnpsras ax Serer Srand| Pastas gaara’ 

Bras) RQ RAST STAC PSA «| FSCWC | 

Rageaigg] SarRcaqeyan Pac] Farasay 

BRAN ATA | GAARA PTAA INT T ore ery 

OSCaraT | 

GARR PAAR GTA | 

BERNA AG ALATA | 
BA AEROS RAT WARTS | 

BART ARTA Sy wararaaypayay | 
EV Or PAS ARG ACA! | 

STOPS OP ANNS ACSA | 

TARP ATE | 
sak arab Siaaiail 
BYTE FTA IC | 
ERAS RS 39 CRT 
BARRE RATA 
BSN SAAC RRR RIOT | 

AR ATARAH AC Were | 

SETA] AoeeTAas aay as | 
SARA PRR SA RSE 55 

FATA RTT INGA 
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RQ WeNn ay ss SAE AN ACA 

RATA Ae Saver TA 
HAS SHAT AUGIS HAT SSA | 

ARS] SSS TNT STATES 
pacha Rey 
PACA ACC AO HAA | 

TRAIDROVSTRC HN | 

SEATS Bg a 
RAP EIOL ASIA ALIA A | 

gai qangearBnnh aq FRG 

BARC STARS SC Waray REA 

Faq SRar | RSET ATA | 

PACA A NESS STAC ASS | 

CQ MCMC AS AAA SSAA | 

R@atattacum aga ayy | 

grareaargqara gay TAS | 

SOTA S ATA ASA | 

HTT HAYA AT TAT AG 

AGL ARR FRG AGAR NSA | 
STARE FAQS TAR AaT | 

BAAR RAIAT ReTARS S| 
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rqarsqay Rew a | 

AR aergsragat sens 

HATA PHS ST AAT | 
APAAAA gorges TASS A | 

WT ATARAN AER FOS A | 

Janet Cicer Gall 
sseepalniel Fatale) 
saN eure eae 
HVS HS IAAT 
WAC eae Cat aiGwall 
BTA SST AST 
VHT S HS ABTA 
eaGGiGIOE Coa aaa] 

5 S57 S502 15 | ASA A AS eraparagS STAT 

PRT SAAT RS SIT ASINA] | WF AITA SAT 
gertae Page aR ac ASSEATT snare RSE AIC” 

Price rg 
SSAA EAH HTEN ANAL | 

Wee ARRAY AT STON | 
sa PaorPay ere 
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HOGS ASF TATA TAS A 

BATA A apAScAgy | 
San] BREN | SRS ANSARI] erage 

TAMTPHS Fargqy AowWFATA SAAD RA’ 
BRR IC SrASEA NE] ers] SAVERS ST SIAT 

BR PARA AGEN | AG FANART tall 

ALGAAS | | PER emparag es AAT OT 
aria sig Gay at AAEA | 

TSA WAAC SKS Gz a | 

AHA SAG SATIS TINGS | 
AARC BY TTS TTS FS | 
BRA SLATS SAR DANS AST | 
ST AST ASSIST NSF SSA ASIST AES | 

STATICS RTOS SS SAVIN | 

ARR AAR ASC SN AYA ATS | 

S ayBRer| STTSTRPR Ear Raprac her 

AAR AHS] PTVSS SARS TST 
SayaGcar a] wraagasersnsrasy a | 

HAAS AA ST TSS ATA INT | 
CATay agg 2 aaa ay 

ho cee 

RapsgT Areas | 
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ANASAFTINAGT SAAC | 

BAAR ER HS ATTA 
Karas SS STAs SANA | 

WR ELRA AKA THLE TARAS S | 

RGR AERA A Sey STS | 
APART) STRATA SEA SAATENS 
BAA AARTS FINS | 
SAAT ATR TIA EFAS TANTO | 
AIG SASS ANAT ARTA | 

BAA SATIS AIT AAAS | 

BAAS GEE BARTS 
FS TSA5| LAAT RNASE STRATES] ARSE 

FTAA AAATAR AIG RANTES SI] AA RROG| 
HA TEAQ RAF SAAR TET] «NER oTAT SAT 

SEATS | 
BSS CASTE ANGS | 

TSAI TARA ALAA SES | 

SHAT LTS TAG SAGA | 
SAR SRA SR aA aT IET| 

BRAT TRA A VT SYA ATA | 
SHR AT ASAT AEST RITA | 
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ARASH A BRAY ASF AIST | 
TSAR TIGA A AC | 
ager ANSE BAAS | 

AA FRAN BNA IG AAI | 
aa assess | 

aga arson tera NS | 

NAAT AISA ART AS | 
SC SNTHAA VAIC SSH | 

BAST NFA A ATS 
aSha) UTR qargrng | 

AGRAAC A ASLAN | 

ASST INLA AA ALT STATA | 

DESIST Sapa | 

ngs RASS TST NEA 

SFaggqarserty 

FATA ETS CSA] 

QI GTA carefaramar sara 

EC FCHAINTSAVYS | 

RETA] SIVA GTIAN TSC] S557 
ATMA] AANA ATHTS| SAV HISTO 
Ney FyTaracqsyaraay] | arsacsergny 
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Sys T] «—«- GRATA AS RAE Reragatargey 
ASRAT aT | 2 

HATA AANACS ASRS | 

ANT HWS AST AAG | 

BYSTAR ARES GTA FI 
Rag RATA SA AT SATS a 
AAT ASIA SAAS Sap NG | 
EVD TITS 95 START | 
RS Aceay RR asracwararanary | 

FAregpPNayasyarey | 
5 S57 24er4)] z ATA ANSE EARS AS AT 

RATASNAAFSCAYL AS | | SCS AC Waray SICA | 

AAT TENA SHES | APTA OTSA 
CHAS AST TAG T SALA AST] AIS wera STSAT 

AACA AaypSRar | SPA ACAT ATS yar aIC WaT ar 

STS EA] PAL EG TATA ES MASINI | S5MT 
eran gery ac warer sas sy ScaragrSyseere] 

Aries QarysyAciorwarayain THR TI] AAAS ray 

FSR STATA NATE AF SSS | carers slay way 

ASIAN] SAV aT Aras AC STAG 4A SS AIS GFT 
SEAT] RG sare Sa GapsqergRe SASS 
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RAAT AAR APS NIST STAAL ST IBS) | ACABSI TAT 

ARE SFT NANS ST] SANA AIH ATA Ay 
AayascaysT | 

STEVIA TASES ASH | 

LINHA QT YTS ATTN | 

ACA SS or ge ce RATAN | 

BIRR SSS] AAT ALAR AAG OS | 
saps sr P RSF | 

WAAR TAAITS Raya 

RAPT A ar BTA SATA TANT S| 

RATAN) SOTA AA ETA ATG TAN SS 
MACAIA sca ST Scaraysyey | 

BRANT TARTAN AINS | 
aS Roca pases | 

Se Seer area sayy araR A a 

AIR SVAN SAINT ASTANA ASS ACTS | 

Pra aprersanyaRrags aac a] 
WTSIAT GEAT SH OH AAC AG 
GATT HATTA TS SAAC NG | 
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ae > 5 sny352)| IsrayRcar ater eye Ty “y aay 

ASCATA | " 

AAAS BAT ITRE STAG | 
BANA Re Sy Fas OS | 

RFR SR ACOs ANS A | 

aT ay GE SS SIA SATAN] 
cas BARAT ANAT AFAR AAAS A | 

cay TARE SHANE TACART | 

FETT) RARTWRGFAES] Sera C 

LOA SAAR SA'S | SRTSRaS NS Sar RAR ST 

Sy a | Sderera-deaypsacwarardesy]  Faarqayssa 

Any PRWEA arya] Raarse SUC PE omBsr 

MAAR YRAS A TSTSAL STAN] AASTWC 

agate) WEA] CSPABeTECEPARES 
BHTAG] «PAAR GEAR se QGKaq SAAN | 

BTAATE SA] WTA Pra aT TAT PAT 
MASRFARSMGSSS] FEPTRR SF SaaES 
aaa, Asean allay | ALAsraay Sarat 

FAAS | GTA | SSCRSITPAS Aas ser 

AR) SEART TE eraaR | Baya 
RGy - Lasrapenpasaterss Se Sererh se QaT TSH 
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2R5] ASSP arsaes) Espa Rng arzic- 

IFS DT TSA INE | aKa wr yay Hy 
OPPS ALAS | ARES SST IR AAS ASS Ey 

SAHRA] WES Tor ETAy es 
pate, aa andi anal 

BAST AC IT SSAT OTIS 
CFR ARE START A | 
SFARFAATE ALTARS | 
LANA TSC ATALTS | 

SPT ANAFACAC STATS | 
TETRA] PATRAS aI TARE arg gal! 
HART ARNT IAS | 
ASST RT DTI PT TANGA | 
FR SAPS ASS TAIRA | 

ByS TST TT 
EVA AAS AST AATASTS | 
Rec qarsy aa ans ayaa | 

SRATAI] QAR HITT A EAT ISAS | 
THA TAAL SATE | 
ARTA ASTIN | 
HAR SARA AST AGTA ET NS 
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RQAN SANG TANS | 

CGA TAA FAST aersr cya NG | 

BFL T TI 
AFL GAP TANTS | 

FaRpBRSrerais | SANA A wr ysper gee Ss Fac 

QE Ora RTARTA | 
AREAS ATT ARS NGS 
Rae ya) 
RASC AAT GFA IE SAG 

Repqnay 
FUTIAN GT | 
FFA YTASTAA YER AG 
~ > aR qa aay | 

JSP Grae | 
Sore TR Bae GAR | 
FATAR HLA AVCR TS | 

FR qasd | ~ 

ST SSSA AR oy RayR Bara RNS | 

FARSCAPE R Tg 
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+ SR qs gyarqsny 5 | 

FSBGS TN S| 
Saqaeers) akeapernargensl hares 

TART TALS 5| ACS Rorsicdy| FS Asysrwe’ 

TSAR TIN TT GN ST TINA | 
THA ITSITSESI AN SHA | x 

PATRIA ASST ANN A | 

GOV BIN BAA OSL AAS CA GAAS | 

RSC ARR ATA SSAA | 

Mace Rags sXe A] 

greens BaaT | 
RFoapaapsrara gens | 
way Acie ay AAS SA'S | 

F So EAS | SSIS OTST AA] | 

abRowraih digs tesrsi] 

aS Rosciarat Rides teers) 

Renraararaasy Sa FASTA | 

By ar qargin gra ay Says" | 

FAR HUTA AG 
FS5y55°5 78a | ar gar qceral Qasr 

ages] Ae sICeSsara TAN ARB BOTAN 
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aN ARN] «AO Waraaraayayarassray] | BO 

WarZarar asa | Rasrgcramrershe3 | wars} Ie" 

TSO YOAT ST GTN AA | a Seiaistal Sala oe 

QSTISTST | manta seas serSerac Say 

sae NHAITNR ARS ATA A ASST AGA | 

wRARAcAReAAARTERS] | Agarey hy) 
PACA ASIST HAI BAS] ASPTALST EPA NE 
PASM] Wo worare saree] gewarspalesyar 

ROT eyapaey ee eases) PRATAP S all 

SeaRK eH] PyNaReterakes) quay af 
mega SC OYS AT AAT | EAC STAAL A SAAS 

QRATERSTA]]  THSTERAS] Seer Reers Be 
Rapaaargeysreyseo as | Pace arsrayayper ga | 

AA TASS ATT GASTRIN | ASSET 

RIC Ra AC Araya] AWOL Aaa AF 
Se oe atin Tea 

TEATS NE | AQ aA Or PRINS a SRA] 

exe WERCAAY ALTA] sa SOTAETSY 

ARES] AIR Warscge wersyaspar ARIRTASEAST | 

TASTER] ARRANCAR Qeras] FRACHC AAA 

arash agg Hye RravqeRaqerts) BE 
ARTA AAG) CIR YoraaRyarsAER GAS! AS 
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WARS BIE WATS ARS IA ASS AIRS aera any 

Teen NE Qa aXe 5a) SAN ag0yec sarc 

AC Weraayarnysserc) ACCESS] WEACET 

apa BREAN EGS FRESE | THerc gy erasy 

ARR ACSIOS TRA RATERS | SAREE RTA | a5 

ABTETIFTS] FATAL RATAN SC ETS] | ITT 

TARSAES] | AAR AIPN RATS] RET 
ag Re zR aS eySS3 | FAT AAV SAIC ACS 

Sra] SAREE ATSATSNS EAP SBT ITS EATS 

SCAR RAPS ART ATEA5| ASTANA] SERA 
AES TS SHAT SY HAG Gea SGA OS BA | 
5A an =i agTS aan A) AATRy aso’ sal ANSR 

FAAS ARATE AATA] SORTA T garg 
Sayers NE | aayEST3 4 sgasrsrgQass Sams 

SNR PST PANACEA | sa Rase Ssh BS AC 

TRA) ATTRAC SOS ST] APART IAN Be 
aR aT Brag] TOT VARe GAs] FAC RAT 
Ce aAraagensasg) FOLyAysrgyAqyascar sy] 

Reka acer daar h Aa] 

FGA SAAN GNC | 

A HABA AAAT A AASG YS 21 
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AA SAR AAO AAR OT AAT | 

YRF YRS SATAY S87 era | 

mW Wy Sx aa Se saya | 

TAS A TT HAAS SAA er BRer ery | 

Ay aarngah ara ss aay sn aya | 

WN SALINAS AT SAAS SRSSS | 

ANS AFSL SAVE AT SLATS | 

JS CRG REST REST AS AIC GES QESTASTAIC | 

SR ATO ACRES QEayRay AI QESTAEAyAAVAIE | 

Faystard) SOTA TNCAs] Aa] weer 

ARSENACES5| SAPNA TATYANA] 53 
SMAPYAET] rah garsaqapse HaeRa Ry 
3X5] AaPNarasrs R501] antares peer 

TEN] PSSA TAT ASC CS SM! Ay 
STFA TA AN STAAINSG] 55] HALT 
Sy5) Aes) = Taxorkocrarags dg Ssayy 

AN] gersrargards | sertfernsrer Ra gerar age 

AFaRG] SSS STA RAS ARATE] Spree 
AAATRRTINE| SRSoMRAE] Rasrgarerger 
Fay QA STR IA STAR SS SAN ESTASCATAT | Sr 
TarpT aA Sear Aare! Feeacsrgg sy] War 
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nag cV AIC} AR QrTN RE SATO a8y ay a RIBS 5 ‘ x ay 

PS BAAR] Parstiyaqaae ec) yaersRRr 
eps SXeg] Nowak aae) casas ae 
3s | séay BorsrFEsr Rare ary SoS 57 

ait] Reaaisens) yaraesh hayes 
AIG) 5E5] SPATE Seager EEN 
PLAOMAL NE] HAVA HANTS TAA SIRES 

SARETAGC ARN] SAAS OrAAN AC Saray] IOLA 
Aer sa ERY Ee Caras Beare) Rersyapre a: 

ASFA AIES 3) TRA Sa 5 aes RoarAs sia "S5" ara 

Orga ATESASTAS] AIC'RATS, ASA RLS AO Sa 

ef aor EAA | ger terReeeparaRers STRAT 
za Farsi x ayy] | Ast SAC AST as anh x 

BRAC! | ROAR GAT AS SAG AAT ET AN T IGATAAT AS AAI 

STALLS AS | BRR EGR ger eorseysrar 

ARS SNATAY| FATAL AAS 
Ral ARAVA TRANS] gprerAsy sar) 
EB Eorsrqyaressaag| FACES: callaaplalaanial 

TSAR] GATART AE Sh] PACH SRA ESS 

BE waracararapycareraragcaraig || A gsrgyarey 

ay TAIRA SAT ARAN] Rarer Arargarcl| ar 
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Fay REQHFeraragya) EAT slats wail 

PETAR AR RTARTA SATA! erargas 
TANGA] FArePahy Sanh] PENS AAS CAs s | 

Rexepase Rerarprassey RE | Ray Sapo way 

35721 TAINS -GTINF ATER | | NAARAAT 

ABA ANS AHSAN | REScravarprarqgasiers S58 
RACSOLayAsr Sse] Ready sersrerarerat" 

| ASRS 7 Rqa ao Waray Ras arag Sap asec] B5qS" 

HAST] | SARTRE TT STr 
a | S4NARLA REALS) | RST SAV SAAIC 

ALPINA] ALAC SR] Nacsa yoy] 

cer yaarsse Sy aby 35 | FIN ALAL SCAT 

aisall FANE RA GACT ARS ST | VSS] aN 

searttscaaragy ang) FRR SR ETTES | 
RINIA TSN ITAA S AAA | aR SS SNA 

ARATE] RAST ASRS] AAC STON SSAA 

AFAR REARS ET INRIN TTC AS] | AACA 
ayaKe gazes, a3 ani | yaar 

aAMangarany) SA snares geass 
SOV ETA Saye | vanes, SpE abhinal TERE 

wr ee OF SAN] RAPRGGES eR] Rages 
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[W.8.] 
(in itp argh aalagay” 

aaar gaya’ OP ISATS AS Savage's | Prams ay axor 

Tat 3] AIRQ'S LG ay Tso el aay AISCANAT | 

RO me 

WIAA ST SAAS A | 

ARQ aaa aay ASST ANATS! xa) 

FF FACAARINS | 
TS CRON AAAS A | 

FSSA) AVR TAs v2 "BATASCATAT | 

WS FACMAR TSA | 

ARTS AES ASAT | 

TS CAC OARS aS 

FAAP SVT I 

WHAT SAGAN GSTS | 

Rear ae sae Qs 
FAAAA SERN TTI GS | 
FACS ARAMAIC TINT | 

Fayess) ARagSeayy Argan] wea 

Ragga] | RAR TAA GS aT 
ag] wea SAAT ATS g) Soragcar 

AGATA APS YR TT IVTISINS | F585 

PATS AT STEN | 
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NE TA TRNAS NST A | 

ae BA Re sgaparagel 

PS ATTICA NGA As | 

ear aesTeN RETA A | 
AaB SR AIR IRS SST NAT | 

sRgrenaRgy 
Tagersia agers Hs | 
SAAT CR AGT S OS | 

SPASTIC PATA AS HS | 

SANTANA graben AAA | 
afar aqs'a389 werar da cra 5] 

ASH SSATAENTA A Aq QAST AAPOR A | 
ATaET aay ayy werer se sR 

AREY RESTA AR AAT OS 

TF IATA ANS RASC RE | 

KERR ATE ARH RET 
BeBe Bear tf Xap BNACATSO'D

 | 

ARS Rorgrapacy | 

ACEC ARS TIAA | 

ANT SLATS OAC! | 
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y=] 35°59] BOY a5 A} ACA ca RIACAT AAT AC 

Pa] BRA RaTGTACNRER A) | AY STAC ERS 
RENN] Py RserRAP Ey HTT ASIA AE | Seay 357 

By SPA ASS | TSAEPNAATASAS ASAT AT 
PHA ALTARS ATAPI ACA] | FANN 

AC HOAA RATIOS ACS SRA)! | PRIME TAAS 

ANSE TAST S| Race Baga] Say Car 

apt) Race tas) aaa 
ser apscrssy ays] Rsarereranrann SS 

ach ExSHOES } WATgerefergergagcy 

Bxqyy QA SNSTACAAS AAS] Ao arsaraacssg 
S55 Saar BAT LIS He =~, sar acrar aFensrsac ain 

BAUFE STW APNE] =| Faargareersay 

SeTAVAScarsy) AOR; ACaraeraeraracar 

SRSARFS STN] | Marea syrerwcase dc 

sient] wry RRR RMarES eS RT 
Bigerdig] RA Rema ers] ParapSesrasraic 
aN SAT] ARTS ANA GT ESS AINA SSAC ATS Sar 

SEAS AATIN]  FATAV EA] BeBe Sys 
ASHTACL aS Sway | RA gK Wao sc ag FACT] 

PEA Tenaraeke) gee) wR 
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FSarQqare saa gags AS pI Rs: 

Rarsr aN DRE | NOR STATS Say RRP S ray 

Seyi) FE Brg heaps) yxy 
aTaTANS!| FRIGATE] Haactary Asse 
STIS PEC | | FsarAarsgePasmaray Tasca 

AFSC] ARAN ASAIN Sac sargeryarsT > 
Bos gererss 5 5 ENS ara xa icallcicale 

ASKS | 

TSA EFSF IT SAAN 
AMET ST TS! RN TET ST | 

PRIS HANA ALARA 

ABT SUTIN TTA | 

cram ary aS TRA 

ATA TN TET | 

PFacpSR TTA 
APTS TN TSI TIST A | 

~ eNO NS 
a 

ASSIA ANATRAT ASS AIC | 

ATTAIN TRIAS | 
SieaA seq FAs xa8r'36 

a ee al 
; rR BRET sac Haka 

9 
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TOT AIT IT TTA | 

GATE SRG FARA AC | 
APS ST TST TN TST | 

Paqc Beda Faeyr ges 

msrar TEN STAY | 

renege esreriR a 

SST ar IAT TINS | 
QeEyYyEelU 

FETE RAVEN GY ACS] FF Rang 

SROESAC AT AG ABN TEASE] «| -Faare Sacer 

AAT aT S| BYES sq aca FPSVTV TAIN | 

AysAcy ssacgersracy ACHP ST ssrA 

IRAN STAT SIE | SRSA TSC AT AR goog SAS 

cghgntraciy ashes ASRS S85) | 

CA. AR AAAS FAIS ASSN] AS SCA 

Raq ararenarsaareraac§) Ms aaakyar 

ASE | ERR SAT SSET By Acasa g 5a" 

BPAY AAA TARA IST A] «=| AVANT 
RUAAG] FAFA BVARARATAING WAST] AS 

SCTRETS] VSASTINS] FAQHTETIIST 
arasy NR] ASAIN AC aga ac] | Faareccqer 

ARAN ALTARS SN | ACAI SATACATAC WAT SAIS 
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aycarey | GOSH SATA RATA S | sR S255) 

TEVA] BYSNTSTATAAAST GH] CATT 

waerersies] FRAGT aavasrscas| sy 

WersysEyarsagays| Says eaysssrages, Fy 

Bre] RSTO SAT IGTS] — uayerar SAA] 
AST S| STAAL AT RH yaracersley 4"Serarzicay 

ERG) SINAN rAaaGA Sq) YAS ATH] 
aga)  FepécraAvascesra, wearer 

ANS] aPSSrerNAT ESAT Sq] FE RABAT SAS 
ac" any <Ace apr iFarSaerel ciac amen 

RPTAG] AIR ASTITAS SS SGM] 55 
TISACAGAT AEN] | NRA PASE QRS 

FAIS SSATACS STS | array aqae Face 

BRN] ARR CANA WE BRAC amas sa yagcar 
~ ~ 

i) SINR S IT BTS ISAGENS | PATSargay Ay 
ACH ISN | TATETSATERS AS STS ANS 
AN QLY SAT AL TAS ASA | sc Be Eergard 

TARTAR srr Gera T ae | aiesRunigc’ 

baie eo 5 VII LIN |} Agsragergq@cs sya 

ay Jew ae Al] PARA aayargge TAs 

TSANG) LgargerTararsSxera)  F Erase 
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APFACAWOIS PAN) gergT<cergraysreyycar 

aRieny SBR aprany ARASH 
VFAALACALAFATNNE | FH ADAST AAAS SRAr 

Al WN Sraergase Sars sesserg) | FAC 
FERC ar aR gc arias 1 SST Scare Basse 

wererdicarN | SERCH SCRA STB TS 
ATTAIN] = ROSA ATeIA as srarargar sat | 

maeyRaratsR Ba RATNAEATSERN| aT RTS HSSr 
AQTT ARN] FRSLET HANI AAIASC| FEES 

ST INAS AHSAN TT CAT IAS ST OPAGC STAG AY 

Ase) FER KCaergvessaharg) Fay 

QATAR A] AR ASrecarsseray SAarc]] 

RESSrgC Arar aaarcia sya] | RR IGRT Sarasa | 

AIT TSS TATTA BLAS] | -PaarRo eraser 

RAGGA] SINAN STE TAA AF AT | gor 
TAAE SLATES FAN IA AAAS] | arg SAar 

a] Bary SereqwscTarsvah GER SH 
GA SPQ AATET HTS) FERS sarcy ac | 
TASES FACNAGNS | | TABATA TST 
AIR] FaNNANGNe Feraaarsy F Ral) Facacsy 
wararainy ceacdpwararas) Brac gcacebsree 
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AAV AH SVAN] ] LAC wararae | arya worer 

NY) aeLerXeg, sane sphersagasy sar 

SAV ETA arses | SE GRTATAL SY STIS LANA 

SPTSTE Ea gay aie spy SA Bay AR A SASF AT 

asyaar Bers AS, IES" Frapyergs ays sy 

a 
ie Men 

TASS) «SAAT A A Karsvage WAS Barges | 

x Fe ATATSTANG acy FEA oscspymsoran sy 

Warargs ssa Saq7z 8 oqay matin. ATTN 

METAS AA Shara) Fae SATAN] APNSrore] 

SPIFSTAC ARRAS Foam Pgargasaers 

aT S | Secor SAC] SARer sx npRaySxara | 

HVINERA | LV SETI] ere aia Aer Q Ac" 

SVISAN| CAA Rrar Sey Ray SRE Y EF Eagayaay 

AN TACSIOVE F ITER | SATA RSE SSR 7 ain 

Pageygerrayaass) — gergaan hs gayAC ay 
ASR reas] ge wares) Faargewaratavgsyar 
SATE! AAR AGST ORS AST RATA] PRCT 
TETIS TASH AIT] LS ETTS) A 
SY QATASCATEI| EPaR aaa shoe dag | 

FesprTeyyactage se) Fare Rapes y ae 
sarap angers, waTaareraly - si ois are 
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ARRAS! CHARLES gS] ge 
Fey gaTRcagaa Ae aacsayssarcl | e ase e 

Orsay) Paar asses nay as Rersic | AReoa et 

SROAR NC] wces|ssyore say sararsic AA Ee 

amaNarsciverssarc| QyRAassaa eR asc g] 2] 
aR! 4) dcarsrassasy  Rasracgapseac 

Aer aaa SSAA AS] || QAP SATE Aaa Gay 

YSTETAE | Feros Acer) geaangarsary’ er 

AAT SATHANA | saat PRTC GAT TATE | yar 

SARS STVA | FU SAAT TAH ST! NAST YTS 
TAPAS RE WTAER) SATA aN Aaya | 
RRR A ARATAR Swern) AewarslgcNicy gic 

warargarg se Fear ae Targgys) apy sig sa 

355 | ARTE TRAST AG Sar age'G | Fare sar 

ey =| - yaar aes Noe wo Aare Eayqay 871] 

RRA ST ATE Ea Say ACS IC EB Paras oy 

Re] Haare ear Saray] aera] FACT orcarssarz]] 

Ay Qn ars) gewrrercaragecracy gesrécar 

— SPAATE EA OAV Saresrasgy FO5e 

ARAB ag| FEATS TSAN| Paste Berger 

GUaGAN] JA TAcAhararsey | aaPaCS IAT 
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SIRE] SR QsyorGaparns | SeraTNR Faces 

Qemsrcraygsa] Fararaesercy] ah sayacsrca’ 

SAINT AGS FATAL GS | HAA AAT HTSASA] ayer 

FA GRCAAACS] FSGS HRS] HAA 
SGT HF SAT AR BAI EATS | 

RY SR TAC SC STA | 

BY BVA SOARS | 
RIMS ACA SAT rarely Gaya | 
TIS TAA AAT | 

Sats follaintt Wi atch we 
ES aaaay xaixayarGasry | 

FRSA IC ATS Saran ety AA | 
SR TASCA eras Aa] 
ASTANA ELS SAAN LIF AAT 

FAT ASH AAA Rater AA 
QATLAAST ES SAAN TIS AAT | 

ATTA rer gas 35 | 
babel leash 
SATIS A HLTA Bas AN | 
ARR aeRSrary AR] 
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FSTEANE| = ATSC Rae aC eraser 
KI z AOE PRATAP ALS ¥qasisr Bar Ss 

ARF ATASAN] | SWCaATgasEsrerargaera | 
FareHaagg) EF RSCgargepssrysqa Aas 

REN] FANAC BRAT STARA srersIaH BH 
GENARF TANS IVTAN | FS ACSA Eseries | 
J STAAL LIA AAI EOAC SATO’ | VS Pearsay Rar 

SLOWS ASTIN] «| SAT AarAcay5] «= ARSTACSY 

AES] HUTA SOS AANA | 
SRA Te 
ST GPT T TINGS | 
BOTA SAAS ANAS SAS | 

BRS SATA CETTE ASAT | 

SUT FAC GEN AS ERA | 

TACO RES AES RayAAy A | 

FETS] SATIN WSS ATA SICA | 
BERT Screyaqae | 

BESTE RFRA ATANING | 
ARS RorgreQapas | 

SAYA GSR QO AAT AAR NG | 
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ERASE ayaa | 

CSE AUS SAT AT SAT | 
FayEA FS] ANTOWAN SAcars | WOE Ear 

gest 
GRAAL QRSTAC AIM AIA AIC EI] | 

GRATAC RSTRNT AIS AIS BS 9] 

| BRIA aC RNAS AAPA AIC | 

ERS SAAS KASS A : 

FST] SAUTER TTS | Se 

FPS] TSU PVT erga aay as Ica | 
EAA TSAR I AT 

AERA SIA ATT TINGS | 
CSL ABSIT RE BIN TA ITE 
CHR SIMS ISG WANG IAAT 

FaarQay ayy aerny agar cls | 
SATS WaT A GATES 
yar FOYT AGE ATT AS | 

FTAA BEST ITAA | 

WI IANALS ACHAT ATSC 

PPT TT 
BYR RYT Sapa RATA P HE A 
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SETI! PORTIS! BOR 
RATTAN TAAL] AATEC AA) | SANE” 
ENTS) AVN'S) NSATApAC ASA] ASAT AT 
ATER] STATA TTA) «BATRA 

saya aaeazacds) gg qcEEapenge 
werarAicaray] = go weyarespmsspsragac) EES 

ANTS! | ATA) CoM aySparaNey ey 

STYOAGA | IAS TST ASFEE | TIA 

ARNE] CREAT GC ARS SWAT AT AAAS aT 
arG3RS) FEET EKER TSS] wae 
Fay cack Bagqasq) owas @aysyass aes 

BRS AGCN A] | MarR Grapegke Gwrergrsye 

AERA] BTA TARTAN! ATTA ALAC 
STRUTS] PATS] RTS] Sera 
aA) AQRC YMA CASA ACAN |) | GATS 

OBS STS] = AV varcEsrgarg ama yage’aic | 

Rare Agia SAC War ey an"s) APR AES aEsry| 

REFIT ITE! RTA ST SCA GT 
QS || 



ae a 
Wott 

(eae © 



41. The Paladins of the Kesar-saga. A Collection of 

Sagas from Lower Ladakh. Tale No. V. 

By A. H. Francke. 

APPENDIX, 

The Tale of ySerri buzhung. 

Nore. 

The tale of ySerrt buzhung being extremely similar to the last 
part of the tale of Gongm a buthsa’s boy and rGyalsa dKarpo, I do 

is quite worth while to give the Tibetan text, as it shows again how 
far certain versions of the Kesar-saga ma. differ from one village 
to another. ag tale of ySerri “buzhung represents the Sheh 
version. It was told. by ea of Sheh, and written down by 
Shamuel Jcidan of Leh, It has not yet been published in its 
original form. A small number of cod es of it were printed in 
an arranged form, suitable for school use 

VocasuLtargy AND Noregs. 

dPullepa, pode glorious one,’ name of one of the ogres : the name 
is evidently borrowed from that of an 

ape ‘yerha more correctly pimo, female mouse ; if phimo is 
, it.could be acplkioe as phyimo, foreigner. 

eag.| rag put u 
sema, Pathogen! without a meaning, put in only for filling up the 

rnyil, the same as snyilba, throw down. 
ra, the same as dgra, enemy, see Lad. Grammar, Introductio 
shelli buzhung, the ‘ crystal cis ah — name of the ‘ goitien. boy.’ 
rgyallu, the same as rgyalbu, ce. 
yp ~ la phing yin, they. will turn them out slot the castle } 

a little hut. The general custom of Ladakh. When th 
a cliak are grown up, they send their parents out of the 
house. 

rting rgyal la, with face turned to the ground. 
orse-dung, 

"olgong, 
nadnas tonq, instead of nadla tong, ‘ give it to the sickness!’ a curse. 

The ablative is often used for dative and terminative. 
sog beings songmabcings * she who binds sheaves!’ name of the 

rtsagste, piling up. 

’adol, the same as rdolba, come out. 
gongs phabces, to make a halt. 
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chu kha kun, ‘ water and so on,’ that is, butter, soda and milk, in 

addition 

ron, the same as sgronpa, cover, lay over. Compare Ladakhi 

rammar, Introduction. 

rirt, exclamation to drive on oxen. 

khyo khyo, exclamation to drive on horses. 

snyalo or rnyalo, a kind of polygonum. 

ASR AGRE HCA | 

ATMS AT TAIT TA TAT TAA TAS 

GNAN] INRA TECHN FSA SAG TA 

RRGATAAC | GAT SAPNA ATE ATSC eSATA IAT 

Sq) WASP QCar Tae xarsq asain Qee 

ARTS | FTAA SPARS SA 1 rar As | 

TIAA INES IHD TY TAT IIA A ca are 

GAS] Sayers) Fasrarapyarsnd| 95 
RC Oray AAT ANR RersqapeNysR ns] Fy S5T 

BRS ACs Ay aT ARS Ser arr SAH Gay A gray AIC | 

SSNS RVR AAS SAAT | ARS Fa 

ASSEN | ASANTE SCANS APACE | 

AAT TBAT IE AIGA NAS GAT HS AAAS TAR BX 

aN 

SARTRE aya aaarvage Farag a 
SRST IAT Qaysrergarstar gaara | 
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SR SNA GATE RTA START AT | 
5A SRF TAT TAT AC AGAIN AG | 
RFRA IR GAS GATAC GATOS | 
Sqapay aga) VFargqarayy 

FEMBAVAAIT S| ss RATAAAI| 
PERF AAS | HOST RATAN] 
RASA STATIS 5 
SATA AAT GTC TS 

— SSTESAT NNR SAA BAAN 

FBLA SBT STAG | 
F TROHA F SEAT AG | 
RAZ QA WT ITN WS | 

apaFaiyasarere gh | 
Farrar TA SANE QEIRAA NCTE 

sR yRe SATA AIN A STATA | 

lake lain olla! ial 

BSS STV ARAT AQ EA] 
AA FASTING TAIGINAS | 
5) Sqr Aa SATE GATAGIATAS | 
FAANRAT HASAN | 

SQA Tae] ACT AATAAA| 
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FERMAATA| FCB ARTANA] | 
5A'SAAT A EATAR A | 
AAA TAT LP AATAC NG | 

FETT ATEN | ISTP AVATAR ATA 

Fras | 

FT ABTS TIA! STARTS 
F TSAR SS GTA | 

SDT A TIA AA GUAT GRA | 
RAL AAT TATA AS | 

S aapuraperdar Seer } Far aeRT AEs 

Sa 
PIR ANS Gaygagaarsiaragas | 
aOR SRG i S| 

sedcwrarager tara 
RRERS RATS EAC AGTATARAy | 
Rare RAT SE GATS gas 

| FeMsyereasrsrsorAags | 

EPA RAT FA NS RAT ANA 
Feqamreiaareggege RapasA|| 
TTT FAT LTRS | 

aR aera | 
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RASTA TARAS AR STA 
SA -STAATE RATA | 
TBAT BAAS STAG 
RAST ARS ASLAN] | 

apiece WEA 

ANN) | PRES AR QUT TAA ST 
ASST SRS] = PADACSATT NRSC erarg acer 

SAIN | Ne Q garages se SAN neysra 

Berane sorter sera ae) BYSC ARs 4) 

VSTSAENS AL TARN ABA | LASTS SIT 
BRIG] VISTAS AIG SY ALT GNT SIS | yer 

TARSPraTap MN AGCN) — FaaTIC TEC AAAS 
ASASTAIS | STAY T SSN | Sra RR a ANaA wr 

ARC Ura SpA REE aC Ry BR QR RTESG aprat 

qcrarQcicarS RTE | sarNie qnsasatwuxg ier 

taal allal INE | Aan gar RARLON TNT aay 

Winans are BS STAN ayaS wnrarssiqgy| aFar 

TER SSA THT STATICS | SN aaTF 
Rary AC ArAssy sas as] Sapsrasrgayay Wary 
AGENTS | SBTSTAC ATORASAIN| A Ssrarsy agar 

RESTS ATA SA BEA 
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HAT ALAIN SA AGLAT | 

Fartrg carga Sar aqce | | 

errmrrtahae 
akc Saran’ Sarg | 

Far TART TSA NS’ AAAI GA] AGCAN'S | 

BP Seareg Sq garg5csl| Farag an Rarer asa 

Ae} Faaregrh ea HAsrcrsc| a Raper BaTSE 

al VT RATE STE | SATA aa Sar 

SFGMAR SATAY] Lar Garargen terse 
Fas Beercar) RerpScersc fT AReraraayal 
pr ants RBar Meade | Rasrft ma Rr 
SRN SaRURSTETASSTG'NE']  RaRTA RANT CIES" 
aga] Saar e Esser hay ays Esserere ay Ral 
QTE SSS ereay saya) TESST AAA Laer 

SATA HT ASTANA ASR | FaRTEaTNS 

AOPSFANELA|  SMSAT ARAL E AAA] OT 
ASATURTSGCSTeP ATA Aa] VET CPAT IST FAIA | 

FST TERRA | Fgargqgraraspsrarga any 
SA SIR ay SAT ASCA Ay aTAScsr aa] «| Rage 

eT SPT ACA ra VA ar ager Sc | sean aenr 

BRAS] Saarkatepisnarsy her Qaer years 
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AH gyy sas Meso, AAécare 

aR Res Box sarsghe S21] RAC ay 

Msyarasy ours asa Fasracar Qa cspargayer 

SARA | Rifas <arsqher Gartgac arse ast 

BRAY HAAR | ASESTETSIOAHY SASS 

PATA ARS IOAN TA AIAN | SSAA 

FASS NATE ATYS ETSI SATABCA | Fear 
eran get aras as aca | 

A FASC SCALA SCA TAT AGC] 

A eAQRrScAQcarsc Ara INA RST IACAT | 

BAA TATA AGEATS A] ETE ATE | 
FSA Rar seAQcsrh FE AS AAC | 

AGES SLANG TST AIGCAT | ‘ 

AF AACSAC AACA AP TScar AAT STASAAT AGA | 

STRIATE AGC SS SAAT Ay SAAT a AG | 

REPASLA SET ST ASS AGES F SIN SAN HG | 

FARSI IEA] ESSN] | Faery 
SIVAN | SATA SaraHeY) Aa <arax 

“Eat 
AGRAN SAGAR WAIST GE AAEAT 

RAAGRATSE IRATE TAA TE Age 
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RFAGETACAGRN SC INA TARGA | 

Sa eTQCATATA SATA SAS AS ANAT 
TENG WS SAAT T Ea aS ARIS 

2 ser RepaBea SRSA NE THR SSR 

Paar a ANA AA 35 VATA SSE | 

AGRA SRAGEATSE AIA IAT ISAACS | 

niainteminhia/-nla\-ninallal taba 
SAE AAW ATTA ICIS 

QFTATAIA TSG LHS AL HSA 
Lae -Gerarg ge aN SAE] | 

Kaacescg? orgraraic | 

RRR SERFS TES | 
FSTESSANTACAANAS| «RSPAS ASAE 

Bay RQ SC OY RAT ASRAT AYN NSA AIAN | Far 

Prema waren ge aT RS AHI S 5 | STAs ROSS 

Bakgasage) gkqragteatiaiR orca 
SIRARF LIAS | ALY HNNAIGINSN | | AST 

ATS STSE | FAIS Hy IRAN TAIC CATA 
RSS |] 



42. Note on the Shahin Falcons (Falco peregrinator 
and F. barbarus, Blanford). 

By Lievt-Cotonet D. C, Purt.ore, Secretary, Board of Examiners. 

In India, abe female of the shahins is Map shahin and Las ; 

the male shahincha and ela, and in sian manuscripts 
written in india ‘shaban bachcha. The word hohé is derived from 
the Persian word koh! a hill, an epithet said to have been given 
to this falcon to distinguish it from the peregrine, bahri, “‘ belong- 
ing to seas or lakes.” In Turki the shahin is called lachin * and 
in Bee according to Jerdon, kabarsh. 

Blanford distinguishes two species of ‘shahin,’ Falco peregri- 
nator, wBich includes the I’. atriceps of Hume, and F. barbarus 
the F. babylonicus or “‘ Red-headed Lanner ” of Jerdon. —. - 
Colonel E. Delmé-Radcliffe, in his pamphlet Falconry, says of 
F. peregrinator : ‘ ot is “uk denuke Mss! closely allied to the Barbary 
falcon of Africa 

Panjabi fohaeeae une recognise only one species, but 
distinguish F. peregrinator by the name fala shahin or “ black 

ahi an Tus 

have told me that they have taken these two species or varieties, 
the “ black ” and the “ red,” out of the same nest. Y doses 

In the Panjab the “ black shahin”’ is rare, the “‘ red ” fairly 
common.’ In the Kapurthala State newly- caught young birds of 
both kinds used to be sold for eight annas or ar 

Jerdon states that a female peregrinator weighs 1 1b, 1002 A 

feathers of its previous year’s plumage and its second fight 

fea 
weet of a haggard tiercel “red shahin” canght by me in Kohat 
na 26th January ae } Ib. 30z, A female has usually 17 or 18 
sees on pe middle 

shakin” hae in the hills near Dera Ghazi Khan, 
Dera een Khan, Kohat, and Peshawar, and I have several 
times heard of nestlings being taken in the Salt Range. 

_ | In modern Persia 
2 According ~ Senily, F, poh dd is called léchin in Yarkan 

fo! 8 According to Blanford F. peregrinator is found as a resident through- 
ont. India, Ceylon , Agee Borm a, thongh n: nowher Athy sip a while F. barbarus is 
Phd a winter erly into N tock weibers India as far outh as’ the Nerbndda, 
and as ood as Ondh. A single specimen was obtained near ——. Cc. P. 
by Mr. T 
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Jerdon and Blanford state that F. peregrinator is the falcon 
most highly prized by Indian falconers. This, however, is quite 
a mistake, for, no practical falconer could or does place the shahin 
in the same rank as the peregrine. Many Kasterns do indeed 
prefer the saker to the 0 but none the shahin 

h in India the shahin is restricted to the two 
species or races mentioned, a in Persia and elsewhere it includes 
the peregrine. Arab falconers in the Persian Gulf call the 

The best are procured from three districts—from Urum in Otto- 
man territory, from Ardabil in Persia, and from the hills of 

ecca. e 
Urim shahin is particularly common in Siva Happening to 
be in Sivas one spring, he called on the eens who supplied 
a guide to conduct him to a shahin’s eyrie in a hill-side a few 
miles from the city. He continues: “I sat down to observe it. 
My patience was soon rewarded by the appearance of the parent 
birds bringing food for their young. I observed the birds nar- 
rowly, and discovered that they were not shahins but peregrines. 

grine on his fist. ‘What is this,’ I asked, ‘and what does it 
catch ?’ He replied, ‘ dic isa shihin that I myself took from 
the nest and trained it 

Old Persian aiid ha have axtolled is shahin in prose 
and verse. They describe how this swift-winged, sharp-taloned 

lation og ae in terror of its talons, crouches close in the green 

nest of the sky, 
The popular Indian notion of the “shahin” hered 

from Persian writers, with the natural result that this exceed- 
ingly beautiful and well-made falcon has obtained a reputation 
for nobility that it by no means deserves. Why, its very name 
means Royal. According to one legend, no less a person 
King Jamshed named it so. According to indice, two falconers, 

8 
a partridge. Suddenly an eagle appeared and robbed the falcon. 
Said one, “Surely the eagle is the king of birds?” As he 

earl sees word shahin has been adopted into Arabic and given a 

— Taimur Mirza mentioned in Blanford’s “ Eastern Persia,” Vol, IT, 
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uttered these words, the baffled and apn 9 shahin soared aloft 
and just as the eagle lowered its head lume’ its booty, the 
falcon made a deadly stoop, and striking the eagle’s neck severed 
its head from its body, Unable to recover itself after the stoop, the 

lifeless, from out the mud. The other falconer rejoined, “ Shah- 
im-a,' nay, the king is this,” and hence this newly-discovered 
species was named s in. 

The shahins visit the plains of the Panjab in the cold 
weather, generally not earlier than the middle of September: 
When, however, the air has been cooled by a thunder-storm in 
the hot weather, they pay occasional flying-visits to the plains 
apparently in search of prey. I sometimes “not ced odd birds in 

era Ghazi Khan and Dera Ismail Rhati 1 July and August, 
but they certainly stayed no longer than an site or two. 

0 h of May I took a “red shahin’s” nest in the 
Gumal Pass near Dera Is mail Khan. It ome aS two young 

) on a 25th Jan ree on 12th and 
15th ‘Pohianry at Jhelum and Etawah respectively ; and on 10th 
March at Kangra. 

Att d of November I caught a“ red sh in the en ahin the 
little hill-station of Parachinar under the Peiwar Kotal, and I 
observed another there on the 6th February. It is probable, 
therefore, that this species or variety extends into Afghanistan. 

‘Blanford in his Hastern Persia, Vol. 1J., writes: “The cows 

in the world. They are inferior in size to the peregrine, red on 
the breast, under the neck, and between the thighs ; their flight 
is so swift that no bird can escape them.’ Yule’s Marco Polo, 

86. ° 

uld be only 
are, rfp no longer fam 

In — in the Panjaby “the red shahin” preys 
chiefly on doves, paroquets, main partridges, teal, and 
possibly duck. T hive often on the N. W. Frontier seen a shahin 
fly close to the ground till directly underneath a flock of starlings, 

1 Bat BL eet Gt BLS 
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and then suddenly shoot up perpendicnay into their midst, 
In. the dusk it may sometimes be n killing bats.!. In Dera 
Ghazi Khan Cantonment I have seen paisae pick up a paroquet 
from a number that were feeding on the ground, c it o 

the throats of any birds caught and threw them into the verandah 
of the house. Suddenly a shahin dashed into the verandah and 

carried off one of the dead parrots. 
n the Panjab the shahins are now seldom trained. In the 

Chhach- Hazara district, however, a few are generally kept for 
“waiting on” flights at teal, The best will kill duck.  Else- 

often trained shahins to houbara, see cat after killing one or igh 

finding the quarry too strong for tae invariably ga 
and declined this flight aiiiten “polos 1 C. Griffiths, late #3 
the 3rd Sikhs, told me that though he once had a ‘cast’ of 
shahins that flew houbara well, this quarry was in reality too 
stro em. 

Falconers of Chhach-Hazara tell me that young ‘ passage- 
hawks’ caught later than Sep oe 2 are so wedded to small 
quarry that they are seldom, if ever, of much u 

hahins are less steady than sieccaditeiae e the spring they 
peome fighty,’ and are then liable to sail ayy ignoring every 
ure. amount of food given them, too, requires to be more 

gulat In a wild state they do not appear to be 
very cebbteesa: if they fail to take a bird in the first two or 
three stoops or es, they give up ee seek a fresh and easier 
quarry. For a short distance they appear to be faster than 
peregrines, and are probably more adroit. They have, however, 
ne good quality: they moult quickly and easily and are in flying 

condition early in the season when peregrines are still in the 
moult, 

srpteaeg nothing of “flying at hack,” eyess shahins 
by them more as pets than anything else. Lieu- 

taant Colocel S. Biddulph, however, has at different times had 
several eyesses that he ‘hacked’ and afterwards kept for some 
seasons ; these aveys flew excellently during the early months of 
the cold-weather 

e best way to hack hawks in India i : to suspend the lid 
Me a beak under a shady s spreading tree, and to fill the lid with 

Though peregrine es, red shahins and red-headed. merlins kill bats 
in a eer; state, I have found that when well fed and fat during the moult, 

ee te Kapaitinn be State, where the saker was the favourite falcon, it 
“ine custom to call shahins shahins ydiod, i .¢., foolish or flighty. : 
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sand, which should be watered every morning. Even when the 
hawks have been at hack some weeks, they will lie on the cool 
damp sand during the heat of the day. They must not be fitted 
with j jesse, or the kites and crows will bully them ; nor with bells, 
else the attention of loafers be drawn to them. several 
birds are hacked together, thay". are kept amused, and are, I think, 
less likely to stray far and kill for themselves. 

If nestlings are brought able to fly, the best plan is to fit 
them with jesses and leashes and to get them first accustomed, 

ey 
should then be accustomed to the roof of the house and the view 
from there. A block may be fixed in the roof and one or two 
dead — given them at the a the feathers being allowed 

to remain arly on one morning, while part of a third or fourth 
pigeon is ‘being eaten, the jesses aus secretly be cut, a the 
hawk left to its own devices. When it returns to be fed it should 
be carried segeedat while feeding, to the basket-lid, and left to 
finish its meal there. 

On et tn. an. ln pn ti gti. ee 
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APRIL, 1907. 

The Adjourned Meeting of the Society (Medical Section) was 
held me the Society’s rooms on Wednesday, April 10th, 1907, at 
9-15 P 

Lrevt.-CotoneL F, J. Drury, I.M.S., in the chair, 

The following members were eee — 

Captain T. P. ae I.M.S., Dr. H. C. Garth, Major W. D. 
Hayward, I.M.S., Dr. W. C. Ho Mote Dr. E,. A. Houseman, Dr. 
We Ww. Kona ‘Geotain D. McCoy, I.M.S., Captain M. 
Mackelvie, I.M.S., Captain J. W. D. Megaw, I. MS., aptain J. 
oe. Murray, LMS., Dr. J. E. Panioty, Major J. C. g. Vaughan, 
I.M.S., Lt. A. De nham White , LM.S., and Major F. P. Maynard, 
I.M.S., Honorary Secretar 

isitors :—Captain I, A. Black, I.M.S., Dr. J. Neild Cook, 
voles J. G. Harwood, R.A.M.C., and Lieut. R. K. White 
I.M.S. 

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 

Major Vaughan, I.M.S., read a paper on “Small-pox in 
Caleutta.” 

Messrs. Drury, Neild Cook, Murray and Maynard took part in 
the Macdindn: and Major Vaughan replied. 

MAY, 1907. 

The Adjourned Meeting of the Society (Medical Section) ae 
held “gh the Souiaty’s rooms on Wednesday, May 8th, 1907, 
9-15 P 

Lieut.-Colonel F. J. Drury, 1.M.S., in the chair. 

The following members were present :— 

Dr. Adrian Caddy, Major J. T. Calvert, I.M.S., Captain F. P. 
Connor, 1.M.8., Dr. H. Finck, Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr. W. W. 

Kennedy, Captain M. Mackelvie, —_ age J. W. Megaw, 

1.M.S., Major D. M. Moir, I.M.S., Dr. J. E. Panioty, Major 
B tae oF Vaughan, LMS., Lieut: A. Dz hag I.M.S., and Major 
F. P. Maynard, I.M. S., Honorary Secreta: 

Visitor :—Lieut,-Col. C. R. M. ae LMS, 
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The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 

1. Cases of excision of the tongue and elephantiasis were 
shown by Sai Moir, I.M.S. 

2. Dr. Adrian Caddy read a paper on “Internal derange- 
ments of the knee-joint and their treatment.” Major Moir and 
Captain —— discussed the paper, and Dr, Caddy repli 

3. Ph showed several stereoscopic siadtcrnyha 
of Siesiwal ‘Guin 

4, Major Ma aynar me showed a specimen of 5 here ciaies of 
the breast with microscopic section by Dr. D. N. Moitra. 

ae Ne RR NR eee 4 we me 



PRINCIPAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY. 

Asiatic Researches, Vols. I—XX and Index, 1788—1839, 

edings, 1865—1904 (now amalgamated with Journal). 

Memoirs, Vol. 1, etc., 1905, etc. 

Journal, Vols. 1—73, 1832—1904. 
Journal and Proceedings [N. §.], Vol. 1, etc., 1905, ete. 
Centenary Review, 1784—1883. 
Bibliotheca Indica, 1848, ete. 

A complete list of publications sold by the Society can be 
obtained by application to the Honorary Secretary, 57, Park Street, 
Calcutta. 

PRIVILEGES OF ORDINARY MEMBERS. 

(a) To be present and vote at all General Meetings, which 
are held on the first Wednesday in each month except 

in September and October. 

(b) To propose and second candidates for Ordinary Member- 
ship. 

(c) To introduce visitors at the Ordinary General Meetings 
and to the grounds and public rooms of the Society 
during the hours they are open to members. 

(d) To have personal access to the Library and other public 
rooms of the Society, and to examine its collections. 

(e) To take out books, plates and manuscripts from the 
Library. 

(f) To receive gratis, copies of the Journal and Proceedings 
and Memoirs of the Society. 

(g) To fill any office in the Society on being duly elected 
thereto. 
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43. Note on the Red-headed Merlin (dsalon 
chicquera'),. 

By Lreut.-Cotonet D. C. Puiiiorr. 

In Hindustani this pretty little falcon, peculiar to India, 
is called turumtt, the male being distinguished y the nam 

gli 

is called turumta, and, according to Scully, in Eastern Turkistan 

turumtay ( cctbx,» ). In Persian MSS. written in India, the 
former is sometimes distinguished by. hagp Turkish — qizl- 
bash, “‘red-headed.”’ Though there a Hindi proverb: ir, 
turumti, istri, chhitat baz na-a%n : rey ft pe mane aNinakin 80 
nar kurh kahden, ‘ An arrow, a turumti and a woman return not 
once they have left their master’s hand: The man that thinks 
this false is certainly a fool,” the proverb is certainly a calumny 
as far as the turumfi is concerned. 

This little falcon is frequently found near villages, and even 
in cities, and of course in wooded cantonments. ht two 

pair apie pss settled near the Cavalry lines in annun, was 
caught in ~~ 1893, inside the Cavalry hospital, where it had 
chased a sparr 

The Red- heated Merlin can be easily caught in a bal-chhatri, 
for it will alight and chase on foot like a shikra. The En 
Merlin, on the contrary, stoops i 

E ever, be 

ann by the greater brightns of their plumage, and in them, 
too, the legs, cere, etc., orange, and, not as in young bi rds, 
bright lemon. Colonel Delmé Radcliffe N80. remarks that there 
is no sexual difference of colour as there is in the English 
Merlin 
The “Red-headed Merlin breeds in the plains in the Panjab in 

April and May, nesting only in trees. Marshall in his “ Birds’ 
Nesting in India” gives the following details of its nesting: 

! Chiequera is, = to Jerdon, a corruption of shikra, the Hindi 
name of Astur badiu 
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“ Fatehgarh (N.W.P.), 9th January and 4th February, eggs ; 
Allahabad, 27th March, P8883 Hansi, 5th and 28th April, eggs ; 
the Punjab, May, eggs.’ e turumti attracts attention to its 

st by its continuous angry cries when chasing away any kites 
and crows that dare to app rtain distance. The 

re 
able to fend for themselves. ‘ Eyesses’ of course can easily be 

obtained and ‘flown at hack’ for amusement, but ‘ eyesses’ are, 
of course, upc to train than wild-caught birds, and when 
Seed are inferio 

wild aint the Red-headed Merlin preys on small 

aed, I have seen it kill and eat bats in the dusk. Probably, 
too, it eats locusts. 

In the Panjab it is shied trained to fly at the Indian 
Roller! (Coracias indica). I have also taken with one, a few 
European rollers (Coracias garru ,, a quarry that is generally 

ed to be too difficult forit. Im the Kapurthala State it used 
occasionally to be trained to take paddy-birds at a time when there 
was a great demand for ‘aigrette feathers.’ In some parts of 

adroitness. The Turumiti also kills meron Sere the aoa: 
ease, and is said to be occasionally flown at quail and partridges. 
It would certainly take partridges, for it is perhaps the pluckiest 
of all the falcons, and when excited or angry does not seem to 
know what size means. 

have known one, disappointed at the lure, to bind to the 
pagrt of the falconer, chattering Share 80 the while. The same 
bird, tired of stooping a fastened on to a pony that 
was grazing close by, and iuaeeh th the ce rane off, the hawk 
did not loosen its hold. 

once bought a very good twrwmti that killed rollers well : 
it had been trained to a large white lure made of eesdis Beatie 

1 Called sabzak in Kupurthala, ch@hén in the Derajat, nil-kardsh in 
nope Seger and nil-kanth or “ blue-throat” in ai and by Hindus apne y: 

is gga vn ita Ji, and is sacred to Shiva; the sight of it is 
ieeielce 50 dying Hinds, or, on Dusserah, “ any Hindu. Hence totais 
catch it for Hindas to liberate. 

_ It is easily and q geeky caught i in a bél-chatri with a ghi#*an or “ mole- 
cricket ” as a bait: Jerdon says that a field-mouse is sometimes substituted. 

Paddy-birds (rdeta gray vii), ond night-herons (Nycticoraw griseus), for 
‘ trains, are u r nests in the following manner :—A 
boop of thin willow or other wood is made, six or seven inc diameter. 

other wooden hoop is fastened like a uet hoop in an upright position 
to this, the ete of the ee hoop tii highest point beg poi aed or 
nine inches. Four f several horse 

in line tee the teehee hoop so astro seh ee noose 
<r. “the hoop th us prepared is paced on the nest of 
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wings. Not mer iy oom I os it to the side ope my lure of 
ws’ wing am 

_ bird, which had d been a for a night, chasing some birds 

mas ao turumti at once ‘ ffi to it and was red, 
rumtis, for large pores ig aro de birds kere Vedllera ahold 

to the hood ; 

tive hawks without making them hood-shy. If flown at mainas, 
they need not be hooded. 

They must be fed twice a day, and on small birds. Indians, 
through laziness, sometimes feed them on goat’s heart, all the 
fibre and skin, etc., being removed ; so fed they will never be 
in proper flying condition. 

Being permanent residents of India they can ‘be kept 
through the moult, but it must be a very exceptional bird that 

i red-head 

apurthala falconers ' have assured me that some thirty 
years ago it used, in their ined to kite? ; 
n as rife in the e that a common crane 

common heron Spicer cinerea) ta en by one, His Highness, 

of red-headed merlins trained to sae unusual fight The binds 
were ‘interme a oe ones of one moult, and were not in hard 
condition. They had apparently never been trained to the lure ; 
the only exercise they got was flying round the head of the fal- 
coner at the extent of their long leashes made of a twist of 

ards in his h n was d flushed, and the merlin, 

unhooded, started in feeble pursuit vara ~ like an ae 
butterfly or like a piece of paper trying to fly. It carried no y: 
bell and the heron took no notice of it. Suadoniy it om on the 

1 The Kapurthala State establishment of hawks and falcons was abolish 
shortly after 1887. Owing to a lack o supervision, the race of old- fakibued 
alco’ 

2¢ 
kite (Milvus govinda), is sometimes incorrectly given to the white scavenger 

re (Neophron percnopterus). The latter, though larger, would be an 
ier qu : 
3 dn éuthosteatio and experienced falconer, and probably the last Indian 

a penal of wealth who kept up an old-fashioned establishment of hawks and 
sar 

oe two ing trained to fly i in company. 
“ A merlin sat upon her wrist 
Held by a leash of silken twist. 

—Lay of the Last protbaa is VI, 6 
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head of the heron, which in its alarmed astonishment fell sprawl- 

ing on the ground, and was gatherd by the falconer. It was no 
sport. It was not even a ‘flig 

A word on ‘artificial flights’ generally—if they may be so- 
styled—for foe ae of India seem to have always had a 
passion. In the e of Akbar such flights appear to have been 
anf pages ert Fazl writes :— 

udapapar! is brought from Kashmir. This is a 
eek bird smaller than a paroquet; it has a red beak, long 

i i il gthened. It 

birds too are taught to hawk, but it would take too long to detail 
them all. For instance, the crow ® is taught to take sparrows, 
quails, and mainas.” Later he says :-— 

“‘ Frogs are rea trained to catch sparrows, a sight that 
delights the Eggo 

Apparently, bees, one of the pig eds * used to be trained, 
wild stories regarding its prowess being current; but as the 
author remarks, “ but what has oe related about it has not yet 
been abigaie db 

Travellers have ‘frequently hag a ~~ as a quarry a 
which Pokies 6 and Arabs flew their hawks, es io 

English falconers have doubtless svoffed at these stori 
The system of training for ‘ artificial flights’ is robebily. in 

all cases the same. Suppose, for instance, it is intended to train 
a peregrine tiercel to common crane. The first t thing to do is to A ij 

then procured, its eyes are seeled, its beak is tied up, its claws 
are cut, its legs are hobbled, its flight feathers are bound together, 
and a piece of tough meat is tied on to its back. The hawk is 
entered to this defenceless ‘train’ as to the dead lure. The 

more liberty till at last its eyes are unseeled and it is allowed to 
flap its wings. The hawk binds to the bit of tough meat on the 
back, and the string attached to the ‘train’s’ legs is pulled so 

1 This word is variously spelt in different MSS. Probably the Green 
Jay or Cissa emai of Jerdon {the Green Magpie or Cissa chinensis of 
cage . a dt 

s are corrupt and run :— 

a } ‘ease Bry 52) BLES fyy jtyo yg Semel tsa Jsi. Blochmann 
reads oA ets oats Se but I think the —- should be = jp BREST Od 90: 

Peay 

8 Tua, peobabiy| the common Indian House-crow (Corvus splendens) 
is meant. 

# In the texts er ye and GAS). 

‘ ere: iglloag Spy 05138 3b aguf. 
A detailed method of 

Baz Namal Nasiri. training sakers to eagles, etc., is given in the 
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that it falls. An assistant runs up, and feeds the hawk on a 
pigeon’s wing secretly introduced under the crane’s wi 
hawk, still feeding, is hooded the crane and then forcibly 
remo awk now regards a live crane o und as 

guiding it with a small stick and keeping step with its fore 
feet. By means of the bullock a flock of grazing crane is stalked 
to within a few yards, and the hawk is cast off and a crane 
secured before the latter has had time to brush the hawk off its 
back with its feet, or even to spread its wings to rise from the 
ground 

Let us not be too hasty in ridiculing the narratives of 
ancient travellers. They may contain statements that to us 
appear marvellous, but the mystery is often explained away by 
minute inquiry. 

eee ee ee eee 





44. Things which the Owners of Hawks should avoid, 
being an extract from the Kitab 'l-Jamharah fi 

‘Tlmv?l-Buzyarah,' 

By Lievr.-Coroner D. C, Puittorr anp Mr. R. F. Azoo. 

w the points to be observed by the keeper of hawks are 

“can that he should not permit anyone to approach to tend the 
wk o has sores on his y, for to see such a person the 

impurity, carry hawks or approach “hein, nor let any menstruous 
wontan enter their room, nor even approach them in any circum- 

the ul 
to, or take them from their perches ® or from their blocks,* except 
one who understands them, and is well-versed in all that benefits 
or injures them. No cheeta should be tied near any bat Tle 5 or 
shahin,® or saker, or near other edi of this kind, no matter how 
convenient ; for the odour of t ine and excrement of cheetas 
causes stzanat, 7 and the bird will Be aselodé ever after; but there 
is no harm in tying up a dog near a goshawk unless there be 
another wits. for it,* or near a shahin or saker, especially near a 
gyeelle el All these things—but especially a menstruous 
oman—should be kept away * from birds of prey; for the men- 

teas’. discharge is the most unclean thing in the world, and God 
has ordered that women should not be approached '® and known !° 
during menstruatio 

Al-Husayn son Ot As-Sa‘idabadi has related to us, on the 
authority of Ahmad son of Abu ‘Abd*-’llah Al-Barqi, on the autho- 

1 Vide Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. III, No. 2 of 1907, 

2 (ie should be J. 
oe pl. of kandarah, “a hawk’s perch.” 
4 Marabiz, pl. of marbiz: does this word =o e block ” or * ground- 

perch?” ~ root meaning is 4 ia _ on the fo Bee 
5 Bazi; this word is sometimes used in a genera a sense for “ hawk.” 
6 Shahin P. (in Ar, pl. shawahin) is a term that includes the peregrine 

and ra shahins. 

oS}. siizanak, P. “ gonorrhea”; vulgar for s#2ék. The word siiz- 

anak is common in this sense in the modern Arabic of Baghdad. 

8 aie for Uisve ? reading evidently corrupt. 

9 The dual giles should apparently be feminine singular for “ birds of 
rey. 

10 The author again uses the dual. 
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rity of Al-Hasan son of Mahbib, on the authority of Abu Ayyub 
Al-Kharraz (“The Cobbler”), on the authority of Abu ‘Ubaydah 
who said: “ The ‘Aioatle of God (the Blessing and Peace of God 
on him and his Family) once said, ‘The Menstruation of women is 
an uncleanness that God has cast on them as a punishment. Now 
women in the time of Noah (on him be peace) used to mens- 

omen, seven hundred in ¢ in jest and 
dressed themselves in saffron-dyed apparel,! and adorned them- 
selves, an d themselves, and so w out and spread 

out from the midst of the men; and they continued to menstruate 
once a month.” The narrator continues: “ So He caused them to 
be busied with their menstruation and so their naughtiness was 

abate d. The other women who did not act as these did, con- 

menstruated monthly took in marriage the daughters of those 
that menstruated yearly, and so the races became mixed; an 
their daughters menstruated once a month on account of * * 4? 
while the caging of those that menstruated only once a 
became fewer and fewer on account of the impurity of the blood.’ 
Thus the Sfiapite g of the one increased and of the other decreased.” 

similar tradition has also been related to us by Muhammad 
son of Abu ‘Abdi-’llah, on the authority of Sahl son of Ziyad Al- 
Adami, on the authority of Al-Hasan son of Mahbib, on the autho- 
rities that are detailed above. 

Muhammad son of Ja‘far has related to us, on the authority 
of Mukammad son of Ismaiil, on the Dias: of ‘Ali son of Al- 

unto 

on ae lewmy - colt! mabe ashy of petals boo 

35,60 a cea wl leas post dee wr yySa8 dale 15 a 

9 uy tse usu » é ware lanwadls Paced leio Gp bey 
GIF 

giles oo foot lp 55 By Kaila iit cplrah este USdoy Yy Lert Vy Le 

Woy Yy - Le ws oe eo etic ah Jes! 

1 colar for gala days and pleasure-parties ae 
2 yaad) de BLY not clear. ‘There is an evident omission. 
3 rod] see meaning wes 
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45. The Conquest of Chatgaon, 1666 A.D, 

By Japunaru Sarkar, M.A., Professor, Patna College. 

InTRODUCTION. 

e Bodleian Library’s Persian MS. Bod. 589 (Sachan and’ 
Bthé’s é’s Uadaaie, No. 240) gives the earliest and most detailed 

from the Penns where it differs or supplies anything 
new. 

It is to be noticed that Shihabuddin Talish makes no mention 
of the siege of Chatgaéon cueing the day following the arrival of 
the Mughal forces, and hence there is an inaccuracy of dates in 

in the naval victories of the Mughals, who were bey 
averse to the sea. It also tells us that all the Ferin ngis at- 
gaon did not desert to the Mughals in company with b Captain 
Moor. The pages are mentioned within square brackets 

Decay or THE BenGat Fooritta. 

[P. 112, b.] During the viceroyalty of Prince Shuj‘a, when 
eat confusion was caused by his negligence, [113, a] the extor- 

tion and violence of the clerks (mutasaddis) ruined the parganahs 
assigned for maintaining the nawwara (=flotilla). Many anki. 
officers and workmen holding jagir or stipend were overpowered 

poverty and starvation. Day by day their distress and ruin 
increased. When ee ae mla came to Ben as Viceroy, he 

to make angement of the expenditure and 
tankhah of the flotilla, which amounted to 14 lacs of rupees. 
After abolishing the old system, and just before beginning Poe 

too 
flotilla was utter. a uined. 

{122, a.] [Harly in AS¢¢ | the Roce 2 came to Bagadia 
dependency of Dacca, and defeated Muna ar Khan, ashen! Hg 

i a 

; r-t-saivab). Munawwar 
Khan Tarin and other Nawwabi officers, whom [Shaista Khan’s- 
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son, Deputy Governor at Dacca] ‘Aqidat Khan had sent with a 

small force’ to Munawwar, prevented the crew of their own boats 
from retreating by turning them round. The crew, on seeing 
their passengers averse to flight, jumped into the sea and swam 
ashore to safety. Ism‘ail Khan and his comrades boldly made a 
firm stand and repelled with their bows and guns the enemy who 
had advanced to seize them. A musket-shot grazed the leg of 
Ism‘ail Khan [122, b]. The current drove their sailor-less boats 
to the bank, and they escaped destruction, The few boats that 
still belonged to the nawwara were thus lost, and its name alone 
remained in Bengal. 

Suaista Kuan’s Resotve to Suppress Prracy, 

On the 8th March, 1664, the new eh a neh Khan, entered 
ee [the western capital of Bengal]. [115, }.] When he 

also [on the subject], accepted the suggestions of Mahmud Beg, 
appointed at his request Qazi Samu as musharraf of the naw- 
wara, and sent them back to Dacca with robes of honour and pre-’ sin é 

(parwanah) to take them to Dacca, It was ordered [116, a] that 
at the ports of Hughli, Baleswar, Murang, Chilmari, Jessore, 
and Karibari, as many boats should be built as possible 
and sent [to Dacca]. The Nawwab spoke to the Captain of the 
Dutch, who was present at the audience, “ You make vast amounts 
every year by your trade in the Imperi minions, for which you 
have to pay no duty or ae For this snare the path of the 
profit of Muslim and Hindu beparis a rchants in the Im- and m 
perial dominions, cupecilly i in Bengal, has pies closed. In grati- 
tude for such favour and bou co you should call for ships from 

can, 
you will be forbidde n all over the eairirs pie your gains 
stopped.” The Captain replied, “I cannot agree to this great and 
serious proposal = t first wri ting to our head, the General 

(6, b.] awwab, accepti gt e Captain’s no said, 
for a reply,” entrusted to the Captain a 

Pissed on the above subject, Throne sree ae khil‘at and one jewelled 
er, ‘ale 7 ih h God’s grace, their help 

eringis engaged in piracy. one vd 
dering the inhabitants of ot Reel dnd lived at wes iat a 
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the protection of the zemindar of Arracan, giving half their. 
booty from Bengal to him, the Nawwab serit Shaikh Ziauddin 

rewards, and thus make them come and enter the Mughal 

service. Ziauddin Le a], too, was to send conciliatory letters. 
[of his own] to them 

Ssaista Kuan Creates A New FLOTILLA. 

On thel3th December, 1664, Shaista Khan first entered Dacca, 

materials for shipbuilding and shipwrights. Hakim Muhammad 
Husain, mansabdar, an old, oe learned, trustworthy, and virtu- 
ous servant of the Nawwab, w ap ointed head of the ship-build-. 
ing department. The iehareaft of the flotilla was given, vice Qazi. 
Samu, to Muhammad Mugim, an expert, clever, and har working 
officer serving in Bengal, whom Mir Jumla had left at Dacca in. 
supervision of the nawwara at the time of the Assam expedition. 
Kishér Das, an Imperial officer, a well-informed and renee 
clerk, [138, a] was gree to sheet charge of the parganahs of 
the nawwara, and the stipend of the jagirs assigned to the [naval] 
officers and renee To all posts of this department expert officers 

plight of the nawwara after the death of Mir Jumla, can under- 
stand the great change effected by Shaista Khan in a short 
time. 

Securine Bases ror THE War. 

[139, b.] Sangramgar is situated at the point of land where 
the Ganges and the Brahmaputra unite. [140, a.] The Nawwab 

ordered Muhammad Sharif, the late faujdar of Hughli, to go to. 

a 
to patrol and check the pirates. Muhammad Beg Abakash, with 
a hundred ships, was stationed at Dhapa, to go to reinforce Abul 
Hassan whenever he heard of the coming of the pirates, 

A wide high road (a1) was built from Dhapa* to Sangram- 

: In seg Sheet 1, Luricool, 13 miles west of Chandponr. 
2 The site of Dhapa is not given in Rennell. 
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Chatgaon, and formed an excellent base. Hence, the Nawwab de- 
cided to wrest it from its zemindar Dilawwar before sending the ex- 
pedition to Chatgaon. Onthe 12th November, 1665, Sondip was 
conquered and a Mughal thanah establishea there. A deseri ription of 
Sondip and the history of its conquest would form another article. | 

Tue Fertncis Desert TO THE MUGHAL SIDE. 

50,b.j Ever since his coming to Bengal the Nawwab 
had been planning how to put down the root of disturbance, 

ic Ve I 
was making his progress [from Rajmahal]| to Dacca, [151, 6] 
the (Portuguese? ] Cistain of the port of Hughli interviewed 

| the wa The Nawwab, after pan ng him with 
favours, asked him _to write to ss Feringi pirates ” of i <a 
tempting them to come over to the Nawwab'e servic 

The news threw him into terror, and he wrote to his uncle’s son, 
the Governor of Chatgion, to take carefully to the defence of the 
country and fort, conciliate the Feringi pirates, and send to Arracan 
their families and children, and informed him that a large fleet 
ei for battle was ite shortly sent to Chatgaon for rein- 
forcem As he had from the above causes come to entertain 
suspicion ‘Tot the Rdokity} et the Feringis [152, a] he really 

ished to lure their families to Arracan and massacre the 
Fore "thahinolved at Chatgaon at an ortune time, T 

INVASION IMMEDIATELY DECIDED ON. 

[156, b.] Captain Moor, the gi leader, reported to the 
Nawwib, “ Owing to their pride and pine the king and counsellors 

1 The ‘Alamgirnémah, 947, “ The saibias B. says: got 

servi t 

ships. On December, 1665, fifty jalbas of the 
Pera to of guns, muskets, and mnnitions, and all the Feringi families, 
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of Arracan have pees the defence and munitions of the fort, 
and mostly depended on us [for this purpose]. But now that 
they have heard of the tick of ae [157, a] they have 
ordered a large army and fleet to reinforce [the defence of y [t 
Chatgaon}. If the Mughal force atta the fort before the 
arrival of this reinforcement, its capture would probably be very 
easy. The Nawwab, who had been day and night thinking how 
to realise this object, regarded the coming over of the Feringis as 
the commencement of the victory, and decided not to let this 
ss slip. 

om Jagdia, the frontier of Mughal Bengal, to Chatgaon, a 
ens of 30 kos, is an utterly desolate wilderness. The expedi- 
tionary force would have to be supplied with provisions {trom 
Bengal] till ites Chatgaon was reached, besieged, and captured. 
As the Bengal crew were mortally afraid of the b Magh: flotilla, 
[157, b] provisions could not be sent by water, though the means 
. transport in this province are confined to boats. Hence, when 
n Jahangir’s reign, [Ibrahim Khan Fatih Jang decided to attack 
Chat atgaon, for two years before setting out he collected provisions 
at Bhalua and Jagdia. 

COMPOSITION OF THE EXPEDITION, 

[158, a.] It was decided that the Nawwab’s son, Buzurg 
Ummed Khan, with 4,000 troopers would conduct the campaign, N : 

1,500 (800 tro 
chan a commander of 1,000 (150 troopers), Saaies ai Khan, 

h 
Mir Murtaza, darogha of the artillery, a commander of 800 (150 
— other Imperial officers with their followings, all the naq- 

d ahdi's except afew who were enga n special works, and 
2, 500: troopers in the Nawwab’s pay. All the amirs, mansabdars, 
sardars, and jama‘dars were presented with robes of honour, 
h 

Ww 
er newswriter of the force. From Dacca [159, a] Mir Mart 
and from Sondip Ibn Husain, Muhammad Beg Abakash, Munnw. 

e ‘Alamgirndmah, p. 948, gives 25th oe, as the date, and says 
that the prio thas force was composed of ‘ urg Ummed Khan with 
two thousand troopers of the Nawwab’s own : tobe (followers), Syed 
Ikhtisas Khan Barha, Subal Singh Sisodia, Miana Khan, Karn satan and 
some othe 
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ar Khan zemindar and other gre mn of the nawwara, and 

abo him to the conquest of Sondip, were ordered to 
go to Noakhali, join Farhad Khan and Captain Moor and other 
aoe pirates who had come from Chatgaon and entered the 
Imperial a and one cee tingrte on land and sea as the van of 
es Ummed Khan’s army. 

Askar Khan, who ie been posted to Ghoraghat, returned 
opportunely and was stationed at Dacca.! 

The one bent so under Ibn Husain consisted of 288 ships, 
as described below 

Ghurab co 21 | Julba OM. 

Salb os 3 | Bachari oes 2 

Kusa ... 157 | Parenda rae 6 
[Not specified 3} 

288 

Nawwies’s Vicorous Exerrions. 

Before this Mir Murtaza had collected many axes at Dacca. 
[ 159, b.] From the parganahs, too, axes had been brought by issuing 
parwanahs, so that several thousands of them had been collected. 

letters full of plans and advice, and inquiries addressed to the 

Khan about the condition of the enemy and the state of the road. 

On the first day [when the expedition left Dacca] the Nawwab 
stayed outside [the harem] till noon and again from the time of 
the ‘asar prayer to one prahar of the night, and f olashbees this 

in the har 
truck him, he at once sent word to the officers to carry " out. 
Makswmnat Khalil was ordered to keep him daily informed of 
ve occurrences. Shaikh Mubarak, an experienced and trusted 

rvant, appointed to command [160, a] the Nawwab’s retainers 
urg Um 

e daily events, great and small, to ae Nawwab, and give the 
Khan every advice that he considered fi 

Ferepine tHe ARMY. 

The officers of faa golahs (gr: anaries ) were ordered that ee 
of all the grain that beparts brought into Dacca should be se 
the army. To the faujdars of all parts of Bengal urgent ae te ge 

1 The ‘Alamgirnamah, p. 948, adds : “ Kamil, af A son, who ins Shab th Jahan’ Jat ty ot en = fa ormer Arracanese king’ 

hae osteo Mir 
ghs y | at Dacca, on the assurance that he would be made chief pra ac A letter (parwana ator’ inviting submission to the Mag A me & conciliatory favours from the Im mperial mment, was written governor of Chatgaon and sent to him with one of the Maghs. ” 
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e issued directing that every kind of fey aon that they could 
secure should be despatched to the expeditio ee force. Yasawals 
were appointed by the Nawwab to see to it. [160,b.] So sents 
were the Nawwab’s arrangements that from the beginning till 
now the fom of grain in the army has been to the price in Dacca 
as ten to 

Muesat Apvance spy Lanp anp Spa, 

uzurg Ummed Khan moved quickly on, carried his entire 

It was, ss a decided’ that out of the pertain at Noakhali, 
Ibn Husain should advance with the nawwara by the sea and 
Farhad Khan, Mir Murtaza, and Haiat Khan by land, in aid 
of the nawwara. If they could, they should enter the Karnfuli 

be cut along the sea stage by stage, the flotilla to advance by sea 
and the Khan by its coast; in march and halt the land and 
sea forces were never to be separat 

Th 

Chatgaon, and began to cut the jungle Mane vo Chatgion 
and behind towards the advancing army. Farhad Khan, Mir 
Murtaza and other commanders [161, b] of i ted force too 
advanced cutting the jungle, and jomed ti wit LH n Husain 
on the 2lst January, 1666. Buzurg Um who was 
hastening clearing the ea arrived with fia Peose army with- 
in three kos of Khamari 

! The ‘Alamgirnamah, p. 949, describes the movements of the expedition 
thus: if Farhad Khan, appointed a force of awe abs wood-entters, and some 
i ows and muskets for 1 mak ing a road and retes the 

: m li 
urtaza and other comrades, he reached the psa of Jagdia. _ Ib n Hu sain 

Feni river and advanced piano On the 20th. he 
atga 

Buz : 
the 17th ... ... , arrived on the 21st at a place 8 kos behind the position of 
Farhad Khan and Mir Martaza, which [latter] was 10 kos from Chatgaon 

fort, and where the jangle was very thick and the road ve: eg —and 
halted th Farhad Khan daily advanced a little, cutting the jungle and 
leveling the road. The flotilla waited for the army at Dumria, a depen- 
dency ee which was abont 20 kos from the halting-place of 
petite ine 
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First NAVAL Battie, 23rd January. 

On the evening of 22nd January,! the scouts (qarawwals) of 
Ibn Husain [167, b] brought news that the enemy’s flotilla 
having come from Chatgaon was staying in the creek of Kathalia 
six hours’ journey from their place. Ibn Husain, after informing 
the Imperial and Nawwabi servants who were on board most of the 

ships, got ready for action. At night he sent a few ships to the 
mouth of the creek, telling the passengers to keep a good look 

out. Next morn, the scouts reported that the enemy’s flotilla had 
started from Kathalia to fight the Imperial nawwa@ra and might 
come immediately. Ibn Husain, after sending a man to inform 
Buzurg Ummed Khan of the matter, set out to meet the enemy, 
though the wind had freshened, and the sea was raging in billows 

the ship of Muhammad Beg [168, a] Abakash, narrates that 
when in this tempest he unmeored his ship to join Ibn Husain, 

one of the Turkish soldiers standing on the bank cried to M. 
Beg Abakash in Turki, “Are you mad, that you put your 
boat out during tempest in such a deep and terrible sea?” He 
replied, “ Brother, if I were not mad, I should not have become a 
soldier!” Farha an, Mir Murtaza, and Haiat Khan ad- 

vanced by land to co-operate with the navy, following the road 
cleared by the men of the ships. Beyond the clearing they could 
not go on account of the density of the jungle. 

Ten ghuradbs and 45 jalbas of the enemy came in sight and 

began to discharge their guns. Captain Moor and the other 

centenarians had not seen—ought to content them. Ibn Husain 

and 45 as sufficient for [defeating and] capturing the Impe- 
wo 0 ships with flags now seen were 

among these khdlus left in the : 
___Ibn Husain encouraged his crew, saying, “Now that the 

fu | giti ive jalbus have joined their larger fleet, the enemy have surely 

1 ext gives the 24th, which is wrong. The ‘Alamgirndmah mentions the 23rd as the day of the battle (next day). ay 
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been seized with terror. It behoves [us] as brave men [169, a] 
not to give the enemy time, nor let the opportunity slip out of 

words had effect on the Bengal crew ; they agreed and started for 
Hurla. The enemy ae of it issued from the creek and stood 
at sea in line of battle. Ibn Husain arriving there found their 
line stronger than pening rampart. He felt that to run his 
smaller ships against the [enemy’s] larger ones,— whose man 
guns would, at every Sims: soe [his ships ],—was to pone 
needless rui n, but that he ought to stop in front of the en i 

when he would put the latter in front and attack ae enem 

From that time [169, 6] to dawn, there was cannonade between 
the two sides, ! 

Seconp Navat EncountsEr, 24th January. 

Next morning, the Muslims flying their victorious banner, 
beating their drums, and sounding their bugles and trumpets, 
advanced towards the enemy firing guns and in this order: First 

ra of flying. [170,a.] They turned the heads of gore 
larger ships away from the Imperialists, attached their jalbas to 
them, and began to tow back these big ships, fighting during 

their flight. 
Ibn Husain without throwing away caution or making rash 

Pins advanced in his previous formation. At last’ at about 

cA Ming in mid stream in front of Chatgaon fort, and drew ap 
their ships off the bank on which Chatgion stood. The Lapans 
fleet too came to the Karnfuli and seized its mouth. Ont 
[further] side of the Karnfuli, near the mouth and close to the 
village called Feringi-bandar, where the Feringi pirates had their 
honses, the enemy had built three bamboo stockades on the brink 

e ‘Alamgirnamah, p. 9 50, says :— —‘‘ [After the first naval battle] the 
ene ae ack Ibn Husain with his light and swift ships "Soon afterward 
tured 10 ghurdbs and three Jilin af se oS as] - om them. Soon afterwards, 
the a ships (nawwéra-e-buzurg) of the my came in sight, for a 

e fought a pes — ene dears nod — fled from the scene 
of sition lbn Husain ip ne fie as the enemy’ ad og 
entered the Karnfali, aaa sm es epi ships had se come up with him, he 
thought it inadvisable to advance, but withdrew his fleet to a hitable hie, 

When Buzarg Ummed Khan heard of it, he wrote strongly urging 

Farhad Khan and Mir Murtaza not to wait for clearing the jungle, re 

making a road, but to hasten to join hands with the nawwdra. He him 

gave up road- — ng and advanced quickly. Next ad [24th Janay, 
Farhad Khan arrived at the bank of the. river [Karnfoli.} The enemy los 

heart at tie sight of the Islamic army. ” 
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of the water, and filled them with artillery, many Telingas (as 
the fighting men of Arracan are called) and two elephants, in pre- 

paration for fight. [170, b.] When the Imperial flotilla entered 
the mouth of the Karnfali, these forts opened fire ov them with 
muskets and guns. Ibn Husain sent most of his ships up the 
river and many of the rieeone: by the bank, and attacked them. 
After making some vain efforts the garrison of the stockades took 
to flight. The Mughals bartied the forts and returned. 

ARRACAN Navy ANNIHILATED. 

Now with a strong. heart and good hope, Ibn Husain dashed 
upon the enemy’s ships. Captain Moor and other Feringi 
pirates, the Nawwab’s officers [such as] Muhammad Beg Abakash 
and Munawwar Khan zemindar, came swiftly from different 
sides. A great fight was fought. Fire was opened [on the 
Mughals] from the fort of Chatgaon also. At last the breeze 

ships 
ramming of the Ma, eae fleet ; the rest, Boe ships, were captured 
by the Imperialists ! and consisted of :- 

Khalu .. 2 | Kosa pee 
Ghurab... 9 | Jabba ... 67 [Should be 68] 
ie ... 22 | Balam egy 2 

garrison and soldiers of the country, that in spite of their large 
number they fled 

NIGHT AFTER Barrie. 

That night? Ibn Husain, sending to the fort two cad 
worthy men out of those taken prisoner in the ships, wrote to 

1 ‘The operation e Karnfuli are RR described in the ‘Alamgirnd- 
mah, p. 951 :—* [On she o4sh January,| Ibn Husain with the Imperial fleet 
entered the Karnfuli river and attacked ne enemy’s fleet that had fled 

t 
last the Imperialists gained the victory, and the enemy fled, man of them 
tates killed, many others taken prisoner, many drowned after Seapine over- 

2 ‘The ‘At lamgirnamah, p. 951, writes: —‘After the ictory 
poo pa in the Gyr riege below the fort of Chatgaon. y ry the Tm mish m7 

itgion w remained there, and many [p. asey, cies Feringis who at 
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the qil‘c ais who represented the Rajah of Arracan, “ Why 
would you needlessly destroy peat! and your family } ? Before 
you are ee, seized and sacrificed to our swords, give up your 
fort, and save your life and property.” The gil'adar, feeling 
himself helpless and in need of protection, sent back the reply 
that [172,a] he should be granted respite for the night and that 
next morning he would admit them. 

Cuarcdon Forr SorrRENDERS. 

n the morning of the 26th January, 1666, which was the sunset 
of [the glory ee the Maghs, the commandant opened the fort gate 
and informed I usain, who started for the fort. But Munaw- 
war Khan aisha: had entered it before him, and his compa- 
nions had set fire to it. Ibn Husain entered soon afterwards, and 

tried his best to put out the fire, but in vain. The fire was so 

violent that he could not stay there, but came out bringing the 
qil‘adar away with himself, 

When the fire went out, he again proceeded to the fort and 
attached ber property. He sent the qgila‘dar with the news of 
victory to the Nawwab at Dacca, and also informed Buzurg 

med. Khan of the happy event. 
The Maghs who were in the fort on the other side of the river 

fled, and that fort, too, fell into Mughal hands. The peasantry 
on the further side of the river, [172, b] who were mostly Muslims 
kidnapped from Bengal, attacked the Maghs that fled yesterday 
and to-day, slew one of their leaders, captured two of their 
elephants, "and brought them to Ibn Husain. OF the four 
elephants in the fort of Chatgaon, two were burned in the fire and 

two were secured by the Mughals. 

REwarbDs TO THE VICTORS. 

On the 29th January, the news of the conquest reached 
Dacca; the Nawwab after thanking God, began to give to all the 
army liberal rewards consisting of robes, horses, and elephants, 

this time had come from Arracan to aid them, interviewed Ibn Husain. — 

in ra who accompanied the i . ( lent roa a day [25th Ju nuary,] Buzurg Ummed Khan arrived at the 
e 

a e ‘ 
safety. The sy 3 day of the siege, 26th January, 1666, the Imperial 
army gained possession of the fort, the whole aide of Chatgiaon, and the 
entire artillery and navy of the place ...... 63). The Governor of 
Chatgaon, who was the son of ne Arracan king’s mole was en prisoner 

with one son and some other ves, and nearl sg men of the tribe. 
132 ships of war, 1,026 guns wide of bronze and ir any matchlocks an 
zamburaks (came I pieces), much shot and powder, pene: artillery materials, 

and rr a were captured. Large num mbers of the peasants of 

Bengal who had been carried off and kept prisoner here, were now released 
from the Magh oppression and returned to their homes,” 
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distributed alms to the poor, and ordered the music of joy to 
beyond measure was given to the Feringi pivates 

and one month’s pay as bounty to his own officers and the crew of 
the nawwara. 

[173, a.] That very day the Nawwab sent a i aR pa the 
victory to the Emperor. ven it arrived at a Em- 
peror ordered joyous music to be played. Bove were ‘aveb 
to all concerned in the conquest: the Nawwab was presented 
with a costly jewelled sword of the Emperor, two elephants, 
two horses with gold apEings, © a special khil‘at, and an Imperial 
farman of ing [173, 6.] Buzurg Ummed Khan, Farhad Khan, 
Mir Murt Ibn Husain, ae" Hatan mad Beg Abiakash were 

promoted. me Husain got the title of Mansur* Khan, and Mir 
Murtaza that of Mujahid Khan 

New Government or CuHArtcaon. 

(175, b.] On the 27th January, * 1666, Buzurg Ummed Khan 
entered the fort of Chatgaon, reassured the people that their lives 
were safe, and firmly forbade his soldiers to oppress the people, 
in order to cause the place to be well-populated and prosperous. 

[ Here the adler MS. ends abruptly. I give the conclud- 
ing ein of the campaign from the 5 | a aI pp. 95: 

956. 
TP, 953. ] seme | eae ma stayed at Chatgaon for some 

time to settle its affairs. Khan was sent to the north of 
Chatgaon to reassure the a hae and to establish a thanah. 
Taj Miana, with his followers and 100 musketeers, was appointed 
as thanahdar and guard of the roads from Chatgaon to the bank 
of the Feni river. 

RAMBU TAKEN AND ABANDONED. 

The port of Rambu* [p. 954] is four days’ journey a 
Chatgaon, and midway between Chatgaon and Arracan. A large 
body of the enemy defended its fort. Mir Murtaza was amdered to 
that direction, to win over the peasantry; learn all about the paths 
and ferries of that region, and if he found it possible to go to the 
pieke and besiege it. e Mir, after sone difficult roads, 
dense jungles, and terrible rivers, at the end of 12 days arrived 
within one kos of Rambu. Next day, at morn he stormed the 
fort. The Arracan king’s brother named Rawli, who held the 
government of this place, tried his best to oppose, but being 
wrorsked, he fled with the garrison to a jungle close to a hill near 

ae “At the end 1 of Sh‘abin [February 1666] ” according to the ener 
posers p- 956:—“ I'he Emperor ordered Chatgaon to be renamed Islam 

2 Musaffar, » according to the ‘Alamgirnamah. 
3 The date is left blank in the Bodleian MS. ; I have supplied it from the 

+ Ramoo in Rennell, Sheet 1. 
‘Ai 
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uzurg Ummed Khan hearing of the victory and learnin 
that the king of Arracan was sending a force by land against 
Rambu, despatched Miana Khan, Jamal Khan Dilziq, and man 
others to reinforce Mir Murtaza. The Mir, after his victory, 

keteers, and dispersed some of them. Mir Murtaza Saale of 
it, rode with a force to the bank of the river, and in spite of 
its water being deep and the enemy having begun to make 

fight, fled. The victors pursued, slew and captur 
them, and seized 80 guns, mavy muskets, and other war ai Sess 
rial 

As the space between Chatgéon and Rambu 
very hard to cross, full of hills and jungles, and intersected red 

tho one or two. streams which cannot = crossed without ‘aon and 

_is this year 

the rains, very ner ordered Mir Murtaza to evacuate Rambu 
and fall back with the chiefs, zemindars, prisoners, oe peasants 

e peels on Dakhin-kol,! which is close to Chatgion. He did 

| 4.e., ‘The southern bank of the river. ’ 

pO LO le ON Gp at 





46. The Feringi Pirates of Chatgaon, 1665 A.D. 

By Japunatu Sarkar, M.A., Professor, Patna College. 

[From the contemporary Persian account of Shihabuddin Talish, in MS. 
Bodleian 589, Sachau and yoy Catalogue, entry 240, See my article 

A.S.B., June 1906, pp. 257-260. | 

ARRAKAN DESCRIBED. 

[153, a.] The Pris of indices is an appurtenance of the 
kingdom of Arracan, which is a large country and great port of 
the east. One “id of it is echoed by high hills which join the 
mountains of Ganaser,! China, Cathay, and Mahachin. Another 
side is bordered by the ocean. Deep rivers and wide oceans 

8 st 1 

country are called Maghs—which is an abbreviation of Muhamil-7- 
sag ( =despicable dog), pian to [the proverb] “the name 
descends from heaven.” They do not eats into their country 

any other tribe than the Christians, who visit it by the sea-route 
for purposes of trade. [153, oy Good elephants abound ; horses 
are totally wanting. This writer has heard from the an 
Khanan [ Mir Jumla] that the elephants of Arracan surpass all 
other elephants in beauty of appearance and character. ant 

ats 
have no definite faith or religion, but incline [a little] tot 
Hindu creed. Their learned men are called Rawlis; they do vas 
transgress the guidance of the latter in their veboyed affairs.4 The 
Rawlis have the ways of the Sewrahs [=Svetambar Jains]. he 
Rajahs of this country hold pre-eminence over other lower ruler 2 
by reason of their large forces, spacious country, and great s 
dour. The Governors of the Lace and islands of the east ame 

show respect and meekness to them. These rajahs are so proud 
and foolish that as long as the sun does not decline from the 
zenith ed do not put their heads out of the doors of their 
palace; they say, “ ‘fhe sun is our younger brother. How can 
we hold court while he is over our heads and we below him?’ 

Elephant.” Of their offspring that [154, a] base-born son is 

1 Text has Kashmshir, which may be (a) Kashmir or (b) Garmshir: 
see pba A.S.B., No. 1, 1872, p Be footnote. 

2 This account is d upon the A’in-i-Akbari (Eng. trans- 
lation by Jarrett, ii. 119). 
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considered the proper heir to the throne whom they have begotten 
on the person of their own sister. After the conquest of 
Chatgaon [by Shaista Khan] it was found from the records of the 
place that the year was written as 1127.1 On being asked to 
account for the date, the people said that the beginning of the era 
was the beginning of their Royal dynasty, and that the aforesaid 

O.tp CHAtGAon Descrisep. 

(162, a.] Chatgaon is a tract adjacent to Bengal and Arracan - From Jagdi re there was a [Mnghal] outpost, [162, 8] to Chatgaon jay a wilderness. On the skirt of the hill 

being. The river Feni, rising in the hills of Tipperah, passes by Jagdia* and falls into the ocean. Ninety-nine nullahs, which 
contain water even in seasons other than the monsoons, intervene 

On the bank of the Karnfuli river are some hills, high and low, situated close to each other. The lower hills have been 

all these hills have been scarped cylindrically, fortified, and named the fort [of Chatgaon]. In strength it rivals the rampart of xander, and its towers (bur7) are as high as the falak- 
d imagination cannot reach its niched parapet. In the fort has been dug a deep ditch, about eight yards in bread ; on the eastern side, close to the edge of the ditch, flows the river Karnfuli, which descends from the Tipperah hills to the sea. On the north side is a large wide and deep tank close to the ditch, Behind the tank, along the entire north side and a part of the western side, are hills. The hills are so high and the jungle 

ee Naat he ODE 
1 This n the Burmese vul salary 1027 ols Atlas, Shot t A.D. (Bengal and dike iinet 
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so dense, that itis impossible to traverse them even in imagina- 
tion, Within the fort two springs flow, the water of which runs 
into the Karnfuli river in the monsoons, when the channel of the 

of the shri e perfor m prayer and fast. The Mavk infidels ! 

have Wetile some villages in wagf on this tomb; they es pil- 
grimage to the holy dead and offer presents. It is said that 
one could perform the Pe gaat feat of dragging a large gun to 
the top of the hill at the western angle [of the fort |—which 
adjoins Tipperah—its balls would fall within the fort. On the 
other side of the Karnfuli there is a lofty and strong fort, opposite 
the fort of Chatgaon ; it is full of defence-materials. 

Every year th of Arracan sends to Chatgaon a 
hundred ships full of soldiers and artillery munitions, with a new 
Karamkari* (commandant, superintendent), when the former 
Karamkari, with the ships of last year, returns to Arracan. 
There is always some trustworthy relative or faithful clansman 
of the Rajah in charge of the government of Chatgaon. He 
issues gold coins stamped with his own name at this place and 
its dependencies. 

[164,a.] In bygone times, one of the Sultans of Bengal 
named Fakhruddin fully conquered Chatgaon, and built an 
embankment (al) from Chandpur, af ind the outpost of Sripur 
across the river, to Chatgaon. e mosques and tombs which 
are situated in Chatgaon were built in » Wak hyinddin's time. The 
[existing] ruins prove it. 

CuHArcion In Magu Hanps. 

n Bengal was annexed to the — empire, and ar poe 
in the ates of the qaningo department, in the papers of Benga 
Chatgaon was entered as one of the defwating unsettled een. 
When the mutasaddis of gp did not really wish to pay any 
man whose salary was due, they gave 
the revenue of Chatgaon! 
Bengal Kings and the early years of the conquest of Bengal by 
the Mughals, when confusion prevailed in the ae 
Chatgaon acuin fell into the hands of the Maghs, who [164, 6 

did not leave a bird in the air or a beast on the land [from 
Chatgao: et ie Jagdia, the frontier of Bengal, in the 
desbiatioti thickened the jungles, destroyed the al, and closed the 
road so well that even the snake and the wind could not pass 

The text is doubtful here c&5y dy 73 dip dioais a) ahe jlas 
ow all. 4.9 wT 

2 The ‘Alamgirnamah, p. 947, gives Karamkabri. 
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place, they turned to Bengal, and began to plunder it. None of 

Jang, in the Emperor Jahangir’s reign, resolved to conquer 
Chatgaon and destroy the wicked Maghs. [The failure of this 
expedition described, 165, a]. 

Doines oF THE Prrates oF CHATGAON. 

On their return to their homes, they employed the few 
hard-lived captives that survived [this treatment], with great 
disgrace and insult in tillage and other hard tasks, according 
to their power. Others were sold to the Datch, English, and 
French merchants at the ports of the Deccan. 

ometimes they brought the captives for sale at a high price 
d the port 

any depredation or kidnapping there, stood on the shore with a 
t a man with a sum of money to the 

pirates. If the terms were satisfactory [123, b| the pirates took 
the money and sent the prisoners with the man. Only the 
Feringi pirates sold their prisoners. But the Maghs employed 
all their captives in agriculture and other kinds of service. 
high-born persons and Sayyads, many pure and Sayyad-born 
women, were compelled to undergo the disgrace of the slavery Service or concubinage (farash wa swhabat) of these wicked men. uslims underwent such oppression in this region of war (dar-ul-harb) as they had not to suffer in Europe. It was less in some Governors’ time and more in others’. 

As they for a long time continually practised piracy, their 
country prospered, and their number increased, while Bengal dail came more an , fight them. Nota householder was left on both sides of the rivers on their track 
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Bagla,! a part of Bengal, lying in their usual path, was [formerly], 
full of cultivation and houses, and yielded every year a large 
amount [ 124, a] to the Imperial Govscamsnt as duty on its betel- 
nuts, They swept it with the broom of plunder and abduction, 
leaving none to inhabit a house or kindle a fire in all the tract. 
Matters came to such a pass that the Governor of Dacca confined 
his energies to the defence of that city only, and the prevention 
of the coming of the pirate fleet to Dacca, and stretched some 
iron chains across the nullah of Dacca and set up some bridges of 
bamboo (naz, reed) on the stream (nahar) of the city. 

DeMorRALISED Benoat Navy. 

The sailors of the Bengal flotilla were in such a fright, that 
I may say without exaggeration that whenever 100 war moval of 
Bengal sighted four ships of the enemy, if the distance separating 
them was great the Bengal crew showed fight by flight, conikiintel 
it a great victory that they had carried off their lives in safety, 
and became famous in Bengal for their valour and heroism! If 
the interval was small and the enemy overpowered them, the 
men of the Bengal ships—rowers, sepoys, and armed men alike— 
threw themselves without delay into the water, preferring drown- 
ing [125, b] to captivity. 

Beg, an officer of Prince Shuj‘ a, was cruising 
with about 200 boats, when a few of the enemy’s fleet, in number 
not even one-tenth of the Imperial flotilla, came in sight. ‘Ashur 
Beg : was mortally frightened ; in 1 great agitation he cried to the 

no other part of the Mughal empire has any neighbouring infidel 
[king] the power to oppress and domineer over Muslims; but 
rather do [infidel kings] show all kinds of submission (125, a] 
and humility in order to save their homes and lands, and the 
{ Mughal] officers of those wae engage in making new i 

1 _. incInded Backerganj and part of Dacca (J.A.S3.B., Pt. 1., 

1873, 
1 Ho, Ho, brother, give [me] broth.” Bai is the Dacca pronunciation of 

Bhai 
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weakness of faith and trnst, and the [false] notion of their lack of 
power. 

Routes oF THE PIRATES. 

[107, b.] In Jahangir’s Aon ys [108, a] the Magh pirates used 
to come to Dacca for plunder and abduction, by the nullah which 

leaves the Brahmaputra, Sela by Khizrpur, and joins the nullah 
of Dacca. Khizrpur is situated on the bank of the Brahmaputra, 
on a narrow embankment (al). In the monsoons all the land 

except the sites of the houses is covered with water. The Gov- 

restricted to the side of Jatrapur! and Bikrampur. Rec aie as 
the pirates could more easily carry out their chief design of 
He napping menin the villages of Dacca and =“ parganahs, 
they did not ss Huemietven to reach Dacca tow 

[139, a. n the pirates came from Chatgaon to molest 
Bengal, they asian by Bhalua, a part of the Imperial dominions, 
on the right, and the island of Sondip, belonging to the zemindar 
Dilawwar, on the left, and reached the village of Sangram-gar. 
[139, 6]. [From this point | if they wished to plunder Jessore, 
Hughli, and Bhusna, they moved up the Ganges; if they wanted 
to raid Bikrampur, Sonargaon, and Dacca, thar proceeded up the 
Brahmaputra. Sangramgarh? is the land at the extremity of the 
island (7.e., delta) which contains Dacca and other towns and 
villages. In front of it the Ganges and the Brahmaputra unite. 
The mingled stream, after passing by a and Sondip, falls 
into the sea, In ancient times, a man named Sangram had built 
a fort here to repel the Magh raids into Bengal. In Hindi a fort 
is called a gar. By the combination of these two words the name 
of the place has been formed. If a fort were built here and stored 
with weapons, munitions, and materials of defence, and a gia 
force and well-equipped flotilla kept here, the oppression of t 
pirates and the raids of the Maghs into Bengal could most Nesbaiy 
be prevented. 

Ferner Pirates. 

[150, b.] Many Feringis lived happily at Chatgdon and used 
to come to the Imperial dominion for plunder and abduction. 
ot their booty they gave to the Rajah of Arracan, and the other 

1 Rte Peppell, Sheet 1, incuapar f is Lib 30 pies west of paces 

from  Sripar Se 944), Tt must ha ben near Rennell’s te a é. 

was was called | i-band. 1 tctickoe. lise te a ndar or Bandar, on the sonth 
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half they kept. This tribe was called Harmad.'! They had 100 
swift galba boats full of war-materials, The Governors of Bengal 
were een a he their robbery and were too weak to prevent it. 
As the Harmads [=Feringi pirates] were not in need of the help 
of the Len fleet, the king of Arracan did not send his ships 
to practise piracy in Mughal territory (Bengal). He considered 
the Feringi pirates in the light of his eres and took the 

e |. 
[In December, 1665, the Feringis of Chatgaon, apg in fear 

of Arracanese treachery and partly won over by Shaista Khan’s 
tempting overtures] [152, a], came with all their famnilion in 42 
jalbas and took refuge ‘with Farhad Khan, the Mughal thanahdar 
of Noakhali. The Khan sent their chief, Captain Moor, with a 
few of their great men to Shaista Khan at Dacca, while he kept 
all the others with their ships at Noakhali, with great attention 

and kindness, The captain and other le aders of the Feringis had 
audience of the Nawwab at night, and received splendid robes of 
honour and other unexpected favours, ‘The Nawwab — them, 
“What did the zemindar of the Maghs fix as your salary ?” 
The cue ae eplied, “ Our salary was the Imperial dominion ! 
[152,b.] We considered the whole of Bengal as our jagir. All the 

an mins; n we to render accounts and balances to 
anybody. Passage over water was our [land-] su We never 
slackened the enhancement of our rent, viz., booty. For years we 
have left no arrears of [this] revenue. We have with us papers of 
the division = the booty village by village for the last 40 
years.” One can infer from this answer the condition of things 
and the rookies of the Governors of Bengal. The coming over 
of the Feringis gave composure to the hearts of the people of 

other Feringis who had come from Chatgion, and from aa 
Imperial Treasury a monthly stipend of Rs. 500 was settled o 
a Pei and other comfortable salaries on aha of the 

1 This word is evidently ar wmad, a corruption of armada. Armad is 
used in the sense of fieet in the Kalimat-i-taiyabat. 





47, An Abnormal Branch of the Mango (Mangifera 

indica, Linn.). 

By I. H. Burkitt and G. C. Boss, M.A. 

Fig. 1. Abnormal branch. _ 

The specimen, to be described, was obtained from a small 
grafted plant growing in a plant-pot. The grafted branch was 
of the race known in Calcutta as ‘late Bo mbay,” and the stock a 

seedling man The total height of the plant at flowering was 
but four feet. It bore two abnormal branches, one being very 

small, the other about ~ a long. Both carried leaves on 

the larger banc. The leaf-bearing side was green; the flower- 

more or less ;%- The eleven radii are shown in the follo wing 
diagram, figure 2, with the distribution of the leaves, ae at the 

seco flower-bearing a axes on them. From it better than 
from figure 1, the reader will realise that all the stage storm 
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developed, were developed on one side of the stem. The dia- 
gram further indicates how the branch at first produced nothin 
but flowering secondary axes, and that it then became sterile on 
one side, ¢ ing foliage leaves on that side and, in the axils 
of the foliage leaves, the usual arrested buds. 

Fig. 2. 

At first every fourth organ was a foliage-leaf, but later every 
other. Figure 3 opposite is inserted to indicate this: it repre- 
sents the branch cut open along one side and unrolled so that 
its,whole circumference is towards the reader. 

t the end of the branch, but obliquely, were to be found 
the §small scales of the terminal bud. This terminal bud was 
twisted towards the foliage side of the branch. 



ne b- 

— Ts 
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Anatomical differences accompanied the differentiation of the 
sides of the branch. ere was an inequalit he d two 

velopment of the ‘susie ring, indicated in the next figur 

hick walled cortical lissue oe dep ge 

{erin ophyll 

F 

” (Thinwalled cortical sere 

c 

all 

ontaining ofa stat tarch. 

round st 
=. 

- - i 

Vascular ring 

g.4. Stem in pr between 
se fe st and second a. 

It is seen that the vascular tissue was thicker on the foliage 
side than on the flowering side. ery much of this was due to 
the pire development of the xylem. In figures 5 and 6 we 
give wings of the xylem of two bundles whose positions are 
indicated by the letters A and B on the figure 4. These bundles 

extreme sides of the stem. It bet seen at once how much greater 

that the vessels—the larger are pitted, the smaller are. cor St 
are wider on that side. The drawings were made b by means of 

ere was not the same difference i in the phloem, nor in the 
other ogam: which were, more or less, equally pe inka all 
round t 

Pp about two inches. Thus in the structure of this abnormal stem, the iring leaves had a better channel of communication with the source, below, of the water that they required, than had 
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x 

Xylem from foliage side of the shoot. Fig. 5. 

Magnification 
exactly the same as in Fig. 5, 

Fig. 6. Xylem from flowering side of the shoot. 
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an exactly similar condition could be produced by th 
defoliation of a shoot along one side, and through what length of 
stem. 

the fiowering secondary axes on the other side. 
contrary to expectation: yet it would be interestin 
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upp 
larger circumference, the small bundles occupied a smaller part of 
the circumference; so that in anatomy as in morpholo , the 

on. Butas we have seen, the sterile condition—greater develop- 
ment of wood—passed down it through the lower wholly fertile 
part on the side where above the leaves were. 

SN ON ON ON NNN RSE RT 



48. Methods of catching wild fowl, herons and other water 
birds in the Panjab, Sindh, and Kashmir. 

By Lr.-Cotonet D. C. Patnuorr, Secretary, Board of Examiners. 

Indian methods of catching wild fowl are many and inge- 
nious. In the large jheels and lakes of the Punjab and Sindh, most 
of the duck that find their way to the market are caught by 
means of a net laid in shallow water, a primitive form of the 
clap-nets of English bird-catchers. In India, however, the net is a 
single one, laid out and worked as detailed below. For duck, the 
bait is merely gram strewn on the water, but for herons and storks 
a small tank is made within the limits of the net, the tank 
erg stocked with small fish. On a dark night jackals may steal 
n and devour the fish. 

In Kashmir herons are, in winter, snared for their plumes, by 
a method that seems peculiar to the ret The plumes are worn 
by the Maharaja as a pagri-ornament, and also at weddings by 
bridegrooms, Muslim and Hindu. Theoretically oe es are pre- 
served, so before a irmi'e a bridegroom granted 
special permission to snare a fixed number, spi deen being grant- 

< on condition that he ptitsks es the plumes from the live birds 
and then releases them. owever, Kashmiris I have questioned, 
have all admitted that herons are es bad eating. 

Fig. E. 

Net ror Catcatna Herons, Ducks, eve. 

TS 

SHORT UP HIGH 

A—principal peg. EtoC} _ i. 

A to B—24 ft. hone!" 
A to k—65 ft B to m—3 ft. 6 in 
G to H—14 inches. C to m } an 
Ab elon th Sint 
Ato F : x 

Nore.—The uprights GE, HF are inclined towards A, bot BO, BD are at 

right angles to the line A 
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Small hollows are made in the ground at G, H, and B, so that the butt ends uprights are about three inches lower than the tips ‘The butts must work easily when the uprights are raised. The top line AECmDF is fastened to the tips of the uprights by half-hitches, which are fastened with the hitch outwards, 

Requisires. 

Size of mesh, 2+ in. Square, (2) One peg (principal A) 2 ft. long. 

wor. 
(5) Two uprights 5 ft. 53 inches long, each lashed to separate pegs G and H ; each peg is 18 inches long: uprights to work as above. (6) Thirty to 60 yards of thick wire as a pull line, (7) A mallet to hammer in the pegs. (8) A net to catch small fish. 

To lay the net.—Drive in the principal peg A (Fig. I). Double the net, and fasten by a clove-hitch on to A the upper (or stouter) cord, at its centre, Bring the ends of the stout upper cord together and (pulling the ends taut) carry them in a straight ine to m or past m. Keep the lower edges of the net outwards, to the right and left of the stont cord. Run the net along the upper cord towards A for about three yards and drive in peg B, fro 

over the tips of the uprights C and D measure off along the cord in the pull direction, from the point i ver the ti and U, one cubit’s length (from the elbow to tip of the 
cords, by clove-hitches, to the tips C and D: the hitches to be out- Mea so that the line of the cord passes on the inside of the up- nichts. 
_ Now lay down these uprights, outwards, on the ground, pull- Ing the cords taut away f (Fig. II). Measure off Ao, Ap (Fig. IT) equal to the length of the long uprights (z.e., 5 ft. 52 in. or 5 ft. 6 in.) plus @ good hand’s breadth. The points o and p will be WNDU asarescacce eget hh TN UHL 

: vor fin® cord must be threaded through the of the net al Pa ein: and a piece of twine along the aces or esha si ie 
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about fourteen inches apart. Then at the points o and p drive in 
the pegs G and H (to which the butts of the long uprights are 
lashed) on the inside of the line, wide Figs. I and II. Make a 
small hollow as before, round the pegs, to allow the butts to work 
easily when the uprights are raised. The pegs G and H (Fig. II) 
will be about 14 in. apart. 

Fig. II. 

0 

the tips of each pair of uprights are together and the upper cords 
are pulled taut in the direction of the pull line, all four uprights 
should be at right angles to the ground and not perceptibly in- 

clined towards A, nor towards the ‘pull-direeti ion, 
Now, from the tops of the uprights C and D, carry the ends of 

the net down to the ground, and fasten them to the peg B. Each 
end of the net is thus fastened at the top and bottom of the short 
uprights, is taut, and does not bag. The spare part of the end- 
edges of the net is eft loose. 

ext lay down the four uprights outwards, o on the ground, as 
in Fig. I, and pull the short ‘uprights’ BO, BD taut in the direc- 
tion of the pull-line, and drive in the pegs C and D almost flush 
with the ground. The t tops are just sufficiently high out of the 

rt ‘uprights’ in position. The lines 

and wi which keep the long ‘ uprights’ in _ The lines 
AEC and AFD should still be taut, a —— train being on the 
pegs C al D, and a lesser strain on F. 

See that the tips of all four ‘ mprighte’ are still about 3 in. 
m the ground, and that the butts in the hollows are slightly 

below the one ee of the i 

Now e the spare ends of the rope and knot them at m. 
The ieee rg the peg B to the knot m, will be about 3 ft. 6 in 
Take care that the knot m is ina direct line with the centre of the 
pegs A and B. The pull-line must be fastened at the point m and 
must be in continuation of the line ABm. The lower line in the 
net is drawn tight from A and fastened to peg F, and then carried 
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on and fastened to peg D. In the same manner it is fastened on 
the other side to C 

The lower or finer line in the net is thus, on the right-hand 
_— drawn tightfrom Ato Fand D. The spare end-edge of the net 

ould be just about the distance BD which makes the lower line 
veg B also taut, or almost taut. This line was pre- 

viously fastened to peg B, and is carried on up the upright to its 
tip, where it, the lower and finer line, joins the upper and stouter 

line. The lower line is treated in the same way on the other side. 
When properly laid out, the lower line is just under the upper 

line; both lines are taut, and the net is gathered up close be- 
tween the two line 

When the nll: -line is pulled, both sides of the net should rise 

up simultaneously ; and the puller should keep the pull-line taut, 
while he w Joss up towards the net: the uprights are thus kept stand- 
ing (Fig. III). The upper line AFD (Fig. III) should be taut, 

Fig. III. 

and the lower line which is fastened to A, and passing on, is 
psa to the pegs F and D (Fig. 1), is also fastened to the peg 
Aas IIT), being then oe along up to the tip of the upright 

The -pull-line i is of wire and not rope, as the latter c ntangie 
With 60 yards of pull-line one man should be able, if the nets 
well laid, to pull the nets single-handed, If the nets do not rise 
readily, reset them ; see that the butts of the uprights are lower 

than their tips, and cut shallow grooves for the butt-ends of the up- 
rights to rest in, so that the butts may be well below the tips, and 
the tips not more than 3 in. above ground leve 

Two small tanks, two or three inches deep, ai are made within the 

nets when laid out. These contain live fish as a bait, or, for duck, 
gram. If the herons hesitate about settling within: the nets, ten 

with a fine skewer. The fish must be just below the surface of 
the sa and the spike must pass just behind the stomach, for, if it 
passes through the stomach, the fish will die. The movements of 
these fish just below the surface of the water will attract the atten- 
tion of herons from a distance of thirty ya 

To catch a solitary heron, one that has a fixed feeding ground, 
nis useful as a decoy. Its eyes should be ‘seeled ’ and 

asi ears carefully filled with cotton wool; and three or four of the 
flight-feathers of each wing should d be tied together, the ends of the 
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thread being fastened to some of the small feathers under the wings 
to prevent it slipping down over the ends of the flight-feathers. In 
this state the decoy-heron will stand quite still within the boun- 
daries of the net, while the wild heron, angry at the intrusion, 
will settle and attempt to drive it away. 

Instead of filling the ears with cotton wool, a long peg may be 
the ground at an angle of about 15°, and the decoy-heron 

usually feed their decoy-herons in this way. (Fish keep fresh 
longer if not placed in water). 

HERON-CATCHING IN KASHMIR. 

Take thirty to forty black horse-hairs, knot them together at 
one end, wet them, roll them between the palms to twist them well, 
and then knot the other ends together. Cut off the ends outside 
the knots. The length of this horse-hair rope should now be 

P 
a slit about two inches long in the other end. Now double the 
horse-hair rope to find the centre, and insert the centre a (Fig. IV) 

Fig. TV. 

in the split, to about one inch from the end of the stick. Above 
the horse-hair rope, tightly bind the stick with kachcha sut (raw 
thread), four times. Now take one end of the rope, and cross it 
over this binding and through the slit, bringing it out at 6 on the 
opposite side, and pull rather tight. Treat the other end of the 

in the same way. Both ends are now crossed over the bind- 

top of the stick, with kachch@ stit,to keep the rope in its place. 
Next make four half-hitches (d) just below, and cut off the spare 

thread. Now take one end of the rope and make a loop, with the 
knot on the underneath side, close to the stick. Bring the knot 
round and over the rope close to the stick, over the opposite side 
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of the loop, round it and up again on the inside, and then through 
the smaller loop thas formed, thus maxing a thumb-knot. B 
this means a simple noose is forme by a thumb-knot at what 
was the loose end, round the standing portion, the knot being on 
the underneath side when the noose is made. The diameter of 
the noose is about one-and-a-half inches. Treat the other end in 
the same manner. 

When wetted and adjusted, these (viewed in plan) butterfly 
nooses (Fig, V), should stand out at right angles to the stick, so 

Fig. V. 

that when the stick is planted upright in the water the nooses are 
parallel to the surface of the water. ake two sets of these nooses, thirty-six uprights with nooses in each set. 

Fasten all the sticks of each set together by twine, the length of twine between two uprights being about eight inches; the twine to be fastened to the sticks at a distance of about four inches from the 
pointed ends. 

0 set the nooses.—The depth of the water must be twelve to thirteen inches. In this depth of water drive in a willow stake. Break off its top about one inch above the water and smear 

circumferences of the larger and smaller circles to a depth of nine or ten inches, using a wooden spade of which the blade is the exact depth. . 
Erect one set of nooses along the inside of this trench, and the other set along the outside. en in position, the nooses should 

be parallel to the top of the water, but on a level with the natural 
bottom, that is, on a level with the top of the trench (or not more than half an inchabove this level). The sticks should be about three 
inches apart when set up. eep the nooses at, what might vul- 

side, the fish ist an below the surface of the water. The 
Wi e ‘ fluttering’ bait rally caught 

Papal ay | ng are generally caug 
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Figs Vax 

In Kashmir, herons can be so caught in April, when their food 
8 rather scarce ; but in June fish are plentiful, and the herons will 
het take the bait: the shallow water, too, then gets lot and the 
ait soon dies, 

As a decoy, a live heron, its eyes seeled and its flight-feathers 
tied together, cau be tethered to a stake driven iuto the ground, 
so that the stake-head is well below the water. The decoy should 
be picketed at a distance of about eight paces from the nooses. 

Perhaps a dead heron acts equally well as a decoy. A stick 
is run into it, from the vent up through the neck. The stick i ‘es 

Mbit, close to the body. The resemblance to a live ese though 
not very close, is said to be sufficient to deceive the hero 





JUNE, 1907. 

The Monthly General Meeting of a Society was held on 
Wednesday, the 5th June, 1907, at 9-15 p 

The Hon. Mr. pol ASUTOSH ieieaL M.A, D.L., 
President, in the chai 

The following members were present :-— 

Dr. N, Annandale, Mr. L. L. Fermor, Mr. D. Hooper, Dr. 
H. H. Man n, Babu epee Brida t nthe Pandit Promotha 
Nath tcatinase, Mr. G. T t, C.1.E., Pandit as ae Nath 
ie Sleropy Rev. E. C. Woodley, and ey: ae W. Young. 

Visitors :—Mr. H. S. om Mr. A. M. Heron, ae D. La 
Touche, ‘a Mr. H. Walker 

The President announced, with regret, the death of Major 
D. M. Moir, epee a member of the So amen As a token of 
respect, the papers on the agenda were taken as read and the 
meeting ce afte the formal business shit the election of 
new member: 

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 

Two hundred and seventy-one presentations were announced. 
The Council reported that no meeting was held in May as a 

quorum of members was not present. 

The following ten gentlemen were ballotted for as Ordinary 
Mem no — 

ol. J. Kaleo ala, I.M.S., Bangalore, Asn by 
Lieut. “Gol D, C. Phillott, seconded by Captain C. L. 1A. 5 

Mr. Colin Harington Brownin ng, M.A., Principal, tae Cdless 
proposed by H. E. Stapleton, seconded by Lieut.-Col. D. C. 
Phillott ; Captain J. H. Morgan, 1.A., Rawalpindi, tai by 
Lient.-Col. C. Phillott, seconded a, Lieut. J. C. More, LA. ; 
Col. J. G. Sacae F.R.C.S, (Edin.), wine. Pian! | Medical 
Officer, Presidency and Assam Brigades, proposed by Major 
F, P. Maynard, I.M.S., seconded by Major W. J. Buchanan, 

Mr. H. G. Graves, seconded by Lieut.-Col. D. C. Phi ; Lieut. 
J. H. Stewart, I.M.S., Medical Officer, Gyantse, Tibet, proposed by 
Dr. N. Anna seconded by Lieut.-Col. a ‘C. Phillott ; Dr. 
G. Orissa pig oe Hills, proposed by Mr. D. Hooper, 
seconded b Mann; Lieut.-Col. O. R. M. Green, 
F.R.C.S., TMS. proposed by Major F. P. Maynard, LMS., 
seconded by Major r W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S.; Mr. B. C. J. Swinhoe, 
Solicitor, Mandalay, proposed by Mr. T. H. D. La Touche, seconded 
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by Lieut.-Col. D. C. Phillott; and Dr. Muhammud Abdulla Al- 
Mamun Suhraworthy, M.A., LL.D., proposed by Mr. Hari Nath 
De, seconded by Lieut. -Col. et C. Phillot tt. 

The General Secretary read a letter from Dr. N. Annandale, 
relative to his paper on the Freshwater Polyzoa of India, pub- 
lished in the “‘ Journal and Proceedings” of the Society for Feb- 

In my recent paper on the Freshwater Polyzoa of India I 
stated (Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, 1907, p. 92) that Hyatt’s Pectina- 
tella carter had not been i ‘discovered since its description. In 
: was smarting for . Stuhlman found statoblasts of the 

species in German Bast Africa in 1890 (Meissner ‘“ Die 
Mesias Ost Africas,” 1895). Rousselet, who placed the abe 
in his new genus Lophopodella, re-examined Carter’s prepara tions 

of statoblasts in the British Museum in 1904 (Journ. Quelett 

Micro. Club, 1904, p. 51). I am indebted to Mr. Rousselet for 
a copy of his eee but I have not been able és refer to hiatintier’ 8 
work on the t African Polyzoa (or Bryozoa, as the Germaus 
prefer to call heat 

‘“‘T shall be much obliged if you will insert this note in the 
‘Proceedings ’ of the Society as soon as aia as for my former 
statement is apt to mislead zoologists in India 

The following papers were taken as read :— 
1. Note on the Shahin Falcon feel Pgs Sieg and F. 

barbarus).—By Lievt.-Cononet D. C. Pa 
This paper has been published in a ise nal and Proceedings 

for May 1907. 
An Abnormal Branch of the Mango (Macayrifets Indica, 

Lim). —By I. H. Burxrtt and Girisn Cuanpra Bose. 
3. Note on the ea headed Merlin (Alsalon chiquera).—By 

Lrevt.-Cotonet D, C. Puitiort. 
4. Some Pushtu eae Tales collected by Mr. D. Downatn, 

Commanilant of the Border Military Police and Sama n Rifles, 

5. Magnetic Induction in Spheroids. rd D. N. MALLICK, 
B.A., B.Sc. Communicated by the Presiden: 

The fourth and the fifth papers will ‘a published in a sub- 
sequent number of the Journal. 

6. The fats of Garcinia species.—By D. Hooper. 
This 8 paper has been published in the Journal and Proceed- 

ings in May 1907. 

7. A Fish trap from Northern Arakan.—By I. H. BurKtt. 

8. Note on the Histo t Be T. 

Jackson, I.C.S. ‘story of the Caste System.—By A. M. 

the el papers will be uiblished in a subsequent number of 



PRINCIPAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY. 

Asiatic Researches, Vols. I~XX and Index, 1788—1839, 
Proceedings, 1865—1904 (now amalgamated with Journal). 
Memoirs, Vol. 1, ete., 1905, ete. 
Journal, Vols. 1—73, 1832—1904, 
Journal and Proceedings [N. 8. J, Vol. 1, etc., 1905, ete. 
Centenary Review, 1784—1883. 
Bibliotheca Indica, 1848, ete. 

A complete list of publications sold by the Society can be 
obtained by application to the Honorary Secretary, 57, Park Street, 
Calcutta. 

PRIVILEGES OF ORDINARY MEMBERS. 

(2) To be present and vote at all General Meetings, which 
are held on the first Wednesday in each month except 
in September and October. 

(6) To propose and second candidates for Ordinary Member- 
ship. 

(c) To introduce visitors at the Ordinary General Meetings 
and to the grounds and public rooms of the Society 
during the hours they are open to members. 

(d) To have personal access to the Library and other Scbiie 
rooms of the Society, and to examine its collections. 

(e) To take out books, plates and manuscripts from the 

Library. 

(f) To receive —— copies of the Journal and Proceedings 
and Memoirs of the Society. 

(g) To fill any office in the Society on being duly elected 

thereto. _ 2 has 
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49. A Fish Trap from Northern Arakan. 

By I. H. Burxrms. 

BN \VZaa i 
fT \ // twlf iia 

Plate VII, illustrating the paper “Notes on Clay Tablets 
from the Malay Peninsula,” will be issued with the Journal for 
August 7. 

ERRATUM. 

Page 462, last line, and p. 463, first line. 

For “ out world-side,” read “ world out-side.” 

bamboo. 
Then Srinid each rib a ase of the barbed rhachis as a Calamus 



49. A Fish Trap from Northern Arakan. 

By I. H, Burgin. 

VW 

oe 
: 

=< = Leh BSS) ty SSeS SS SSS SS a L I = cael 
omen —— 

The Chins of Northern Arakan have a way of catching fish 
which apparently has never been described. They set the trap 
figured above in a rapid with the mouth down stream, and a bait 
in the narrow end. The fish canght are hooked and held by the 

he traps seen by me are of one size, viz., about 20 gra 

long and 6 inches across the month. They are all made 
exactly the same way. A joint of bamboo—the common fesiaibis 
of the deserted provision grounds of Northern Arakan—is slit into 
seven or eight strips to the node and a little bit of basket Hoobs 
done towards the node with a single strip of the same bamboo 

xr Dsxemonorops is placed and bound, as the drawing shows, with 

strips of a different rattan, not with bamboo. Lastly, a haxaboo 
pole is taken and ointed, for fixing into the river-shingle, and 

a stone is taken for a weight to hold the trap down. With one 
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long doubled piece of rattan the trap, just above the basketwork, is tied to the bamboo, and with a short piece the stone is tied 
to the base of the trap; but the strips of rattan to the pole pass under the noose of the strip to the stone. , 

In J 

u s 
Major Stone states that the fish trap is called “ We-chun.” 

NN NI eR NTR Te 



50. Magnetic Induction in Spheroids. 

By Pror. D. N. Matti. 

The — Per deals a the problem of magnetic induc- 
ition in a magnetic substance in the form of a prolate spheroid, 
due to a rehetor cir sluting 3 in a wire wrapped round it along a 
part of its Heng 

8 he st step is to solve the equation A?V=O in spheroi- 
‘dal eee pag in the usual way. 

For this, 

let a=ha/r—1 sin 6 cos ¢ 

yah / 2-1 sin 9 sing 

zzhr cos 86. 

Then, since oom + s + =] 
W3(o2@—1)  h®(r?-1) 1278” 

#=constant is a set of confocal prolate spheroids. 

ds* 7% ~cos? 
Tr = ee tt (02 —cost 6) dB + (x41) sin? 6 apt Now 

‘. transforming A*V to r, 0, >, co-ordinates, we have 

L 

3 [= —cos*9) (r3— —— av 
ér 78 — cos*9 ér 

+3(— (7?—1) sin* 6 ? sy Bi 
1) (r?—cos* 6) |; 386 

2 73 — cos* 6 cos? §@ = r8 ~cos* 6 2 37 

ae rs oo ee sin* 6 a 

8 bV\ r—cos*@ SV 

Bo = (78 nz * i (s age 6) * 1) sint@ 5¢2— oe 

If V is independent of 9, we have simply, 

1 6 Or 
= (=I ee * ane (sin 5) = 
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Putting V=u,, P,, (cos 6), we have, since 

Lids ee ) - aang’ — j+n(n+1)P,=90, 
sin 6 dé (sin : dé ( sg 

; 6 ay Wg x0 
u,, given by or (7#-1) 5 Pea (n+1) u,= 

* u,=A P, (r)+B Q, (7), or 

V =3A, P,, (cos 9) P, (r) + B,, P,, (cos 9) Q, (7), 

where P’s and Q’s are Legendre’s functions of the first and second 

kin 
2. It would be also useful at the stage to expand (distance) —! 

in these harmonics : 

For this we have, writing 

pPr=a*t y+? 

=h* (73—sin?#) 

A? = p* +p’? —2pp’ [cos a cos a’+sin asin a’ cos $~¢ | 

where Aadistance between two points (p, p’), 

also, p cos a=z 

p sin a=a/2+ P=hi/P—1 sin 8, &e. 

*, AF=/8[ 73 —sin? 6+ 73 —sin? & —2 rr’ cos 6 cos 6 

—2 / P=] of 781 sin 6 sin & cos (o—0’)}. 

w putting cos 6=y &e., and cos (¢—9¢’)=1, for terms in- 
dependent of 9, D, the corresponding value of A 

cute (78 —1) + (78-1) ph + p'8 — 2’ pp! 4 

a 2A ALT fr SI 1p? 
In order to expand D—!, put y’=1, u’=1; and if D, is the cor- 

responding value of D, 

1 1 1 
we get Tid aa =30 (2n+1) P, (u) Q, (r) 

4 s. obviously, => 5(2 n+1) P, (u) Py (Ww!) Qn (7) Qq(?') 
3. To find 

system o 
the potential due to a circular current at a point. 

P, in any £ harmonies. pm 
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For — it will ber necessary to prove the following lemma, 
4. Le nd the solid angle (w) subtended by any 

ge at sn poi 

Let ds be the iaeect of surface at any point & », ¢ Let 
9 By ee the co-ordinates of the point at which the solid angle 

is is to be found. 
Let y=angle between the outward drawn normal at the point 

and the line joining the two points. 

p=distance between the poin 
dn=element of outward fas, pen 

ds 
Then w= \— cos 

Tn | 

Ex. To find the solid angle etal by a. circular 
wire at any point P in zonal harmonics (spherical 

Describe a sphere of radius ¢ with the origin a as the centre 

3 

bee Be (c? + 73—2rc cos v)> 

r) Fe ae? a, Wy 
\ £.[4 2 (*) P, (cos »| if rZc 

Osa por is 

a \ dudp 3(n+1) =P, (cosv) where p= cos 6, 
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But -P, (cos v)=- 

(n—m)! 
Pa (u) Pn (um) + 32 CLAS, T (#) T (v’) cos mo—9’ 

where the T’s are Tesseral harmonics. 

COs a 

: sal 3(n+1)= P, (pn) Pn (p’) dp, 

= al pe ee be |. =27r | (cos a1) - 3" <a La-»)4 ae B) 

Similarly, when + is greater than c. 

Obs. It is clear that this method will enable us to find the 
potential due to a circular current in any system of harmonics, 
provided we choose the equivalent shell appropriate to these har- 
monics. 

Let the axis of the zonal eis cs my the axis of revolution 
of a spheroid having the plane of the circle as one of its plane 
sections, and, centre, the ori gin. 

Then w = fads. bd (2), 
- dn \p 

ut from the theory of corer since r= constant is a series. 

of confocal spheroids we hav 

pdp=cde (c= the major axis), 

=hrdr 

where p is speed perpendicular on | ae tangent plane at any point 
from the c 

and dp=dn. 

far it 
ofa ey. (- ) 

But 55 (Qn +1) Pp(u) Pr(p’) Qa(r) Qalr’), 

+ terms depending on’ d 

where r, pl refer to the point P. 
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ee seh Sy a ~ 086 | 
Also oa | se a 

= ea (74 — cos?@). 
h2(42 —1),2 

or p oe erase) 

and ds = h®a/72 — cos. / 7-1. sin 6 dd dé 

o=2n | (721) sin 6 dO S(2n+1) Pq(p) Pap’) Qa(1 dQn 

dr” 

remembering that ¢ terms disappear on integration between limits 

Finally, » since ao =< : 
2 dr r—l]- 

w= Pel ole) (u-1) 

et 
i = 

1 rate n(p’) Qa(7") (=D (1- pa) 
dQn 

mer gs Se 

Or, the potential ( V_) due to a current 7, See in the wire is. 

=2ni[ Or’ (u—1) + 

0 2n+1 

1 n(+1) 

dPn dQn Pa(p’) Qa(r’) (#1) (1—p8) cae 
dp 

To calculate the potential due to several turns of wire, we 
have to find the mean value of V in the first 

J Vdeda 

7.e., calculate Bay y eareee 
J dedu. 

«| he — + drdp 

J {72 Srp) drdp 

where c i c= distance of any winding of wire from the origin 

=hrp 

a=radius of the winding 

=ha/ i=l /1—p. 

447 
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8. We shall suppose the meridian section of the coil to be a 
curvilinear area bounded by confocal ellipses (y = constant) and 

confocal hyperbolas (6 = Sanka) so that ry and p may be treated 
as or variables 

will enable us to obtain an approximate solution of the 
heme: of induction in a soft iron rod in the form of a very 

prolate spheroid, due to a coil of small thickness. 

d(ca) d8¢ da de 8a 
pes QVree — 

B(rp) Br Sp by br 

up{ Va) V1 anf) 

5 OY coe EP a 

*, the Sere due to m turns 

Now, 

4 yi! V1 
= - Fata aa” 6 rT a a — ay | drdp 

Vif ais ch vee eee — 

430 BED Pe!) Oy lft af Ip) (#1) 

ies vf ardn 
= ~2nmi [2 (r’) 

jt cosh" ror vaai | EVI } 

+" 3p aa P mo Ne) i 

3s = 3 

{ —p)F a1)? 4 ds eytos—1)? }ardu | 
where a=/dce da. 

dP 3 , ——— 
Now, — (1—p?*)*dp=(1—p')?P +3) a/1—p?.P dp (1) 

pe 
where P, stands for Pa(). 

But since (1—,) “9 _aP.5 aap FP. 
dp ’ 
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dP 3 
(Ft0-») dum Pe /1— dp. 

dp 

-{ P, /1— pe. dp (2) 

.. from (1) and (2), we have, 

+3 (dP FY 
— ie n (1—p8)® du= P, (1—p*) 

+3 \vize. Pride ok 

‘i * n+3 dQ, $ $ 
1 BAe Geile pes - Ps similarly, - \Z (7?—1) du=Q, (7?-1) 

-3 fon f/ rl fete ee 

n+1 FP. 
A / Tih. du =P, »/ Th et SO NO C 

‘ gen Pe mr 
eras 

o 
n+1 dQ, a a Q ee Qn-1 
raise wean sie = ys] ~|_———_dr .... ee nv/ Al a ae 

Q,, standing for Q, (7). 

9. It is, therefore, necessary to evaluate the following 
integrals :— 

(4) \o. /A-l dr . 

(1) \2.yaot ldp= > [u-nt & 

—— dP 
-\viet Pe ay) 

dP, 
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oe 
a(n 
\(v. +4 dP») “-) 1G se pm T de] 

1 2 dP, 

eT ae es be = Jak dp 

* af 

-\": ViF=Tay | 

fete 

et rCesr [Lu aie. 

ve © +l / F-1 | 

 m(n+2) I, =(p8—1)? 4 

3dP, 

| dp 

3), tia 4, 

Pi. {a-2)e Lan Gh} He 4). gieva = 2 

Subtracting, we get, 

dP, dP,-» mnt2) .t, =(yt—1)? [Pe _-Ps) 
de dy | 

~{ (2n-3) rm n(n—2) } a ee 

=(u9—1)¥ (2n~1)Piy +(n—3)(n—1), In-e 

=(u~1)* [ @n-1 Pi 
(n—1)(n—3) ae : | 
es (2m—5) Past... 

ioe = p3)E 
: \>. 5S a du = ee [en P age 

(n +2) 

+S D not) be J 

= if, say, 
. +3 | dP, 

“Te Lee Ce yi ae (1—13)3 Py +3 ude from A 
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n+3 
gu gll, say, 

and it is to be remembered that ,J, = [Vv T—p3 a 

and , 1, = fu iR iF ap 

P, aE ATs ? i J ZY 3 arn Me spi OO : 

\as any a sha er ira in | 

- dP, 
e wah: ee 1 “dn 

se i 2) =|: 

< (1- oe = oy [ven 15 

P, 2 : es (24-3) ——— du + + ] 

\ Weel. 

we ad, a a/ pnt ee el <= + (2e— SB) cylyng +s 

ie (n—2)? oleae = / p—1 : + (2n —7) et ee ee 

*, subtracting, 

eh W/ @=1 . (nal) Pe Kt ~1) - hes 

x af piel. { (2-1) P.-1 

n—l 
Oe Ci 5) Bye ai. . he 

ee = 
du= —ni: sly... 

a 

=~ SI=183 (2n-1) Py st s 

=n* _,/, (say). 

5 n+l aP, SR a oe’ _Pa-1 a ale: J =p dp = Par/ Tap Awe from 0 
n 
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= P, /i_p 7 Wide 

= //, (say), 

) pd 
where .;J, = bil . and _;/, nee a 

a 1 
. (| oe = \ og 

( [-2n-1 dr 
-| Poe Peat |S 

= 
+1 

3 ails log — 

r+1 
=%3 -1ln log —— 

Pipears Ra (n—1)? 

2n—1 ate ie 
‘ r+1 1 
$ -iks log +5 [ en—v- Ina + +] 

2n—1 
-[ == ; ojln~ 1 + + | 

(where the argument of the P’s and Is is ¢ and not #) 

1\\ dQ, 
(1+1)( @ /Aa1 

n/a te ee ne Re ins ad from (B) 

co a 1 
= Qn veat-| 3 2-11,-1 log a 

1 
hate {(2n-3) -In-2+ id } 



Magnetic Induction in Spheroids. 

2n—-3 
Ttn1) —iIn-2 age +] 

=,Xn (say), 

In the particular case of n=1 

dQ me Bem Eola ees or ana ae __ ® af 304 J/P-1 dr=Q, V7-1 i 

elo +] dr 
=Q)/ 7-1-4 jus mee heer 

Vol. IL1, No. 7.] 
[N.S 

ee es 

= yrai+s | 24 Se +. } 
2n—2 

where (2n—1) Aon =2 [est 5 pn-4t st a 

and (1—2%)-3=1+ p, at+p, a+ . 

pit. — +1 inca 
Similarly, \o. f/f] dr=1 \?. log ar af ed dr 

n—1 oe 
- ye Feit ‘ _ |ve=i dr 

a re 1 A 
= 3,1, log yol ates) [ (2 1) ,fn-1+ . a 

2n-1 
-(7 o ides 1 + . | 

3 aq, 3 
and (1 aa “) \ = (*8—1)3 dr 

=. otal a hake ae 
—1 

1 summit | (Sie) phe $ poms nere 1 9) b+ +} 

2n —3 +3 
-frep pin-2 + ee ic veal” «Sake (say), 

Smits Qo 
Moreover, \ / 1 drt \ a dr 
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=i of stel T log = ra / AHL, 

J/1l—p a/ —1 
We have also | sae --»| Se RR ee = drdp 

=-5 [+ ao/ 1—p —p2 cosh-!r. 

+ rf rt—1sin “0 | 

between limits. 

10. The potential, therefore, becomes 

2 

—2n mi [ Qo (r’) i 1 + [- i cos h-4r 

-1/ 71 | = ea } 

; 2n+1 Pa(p’) Qn(r7’) oe Nea AE Shs aU oh Be se By Oy 3 {Xu lle + Ln 5X } 
taken between limits. 

1]. Calling this V and changing 7’ into r and p’ into p and 
vice versa 

let V = Cj Q(r7) +0, Pi(w). Q(r)+ 2. + 

Vi= Apt A, Pi(m). Pi(v)+ Az Po(u) P2(r) + . 

and Vo= By Q(r) +B, Py(m) Q(v)+ +. 

where V, and V, are the potentials inside and outside, 

respectively, 

Then, since V,=V, atr=R= - , where ¢ is the eccentricity of 

the spheroid, 

Ay= By Q(k) 

A, P\(R)=B, Q(B) 

A, P,(R)=B, Q,(B), &e 

Again from the equation of the flux, 

Vv ars 8V 
——— 4rk — =0 — (1+ 4ek) +52 _ 
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rd 
but since da = pai 

‘ 
we have 

var 8V, b8V 
—(1+47k) Bae —4ak a 

12. From these, the constants can be determined, viz. 

a mM eo Ay 
By= —4Ark ar 83) 

- 

Pa (BR) dQn adPn )- AQn 
An —_— — ‘4 = ble or OR am ~ + dk) - 4k Oy 

since An Py ()=Bn Qn (BR). 

ey i l+e 
13.° In particular, A,= —2zk Cy log ( =~"), 

—e 

2 
and o= —2rmi {1+78 ae cosh ~} 

taken ier ca limits. 

r to sim 
Sinead pur half the spheroid. This amounts to takin 
between the limits 1 and 0. 

. us 
In this case, ee (a ¢y—ac) 

. P 
and O,= —2armi [242 +2 +. ee ~ -=| 

where a), ¢), are axes of the outer confocal. 

If X be the total thickness of the layers of wire, 

a? —as 
since a,=a+A, ¢ =e = Se 

aX 
=e¢ Q + 3) nearly 

ee. — pp’? 2p iar i| Sisk} 

plify this, we shall assume that the wire is 

455 
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a? 
and a, ¢,;—ac= cdr (1 + a) 

2 AX 3 
C, = —2rmi 1+ ae log (1 + =)-= nearly. 

3a) (: 1 =) 
oe 

14. If now M be the magnetic induction at any point of the 
surface, 

sem (14 ter) AT). 
1+ 42k d AQn SPS G, at +20 (0, a -.- = rt) Paty $ 

_ (i+ 40k) p Io dQn -Cis [ ° eo + 20 
dR 

: aP, \ 

Q,(R) dk Jae } 

AQ»n dP, 
in ~ GR P 

atin el 5 Qe 4 x0, 2% ce “ a(») 
g aR’ 
or = (1+ 4k) 

os r+1 _2n-1 bs 
But Q,(r) =4 ry Pre .. Pay Sa 

2 dQn es dPn r+l Te Qn—1 dP ant 

* dr Sa er ail ere eS pene 

p, ten any P,? Qn—1 Pe age veh aPa 

: Pants — Quarta 5 —[ =(P» Hide 3 Pri, )+- 

- when r= R=1, very nearly, the left-hand side is=a very large 

negative quantity = — - z very nearly, 

and ae a is large compared with — : 
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' p(it+4ck) (1+ 47k) 
Also M= aR POL (RI —1) =i 

dQ 
ap Pat) 

+= Cn ap, \ Very nearly. 

R=1 (2) ap 

Moreover, it can be re as is @ priori evident, that 0), C,, 
&c., are of decreasing magnitudes. 

a first been, fre Shevstote, we may reject all but the 

first term, and we have 

M= 
ep (1+ 4rk) 

a Co 

Qetc log (1+- ; 
== (1+ 4k) Qeméf 1+ =e 

3x (1+5) “a ca 

ees ee ee eee 





51. Notes on Clay Tablets from the Malay Peninsula. 

: By Rakasaupas BanerJi. 

With an Introductory Note 

ob N. Annanpae, Officiating Superintendent, Indian Museum. 

Intropuctory Norte. 

In the ethnology of the Malay Peninsula no problem is more 
difficult to unravel than that of the date or dates and the place 

difficulty of attacking the problem is increased by the vagueness 
of the idea implied in the term Indian, and it will perhaps clear 
away or oh seep if ss digo out that it is not intended that this 
term should have — meaning, for by “Indian factors” 

of Islam, which they all shen The Siam Sanh of the ‘Malay 
States are Buddhists much in the same way as Malays are 
Muhammadans, but in teat geass and Farahtabions, just as- in 

especially to Rama and Hanuman, abound; side e by side with in- 
‘vocations and threats to or against loc al spirits and demons —_ 
‘as people the mythology of all primitive races. is 

It has often been assumed that the Indian invasion of Maine, 
which was in all probability a peaceful one, started from Southern 

doubted. I have pointed out elséwhere,’ this intercourse still 
= very little changed directly by European influences. 
‘There are many similarities * between the Mnhammadanism ‘of: the 
‘ Labbies ” of the Indian shore of the Gulf of Manaar and that of 
the Malays, and I Buss that it would hot be impossible to si 

i See Annandale, Fasciculi Malayensis, aan S p. 91, Liverpool, 1903, 
“ind Newbold, Political and a te ee Account of the British ‘Settlements inthe 
Straits ch ness Vol. II 193, London, 1839. 

’s Indian Archipelag, Vol. II, p. 260. He mentions the “longer 
and piece nti ith the: Arabs and the si 
eastern coast of 
ig mors id a rp Society of Bengal, Vol. I, ps ep 

regards the ‘Agiqah ceremony (see Stapleton, Xion. lve ‘Soe 
rare is TR ROR a Se Pe eS gee one a 
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striking parallels between the objects in daily use, me ek Arnal 
the patterns with which these objects are adorned, among the tw 
races ; but this is a wide prema which I cannot diadaa “e Giiait 
The fact, however, that Rama and Hanuman play an important 
part in the folklore of the Malay Peninsula both among Muham- 
madans and among Buddhists is perhaps worthy of note in con- 
nection with the legends which link these demigods with the Gulf 
of Manaar and especially with the region round Adam’s Bridge ; 

commercial activity of the “ Labbies” and their ancestors that 
the Malays of the mainland were first Sbhivexted from pure Sha- 
manism to Hinduism, and then from Hinduism to what they call, 

in phraseology of curiously mingled derivation, the agama m. 
In making this suggestion, I do not lose sight of the fact that 

certain of the Indian elements of Hindu origin found in the ethno- 
graphy of the peninsular Malays have probably been derived from 
outhern India by way of Java. e colossal ruins of that island 

form a document in the study of Indian influence pumice India far 
more definite and satisfactory than any now to be found in Malaya, 
and there can be very little doubt that the Javanese! i played 
an important part in the history of the arts, if not of the politics, 
of the Malay Peninsula. 

It has been thought by some that the Hindu elements in 
Malay ethnography were probably derived from intercourse with 
Buddhists. Many of these elements are of so general a nature 
that sithor of the two religions might have fostered them, and fur- 
ther, it is probable that the Buddhism which influenced Malaya 
was of a type which had relapsed a considerable part of the way 
to Brahminism. Therefore, it has been held, even direct refer- 
ences to essentially Hindu deities may have been taught by 
Buddhists to the ancestors of the Malays. There seems to be 

v: and there can be no doubt that Indian Hindas visited 
va at an earlier date than Indian Buddhists. At any rate in 

the northern part of the peninsula, o in every ruin 
is popularly assigned to the Siamese, % and the Siamese claim 
bably tae of mistaken ideas,’ even to have occupied the island 
of Singapore at the extreme southern point. The term Siamese 
among the Malays is separ die with Buddhist, and at any rate 

I See - atage ~ the shadow-play in Bijdr. Taal- Land- Volkenkunde Ned. 
~~ 1902, pp. 54 
; hag test Journ. Roy. Asiat. Soc., 1906, p. 115 
wits different view, in Journ, Roy. Asiat. So., 

_ p. 493. 
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in Perak and the Patani States orang Siam generally means no 
more than a professor of Buddhism. Very little reliance can be 
placed on legends referring to the Siamese, as their at Reh 
seem to have been yeh to any eiebeionle race wh 
Chinamen and whose skins were not very dark; very dark ‘ opis 
would probably have been called orang Bling , whatever their reli- 
gion might have been. e phrase orang Kling Islam (7.e., a 

Patani Malay, oe a although it is very doubtful whether 
the Siamese, who ar omparatively recent nation, ever occupied 
any part of the penidbals south of the states of Senggora and 
Trang at all eraneat sh there is no doubt that in the seven- 
teenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, if not earlier, they 
were in the habit of making hasty southward raids which struck 
terror into the Malays and became a fruitful source of legend— 

are always liable to be antedated and to confuse events of com- 
paratively recent times with others long antecedent to them and 
baat from them widely even in essential facts. 

the Straits Settlements, Johore and the giro ase: 
States, Bud ‘now exist except a mi- 

at majority of the population professing Muhammadanism, 
which gradually becomes less and less en towards the 
north. North of Kedah on the west coast of the peninsula and of 
Patani on the east, however, Buddhism i is not only the religion of 

w 

while the “ sea-folk ” at the coast are pa ay" “ Malays ” (Mfuham: 
madans) and partly “ Kaffirs” (pagans). The images found in the 

i h 

peninsula. Babu Rakha] Das Bannerjee has described the Indian 
figures in detail, and I need not attempt to point out the points 
ene stamp them as Indian. 

pl Patani States and elsewhere on the east side of the 
which forms the backbone of the Malay Peninsula, 

tablets of anottior type, to one of which Babu Rakhal 
nerjee refers at the end of his paper, are found in large bers. 
I have seen them by the hundred in the Siamese state of Jalor, 
and apparently they are just as common in those parts of Pahang 
in which there are suitable sites for the cave-temples of which the 
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this tradition. It is quite evident that these tablets are much 
more modern than those from Trang, although both are popularly 
believed to be the work of pais, 2 no tradition persisting among 
the peasantry as to their true origi 

In connection with the Trang ‘tablets I should mention the 
peculiar people known in Siam as Kong Phram or Pram, a phrase 
which is usually translated “ Bratining” These people have their 
headquarters in the State of Lakon or Nakawn Sitamarat, which 
lies east and a little north of Trang; but some of them are also 
found in Bangkok and in other parts of Siam, Although the Phram 
are Buddhists they are treated with great reverence and apparently 

as a sacred caste. They have, moreover, certain peculiar 
customs ; for instance, they do not burn their dead as the majority of 
the Siamese do in normal circumstances, but-bury them in a kneeling 
or squatting attitude. Not the least interesting fact ascertained ega j 

sakie century A,D., giving as his evidence a somewhat vague 
reference to st gg MSS. I understand that his information 
was deriv rom.a vernacular periodical published in Siam for 

the preservation of historical information contained in the lib- 

raries of those monasteries whose S. were not destroyed in the 
Burmese invasion at eu end of the sinew century, in which 

as the pei ane ay in 5 Bakhn 1 Das Runa, s “paper 
indications rather than statements “ what oo curred; but oii so 

4 "S06 ékeai3 Rage British Awece’, 1900, p. 393 ; also in Man; 1902, No. og 
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side that have affected India, but comparatively little notice has 
| taken of the manner in which India has influenced the world 

reside in India, our recent publications contain few references to 
the islands of the “ Indian” Archipelago, which forms, together with 
the Malay Peninsula, an ethnological region pro foundly influenced 
ee ceeds and arts which had their origin in the peninsula 

ind 
To acelin to the opm pee of the tablets with which 

this paper deals more directly ; I should say that the tablets were 
found in the floor of caves which were apparently at one time used 
as Buddhist temples. At least two such caves have been found in 
the state of Trang. ge A. Steffen has described the sites in 
detail in Man, 1902, No. 125. 

N. ANNANDALE. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE TABLETS. 

‘The five tablets which are described in the pores pages: 
hs were shewn othe eb ~~ antorcseary about three 

They have sin ent presented by him to the tafinad Museum, 
They were dispovered on tho’ eastern side of the ae Peninsula. 
The five tablets are of various sizes, oval in shape, with a 
pointed top, and bear impressions both on the tobwrdide and the 
reverse. They are of baked clay. Though they come from the 

classe he first class, known as “ civic,” has received scant notice 
until ‘ ‘recent period when Dr. Bloch’s discovery of a large number 
of them on the site of the ancient Vaisali gave a considerable 
impetus to its study. The second class is known as “ votive.” 
The tablets under discussion belong to the latter class. Pilgrims 
when visiting holy places usually dedicate some object near the 
principal shrines.’ In this - way the vast number of temples 
in Hindu and Buddhist Benares have grown up, and the lar, 
mound near the Mahabodhi Temple has accumulated. The 
offering may be anything from a huge temple of stone or brick 
to clay representations of them, a few inches in length. These 
votive "tablets or seals were placed s ingly or one over the other, 
thus Gontenity orn the donor had come on pilgrimage alone or 
accompani wife. When the whole family went on 
Sona 6 “ they placed their votive seals in an earthen 
vessel vessels full of seals have been found in lange, num- 
bers at Bodh-Gaya, and some pe nr i preserved . specimens 
can now be seen in the Museum Galle These votive seals 
‘usually bear impressions on. one side only which’ consist either 

t Anderson’s Catalogue and ae ee of the Arcbsological Colleotions 
in the Indian Museum, Part II, B: G., ‘192-200. 
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of a Buddha or some other deity of the Mahayanist Bud- 
dhist Pantheon or a Chaitya accompanied by the Buddhist 
formula “ Ye Dhamma hetu, etc.,”’ or some other suitable quotation 

from the Buddhist Scriptures. I gather from Dr. Ann andale that 
such votive seals are numerous in the Far East. When I saw 
these seals for the first time, I thought that they had bee 
obtained from some part of India proper, so Dr. rom ae pa 
ment that mo came from the Malay Peninsula cam 
8 e seals possess three well-marked eeecdeceitios 
for which Say call hold a promiment place in the study of 
Indian antiquity and history, r. Annandale has alread 

India has up to date Cabbage a preponderant influence, 
three characteristics are 

(1) The human figvaton on the seals are decidedly Indian, as 
a glance at the accompanying photograph will show. The human 
representations on them offer a contrast when compared with those 
on the seals from Burma and other places in the Far Kast.! O 
the other hand they compare favourably with the Northern Indian 
Buddhist sculptures. If we compare the largest of these five seals 
with one of the sculptures from Sarnath now in the Indian Musuem, 
we find that they resemble to a considerable extent both in execu- 
tion and in the seal. The ee lotus-stalks and the figures 
on them are undoubtedly similar 

( of these seals bear ‘inscriptions and their characters 
form the second of the three characteristics, The characters of these 
seals are Indian. They are Northern Indian Nagari characters 
of the llth century a.p Some seals bearing inscriptions 
in Northern Indian ec ers were sent to Dr. Kern of hue! “org by 
Mr, . Blagden, who has described them recently.2 But Dr. 
Annandale informs me that these seals do not bear any human 
representation or symbolon them. Dr. Kern has not specified to 
which group of northern characters they belong. Mr. Vikrama 

find that they ters of the Benares are arna- 

Their presence can be accounted sages in fed 
(a) That there was a colony of Northern faders in the Malay 

eninsula. 

L once egy Cc i, ts » ti atalogue, Part II, p, 173-4 “ Terra Cotta Medallions 

2 : : Anderson’s Catalogue, Part II 
Journal og the Royal Asiatic ana Theale Branch) 1903, p. 205. 
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(b) Or that these seals or their moulds were carried by Bud- 

dhist pilgrims fro srk boo as souvenirs or relics. Dr. Annandale’s 
remarks on the mysterious Prams, and their sacred books in a 
Sanskritic Sein Soa me to believe the first to be the most 
probable c 

e will be shown later on, the deities de poner on these 
seals belong to the Mahayana School. It is of in note 

India, and now it seems that May: also rea its religion from 
Northern India. may be noted in this connection that all in- 
scriptions hitherto discovered in the Malay Peninsula are in cha-~ 
arcters which belong to the southern variety of Indian characters, 
while those on these seals belong to the western variety of North- 
ern Indian Nagari of the 11th century a.D., so even among Far- 
eastern ches they occupy an unique post 

these five seals the largest is in a aie ‘of imperfect pre- 
nadine (see plate). Fortunately duplicates of these are preserved 
in the Oxford University Museum and have been published by 

essrs. Steffen and Annandale.! ‘This seal measures 43 inches by 
33 inches and is oval in shape. It bears a large impression on the 
obverse and five small impressions on the reverse. The impression 
on the obverse is pear-shaped and represents a Buddha seated on 
a lotus throne inside a shrine in the centre, Similar shrines are 
to be found on the sides of the votive stupa from Magadha.® 
Such shrines tae e also been found on seals from Bodh-Gaya, and 
some well-preserved specimens are in the Indian Museum.* The 
hands of the Buddha inside this shrine are in the Dharmacakra 
Mudra or in the attitude of teaching or delivering a ee The 

shrine itself is supported by a a lotus. On each side of the 
shrine there is a small votive stupa. Below the sn which 
supports the shrine, there is an inscription in four or five irregular 
lines in the Nagari of the 11th century .p. It consists simply of 
the Buddhist votive formula “Ye Dharma, etc.” Surrounding 
this central shrine there are eight other figures each seated on a 
lotus. and with a halo around their heads indicating their divine 
na to be observed that the human fi on this seal 

each line. The figures in the central line a oe cross-legged 
(Vajraparyanka Nisannah) while those in the first and third line 
are squatting on their haunches. I fully ilove that these 

n, 1902, No. 125, p. 178, pl. M. Dr, Annandale obtained some seals 
for ne Ontien University paid from Mr. Steffen, out of which these five 
duplicates were returned to him 

2 Annual Report of the Archwological Survey of India, 1903-4, p. 220, 

Pig. 2 
3 Anderson s Catalogue, Part II, pp. 60-61. Cunningham’s Mahabodhi, 

p- 51, pl. x 
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attendant figures each represent a Bodhisattva of the Mahayanist 
Tantrika-Pantheon on which so much light has been thrown by 
the researches of M. Foucher. But even with the aid of M. Fou 
cher’s works I have been able to identify only one of these atten- 
dant figures, and so I shall be obliged to describe the other figures 
simply. e hands of these figures are in different positions and 
they are seated in different postures. It is impossible to sal ead 
any wh res uspeye with “id particular mudra@ since they hav 
not met wi 

ere 1s @ sin “le figure « on the top of the shrine. It is seated 
on a full-blown lotus and on its breast there is a garland or neck- 
lace, On each side of the halo there is a small votive stupa sup- 
ported on a miniature full-blown lotus. On each side of the arch 
of the shrine there is a figure “SRBIB uae et a ana Near the 

below the sabre wb under the lar ge lotus. In the ‘seal before me 

olds a round object which may a amandalu. It is ‘sitting 
cross-legged chars peapachncuen eb : Fone the ee of 

b 

of t is Eodueanten in _ gyre <a tid Parts MSS. The des- 
cription is as follows 
tides Parvekievidhiacns pa fom eg — Sita-hrih- 
<ara-nispannam  Hari-hari-hari- Vahanodbhava Bhagavantam 
Aryavalokite$vararh Sarvangasuklam areaacisicatinas Santavesam 

jinadha: sate trtiyena cement oon Simha De ile Vine. 
skandha-samethitematminarh dhyatva; Om hrih him iti man- 
‘tram japet.” 

ae —* After meditating on Stinyataé or void in the 
manner prescribed above, and after meditating oneself as the noble 
lord Avalokitesvara evolved out of the white (mystic) syllable “cd 
7 srOmt the > eda has Poiapesteee pert as Hees phe rare ca 

E’tude Sur L’Iconographie Bouddhique de L’ Inde, Dewxidme © Partie, 
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bird Garuda and the lord Visnu) as his vehicle white i in st his 
limbs crowned with clotted hair, dressed in a manner ing 
tranquillity of mind (with six hands), with ene right edits oalleig 
the lord Tathagata to: witness, holding a rosary in the second 
(right hand), pointing out the world as bindly deceived, holding a ha Zoey 

eid on as Rai h ee of a lion or Garuda o eae one should 
repeat the mystic formula ‘Om hrib his.’ ” 

It is to be observed that the form of Lokesyara here described 
sae six arms, whereas the figure under consideration has only 
two.. But this difference is not of much importance since the 
number of hands in Buddhist Iconography cannot be strictly 
limited and the figure on the seal and the deseription in the 
Sadhana agree in two of their main characteristic 

The figure ou the seal holds in his right iat a smaller figure 
which is evidently the image of the lord Buddha whom the Bodhi- 
sattva holds as witness (Bhagavantam Tathagatam Saksinam-Kur- 
vantam). On the Oxford duplicate 8 the seal I find the head of 
an animal with open jaws under the seated figure. This undoubt- 
edly is h Abe (Skt. hari) which is one of the Vahanas of this 
Bodhisa 

Out of t the remaining four seals three are from the same die. 
These seals measure 33 inches by 3 inches and bear a single im- 
tern on the obverse. Tt represents a four-armed figure seated 

a lotus under » canopy and with a halo around its head. 
Without doubt this is the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara, surn ami 
Padmapani. On the right side of his head there is a wirgp and 

seven lines in the Nagari characters of the 11th rege A.D. 
The Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara is usually recognised by the pre- 
sence of his spiritual father the divine (Dhyani) ae Aste 2a 
The number of arms in this case also cannot be limited.'! Aceord- 
ing to Dr. Vogel in the case of a four-armed Pedmagial one of 
the right hands is stretched out in the gi-besry a gesture 
(Varad Mudra) while the other holds a rosary (Aksa-siitra), and 
one of the left hands holds a lotus stalk, the other = holding a book 
or Kamandalu. In this image, however, the first of the right 
hands balds, a string which may be a rosary, brag T think it is a 
snare (Pa which is found on certain figures of Avalokites- 
vara.# This form of the Bodhisattva is known as Amoghapaéa. 
The other. right band is in the Varada Mudra. The first left 
hand. holds a lotus-stalk, the other being placed on the lap. But 
this left hand is indistinct in all of the three. specimens and 
also in the Oxford University Museum’s specimen, so that it is 
impossible to know whether it holds a Pustaka or a Kemandalu 

1 Annual ete of the Archwological Survey of India, 1903- = p 214-15, 
: Gonetenat and Bargeéss’s pope tie Art in India,’ p. 12¥. figs. 105: 

rchwologisch Onderzoek of! Java en ‘Madura, ‘pl. 19, 192. “thie statae 
is tbentbed with the name of the Bodlieactra. ‘Tt has'eight arm 
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M. Foucher’s book quotes a Sadhana in which the Lokanatha has 
only two arms :— 

“Namo Lokanathaya 
Puirvavat Kramayogena Lokanatham S’asiprabham 
Hrih- Kard-ksarasambh tanh J atamukutamanditam 

Vara dam daksine haste vame padmadharamh tatha 
ae tu Mahasaumayam prabhasvaram, 

. Trans 78 tion.—‘‘ Om adoration to Lokanatha, In the same 
order as before one should meditate upon Lokanatha bright as the 
moon, evolved out of the mystic syllable hrib, decorated with a 
crown of clotted hair, bearing in the midst of clotted hair Vajra- 

exception, offering boon by his right hand and holding « lotus in 
the left, assuming the Lalita posture, exceedingly bright and hand- 
some, etc.” 

The last seal is oval i in shape but one of its extremities has 
ae Shaped into a point. It measures 33 inches by 23 inches. 

sha 
woman seated on a lotus with one foot tucked under her, while 
the other dangles from the lotus. It has two arms. The right 
hand is in the Varada Mudra, while the left holds a round object. 
Behind the figure the back of the throne is clearly visible, while 

the arches of the shrines of Nepal and Burma, This figure coin- 
pli well with the description of Mahattari- Tara i in the Sadhana 

Taram Syamim Dvibhujam Daksine Varadam Vame Sana- 
poe Fete arath Sarvabharanabhisitam Padmacandrasane Par- 
yankanisannam Vicintayet.” * 

Translation.—* One should meditate upon Tara, black, with two 
arms, offering a boon in the right and holding a blue lotus with its 
stalk in the left ae decorated with all nicer, sitting cross- 
legged, on a cushion e of the moon and a lot 

The round sbseetd in the left hand is most swrobiedity the lotus 
flower with its stalk (Sanalendivara). The o only difference is that 
here the lady is not sitting cross-legged, but with one leg dangling 
from ‘rie seat. This is the correct posture of Tara as found in 

On the reverse of the first seal there are five small impressions, 
and on the reverse of this seal there are oe impressions consist- 
ing of the votive formula ‘“‘ Ye Dharma, etc 

| B’tude Sur L’Iconographie Bouddhique de L’Inde Deuxieme Partie, 

2 B'tude Sur L’Iconogaphie aimee ge de L’Inde Deuxieme Partie, 
p- 64, fect ce ging this seal is exactly like that of Tara from the Indian 

in Foucher pW inde Premier ; 23. See also the 
seals from Sohnag, J.R.A.S., 1900, p. 433, pl og yentag . 

3 Oldfield’s Sketches from Nipal, Vol. Tr, z= 172, 
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Dr. pares also placed at my disposal a photograph of two 

seals from Goah Gambar r (“Image Cave),” Ula Pahang, on the 
eastern side of the peninsula, which are now in the Raffles 
Museum, Singapore. One of these seals is very small and too far 

i si 

seated in the posture of meditation (Dhyana mudra), on each 
side of the head of the central figure is a chaitya. In the second 

re B as, h 

seven-hooded sukee x on its head as a canopy which sails him out a Divi ‘ hi 5 , 

also to be found on the headdress of Khadiravani Tara. e 
human figures in this photograph are short thickset figures, re- 
minding one of the figures from Java, and form a good contrast to 

cation of the figures. 

ADDENDUM. 

Pandit Vinoda Vihari brought to my notice two stone votive 
stupas bearing figures of Amoghasiddhi. One of them is placed 

back of the serpent is a large -blown lotus. The dome of the 
stupa is placed on this lotus. There are four statues on the four 
sides of the dome, and one of them is a representation of Amogha- 
siddha having the seven-hooded snake above its head. It is 
sitting in the Abhaya mudra, The other figures are seated respec- 
tively in the riches Varada and BhimisparSa mudras, and so 
are the S Dyker, Buddhas, Amitabba, poi hem 
bhava and pst Gey 

In the front of the figure of Aksobhya there is a vajra on the 
edes 

E The other votive stupa (Br. 14), which is larger in size, is of 
greater importance to iconographists. The pedestal of this stupa 
is circular. The 1 base of the chaitya is tee on a full-blown 
ions above this pedestal. In this chaitya there are five ihe 
around the base, each holding a seco Buddha, Generally four 
Buddhas are figured around votive stupas 

1 Cf. Oldfield’s Nepal, Vol. II, p. 169, and Grunwedel and Burgess’ Bud- 
ahi Art in India, p. 

2? Foucher, E’tude Deuxieme Partie, p. 65. 
3 Of. the e description of this in Gudocion's Catalogue and ee of 

the admit Collections in the Indian Museum, Part IT, p. 81, Br. 13. 
4 Annual Report of the Archeological Survey a India, 1908-4’ p . 220. 
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Here we find Amoghasiddhi facing the east with his seven- 
hooded serpent canopy seated in the Abhaya mudr@ on a throne 

jorne by t arudas. Amitabha is facing the west and is 
pS in an Dhyana mudr&é on a throne borne by two _ pea- 
cocks. Ratnasambhava is seated facing the south in the Varada 
mudraé on a throne borne by two horses. There are two niches 
facing the east. One of them contains the figure of Aksobhya seated 
in the Bhimisparsa mudra on a throne borne by two elephants. 
The other niche contains a figure of Vairocana seated in the Dhar- 
macakra mudr&é on a throne borne by two lions (Simha).! 
Statues of Vairocana are not very common, Mahamahopadhyaya 
Hara Prasada Sastri informs me that Vairocana is represented only 
on the great caitya at Crayamblinabhs } in Nepal, and so this may 
be a copy of that stupa. This conjecture is confirmed to some 
extent by the presence of the | ce eyes of the Adi-Buddha” on the 
base of the umbrella which are also to be found only on the 
Svayambhnu caitya.§ Curiously enough "both of the caityas come 
Beng They belonged originally to the Asiatic Society of 

en 

! For the description of the Dhyani Buddhas see Oldfield’s. Sketches 
from eeu! Vol. II, pp. 166-169. 

ingham’s Bhilsa Topes, 8. For a representation of the 
digbanune caitya see Oldfield’s Nepal, Vol. it, 

aan enn ol aN aeNaa—aNiaaONEOE—eE le 



_ §2.. Some Pushtu Folk Tales. 

By D. Donan. 7 
Commandant of the apie Military Police and Samana Rifles, Kohat. 

E , - 

ka 

khaza munkir shwala-o dasi wail ta ta khara ziat khwand 

khaza akhple khabre bande tinga shwala. Sari yo mulle ta lar o 
da de khabra ila gwakkhtalo, mulla war ta wowail Se kor 
ke dua waroona jor ka o bia de tol qaum ‘ziafat wu Haga 

arta. soal wu wakht che sare kha mor shwal ec doe ke 
hagoe che khare ghwaindale de pa yoe lare lay she o nor pa 

bale lar Tol haga war na wowatal che dha khare 
ghwaindoonki la Muqarar wa. Khaza no poheda che da aib tash 
ba ma chektan ke nishta o war ta goona wobakhala, 

it 

Pont bande halikan be jame mushgali ida, Sare der fiqar v wur- 
ta. kowa):o ba akhir ke dasi wail. De raghae yo halk che kha- 
toori pa shan koona lari o ze lambhe na sham wahule. 

I. 

Yo shcikham na dasi khabra kegi che haga yoa “ Igbina” 
moondali wa che da wane ba sange bande wa o las warta na 
rasidalo. Pa lare yoa khaza tareda o sare wur ta wowail dille 
rasha o mata teet sha che ze ‘is pa sha bande wukhezam o “I 

kuze kwam.” aza wur ta wowail ta droond ye o > ean 
mar, ki, ba kha wi che ta teet she o ze be wukhezham sta sha 
ande 

wnqurla. Machaie wucheechale o khaze wéré na mootiaze wukur- 
le. Wakhte che mutiaze sare pa mukh bande a haga khial wu 
= che “Igbina” mata shwala o shait toe.shwal., Akhpale shibe 

re mutiaze wusatle o khaza la Bare wukarle che aé 

Davos: ta khoaghe khoage. ta sate o tirkha ma la pregde. 
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Persian TRANSLATION OF Posutu TALes CoLLectrep sy Mr. D. 
DONALD. 

I. 

B23 by a 3B ere 9 LAS aS ojSve Fale AU segyio ne ee (say 
wre Sy O55 tty 05 oy OF Soe GI) Ly Cemlyd pty OH Ole 

WE WW writ ccly? Vere Foleo SG gy Color’ 71 oyero eo) S51 
38 Je wy} oyf Joy como el BeyP = (GL Swo Ww 5! 9 

ty op ie & Ext Bley - ov, ile 955 d7% cpt = Oma! ag Gm yy 

ty ahs csitoy* ples HSL yo 90 walk y 9 ? 2.08 Yo + omly& 93! 

BIT aS OS Balyd ylSd! 5) Boyd pro Spd dod aSidy lly  iloye a 
Ot a5) Aad wit Sio5) aT, oip2 2A 06) 31 alt soe oly se 

slp 850 51 | poze Boe , 2,5 ene the BEL spe. ayy wyyyts ho oil jf 

WS UtyAe® BF oS aglaw ys pif - Otis) yar a9 Uypee layer ole pS 

@ orbs ty ot ope ole ty Coy? wr! 

il; 

Lege jh Oke GET ~ cmd go ole lym li Copy ope Cojyy 

38 98 yd WT cpu Codi G pay aye - aloghye sil OT 2 ead 
*y—*> # oS 4 of 59 pe awe 

Bile | paw 82 IBS 50,2 oly lee Copy SUI 

pi—e Lam yb Kop « pls ose wr? SF Cnt 

IIT. 

hens AF ays ALE yr yy Copy BIE yd 51S cojyy OUI BayyT 
ats yp a 24S vy Gs! wad yb wamatic laut 5} 3 = Shere yl 

ihn y akin ghd 95 SF V5 - ony Edt yl pisos U aye yn 

BSL pre l 1) das QT - sols andi Nias a ani et yo | 
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pyre otf ty Sty ar? glee 33 dye pe We lh - adsye tye 

3293 093} BY 9 wle® Wy} S89 Woy Sho ola = O95 Sot ty olleo Git oye 

see er er® vs BIE aSige® - Gord of by O65 ito} - whos 

a98 Uy fy99 apuppe AF Caml GAH Cnt AF 9pF JUS g! - cad) a Wye 
ey ato plibs wy jy crnl 2b peak af us oye died) oly Y 095 995 

® sly! olO4e0 1) Ya g Co yyirre 93 1) Lard 





53- Notes on Indian Mathematics.—Arithmetical Notation. 

By G. R. Kaye, Bureau of Education, Simla. 

i 

We are told that our modern oe notation is of 
Indian origin. Peacock, Chasles, Woepe e, Cantor, Bayley, 

1 icall 
n 

examination, saat of the material now available seems to 
point out that the hypothesis as to Indian origin was arrived at 
without sufficient warrant. Such an examination shows, at any 
rate, that ee of the Ee ae vn were utilised are unsound. 

In the first place the opinions of the commentators were 
taken as gospel by the ae dilate lata and, secondly, the opinions 
of the orientalists were taken as gospel by the mathematicians, 

being ascribed the beneficent creator of the universe,” 
(Krishpa, 16th Ghat No one would now dream of taking 
sucb a statement as evidence, but “the Brahmin view in 
possession of the field, when Europeans entered India, has been 
regarded so long with reverence among us that Bis seems almost an 
impertinence now to put forward any other.”? As, however, it 
is now known for Noro that the old Indian commentators are 

often unreliable we must, to arrive at any safe conclusion, treat 
most of rsd -Seacaend as of no value as sukaeniobesiciha, The commen- 
tators were often given to “ expressions of vague boasting, of am- 
biguous = duport d of doubtful authority ”* and those who have 
trusted in them (e. 5: Colebrook) have naturally fallen into error 
hys Davids says, we must now abandon “the unhappy system 

of taking these ancient records in the sense attributed to them by 
modern commentators.””* 

he kind of evidence regarding notation that can be accepted 
without fear is such as is recorded on coins and in genuine 

inscriptions. Evidence in manuscripts can ay be accepted 

1 Colebrook, Algebra from the Sanskrit, p. 4; Encyclopedia Britannica, 
ii, 

2 Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. iii. ib. p.319. 4 ib. p. 162, 
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with respect to the actual date of the mazuscripts chee 
for, it must be borne in mind, copyists have alw ad 
tendency to adapt notations to the systems in vogue in eatoes own 

times and to correct figures or alter them in accordance with some 
particular convention, Numerous examples of such changes 

r 
Samvat 867 (4D. oni d for the accession of the Eastern 
Chalukya king Amma II (Ind. Antiq. vol. vii, p. 16) in which 
the date is expressed ed the (eight) demi-gods collet pet the 
(six) flavours, and the (seven) mountains,’ In. the e original 
amscription the date is given by the words “ giri-rasa-vasu, etc.,’ 

) 
and the (eight) kinds of de sage th called: Vasu mie e. the Saka 
year 867). Note that Dr, Fleet, in the first quotation given above, 
changed the order of writing the date. Instead of ae 
‘moun untains, vours, vasus ie wrote  ‘“ vagus 
mountains” just as we might write 867 for 768 by Seika 
But with Dr. Fleet it is not a mistake, that- is, it is not an 

writing the larger elements first, vgs attaching no im- 
portance to this order of writing. As a matter of fact, this point 
is of the utmost. importance in any investigation regarding the 
origin of our notation and forms a valuable link in my present 
argument, indeed, forming the starting point of my essay. 
Also first-hand habe of every kind that is available has been 
sought—eviden eee cannot. have been corrupted in transit. 
Tt has ‘al ad aah necessary to investigate certain other evidence, 
not ‘tines of its ey value but because of the ec HER ERS that has 
Reais attached to it by other x investigatory 

us sal IL 
“ito “ Banskrit ai kindred scripts are now written from left to 

t.° There was, indeed, in ancient. times, an alphabet to which 
has been attached the name Karoshthi, in use in the north-west of 
Ehdia, the’ characters of which were written from right, to left 

Arabic family of scripts are written from right to left. It would 
e natural ‘to expect mean words and symbols to be affected by 

the ages, For example, it would 
appear strange to see Retort -symbols:written ‘horizontally in 
conjunction with a vertical script. | If the. development. of | hes 
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knowledge'and use of numerical ideas and language with any” 
people have generally followed the same lines, some: indication 
would probably appear in the language. of 

n the early stages of any language, we: wiavely find that 
dhe irate elements of the higher nutnbers are expressed first. 
Thus we have two and hund seofontig in Alfred’s.Chronicle for our: 

modern seventy-two; and the Germans still keep to this old 
fashion much more than wedo, In Herodotus we find such ex-> 
amples as the following: érra kat dunxoctac kat yeAtar ; and in Sans 
krit there are numberless examples with the names of the shaller 
numbers placed first. Such examples as fifteen, quinta decima, 
tryodaca, dreizehn, etc., etc., are found in many languages 

contrary to the nature of our script and has been imposed on us 
by a people with a right to left seript. This conclusion, if gene- 
rally acknowledged as correct, would appear to dispose of the 

1 ing’ di igi nt 

In the f Hero 
ached and the loft £3 Heh order had toe genetally pe do 
Herodotus therefore followed the natural order in writing his 
smaller elements first. he Greek. notation of the time also 
followed the same plan. We have numerous eatples on coins 
such as A [1 P (=1+80+100) and im 1 (=8+10,), However, 
0 | ange 
took place and both the number, wont and symbols began. to bi 
written in the reverse order, e.g., P = @©(=100+6049), Here 
is a change that complicates Gata and. _which, as far as 
know, has not yet been explained. 

But the notations that are of special interest to is now are 
those that immediately preceded our modern notation. in ae 
First there is the notation foal may be termed ‘ old In idia tt 

by ¥ @& and so on, The larger elements were generally written 
first-as in the Bee gis just given, where ¥ is equivalent to 200, 
@ to20-and & to 2, This order was in lace to the vail 

| So stated to be by Sir E. C. Bayle ey. 
". 2 See perms -Practical hier tall and: ny work on ‘the: theory of 

ghetto 
a Sometimes called Brahmi, or ‘numerical symbols.’ L sada) edawk 
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custom of the language which a the — — 
the first and in contradiction to other systems of notat which, 

later on, were in common use among the abe and we 
find many examples of dates expressed in words onl or in “tel 

f rm 
somewhat.as follows: ‘ nava-gata panchashashty-adhikeshu,” that 
is, with the hundreds first, then the units before the tens—a mixed 

order it may be termed. But in the very early instances, accord- 
ing to Don Martino de Zilva Wiskesmastache (Journ. Roy. Asiatic 
Soc. 1901, p. 301), these “ ancient Brahmi numerals are in- 
variably read either from right to left or from bottom to top. 
Thus, in writing 128, the symbols would be written either 

horizontally as ny @ “%) (i.e., 100, 20, 8), or vertically @ 
“4 

In Sanskrit this would be read ashté-vimsati-satam, 7.e., eight- 
twenty-hundred,” 

This old Indian notation has never been completely super- 
' seded. Ephigraphical instances of the thirteenth century A.D. 
have been found, and, according to Bi hler, “The Malaylam 
MSS. have preserved it to the present day.” (Biihler, Indian 
Palzxography, 77). 

Aryabhata introduced, it Bese an alphabetical notation, 

s there was no convenient 8 syst in use in his time. his 
notation of Aryabhata’s appears to ae mewhat crude adapta- 
tion from the Greek (or Arabic) pli "Tits merit (?) is that it 

P The 
unclassed consonants he used for the tens (above twenty) and the 
vowels as multipliers. Thus the consonants @, %, 
M wide for 12S 2 > 25. For = 40. us 

S %)% €: wk < Ss: mdivated multiplication 
by 100. . . . . 10,000, etc. Strangely ano this ate is 
not used in the mathematical — of Aryabhata’s work. It 
only in the astronomical part 

I have found no crigrephica examples of Aryabhata’s 
system in its original form, and the earliest case of an alphabetic 
notation known to me is of the twelfth century A.D. At this time 
the idea of place value had been well established and, conse- 
quently, Aryabhata’ 3 notation had become modified. The note- 
worthy point about all the examples of this alphabetic toteion is 
— it was always am with the smaller elements first (7.e., 

e left). For example 

1 Sta is a egy said that sc ge dewshed numbers by the letters of = 
preci: in the — manner asthe Greeks an 

Aube (Wile Tat ae © Bes Kéri’e edition, polk - 
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waa eons =40, #=300, w= 1000, ze. 1346,) Bpigr. Ind. 

Sos Se =2, 4=40, 7=400, #=1000, i.e. 1442,) Epigr, Ind. 

sr 5, #=10, #=300, #=1000, Ze. 1315,) Epigr. Ind. 
lil., 2 

These examples ee ova mes described in Biihler’s 
Indian Paleo graphy. The SE es ema i=l, seeceecey Oy oe 

d ab=l. 9 
206 = eee cee 0, Pp.» eee ea | eeeese an eeteoee 

g B oO @ rs E ok R Ke S B rg = TR g 3 bg? i=) ey b> 2 oe ° M & iy Sa 

The use of a=o,he says, is not clear, and he premises that the 
reduplication of peti dears does not affect their value, For 
example, gunaggaram=2352; rattha Spektor 
1222 ; alappa&yan=1170; bhanuvakkha = 2404 ; 
5a hmPe shah oe =1253 

ere again we have the pine elements first (7.e., on the 
left). Burnell expresses this idea by saying: “The order of the 
letters is from right to left.” (Barn South Indian Paleography 
79). Of course, this is not quiteright. The order of the letters is 
the order of the script, 7 e., from left to right, but the numbers 
were always expressed with the smaller elements first and not, as 
isthe custom now, with the higher elements first. Burnell describes 
another system (Burnell, loc. cit.) which “is only applied to number- 
ing pages o .; if was used a good deal in Malabar ° 
By this system the consonants (with short a, and in their ‘nsual 
order) stand for 1, 2, etc., up to 34, and then they are repeated 
with long a, eg. K a =35, kha=36 and so on. ” 

Albiruni tells us that para g digits invented ane system 
of notation generally mga are gal e term ‘ rical words.’ 
Albiruni said : 

which is double, as e.g., black or white ; aA soon,” It is, 
however, very doubtful whether this system was invented by 
ar gar ee It was probably introduced into India from the 
Kast, Fleet says: “ The earliest mh ge yo ae at Ope 

(Corp. Inscript. ee p. 73) ; while, according to Dr. Liiders, the 

Dhélpur, dated Vikrama Samvat 898 (Epigr. Ind. iv., 335); and 
Biihler quotes the Cicacole repel eat 641) which, ieican 
is now known to be spurious (Ind. Antiq , 214), and the ab 
inscription (A.D. 813) which is ay Joubitol by Liiders (Epigr. 
Ind. iy., 335) and Fleet (K.D.). 
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o) The use of ‘this. notation has ar chee attributed to Arya- 
cinta ae; Dr. Kern (Journ. Roy. Asiatic Soc. xx., 371) even 
coneluded , from .a supposed example of Pe that. he “quotes that 
Aryabhata had made use of the idea of place values ; but Dr. 
Bhau Daji showed that the passage on whic ern’s con- 

Gs. spurious. - Woepcke quotes 
example from the Surya Siddhanta, but concludes only that 
“Lidée de la valeur de position et du zéro est donc dans _|'Inde 
aussi anciénne, au moins, que cette méthode d’ex primer des nombres 
au vs a de-mots symboliques ” (Journal Asiatique, 1863, p. 447). 
; f- bolic igraphical: instances - of- these -sym words I have 
come across two only of the ninth century, three of a tenth, a 
few of the eleventh and numbers of later date in- In ‘every 
ea except perhaps very modern es a smaller adidas are 
rites first as the evi examples ph 

arantrgaing -, reckoned by the hands: (2), the arrow 
(20); and me widens a, 300) or 1,352 (Epigr. Ind: v., 67) ; 

1.€5 _ vedas (4), vasus | (80), fires aches moon 
(1,000), or. 1384 (Epigr. Ind. i, 94 

qMeZeg zc., yugas (4), the ee (0), the moon (100), sna 
‘the rupa (1,000), or A104 (Epigr. Ind. vi., 155); etc., ete. 

“ The practice dbes not seem to be one‘ of very great anti- 
quity, and many of the supposed older dates are doubtful,” says 
Mr. Damant (Ind. Antigq. vi., 13). 

lbiruni gave a list of ‘words in use in this system, © 
it are given in: Brown’s Oarnatic Chronology (p. 20 f.), pase 

nscription, Biihler’s Indian Palzxography, Burnell’s South 
Indian Lwogr epg, etc. Thesystem has been in use in Java, Cam- 

Burma, ete., and possibly came from the east to India, 
‘In the lists just mentioned ‘symbolical: words are given for 

numbers as far as 48, and as many as forty words are given for 
one particular number. This leads one to suppose that either the 
numerical word system was actually in use before the idea of 

‘value was known, or that those who used it’ in early times 
ey eithér ignorant of the modern system or ignored it. But as 
he earliest known aahinples of this word notation being used in 

Tndia do uot occur until after the modern notation with its principle 
‘of place value ‘was introduced this aspect of the question is not of 
ee ee Pain i ins from the thousands of examiples that 

in Ir uscripts and inscriptions, the fact that the 
order of spelling. $i umbers with the smaller element first was a 
‘recognised principle gph ee India is strongly emphasized.~ 

~The occasional and peculiar use ‘of vertical ares of 
‘hum bers haa alte y been noticed. In the Weber MSS. (Journ. 
‘Asia tic Soc. Bengal, 1893) enuibe are found and Dr. Kielhorn 
‘discovered free oid manuscripts in| which the’ ‘pages’: were 
nambered vertic ‘as well as in the usual manner. eos 

From our preent point of view it is Zea taiit to notice that 
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thése numbers were read from bottom to top, i.e., with the smaller 
elenlistiti first. It appears ™ that this method of writing is, iti some 
way, connected in origin with some vertical script and interesting 
issues are’ suggested _— faust, however, be Bet aside: for the 
present. 

‘In many MSS. met signs of the old Indian or Brahmi notation 
ett ie ea 

Vi., aad Pandit Bhagvantal Indraji attempted to show that the 
agari n merals were aksharas or syllables, and his conclusion 

pect Indeed, it is now pretty certain that the more m 
letter forms found in manuscript are ‘simply. developments “ the 
older numerical symbols. 

TH. 

Fleet gives ieee Inscript. id:, 209 1.) the following : as the 
latest known ny 1s ogi of the use of the old notation or ‘ numeri- 
cal symbols’ in India 

Cire. A. D. © 4 

7 Grjarat Karachi aad of ier 's. S. 679 
7 grant of, Lie types HS. APR f 
822 - eee, India Shergadh (Kota rt 

inscription of Samanta a 
datta. cont VSS O09: 

. 854 A Nepal inscription. + GS. 535. 

But now there are known instances of the use of these 
symbols of a much later date. For example, we have ‘the 
Katmandu inscription of: the reign of the Rajadhiraja Mandera of 
Newar Samvat 295, i.c., A.D.1139. (Epigr. Ind. v. app. 76); and, 
as noted above, epigraphical example of the thirteenth century are 
known and certain geet ts hav A shosapn this notation to 

ie) 

oe 

modern place value (so called decimal) estan, 1 wash the invention 
of “dome the Hindus have been credited, but the-* word symbol ’ 
n 

note noteworthy fact, Mens has often been indicated by 
epigraphists, is the marked difference between the old symbols 

3 the same docum i e 
vehi and other figures of the decimal system with the ancient 
umeral symbols. Similar mixtures occur in some later inscrip- 
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tions.” (Biihler, Indian Palzxography, 78).- That in India a 
new set of symbols came into existence with the new notation 
and that the old ones were discarded is remarkable. Of course, 
of the old symbols ten only would be required for the new 7 ake 
but when it is tates plain that, at the most, soos two of the old 

were employed (and thee se are extremely doubt we 4 in 
the new ec it points to no uncertain conclusion. But how- 

ever interesting the derivation of the forms of the symbols may 
be, it is apart from my subject. The only conclusions yet 
arrived at by the else igame of the forms are extremely fanciful 
probabilities at their bes 

As regards the ae aS of the new notation, 7.e., a nota- 

209 n.), Kielhorn is pigr. Ind. iv and vii) an d others. "This S List 
ear many examples of no value, as e shown in the 
sequel ; but, as most of these worthless examples have been used 
at some time or other in Aangeantiae the pro-Indian theory, it is 
— to quote them 

(1) 339 S. 261 Kalbhavi inscription . Ind. Antiq. xviii., 311. 
Ind, Antiq. xxiv., 11. 

(2) 594 C.346 Gurjara grant from San- 
kh eee nd, i 

(3) 646 8.568 Belhari eeecaaee at areal 1863. 

(4) 674 V. 731 Kanheri insc “Ee 
(5) 683 G. 365 Kaira plates of fSladityatit doen Abatic Soc. 

Bengal, vii., 969. 
(6) 736 V. < Dhiniki copper-plates of 

Jaikadev Ind. Antig. xii., 155. 
(7) 754 8. 675 Samangad grant of Dan. 

idurga . Ind, Antiq. xi., 110f. 
(8) 804 S. 726 Baijnath inscription .. Epigr. Ind. i. , 112. 
(9) 813 S. 735 Torkhéde copper-plates ... Epigr. Ind, iii, 54, 

3 S. 765 ya a rang fk x Mi an aii 136. 

(13) 862 S. 784 Déogadh Jaina inscription Epigr. nae iv., 310; 
Arch. urvey, x 

(14) 876 V. 933 Gwalior ea ear of 
hojadéva. aiowe Ind. i., 159. 

(15) 367. Ss. 789 Bagumra inscription . Ind. Antiq. xii, 181; 

xxiil., ; 
xvill., 96, 

(15a) 867 S. 789 Gujarat inscription ... Epigr. Ind. vi., 287. 
(16) 877 8.799 Kanheri inscription, C ... Ind. Antiq. xiii., 135. 
ise 882 H. 276 Peheva Apesertion of 

ojadeva .. Epigr. Ind. i., 186. 
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In the above list I have given, as far as I know, — 

inscription before the tenth century that has abe en supposed to 
e dated in figures of the modern (place-value) notation. Let 

ine these examples and see how they bear on the 

Indian antiquity is now-a-days complicated by the existence of the 
most ingenious forgeries in every branches of research.” Indeed, 
about fifty per cent. of the discovered South Indian copper-plate 

ants are now known to be forgeries, and the chief period of 
fabrication —. to have been about the end of the eleventh 
cen “there occurred a nwo great opportunity to 

regain chide ted —— ts and to acquire fresh ones. 
(Fleet, ae Antiq. xxx., 205.) ° 

It is therefore paki not to a implicit faith in Aree 
‘gat recor one comes across. owever, for the present, we mu 

and we must accept those that do not bear obvious marks of 

unreliability. 
The sie Stskin in interpreting these dates have rightly 

looked principally to historical accuracy, and when the dates have 
been given in words the figures have been interpreted so as to fit 
in with ee bbe | This is natural enough from the epigraphists’ 
point of view, when direct interpretation is impossible; but it is 
in just ae cases that the figures themselves cannot, except 
with the greatest circumspection, be adduced as evidence. Again 

inscriptions and they must contain elements of consistency. 
Bearing these points in mind let us proceed to the examination 
of the oe cited. 

e Kalbhavi inscription of S. 261 is “spurious, so far at 
any rate, as ve tegacts the date; the writing is of about the fovea 
er A D.” (Epigr. Ind, vii., p. 22, App., Ind. Antiq., xxiv., 11). 

Dr. Bihler oe this Gurjara inscription of the Chedi 
year Bd or A.D. 595 as “the earliest epigraphic instance of the 
use of the decimal oe e. the modern Scere ) notation” in 
India nae eiy of the plate (Epigr. Ind. ii., p. 20) suggests 
the possibility that the figures were added some ‘ins after the plate 

well as figures. It 
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they. were also in use much later, and inno other known example 
are such symbols uséd with ;place-values. Also there are nine 
known examples of inscriptions later than this one with Chedt 
dates written in the old notation (Epigr. Ind.-v.; app.), e.g., there is 
another grant of the Gurjaras of Bharoch in which the date sam 
391 (i.e., A:D. 640) is given in the: old notation. Again there is 
no other known rae sta at least before the eleventh century 
A.D.; in the modern (place-value) notation. There cannot 
be the remotest Daeks as tsps 16 the unsoundness of this particular piece 
of evidence of the early use of. the modern syuiee of siotati on 
in India, 

In 1863 Thomas (Journal Asiatique, P. 380) Ww fod _ The 
oldest example of the original typés of figures endued with ae 
value. . ..is to be found in. a brief a taatb ie of Belhari 
the ah hee district which commences Samvat 703 Saka 568 (or 
A.D. 646-7). The figures there appear, it must be confessed, in a 
suspiciously modern form (Table I (b)) . - «I do not quote. these 

figures with ence.’ 
(4) .In continuation of the passage just quoted, Mr. Thomas 

writes, “The next date in order of priority, which I can: refer. to, 
among the Kanheri inscriptions, but the date is Vg et mm 

numerals only and the Samvat is not specially define 
supposing the date to refer to the Khramaditya era, it will corres: 

pond with A.D. 674.” Mr. West gives the figures of this date, 
Table I (c), which he interprets as 731 or 732. (cb. p. 392). 

(5 vege marks the figures of this date: donbtful (Bpigr. 
Ind. v. wa 68). 

@ Dhinile plates of V. 794 were quoted by, Bayley as 
the i Be cea 3 of the ‘ modern decimal syste The date is 
given in words and also in figures (Table 1 I (d)). "The actos haw 

date about.the true. —— of i a there is also pe 
doubt, is to be seen in the copper-plate grant of Dantidurga . 

which es with it in its date the Saka date of 675 (in 
written words) Geaice with the corres mare Saget t (Vikra- 
maditoya) defined by figures 810 or 818 abou tA D. 753-4.” Bal 
Gangadhar Sastri read 811 for this date, but, according to Dr. 
Fleet; he was entirely. wrong. “ ‘The Sa si’ 8 facsimile,” he 

hi 
The first two figures are approxima aly. os correct form, an 
whe not 8 and 1 as read by him but 6 and.7. / But whereas 

makes 
: ards stated. that. this. record had 

with b (Ind: ; Antig, exx., '213).:: 
(8)-In the impression of the: ‘Baijuath: ‘Enstription’ of S. 726 
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-there. are, eon to Biithler (Epigr. Ind, i, 103), “‘ three numeral 
signs, the first of which is clearly 7. . The le two may have 
been 26, as Sir A. eee has read them and has repre- 
sented them . . ee in the impression they are by no means 
certain.” 

9) There iootade to be no direct evidence to show that the 
Torkhéde plates. of ‘8S. 735 or A.D. 813 are not reliable. Biihler 
quoted them, but: Dr. Liders’ argument against the authenticity of 
the ee plates, in which the date is ences in word symbols 
(Epigr. Ind. iv.,335, and Ind. Antiq. x1i., 18), holds more forcibly in 
the case of the T T ogee 2, ates. The nex saseaions date, it 
will be.seen, is 8.789 or A.D. 867, and there are no others until the 
tenth ue Be These ser a wide gaps call for some explanation: 

The figures are marked in Dr. Kielhorn’s list as 
donbtinl.. 

(1L):: A transcript of the Kanheri —— of 8.775 
i ti oO n 

i e interpretation of figures. ‘“ The forms of the letters are 
essentially the same as the Samangad copperplate grant of Saka 
675” (q. 

(12) ise have found no published plates of the Kalyan 
Ambarnath temple inscription of S. 782 and it is omitted from Dr. 
Kielhorn’s lists. We may neglect it as evidence. 

(1 The “Dédgadh inscription of 8.784 and V. 919 i is one 
of the examples given by Dr. Fleet, according to whom ‘The 
ate, as far as the Lithograph can be: relied wpon, is Samvat 

919 Asvayuja-sSukla-paksha- chaturdsyam ms oe 
pati-dinéna uttara-Bhadrapada-Nakshateé eves 88 co . ka-K 
oe 7844. It answers, by gotta 
unningham’s calculation to Thursday, the 10th § Beptetiber: A.D. 

862.” The symbols ( ‘Table I (9)) are extremely suspicious. 
(14) Inthe lithograph of the Gwalior inscription of V. 933 

the figures of the date (Table I (h)), to say the least, are curious 
although the other figures contained in the plate, viz., 270, 187, 
50 are normal mus ad but of the llth century type; and there 

with are otiier curious points connected them. Dr. Hultzsch 
writes: ‘“* At the haw of this inetoigtion the ruler of Gwalior 

amesvara Bhojadeva other inscription of a para- 

sors that the date of this Gwalior inscrip- 
tion, Samvat 933, has to be referred to the Vikrama era. Refer- 

ring to the date of an inscription at Peheva, Samvat 276 (see 
below), to the era of Sriharsha, General Cunningham further 

and of this — inscription with .... 
esa bags . Another identification rae General Cun- 
ningham pie certain,” (Epigr. Ind. i 

» (15) Y iece are two plates of the ay S. 789. The 
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Bagumra plates are described in Ind. Antiq. xii. ae 179) as re- 

a 
mil be noted upon below 

(16) This Kanheri inscription of S. 799 is described along 
with No. 11, in Ind. Antigq. xiii. (p. 133f.). No plates are given. 

See row iii. of Biihler’s Table. 
7) Dr. Mitra published a portion of the Peheva inscrip- 

tion of H. 276 or A.D. 882 (Ind. Antiq. xv., 90) and according to Dr: 
Fleet (Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, xxxi. ,407), “In referring to this, 

unmistakably Samvat 279, which, after considering and rejecting 
e Vikrama, Valabhi, Sena and Sivasimha areas, he came to the 
oe must be referred to some unknown local or family era 

n 1864 General Cunningham took up the subject. In 
the se eas working on the facsimile that had been published 
by Dr. Rajendra Lal Mitra as Samvat 216, which, if referred, as 
he suggested it should be, to the era of Harsha-vardhana of 
Kanauj, would give A.D. 823; but with the possibility of the 
correct reading being 276 or A.D.883 which would identify this 

S 

813) and the Gujarat plates of = 789 (A.D. 867). Let us now 
see to what result a comparison of the symbols used in the 
different oe ae leads. 

In Ta are shown, besides those examples quoted above, 
all those of ‘the tenth century that I a been able to collect. 
Of the examples of the special a er consideration (7.e., 
up to 900 A.D ‘bs all Aineaa f and 7 pa from lithographs, 
and it must borne in mind that these ig, are only 

iginals 

examination of Table I leads one to 

pce ‘that ae {Ps (c), a ue (j). are ont of place ; 
the symbol for eight in example (i) is unique and example 
(f) appears to be a cent Maary Nekoi its time. Compare these facts 
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with my notes above. The very doubtful examples are from old- 
fashioned lithographs not reproduced by merely mechanical process- 
es. Although one may not attach — weight to the forms of 
symbols as evidence, yet an examination of this table almost 
drives one to con clude that example (1) is ee earliest that is not 
prima ‘ieee suspiciou 

other the form of the second ‘ —- is probably accidental. I am 
inclined to accept the second set of figures as typical of the 
period and I am doubtful about the first set, the lithograph is 
so prac clear; but neither helps us to attain any immediate 
solut 

‘Biller in his Indian Palsography gives some of the sym- 
bols quoted above as authentic examples (see Table I IIT). There 

cannot be any doubt about the examples in rows i, ii, iii, and v 
ing extremely unreliable. They are not in the remotest degree 

authentic. A careful examination of his table leads to t me 
conclusion as that given above. Burnell states that examples in 

South India do not occur before the year1,000A.D. He quotessome 
Nagari tenth century figures, but does not give a reference. On 
paleographic grounds we are forced to fix the 9th century A.D. 
as the earliest period in which the modern pplece value system of 
notation may have been in use in India,® This earliest period 

use of our modern system in India. 

E¥s 

As stated above, the object of this paper is not to establish any 
particular theory, but to re-open the question by showing that the 
premises of the earlier orientalists were, in many cases, unsound 
and that their conclusions as to the Indian origin of our notation, 

therefore necessary to consider several minor points whose import- 

ance has possibly been exaggerated. For example, B ayley notices 
the use of the abacus ® in early times, and the principle it involves 

ej Bithler quotes this example, but omits these peculiar 
Of c vidence ’ is not ‘ proof’ and it is eble “that the new 

notation was in use long before it appeared in gsc tomy 
Bayl ey makes the following remarkable maas “The use of the 

“ sda is still common in every village bazar a Tndia, and has been ani- 
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of ‘the value of position, and contends. that the value of position 
and the invention of the zero, which are so obviously ee from 
cies use sie the ih are both of Indian origin. the abacus 

very important part in the development oR our notation 
no.one will deny, be ne fo Bayley’s argument it must be shown aba 
the abacus was in the use in India in early times. . Now, 
far as can be made out, the only evidence of the use of the abakne bi in 
India is — in the introduction of Taylor’s Lilawati. Rodet 

" states that in: Arabic. and Persian manuscripts one often comes 
across cithtachiond caioulatious effected by means of the ‘ tableaux 
a.colonnes. On the other hand we find that “in no existin 

skrit MS. is: there any evidence of the use of the ‘ tablewakia a 
eolonnes.” 

: otis possible that the foundation of Taylor's statement is the 
custom of writing inthe sand in India. Albiruni says: “ They do 
not use Post (the prscsieee! symbols) when reckoning in the sand,” 
but writing in sand has no connection with the abacus. 
The @ustotil of Soaking calculations i in the sand ‘still holds in India 

a SUE ,’ says Sir R. Temple (Ind. Antiq: xx., 

ceed, 
‘Hindu astrologers use a wooden plank, which they cover with 
dust. his plank is called pati, hence arithmetic is called patd- 
ganita by Bhaskaracharya and others.” We are told (Story of 
shoe apa p- 14) that the simplest form of the abacus’ consisted 
merely of a board with parallel grooves, or a tray containing sand, 

in bank be readily grooved with the fingers.” Hence the 
supposed connection. The Hindus simply use the sand for. writ- 

g purposes and there is not the slighest evidence that they have 
ever effected their calculations by anything of the nature of an 

us. There has been a good deal of confusion Deteneny the 
torn abacus,’ ‘ gobar’ (powder), and ‘ writing in the dust.’ 

Bayley also states that Aryabhata describes a mode of numera- 
tion based on the value of ae a8 = are that he made use of 
sae same in extractin the The former point has 

dealt wi 

‘ he ci has Saale poten to the gems by some writers. .In 
particular, we constantly hear that the tradition oe an indian orig 

Arabs existed a the nage eee malheureusement, ” as. Woe 

yin ‘tine? sautehosiseatich: ” Has this statement any real 
Meer TI “wave: made carefal i and have o come across no evidence 
of the common use of the abacus in India. 
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wrote (Journ. Saandye d 1863, 69), * la critique historique fait telle- 
ment défaut a la plupart des écrivains arabes, qu’on ne 

epter qu’avec la plus. Be réserve leurs assertions, lorsqu’ il 
8 eae!t de faits dont ils n’ont pu avoir une connaissance certaine et 
immediate. Si donc nous finissons peut-étre par nous décider 

Hindu (a man of the nation of Indians) took some fine owder, 

e 
put it away for future reference. This is followed by an interest- 
ing description in which the forms of the new symbols are likened 
to certain letters of the Arabic alphabet. Thus the numbers one 
to six, and nine, are likened to the following:— {| — e~ cand B> 

The second passage referred to isalso an extract from a commen- 
tary by Husain Bin M. Almahalli on a work by Abdul Kadir 
Alsakhwi and contains practically the same information. As 
~Woepcke ae we cannot attach any vhs to such statements in 
themselves 

There is, however, with regard to the use of the opyea Med 
Indian, another point to consider. Taylor wrote : ‘‘ The cypisccorag 
call the decimal scale of arithmetic Hindasi . circu 
stance which clearly indicates the source from which shied consi- 
der this manner of notation to have been derived.” Woepcke, 
however, pointed out (p. 505) that “ L’adjectif employé pour 
désigner le calcul ndien, ou ae mé — indiennes, et qui est 
ordinairement hindi (oe pré sous la forme 
hindact .gwos®,”” It is this «Stet eect two words that has led 
to confusion and erroneous conclusions. ne can understand the 
unlearned being misled by such resemblance, but it is just one 
of those points that scholars do not generally ovens a mistake 
about. Firuz-Abadi (1329-1414 A,.D.), the great philologist, 
gave the derivation of the word &« ai@ (hindasah) which he said 
was derived from the Persian word sf} (andazah) fog 
means measure. One would think that this was good enough 
authority, but it appears to be ignored by most of the Tathabats ; 
and whether the derivation given is right or not does not matter 

all, for it is absolutely certain that the word &~ 0 in the 
time of Al-F Abadi used with a signification altoge- 
ther different from Indian. Again in an epi f Firdausi’s 
Shah-nama! the following passag urs: ‘“‘ Who among the 
great will take charge of the son of the King of the world, and 

his ter it be a at y ndian 

(\¢ 2) or a Persian; an astronomer or a geometer (-ds*), etc.” 
Woepceke seems to think that this quotation disproves the deriva- 
tion given by Firuz-Abadi,? but the significant fact remains that 

| Firdausi (941-1020 A.D.). 2 Which, of course, it does not. 
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in the time of Firdausi the two words were used with totally 

Indianists. In a rule Ibn Sina gives relating to the properties of 
square numbers the phrase cee Sot cjybt 4.9 occurs and in a 
corresponding rule for cubes the phrase geod)! wusJ} Now, if 
either of these rules could be traced to an Indian source one might 
be pardoned for translating «ie by the term “Indian”; but 
there is not the remotest reference to any such rules or any- 
thing akin to them in any of the known writings of the Hindu 
mathematicians prior to Avicenna. Further, M. Woepcke says, 

0 
ped soe que le méme hindact désigne aussi chez les 

, d’apres M. Taylor, ‘ : Véchelle décimale de rica ne 
nous Sevens étre portés 4 admettre que le sens primitif du mo 

qui se prononce hindigah et handagah est ‘ ina 
indienne’ ou ‘art indien’; et que, si ce mot désigne en arabe 
ordinairement, la géométrie, c’est parce que les premiéres notions 
de cette science arrivées aux Arabes sont venues de I’Inde” 

M. Woepcke’s ~sagoereg depends upon the following (sup- 
posed ) facts : (i) re ord eR annot - any possible means 

points here. Of all the protien. relating to numbers this very 
one is most likely 

eae of geometric origin, 
as a glance at the 
reat Re 4 
figure will show. 
AB is any square 
of which the sides 

| 
| 
l 

He 2 Se. 
: e3 Ee & : 

Laan 

a 2 ae ae ae 
‘Ors 8 : 

a &. 
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when on division by nine the linear remainder is 1 or 8, 2 or 
5 the nd 7, 3 or 6, 4 or e square remainders are respectively 1, 4, 9, 

16 (ae. 7).! (Of course it will be at once red Som this is 
only a particular case of a more general pro 

An interesting anecdote is colated by Bayley i in cis following 
pons from Ma saudi, who visited India gferceet close of the 
tenth century : n congrés des i réuni par 
composa le livre a Sind Hind... s sevventusealt aussi les 
neuf chiffres qui forme le systéme numérique “indien” Congresses 
and councils are not often known to dnvent, but it is quite con- 

ceivable that at such a meeting the adoption of a new system . 
(possibly foreign) might be consider 

A r anecdote is related about the Khalif Walid who 
reigned from 705 to 715 A.D. - It is stated that he forbade, 
by a special edict, the use of the Greek lan anguage in the public 
accounts. He , however, a special reservation in favo 

Greek letters as numeral signs, on the ground that the Apalits 
lan e possessed no numerals of its own. Now the Arabic 

Ag 
edict could not refer to the Greek alphabetic notation. There ar 
ouly two possible conclusions, wz., (¢) the edict referred to some 
special notation of the Greeks ( the apices of the Neo-Pythago- 
reans); or (77) the whole ~ is false. 

uch evidence as is tained in this section, being more or 
vine legendary, does not any very great weight. The points here 

with would not, in all probability, have been taken up in the 
srell sent argument if they had not been already used by the Indian- 
ists. Their value here lies in the rather remarkable truth that 

evidence can ayail so little in such an investigation as this. vibe 
when we come to the records of ve ee: a eres investigator 
Albiruni, we find very little really pert to the question in in 
hand. When he visited India (in the permet century) the new 
pe must have been fairly well esta * His ge 
is not always perfectly unambiguous, but what he says leads us to 
eankiite that the Hindus he came across were ignorant of the 
fundamental principles of mathematics. “ At first,’’ he writes, 
“ { stood to their astronomers in the relation of a pupil to his 
master, being a stranger among them and ao oe with 

on which the science rests, ae point to them some rules o 
deduction and the scientific methods of all mathematics, and 

then they flocked together round me from all parts and most 

ar example is given by Theon of Smyrna, A.D. 130. 
2 Is the pen re of the abjad so certain? What is the earliest epigra- 

phical instance 
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eager to learn from me, asking me atthe same time from what 

Hindu master I had learnt those things, whilst in reality I 

showed them what they 2 were worth, ang! thought my self a ipso 

They shack thought me a sorcere ee mostly find. that 
even the so-called scientific jesse of the Hindus are in a state 
of utter eontvesge devoid of any logical order 

Ibiruni’s statements regarding Hindu mathematics and, in 
particular, abou notation, must be read in the light of the above 
remarks. Also it must be borne in mind that in Albiruni’s time 

the common notation in use in India was the ‘ numerical words 
system, and among the Arabs probably the ‘ abjad ’ was the popu- 
lar notation, although in both countries the modern notation was 

possibly well established. 
“The Hindus,” Albiruni says, ““do not use the letters of 

their alphabet for numerical notation, as we use the Arabic nota- 
tion in the order of the Hebrew alphabet.! As in different parts 
of India the letters have different shapes, the numeral signs, too, 

the people of Kashmir mark the single leaves of their books 
with figures which look like drawings or like Chinese characters, 
the meaning of which can only be learned by very long aaa 
However, they do not use them when reckoning in the sand.” 
(Then follow three pages of disquisition on the Cs of 

t 

until the eighteenth order for religious reasons ) 
us maintain that t is a nineteenth 

but in reality reckoning is unlimited). indus,” he goes 
on to say, “ use the numeral signs in arithmetic in the same way 

same time in two orders*. . rahmagupta says: “If you 
want to write one, express “it by srarrehiai which is unique, 

| T take this to mean that they did use an alphabetic notation, but dif- 
fering in the order of the letters from the ‘ abjad.’ See notes above on 

S notation. But the © passage is ambiguous. 
2 I donot see how he was in a better position on to  indge e on this point 

an peace so Tae: age - bgp 5 sg in his co! 
; nomenclatnre of seats ie Dr. Lardner’s 

Pr lr (1834) we crea, - The names ( Sanskrit) for the successive 
of units is surprising extent ” Mutahhar ibn Tahr notes a8 
curiosity s y high ‘has ascribed by Indians to the length of the’ world 
(Huart p. 23). ‘This appears to have been the distinguishing 
“7 the place-value to their naga word system. 

e raba kept their abjad unmodified. See my note above 
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” etc. biruni gives a list of these numerical words and then 

says: ‘‘As far as I have seen and heard the Hindus, they do 
not go beyond twenty-five with this kind of numerical notation,” 

iruni’s list the following are the equivalents of 1 and 
10, 2 ee 20 :— 

1. .... Adi, gagin, indus, Sita, urvara, dharé, pitamah, 
candra, gitamea, ragmi, 

10. ... . Dic, aca, kendu, ravanaca 
2... .*. Yama, Agvin, Poharketes were loans, axi, Dasra, 

Yamala, ete netra. 
20. ..... Nakha, kriti 

V. 

For operations involving large quantities the old notation 
(i.e, notations without place-values) were clumsy in that a large 
number of symbols were required! and there are Seats problems 
that have no meaning, apart from the idea of place value. For in- 

stance the sum of the digits of 7 @ = would be JT O = 

and nothing else. Problems that involve such ideas as ‘the sum of 
the digits of twenty-five is seven’ connote the idea of place- 

value of position.’ “If the digits of any three 
added together, pu the — nl oe sum be added together, aa 
so on, the final s will Jamblichus also tells us tha 
the Py thagoreans called ten aa a the second course, a ig 
dred the ' unit of third course,’ and s 

In early Hindu mathematics we find no such problems as ca 
given by Jamblichus. We can go further and state with perfec 
truth that, in the whole range of Hindu mathematics, there is ok 

the slightest indication of the use of any idea of place-value 

show that Aryabhata’s rule for the pals taga of the square root 
implied a knowledge of the value of Lamy 

The rule in question is as follow 

HTT hes samy faa fequs qiges | 
ante agg val Bat Fe | 

‘‘ Always divide the part that is not square by twice the root 
of the square, after having subtracted from this squared part the 
square of the root: the quotient is the root to the next term.” 

1 The inh ac Hox ae some 400 different symbols in their ‘ numerical 
‘ete’ ; notatio See Rice 

2 Gow 3 Hi sto ory of Gree Mathematics, Example : “Take 25, 26, ce . 
which the highest 27 is divisible by 3; then 2+ Ag 24+642+7=24 and 2 

é roposi be made ABs general 
3 Rodet translates the term @yypaaqt by ‘4 distance d’une place’ or ‘a 

intervalle d’une place ou d’un rang,’ 
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The rule is algebraical in character, that is, it is perfectly 
general and applies to all possible notations. There is absolutely 

ing in i n lead one to othing in it that on suppose that it was meant to 
apply in particular to a notation with ‘ place-values’ and a zero 
The method n here was known to the Greeks and was admir- m Vv 
ably expressed by Theon of Alexandria while Euclid ibe gene 
g Brahmagupta doe 

any rule for the extraction of square roots, although he oies 
identically the same rule for cube roots as is given by Aryabhata. 

n turning to Rodet’s notes we find the cause of his erroneous con- 
clusions i in the following statement. ii obeys, " — rendre compleé- 

a fait usage dans 
ces régles, je vais reproduire un sce des reece tortck de la 
Lilavati... et indiquant le procédé pratique snivi par les Indiens 
pour opérer l’extraction des racines,” Of course, if one relies upon 
a commentator of the Lildvati for. enlightenment as to the mathe- 

matical practice in the time of Aryabhata, wrong impressions are 
likely to result. As I have stated before, there is not in any part 
of Aryabhata’s work the remotest indication of a knowledge of a 
notation with ‘ place-values’; on the other hand there is plenty 
of evidence in the opposite direction. 

The use of the new notation is not (aaa in the rules for the 
fundamental operations given by Brahmagupta; but there is one 
point about multiplication that is possibly worth noting. He 
says, “If the multiplicator be too great or too small the mul- 
tiplicand is to be multiplied by the excess or defect as put ; and 
the product of the multiplicand so put is added or subtracted.” 
The commentator Krishna (sixteenth century per misunder- 

) 
and which must have: been particularly useful with a notation 
without place-values. 

n the absence of any detailed workings* of examples by the 
early ‘Hindu mathematicians it would be difficult to come to defi- 

nite conclusions regarding the notations they used if we had no 

that ees to no uncertain conclusion. Sir _R. Temple a for 

enormously arithmetical operatio Consequently we could not 
possibly give the credit of the Pa to those who did not use 

! Such misunderstandings are extremely common among the Hindu com- 
= 

“This omission is still the characteristic of the unskilful worker in 
sao who _ if possible, show up the qu a and peed ond t 
pte soso ta @ desire to k the mysterious 

omits the ste, steps of the work and ite o od.” 
of de i! if eThe poner: work an Gites no inkling of the meth 
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it for the purpose for which it was invented. Sir R. Temple has 
shown us [ Ind. Antiq. xx. 53f.] that both ae old system of notation 
and the old methods of operation’are still in use in Burma, In 
and Tibet. ‘To the present day,” he writes, “ the very Conia 

urma : 

this way..... This peculiarity yields a yuan qrplatetipd of this 
system of arithmetic, which would appear to have arisen from this 
method of notation.”” Sir R. Temple Ear that this system ‘whith 
Bripkive the essentials of the old notation (with modern symbols 
and the old methods ie operon and ignores the advantages of 
the modern age ion, is that in use amongst the Phongyis or Bur- 
mese Buddhi AY. and the astrologers—amongst those who 
have not ae ucated on a foreign ir R. Temple also 
says: “Mr. 8. B. Dikshit informs me that a system of arithmetic 
nearly corresponding ' cin that of the Burmese is still, he believes, 
in vogue all over India among Hindu astrologers. A ‘Lama showed 
Sir R. Temple that oy system taught by in the indigenous 
monastic schools in Tibet was much the sa 

have been informed that in purely cadets schools of the 
present day it is common for the pupils to learn their multi- 
plication tables up to 100 x 100, and, until a short time ago, in the 

vernment schools of the United Provinces, the pupils were — 
pelled to learn at least up to 40x40. Mr. H. Sharp in his “ Rura 
Schools in the Central Provinces” tells us that children not on ly 
learn the multiplication table * far as 100x100, but tables of 
squares even higher. “I have found,” he says, “a very small 
boy who could tell without a Reset hesitation, the square of 
any number up to 1,000.” This enormous range of tables was a 
necessary pan anges of the old notation and its survival is a 
curious phenom 

In a abet eork* we read that in the section entitled Algo- 
rithims of ‘Brahmagupta’ s mathematics: “We have undoubtedly 
the numeration and notation of the Hindu (7.e., our own) system 
given and perhaps explained.” Further on we read: “In the 
twelfth century Bhaskara composed a fuller and more valu- 
able work (than ger gta 8) on arithmetic,” and, “ undoubted- 
ly, there was a race of scholars during the paces vening centuries 

(between Brahtiepnote and Bhaskara) to whom was due the 
maintenance, if not the extension, of Hindu i mp... Thus 

(through M. Bin rine the mathematical writings of the Hindus 
ame pki o “Arabians and especially the vend intr system 

I give these ee which are erally his 
articular work Sat wear a valuable ae a interesting) poner to 

illustrate the popular misconceptions of the subject of Hindu 
mathematics and their influence, and partly as pe on which to 

e differences are minor and do not affect the present question. 
: the Story of Arithmetic—S. Carrington. 
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hang some ideas.' Those who oe really familiar wi the works 
“* Louv- in eve must agree with Chasles, who wrote long 

rage hascara n’est qu’une imitation trés- imparfaite de celui 
de Brahmagapta, qui ‘e est commenté et dénatureé . . + + Les pro- 
positions les plus imp . y sont omises, 
ou énoncées commes inexacte . Cette te cinconstance ot les com- 
mentaires de différens icolinatis Ss, nous paraissent prouver que, 
depuis Brahmagupta, les sciences, dans Pinde, ont te en decli- 
nant” (p, 420). The significance "of these statements, regarding 
the verity of which there is not the slightest doubt, is great. We 
are led to suspect, but not only by these considerations, “that there 
never was a school of Hindu mathematicians. Further, if Bhas- 
kara and the other commentators were not competent enough to 
appreciate Brahmagupta’s work, : Simson the vides that, peer 
Brahmagupta himself was of the same type as his success 

Colebrooke says that Sivabbuts was superior to any "Hindn 

n 
the Elder (2nd century 8.c.) and was demonstrated be him. Still 
the reputation sticks. Moreover, Chasles thought that the pri- 
ority of the statement of the same formula extended to quadri- 
laterals rests with Brahmagupta, but it is even doubtful whether 
the rule given was intended to apply to quadrilaterals at all. 
Certainly the commentators thought it did, but they did not un- 
derstand its application. Krishna’s illustrations are Indicrous, 
while Bhaskara did not understand that the formula applies to 
cyclic quadrilaterals eat and said ® that anyone who believed 
in it was a “ blundering devil.” 

Side by side with this correct formula for the oe oad Brah- 
magupta states that the product of half the base and half the sum 

of these up as mathematicians: they are recognised as mere com- 

® common origin, 
The next proposition by which Brahmagupta gains credit is 

1 It must be remembered that the writer of this interesting book is not 
to blame for the incorrect statements regarding Hindu mathematics, For 
aun ee see Cantor, Gow, etc., etc. 

. 

> P- 
, And is by Ahmes the Egyptian B.C. 1700, 
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rule he gives for the construction of right-angled triangles with 

rational sides. This rule he gives twice over without knowing it ; 

38 of chapter xviii. (Colebrooke’s edition). In the first case he 
gives directions for the constiiotion of ‘ half a rectangle ’ and in the 
second for an isosceles triangle (a double right-angled triangle), 
The two rules are mathem stically identical but worded very dif- 
ferently. e only possible explanation of their occurrence 

at ¢ 

Pythagoras and to Plato; and had sabe been a proposition par- 

Chasles, they had been misled by Colebrooke and others. As 
matter of fact the formula was given by Alkharki the realetilh 
of Tibphaktas, 

Next come the ‘indeterminate’ or Diophantine equations. 
The connection between Brahmagupta and Diophantus was dis- 
cussed by Colebrooke but not from the most enlightened point 

ma 

the second degree ; ed parts of his works were lost; that his 
mathematical work was carried on by Hypatia and others 

magupta gives us patie de of juidseaitnitante equations ; he 
gives a method of solving quadratics the same as that employed 
by Diophantus, while the other method he gives is practically the 
same as that of Nonius; he uses the sexagesimal notation and 

can 
accuracy that no section of mathematics is touched upon by him 
that had not been dealt with by the Greeks.! 

VE 

In the work quoted above it is intimated that M. ibn Musa, 
and through him the Arabians generally, derived their mathemati- 
cal knowledge from the Hindus. Gow also states that “in the 
time of Al-Mansur (754—775) the Arabian commerce with India 

had brought to the knowledge of Bagdad the Siddhanta. This 
also was translated and the Arabs acquired the numerical sym- 
bols.” On what authority such statements are made I cannot say, 
but I suspect they may be traced back to Colebrooke, who, how- 
ever, is not quite so culpable in this matter as his commentators 
Colebrooke states that M. ibn Ibrahim Alfarazi translated or 
adapted an Indian work on astronomy, and this work of Alfarazi 
was known as Sind-hind or Hind-sind. “It signifies,’ he says, 

1 The conclusions given in this merge are based Upon a much fuller 
investigation than is here indicated: it is proposed to give, on another 
ion a a more detailed Sepeeltion of the jal oy of this investigation 

2 History of Greek Mathematics. 
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“according to Ben-al-Adami, the revolving ages . No Sanscrit 
term of similar sound occurs, bearing a signification reconcilable 
to the Arabic interpretation. If a conjecture is to azarded, 
the original word may have been Siddh’anta. Other guesses 
might be proposed.” 

’ identité du mot Sindhind avec sidd’anta que erties. a 
été le premier @ soupgonner,” writes Woe ke, “n’est » je 
pense, révoquée en doute par personne,” and mig that ‘the 
Indian astronomer who arrived at Bagdad in 773 had based 
his work on that of Brahmagupta, and so sbrocis? 8 guess be- 

translated into Arabic at an early date, but that, for example, 
M. ibn Musa learnt = algebra from the Hindus does not follow 
and none is it.t The ar dames given by Cossali and fol- 
lowed by Cole ixbake: “for an Indian origin of M. ibn Mausa’s 

follows :—“ There is nothing in history respecting Muhammad 
ben Musa individually, which favours the opinion, that he took 
from the Greeks the Algebra which he taught the Muhammadans. 
History presents in him no other than a mathematician of a 
country most distant from Greece and contiguous to India... . 
Not having taken Algebra from the Greeks, he must have either 
invented it himself or taken it from the Indians. Of the two the 
second appears to me most probable.’”’ Is it surprising that 
scholars who believed in, or even listened to, such arguments 
came to unsound conclusions ? 

comparison between the mathematical work of Brahma- 

in aca ment of the Muhammadan. Now M. ibn Moss i in 
the preface to his work, writes : 

“The learned, in times Se hieh have passed away, and 
‘among nations which have ceased to exist, were constantly 
oo in writing books on the several departments of science 

The fondness for science, by which God has distin- 
guished the Imam al Mamum . has encouraged me to com- 
pose a short work on calculating - . « Such as men constantly 

require.” This does not point to India as the source of his 

exist. Rosen, however, says, “I have drawn the con- 
clusion that part of the information Deis shes in this volume 
was derived from an Indian source.” That he was not tel 
tled to draw any such conclusion is evident from an exa 
tion of the facts. It will even be seen that the évideuse 
selected by him in support of his arguments actually points 
the other way. For Salers he attempts to show that in 

1 Rodet also came to to this conclusion (Journal Asiatique, 1878). - 
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the determination of the ratio of the circumference to the 
diameter of the ain the Arabian mathematician has copied 
the Hindus. The result given by the Muhammadan may 

be represented by p=d x Me = = while the result as given in 

the Lilavati is represented by p=d x mit The fact that these 

two results are identically equal forms the basis of Rosen’s argn- 
ment to prove that M. ibn Musa copied from the Hindus,! not- 
withstanding that M. ibn Musa lived three hundred years bss 

es temps, a a toutes les intelligences qui savent la sarah et 
sa présence sur plusieurs points, chez plusieurs peuples, n’est pas 
une preuve de communications entre eux” (p. 430); but Rosen 
thinks otherwise and says, ‘‘It is extremely improbable that the 
Arabs should, by mere accident, have the same proportion as the 
Hindus; particularly, if we bear in mind that the Arabs did not 
seem ave troubled themselves about finding an exact method. ’ 

astonishing foot-note? : “This would appear from the very man- 

ivy of this, and £ find the real circumference, except the Omnis- 
This is called an approximation, in the same manner 

as it is said of the e square-roots of irrational numbers, that they 
are approximations, and not exact truths: for God alone knows 
‘ what the exact truth is 

The remarks of fea about it being mere accident, and the 
Arabs not troubling themselves, are baat absurd to be considered ; 
and, as tothe note he ridic ales, I venture to state that in the 
whole ran ge of Hindu mathematical ‘meitings repo ng approach- 
ing such a clear agama ss of a difficult point has been given.® 
The facts aorae y Rosen further prove ih ridiculousness 
of his argumen Thay 2 re here given side by side, and a glance 
nbn show that. ‘auesehte réstiia were given by the Muhammadan 

e three centuries earlier than by the Hindus in question, and 
that he could not have possibly borrowed his results from them. 
It is not nece here to take into account the value given b ssary M 
Aryabhata as Brahmagupta, on whose work that of M. ibn Musa 

1 It is to be borne in mind that it is only Rosen’s arguments that are 
here being cutie. Rosen knew nothing of Aryabhata. 

course such arguments eke not, in themselves, worth repeating. 
Tt is on such, however, that the current theories are based. 

3 Since writing a the above it has struck me that Rosen possibly believed 
that . circle could be exactly ‘ squared.’ Such a belief was not uncommon 
in his day. 
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s said to be based, did not give it. The point at issue lies 
itwioki M. ibn Musa, Brahmagupta and Bhaskara 

Brahmagupta (circ. 600 A.D.) M. sii Musa (circ. 800 A.D.) 

The diameter and the semi- In any circle, the product of 
diameter being severally multi- its diameter, multipled by three 
plied by t tical and one-seventh, will be equal 

times the squares are the neat tical life. The geometricians 
values. One 

of them is that you multiply 
Bhaskara (cire. 1150 A.D.) the diameter by itself, then by 

: en, and hereafter take the root 

Rule: When the diameter of of the product: the root will be 
acircle is multiplied by ve the periphery. The other me- 

hundred : it 
twenty, and divided by bnelvs is this, that you multiply the 
hundred and fifty, the quotient diameter by 62832 and then 
is the circumference: or, multi- divide the product by 20000: the 
ply by twenty-two and divide quotient is the periphery.! 

Tr - 

ference adopted to practice 

[Note —There is another and more interesting egos to 
the ‘ squaring of the circle’ in Hindu writings giv 
Thibaut in ote translation of the Sulvasutras. It is ais follow- 
ing rule 

as are; for as much as there is cut off from the square (viz , the 
corners of the square) quite as much is waded to it (viz., ” the 
segment of the circle iyi outside the square.”’) 

This gives r=3-0886. The construction arose out of the 
custom of building altars of different shapes but of equal areas, 
serie has a very strange resemblance to the adele’ Delian 
pro 

The ratios used by the Hindus have no claim to priority. 
rey ee Satie 1700 B.C. “ gave a value equivalent to 7=(16/9)?= 
371604. himedes gave a rigorous proof showing that the value 

lL ./10=3: ora 3} =3°'1429; the other values Beh w= 31416. ice 

hata’s — is Bay =3°1416. and 

use the Fred 7 =3, while ee is “wider erratic in one sot the 
a ea im that requires a knowledge of the value of =. 

Albiruni states that the sahie: 3 A 35 728 employed by Pulisa (India, i., 168). 
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lies between 22/7 and 223/71. Ordinarily he used, as we do 
now, 22/7. Ptolemy’s value is 377/120 which scan 3°141666. 

Pulisa gave gL 8! 1416. The method of Ahmes is not 

ceovige that given in the Sulvasutras. M. ibn Musa finds the 
rea of the circle by treating it as the limit of an equilateral 
olygon of many sides: this “method cet pieg does not point to 
Fi cnaatpis as the source of his knowledge 

VIL. 

Not many years ago the opinions of the early orientalists 
appeared to be corroborated to some extent by the discovery of 
the Bakhshali manuscript, or rather by Dr, Hoernle’s statements 

a 
seen that there are other possible explanations than those he 
gives. 

Now, in his discussion on the age and origin of the Bakh- 
chal “arithmetic, Dr. Hoernle makes the following assump- 

*e “That Indian arithmetic arn algebra, at least, are of entirely 
native origin.” (Ind. Antiq. xvii., 3 

“ That the Hindus did os get their elements of the arithme- 
tical Science from the Greeks.” (ib. 

“That this principle “ value of re) was known in 

India as early as A.D. 500,” (Ind. Antiq. xii., 37). 
From such assumptions he finally coneladen that the work is 

it helps to prove the early use of the modern system of notation 
among the early Hindus. He protects himself from giving a 
rather crude illustration of the vicious circle by a qualifying 
clause, but, in actuality, that is the form of his reasoning. 

n addition to the statements given above, Dr. Hoernle writes, 
“The MS. is written in the so-called Sarada characters, which 

are still used in Kashmir and which, as they occur on the coins of 
the sis ee of Kashmir, are of a not inconsiderable age. 

se 0 

great age in 
Bakhshali MS.; and as the West Indus Districts were early lost 
to Hindu civilization through Muhammadan conquests, during 
which it was a common practice to b SS. to save them from 
destruction The Bakhshali MS. may be referred to the 8th 
or 9th cen tury A A.D. 

“The methods ‘(of setting out the problems, etc.) differs 
considerably from that used in other Hindu mathematical treatises, 
e.g.,in those of Bhaskara and Brahmagupta .... “This nega- 

S. and the works of Bhaskara and others, The MS. uses a cross +, 
while the sign that is commonly used isa dot, placed above the 
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quantity . . Here, therefore, there appears to be a mark of 

v rmed by 
Thibaut! .... that t Diaphantus used the letter y reversed (thus th) 
to indicate the tay gi quantity . Now the oo 
arithmetic i is written in the Sloka measure ; and this circumstance 

of notation® is employed , . . etc., etc.” eae Dr. 
s conclusion every one of these points seems to me to 

emphasize the fact that this work is not of pure Indi origin : 
ven. 

Further, Dr. Hoernle has failed to note on one shone spinner 
matter, He explains that a mixed number is shown in the Bakh- 
shali MS. by placing ‘the three numbers under one another; thus 

1 means 1 — fand 1 means 43, but he does not explain that 
3+ 2 
this mode of writing fractions is poco arly Arabic. That the 
Bakhshali MS. exhibits such characteristic difference from the old 
Hindu treatises ; ey the only rE "ot resemblance are admitted- 
ly of foreign origin®; that the MS. was found in that part of 
India t * was dominated at the ‘Gate wet . Pages written by 
a fi ; and that this foreign race wa the period i = 
piadinn. pkicis to the Hindus as regards dhete knowledge o 

8 it possible that Dr. Pggaine had not read the introduction to Cole- 
ae 8 > Lilavati 3 ? (p. xii., Ed. 1817). Colebrooke there gives a full explana- 
tion of 5 the use of the i nverted ¥ by Diaphantus). 

m 
3 That is, the oe at: with place-values. 

oepcke, p. 
5 The only resemblance bet sag emi the bgt = the Bakhshali manuscript 

and Brahmagupta’s Yer that Dr. wera t, lies in the Be eth sutra 
of the MS. and ch, i, §84 of Brah ro bra. Peculiar signifi- agupte 

nce aliases to this pore. for it was fully dealt nate by Diopbantas and 
fully e expounded in the algebra of Alkarkhi which was based on that of Dio- 
phantas (Woepcke’s Eztrait du Fakhri). The problem giver in ihe Bakhshali 

S. may be expressed in modern notation thus:—Solve 2+5=m2, e—7=n? 

in 

numbers is 12; the half of of it. is 6; lessened by two is 4; its half is 2; its 
square is 4; this is added to the eubtractive number and becomes 11. This 

2 
is the number.” This solution is based upon the fact that } ibe -»} 

eee nates square, This formula is given by Alkarkhi ri (p. 63). In 
a=5, b=7 and p=2. 
remarkable unmistakably points to Diophantus 

as cane of the cltimete source of boch Brahmagopta’ work and the Bakhshali 
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mathematics ; these points also indicate pretty certainly that the 
work in question was not of unalloyed Indian origin. 

VIII. 

I have indicated roughly the main points of my arguments by 
which, I believe, my original proposition is proved. The task I set 
myself was to show that the current conceptions as to the origin 
of our modern arithmetical notation have not very secure founda- 
tions and that the question is worth reopening; and further, 

task is only indicated in the above notes, which I may supplement 
later on, een regards the question of notation I think enough 

n to cause those interested and better qualified to 

nature of their Sle ececmpe wor the very custom at the 

present time among those Hindus oo work on purely indige- 
nous lines point a foreign origin of the modern notation 
as probable ; while ihe foundations of the arguments of those 
who believe in an Indian origin are now shown to be either 
absolutely unsound, or, when not absolutely cnashad: at least 

unreliable ; and consequently the Indian theory, if it is to stand, 

must be restated. 

es se ew 



(a) ELI. ii. at * aaa a ©). ib. ) L.A. xii., 155; (e) LA. xi., 110; 
310; A.S 5 ) El EA. i, 54; (g) B 

vi., 174; (1) ar vii., 3; (m nT Xii., 

(f 

7; (j) LA ii, hgh (k) 
, 249; n) El. i., 12 9) 

(9) LA. xii. 264; (q) E T. ii., 119; (7) ag 8 : (8) EI. iii., oF: IA 
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TABLE II. 

(+) From a-donubtful inscription of A.D. 1050. Ind. py Xli., 202. (ii) inscription 
of A.D. 1114, Epigr. Ind. i., 
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(Taste II]. from Biihler 

ill 

-~ & 
or ow 

S\ 

f\ 
ul 

tv ’ 2 lV 

AGUOGNAT : 
vi SS .% vi 

BM NAR®AE UA _ 
vill od 3 NK ev vill 

Mm A~APHUANAT : 

Oe : 
x] € “ 23S SM F434 € ‘ 
m+ Fs 32 2S 7 £ mY 
XH] ~ ” ‘3 of v\ “\ 2 5, xiii 

] 2 oe 3) 6 7 a8 ow 

i) This is the same as bee intable i. (ii) Sameas (e) tablei. (iii) Kanheri 
copies on, see notes 11 and 12 reat (iv) The Tor ‘hed inscription, same as 
ede ‘esas aes as os a (h) pen for the ‘three,’ the ‘six,’ for 

he r ses (vi) Same sae table i i. ) Given 
in en 1 a table Pe 60% 1050. (viii) ‘Fourteenth > y A.D., Ind. Antiq. 

2. x) Bakhshali M8. —same as (e) t v. xi-xii) pete Ps spt 
loge of C saelasdee MSS. (xiii) B.E.S.1.P. Teluga aaa Canarese, llth 
tury A.D. 
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TaBLE IV. 

(a) Old Indian, a or ‘ numerical "Symbols. Man ny vari creme 

8 and 9 have a5 giver are probe ably all doubtfa (6) Indian ( ‘ new 
notation’) 1114 A.D. (Sige ‘Tod. i. (c) Modern Nagri (a) Moder 
Thankari (Panieb). ) Telogr (f) Tibetan 
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TaBLE V, 

(a) —— of seg pid Ancien Pp. 
(6) Gobar figures o 10th century AWoee ke). 
(c) arabic ratte i. a MS. from Chiraz of the 10th century 

peke), 
(d) re sey figure s from a plate of the srt century. 
(e) Indian Pi from the Bakhshdi MS. 



54. Note on the History of the Caste System. 

By A. M. T. Jackson, I.C.S. 

It is well known that, whereas the Hindu lawbooks recog- 

shoug e 
left behind him the heads of a memorandum on the matter, which 

i i te 

“ were naturally formed into companies. From this source, while 
“the corporations (trade wilds) imitated the regulations of ‘tribes 
fd ce a multi cone of new and arbitrary tribes (castes) sprang 
“up, the origin ich, as assigned by Menu, etc., is pro- 
e ably fanciful. ne The two significant points here are—(1) the 
stress laid on the internal government of the castes, and (2) 
the importance of the gilds for the history of the caste system. 

e question slept where na eNtino left it until it was taken 
up again by Senart after his visit to India in 1894 (see his Les 
Castes Dans L’ Inde). He holds that the so-called castes or varnas 
of the lawbooks are really classes, which have always been divid- 
ed into numerous sections similar to the endogamous sub-castes 
of the present day. Jolly (Die Entstebu ung des Kastenwesens, 
Z.D.M.G., 1. 507 ff) has adopted Senart’s theory and furnished it 
with farther illustrations. Neither writer, however, sige for 
the existence of a theory so much at boa nent the practice. 

.D.M 
theory of four cae was at first a true representation of the actual 
state of things, and that the multiplication of castes was a gradual 
Soeogh mah in some cases by the transformation of trade 
guilds tes. In this latter view, as we have seen, he was 
Srtieipated ty Colebrooke. 

he point, however, to which I wish to invite attention at pre- 
sent, is Colebrooke’s other leading idea, of the importance of the 
internal government of the castes. At the present day we find 
that the castes enforce their rules in various ways, though the 
ultimate sanction is in all cases expulsion from the caste, the social 
consequences of which are like those of the Roman interdictio aqua 
et ignt. The machinery by which the sentence is passed may be 
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either a general meeting of the caste, or the decree of a committee of 
elders, or of an hereditary headman, or the fiat of a spiritual teacher. 
The existence and action of these authorities is practically ignored 

days, Indian society consisted of a hierarchy of castes, at the 

head of which stood the Brahmans and the king, and the royal 
authority was constantly called in to keep each caste to its proper 
functions, and to prevent what the lawbooks technically call 
Varnasankara or confusion of castes. In other words, the power 
of the king was the ultimate sanction for the enforcement of caste 
rules. Thus we find in the Vishnu Smriti (III. 1-3) : “‘ Now the dutie 
“of a king are to protect his people, and to keep the four 
“castes and the four data: in the practice of their several duties.” 
Likewise Vasishtha says (XIX. 7-8, Oldenberg’s translation) : 
“ Let the king, paying attention to all the laws of countries (sub- 
** divisions of) castes (jati) and families, make the four castes 

‘(Varna) fu 

(1b. I. 39-41): “The three (lower) castes shall live according to 
“the teaching of the Brahmana. The Brahmana shall declare 
“their duties and the king shall govern them accordingly.” So 
“also Gautama says (VIII. 1. Oldenberg’ s translation): “ A king 
“and a Brahmana deeply versed in the Vedas, these two uphold 
“the moral order in the world”’; and again (Ib. XI. 9-10): “ He 
‘‘ (the king) shall protect the castes and orders in accordance with 
“justice; and those who leave (the path of) duty, he shall lead 
“back (to it)”; ew also (Ib, XT. 31): “ The advice of the spiri- 

15, Biihler’s translation) who says: “Through fear of him (pun- 
. ishment), all created beings, both the immovable and the movable 
‘allow themselves to be enjoyed and swerve not from their duties.” 
The parts allotted to the spiritual guide and to the king in the 
—— of caste rules are explained by A pastamba [I]. 'V. (10) 
12 ff], who says that if those who have broken caste rules fail to 
perform the penance prescribed by shave spiritual guide, he shall 
take them before the king. The king shall “ send them to his 

‘of governing. He shall order (them to perform the proper penan- 
‘ces if they are) Brahmanas. He shall reduce them (to reason) by 
“forcible means, excepting corporal punishment and _ servitude. 
ry oe the case of (men of) other castes, the king, after having ex- 
“amined their actions, may punish them even by death.” 

The natnral result of this exercise of the royal ie adcdan | in 
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the customs of the Brahmans of Koégala would differ in detail from 

0 
doms. Megasthenes (B.C. 300), as reported by Arrian, had before 
him a list of 118 of these, covering the whole area of India. The 
Buddhist scriptures show us the same state of Enee existing at 

d Rh 

as far as the Rigveda itself (see Zimmer, Alt Indisches Leben). As 
Prof. Macdonell says (Sanskrit Literature, 157-8) : ‘ . the Vedic 
“ Aryans were split up into numerous tribes, which, though con- 
“scious of their unity in race, language and religion, had no political 
“‘ cohesion. ey ‘occa sionally formed coalitions, it is true, but 
were just as often at war with one another. e tribe, in fact, 

“Afghans are at the present day, or the Germans were in the 
“time of Tacitus.” Each tribe, being under a different king, 
would tend to diverge from all the others in the matter of 
caste customs, owin the different jurisdiction to which 
it was subject. The tribal kingdoms did not lose their identity 
even if they were conquered and incorporated into larger em- 

quered province a member of the old royal family. For instance 
Manu says (VII. 201-3, Biibler’s translation): “ When he has 
“ gained victory, let him duly worship the gods, and honour righte- 
“ous Brahmagas, let him grant prepay and let him cause pro- 
‘‘ mises of safety to be proclaimed. But, having fully arena the 
“‘ wishes of all the (conquered), let him ai toate a relat f the 
“ (vanquished ruler on the throne) and let him impose his tie 8 
“tions. Let him make authoritative the lawful (customs) of the 

cs Segrrmsings ), just as they are stated (to be), and ha hin honour 
“ the (ne echat and his chief servants with ee 

‘¢ 
3 eye ag Let him not extirpate the royal race, unless the — 
; i The passage from Manu, in p 
cular, shows most clearly that the jurisdiction in caste one a 
remained unaffected by forei qu 

But it may be asked, if the multiplication of castes dates back 
as far as the days of the old tribal kingdoms, how is it that so few 
of the existing sub-castes are mentioned in Indian literature ? 
The answer is that the name of the sub-caste is used only when it 
has to be distinguished from another sub-caste. Thus, a writer 
living at Kanauj naturally speaks of a Peat we Brahman as a 

same word for a “ writes to the signet.” In the Census Reports 
itis often found that that portion of a sub-caste, which is still 
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chief centre. 
It is well-known that a very large proportion of the sub- 

castes bear geographical names. It remains to consider whether 
any of these names are derived from the names of historical 
Hindu kingdoms. The riparia examples are enough to show 
that the question deserves special study :— 

Maithil, the name of the Brahman sub-caste of North-Bihar, is 
derived from the ancient kingdom of ee or Videba, well 
known in the Brahmanas and in the Ramayan 

Jijhotiya, a Brahman sub-caste in Central India, takes its name 
as Gen. Cunningham pointed bia: from Jijakabbukti, the terri- 

tory _ x — Chandels of Maho 
wal, a strong Bania ie in Upper India, has a 

pseudo + mations that Agra or Agroha was their original home, 

named in inscriptions as a pabbines along with Avanti (Ujjain). 
Khed@val is the name of a sub-caste of Brahmans and of 

another of Banyaés in Gujarat. Their birthplace is the chief 
town of the British district of Kaira, which is mentioned in 
TE and gave its name to a kingdom in Hiuen Thsang’s 
time (c. A.D 

onan is the name of a sub-caste of Brahmans and of 
another of Banyas in Marwar. It is derived from the town of 
Shrimal of Bhinm4l in Marwéar, which was the capital of a king- 
dom in Hiuen Thsang’s time and long after (see Bo. Gaz. I, pt. i. 
App. Bhinmal),. 

Ladis the name .. a sub-caste of Banyas in Gujarat and parts 
of the Decean, It is derived from the geet Lata (Ptolemy’s 
Aapixy), the old name of | Southern Gujar 

Sorathia@ is the name of a sub-caste of Brahmans and another 
of Banyas in ecytemavmte the Zupacrpyvy of the Greeks and the 
Saurashtra of the Gupt 

udhiya is the name of a sub-caste of Banyis who came 

eel ki 

Shrivastag is is ithe name of a oe of Kayasths who are 
supposed to have come from Sravasti in Northern Koala. 

Saksena is the name of dactaee Kayasth section, who are 
supposed to have come from m Sankasya, the modern Sankiéa. 

It oe be Kingdon —— while some sub-castes take their 
names from the om, others take it from that of the capital 
pen The latter is especially common in the case of the! selene ing 

artisan 
Another means of testing the correctness of the theory put 
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forward in this paper, as to the jurisdictional factor in the 
history of caste, is to look for sets of sub-castes beari ring the same 
geographical names. Each of the old tribal kingdoms would 
naturally have had its own section of Brahmans, traders, carpen- 
ters, etc., and we should expect to find traces of these complete sets 
of castes surviving at the present oe app do, in fact, find such 
wie ten though in main cases the sub-castes are now named from 

es which are known to have been toaided after the arrival of 
the ete Siinbiisaachey in India. This may be due either to the fact 
that the caste organisation in these cases is really of later origin, 
due to the imitation of the higher classes by the lower; or to the 
jurisdiction over — offences having passed, on the fall of the 
Hindu kings, to the craft gilds, who naturally made their princi- 
pal seats in the lesocat cities, and were quite ready to migrate 
from an old ca a to a new one, whose name they would then 
adopt as their own. Thus in Gujarat we find castes with 
Ahmadabadi and Sirrati sub-divisions, though these two cities did 
not exist before the 15th centu 

The following cases of sets of sub- castes, bearing the same 
geographical name, are taken from Vol. 1X of the Bombay Gazet- 
teer pyres ee on) :— 

Ahmddaébadi section among rere (oilmen) and Mochis 
( shostedtsene. tek city of Ahmadabad was founded in 1413 a.p 
on the site of Asaval, which was a place of some importance as 
far back as Al-Berimi’s time (c. 1000 a.p. 

Champaneri section among Ghan chis a and Kau- 
sirds (bellmetal casters).—Champaner was the seat of a Hindu 
raja rte fh in the 15th century, and became the oupital of Gujarat 
in 1484 a,.p., but fell into decay soon afterwards, and has been un- 
inhabited for the last nese years. 

Gujar section among D (t ) is (goldsmiths), Sutars 
(carpenters), Charans (bards), “Dheds ‘etavetnee), and ‘Banyas 
( traders).—It is not clear lappa in these cases we have to do with 
a true sub-caste, or with a vague geographical or linguistic ‘div istout. 
a strictly, the name seems to apply to the Se cape of North- 
rn Gujarat and Southern Marwar, which was known to Hiuen 
Thsang under the name at Kin-che-lo, and the sunita! of which 

e its name to the Shrimati sections of Brahmans, Banyas and 
Sonis ee ae ths). 

a section among Brahmans and Banyas. 
keto or Jhélora section among Brahmans and Ban nyas 
Khambati section among Luhars (blacksmiths), and Mochis 

(shoemakers ).—Cambay was a large porttin the time of Al-Mastdi 

man 
occurs in asec ions as tasty as the Sth century for the people of 

och- 
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Maru, or its synonym Marvadi, is the name of a section among 
Darjis (tailors), Kansaras (bellmetal casters), Sonis (goldsmiths), 
Sutars (carpenters), Charans (bards), and Dheds (scavengers ).—It 
denotes a man from the Rajputana desert. As in the case of 
Gujar, it is possible that the name setae does not denote a 
true sub-caste but is used in a vague sen 

Modh section among Brahmans, Banvis and ee ats el 
men).—This case is of interest because the town Mod 
does not seem to have ever had any great pees “importance, 
bas, no doubt it was the capital of a small dis 

Mevédad section among Brahmans, Ban cae Sonis (gold- 
smiths), and Sutars (carpenters),—It takes its name from the king- 

e Rana of Udepur, whose history goes back to the 8th 
century A. 

Gndora section among Brahmans and Banyas.—The name 
is petra derived from sre gar eh the capital of the Gurjaras 
of Broach (c. 580—750 a 

agar section am Banyas and Brahmans.—The name 
seems to be derived fonts ‘Vaduane fac oes prance s Gujarat, p. 6), 
the old capital of the province known as Anartta. 

Patani section among Ghanchis (oilmen) and Dheds (sca- 
vengers), as well as among Sonis (goldsmiths) as a subdivision 
of Parajias.—The name is derived from Anhilvad Patan, the 
capital of the Salankt kings (961-1242 a.p.). 

amdeshi section among Bhavsars (calico-printers) and 
Darjis Sahai —The name seems to belong to North-eastern 

akwal section among Brahmans and Banyas, from Raika 
near Ohad uka. 

Sirati section among Ghanchis (oilmen), Luhars (blaksmiths), 
Mochis (shoemakers) and Dheds (scavengers).—Surat 
be traced in history with certainty before 1531 4 D., when it 
was sacked by the Portuguese. Before that date as far back as 
1000 a.p. the a town of the Tapti Valley was Rander, now a 
suburb of 

Srimalt section among Brahmans, Banyas and Sonis (see 
above). 

Sorathia section among Brahmans and Banyas (see above). 
Vayada@ section among Brahmans and Banyas, from Vayad 

near Patan. 
he above examples are taken from the castes of a single 

province, but the number of cases could be Pepoaigan increased 
nes a little research. But, besides thes ses where sets of 

tes bear the same local name, it will also th fou that some- 
ine a sub-caste of Brahmans and a sub-caste of Banyas, which are 
locally connected, nevertheless bear different names, owing to the 

ari Banyas in the 
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Central Konkan, and the Shenvi Brahmans and Kudali Banya 
in the Southern Konkan. 

The above evidence will perhaps be enough to show that the 
jurisdiction of the Hindu kings was a very important factor in 
the development of the caste system, and that a certain propor- 

origin of the caste system. But it does account, in part at least, 
for the Nae a pe of castes which takes the place at the present 
day simple social structure known to the Sanskrit law- 

Nt 





55. Notes on the Pollination of Flowers in India. Note 
No. 4. On Cotton in Behar. 

By I. H. Borxit. 

The observations here detailed were made in the current 

Mozafferpur), Sarai and Kutupur (near Hajipur) in the district 
of Mozafferpur; Barh in the district of Patna; and Matrapur 
west of Arrah in the district of Shahabad. The insects were 
kindly named for me by Mr. H. Maxwell-Lefroy and his assistant 
Mr. C. R. Dutt, to whom I offer my acknowledgments, 

Clear yellow.” 

Deep red brown --- 

Way ten the 

re pd oa moist ik 
bale 

Over the districts named spreads the peculiar custom of 
sowing in the rains cotton together with maize and Cajanus indicus 
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Spreng. ; they grow up together, the maize fastest, the pigeon-pea 
after it and thereby the cotton is held back from maturing 
until the: maize and the pigeon-pea plants have been cut from 
off the land: it is in May when the weather is dry and hot that 
the cotton harvest begins; and it is completed about the middle 
of June, before the rains break. 

e races of the cotton that — os crop are several : 
the course of my work I came across fiv 

(1) Bhogila ; 

( i) Bara-isér 
Gii) Jageri 
(iv) Asl Deshi or Bhinchili or Bhichiri or Bacharia or 

(v) Gaj Recor 

No. iv is the most widespread : but no. i is that which 

gives the best outturn. Jageria and Gajar-ganga I only saw 
very _*permngly, the one at Matrapur, and the other at Dalsing 

Sara 
To enumerate here the differences between the races other 

‘than in the flower would be to digress. It will be enough to say 
that accepting Gammie’s classification, 

Bhégi oe 
Bara-isar } are Gossypium neglectum, var, ver, 
Jageria suby ip er A 

Gajar-ganga ditto, subvar, Kokatia. 
As] deshi is Gossypium intermedium 

e drawing above is of a flower of Bhogila, enlar seat to 
twice its natural size. sa flower is drawn erect, in nature 

‘base indicates one of the five narrow passages by which the honey 
lying between the calyx and the corolla can be drained. That 
honey accumulates all round inside the calyx, but chiefly below 

the five honey passages. The passages are guarded by short 
hairs, and a proboscis 5 mm. long is required for the reaching of 

fall from the anthers—causes some to adhere to the stigma. It 
‘is rs a evident that the flowers in Behar are every one of 

oe -self-pollinated, by the action of the wind, or by the 
on the flower outside or inside. A very sma 

wuaitiog of: Ercatey “may be cross-fertilised by insects: ‘the rest 
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are self-fertilised. In the late afternoon the corolla withers, 
having been expanded but a few hours. The capsules apparently 

only ee infertile when there has chanced to be a scorching ~ 
dry west wind. 

e sige a in these cotton flowers is typically undivided. 
Bate vain cover its apex and run down in three lines to the 
limit of, or even to 1—2 mm. within, the staminal tube. ait any 
flower that has isi open fora few hours the stigma is found well 
dusted with pollen at the base and sparingly about the apex. 

= 
olteei o only 1—2 mm. from the staminal tube instead of the 4 mm 
that mi stigmas of Bhogila and Bara-isar ( Gossypiwm neglectum) 
projec 

Outaide the calyx, within the bracts and opposite to the 
clefts between them, are three extrafloral nectaries, which secrete 
honey from the time when the buds are half-grown until the 
ag are ripe. ese nectaries are somewhat freely resorted to 

insects as my second list below shows. Any insects can get 
their honey. 

List or VISIrORS WHICH WERE SEEN 10 ENTER THE FLOWERS. 

[Sh. =sucking honey: cp.=collecting pollen: seeking h.= seeking 
honey in vain: the howrs of observation are given as they may 

be useful ultimately in the study of the habits of insects; but 
owing to the heat o midday in May, I was only able to make 
few observations at it. | 

Hymenoprera. Apiidae. (1) Apis indica. Fabr., cp., 
Dalsing Sarai, 9.0 a.m. 29-v-07, (2) Apis florea, Fabr., cp., 

i i if 

Linn., sh., Barh, 8.0 am., 5-vi-07. (5) emer othe sur 
Dall.-Torr., seeking h., Pusa, 8.0 a,m., 27-v-07 ; sing Sarai, 
9,0 am., 29-v-07; Sirseah, 11.0 am., 3l-v “an grimy 9.0 

i-07 ; Barh h, 7.45—9.15 a.m., 5-vi-07. (6) Ceratina 

hieroglyphica, Smith, seeking h., Barh, "7.45 a.m., 5-vi-07. 
Halictus senescens, Smith, cp. and seeking h., Pusa. 7,30—9.15 7: : ; 

am., 29-v-07; 8.30 am., 30-v-07; Saing, 7.30—8.30 am., 
31-v-07 ; Sirseah, 11.0 am., 31-v- 07 ; Save 10.0—10.30 a.m., 
l-vi-07; Barh, 7.45—9.15 a.m., 5-vi-07 ; 7.15 am., 6-vi-07. 
(8) Halictus sp. (white faced), cp., Saing, 8.0 am., 31-v-07. 
Eumenidae. (9) Rhynchium metallicwm, Sauss., crawling into 
flowers, 2.0 p.m., 29-v-07. Sphegidae. (10) Cerceris rats 
Smith, once seeking h., Barh, 8.15 am., 5-vi-07, Mutil- 
lidae. (13) Mulla analis, Lepel., at base of rota a 
parently seeking h., Barh, 8.15 a.m., 5-vi-07. Pompilidae. (1 ) 
Salius flavus, Fabr., inside flower, Dalsing Sarai, 9 a.m., 29-v-07. 
Scoliidae. (12) Elis thoracica, Fabr., ¢ & 2 chiefly 9 seeking 
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h., strenuously, Pusa, 9.30 a.m., 26-v-07; Dalsing Sarai, 7.45 
a.m., and 9.0 a.m., 29-v-07; Saing, cs 30-8. 30 a.m., 3l-v-07. 

Formicidae, (14) Camptonotus sericeus, Fabr., once, Pusa, 
7.30 a.m., 26-v-07. (15) Small black ant, several times insides 

flower, Sarai, 10 a.m., Levi07 ; Barh, 7.15—8.30 a.m. 5-vi-07 ; 
Matrapur, 8.0 a.m., 8-vi-07. Ichneumonidae. (16) A 
small species trying to find a way down passages to honey, Sarai, 
9.0 LEPIDOPTERA. opalocera. (17) Papi- 
lio sp. sh., Matrapur, 8.30 a.m., 8-vi-07. (18) Captopsilia crocale, 
Cramer, sh., Kutupur, 3.0 p.m. l-vi-07. Heterocer - 
(19) Cephonodes hylas, Linn., sh. diligently, Kutupur, 2.45 p.no 

l-vi-O7, Coxeorrera, (20) Myllocerus maculosus, Desb., siatle 

flower, Pusa, 8.45. a.m. 27-v-07. 

List oF VisiToRs TO THE EXTRAFLORAL NECTARIES. 

Winged Insects— 
Hymenoptera. Apidae. (1) Apis indica, Fabr., Pusa, 

9.15 am., 27-v-07; Dalsing eo 6.30 a.m., 29-v-07. (2) 
Apis ee Fabr., Pusa, 7.30—8.0 a.m.,, 26-v-07 ; 8.45—9.30 
a.m., v-07 ; Dalsing Sarai, 9.0 am. and 2 p.m., 29-v-07 ; 
Seine” 6 a.m., 3l-v-07; Sirseah, 11 am., 31-v-07; Sarai, 

1 

(4) Halictus senescens, Smith, Pusa, 9.15 a.m., 26-v-07 ; Dal- 
sing Sarai, 8.30 a.m., 30-v-07; Saing, 8.0 a.m., 31. v-07. 

spida orange 1 asp, Sarai, 10 30 a.m., 

1-vi-0 (6) A red and black wasp, Sarai, a.m., 1l-vi-0 

8.30 a.m., 1-vi-07. (9) A black species, Dalsing ee 9.0 a.m., be 
een (10) An orange-chestnut species, Sarai, 10.30 a.m., 
l-vi-07 ; Kutupur, 3.30 p.m., l-vi-07. Sphegidae. (11) Cer- 
certs albopicta, Smith, Barh, 5 p.m., 4-vi-07; 9.15 a.m., 5-vi-07 ; 
—— 8.0 a.m., 8-vi-07. (12) Sphea Alva Fabr., Dalsing 

Sarai, 2.0 p.m., 29-v-07 ; Kutupur, 2.45 p.m., 1-vi-07. Pompi- 
lidae. (13) Salius flavus, Fabr., Pusa, 7.30 a.m., 26-v-07 ; 
Kutupur, 2.45—3.0 p.m., l-vi-07. Scoliidae. he Elis thora- 
cica, Fabr., 2 Pusa, 8.0. a. — 26-v-07 ; 9.15 a.m , 27 v-07 ; ogee 

- (5) Mi 
Barh, 5 p-m., 4-vi-07 ; Seater 8.0a.m., 8-vi-07. Co OLEOPTERA. 
(16) Myllocerus maculosus, Kutupur, 2.50 p.m., 1-vi-07, y 
Chilomenes sp., Saing, 8,0 a.m., 3h-v-07- Barh, 5 p.m., 4-vi-07. 

Wingless— 
HyMenopTera eee S shh) sig st stag setipes, 

p-m., was 5 a.m., 27-v-07; Dalsing 
Fre cage ba 29-y-07 ; Sirseah, LO. amt, Sir 

3.30 p.m. 1 a, (19) Camptonotus sericeu 
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ais Pusa, 7.30 a.m -» 26-v-07 ; Dalsing Sarai, 6.30 and 7.45 
29-v-07, 8.30 a.m., 30-v-07 ; ears Da a.m., 31-v-07 ; 

Sava. 9. 0-10. 30 a.m., Liar: Barh, 4-v i-07 ; 8.0 and 
9.0 a.m., 5-vi-07 ; 7. 30. a. m., 6-vi-07. (08) ” Brnaller black ant, 
Dalsing Sarai, 7. 45—8.0 a.m. ., 29-v-07; Sarai 10.0 a.m., 1-vi-07; 
Barh, 5 p.m., 4-vi-07; 7.15—9.0, 5-vi-07 ; 7. 0—8.0 6 -9i-07 ; 
Matrapur, 7.30—9.0 a.m., 8-vi-07. (21) Tiny ant, Barh, 5.0 p.m., 
4-vi-07 ; 7.0—8.0 a.m., 6-vi-07. 

VISITOR TO THE NECTARIES WITHIN THE CALYX, BUT ENTERING 
THE CALYX-TUBE FROM THE OUTSIDE OF THE FLOWER 

CoLEoPTERA. One Nitidulid beetle robbing honey, Kutupur, 
3.30 p.m., 1-vi-07. 

Nomser or INDIVIDUALS SEEN. 
nectaries To the Inside the the es erates 

corolla. the 

HyYmenorrera. 

ridissima 
ib hae heroglephicn 
Halict 
Halictus Ps (white faced) 

Vespidae. 

Bid 
"2 

ed Fe Fb 0 0s LaliwttRe 

Ss = ss o : : | pone o 

wasp ... 
Red and black wasp 

Eumenidae. 
Rhynchium metallicum i 1 4 
Black Eumenid oe 1 
Orange-chestnut Eumenid ..  — 2 

Sphegidae. 
Cerceris albopicta os 1 8 
Sphez lobatus ie . — 4 

Mutillidae, 
Mutilla analis _... wel 1 2 

Pompilidae. 
Salius flavus és as 1 2 

Scoliidae. 

Elis thoracica “a se 6 7 
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To the nectaries of 
Inside the the bracts outside ~ 
corolla, 

Formicidae. 

Myrmecocystus setitpes oo ~ 20 

t sericeus BS 1 44 
Small plesk ant | nae i ee 257 
Tiny an a OR conga, 40 

Ich pee 

One sp. tee ee — 

LEPIDOPTERA. 

Rhopalocera. 

Papilio sp. Ris wreaks 1 _ 

Captopsilia crocale see 1 —_ 

Heterocera. vies 
Cephonodes hylas ... e 1 _ 

COLEOPTERA. 
Myllocerus maculosus ie 1 1 
Chalomenes sp. ieee 5 

It is evident that very few insects go to the flowers which 
a a tongue long cde to obtain the honey inside the pe 

Was fi ce, but on on ca, 
visiting very persistently: Anthophora shows a very distinct 
preference for the flowers of the lowly species of Leucas—L, lint- 

near the ground on the two species of Leucas. Xylo aestuans 
was seen on the wing among the cotton ita but instead of 

iting ~~ a it was going to Leucas linifolia and. it 
: t to flowers of Phaseolus calearatus i in an adjoining 

Three ee Lepidoptera were seen on the flowers each once. - They 
settled on the sexual organs to to suck — The Sphingid,. Copho- 
nodes hylas was able to reach it in every flower visited, an 
very persistently going to cotton ; bat the other two, to reach ‘the 
honey, required that the flower should be quite wide open ; 
otherwise their. 

: g. 
The following insects are are certainly attracted by the honey 

within the flower but can not get it, Elis Piditiocen,: Ceratina 
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viridissima and Halictus senescens. The Elis crawls into the flower. 
settling at times on the petals, at times on the sexual organs; and 

times it crawls inside the flower after having visited the extra- 
floral nectaries. One individual which J observed for some little. 
time habitually settled as if intending to go into the flower, and 
then steps round went to the extrafloral nectaries and visited 
all three in turn. . The female of Elis thoracica was much more. 
gocitant on the cotton flowers than the male. 

eratinu viridissima goes to the honey passages ms ES Sy 
with a remarkable persistence: but its efforts are apparently un- 

rewarded. It is easy to imprison the insect between the thumb: 
and finger, when it is at the base of the flower; so intent is it 
on trying to get the honey. Halictus senescens behaves in a 
similar way, but does not so persistently seek honey. 

f pollen- isin: insects, Halictus senescens is i portant, 
It was found to common insect at every place visited, and. 
was seen in flowers Opuntia Dillenzi as well as in cotton flowers. 

On the cotton it tries often to get honey before it turns its attention 
to the collecting of pollen. Of whatever cross-pollination is effect- 
ed, it probably does the greater part; but its methods are such 
ol to — more ee than cross-pollination. Once i 

( t ect obse t 
failed to ni ees within the flower. Apis indica anil: Apis florea 
at times collected pollen 

None of the other insects in the list ora be of omc importance. 
to the plants as scans po vapaving A agen I have tried, very 
crudely I fear, to assess the importance those that are. . And) 
I think that under the conditions seen by me it is impossible for 
more than 1 per cent. of the ae to be cross-pollinated. . The 
insect agency is therefore of small accoun 

- Gammie (The Indian cottons, Caleutta (1906), ,P. el = inclined 
to think that in the west of India where rops: 
flower towards the end of the year, rcecigen er is post 
indeed. Ihave had a few opportunities of observing cotton flowers 
there, and once only have I seen an insect to visit them ; it was r 
Sphingid moth, and it visited flowers towards dusk at ‘Sura 
(27-x-02). About Poona I have seen Apis florea 35a visit 

xii-03). It would seem that at Poona, where mie’s 1g ohaiete. 
tions were made, natural cross-pollination of stan is even more 
rare than in Behar, and the production. of natural hybrids very 
rare indeed, mmie says that he could detect no natural 
hybrids in the thousands of plants which he grew for observa- 
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plot out of seed from the district of Saran.! I searched for such 

af in the 5 a diligently when making these observations ; 
and out of the hundred thousand individual plants which passed 
eaia te eyes I selected eight which I think are hybrids and a 
further nine in which a hybrid origin appears not improb- 
able. 

It seems, then, that insects such as I observed- visiting the 
flowers in Behar, do produce an effect; but it is an extremely 
— one indeed—merely a hybird plant here and.a hybrid plant 
t 

I cannot say how long Bhégila and Asl Deshi have been 
grown intermixed in Behar: but probably they — sn culti- 
vated in the neighbourhood of each other for a long time. Bach- 

Patna in 1790, along with Bhoga, Nurma, Raria and Guzza; and 
B . . ssi 1 . . : 

Bachree as Bhégila is now to Bacharia (Reports of E. I. Company in 
regard to io. Ootton Wool, London, 1836, p. 349). 

Bhoégila and Bhiohin (Asl Deshi) are mentioned together 

in a paper read to the Agri-Horticultural Society of India in 
1830 by Babu Radhakant Deb, as sorts* of “ Cannes! ban 
being the Behari name for the cotton plant. Bhdgila is again 
mentioned in the Journal of the Agri-Horticultural Society, 
iv, (1845), p. 106, as a cotton of Gorakpur. There is no doubt 

or a e. G. neglectum, var. vera, subvar. Kokatia, Gammie, 

was prevalent, worth of the Ganges, east and west of Tirhut, 
what: Buchanan-Hamilton wrote in 1813, and is no longer now,? 

some not inconsiderable change has taken place in the nature 
of the crops, which may have led only rather recently to the 
great intermixture of Bhégila or Bara-isér with Asl Deshi ahich 
now occurs: and this is probable because in ope East India 
Company’s report Bhoga and Bhuchiri are =e to have had differ- 
ent uses in 1790, The intermixture is caused in a small 
meastre ge @ ginning peta having Gaited me at one central 

a a large measure by so much of the picking being 
left to edema children, ce cameeaas hired men; for they ithe 

1 Kato where some poe Marg were made is on the border 
of Garon s ries tT made none a age that district. 

“Ban gives three sorts, the frat called Bhogella, 2nd, Bhoebary. 
and the hird, the Pokhy.” Medlicott, in his Cotton Handbook for Bengal, 

. with tobacco 
Paper. Of course the administration termed the Central E 

$'The “ Gajar-ganga” by me at Dalsing Sarai is probably the 
survival of Kokatia. Tics ans to, Katee peta bo i ay 
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the seed indiscriminately. The condition of intermixture at pres- 
ent is: 

At Pusa, Bhégila and As] Deshi are not to be found in pure 
crops; they are often mixed in proportions of about 3: 1, Asl 
Deshi fae arian 

Dalsing Sarai, a number of crops are of Bhdgila grown 
pure ; the others are intermixtures of varying proportions ; further 
one crop contained a few ere of Gajar-ganga, and another @ 
few of an American cotton 

aing and Sirseah, one small crop seen, was entirely of Asl 
Deshi, and another of Bhégila ; the rest ae ixtures of vary- 
ing ‘ie, Asl Deshi generally predomina ware 

At Sarai and Kutupur, Bhégila prevail 3 in most crops, but 
none are pur 

At € Barh, on the south, Asl Deshi is grown almost pure, 
but to the west Bara-isar, bia is i pee a toy cobain of en di 

. makes about 50 per cent. of very m crops 
At Matrapur, Asl Deshi is grown, with a very slight admix- 

ture of Jageria, which like Bara-isér is almost a subrace of 
Bhiele. 

The plants oe ana B to be hybrids were found at Pusa, 
Dalsing para Sain Barh. 

A sativa. usually clean their own seed except near 
the aioe Ginning Mill, and formerly did so near Hajipur, 

two cottons together for some t 
and during the decades, what with the trifling selection! that 
the cultivator now a en does, and owin the smallness of 

the amount of hybriding that nature does, the races have des- 
pite the intermixture maintained their purity, 

few remarks now may be made on the part that the extra- 
floral nectaries play mm the plant’s life-histo 

The extrafloral nectaries play a small part in attract 
insects to the flowers. It has been seen that they are resorted 
to by insects such as Elis and Apis, ten have fai ach 
the honey within the calyx, ey possibly may retain 7 hinds 
about the plants in the early sori until the flowers open. 
At the rare still times when there is neither an east nor a west 
wind, they attract insects whose settling is enough to jerk the 
flower’s own pollen onto the stigma. 

They attract a patrol of ants, one of which—unfortunately 
unnamed above—is very ready to bite any intruder; and they 
attract wasps which we know to be at times very self-assertive 

eater selection is carried on, I believe, in other tare of India. 
Vide Mildioeoe n, the Agricultural eat no, 8 of Ligere 3 [103 of the 
cou for the selection of ‘‘ Gh m y, no’ a delion § in the Nizam’ 8 
dominions in Gamie’s Indian Cottons, 24, or ig selection of “ Bani’? 
and chiefly Gaskin i in the Agheolbera ssh of India, ii., 1907, p. 188, for 
selection of “ Jari 
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like the ants; and they function son Pia! time when the bud is 
half-grown until the fruit is ripe, kee the ant patrol on the 

plants all the time, Probably the ‘aleadted ants and wasps protect 
the plants in some measure ; but from what ? 

t seems to me that in the end of May and beginning of 
J = when everything is dry and the thermometer in the shade is 
above 100°, insects in Behar—especially south of the river—are 
aiswKkat pressed for water or liquid food ; and that consequently 
the little honey that the cotton offers is more largely sought than 
it would be perhaps at another season. Certain it is that a wet 
surface at this time has a great attraction. The eager seeking 
in the flowers for honey of Elis, Salius, Ceratina, Halictus, etc., 1s 
a sign of it: and the equally eager seeking for the glands by flying 
insects which do not see them, but find them in running over the 
foliage is another sign. Such insects are particularly Sphex and 
Salius phe and to some extent Apis florea, 

pis florea was observed to visit 16 extrafloral nectaries per 
Seikaee 

Before closing my note reference pape be made to work done 
erican an gyptian cottons. It is not ample; but it 

‘ndinaton that in the United States “ee lower Egypt their flowers 
attract cross-pollinating insects. 

e The pollination of a species of cotton has been studied in the 
United States by Trelease (here quoted from Loew in Knuth’s 
Handbuch d. Bliitenbiologie, iil., pt. 1, 1904, p. 483). The 

flowers last two days, which is three or four times as many hours 
as last the cotton flowers of the Behar May crop. Like the Indian 
cottons they are self fertile. They were visited by bees, wasps, 
a beetle — a butterfly : many other insects go to the extrafloral 
_nectaries. 

_W. be on e S Doagie sy of the Kgedevial Agricultural 

given no account of i te ena _ He notices, however, sc 

; 1 Loew calls it Gossypium herbaceum, but i in the use of that name he is 
apparently wrong. 



56. Seven Stories from the Nafhat*’l-Yaman; edited 

and translated by 

Lieot.-Cotonet D. C. Patttotr and Mr, R. F. Azoo. 

e following stories appear in the original edition of the 
Arabic, published by the Author in 1811, under the auspices of 
the College of Fort William. They hav e been omitted in the re- 
print brew by the Board of Ruvatariiues and, conseque ently, 
from the two English translations of Part I of the “ Breezes.” 
They have some historical as well as anthropological interest. 

Story I.! 

A certain man of letters has narrated: “ Khalid? the Secre- 
tary, used to love beautiful boys, and towards the close of his life 
his mind had become affected on this account. One day I saw 
ye astride a cane’ talking to a good-looking youth and saying 

im :— 

‘Is it not time that thy heart should pity me ?’ 
The youth said, ‘ No. 
Said Khalid, ‘For how long will love for thee make sport of 

eP 
Said the rege For e 
Sa < _ Khalid , ‘How mes am I to endure anguish on thy 

accoun 
Sad the youth, ‘Till death.’ 
Said Khalid, ‘ May bay never deprive my heart of love!’ 

Added Khalid, ‘ ae He never inflict thy heart with it!’ 
ae youth replied, ‘ God has clearly freed it 

n Khalid said, ‘If my Lond has na that I should 
oe 

Interrupted the youth, ‘ What is that to me ?’ 
Continued Khaly rd, * with intensity of passion, what 

crime is that in thee 
Said the youth, * dak thyself.’ 

> 

1 There seems to be no point whatever in this story except that it is a 
bagerpr nc fact. 

Abu’l-Haysam Khélid®- Sage ‘dares al-Katib, a clerk and paymaster of 
the aay: ; lived at Baghdad in e beginning of the third century of "the 
Hijrah. His life is sata in Vo Ls xxi of the Kitabe *L-Aghani. 

i.e., riding it as a child rides a hobby-horse. This seems to be a com- 
mon action amongst mad Arabs. 
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The narrator continues: “I then said to the boy, ‘ Art 
thou not ashamed to answer so pertly a great man like this ?’ 

Said the boy, ‘Whenever he meets any one like me, he 
speaks to him in the same strain.’ ” 

Srory II, 

It is said that a youth of the Quraysh tribe had a good- looking and well-mannered hand-maiden, whom he loved ex- 
ceedingly. His circumstances became straitened, and poverty so 
overtook him that he had need of her price. So he carried her 

well. One day the youth entered into Al-Hajjaj while the girl was shampooing him. Now the youth had something of good looks, so the girl began to eye him steal thily. Al-Hajjaj noticed her, and so he presented her to the youth, who thanked? him and went off with her, She stayed one night with him and ran away in the early dawn’; and in the morning the youth could not find her. News of this reached Al-Hajjaj, so he ordered this 

I liked best, so I chose for you my own cousin, a handsome youth. Now I saw you casting sheep’s eyes at him, so I gave you to him, ” 

me to Kufah, When we neared this town he approached me and embraced me, and while he was possessing me he heard the roar- ing of a lion. So he sprang to his feet and drew his sword, and 

of yours whom you chose for me approached me when it was dark, and while] was in his embrace, a mouse fell from the roof and he forgot himself #4 through fear and fainted. ‘Then he lay a a cht 
Pee meAD).. ‘Iraq and Khurasan under the Omayyads (44—97 Ace, 

Fo ve 
2 alles, “blessed him; prayed for him.” 

8 gels “Beginning of the dawn; darkness of the last part of the night, when it becomes mixed with the light of the dawn. * 
ore 

+ bps, “ Crepitum ventris emisit.? 
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like that a long time, and I continued to sprinkle water on him 
without his coming round. I fear . he would die and that you 
would accuse me of hitb death. So I ran away, through fear of 
you.” <Al-Hajjaj laughed ‘uncontrollably and, added, ‘‘ Woe to 
thee! Tell no one of this.” She said, “On condition that you 
don’t send me back to him.” He said, “Ta agree 

Srory III. 

Mukammad* ’bn* Ishaq has told a story that he heard from his 
father, who narrated as follows :—‘ Ionce went into the presence 
of Ar-Rashid, who had before him a tray See — He said to 

me, ‘Compose something about these.’ So I re —_ 

It is as though they are the cheeks of the eo that the lover’s 
lips are kissing, and so she blushes with sham 

A slave girl, who was waiting on him, said, ‘You’re wrong. 
Why didn’t you say what I’m going to say, viz. :— 

They are like my cheeks when the band of Ar-Rashid draws me to 
an act that necessitates a bathing! ! 

The narrator continues: ‘“‘ Ar-Rashid laughed and said, ‘ Go 
out Ishaq, for this pert girl has roused me.” He then got up and 
took her by the hand and led her off.” 

Srory IV. 

It is said, “ Abu Ja‘far Mukammad*- ‘bn ‘Ala#® once sent some 
wine as a present to the famous poet Al-Bubturi ® by the hand of a 
good-looking, well-made young slave-boy. When Al-Buhturi sey! 
him, he pressed him to his breast and kissed him and, writing * 
the following lines, sent him back with them :— 

“Oh Abs Ja‘far, the soe ee thy slave was one of the most de- 
lightful of thy prese 

Thou os send us tees ae of wine, shining in the hand of the sun 
of me 

hen! eh the Shenley had been the messenger and the messen- 

© prec 
t!” 

On reading these lines Abu Ja‘far sent him the boy as a 
present.” 

Sof 

i aa or sca means “‘a eae washing of the whole person,” pres. 

— by religion after certain 
nhammad® ’bn™ ‘Ali al- Bat: ef. Kitab™-l-Aghani, Vol. xviii, 171, 

where this ancedote is given. 
3 A famons poet. (206—284 A.H. 822—898 A.D.) 

4 Lit., “and wrote with him these lines (a! $O2 dav ws 9 ). 
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Story V.! 

t is said that a man of the family of Al-Muhallab* bought 
a black slave-boy, whom he reared and adopted. Now when his 

left him. Then the slave remained a long time planning against 
his master, in order to appease? his vengeful heart. Now his 
master had two sons, one of them an infant,’ the other a stripling.’ 

at another with play, i his master came in. Then his master 
b is two sons on a "ae th He 

cried out, “ Oh my bs i think of all my care in bringing you 

| This ad is told to illustrate the vindictiveness and treachery of the 
negro charac 
ce Sheek ; Arab fami ily of Basrah, descendants of Al-Muhallab™ "bn® 

Abi mee who died in 83 A.H. (703 A. D. ) 

8 aoe in its primary sense is “ to cut off.” 

4 ia. 5 flounder, wallow (in blood).” 

5 as (with. ane )= ei ‘* was terrified at.” 

ee ast 1 ali 5s a 4 

8 ib is applied to a child until he discriminates. 

: we grown up; adult ” : 

10 ‘i “To divert, amuse, occupy with.” 

$ ll ,2alS “The highest point ina building,” 

2 a 3, lit. “ Woe to thee.” 13 Lit., ‘‘ leave that alone.” 

4 dat, s By God, it ig nothing tak | a life, and I’ll willingly cast it away.” 
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sought! him again and again, but he would not yield. Then the 
father moved as though to ascend to them, when the slave Jower- 
ed* the two over the edge preparatory to ¢ Walt them down 

go and bring out a knife to do what you want.” $o he held up 

the two boys saying, “Tit for tat,* and one over.” The two 
children were dashed to pieces.® The ne gro was taken, and Al- 
Mu‘tasim® was written to on the matter. He directed that the 
youth should be slain and that all blacks should be expelled from 
his kingdom 

Story VI.7 

It is also related that Ar-Rashid was wrath with Aba Nu*as,> 

so he ordered some men to defile? the co on which he age 
So these came to the house when Abu Nu*as was in, and sa 
him, “The Khalifah has ordered us to defile thy bedding.” ie 
Nufas said, ‘‘The order of the Khalifah must be obeyed—but has 
he ordered you to do anything else besides * * ?” They said, “No.” 
Then Aba Nu*as took a club in both his hands, and said to them, 
“Begin; but if any one of you passes water, I’ll smash his head 
with this club.” As they were unable to do the one thing with- 
out the other, they went back to the Khaléfah and ey him. He 
laughed and ordered a present to be given to Abu Ni 

Story VII. 

It is said that Ar-Rashid '!° went out hunting one day and got 
separated from his guard and Al-Fazl* ’bn*-r-Rabi‘!! was behind 
him. The two encountered an old man riding on a donkey, Ar- 
Rashid looked at the old man and saw that he had watery eyes, so 

1 dale ys , lit., “ repeat (his prayer) time after time.” 
¢ 

S76I 
of ar 6 : . ’ 

2 og cpt 8 Hy , “ The top, highest point.’ 

j a va ore — & 
$ Gifdy Sid , lit., “that for that.” & lapel abi, 

8 The th Khalifah of the house of ‘Abbas. 

meee | is an oriental version of the pound of flesh. 

8 nl yt, Poet of the Court of Harin® ’r-Rashid. 

9 os coe ae , ‘* Deposuit alvum.” 

cording to another version Harin%.’r-Rashid was disguised according 
aki. h abit nd accompanied by the famous Ja‘far Ar-Ba 

oe is \ hmelbecda | to sa i khalifahs, and minister to Harin®. *r-Rashid. 
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he winked to Al-Fazl about! him. Then Al-Fazl said, “‘ Old man, 
where are you going ?” He answered, “To a garden” of mine.” Al-Fazl said, “ Would you like me to tell you of something with which to treat your eyes to remove their watering ?” The old man 

e 

cure the watering.” Then that old man lent forward over the 
pommel of his saddle and—zarata zartat?* tawilat™, saying, “ Here! 

ure fper 

| Ale tee ic, to make sport of him. 2 Bila. 
a 

e 2 

3 as J=55; , ‘apply it as collyrium.” 
al - - 

ba Pacem ss seg ati ety Ons Os Oo 



Story I. 

Ws - Hell Leyte AS wl We JU 2} lth oo ee 

Sty 989) Joly laude GE bly aifys Bye ST 665 ayy) oF 

wie gia oll JS y alla al las els ieee wt wf be hai le 

Jas It ope eh gers) phy MR JLo tot ella) sls ane aly. 

ort alll) JRs Cond gsol 9 iy poet VY olld Jl8s rye) an oda! 

wf wl Jas es aly a eddy Js Sls as obi ¥, WL Ylas 

OAS lad Sah i, NE JFL Glo le pdt JBI Corll Gg ab 

Bde wo Aas! 150 oye gariad Lo} MAY lS JG eds Ue eal las. 

# 19S a) JyBy lie slabs Lye US dW JUGS x05. 

Srory II. 

we gil cS Godt KLE agg dul dgle of adi — hte 

Kews Gin ot als 55 y dine alels make Ga, ws tuys 

pads Dyin saie wadgs aio Gehl mah rs 5 HS oly GLA Gt 

Uegy cla! gle Las aul! mal y aie ld ali ay} yo Gid ale 

cbs» —bilp a5,\_a Ey ladt cles Jloe Gill) Wy Aa dyteuy , 

cpl urge y Lil ane Callas ys Spelt yal lead ad pays ly tao 

ra 2 a 

ied oly srt Lalie ob 205 el—msd} AL y 44 u! ooo 9 er 
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gies lel JRF yd it ot sul ld 155, 105 legle Gye dares oof, Wo 

~~ - ~ Lad ‘ : o 

a 98 9 oF uxt el ce} mal Ww? coe wis a) Zoe 

a) elinays dase y & had OL} cules BUD aSled Clif, y aay! Geo 

Ble JU Sagat le got es had aoa! come y CdS lily Seay 

Be dias pes Lt ae ee eM gr de OR “ 
by Gre ips Wb Bt SM glows hod oll gba’ eR) ial ws eI 

URS dupe y dale Le y aire brid) 5 pS awd pals Qend te Gy ie 

Shee oot ly Binla (dd pl oie Le gy) bey gle Ut ol aul Gly 

HE Sy 5 lh ty pF a) pb Wd at (5 130 

gg shell aale ty Ul y ype Glo; 265 ale (82 4) bpd GRIF Ue 

PSU) elle les hie 1659 rgd ad Go one yf CS Gaby J 

wl by SIG font tog ge Y As, JG, eleal! jor Ly ands 

«alls BY JU ay S359 

Story Il. 

oe 9 Shy gle eddy UG ant we Gout Gy dese doa — Ee 

epee ; olds OAS 138 65 UF JLB yy as Gab anes 

? 2 & 

Med eyed oy Gas a ty, ee os ale 
" 3 

Jot LS 8 yl bs} at) le CY Hye ad Glias 
IF eg s 

Rat tet ZV Sab Oy Gginddd Ge odd gy) all 
wae eee : ee ere H a - ee ee PP Ball 358 iS a OB Geely ol JUiy dnb! elma JU 

za «ly way lady od! y 
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Srory IV. 

~ i Pe 

- 6 

* ol! « * olny x02 bac iS y als , 

we 3 ead Cte 
Bid! whe! Goat eld Lydd IS ~—tam 

¢ 

o@ ‘ ; 

a plat eal) Uw! oOY) IF Lb 

Story V. 

BEB abs oper CO oid At JT ye they oJ Ud — abe 

EUS It ile la Ge Uaagl 5 alon~ Cope grey mrcle Sit) Ls 

af5 ou 5 yl ond Baye soe gt »* 1db ils le Logg se aos 

pia aps ales woe Gipsy GB, agle allel dl pi deo gs BELL 5, 

Ba ght !yel BYye gle p02 He 132 ony BUI asye eye g phy aile po Udi 

alzive aye Ua! Gs iy SM y Leb Ladat GUI s¥ye) Ql, ard sis 

Legllay Unny Jle che Byy5 al Leer Omey winnall oral S85 ayyet ded 

Baul 92156 nly QS spe Udo ol GA! cally go plabll 

pple alps 150 clic gs YU a ging Gs aly Sif stl» Jiis ald. gi 

COV a ited WS Clad Ge JU ays bey thy JU ler cred nit o 
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oily 92 y ale 1S Uns JU slo yo Ute gaidiy Laan cond gil y lows 

JAS GALEN OVS Syd cre Loeneyalt Loe Corl praall opm egy) 2d 5 

By Soot S13 wart lo Last y Kool! za i= rol Sih, Leays 

ceed go, Uw a5 ait ple lol ste 5% 5 35d god Safir gia, Lo 

IS y sg LUZ dat ylrall Qh’L Fol ish y GI QS JU, 

# age one US siSlee co » you wy! 9 &—lid: pols AVL painalt oll Bae 

Story VI. 

Hypins wt Rela yelF Uys Gals) yt le ede ont Gt Ko 

15 gly Kighe! Uyol ad INAS aie gay wi ale 052 Git atts le 

BE I ING sa pe yt Spot Ua pllae Riylsuy jot YlAs LEI gle 

$e daly Syd phic Sal Je ot uly 1581 pe! JF y ayy Kate 

LU s tyelet y KLE IP tynayd tyler ot pay GUS wo —eiseor Led Antico 

» dha a) yo} y clrds 

Story VII. 

Laity ine a spild opal It Lope @ 9S andylt of dad — kta 

ape) sapy gi ti\t aye salt Bal slame ple gate sAt 1S'R ale aught 

a JG Gp alle J a8 Yay wut Ua ad YG ale ail) Sas 
waza! le JU Ayby sda cnith thins 8 gxl3 sgh gle eis wt 

5 ig tee g HSN yyy sll je y oral! glare SA JIB OS. It 
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yds 2079 pyizh gle pail! WG elaine Ab, ady ail a UeiSt y dpm 

ot b Shy; JS) Uati yy Clie, Cat sa dd JU, ibyb ibys 

@ BUty eb yo bade Ut olf in ons,)} Clas dela} 





3 ] j 
Ag PROP PP bee 

waited oe on the Bidri's “ware ‘al Purnieab’ 

ee bi joa gem 

The cn eintificebiiees of this ware: is 5: deserted: in detail in’ ‘Sir 
Ww Hunter’s “ Statistical Account of Purneah,” an efi 

noticed in Dr. B ood’s “ Indian Arts.” The following note 
— be found to contain some supplementary information. 
~~ In Purneah the word “ Bider.” is applied to the amalgam of 
zinc (dasta) and copper pares which is employed in the manufac- 

which, according to Dr. Birdwood,: forms 
one of the ingredients, i is no longer used. The metals are melted, 
mixed, cast into the required shape, and par turned on a very 
ii lathe, by men of the Kanseri caste. There are onl 

ree Kanseris in the whole district now extol ed in this work, 
‘two of whom live at Belauri, a village about two miles south of 
Purneah Railway Station, and the other at Katihar. The cast 
most commonly takes the — of a hookah-stand, but — 
Slerpouhiss: etc., are made to o 

The manufactured Bider i is sold to the damascene workers of 
Purneah Town and Kasba at the rate of Re. 1-4 per . The 

metal is then slightly Saekeisd with sulphate of aseeae: (tutia), 
and the design traced with an instrument resembling a sharpened 
nail. - Rough compasses are also used. Mistakes in the design can 
be readily: \allaos d with water, and a second —— of the 
sulphate of copper ; but such mistakes are rare, ohan Sonar, 
who is the Lahey oe — works very quic spe, unerringly. 
There are two othe Apes but mee confine setpoint to 
certain unvarying 

ba design, and t then fixed in position, the instruments employed 
ing a hammer and a blunted which is used as:a‘punch. 

The silver leaf breaks off when it comes in contact with the 
edges left by the chisel, and leaves the details of the pattern well 
defined. Very little subse pe ry trimming is necessary.- The leaf 
is now firmly embedded in, and appears to form part of, the Bider. 
No adhesive of any kind is employ 

This appears to be a a comparatively simple operation, the 
skilled touch athatag itself in the engraving. with the chisel 
rather than in the actual inla , 

The number of artizans employed i in the on atten ‘and inlay- 
ing processes, including the three designers mentioned above, who 

ou x ; on rh 
M darak). The ground-work i is : then darkened with a paste formed 
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of saltpetre, nitre, borax, and salammoniac, which produces a rich 
and permanent black. When the blackening process is finished, 
the whole is cleaned and given.a final polish with mustard or 
rape-seed oil. 

s rice of the finished article varies with the thickness of 
the silver leaf employed. In the cheapest kind of work, the 
roughness of the Bider can be seen through the inlaid leaf, and 
the definition is not so sharp as in the higher grades, in which the 
silver presents a very smooth, highly-polished surface. Many of 
the patterns must, of course, have been handed down from bygone 

generations, but I am inclined to attribute the majority of those 1 
have seen to the fertile invention of Mohan Sonar, who appears to 
vary the design with every anneal produced. 

common pattern is formed of flowers with eight petals, 
int terspersed with lines, and fest toons and spirals of small leaves ; 

art of inlaying ia on ante. secs on Bider, bat ashe on copper. 
The last method is usually employed in the manufacture of 
Serposhes. 

Bidri work, as far. as Purneah is concerned, is a dying craft. 
None of the etein who gain their living by the various processes 
are willing to instruct their children in the art. There is a plen- 

method of p 

them told me that lead formed the chief ingredion 
nless, therefore, steps are taken to ensure a succession of 

skilled craftsmen, the industry cannot last another twenty years. 

A list of the artizans of Purneah rennet nee in the 
manufacture of Bidri ware. 

Mau 
Udhu San Kanseri, of Katihar. 
Mohan Pea of Purneah. 
ulaki Kurm 

¢ Melting, casting and Satua neta of Belauri. 

‘turning. ain 

Designing, engraving, { 

and inlaying. Kantar Each, of Kasba. 

Chedi Kurmi, of Purneah. 
Engraving and in- ) Guhi 

laying. Nawal Kishore Kurmi, of Kaliganj. 
Makund Lal Sonar, of Purneah. 

I could find no trace of the Dhanuke, Sunris, and Mahom 
ee ee We Wielon as engaged in t this rae 

Danae roreniie-sation, ein ct 
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By ManimAnopdpnydya Satis Caanpra Vipyasnosana, M.A., 
M.R.A.S. 

e Tibetan manuscripts and block-prints, from which the 
materials of the present paper were derived, are in the monas- 

ae ; 

are 
incessant blowing of conches, ringing of bells and the repetition 
of ‘“QOm-mani-padme-hum” and other incantations. The 
monastery, which at present exists, was built by Rajkumar 
Rig-zing-cham-po of Sikkim about 66 years ago. It lies within 
half a m Pho-dang which was once the capital of Sikkim 
At Pho-dang also there is a monastery establis on the site 
once occupied by the jong (fort) of Bhutanese invaders 

e Bhutanese, during their first invasion, built a jong there. 
Subsequently when the Sikkimites re-occupied it, they turned the 
jong into a monastery of the Karma-pa sect. There has been a 
long succession of Head Lamas presiding over the monastery, the 
present Head Lama being Sidkyong-tul-ku, the Maharaj-kumar of 
Sikkim 

Most of the Mies Lamas of the monastery = ames — 
disturbed by evil spirits, Dum-chot, who was a very 
and learned Lama, after three years’ stay at Pho- he Pen was potted 
one night by the evil spirit who had killed the former Lamas. 

e evil spirit showed the bones of the previous Lamas to Dum 
sini and threatened him with the same fate, viz., that he would 
be devoured. But the Lama silenced him by his will-power and 
the evil spirit vanished away. One year afterwards the evil 
spirit renewed his attack in the at a of a big scorpion, which 
dropped down in a Ginndae-atorn, but was killed by the Lama. 
Five years afterwards a pair of rock- eto ae Moca on 
the ee of the temple hall; one of then was killed with the 
aid e people, the other escaped. Then m he invited all the 
monks aad laymen and told them how the evil spirit had been 
overcom e was so far successful that che. lived AOE seven 

v uy 

-In this very monastery of Pho-dang, I, with servants, resided 
for a week (3rd June—9th June 1907), with a vi a view to examine 

monastery of Labrang. The present te is a part a! oc result 
of my inquiries into the records of the monastery at Labrang, 
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where the —— works, besides others, exist in faithful Tibetan 
translatio 

1. -Pramana-vartika-panjikaé | (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel- 
gyi-dkah-hgrel)—* Explanation of difficulties in the 
Praména-vartika ” = teacher Devendrabodhi? (Tib. 
Lha-dwan-blo). 

The work extends over folios 1—380 of the Tangyur, consti- 

tuting volume Che (3 ) of section Mdo, and contains two frontis- 

pieces, viz, of Dharmakirti and Devendrabodhi. It was translated 
into Tibetan by the great Indian sage Subhiti-ésri and the Tibetan 
pte eal -monk Dge-wahi-blo-gros. The Tibetan version ends 
thus 

“ The Pramana-vartika-paijika compiled by the very eloquent 
teacher Devendrabodhi is finished. For the sake of benefit to 
the world by elucidating the doctrine and perpetuating it long, 
“ey Nyayasastra has been translated; by the pure merit which 

n produced thereby, may we — the cycle of existence 
anit find the three persons of Buddha. 

2. Pramana- vartika-[pafjika|-tika (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam- 
ty oe Mee (part I) on’ the 

ramaga-vartike-palij fijika (of hehe otis by 
teacher S'aékya-bodhi (Tab. S’a-kya-blo) 

The work extends over folios 1—385 of the Tangyur, consti- 

tuting volume Je (E) of Section Mdo. It was composed by 

1 This Sanskrit title is restored from the Tibetan version 
2 The name Devendrabodhi is restored from Tibetan : Lha-dwan-blo, 

which may also be rendered by Surendra-bodhi 

Sse Raters tgarsac’ Heras} BLT IN 
ATA TATA ATETT |] ABFETSRTRC URE 
ABARAT |} | Qaparxa Ba Rares aer asaya] 

AGN IS ASN ATTA GNA] ALTA 
> ection ue | To caeee Na (Tangyur, Mdo, Che, folio 380). 

ds Wink atiatoat sands ana-vartika-tika, Zt ox the isle: pees ite 
BSE pratt agua 1g onan So I have given the full Devendrabodh 
Nef ‘Pramina-vartika-paiijika-tika. _ similar remark is oe to 
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teacher. Sakya-bodhi (Tib. S‘a- kya-blo) and i opens with a saluta- 
tion to Majiju-ghoga (H jam-dwyans) t 

‘“Who by the sharp: weapon of his Wisdom Celio off all 
nets of miseries has become mercy it whose very pure 

his volume consists of. 1—31 sections .(Bam-po), ‘iid ‘the 
Sarl version begins with a salutation to the Omniscient One 
(Buddha). 

From No. 3 it appears that No. 2 was-also translated’ into 
Tibetan by Dge-wahi-blo-gros.] 

3. Praméana-vartika-(paijika] tika ( Tib. Tshad-ma- mam 
hgrel-gyi-hgrel-béad)—Annotation (part II) on the 
Praména-vartika-paijikaé (of Devendrabodhi) by 
teacher Ss akya-bodhi. 

“This work, fahiok extends over folios 1—346 of the Tangyur, 

constituting volume Ne (3) of section Mdo, was composed by 

teacher Saékya-bodhi (Tib. Sa-kya-blo) and is a one ype 
of volume J e. It begins with the 32nd soe Pr (Bam-po) a 

thus :— 
The Prati mana-vartika-(paijika |-tikaé, composed by seated 

Sakya-bodhi meditating on the feet of Bhagavan Maiju-ghos 
is finished.”* The work was translated into Tibetan by the site 
preter Dge-wahi-blo-gros. 

1 ll ae eae 

SR GAT GABE SA PARAS NAA STAT 
SAS AAT SN AAT LAST IIE TERT 
Aerg ates saca Ge] | SE Bap SapeT CAT 
OIRTASST EIS STAT TSE args TINA] | ABET 

ncppiiel saab ah) age Aa oR ag Colat ial 
ARSSSAY Ae ae (Tangyur, Mao, Je, folio 1). 

7 AR spagarassreth gear gaeripr x" 

nial iit atalah uns plac aN aba, 
(Tangyur, Mdo, Ne, folio 346). 
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- 4 _Pramana-vartikadlankara (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel- 
rgyan)—“ The ornament. of Pramana-vartika (part is 
by teacher. Prajiiaé-kara-Gupta (Tib. Ses- rabcbhyni- 
gnas-sbas-pa), 

This work, which extends over folios 1—352 of the Tangyur, 

constituting volume T e (5) of section Mdo, begins thus:— 

“Wishing good t6 the world realised by Pramana and bowing 
down to teacher Sugata, the Protector, I shall, out of kindness 
towards those going as sey, to the whirlpool of bad arguments, 
sede explain the perfect Pramana 

e Tibetan version begins with a salutation to the Omnis- 
cient aia 

5. Pramana-vartikalankara (Tib. Tshad-ma-mam-hgrel-gyi- 
rgyan e ornament of the Pramana-vartika (part 
II or aun III, IV) by teacher Prajiié-kara-Gupta 
(Ses-rab-hbyun-gnas-sbas-pa). 

This work extends over folios 1—328 of the Tangyur, consti- 

tating volume The (3) of section Mdo, It was translated several 

times at thas ihre The last translation was made by the great 
Kaé andit Bhagya-raja* (Tib. Skal-ldan-rgyal-po) and the 
Tibetan a Rane Blo-ldan-ses-rab). Subsequently it was looked 

2 b. The 

6. Pramana-vartikalankara-tika (Tib. nlbviendienia tours 
gyi tgyan-gyi-hgrel-béad)—— “ Annotation on the Pra- 

na-vartikalankara (part I)” by teacher Jina (Tib. 
‘Bgyal-wa-can. 

= ag aracseyatT ara eAI] : 
: BTS AAA Tar sATAsars |] | 

_ RR agerayserag aay) 
: BRT ITT AGT AIT A 

(Tangyur, Mdo, Te, folio ). 

ews. Se oo. > a ee 3 £. 
the Tibetan: Skal-ldan-rgyal-po 
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This work extends over folios 1—415 of the Tangyur, consti- 
tuting volume De of section Mdo, The Tibetan version begins 
with a salutation to Arya Maiijuéri-kumara-bhita (Tib. Hjam- 
dpal-gshon-nur-gyur-pa) and ends with the formula :— 

Ye dharma hetu-prabhava pepeeonee byavadat, 
Tesaiica yo niro a nab. 
‘Whatever things proceed from their cause the 

Tathagata has declared ; and what i is ay cheek to these is thus 
set forth by the great ascetic 

7. Pramaéna-vartikalankara-tika (Tib. had-ma-rnam- 
hgrel-gyi-rgyan-gyi-hgrel-béad )—“ Aasthanion on the 
Pramana-vartikalankara (part IL)” by teacher Jina 
(Bgyal-wa-can). . 

' The work extends over folios 1—368 of the Tangyur, consti- 

tuting volume Ne (4) of section Mdo. It was translated into 

Tibetan in the model monastery of the blessed province of Tho- 
lin by the Indian Pandit. Sri-Dipankara-raksita of Vikramasila 
and the Tibetan interpreter Byan-chub-Ses-rab of Shan-shun. 

8. Pramana-vartika-tika (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel-gyi- 
herel- béad)—“ Annotation on the Pramana-vartika 
(part I)” by Brahman Sankarénanda (Tib. Bram-ze- 
bde-byed-dgah-wa ). 

The work extends over folios 1—384 of the Tangyur, consti- 

tuting volume Pe (al ) of section Mdo, The Tibetan version 

begins with a salutation to the Omniscient One (Buddha), 

Pramana-vartika-tikaé (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel-gyi- 
hgrel )—Annotation on the Pramana-vartika 
(part Il) [by S'atkarananda]. 

2 1a head 

The work extends over Soloa 1—342 of the Tangyur, consti- 

tuting volume Phe (2 ) of section Mdo. 

10. [Praména-vartikalankara-tiké] (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam- 
hgrel-rgyan-gyi-hgrel io LSet amet on the Pra- 
mana-vartikalankara (part 1) by Jam 

The work ane over tsloe 1—303 of the Tangyur, consti- 

tuting volume Be (a ) of section Mdo, and ends thus :— 

“By the immeasurable merit heaped up by composing 
this regular annotation, may I, subduing the adversary— 
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—_ this world, obtain he indestructible and. jceeatoct 
Nirv. ; 

1. °(Phatusia-vartikolakarattka} (TB. ‘Tshad- ma-rnatt- 
herel-reyan-gyi-tika)—Annotation on the Pra ramana- 
vartikalankara (part Il) [by Jamari ?]. 

’ The work extends over folios 1—400 of the Tangyur, “consti- 

tuting volume Me (3 ) of section Mdo. 

12. she ypaah renege sg haa Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam- 
herel-gyi-rgyan-gyi-tika) Annotation on the Pramana- 
vartikalankara (last: part) by the sage Sri Jamari. 

The work extends over folios 1—311 of the Tangyur, consti- 

tuting volume Tse (3) of section Mdo. It was translated into 

Tibetan by Pandit Sumati.and the ven gaa naar s-rab in 
the monastery of Siie-than near Lhas 

13; Pramana-viniseaya-tika (Tib. Ts oa ma-raam-nes-kyi- 
tiké)— Annotation on the Pramana- -viniscaya by teacher 
Dharmottara (Tib. Chos-mchog). 

‘The a extends over folios 1—188 of the Tangyur, ‘Mdo, 

We (F ): It was translated into Tibetan by the Kasmirian Pandit 

Parahita Bhadra (Tib. Gshan-la-phan-pa-bzan- -po) and others, 
and ade Tibetan interpreter Blo-ldan-ses-rab in the model | city 
(of Kasmira ?). 
Se. who composed the work, is acoouibad as the 

excellent subduer of bad disputants.* The translator concludes 
the Tibetan version thus :— 

Ws Sraayerray gerry i 
SRIF FAT AS AT INTEC AGS)|] 
RATA ESTER IAZER SAT AERTS us 
sep, Beeanl Seri 

ae (Tangyur, Mdo, Be, folio 303). 

ee aid Chairs Mao, We, folio 188) 
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“By ‘the merit arising from this Pramanasastra,'in which 
tae reac ain are so clear, being well translated, may people turn+ 

way from perverse views enter the’ ‘path of. anne rae 
(iphteotinbens: te 

14. Pramana-vinigcaya-tika (ib: Dihed-ate § moet Sih 8 
pahi- hgrel- béad)— Annotation on the Pramana-vini- 
Scaya by the KaSmirian sage Jiiana-sri. 

The work extends over folios 188—322 of the Tangyur, Mdo, 

We (9): It was composed by’ teacher Jiiana-éri-bhadra (Tib. 

Ye-Ses-dpal-bzai-po) and ‘translated into Tibetan by ‘the author 
and the interpreteremonk Chos-kyi-brtson-hgrus. The Tibetan 
version begins with a salutation to the Omniscient One (Buddha). 

15. Yukti-sasthika-karika (Tib. Rigs-pa-drug-cu- hoe ae 
lehur- byas-pa)—“ Sixty memorial verses on argumen- 
tation”? by Nagarjuna (Tib. Klu-grub). 

The work extends over folios 20—22 of the eee, Mdo, 
Tsa ( s ), and begins thus:— > . (: 

*“ Who is freed from the courses of birth and destruction and 

who preached the doctrine of Gapencart EDAD ( Pratitya- 
samut-pada), to that lord of sages I bow 

It was ‘translated into Tibetan by the saan sage Mutita-éri 

NER RTRASpIATSA AR TET SATS I] 
Ra SGR TIN SA SN SATA] 

aN ET 
WE SATRINEA BTS ARATAR: 7 

an aban, Mdo, We, folio 188). 

 aefer§aeaberesay 
AAR NarF TIA || 
BA STAQS TAY ATH | 
gaane danger] 

(Tangyur, Mdo, Tsa, folio 2). 
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and the Tibetan interpreter Tshab-fi-ma-grags. The Epes? 
version begins with a oenigste to Maiiju-sri-kumara-bhi 

s not properly a work on logic, but a pea: on the 
Madhyamika philosophy, faptets with logical arguments. | 

ie 

16. Vigraha-vyavartani kérika (Tib. Rtsod-pa- bzlogpahi- 
tshig-lehur-byas- ee) eestel verses on subduin 
disputes” by teacher Nagarjun 

The work extends over folios 26—29 of the Tangyur, Mdo, 

Tsa (3 ): It was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage 

Jiiana-garbha and the Tibetan interpreter Ka-wa-dpal-brtsegs. 
Subsequently it was recast by the Kasmirian Pandit caapaenls 
and the interpreter Khu-mdo-sde-dpal, 

eve Lacan Ream Dat (Tib. Rtsod-pa-bzlog- pabi- 
hgrel-pa)—‘‘Commentary on the Vigraha- “pena 
by teacher Nagarju jana, 

The work extends over folios 128—146 of the Tangyur, Mdo, 

Tsa (3 ): It was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage 

Jiiana-garbha and the Tibetan interpreter Vande-vana-raksita. 
The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to Maiiju-éri-kumara- 
bhita. 

18, Bina 1.pramathana-yukti-hetu- siddhi (Tib. Hkhrul- 
pa- bzlog-pahi-rigs-pa-gtan-tshigs-grub-pa) — ‘“ Estab- 
lishment of arguments and reasons for quelling 
mistakes ” so teacher Wp Deva ee Hphags-pa- 

_ ha). 

The work, which extends over folios 18—21 of the Tangyur, 

Mdo, Tsha ( 3), begins with a salutation to Buddha thus :— 

“ Bowing down to the teacher—the lamp of the world, the 
remover of inner miseries, the preacher of the nectar-like doctrine 
and the instructor of men-—with three doors (of body, speech and 
mind), I, in this world of five defilements for = benefit of sont 

ent beings, explain the way (to the final bliss).’’8 

1 The reads: ‘* Sa-la-hi-ta” sphog on to be a we 
ind for - Ka ee ” meaning “quarrel” or “dispute.” The Tibe 
: eens tof it is ‘‘Hkhrul” which should “boule be rendered ” 

. rama, 

+ Byerly 
Pe abek aia Stall 
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It was trialed into Tibetan by the Indian sage Sarvajiia- 

deva and the interpreter Vande-dpal-brtsegs of Shu-chen. The 

bhuta, and ends with the following aces :—‘ May this be 
profitable = the doctrine and sentient beings ! 

This also not a work on. logic, a treatise on the 
Madhyamika philosophy, replete with logical arguments. ] 

19. Madhyamaka-hrdaya-vrtti-tarxa-jvala (Tib. Dwu-mahi- 
siiif-pohi-hgrel-wa-rtog-ge-hbar-wa)—“ flame of 

discussions rising from the —— on the Ma- 
dhyamaka-hrdaya ” by teacher Bhavya 

The work extends over folios 40—360 of the Tangyur, Mdo, 

Dsa (E), It was translated into Tibetan and published by the 
9 - 

‘Indian sage Dipatkara-Srijifana and the Tibetan og Mend 
monk Tshul-khrims-rgya-wa in the monastery of Ra-sa-bhphrul- 
gnah in Lhasa. The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to 
the Omniscient One (Buddha). 

[This is a bids on the Madhyamika philosophy replete with 
logical arguments]. 

Post-scriPt. 

e materials of the following portion are derived from t 
tee of the Tangyur, borrowed from the India Office, nih 
the kind intervention of Mr. F. W. Thomas. 

19. Santan@ntara-siddhi-tika (Tib. Rgyud-gshan-grub-pahi- 
bgrel-béad)—Establishment of the continuity of the 
series (of thoughts). 

The work, which extends over folios 1—21 of the Tangyur, 

Mdo, Tshe (3) begins with a salutation to Buddha thus :— 
: + 

MARCA YT ANS |] 

FATA TAS} || 

SaysrarweVQEHysyaas || 
Qaparay BART AAA || 

(Tangyur, Mdo, Tsha, folio 18). 

I QASTINA TSR ARTETA TS S| 
(Tangyur, Mdo, Tsha, folio 21). 
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'.*Thepreceptor of the ‘world by whom:all this was explained 
in. mere Mienigie--tp him folly, bowing down I prepare. the 
-Santénantara-siddhi 

was compose sed by teacher Vinita Deva (Tib.’ Dul-wahi-lha), 
and was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage Visuddha- 
simha and the interpreter of Shu-chen named Dpal-rtsegs-raksita. 
The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to Mafju-ghosa 
(Tib. Hjam-pahi-dwyans). 

20. ‘Vada-nyaya-vrtti-vipaficitartha | {i Rtsod -pahi-rigs- 
. 9 } .» pahi-hgrel-pa-don-rnam-par-hbye —An analytical 

commentary on the Vada-nyaya fea discussions). 

- |" This work, which extends over folios 21—131 of the Tan- 
gyur, } Mdo, Tshe, begins with a salutation to Buddha thus :— 

. at Who. by: we lustre of the heap of various pure precious 
qualities: pesperie Ny subduing darkness, endeavoured for the sake 
of obtain g the ‘fruits of the desires of various sentient beings, 

and was enol to to-de good. to. the miata world—to that t Mafiju- 
bowing down in revacunce § bee in brief to compose this 

Wadamyliya-vipelicitaetha: ol 

_ RAS ra TAS 
as MASBIT SETS iy. srees ee 

a FARA STARA Hee 

AAAS I 
(Tangynr, Mao, "Tale, folio’ we 

awe yee 

* SRNR HARA TRG SS aE NA AS HarETS SF 
TARTAR II 

SE GRY gs Sour Saeregaty sag gee 
RRS SETIN | 

metre sReierwryetorgs 
Ay ee ye 

- ae x’ pee ES OF ot eal? ht co oan z§ TA | ‘ ta ec + OUT, pH AN 
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The author of the work was the great teacher S sas 
It was ae ree Tibetan in stag sacre d monaste f © 

province of Hbro (Dé). The Tibetan version none with a rary 
tation to Maiija-éri-kumara-bhita 

21. Pramana-vartika-vrtti (Tit, Tshad-ma-rnam-hgrel-gyi- 
hgrel- pa )—Explanator y notes on the Pramana-vartika, 

The work, which extends over folios 132—252 of the Tangyur, 

Mdo, Tshe ( 3); was composed by teacher Ravi-Gupta (Tib. 

Ni-ma- sbas-pa). It ends with chapter II which treats of the 
characteristics of the Pramana (Tib. Tshad-mahi-mtshan-iid). 
The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to Mafju-sri Bodhi- 
sattva (Tib. Hjam-dpal-ye-Ses-sems-dpah). 

22. Pramana-viniscaya-tikaé (Tib. Tshad-ma-rnam-par-nes- 
pahi-hgr el-béad )—Explanatory notes on the Pramana- 
viniscaya, 

This work, which extends over folios 1—346 constituting 

volume Dse (2) of the Tangyur, section Mdo, begins with a salu- 

tation to Buddha. It was composed by the Kasmirian teacher 
Jiiana-gri. The work ends at chapter II. The Tibetan version 
begins with a salutation to Maiiju-sri-kumara-bhita 

23. The same volume contains Pramana-viniseaya-tika, part 
y Dharmottara. 

a 

qrahtgsTA1'9 || 
(Tangyur, Mdo, Tshe, folio 21). 
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JULY, 1907. 

The Monthly General Meeting of the oe Society was 
held on Wednesday, the 3rd July, 1907, at 9-15 p 

The Hon. Mr. Justice ASHUTOSH ie M.A., D.L., 
President, in the Chair 

The following members were present :— 

r. N. Annandale, Mr. I. H. Burkill, Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri, 

Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. D. Hooper, Dr. Bd C. Hossack, Lt.-Colonel 
D. C. Phillott, Mr. G. Thibaut, C.I.E., Mr. G. H. age Mahama- 
hopadhyaya Satis oo Vidgubiusana, Rev. E. C. Woodley 
and Rev. A. W. Y 

Visitor :—Babu ON Mukherjee. 

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 

Fifty-two presentations were announced, 

The General Secretary announced that Mr. F. J. V. Minchin 
and Mr. Norman McLeod had expressed a wish to withdraw from 
the Society. 

The General Secretary also announced the death of Mr. Pat- 
rick Doyle and Babu Gerindra Nath Dutt, Ordinary Members of 
the Society. 

The President announced that the following seven gentlemen 

have not paid their entrance go — elections therefore, have, 
under Rule 9, become null and v 

Mr. M. ae are pa ee 
Dr. A Leake. 
Scat G. B. Riddick, R.A.M.C. 
Pandit Gauri Dutta Misra Vidyabhusana. 
Captain D. Harvey, R.A.M.C. 
Captain W. W. Clemesha, I.M.S. 
Sri Kripamaya Ananga Bhimakishori Gajapati Maharaj Dev. 

The President also announced that Captain C. L. Peart, LA., 
had carried on the duties of the General Secretary and Philologic- 
al Secretary for six weeks, and that Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott 

had resumed the duties on his return. 
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The following were ballotted for as Ordinary Members :— 

Mr. John Ooggin Brown, Assistant Superintendent, Geological 

Survey of India, proposed by Mr. . Fermor, seconded 
Lieut,-Colonel D. C. Phillott ; Mr. H. Walker, Assistant Superin- 
tendent, Geological Survey ‘of India, proposed by Mr. L. L. 
Fermor, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel D. Cz Phillott ; Mr. G. deP, 

posed Mr. L. es 
Phillott; Mr. W. A. K. Christie, Chemist, Geological Survey of 

India, proposed by Mr, L. L. Fermor, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel 
DIC: ‘Phillott ; Babu Mahendra Nath De, M.A., B.Sc., Professor, 

= Laat D. C. Phillott; and Mr, W. W. K. Pa sian, Solici- 

Calcutta, proposed by Mr. J. A. Chapman, seconded by 
tas Colonel D, C. Phillott. 

The following papers were read :— 

1. Mundari Poetry, Music and Dances.—By Rev, Fr. J. Horr- 
MANN, S.J. Communicated by the Hon. Mr. HE. A. Gait. 

This paper will be published in the Memoirs. 
2. An Old Christian Cemetery in Haiderabad.—By Masor W. 

Hai. 
This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the 

Journal. 

3. Note on the Bidri ware of Purneah.—By R. J. Hirst. 
4. Seven stories from the Nafhat* ’l-Yaman,; edited and 

brant ated: by Ligut.-Cotonet D. C. Paritorr and R. F, Azoo. 
Notes on the Pollination of Flowers in India.-—Note No. 

On Cotton in og rege y 1. H. Burin, 
6. Indian Logic as preserved in Tibet.—No. 3. By Mawama- 

HOPADHYAYA Satis CHanpra Vipyapuusana, M.A., M.R.A.S. 

— 

Reviews on Books. 

Western Tibet and the British Borderland. By Cuaruss A. Suerrine, 1.0.8. 
(London, Edward Arnold, 1906.) 

ce the many publications recently called forth by the 
Brite, Miebitn to Tibet, few have dealt with the western portion 
of the Hirer ies eco Xe with Kashmir and the British 

orderiand. in Centeral Tibet, gras ead in mystery 
as the forbidden city, the final goal of the Mission, naturally 
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absorbed the chief interest. Nari on Western Tibet, some seven 
hundred miles away, across the Marjum Pass, lay outside the im- 
mediate sphere of operations still less known and unexplored. 
Yet it is here where British and Tibetan relations come into 

bably be most appar nthe near future o this interesting 
country on the British Borderland Mr. Sherring has devoted his 
attention. As t Commissioner of Almora, has 
rivalled opportunities for acquiring information concerning all 
that relates to the Frontier, and the knowledge so gained he has 
recently supplemented by a tour to Western Tibet of which the 

8 
il two years ago few Europeans had nae ey Border 

into Western Tibet and itt still had penetrated as far as Gar 
tok its summer capital. In 1812 Hearsey and Maceceilie travelling 
disguised as ascetics on a pilgrimage had reached the Man 

no 
Lhasa on Se sissies 5th, 1904, that the first gap was made in the 
barrier of exclusiveness with which Tibet had been so long sur- 

pedition as an offshoot of the psoas to report upon its suitability 
and possibilities as a trading centre. It thus happened that the 
first authorised entry of a British force into Western Tibet took 

eighty miles from the summer capital. Somewhat in the nature of 
an experiment to prove how far the Tibetan authorities were pre- 
pared to carry out the terms of ~ Treaty, the expedition, so 

graphically described by Captain Rowling, was successfully carried 
through, opening out new eeaibities in the relations between 
India and Western Tibet, 

Mr. Sherring gives a fascinating account of this little known 
Borderland. From an agin a are point of view, it is full of 
interest. It isa sacred country both to the Buddhists and to the 
Hindus. To Rust Kailas port Bete over twenty-one thousand feet 
heavenwards, the Tibetan looks as the home of his 

8 | 
cherishes equal veneration as the places where Sob dwelt, and 
Krishna himself lived as an ascetic; while to Mount t Kailas he, 
too, lifts his eyes as the heaven of Sun and the summit of all 
happiness. The surrounding world of eee snow and giant 
mountain peaks, making their magnificent appeal to the imagina- 
tion, is well calculated to inspire respect and veneration, Withina 
radius of some thirty miles rise no less than eighty mw over 
twenty bhousatl feet high. It is a scene unsurpassed for gran- 
deur. Here on this side the Pandes rises the great Nonda Devi, 
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25,689 feet high, the highest mountain throughout the world over which the British flag flies. Close by rivalling it in height and beauty stands Komet its sister peak, while away across the 

who inhabit this Borderland, Mr. Sherring has much to sa e 
Bhotias who dwell on the British side are described as intrepid 
traders and mountaineers with ma; ne manly qualities ; while 

so long closely guarded. Gartok itself is disappointing, having changed but little since the days when Moorcroft and Hearsey visited 

An interesting chapter by Dr. T. G. ngstaff describes his attempt to climb Gurla Mandahata, Rising 25,350 feet above sea level it is probably the highest mountain in Tibet and to the imber furnished practically untrodden ground, Dr. Longstaff was accompanied by two alpine guides and succeeded in getting with- 
t 

F. B. Brapiey-Birrt. 

Old Chipped Stones of India. By A. C. Loaan, I.C.S. (Calcutta, Thacker Spink and Co., 1906, pp. viii-lxxxv, 3 Pa) 

This valuable work is the first attempt that has been made to give a connected account of the 1 
stone implements preserved in the Indian Museum and other 

chapters deal with the stratigraphy of the various forma- 
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tions of Quaternary age with which the implements are associ- 
ated, and their ge ographical distribution. A further chapter is 

cluding chapter, the author expounds his theories regarding the 
races of men that have left these ancient records of their industry. 
The various types of implements are beautifully illustrated from 

photographs by Mr. Garrick. Mr. Logan’s excellent work will be 
welcomed by every geologist and anthropologist 

E. VREDENBURG. 
0 

The Adjourned Meeting of the Society (Medical Section} was 
held at the Society’s rooms on Wednesday, July 10th, 1907, at 
9°15 P.M. 

Lievt.-Coronet F. J. Drury, I.M.S., in the chair. 

The following members were present :— 

Lieut.-Colonel E, H. Brown, I.M.S., Dr. Adrian Caddy, Major 

J.T. Calvert, I.M.S., Captain F. P. Connor, LM-S., Lieut.-Colonel 
C. R. M. Green, I.M.S., Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr. E. Houseman, 
Captain D. — IM. S., Captain M. Mackelvie, I.M.S., Captain 
Wo. ww, 1.M.S., Dr. J. E. Panioty, Lieut. A. D. White, 

LM. S., and Major tre Maynard, I M.S., Honorary Secretary. 

Visitors:—Dr. S. Brooke, Dr. O. M. Eakins, Dr. J. L. Hendley, 
Captain J. H. Murray, I.M.S., Major C. R. Stevens, I M.S. 

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 

The following resolution, after some remarks by eee 

Drury, was proposed by the Honorary seed seconded by 
Panioty and carried unanimously, and it was resolved that the 
Honorary Secretary do send a copy of it to Mrs. Moi oir. 

Proposed by Major Maynard. 
Seconded by Dr. Panioty. 

5 foe Medical Section of the Asiatic Society of Bengal de- 
sires to pl record their sense of the liege ~ ad have 
caeuied by the death of Major D. M. Moir was a most 

active member of the Section and who was held i in the triplet 
es 

CurnicaL Evenine. 

Cases and specimens were shown by Lieut.-Colonel Brown, 

Capt. Sac Major Stevens and Lieut.-Colonel Drury. 
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PRINCIPAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY. 

Asiatic Researches, Vols. I-xXx and Index, 17881839. 
Proceedings, 1865-—1904. (now amalgamated with Journal). 
Memoirs, Vol. 1, etc., 1905, ete. 
Journal, Vols. 1—73, 1832—1904. 
Journal and Proceedings [N. §.], Vol. 1, etc., 1905, etc. 
Centenary Review, 1784—1883. 
Bibliotheca Indica, 1848, ete. 

A complete list of publications sold by the Society can be 
_ obtained by application to the Honorary Secretary, 57, Park Street, 
Calcutta. - 

PRIVILEGES OF ORDINARY MEMBERS. 

(a) To be present and vote at all General Meetings, which 

are held on the first Wednesday in each month except 
in September and October. 

(b) To propose and second candidates for Ordinary Member- 
ship 

(c) To introduce visitors at the Ordinary General Meetings 
and to the grounds and public rooms of the Society 
during the hours they are open to members. 

(d) To have personal access to the Library and other publie 
rooms of the Society, and to examine its collections. 

(e) To take out books, ae and manuscripts from. the 
_ Library. — 

3 . (f) To receive RE copies of ae Tousaat and oe 

and . ‘ of the Society. 

6) er en he ao bees duly elected 
thereto. 
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59. Note on the Blue or Common Heron (Ardea Cinerea), 

By Lrevt.-Cotonet D.C. Paitiorr, Secretary, Board of Examiners, 

Novice, 

Foreign Societies who favour the Asiatic Society of Bengal with 
their publications are informed that they may be sent either to the 
address of the Society at Calcutta, or to the Agents of the Society in 
London, Mr. Bernard Quaritch, 15 Piccadilly 

AVIS. 

Les Sociétés étrangéres qui honorent la Société seers 8 de oa 
de ses publications, sont priées de les envoyer ou directement resse 
de la Société, 57, Park Street, Calcutta, ou a l’agent de la Société a 

Londres, Mr, Bernard Quaritch, ‘15 Piccadilly. 

ANZEIGE. 

Ausliindische _Gesellschaften welche die Asiatische Gesellschaft 

Street, Calcutta, oder an den Agenten in London, Mr. Bernard Quaritch, 

15 Piccadilly, zu senden. 

wks, are é€ y the young over the edge of the nest, 

1 Bhad is properly the Oudh name of the parple heron. This latter 
is in Kaporthala called nori, in Sialkot ahs be Chhach-Hazara kharkdr ; 
and in Banna chindakh-khurai or “ frog In Persia it is named 
a 
: 2 There is consequently no affectionate sanitation na in the case of 
starlings. How do owls keep their abodes clean? Like starlings they 
build in holes, bat the mates of the former do not admit of transportation. 



59, Note on the Blue or Common Heron (Ardeu Cinerea), 

By Lievr.-Cotonet D. C. Paitiorr, Secretary, Board of Examiners. 

Vernacular names: in the gz apes State batimar ; in 
some parts of the Punjab nari, a name that in Kapurthala 
distinguishes the purple heron (ardea ernie? in the Dera- 
jat beldjz; in Sindh chilam; in Kashmir brag ; in the Bannun 
District havesa ; in the Kohat District chilang, a name some- 

times there applied to storks as well; in Parachinar, Kurram 

In Persin the Common Heron is calied ‘ugar, hugar, maht- 
_ khur, and batimar 

The hbaach ‘of an old, large, bird hawked by me was 
3 Ibs. sa 

has on is a permanent resident in India, breeding 
Mibeotictidlad the country. Numbers, however, are migratory, 
entering the Punjab in September-October and leaving in 
February-March. In the Punjab, in these last two months, 

arge numbers of the Common., Purple-, Night-heron, and 
other water birds breed during the rainsin the Cavalry grass- 
vakh at Paharpur, Dera Ismail Khan. Though the monsoon 
does not extend to the Derajat, its effects are felt there to a 
certain extent; the river rises and floods the rakh 

n Kashmir the herons commence building early in spring, 

a 
thirty nests "7 the common heron alone, while a kite, some crows, 
a few mainas, and several other ands built in the same tree. 
Gilbert White, letter XXII, alludes to four-score nests being 
in one tree, at Cressy Hall, near Spalding, in Lincolnshire. 

The young remain in the nest a long time after they are 
apparently full-grown. Fresh eggs and full-grown young are 
frequently found in the same nest. The noise and fuss ina 
herony, dur the breeding gee is considerable, and the old 
birds often ine the trees and settle on the ground at a short 
distance, to rest. The mutes, ‘hike and chalky like those of 
hawks, are ejected by the young over the edge of the nest,* 

had is properly the Oudh name of the parple heron, This la rig 
is in Kapnrthala c called nar, in feo alkot vo in Chhach-Hazara kharkar 
and in Baunu chindakh-khur * frog: In Persia it is haved 
ar 
j 2 There is consequently no affectionate sanitation as in the case of 
starlings. How do owls keep their abodes clean? Like starlings they 
build in holes, but the mutes of the former do not admit of transportation. 
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mir), but it was deserted some years ago as the whole of the 
tree-tops had died. Fresh fish are daily dropped by herons 
from their nests, but once dropped are never retrieved. 

A small parasite, something like a grain of linseed, is found 
in the mouth of common herons! in the Punjab, both in the wild 
state and in captivity. This parasiteis abundantin spring. It is 
apparently transmitted by fish, for I found that it nearly 
disappeared in captive herons when they were fed chiefly on frogs 
and meat. In captivity herons will eat rats, young pigeons, 
quails,? and meat, besides, of course, frogs and fish. 

ig h 
falconers. That fish so cast up are always fresh and not 
partially digested, indicates that they are cast up from the 
crop, and not from the stomach. Itis supposed that the heron 
empties its ‘creel’ with the object of lightening itself, prepara- ~ 

ingi k : vomiting is, 

herons will probably recover: if, however, these precautions are 
neglected, they frequently die of their injuries.) The heron 
should then be ‘mailed, or put in a sock, the legs being 
stretched out behind as in flying. If the heron is carried with 
its legs doubled up, it will catch an incurable ‘cramp.’ If 
tapes be 

ae reco 
in — jc arhfigscted If it attacks the two last, it does so rarely. 

one i i 

Swallow it. Evidently finding the feathers too dry, i rf 
y, it stalked over to its 

stable-bucket at the other side 6 Peanponnd, repebgtni ie 

Bhi g on all the while, and then swallowed it whole with ease. The 

me aire’ used’ to get into the pigeon-house and eat half-fledged squabs. 
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hat-pegs of a railway carriage and transported long distances 
by rail: they certainly suffer no injury, and seemingly no incon- 
venience, for three days. 

Newly-caught herons generally sulk and refuse to feed till 
they have lost much flesh and have become too weak to fly. If 
there are no tame herons to guide them, they should, “tik a 

and mixed with water, and a little fine river-sand should be 

added. After the meal, a strip of rag should be tied round 
the throat, at the bend of the neck closest to the head. If tied 
on too low down, the heron will get its lower mandible wedged 
under the bandage. . At first the heron will try to vomit u “+ ; 

acquired a voracious appetite. Its eyes may now be unseeled 
and it may be turned loose in an enclosure. It will eat of its 
own accord, probably even meat. 

Herons are very intelligent—or cunning, though there is 
something about their head that irresistibly reminds one of a 
ese on 

or two methods of snaring herons and water-fowl in the 
Pah Sindh and Kashmir, vide Journal, Asiatic Society, Bengal, 
Vol. No. 6, 1907 In Ondh herons are said to be caught in 
snares  beited ‘with a rat. 





60. Note on Indian Hawk-bells. 

By Lrevt.-Cotoyex D. C. Puriiiorr, Secretary, Board of Examiners. 

Indian ce bells, light and sonorous, are justly valued even in 
: manufacture is now confined to two villages in the 

Punjab, the villages of Kallar in the Rawal Pindi district being = 
more famed of the two. The method of manufacture, or rather 
the method of tempering, is a trade enoe, jealously guarded. It 

heed, the ring being affixed last of all. Indian falconers call 
hawk-bells zil and zang. The weight of the largest size, a for a 
manele is 9°5 grammes, and that of the size usually worn by 
peregrines, 73 grammes; a smaller size is 5:2 mmes, e 
average soe is eight annas a pair. A bell rarely preserves its 
tone a whole season, but occasionally an extra-good bell is found 
that will last two seasons or even more. Indian fa. ie cleanse 
bells that have lost their tone with hot wood-ashes, but if this 

restores the tone, it does so only partially. 
The Boke of St. Albans, treating a bells, ~ us to, ‘ Looke 

also that thay be sonowre and Well s wndyng an shril and not 
th of oon sowne: but that oon be a semytoyn ae a noder.” 

Some such tice was current amongst Indian falconers too, w 
— that cpa should not both be of ‘oon sowne,’ but 

mada, ‘male a: male. 

ue or F.T.C. H oohee "Deputy Assay Master, Calcutta Mint, 
has kindly analysed one of the Kallar-made bells and reports that 
it contains :— 

Copper ... — we. CEO pe. 
Zinc 380 ,, 
Impurities (principally lead with traces of tin 

th) 
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61. Anguillicarpus—a new genus of the Cruciferae. 

By I. H. Burkitt. 

Among the plants sent to me with economic notes by Mr. R. 
Hughes-Buller, cin neta of the Imperial Gazetteer, Ba- 
luchistan, is a Cruc which I can not quite force into the genus 

Spirorhynchus, and for ‘which the name Anguillicarpus a is 
curious and characteristic fruit is figured 

fi 

long-beaked, and to be sterile for ¢ a part towards the base. That 
of ne differs from that of Spirorhynchus in the length 

‘Big. 1. Flower of cy “aerate Bulleri x8. Fig. 2. Stamens. ~~ 
Fruits x 4: the latter figure drawn from a pressed fruit probably does not so 
naturally _— itas the former. Fig. 5. Fruit of i ee napintas 
after Pra 
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of this sterile base, in the four narrow wings which bring it to- 
ards the genus Boreava, and in the snout being but very little 

flattened ; while in the flower the two genera differ as follows :— 

Anguillicarpus. Spirorhynchus. 
Sepals, two of them saccate none saccate. 

Nectaries, presen absent. 

n ix our. 
Filaments, all free longer united in pairs, 

I count these differences in the flower as of uncertain value, 
seeing that sometimes in the Cruciferae they characterise genera, 
and anata they fail to do so, as for instance in the reduction 
of the stamens in Cardamine hirsuta, Linn., or the complete fusion 
of pains of filaments and anthers in some species of Lepidium and 
Senebiera : sa nevertheless though of Bata value they are to 

be reckoned wi 

like that of Pie, ee ; whether it shows signs of an owe 
ovule below it or not I am unable to say. The flattened part of 

chi et Boreave inter . Herba ‘glabra. porate bilobum, 
Fructus indehiscens, ence Embryo ad collum deflexus. Coty- 
ledones incumben lani. Characteres precedentes sunt 

Inter Sisymbriinas distinguitur floribus melli- 
feris, staminibus omnibus fertilibus, filamentis liberis, fructibus 

it sae na aaa nec articulatis nec planis, seminibus singulis 
elongatis 
Sa mie Bullert. Herba glabra, erecta, 25 cm. alta, fere ex 

basi ramosa, ramulis aliquomodo Saarland rami gradatim in 
racemos transeuntes. Folia inferiora ste ‘yoncinato-pinnati- 

secta, longiora ad 4 cm. longa, deeititvis te remotioribus subeequalibus 
acutis deflexis vel patulis sepins suboppositis cede ie 
2 mm. is ; folia superiora linearia, margine subsequali. 
axi: pedicelli 3-4 mm. longi. Flores, ut videtur, lilacini. Bopuls 
5 Shue altera basi gibbosa, altera basi rotundata, 3 mm. longa. 

Stamina sex, longiora libera sepala paullulo superantia, breviora 

1 Boissier in ee ectlie ( i 1900) 385, = : Pp. _ Semen erec maT : 
re Bgl w Pras zenfamilien, iii., pt. 2, 1892, p. 171) 
ecg ae : a rent; Pith « detest exclama ion aftex i to deawes that 
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longiorum antheras vix attingentia. Pistillwm staminibus fae 
equilongum, post anthesim decurvum, ovulis geminis, superi 
solum perfecto ; stigma bi bilobum, flore expanso multo increscens ; 
stylus anguste bialatus. Fructus oe ee et uniovulatus et 
longipes, parte ovarii subovulari = = em 7-8 mm. longum trans- 
formata, et enim longirostratus, rostro 10-12 m sn ia ex stylo 
parteque ovarii supraovulari ae fructu maturo pedicellus 
basi abruptu 

Habitat in Beluchia ad Kharan prope Quetta: sub numero 
23193, Herb. R. E. P., collegit R. as Sree hail Hushtir- 
kah vocant et pro pabulo ovino camelinoque ferunt. 

Olim Spirorhynchus inter Cruciferas solus ob fructum singularem 
distetit; nunc An Senet addito genera duo coram hoc modo 
notata distant. Hoe fructu quadrialato longipedi et _filamentis 
liberis et staminibus brevibus fertilibus discretum est: illud fructu 
brevipedi et staminibus longioribus per paria connexis. 

Se ©. 

‘ 

Fig. = The pistil of Anguillicarpus Bulleri, diagramatic. Fig. 7. The seed 
in secti 
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62. A variety of Ducrosia anethifolia Boiss., from 
aluchistan. 

By I. H. Burxitt. 

Fru f Ducrosia oo Boiss. Fig. 1, after “essigh and Spach, 
x 3. Ne 2, Tse De Stapf’s plant, x3. Fig. 3, var. Jamiatii, x3. Fig. 4, 
mericarp of var. Jamiatii i in rs at the eg x 14. 

Ducrosia anethifolia was described as Zozimia anethifolia 
e TO 96 

na 
me Série, i. (1844) p. 342; and he identified Aucher-Eloy’s nos. 

3596 and 4577 from Ispahan with Olivier and Brugnuiére’s 
nei pep about Teheran and Ispahan. At the same 
me he des ribed és tit ned es on Olivier and 
Br ruguiére’s cosine from between Bagdad and Alep and 
Michen Blass no. 3729 ton the “desert of Assyria, as they 
differed in leaf somewhat. Jaubert and Spach in their Ilus- 
trationes Plantarum Orientalium, iii., Paris, 1847- ithe tab. 238, 
united the two species of Boissier under the ame Zozimia 
anethifolia: but Boissier in his Flora Orientalis, ii., “1872, p- 1036, 
says that Jaubert and Spach’s figure is of his Ducrosia anethi- 
folia, and not of D. flabellzfolia. 

A bit of rea rag and Spach’s illustration is reproduced as 
no. 1 of the figures above. frnit from a plant collected in 
Persia on Kuh Sofah near Ispahan by Dr. O. Stapf is figured 
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in no.2, It will be seen that they agree in everything chy size. 
Figures 3 and 4 are from a plant collec ried by Mr. Hughes- 
Buller’s staff at Hindubagh in Baluchis The fruits are 
seen to be as long as J epee and Spach heed them, but to 
differ somewhat in sha 

ave cut PAs ions across the mericarps of both Mr. 
Hughes-Buller’s plant and Dr. Stapf's: and find them in section 
exactly alike in everything but size. Jaubert and Spach make 
the Orage rim relatively a anes agg 

The variety is here named Ja miatit after Rai Saheb 
Diwan Jamiat Rai, of Mr. Hiches-Hillers st 

Ducrosia anethifolia, var. Jamiatii, a typo di sera kaa 

fructibus late ovatis nec rotundatis. Habitat in Baluchia 

busque prebet. Nomen Khér-kunddi. Collegit R. Hughes-Buller 
sub numero 19884, Herb. R.E.P. 



63. A note on Impatiens Balsamina, Linn., as a 
dye-plant. 

By I. H. Borst. 

all down the Western Ghats. It may be seen in village gardens 
in many parts of — and it appears to be quite commonly sown 

in the clearings among the hills south of the Brahmaputra and 
down to Arakan. ‘So much regarding its distribution : now 
ante its use as a dye, 

wart in his “ Panjab Plants” (Lahore, 1869), p. 36, = 
the fallowitg sentence: ‘‘ Madden states that Sit Balsam 
ina flowers (?) are in Gurhwal used for a dye, whence it is 

called majiti.” Sir George Watt in his “Economie Products 
of India exhibited in the Calcutta Tntoruatsgus Exhibition 1883- 
1884 ” (Calcutta, 1883), Md i, pt. 2. p. 33, remarked that the use 
required confirmation. the “ Dictiona ary of Economic Pro- 
ducts” (arti cle poi i Balsamina, para. I. 40), he quotes 
Madden and adds that he had received from the Jaintea hills 
specimens stated to be used by the inhabitants for dyeing red, the 

leaves for that. purpose being bruised together with some sub- 
stance called metchta langa. at the leaves should be used 

seems improbable. Duncan (Monogra ae on Dyes and Dyeing in 
Assam, Shillong, 1896, p. 28) quotes Watt and sisi that he 

gardens all over the district, appeared not to be used as a dye 
anywhere but in the Jaintea hills. 

he following gives a use for the flowers, which one man 
might call dyeing and another not; and therein it snggests an 
explanation for the measure of contradiction that there is in the 
statements of the Dictionary of Economic Products and Duncan’s 
monograph. I publish it hoping that some one may be inter- 
ested in parities the matter u 

When in January last I found Impatiens Balsamina on the 
hill slnattngs of Chins on the Pi-choung, at the southern border 
of the district of Northern Arakan, and again on the hill 

Akyab, it; and 
told that the Changthus (women of the Chaungthas) some- 

1 Descendants of ent taken prisoners by the a — planted 
rer in engries sas of their northern marches. For circum- 

ces has yen the n ecoa thas to copy the way of Gittiveson of the 
Ching The weoikd ya Uheiuathe means villager of the hill valleys 
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times twist the flowers into their bir ad and that the children 
play with them dyeing their finger n 

It is not improbable that ha use in the Jaintea hills is 
just as unimportant and obscure 

Sir Joseph Hooker has been so good as to name the balsam 
authoritatively for me. 

y one may readily observe that the rose-purple flowers do 
contain a considerable amount of colouring matter, by rubbing one 
between the finger and thumb: and if they be rubbed on to a piece 
of paper, a rose colour is given to it which will persist for months 

out of the sun: but in the sun it fades quickly. 
Other species of calaarsh are said to give a red dye, , Im- 

patiens Grifithii, Hook. fil. et Thoms., in the Malay Pent iaata 
(see Ridley in Journ. Roy. ‘Asiatic Soc., Straits Branch, no. 30, 
1897, p. 103) Further it is said, on authority unknown to me, 
that tne Tartars dye their finger nails with sundry species of 
mpatiens 



64. Rock Drawings in the Banda District. 

By C. A. Sruperrap, I.C.8. 

uring a four-years’ residence in the Banda district of the 

south-east of the district. In three cases the “ paintings” are 
situated on more or less vertical portions of rock forming part 
of the cliff, locally known as the “ari” at the top of the scarp, 

cases tos se ie the drawings are at the top of the 
lowest scarp. in one (Kuria Kund) near the top of the second 

scarp, nil the doneth (Karpatia), as already noted, is above the 
second sc 

Ip ae to give a brief account of each occurrence 
(1) Be hat.—The drawings are situated on the top ay the scarp 

about 13 miles N.-W. of the Manikpur Railway Station on the 
' Allahabad-Jubbulpore branch of the E.I. a cee Fig. I isa 

tracing of the best group of drawings This group consists ‘of 
three horses caparisoned and led by men Aoaeoniay armed with 
some sort of weapon, which looks more like a wooden bludgeon 
than anything else. About this group, but less well preserved, are 
an elephant and a man shooting a Sambhar stag with bow and 
arrow, At a short distance S.-E. of this set of drawings isa 
much more indistinct g onp, priate blag there appears to be 
a man on horseback and a few other 

(2) Malwa,—Three-fourth ‘atte S.-1. of the village of Gurh- 
rampur, some 16 miles sonth of the Badausa Railway Station on 
the G.I P. weed and close to the border of the State of Pathar- 
Kachar The ere is not precipitous, and the drawings are 
just below the rt Fig. Il is a tracing of the best drawings. 
There are some other drawings—consisting of two men and two or 
three animals, but not clear enough to tell what may be meant. 

The drawing traced appears to that of some man of position 
riding in a wheel-less ullock cart, with an attendant holding an 
umbrella over his head and escorted by two bowmen. 

(3) Kuria-huni.—t» Mauza Kathauta- Mamaniyan, about three 
miles 8, -E. of the inhabited site and 12 miles 8.-E. of Manikpur 

i th 
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stags. The size of the drawings is approximately that of those 
previously described. 

(4) Karpatia.—These are situated in Panna territory about 4 
mile south of the border and 14 miles south of the Chaunri Forest 
bungalow, which is 12 miles S. -$.-E. of Manikpur Railway Sta- 
tion. Here the drawings are more numerous, but show few signs 

of any mutual connection and are poorly executed. ae are 

have been told that there are other drawings of a ; similar 

character at (5) some four miles south of Kalyanpur and so about 
miles south of Manikpur Railway Station and three miles 

north of the village of Amwan in Panna territory. (6) In Mauza 
Uldan on the eo —_ to the Barasih Ghati, some two miles 

of 
Manikpur Railway Station ; and (7) on a hill some eight. or ten 
miles south of Bargarh Railway Station on the E.I. Railway. 
These three localities I have been unable to visit and so am not 
able to on for certain whether the drawings are similar to those 
I have s 

that they are very old. I believe the late Mr. Cockburn i 
described similar drawings in the Mirzapur district. 
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Fig. II. 



65. The Samkhya Philosophy in the Land of the Lamas. 

By MandmanopapuyAya Satis CHanpra Vipyasnusana, M.A. 

e block-prints noticed below belong to the}monastery of 
ies’ in Sikkim, which I visited in June 1907. 

1, Tattva-samgraha-karika (Tib. : aA 5 Sag za Say 

qax 34 )—Memorial verses on the abridgment 

of the Tattvas. 

The work, which extends over folios 1-146 of the Tangyur, 

‘Mado, He, was composed by teacher Santa-raksita (Tib. Qa ax ) 

-and begins with a salutation to Buddha. 

It examines the doctrines of many parent re garte sects, though 
in its technology it belongs to the Samkhya system. It is a 
prakarana and not written in the sitra or aphoristic style. The 

subject-matter of the work begins thus :— 
e the Pradhana (primordial a or pcan: possessed 

-of entire powers all sorts of effects are produced.” 

The work is divided into 31 oa named respectively 
nN 

(1) a0095" aa774 ( quta-qetat )—examination of nature. 

(2) AIO RAT allie ( xf#a-ae tear) —examination of the sense- 

organs, (3) AUSSI TEATS ( gaa-qrtat ) —examination ‘a 

both, (4) ae TAC TGH TH TATA ( saq-@ura-are- 

ACTS Esamncmsn of the Sage that the world is self-existent, 

_ersrar arse ass I] 
STFS FAN ATA | 
agerda BASS 573 9 

(Tavgyur, Mdo, He, folio 1). 
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(3) HVACSETAEST A] ( weet )—-examination of 

Brahma, the presiding deity of the sound, (6) SN TAS 4 

( qaa-gttar )—examination of the spirit, (7) RAAT EN3H 

SET IT AN TATA RTT ITS ( ara Pathan: 
ufcafeqa-gaa-uetat )—examination of the Nyaya aud Vai- 

Sesika doctrines of the spirit, (8) SF ATAISTABAS ENS ISAT 

aay 4 ( Maiaa-afeaa-Bra-gztat)—examination of the Mim- 

Siidi,  ieniiiae ah the wat NAY ANTAY TIAL 

SARTARATA ( atus-ufoafeqa-sie-atiaT )—examination of 

Kapila’s doctrine of the soul, (10) STARA AS SH SISTA” 
ae 

REA EIA SARA] ( femeas -ul ean feoa-srr-wet et )— 8 

amination of the Digambara Jain doctrine of the soul, (11) wry 

pear REAISTAIA ABST (su faag-afeua-san-uelat)—ex- 

amination of the Upanisad doctrine of the soul, (12) nara 

ANS ARTA (arate -aifera-sirar-geitar) —examina- 
tion of the Vatsi-putra doctrine of the soul, (13) BREA 

APATATAESTC] ( fERUeTH-WETAT )—examination of the per- 
manence of entities, (14) ATRL AINA RANEY Aaa AI 
( RAAWA-Aeq4]-GeT AT )—examination of the relation between 

RYT Rare Karma and its effect, (15) E&Y TAS] TAT AAA (3-year 
qatar J—examination of the meaning of the word ‘substance,’ 

se RAFAT SAAR SEAT EI ( qaweeta-aatat )—ex- 
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. - uw . ) ~ ey, amination of the meaning of the word ‘ quality,’ (17. Ary aay 

nm c 
TAT ASAT A ( RRAUSTI-YATAT )—examination of the mean- 

ing of the word Karma, (18) akon! aya Nay 4 (aTaTay- 

WSIY-YataAr )—examination of the meaning of the word gene- 

i =, Noe A 

rality or genus, (19) i votes = i Be Ba fi Wana i (alaTal- 

fata-WeeTg-qetar )—examination of the meaning of the words 

ba Ai al 

‘generality’ and ‘ particularity,’ (20) ALAR aay AR ASAT! 

. cae ' 

(Saat a-WsVTI-Vzt AIT)—examination of the meaning of the 

ao 

word ‘inseparable connection, (21) a NAAT A (weet - 

qatar )—examination of the meaning of the word ‘sound,’ 

pong . Scie 7 a * 7 f : bd 

(22) AEA AWN a HBF A Aa" ZI‘ gala-aaa-ye tat) —exami- 

nation of the definition of perception, (23) EST ATACIT er aay 

(SaATa-ae tat ) —examination of the inference, (24) BLATT 

357745 (GaIMye-GetAT) — examination of the other kinds of 

valid knowledge, (25) eee + hele We (faacate-aetat)— 
~ 

examination of the doctrine of change, (26) AST ANN ABT ZJ 
~ 

( ams a-Getat )—examination of the three times, (27) Qear 

Gaisial RIAN! ( ware -aafa - wetter )— examination 

of the continuity of the world, (28) z Ay" ATA: mul STA 

( areaae at )—examination of the reality of the external 

world, (29) gary’ AST q ( sfa-aster )—examination of the 

Sruti or Scripture, (30) ACAIN" BY STATA (Sa:caT- 
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yaa )—examination of the self-evidence, and (31) AAA, ay 

nee eee eal ° An ine! on band at os mr RAC AAAS SAA AAAI AT SATS TSA ( Sea 

aaa aA-TRa-Tel AT )— examination of the spirit which 

sees things beyond the senses of others. 
~ A 

The author of the work was teacher Santa-raksita (Qa AS )e 

It was translated into Tibetan in the province of Guge (S. W. 
Tibet) by the great Indian Pandit Gunakara-Sribhadra (of the 
religious circle instituted by the great king Lalitaditya in the 
unparalleled town of Kasmira) and the great Tibetan interpreter 
the Sakya Gelong Lha-bla ma Shi va hod. The Tibetan version 
begins with a salutation to Mafijugri Kumara-bhita. 

2. Tattva-samgraha-paijika (Tib. : she Pata z1R° 

ATA aaa )— Explanation of the ditieiniay in the 

Tattvasam graha. 

The work, which extends over folios 146—400 of the Tan- 
gyur, mdo, he, was composed by Kamala-Srila. 

It “begins with a salutation to Buddha thus :— 
“Who by means of churning the ocean of the knowables has 

pacified the miseries arising from attachment, etc., for worldly 
objects, who has made the world content by mercifully enabling 

them to comprehend the fattvas—to that most excellent of the 
taltvas, the teacher of sentient beings, reverentially bowing down 
commence for the sake of elucidation (of the text) the Tattva- 

samgraha-paiijika.” 

—— IR SRT-Jarga gals Ssareia Saar Hara aye 

ayer svor Regan | 

RATSNAG ana BR ISAS SSS S SAIN ENA T 
Save] 

SAAT TT TAT IT 
ASAIN || 
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The Tibetan version begins with a salutation to Mafijuéri- 

kumarabh tta. 

3. Tattva-samgraha-paijika (Tib.: ae a 35 se "21a" 

ATA" QAA )— Explanation of difficulties in da Tat- 

tvasamgraha (latter half). 

The work, which is a continuation of No. 2, extends over 
folios 1-385 of the Tangyur mdo, ye, and was composed by teacher 
Kamala-srila. It was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage 

Devendrabhadra and the ee interpreter Sakya-Gelong Grags- 
hbyor-ses-ra 

4, Tattvivatdra-vptti (‘Tib. : FA TAQ esa AAA £y)— 
A comentary on the Tattvavatara. 

The work, which extends over folios 4la-45b of the Tangyur, 

mdo, ha, was composed by teacher Sri-Gupta (Tib. : AAA AN )e 

It begins with a salutation to Buddha thus :— 

“Who for the sake of the Paramartha (the vicar truth ) 
taught that the entire world was without self-existence, epeiniok 

Omniscient One bowing down I explain the Tattvavatara.” 

The Tattvasamgraha herein noticed, No 1, is quite different from 
the Tattvasamasa or rather Tattvasamasa-vrtti, a copy of which 
bearing No, 8 is included in the Government Collection of 
MSS. in the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The Tattvasamasa begins 
thus :— 

qefanfa ave SHAT STTATAAT | 

aifzesy wae Afora aeaT e t 

oS aS 

RS awry ah Aaya AV AN STINT ATS 

A¥sraR'9A | 
(Tangyur, Mdo, He, folio 146a). 

| APSA A 4 
RAT FAC AF AY APIA || 
i aicaine anced I 

(Tangyur, Mdo, He, folio 45). 
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quaamaaae ages greta: : sf afhe< 
~ ~ rl ee Q. 

ateu: fafaaa ciara afrge: aiqraces afawaefa wea- 

quata: | eqaarants era fare una fafag ve fH 

aaa fa aat aaae: atfafa afaa vata aufaenta 
- os. : 

wat gaat: digg fear ges sya dae ofadae: waa 

afaga wfuzad warfugqea: WeRAT aTAa: ee | 

The work consists of nine folios and ends thus :— 

; “eo ; va HeafaSls Afar AEH! | 
HITT SCAT WS TS MALAITA | 
ata ara SiVEasia: AATAT | 

The T'attvasam4sa is not at all an authoritative work, as it is 

not ingreeeoes by Madhavacarya (14th century A.D.). The work 
seems to have been compiled by Vijiana-bhiksu, two or three 

ieelieod years ago, from the karikas of Isvara-krsna 
Dr. G. Bihler, during his explorations of the Brhat Jnana 

Kosa in the temple of Parsgvanatha at Jesalmir, found in 1873 a 
Pothi, consisting of 189 ancient palm-leaves showing the characters 

is, however, Tarka- -samgraha by Kamala-sila, and it contains a 

full exposition of the various philosophical fe Spee of India. 
The Tarka-samgraha referred to by Dr. Bihler is perfectly 

identical with the Tattva-samgraha noticed in this paper. The 
i or the — part in the former work, as noted by 

Dr. Biihler, runs as follow 

yaataraarante (faaat] ifed wag | 

aI Baie aArsay 1 

qe aay faat arfa aaararaarfefa: | 

WAAR waa Weagaa WAT | 

weaada sal feaatafeag | 

satrarty atta Ae ee | 

| Vide G. c Bahar 8 correspondence with Rai Sarat Chandra Das, Bahadar,. 
C.1.E., Hon the Buddhist Text Societ bis of the Buddviet beak Saat. arial i Sy ss ty, F ery is a in the _Journat 
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weantaataad ofafaatieafara | 

aa yugeate fadmaad ae: | 

aaa afafragt aafga fafa | 

VAMRUWMGABIT AaAtAaA ASA: | 

a: yale eqs Ante azat ae: | 

a wast sare fara anaye: | 

The introductory part in the Tattva-samgraha is identical 

with the above as is evident from the Tibetan version extracted 
CLOW :-—— 

ACRGARIS SFP TAE | 
ARTA SS SCN TTN | | 

MSVRACS ATS AIAN TSA] | | 

SVR AGT AVNER 5S | | 

PEN SS STI I 
aalsasGninal Ni catamtsla 1 

SEAL IFS SHS || 
AAAS ws || 
ness BSNS E BE 
BFS ISS NTH FASAI || 
BAN AAYT INS 1 

QS STATIS TSA} IAA I 
ATART RAYA E135 || 
TSAR FATS TICS || 
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ave ° son a, 7 ° 

Fpl dy Loa ale ore 
An PRE oe a1gT STSRTTSES SGA 

ARATATARATAS SSCA 1 
~~ N Ta 

cain See Peal 

ay SraderaT aga ss |] 
~ 

AAS AIISST ETA BS] 

MARES RAT IASAN SA 
Shr Omer By SNF SY SAS || 

The Tattva-samgraha noticed by me was written by Santa- 
rakgita, whereas the Tarka-samgraha noticed by Dr. Biihler was 
written by Kamalasila. But the Tattva-samgraha- -paiijika, or the 

explanation of difficulties in the Tattva-samgr ‘aha, noticed in No, 2 
-of my article, was the work of Kamala-Sila. his shows that Dr. 

Bihler’s Tarka samgraha was the commentary (with or without 
text) on the Tattva-samgraha. As a fact Kamala-sila was the 
foremost pupil of Santa-raksita and wrote a commentary on his 
as work. ee lived in the 8th acon A.D. _ Santa- 

physical controversy the Chinese missionary oe (B.T.S. 

Journal, Vol. I, Part I). 

PN RR NRL RR 



66. Proposed Correction with regard to the Reading 
of an Inscription on some of the Suri 

Dynasty Coins. 

By Cotonet C. EK. Sueruarp. 

Since writing, on the above subject, the article hegre in 

the Journal of the Asiatic Society, Bengal (New Series), ; 
No. 9, 1906, a coin No. 8787 of the (old) Catalogue of the Tasisass 
Museum, Calcutta, of Islam Shah Suri from the Malot mint, has 
been brought to notice by the kind courtesy of Mr. H. Nelson 
Wright. Casts of the coin are sent herewith. This coin puts the 

correctness of the reading as wboh beyond doubt. 

A point, however, that is open to controversy is whether the 

wes is to be interpreted as referring to these Sultans themselves, 

and so to be translated as “a just ruler,” or whether it should 
be taken as part of the preceding phrase and the whole sentence 

read as— 

wo} edt lsd 

and translated “the protector of the religion of God” ; as men- 
tioned in the former article, wks is used as an epithet of God. 

The phrase seems capable of ni translation, but in favour 
of the latter interpretation ; notice may be drawn to some coins of 
Sher Shah’s No. 356 of Thomas’ Chronicles, and No. 567 of the 

British Museum Catalogue where coins having an inscription 

running lott ,<¥ os ee in the centre are read as having in the 
margin the words Jolei wlblad wot (sic) ext in No. 567, and 

Lio 5 Gol} 2,9 Jol) wlblJ} in Thomas’ No. 356; and this num- 

ber is quoted under No. 567 of the British Museum Catalogue. 
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These marginal readings vary considerably, but the point with 
reference to the present article is that they both agree in reading 
Jolal} wlbled} ; and it may be inferred that the Sultan would not 

twice in one short inscription refer to his justice, and that there- 

fore the bo, which should have been read instead of whos} in the 

inscriptions on No. 567, refers to “the requiter of good and evil,” 
hence “ God.” 

The reading as given in the British Museum Catalogue 

After atone a large number of coins in the British 

Museum, and comparing also those published in Dr. Hcernle’s 
paper in J.A.S.B., Vol. LIX, the reading woul ales seems the 
usually adopted one. This point is noted becan n the coins of 

Muhammad Shah Bahmani, pictured in Thomas’ Gh tniseles, No. 303, 

p- 342, where the inscription uses both the words (.~l=} and 
we . . s . = 

who}, the laqab is given as eyo eb, the whole inscription run- 

ning wlyyt Jay glsth whos} Lo) pelU}; and this use of quo and 

not wnt i is confirmed by tgearle sd ve five of the same Sultan’s 
coins in the British Museum collect 

In Plate II, 13, scolr bien yihe De: Heernle’s paper above 
alluded to, the reading ur (.<\=Jt seems clearly given, but it is 
the only clear case of this reading. 

The meanings of »eb and (la are so synonymous that this 

instance of the expression Gy pel ji is quoted, 



67. Narnaul and its Buildings. 

By .G. Yazpanr, M.A. 

As a field of archeological exploration Narnaul cannot com- 
plain of Cntiie neglect. It was visited in 1883 by Mr. Garrick, 
and its architectural remains were examined and poporisa on b 
him. I have availed myself of the Socueaane afforded to me 
during a short sojourn here to add my humble ai of informa- 
tion to the already accessible stock on the subject 

Narnaul lies to the sete west of Delhi at a distance of 48 
Fiopdiraphs.aud ice about t 84 miles. It is situated 
General aspects. 28° 2’ N. latitude and 77° 4’ E. longi- 

te e, and now contains a population of 
21,159. In the time of the Mughal Emperors it was a town in 
the province of Mewar, but since the mutiny of 1857 it has been 
made over to the Patiala State. The oe is bad, and un- 

wholesome. It becomes intolerably hot during summer and 
equally cold in winter. The fe is unproductive, and when cul- 
tivated yields but meagre cro 

arnaul has always been celebrated for its mehndi. This 
is 5 vegetable dye, which the Indian women are fond of using to 
redden the palms and fingers of their hands. There are no min- 
eral productions of any sort in the place, nor any natural pheno- 
mena to attract one’s attention, 

Bath etymology of this name is still 
Nomenclature. acs que uesstio. Mr, Garrick explains 

n three ways! 
(1) Its name was Nahar Naul, “ hie forest of tigers,” 

because numerous tigers were to be found there. 
ts name was Nar Naul, ndér meaning ‘ woman’ in the local 

patois, and arte ‘ beautiful,’ because if is said that it contained 
beautiful wom 

) Its name was Nag Naul, 7.e., when the city was founded 
pope war woe fighting with a serpent, hence the name from 

Naga a ‘snake’ and neval a ‘ mongoos 
In addition “s the above there are. some more theories, but 

meaning ‘ or ‘series,’ such as at the end of Chandraval, 
Bhusaval, ete guess is based upon a tradition which says 
— ee is the istorical name of the _ ace, th ae 

1 See y brelhitonioa! ihiriay wast. Vol. (XXII, Dp. 27, 
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which, representing the hijra year, is equivalent to 949 A.D. 
This date is almost contemporary with the time of the Guhila 
prince NaraVahana of Mewar 

e early history of N: riiuls is involved in utter obscurity. 
History. From the annals of the place little infor- 

ation can be gleaned about the time 
before her chiefs became intimately connected with the Mughal 
dynasty. Mr. Garrick says: “The city of Narnaul was at first 
founded under the Dhosihils and was ruled by the Jogis, or devo- 
tees, who enjoyed a high reputation for their spiritual attain- 

ments There are many other similar traditions to cunnect 

Narnanl with old Hindu dynasties : the best evidence for its anti- 
quity is the characteristic style of its ruins. The authentichistory 
of Narnaul begins with the year 531 A.H.=1137 A.D., when 
Shah Wilayat, a saint of considerable fame, came to this esi 
and after fighting some battles with the princes of the plac 

died a martyr there. Inthe reign of Akbar Narnaul was a 
flourishing town and Nawab Shah Quli Khan Baharlu.held the 
governorship of the place for over fifty years.* At this ae 
many stately edifices were erected and gardens were laid ou 
here. A tradition says that the tomb of Shah Nizam was built s 
the instance of Akbar, ve the fact is not corroborated by 
“any history of the time, However, it is quite true that the 
grand mosque in solisaion with this dargah is a work of 
Jahangir. 

Shah Jahan bestowed the Nizamat of the town upon Rae 
Mukand Das.> He was an ostentatious governor who had displayed 
his love of splendour in his buildings. The ruins of a building 
named lettin ike ens his dwelling-house, and of a serav, in which 
the court o e Nizamat of the Maharaja of Patiala is now held, 

are still shotien to travellers. In the reign of Muhammad Shah, 
ALB LISS] A DD. 1728. Narnaul was taken and plundered by ® 
Rajput prince named. Ajit Singh The Mahrattas also had 

pandap was recovered by the Mughals. They ultimatel be- 

wed it upon the Nawab of Jhajjar, in recognition of the servives 
what the latter had rendered on various occasions to the royal 
throne. The last of these Nawabs, a bastard, named Abdu-r- 
Rahman, rebelled against the British Gaveranest at the time of 
the mutiny (1857), and was consequently hanged. the 

y was over, the Government gave Narnaul to the ibs. 

Vide Duff's Sea ae of India, p. ath 
4 Vide Archeological Survey Report, Vol. XXIII, p. 27. 

‘ 3 ane inscription over the south iuceay of the tomb of Shah Wilayat, 
arnau 

4 Vide Arche logic#1 Survey Report. Vol XXIII, p. 2 
one Ma‘asir-ul-Umara, Asiatic Society of ane "edition, Vol. i, 

P. 
. Ame Mog ertietehd 8 History of India, p. @16—617,. 
See Elpuinstoue’s History of India, p. 667—669. 
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of Patiala, in recognition of the tg fat and faithfulness 
which the Maharaja had exhibited during the c sis, Since then 

1a8 remained in the possession of the Cniets of the Patiala 
Stite, and they have always held it with great pride and 
1onour, 

Narnaul is strewn with many buildings and a majority of 
them are tumbling down and fast decay- 
ing. The most important of them are 
the following :— 

Buildings. 

(1) Chhatta Mukand Das. 

Rae Mukand Das, as [ have said bite was the Diwan of 
Narnaal during the reign of Shah an. The author of 
Ma‘asir-ul-Umara ! says that Rae ‘Makes was at the beginning of 
his career an ordinary servant of Asif Jah, but being a man o 
good sense and courage as well as integrity, he rose in time to be 

the governor of Narnaul. He was mens generous and his raiyuts 
were »lways much pleased with hi 

attu in Urdu means a hive, eee we find that many buildings 

cluster round this house. r. Garrick calls it Chattar, bat oe 

no reason for his styling it so.2. The building is notat all in the 
style that was prevalent at the time there is much like a 

the details are purely Hindu. It is lying quite neglected and 
is in avery dilapidated —. ee: roofs have tumbled 
down. When [ was there, a suggestion was made by the Chief 

Engineer of the Patiala State, that the Lat school be shifted to 
this building and the repairs be made out of the Public Fund. 
This was, in leh, an ee proposal, but I do not know how 
far it has —— carried 0 

At a small dis ss ‘from the Chhatta there is Rae Mukand 
Das’s Bara It has an inscription which I haye read as fol- 

Tent. 

“Neiet et mT ve “ een ome > eagiaeteare 

wei 3 wees Je (ane ) a . Avie et nity , 

Translation. 

“ During the reign of the victorious father Shahabu-d-din Mu- 
hammad, the second lord of the happy or ai Shah Jahan, 
the victorious king; the Rae of Raes, Rae Mukund Das gave 

1 Vide Ma‘asir-ul-Umara, Asiatic Society of Bengal edition, Vol. JT, 
pp. 237—238. 

% Vide Archwological Survey Report, Vol. XXIII, p. 28. 
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orders to build this magnificent carvanseraz. It was completed 
under the superintendence of Mehtapur Mal (?) and Har Das 

ar og ts te fa 

(2) Lhe tomb of Firahin Shah.! 

-Garrick* has made two regretable mistakes in connec- 
tion with this ene and I am at a loss to understand what led 

him to do so. , he calls the building to be the tomb of Sher 
Shah’s great- chaeice Hasan Shah, Second, he says that it 
was built by one Sher Shah, resident of a village called Simla, 

king: The inscription in Persian over the east doorway states 
in plain words that it was erected by Farid (Sher Shah, the king), 
the son of Hasan Sur'and grandson of Ibrahim, over the grave: 0 
~ grandfather 

The tomb is a very fine specimen of the later Pathan style 

same time so picturesque that it quite justifies the eulogium more 
than once passed on the works of these Pathans, They esigned 
like Titans and finished like jewellers.” The building i is of consi- 
derable dimensions. Its base is a ery — measuring 34’ 6” 
between the walls which are 11’ in thicknes The interior is 
surmounted by a dome 48’ in Sanilac ae there is a gradual 
transition from the square base to the circular plan of the dome 
through successive octagonal and sixteen-sided figures. Octagonal 
kiosks supported by pillars richly carved cluster round the drum 
of the dome. © The building has three doorways, the one facing 
the east is open and the other two towards north and sonth ate 
closed by jalz screens. The west wall has no opening, but on the 
outside is a blind doorway similar to others. ‘The dome a not 

at Delhi. A little piece of blue tile work inside the dome sa 
that originally there was a regular band of that sort of work { 
the decoration of the ball. The building i is in an Sxoallent ae of 
‘preservation and needs little repairs 

The to me inscriptions which ad as Slicwe: — 
Over the east doorway — 

Text. 

ees aes as soy A yee (1) 

hb be 5 S$ we Fe 

{ For some of my pee on this building, Iam indebted to Mr. W, H. 
| sen Archinlogical 8 veyor, U.P. and Panjab, in whose’ company I 

* Vide ‘Arehibclogibal Survey Reports, Vol. XXIII, p. 23. 
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aly sre oaiF yt ay Wy (2) 

gsils as pm chloe Ae 

yhS ce Ble tyre yo (3) 

csi oy w'em Gy 3 Ray) a 

pithy ext rye comm ond (4) 
gsm ald oe ph oye 

8392 BF Lo 5 IE oye 5 gent oe (5) 
els oes! -* en St 

JS pre amen: ae a) ite (6) 

Iie O92 as ols ei ee 

Translation. 

(1) If any one inquire of you who built this edifice, then tell 
him if sou, capi! the secret. 

(2) The emperor of the kingdom, Sher Sultan Ghazi, has 

built this i, like dome. 
(3) The king of kings, master of the seven empires, whose 

sword has surpassed the lightning of world. 
arid Hasan Sur, son of Brahim (Ibrahim), gave orders 

for building « paradise over the tomb of his grandfather 
(5 you inquire of me who was the sup» rintendent, then 

I will say Abu Bakr, son of Shaikh Ahmad Niyazi. 
(6) His clan was Niyazi and his tribe was Kindi, and on 

account of his pure descent he was honoured. 
Over the north dvorway :— 

Text. 

ty <a} oaif upt of lod (1) 

be 53 diL3 Bylae Me eS o> 

dom! e* we sais ht (2) 

Led 6 Ws np oa oy 

Translation. 

(1) Mav God ever keep this big dome, which has thrown its 
shade over us Jike high heaven. 

(2) Aba Bakr Kindi, son of Shaikh Ahmad, was in charge 
of this building when it was being erected. 
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Over the south doorway :— 

Text. 

pile tle madly: eo opie (1) 

o> uy 7 aye aylee 
LE dda, bed 6 5 (2) 

Translation. 

1) Such a wonderful dome the king of the world erected 
over the tomb of his grandfather. 

f people inquire of you about the name of the superin- 
tendent, then say Abu Bikr Kindi, son of Shaikh Ahmad. 

(To be continued.) 

NN ONIN SO i PP 



68. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. VIII. 

—The numeration of the article below is continued 
from ei 65 of the * Journal and Proceedings ’’ for 190 

III. PATHAN AND BENGAL COINS. 

55. A find of 85 silver coins in the Moorshidabad District 
contains a number of rare specimens and some novelties. Of the 
total number 57 coins were in such poor condition that they were 
returned by Mr. Nelson Wright as useless. The remaining coins 
may be classified as follows :— 

PatHAns. 

Shams-ud-din Altamsh.—Two coins, like Thomas No. 
XXVIII, p. 46. 

Rukn-ud-din Firoz.—One coin, as published by Mr. ay 
Wright at p. 772, Journal, Royal rage) uspaact 1900. 
oie I code Dibli) i is clear, but not the 

azia.—One coin, like Thomas No, 90, 

Muon ud-din Bahram.—Two coins. One is the same ‘as: 
Thomas No. 92. The other differs in the reverse ieseription 
which is in a circle, instead of a square, and reads :— 

pbey whit 

wae Plate vi, 1. 

The margins are unfortunately illegible. 
Nasir-ud-din Mahmiid.—One coin, like Thomas No. 106. 

Ruers oF BrenGAL. 

Rukn-ud-din Kai Kaiis,—Eight coins on Thomas No. 125. 
One is dated in 697 A.H., apparently a te for coins, though 
rae from inscriptions. (See Sota 5 A.8.B., 1873, pp. 

Shihab-ud-din Bughda. —Eleven coins, like Thomas No. 168. 
The mint Lakhnauti is legible on one. 

Ghiyas-ud-din Bahadur.—One coin, like Thomas No. 186 
(said to be unique) in perfect ianlihdote: with mint Sunarganw, 
and date 7 

’Ala-ud-din ’Ali—New type. 
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Obverse. Reverse. 

In square of double In pare of double lines, 
lines, osed in circle 

pbsyi wibl) eg 

cot, Lio Me At patted! 

prbalig:t whe} isan updege! 

wlbLJ; slaal Margin ? ... ¥}9y39 sold} yc .... 

Margin illegible. Plate vi, 2. 

BENGAL. 

A small error seems to have occurred in reading the coins of 
Shams-ud-din Ilyas Shah of Bengal. The first line of the reverse 
has been read in the British Museum Catalogue of Muham- 

madan States (p. 15) as Jolet wtb, and this reading is repeated 

in the Indian Museum Catalogne, Sultans of Delhi, p. 140 
(obverse). Mr. Thomas (J.A.S.B., 1867, p. 57) read (j@)) wlbl-Ji 
on coins of the Firozibad mint, and this reading is borne out by a 

number of coins recently found in the 24-Parganas, It should, 
however, be noted that Mr. Thomas gave Jos on coins of Sunar- 

The same find contained the coin described below, which is 
of the greatest interest, as being the first half-rupee known of the 
Bengal Kings. 

Obverse. Reverse. 

In circle 

jOiSuc J 
colt ot wlb 

ak, Margins illegible, 

AR. ‘85. 8l grains. Plate vi, 3, 

R, Born. 

56. Four Rare Moueuat Ropres. 

: Tit Tune Bat, one of the money-changers, who have occasion- 
ally supplied me coins, brought to my house a friend of his from 
the village of Sarkhéj, some six miles from Ahmadabad. This 
man, ea me he had some coins for salé, forthwith divested 
himself of a very shabby-looking: bundle, from which he pou 
forth.on the tuble before me some 120 rupees, all of them in 
fairly good condition, et in all, — exception, the silver 
had sate e so tarnished as to appear of a dingy black colour. 
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From this single heap it was my good fortune to secure, rat 
with other very welcome additions to my collection, four coin 
extreme rarity. So far as I am aware, not one of the four ‘tok 
hitherto been published, and accordingly — me pleasure to 
communicate the following note regardin m. 

A Rupee of A‘zam Shah; Mint, Tpaabhanr 
Date, 1118— oa. 
Weight, 175 grains. 
Diameter, 1 inch. 

Obverse. 

: sla pee Sao 

tita 

af penerer | 

o& ala y etn 

ke 39 95 

Reverse. 

Da! Bic yh! Plate vi, 4. 

w years ago, my friend Mr. Nelson Wright showed me a 
‘bewutitial rupee in his cea of this same reign and mint, and, 
if I remember right, of the same date, Till now that coin has 
been held to be ening The A‘zam Shah mobs, No. 848 of the 
British Museum Catalogue, bears no mint-n Agreeing, as it 
does, so closely with the rupee here describ. it may, | fancy, be 
safely ep im to the Ahmadnagar Min 

2. Rupee of Kam Bakhsh; Mint, “Gokalgarh (7). 
Date, Hijri dose hat ; regnal year dal. 
Weight, 176 ¢ 
Dia nee. ‘91 ate a 

Obverse. 

tle 5 o3.5),5 5 
Su 

3 we ; 
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Reverse. 

OSiraiinnaininde 

Ursa oa du 
= 3 
2y—— 8 

$9558 Plate vi, 5. 

This coin Spier from a mint of Kam Bakhsh otherwise un- 

course, be the Gokal near Muttra. It may, aoeiten with some 
probability be identified with the fort, 136, named Gok alptir in 
the province of Bijapur. See No. 48 in the List of Forts given 
on page 164 of Sarkar’s “ India of Aurangzib.” 

3. A Rupee of Shth ‘Alam I; Mint, Giiti. 
ate, Hijri year wanting regnal year 2. 

Weight, 177 grains 
Diameter, *9 High: 

Obverse. 

Reverse. 

r 
cnr Ble 
ye 
os Plate vi, 6. 

The only coins hitherto known from the Giti mint are the 
tiny gold piece of Farrukh-siyar (No. 901 of the British Museum. 
Catalogue), and a rupee of Aurangzeb described by Mr. Longworth: 
Dames in his article “Some coins of the Mughal Emperors,” 

€ specimen now to hand supplies proof that the same mint was- 
in operation in the reign of Shah ‘Alam I 

tad — of Farrukh-siyar ; Mint, Karirabad. 
ate, Hijri — Petre regnal year 2. 

Weiyht, 175 gra ES 
Diameter, 1 ices 
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“S| 
Obverse. 

4 yb 9 ome G> 
of ao 

it 9) Baw 

Reverse. 

dbp Plate vi, 7. 

In the Numismatic Supplement, No. 1V (page 15), Mr, Nelson 
Wright in describing Mr. Framji Jamaspji Thanawala’s rupee, 
struck by Jahindar at Kararabad, states, “ This is quite a new 
“ Mughal mint, and its locality is still unsettled. It must probably 
“be sought for in the Dakhan.” Mystery still enshrouds the 
locality ; but from the specimen now és hand we learn that the 
mint was active not only during the few months that Jahandar 
occupied the throne, but also during, at least, the early years of 

the reign of the Emperor Farrukh-siyar 
‘Geo. P. Taytor. 

Ahmadabad : 8th August, 1906. 

Sy a io of coins at Mahadpur in the get District, 
Central inces, has yielded some novelties in Mughal rupees. 
The coins covered the reigns of Shah- oi Aurangzeb, Jahan- 
dar, Farrukh-siyar, Shah Jahan Il, Mohammad Shah, and Shah 

‘Alam II. Most are in poor condition, aid many are shroff- 

(a) Muhammad Shah, Mint, Ujain, 
Obverse. Reverse. 

imple 

BS come 1) + + en eee 

nisi a 

jE slosh SOE an. 
—_—_S 

see ASue on = ga gts 
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(b) Muhammad Shah, Mint, Elichpur, 

Obverse. Reverse. 

casile 

As on (a). wi—eve 

; urd 1 ain 

rae 

The regnal date is obliterated by a shroff-mark, 

R. 175. -9". Plate vi, 9. 

(c) Muhammad Shah, Mint, Khujista Bunyad. 

Obverse. Reverse. 

urpile 
- Ason (a). | iene 

Ie Disfigared by many shroft-marks. 
bab A. 165. 1”. Plate vi,:10. 

(d) Muhammad Shah, Mint, Machhlipatan. 

Obverse. Reverse... 

= 
As on (a) but date 1157. Shane 

oc 
ase... thee Uppile 

AR? B65. (95. Plate’ vi; 11. 

(e) Mukammad Shah, Mint, Lakhnau. 

Obverse. He? Reverse. 

Urple 
As on (a) but date (11) 34, a 

3 
wrpla an 

wd 

& LiL, “8 Plate vi, 12. 

ing % Born. 



AUGUST, 1907. 

| The Monthly General Meeting of the ee was held on 
eae the 7th August, 1907, at 9-15 Pp 

‘The Hon. Mr. J USTICE paeine Moxnopapuyaya, M.A., D.L., 

Mate eye was in thee 

The following members were present :— 

Dr. N. Annandale, Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Mr. L. L. 
Fermor, Mr. D. Hooper, Mr. T. H. Holland, F.R.S., Captain C, C. 

R. Murphy, Mr. W. Ww. K. Page, Lieut. Colonel D. C. Phillott, 
Rai Ram Brahma Sanyal, Bahadur, Mr. G. Thibaut, C.I.E., Maha- 
mahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, and Rev. E...C. 
Woodley. 

Visitor :—Kumar Kshitindra Dev Rai Mahasai. 

- The minutes of the Jast meeting were read and confirmed. 

sy ae presentations were announced. 

e President laid on the table a copy of the ‘“‘ Popular Poetry 
of she anchet ” by M. Longworth Dames, to which he invited 
special attention, it being a scholarly and unique work. 

, The General Secretary reported the death of H. H. the Maha- 
raja Pratap Narayan Singh of Ajodhya, an Ordinary Member. 

The following five gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary 
Members :— 

Mr. W. McIntosh, Agent, Bank of Bengal, Hyderabad, proposed 
by Major W. Haig, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott; Shah 
Munir Alam, B.A., LL.B., Vakil, High Court, Upper-Provinces, 
proposed by Babu Pratapa Chandra Ghosha, seconded by Lieut.- 
ColonelD. C. Phillott ; Mr. H. H. Haines, Saree Imperial Forest 
—— Dehra Dun, aggro by Captain A. T. Gage, seconded 
by. 1. vr vie senigeecs Iyer, Instructor, 
eee Forest Gcllcwe. Dehre Dun, proposed by Captain aot. 
Gage, seconded by Mr. I. H. Burkill; and Lieut. 8S. Ranking, 46th 
Pun ate abis, roposed by Lieut. -Colonel D. C, Phillott, seconded by 
Mr. Hari Nath De. 

. N. Annandale exhibited eggs of Anderson’s — ( Tylo- 
totriton verrucosus) from Kurseong in the E. Himalay 
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was a very vigorous individual, and had caused the death of the 
branch of the Loranthus heyond the point where it had fixed itself. 
Both parasites were producing fruit. 

The following papers were read :— 

1. sss de Nee new genus of the Orucifere.—By 1. H. 
BuRKILL 

2. A variety “i hgh taus nonin ey Boiss., from Baluchis- 

tan.— By I. H. Bor 

3. A note on bedi te Balsamina, Linn., as a dye-plant.— By 
I. H. Borgiui 

4. Rock Drawings in the Banda District.—By Seer = 
SILBERRAD. 

5. Note on the Blue or Common Heron (Ardea cinerea).— By 
Lievr.-Cotone, D. C. Prinorr 

6. Pala Inscriptions in the Indian Musewm.—By Niumant 
Cuaxravarti, M.A. Communicated by Dx. N. ANNANDALE. 

This paper will ba published in a Pscese inane number of the 
Journal and Proceedin 

ee pee an the — ve the Lamas.—By 

MAHAMAHOPADHYAYA Satis CHANDRA VIDYABH 

8. Notes on the piel ich ema RakHat Das 
Banexsi. 

This paper will be published in the November number of the: 
Journal and Proceedings. 

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section was held 
at. the Favre? Rooms, on Weduesday, August 14th, 1907, at 
9-15 p 

Mais W. J. Bucnanan, I.M.S., in the chair. 

The following members were present :— 
Captain F. P. Connor, I.M.S., Lieut.-Colonel C. R. M. Green, 

I.M.S., ikl W., D. Hayward, LM.S., Dr. W. C. Hossack, Captain 

Vist —Asstt. Surgeon Madan Mohan Dutta, Dr..O. M. 
akin poenty Surgeon ta achan Ghosal, Dr. G. W. Johnstone. 

The vane of the last: meeting were read and confirmed. 

case of fractured patella, wired a days after the 
injury, win shown by Major Maynard, I.M oe 
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Bier’s instruments for the treatment of inflammations by 
means of passive rapes were shown, with some remarks by 

LL.M. Major Maynard, 
was rea oe on ‘‘ Comparison of the Urinary Excre- 

ay, M.B., tions in Europeans and Bengalis,” by Captain D. McCa 
I.M.S., Professor of Phiyaiotage , Medical College, Calcutta. 

nanan, Megaw, Maynard, Johnstone, and Green took Drs. Buch 
part in the discussion. 
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Clay Tablets from Malava. (See Journal for July, 1907.) 
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PRINCIPAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY. 

Asiatic Researches, Vols. I—XX and Index, 1788—1839. 
Proceedings, 1865—1904 (now amalgamated with Journal). 
Memoirs, Vol. 1, eéc., 1905, ete. 

Journal, Vols. 1—73, 1832—1904., 
Journal and Proceedings [N. §.], Vol. l, etc., 1905, ete. 
Centenary Review, 1784—1883. 
Bibliotheca Indica, 1848, ete. 

A complete list of publications sold by the Society can be 
obtained by application to the Honorary Secretary, 57, Park Street, 
Calcutta. 
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FROM THE PREFACE 

Probably it will come as a-surprise to many, as it did to 

myself, to discover the amount of anatomical knowledge which 

is disclosed in the works of the earliest medical writers of India. 

Tis extent and accuracy are surprising, when we allow for 

their early age—probably the sixth century before Christ— 

‘and their peculiar methods of definition. In these circum- 

stances the interesting question of the relation of the Medicine 

of the Indians to that of the Grecks naturally suggests itself. 

The possibility, at least, of a dependence of either on the 

other cannot well be denied, when we know as an historical 

fact that two Greek physicians, Ktesias, about 400 B.c., and 

Megasthenes about 300 B.c., visited, or resided in, Northern 

India. . 7 

No satisfactory knowledge of human anatomy can be 

attained without recourse to human dissection. Of the 

practice of such dissection in ancient India we have direct 

proof in the medical compendium of Suéruta, and it is 

indirectly confirmed by the statements of Charaka... - - 

As to the Greeks there is indubitable evidence that an 

extensive practice of human dissection, on dead, and even 

on living subjects, prevailed in the Alexandrian schools of 

Herophilos and Erasistratos in the earlier part of the third 

century B.c. But their knowledge of anatomy appears in 
some particulars, such as the nervous and vascular systems, 80 
much in advance of that of the early Indians, that, if there 

was any borrowing on the part of the latter from the Greeks, 
it must have taken place ata very much earlier period, in the 

time of Hippokrates and his immediate followers—that is to 

say, in the second half of the fifth century B.C. 

My thanks are due to the authorities of the India Office 

for their liberality in granting a subvention towards the 
cost of publication. 



69. A case of Lateral Floral Prolification of the 
Inflorescence of the Pine-apple— 

Notice, 
Societies who favour the Asiatic Society of Bengal with 

sent either to the 
gents of the Society in 

Foreign 
their ee eres ons are informed that they ma 
address of the Society at Calcutta, or to the A 
London, Mr. Bernard Quaritch, 15 Piccadilly. 

AVIs. 

voyer ou direc n 
al’ Pe de la Societe 8 a 

Londres, Mr, Bernard Quaritch, 1b Piccadilly. 

ANZEIGE. 

Auslindische Gesellschaften welche die Asiatische Gesellschaft 
von Bengalen mit ihren Publicationen beehren, werden hierdurch ersucht 

er di an die Adresse der Gesellschaft, 57, Park 
Street, Calcutta, oder an den Agenten in London, Mr. Bernard Quaritch, 
15 Piccadilly, zu senden. 

ve e to consult; so 

— case seems justified, 



69. A case of Lateral Floral Prolification of the 
Inflorescence of the Pine-apple — 

Ananas sativus Schult. 

By A. T, Gage. 

In July 1907 Mr. P. C. Coomar of Calcutta sent to me from 

ERRATA. 

Journal and Proceedings, New series, Vol. IT, No. 4, 1907. 

Page 206, line 26, read V. Sam 1217 instead of 1227. 

208, line 30, read A.D. 1442 instead of 1446. 
214, line 9, read Saka 1514 instead of 1574, 
214, line 42, read gaka 1530 ¢nstead of 1630. 
219, line 31, read A.D. 1718 instead of 1698, 

~~ ~~ 

~~ ~~ 

~~ 2 

~ ~ 

rat—as apart trom joliar—pron ID- 
florescence is stated by Masters in his Vegetable ‘l'eratology to 
be the commonest of all the deviations from the normal as far as 
the inflorescence is concerned. He gives a list of orders and 
genera in which the phenomenon has been most frequently 
ohserved, but, as naturally most of the observations record 
have been made by botanists residing in the cool temperate 
regions of the globs, it is not surprising that Bromeliacee are 
absent from the list. Nor have I seen any reference a 
of the abnormality in the pine-apple, in such literature of Terato- 
logy as I have been able to consult; so that a description of the 
present case seems justified. 



69. A case of Lateral Floral Prolification of the 
Inflorescence of the Pine-apple— 

Ananas sativus Schult. 

By A. T. Gace. 

In July 1907 Mr. P. C. Coomar of Calcutta sent to me from 
his garden at Chanditolla, Hooghly, the curious-looking pine-apple 
infructescence described below, which appears to be worth placing 
on record as an example of lateral floral prolification. 

The infructescence consisted of a central ‘strobile’ of 
normal shape and about 14 cm. long by 85 em, in transverse 
diameter, the base of which was surrounded by the curiously 

shaped smaller infructescences (Plate 
Each of the latter consisted of a basilar strobile-like swelling 

—about 4°5-6 cm. in transverse diameter, and 6-7 cm. long—above 

which the infructescence was produced into a curved ee 
n 

tip of the infractescence assumed a leaf-like appearance and 
colour, A longitudinal section through one of the lateral infruc- 
tescences is shown in Plate IX. The central strobile and its lateral 

are carried in the axils of the basilar bracts of the central one. — 
Lateral floral —as apart from foliar—prolification of the in- 

florescence is stated by Masters in his Vegetable ‘l'eratology to 

be the commonest of all the deviations from the normal as far as 

present case seems justified. 
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70. An Old Christian Cemetery in Haidarabad. 

By Masor T. W. Hai. | 

The following epitaphs, the dates of which range from 1645 
to 1807, are from the old Armenian graveyard at Haidarabad. 
One epitaph, as will be seen, isin Dutch. Dr. Daniel Havart in 
his work Op en Ondergangh van Koromandel, cdices us that 
the English and Dutch merchants in Haidarabad originally had 
but one cemetery between them, an hour’s journey distant from the 
Dutch factory, which stood near the Car Minar. It is not easy 
to verify this statement, for no English graves of the seventeenth 
and paige tks centuries are known to exist in or near Haidarabad, 
and from the fact that Stephen Visser’s tomb is found in an 
Ricans cemetery it appears that the Dutch shared with the 

Armenians a cemetery which is still, as it was described by Havart, 
an open field. From the same authority we learn that Johannes 
van Nijcodeal chief of the Dutch factory, bettered this state of 
affairs in 1678, when, at great cost, he surrounded the (new) 
Dutch cemetery with a hedge of milk-trees with a stone gate, 
and built a small house for the mourners. At the same time he 
écthegted the bones of all the Dutch who had been buried in the 
old (or Armenian) cemetery, and reinterred them in two stone 

tombs. The book-keeper’s tombstone is particularly mentioned as 

being too heavy to be carried far, and for this reason his remains 

were left undisturbe 
n the immediate neighbourhood of the Armenian cemetery 

is a plot of cultivated land surrounded by milk-trees, and it 
appears highly probable that this is the “new ” Dutch graveyard, 
but of the stone gate, the house for the mourners, and the tombs 
no trace remains, These were, perhaps, demolished after the 

annexation of the kingdom no Golkonda by Aurangzib in 1687, 

shortly . eee which time the Dutch factory was removed 
Haidara 

For tae references to Havart and for the reading of the 
Dutch epitaph I am indebted to M Maurits Wagenvoort of 
Wana and for the translations of the Armenian aati to 

iSaM. Pahlaw of Hnidarabad. : 

STEVEN oe 
‘4 TS ephe 

Vis SER Ysbrantson 
as Visser 

BOE CHOU ie Book-keeper 
DER ele geet Dp of the East India Co. 

| ~ oe Died 20th May, 1663. 
OBYT, 20 ! | 
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This is the tomb of Peter of 

oorik, Anno 1122 (=1673 
A.D.). 

This is the tomb of Kasbar, 

son of Yavre. Written in thes 

year 1160 (=1711 A.D., 14th 
m). 

This is the tomb of Uncle 

Margar, son of Zatoor (Deodat) 
). Anno 1120 (= 1671 A D 

This is the grave and tomb of 
Arakiel . Denboz. Anno 1094 
(=1645 A.D.). 

This is the tomb of......... 
of Aghamir. Anno 1121 = 
1672 A.D.). 

This is the tomb of Isaiah of 

tabad, son of Philip; whom 

Christ took unto imself. 
men. Anno 1141 ( = 1692 

..Simeon, son of pa Ree 
who gave to St. Thom vee 

fy aks is the tomb of Jaeob Jan 

f Skilanents, son of Nicolas. 

re 9 Armenian era 
(=1710 A.D.). 
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An Old Christian Cemetery in Haidarabad. 597 

This is the tomb of Khoja 

Aslan of Diarbekr (7'igranacer = 

1127 (=1678 

This is the tomb of ee 
Anno. 1122 (=1673 A.D.). 

This is the tomb of the Revd. 

Johannes, sonof the Revd. Jacob. 
Anno. 1129 (=1680 A.D.). 

This is the tomb of oil-mer- 

chant Avo Atavale (? or Avat 

Aivale). Anno. 1089 (=1640 
A.D.) taken to Christ. 

eae is the tomb of Niaji 
of Vardan. An. 

ro a 1679 A:D.); 

This is the tomb of Abel 
r, son of Deodat. Anno Naza: 

1126 (=1677 A.D.) 

This is the tomb of Dervish, 

on of reson Anno 1121 

Ga 1672 A.D.). 

This is the tomb of Nanna 

(?) Sultan’s son Simon, Anno 
1107 (=1658 A.D.). 

1 The name is not quite clear. 
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71. On Hunting Dogs, being an extract from the 
Kitab *l-Jamharah fi ‘ilm* ’l-Bazyarah.! 

By Lrevr.-Cononen D, C. Patiorr, and Mr. R. F. Azoo. 

Al-Ma*’min once said to an attendant, ‘Go out to the desert 
and buy there such horses as take your fancy.” He r AP et 
“ Oh Prince of the Faithful, I have no eye for horses.” ” Said th 
Khalifah, “ You know about dogs?” He said, ‘‘ Yes He anid, 
* Well, look here; all the points that you look for in well-bred 
pedigree-dogs, you must seek their counterpart in horses.” 

The mark of good breeding is a claw found either near the 
knee or on the shank, and it is better that this should be cut 
off, 

The colours of dogs.—The black endure cold and heat less than 
others, and the white are better bred if they are black-eyed. 
Others have said that the black do endure cold well, and assert 
that they are stronger generally, and that all black animals 
endure cold well and are stronger than other colours and better 
for sport. 

Selection of pups.—If the bitch produce only one pup, it will 
be better than its parents; if two, the male will be better than 
the female ; if three, one being a female resembling the mother, 
then that female will be the best of the three = if amon gst 

ee QS Loli IE Gat alee) Gad orl JU: oval Lis 

PBS Sel JF Das! pdt Gad abel! pret JU, Gosia dys 

eS sil alt GI gs Bld yi le US BIS JG pd JF MS) 

Galt gt BSI ot) ole wy lave Ey Hlicy oll of ale 

ot gle tre it lgic oy— alls lgity)t dSnc 55. ab: I 823 Glyaly 

Sle 223 oped ot pop JU 08. opal ag~ wo 151-851 CSnally uly 

cr? det US sty spat che rai aeedt US oly cori Wl tyweiy opt 

| Vide Jl. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. III, No. 2, 1907. 
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72. Note on the Common Merlin (4!salon regulus). 

By Lisur.-Cononen D. C, Painiorr, Secretary, Board of 
Haaminers. 

n the Kapurthala State this little falcon is called Retal 
) *l but in the Derajat and in some 

Turumta.® It is a winter visitant only to the Panjab. The 
latest date I observed this falcon was a 26th February, at Kohat, 
when I observed a newly-arrived haggard on the Jarma plain. 
The weight of an immature male caught at Kohat on a Ist 
October was 5} oz, 

hai 

its fellow. Each noose, made of about. eight twisted horse-hairs, 

when set, measures about 23” in diameter. When the noose is 
pulled out straight, it measures eight inches from its slip-knot 

the hoop so as to form a diameter, and to the centre of this 

diameter the live bait, sparrow or quail, is tethered by a cord 
four inches in length. 

perl : 
e merlin cannot be caught in a bal-chhatri. In a wild 

state, in the Panjab, it seems to prey chiefly on ] ee in his Practical Falconry states that in England it kills mice, and 

1 Vide Journ, Asiatic Sov. Bengal, No. 6, Vol. HI, 1907. 
2 ‘Vide’ Baz-nama-yi Nasiri. 
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also cockchafers on the wing. Itis better at ringing up than 
the Red-headed Merlin (disalon chiquera). Its well-known 
pluck is not infrequently referred to in old English ballads, 
In one version of the “ Ballad of Sir Aldingar,” Queen Elinor 
has a prophetic ‘ sweven’ :— 

“‘ Saving there came a little gray hawk, 
A merlin him they call, 
Which until the ground a strike the grype, 
That dead he down did f 

In the Panjab the merlin is principally flown at the Large 
Crested Lark (Galerida cristata) called chandul and chandar in 
the Derajat, I have had a series of excellent flights with a wild 

merlin, the lark on each occasion at last dropping from a great 
height and taking refuge under a clod. 

Merlins are easily tamed, and should be trained as quickly 
as possible. They should be called to the lure, which need a 

iiietly sponte on with the left. They require to be hooded only 
when in the field. Ihave never heard of the Common Merlin 
being kept through the moult in India 

1 For a method of snaring desert larks vide the Baz-Nama-yi Népiri. 

Ne LE 



73. Indian Hawking-gloves, 

By Lrevt.-Cotoyen D. C. Pariort, fete Board of 
Examiners, Calcut 

‘Ta the East, where falconers are usually mounted, the hawk 
is carried on the right-hand and not, as in the West, on the 
bridle- meas fn. the East, eg there is usually an attendant to 

‘6 * * ¥ * * * * * 

I clothed my hand in a glove, well-lined with thick squir- 
rel-fur, soft and comfortable 

That guards the fingers from the numbing cold, and from 
the clasp of the goshawk leaving the fist. 

It — a whole pane leaving only the little-finger 
fre 

* * * * % * * * ” 

or peregrines and shahins, however, the glove has usually 
four fingers. Good, plain gloves can be bought at Amritsar and 
Kapurthala for as little as six annas ; but, for a European, unless 
e has an exceptionally small hand, these gloves are too narrow 

Gold-embroidered hawking-gloves are made in many parts of 
India, but these are only worn on full-dress occasions, or attached 
to the leash of a hawk sent as a present to a big person. 

Figs. I, II and ITI are the pattern of a right-hand glove for 
a native hand, and, in each case, the smooth side of the leather 

used. After the patterns have been cut out, the dotted lines ab 
Fig. I, ed Fig. IT, and on Fig. III should be cut through. 

First sew in Fig. II, between the first and second fingers of 
Fig. I, at the back. The slit portions of Fig. II are let into 
the sides of the two fingers Fig. I, the bottom or unslit portion 

ig. I. 
Next sew together EF, Fig. I, and mL, Fig. III. Now join B 

and A, Fig, I, oe sew BE to AQ, Fig. I (z.e., up to Q), and also 
Lk, Fig. III, along QC, Fig. I. The line Lk, Fig. TH, will join 
the a: Qc, Fig. I, and the two will be sewn together 
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Leave from C to V, Fig. I, and from k to W, Fig. III, unsewn, 
for the third and little- fingers ‘to come through. Now commence 
sewing from V, Fig. I, an Pe I], and sew all round the 
fingers to F, Fig. I, and m, Fig. 

When the sewing is ate the glove must be reversed 
so that the rough side of the leather is outermost. The stitches 
must be very close together, otherwise the points of the hawk’s 
claws will penetrate between th 

the under seam of the glove AC, Fig. I, at about an inch 
from C, a small loop of leather is inserted to which the leash may 
be attache 

The dotted line CDH, Fig. I, shows how the pattern should 
be cut if a four- fingered glove i is required, and a similar saan w- 
ance must be made in Fig. Il] for the extra two fingers. A seco 
piece of leather as in Fig, II will also be required for snaseid 
between the third and fourth fingers. 

Figures to represent another pattern of glove. Fig. 
V. is for insertion between the first and second fingers ; Fig. VI 
between the third and little fingers and Fig. VIII between the 
thumb and the first finger. 
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74. Nyaya-pravesa, or the earliest work extant on 
Buddhist Logic by Dignaga, 

By MauAmanorAbuydya Saris Cuanpra Vipydnudgana, M.A. 

The Nyaya-pravesa is a work on Buddhist Logic by Dignaga 

( SAAS ), The Sanskrit original of this work is lost. A Tib- 

etan version of it is contained in the Tangyur, Mdo, Ce (folios 183- 

188). The work in Tibetan is called Tshad-ma-rigs-par-hjug- 

pahi-sgo (AYN AINAS AES IAS ) signifying “ Entrance 

to Logic,” or rather, the ‘‘ Door of Entrance to Logic.” The work 
was translated into Tibetan by the KaSmirian Pandita Barrage: 
Sri-raksita and the Sakya monk Grags-pa- a bt -mtshan- dpal-bzan, 
in the great Sa- aye fas user ge? of Western Tibet 

t opens thus 
. aibaakcabicn 0 me ——— together with their fallacies 

are for arguing against others; and perception and inference to- 
gether with thei se allacies are for self-under standing: so this 

Sastra is couipilod 

Demonstration or reasoning is carried on by means of a subject 

inor term, a Sar (also called the minor term, Wa or ufaa BAIA or 35 ), 

a predicate (also called the major term, QT Or YAH ARTA 
~ 

or ON ), reason (also called the mark or middle term, fary or 34, 

ima a SAIN ), and examples ( St ai ES ) as follows :— 

| graact-gyads35 i 
BR SCS TGA SINS || 
IEG SIAR GF BAIS] | 
BA SOAS ASAT RATA | 

BA] SVFASTALT AA || 
= (Nyaya-praveSa). 
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This hill (subject) is fiery (predicate), becanse it has smoke 
(reason), like a kifchen (a homogeneous example), unlike a lake 

(a heterogeneous example). 
The reason, mark or middle term must possess three charac- 

teristics as noted below :— 
(1) It must be connected with the subject, e.9., smoke (reason ) 

is connected with the hill (subject) in the above-mentioned 
reasoning. 

2) It must be included only in the cases which are homo- 
geneous with the predicate, e.g., the smoke (:eason) is found in a 

saat which is homogeneous with the fiery things. 
(3) It must be totally excluded from cases which are hetero- 

geneous from the predicate, e.g., the smoke (reason) is not found in 
a lake which is heterogeneous from the fiery things. 

The 1. Shere: mentioned characteristics may be symbolised as 
follows : 

(1) AILS is R, where § stands for the subject, 
(2) All Ris P, R for the reason, and P for the 
(3) No Ris non-P, predicate. 

The subject and predicate combined together constitute a 

proposition, e.g., This hill (subject | is ee (predicate). A propo- 
sition which is offered for proof is a thesi 

T types Fallacies of the The ia ete nine typ 
thesis are fallacious 

WarHla, 

BNE 

1, Thesis inconsistent with perception, ET STAIN 

ANNA 0.9. 
Sound is inaudible.} 

2. Thesis inconsistent with inference, Es" SPAT AAT 

ANT] og. 
A pot is eternal, 

< Thesis inconsistent with the public understanding 

QEATETISTASTT oy. — 
Man’s head is pure, 
Because it is the limb of an animate being. 

4. Thesis inconsistent with one’s belief or doctrine, 

WAATANSNA, og.— 
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The Vaisesikas maintain that sound is eternal (as a fact the 

Vaisesikas do not so maintain), 

5. Thesis inconsistent with one’s own statement, <C'ay 

Sy 2 SATANANAA, oy.— 
My mother is barren. 

6. Thesis with the subject unpopular or not well known, 
—~s 

BUISAT SISTA AGS, og. — 
The Buddhist against the Samkhya : 
Sound is per ishable, 

7. Thesis with the predicate unpopular or not well known, 
Nn 

py NN 89 AN 2 | = ONS 8g 

The Samkhya against the Buddhist : 
Self is possessed of a soul. 

8. Thesis with both the subject and predicate unpopular 
SN ee os yee or - 

or not well known, ASN TAI 7 ie "HN We, J. e.g.— 

The Vaisesika against the Buddhis 
I'he soul is possessed of pleasure and (cles feelings. 

9. Thesis universally known, JAAVANANASA, « 

Fire is warm. 
Owing to the violation of one or more of the three charac- 

teristics of the reason already mentioned, there occur fallacies of 
the reason 

Fallacies of the Fallacies of the reason, mark or 

Seen: middle term are principally of three 
oy Lee kinds, each of which is again subdivided 

Bi Bie’ BAIN SA cia thus :— 

(a) The unproved ( afas, al) are the fallacies which 

~ 

occur 
(i) When the lack of {truth in the reason is recognised by 

both the parties, cele a4), €.g.— 

Sound is non-etern 
Because it is visible ak 

Here neither party admits that sound is visible. 
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(ii) When the lack of truth in the reason is recognised by one 

party only, AIR WES SAA AS, e.4.— 
a) 

Sound is manifest, 
Because it is a product. 

: The Mimamsakas do not admit that sound is a product). 
SA See 

(iii) When the truth in the reason is questioned FANT aN NN 

MAMA] ec 
~~ 

The hill is fiery, 

Because it has vapour. 
(It is a matter of doubt whether vapour is'an effect of fire). 

(iv) When the existence of that signified by the reason, in the 
ec | 

subject, isdoubted, AY NAAT a .9.— 
~ 

The sky is a substance 
Because it is a seat of qualities. 

_ (It is doubtful whether there are qualities in the sky). 
~ 

(b) The uncertain (aifafaa, ACA ) are the fallacies 

which occur 

(v) When things denoted by the reason consist of all things 

homogeneous with and all things ppttssaancerester from 

things denoted by the predicate, 25)" ale, eg 

Sound is eternal, 

Because it is kenwible: 

(vi) When that signified by the reason is included in none of 

the cases which are homogeneous with or hetero- 

. geneous from the predicate gy AOR" Ke Ay) eg.— 

Sonnd is eternal, 

Because it is Radliblo. 

(vii) When things denoted by the reason consist of some 
_ things homogeneous with and all things heterogeneous 
from things denoted by the predicate, AQT TIN mn 

Bayar ayaa eros gy Sere BT, eg— 
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Sound is not a product of effort, 
Because it is non-eternal, 

(vii) When things denoted by the reason consist of some 

things heterogeneous from and all things homogene- 
CS 

ous with things denoted by the predicate, A"HXA 

Ep es oot ped = ahaa ort Ts ok bl rr “ Reyer Byars say swore or aigs Bay 
in os oes a 

Sound is a product of effort, 
Because it is non-eternal. 

(ix) When things denoted by the reason consist of some things 

homogeneous with and some things heterogeneous from 
~ (aie and 

things denoted by the predicate, AGATA SAE 
aS ~ Se emt SoA WTA AIG A), e.g. — 
Sound is eternal, 
Because it is incorporeal. 

(x) When the contradiction (between the reasons advanced 

by two parties respectively) is unerroneous, Ay A"ay 
~ 

x AY 4) e.g.— 
~ 

Sound is non-eternal, 

Because it is a product, 

(c) The Inconsistent ( faag, AANA) are the fallacies 
which oceur. 

Sound is eternal, 

Because it is always 
audible. 

(xi) When the reason is inconsistent with the py eae itself, 

Earqac nay RAS ATTY SAR a5, ay — 
Sound is eternal, 
Because it is a product. 

:xii) When the reason is inconsistent with the implied predi- 
=... a ee on 

cate, BATT BA4A4 a a 34 4,¢.9.— 

The eye, etc., are serviceable to some being, 
Because they are compounds, 
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Here the word “ being” is pabiqneus signifying (1) the body 

as well as (2) the soul. It is in this second meaning which is 
implied in the predicate, that the reason is ine een with it 
according to the Samkhya philosophy which describes the soul as 

free from all attributes. 

(xiii) When the reason is consistent with the subject itself, 

—— i= a~ “~ an ae a coe % 

FN SAARC AGA RS AT FAGTAR SSA, 
e.g.— Si 

Class (or generality) is neither substance, quality 
nor action. 

Because it depends upon one substance, and possesses 
quality and action 

Here “class” does not depend upon one substance 

(xiv) When the reason is inconsistent with the implied subject 

pe ge . ‘ie * Bic. See . 7 son sd AN SFT BANA SAT TAGTAS SA 2, 
e.g.— = 

Objects are the stimuli of acti 
Because they are peda tiaietiy by the senses. 

Here the word “objects” is ambiguous, meaning (1) things 
as well as (2) purposes. In the second meaning which is implied 
in the subject, that the reason is inconsistent with it. 

Fallacies of the homo- le of the homogeneous ex- 
geneous example, ample oce 

aa FTAA, 

SN AISAN ES 

aca 
1. When an example is not homogeneous with the reason, 

~ a 
ATER AS AA SNA TS, 0 — 

~ 

Sound is eternal 
Because it is incorpor 
All things incor eal are eternal, 
Like the atoms of d 

Here the atoms of dust sie serve as an example because 
— are not homogeneous with the “incorporeal” which is the 
reason. This is called ‘the fallacy of excluded reason. 

2. —— an — is not homogeneous with the predicate, 

AYTAR TAR SNA TTS, o9 — 
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Sound is etern 
Because it is pe eal, 
Whatever is incor voreat: is eternal, 
Like intelligence. 

Here intelligence cannot serve as an example because it is not 
homogeneous with the “ eternal” which is the predicate. ‘This is 
called the fallacy of excluded predicate. 

3. When an example is homogeneous with neither the reason 
. is na »~— 

nor the predicate, AJGA NA’ SSH] ay Al, ¢-9-— 

Sound is eterna 
Because it is incorpore eal, 
MA akc is incorporeal is eternal, 
Like 

Here the pot cannot serve as an example because it is oe 

geneous with neither the “incorporeal” which is the reason, 
the “eternal” which is the predicate. This is called the fallacy 
of odaliod reason and predicate. 

When there is an absence of connection between the rea- 
~ —_—_s 

son and the predicate, BAVASQAy4 NA Ey, e.g.— 

This person is full of Lepees 

Because he is a spea 
Whoever is a ae is < full of passions, 
Like a certain man in Magadha. 

This is called the fallacy of the absence of connection. 

5. When there is an inverted connection between the reason 

and the predicate, ex ar Qay i Ra sary zy 5, aS 

Sonnd is adventitious, 
Because it is non-eternal, 

Whatever is non-eternal, is adventitious, 

Like a pot. 

This is called the inverted affirmation of the example. 

Fallacies of the hetero- Fallacies of the heterogeneous ex- 

geneous example, ample occur 

Fury TOUS, 
ae -seeeil Phas ~ 

ESAT ALY 
~ 

ARSC 
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1. When an example is not heterogeneous from the opposite 

of the reason, AAAS Bay cTAS A, agi 
~ 

Sound is eternal, 

Because it is incorporea 

Whatever is non- eh rine is not incorporeal, 

Like the atoms of dust. 

Here the atoms of dust cannot serve as an example because 
they are not heterogeneous from those which are opposite of the 
“ incorporeal” which is the reason. This is called the fallacy of 
included reason. 

2. When an example is not heterogeneous from the opposite 

of the predicate, ASA ASAT FINA) PT 

Sound is eternal, 
ecause it is incorporeal 

Whatever is non-eterual is not incorporeal, 

Like intelligence. 

Here intelligence cannot serve as an example because it is not 
heterogeneous from the contrar y of the “eternal” whick is the 
predicate. 

3, Anexample heterogeneous from neither the contrary of the 

reason nor the contrary of the predicate, ASAT BAT 
~, 

HATE og. — 
Sound is eternal, 
Because it is incorporeal, 

Whatever is non-eternal is not incorporeal, 
Like a pot, 

Here the pot cannot serve as an example because it is heter o- 
geneous from neither rh contrary of the “incorporeal”’ which 
the reason, nor the contrary of the “eternal”? which is the prodiuate: 
This is called the allgat of included reason and predicate. 

4. When there is no connection between the reason and the 
bcc, agai we 

predicate, Bay AVAAA C.J.— 

This person is passionate, 
Because he is a s speaker, 

hoever is tl crewman is not a speaker, 
Like a piece of stone 

This is called the fallacy of the absence of disconnection. 
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5. When there is an inverted connection between the reason 
—_ = a Sater ‘. 

and the predicate, al Z] hal 3 al Z] 5 Og — 

Sound is adventitious, 
Because it is non- eternal, 
nore is non- Sgiventiioan } is not non-eternal, 

SKY. Like the 

Valid knowledge, There are two kinds of re. know- 

Wag, ledge, viz., perception (yar@t, ROHAN) 

B50 and inference ( @qart ESTANACIST A) ; 

It is Perception is that which is freed from illusory experiences. 
the knowledge which is derived through the channels of the senses 
without reflection of the objects of sense, name, genus, etc 

Inference is the knowledge of an object through the reason or 

middle term, such as a pot is non-eternal because it is a product 
~ 

There are fallacies of perception (Warm@TuTa, ALF AAN'SA 

m, . 

34'2) and of inference ( qATaTHTa, BAT AAIAT BA 30 4). 

~ . 

Refutation ( gam, NAF) consists in finding out any of 

the fallacies enumerated above in the speech of the opponent, The 

semblance of refutation ( = SMIHTa, FAIA SA'S ) consists 

in alleging fallacies in a speech which is really not fallacious. ! 

1 I beg to acknowledge with thanks that I have derived much help from 
Dr. Sugiara’s “ Hindu Logic as preserved in China and Japan 
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75. A note on Sign-, Gesture-, Code-, and Secret-language, 
etc., amongst the Persians, 

By Lievr.-Cotonet D. C. Putnuorr, Secretary, Board of 
Examiners. 

Apart from the mercantile sign-language and the hor 

dealer’s jargon of India, mentioned in Nos. -7 and 10 of the st 
nal of 1906, are the signs, signa als, and gestures, secret or other- 
wise, used by the Pevaiaua i in their everyday life, To the following, 

in daily use amongst the Persians, wistrtemed is frequently made in 
the idioms of writers, ancient and modern : 

SiLence: Angusht bi-sar-i dimagh zadan, wd} gles yan iS} 
(1) The right hand is closed, with the exception of the fore- 
finger which is placed perpendicularly, point upwards, so that its 

middle joint touches the tip of the nose, the front of the finger 
being to the left; or (2) the tip of the forefinger is laid on the 
nose ; or (3) very rarely the tip of the forefinger is placed on 

the closed lips as in England. (4) Biting the lower lip is a secret 

sign to keep quiet. 
ComE HERS: Biya, .—As in India, ze., the right arm is 

pia a the = downwar ds and towards the speaker, 

&.—As in India. Either (1) the open right hand, 
palm to the Pcie is held level with the head and ngitated 
from side to side, additional emphasis being sometimes given 
turning the head to the left, closing the eyes and smiling idivti- 
cally with closed lips; or (2) the head is slightly thrown back and 
the eyes closed. Thix, also, when signalled secretly, =juzv-t hava ast 
. Sid s talking rot.” (3) Secretly and slightly raising the eyebrows 
gnifies “ No” or “Don’t do it,” and also ‘ Ask “him.” In the 

latter’ ease the head is slightly turned towards the person to be 

{ucttioned. 

Yes: Dast bar chashm nihadan. a 1) The closed fingers 
of the open right hand; back to the front, are placed on the 
right eye: this. action, often ere oe by ‘the reply “ Chashm,’ 

signifies implicit obedience. (2) The right hand is placed on the 
left breast and a bow is made. (3) As a secret sign, by lowers ing 
the eyelids, 

ASTONISHMEN? : Angusht gazidan or angusht-i tahayyur, ae 
gazidan. ‘The tip of the forefinger of the right hand is laid on 
the front teeth of the lower jaw. his action is commonly 

yon say in paintings of the first meeting of Farhad with 
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The Afghans plece the forefinger, front foremost, (the 
remaining fingers being closed, palm of the hand to the front), 
transversely between the jaws, and bite it, opening the eyes at 
the same time in an astonished gaze 

Hatt: Va& ist. omg! ty.—(1) The ae arm is held up hori- 
zontally as in the British Cavalry signal; or (2) the right hand, 
open and ‘extended, is held up, palm to i front, a little above 
the level of the shoulder. 

Go our: Birin bi-rau, 3» wy. The chin is slightly poked 
forwards. 

He’s Crackep: Dimagh-ash khusk ast, uw! Shh (gsloo, 
(1) The right side of the nose or the right temple is tapped 
with the tip of the forefinger. 

sor HE’s TaLkinc Rot.—The open right hand is 
drawn down across the mouth from ine wrist to the tips of the 
fingers, being blown on at the same tim 

e key to spoken secret-lan aaidicen.: is usually to be found in 
certain letters or ee inserted after each syllable of the 
word proper. Thus, n the zaban-i murghi or ‘‘ the fowl’s lan- 

ge,” the letter ra c ) is added to the first, and the letter 
ghagn ( ¢ ) to the second, syllable: kitab “ book” becomes kirti- 
= bi-dth “give,” birdigha , bir-mi-ghan = bi- tman 5 nirghan = 

In the zaban-i zargari or « wa ieen ~— aza( })is 
taseted after each letter and vowelled as shewn in the following 

ee: kitab becomes kizitazab ; galt ook qizdliat ; ; mushar- 

raf becomes muzishazarrazaf. Shuzumaza bi-zu bi-zuguzash kaz 
shuzwinaza ed daza ib bee el khazdnaza maza=8 (aK sls ad 

I oe Riete Persian languages, which appear to have no 
special nating uishatg names, the key lies, (1) In a lam-t mus- 

haddad ( J ) inserted after each letter and vowelled as shewn in 
the examples : nan=nillan; kitab=killa tillab. (2) Inasingle vav 
(3) instead of the lam-i nuithaddad © thus kitab=kauki-tautab ; 
bi-dih=baubi-daudih. (3) In changing the first letter of every 
word into sim (gm) and affixing the word kaydi to the end of 
the word. If the first letter of the word proper is stm it is 
changed into jim (¢). (4) In making palindromes or even 
anagrams of every word; as shir=rish ; kitab=bikat or tikab. To 
an ordinary European this is extremely di difficult 

Similar systems are in vogue in English girl-schools. The 
key to one common English Ab ces lies in rig which is added 
after every syllable. Thus “I” is I-rig-I; “speak” is spe-rig- 
eak; “ blossom” is ee -om. 

The ladies of a Persian household often have a code-word of 
their own. For instance, if the attendant be addressed as Banaj- 
sha or “ Violet,” a common name of negresses, it might si 
‘ Bring coffee, ” whereas Baji ‘‘ Sister ” might signify “ susie 
the second-best sweets.” 
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There is, or perhaps was, a kind of “ Language of Flowers ”’ 
by which “object letters,” as Rudyard Kipling styles them, 
may besent. For instance, cardamoms, hil Us, signify halak-am 

sila , “T am dead (on your account) ”; pomegranates andr 
gh, bimadr-am pyle “I am sick for thee,” or mi-sizam eee 

“T burn in thy love”; turanj ‘citron,’ dar ‘ishg-t tu ranj 

(tab) daram ajo (—) ) osx "yo, “Iam fevered for love of 

thee”; dar-chint cinnamon, dar khana hich nist cums e* Bil& yo, 
“there is nothing in the house,' ze, I am too poor to give 
you anything”; apples sib=bisa ASE ae aly rae Buoys, 

“T want a kiss”; pistachio nuts pista ® they =bisa-yi lubha-yi 

tura mi-khwoham ptlysxe 1p coleuys, “I want a kiss of 
thy lips”; the -jujube fruit ‘unm db = ditto. Sib, ‘apples, 
however, may signify str? “satiety,” ve, “Iam weary of you.’ 
A Pateint friend of the writer told him that once in his family 

a quarrel arose from the misinterpretation of a agent of apples 
sent by him to his cousin, to whom he was half-engage 

In the pathetic story of “ Azeez and Azeezeh” in : the first 
volume of Laue’s Arabian Nights, there are many instances of 

the Eastern sign-language at which Eastern women are such 

adepts, 

The fourth story of the Nafhat* l-Yaman relates how an 
Arab fell in love with a damsel at first sight and wrote proposing 

an assignation, The reply was merely a gold button and a bit of 
ambergris. The vedi pieite was puzzled, but his small daughter 
at once solved the difficulty and ex plained that yj zurr “ button” 

signified y} zwr (Imperative) * visit,’ while the black amber- 

gris meant “ the secrecy of night,” 
The Halbat® ’l-Kumayt, an Arabie treatise on wine, relates 

that acertain Sultan, angered with Al-Mutanabbi the famous 
poet, threatened to kill him. ‘fo entice him back into his 

power the Sultan directed his secretary to write him a flattering 
letter. ‘The secretary was an old friend of Al-Mutanabbi. 

When he reached the customary words that end many Arabic 

letters, namely, In sha@s Allah @} sl& wt, he placed a tashdid 
SG 

over the nin of the first word, writing it - The Sultan 

read the letter and affixed his seal, Al-Mutanabbi fae noticed 

the incorrect ¢ashdid, pondered on it, and then fled ; for amongst the 

| Dar=Avabic “house”; chidan (rt. chin)=var chidan : cinnamon 

is hollow, 
2 Pvets compare a mistress’s lips to the pista. When a the she)] 

of the pista einen like parted lips and shows a red streak insid 
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a 
many passages of the Qursan commencing with wt! is the fol- 

s 
lowing :— 

Dives FI uve- » Sorsere a 

wet on Sg cb Spl oy ysl IT 

“ Verily the chiefs. are eee to kill them; so depart. 
I give thee sage advice.” —Qur., ri, 19. 
aca replied to the ares adding an alif to the 

word ioe of the terminating words of the letter, and the secretary on 

per the reply guessed that the reference was to the passage 
beginning 

2739 * oo”. oy 

tas its Le toot sai Cy Ur 
= 

oF we will never enter it so long as they are there.” 
Qur., V 

For e Khatt-i Shajari or Tree-writing, and for several other 
saa seeae of the Abjud system to secret signalling—methods used 
by Dervishes—vide Browne’s “ A Year Amongst the Persians.”’ 

i 
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Pet was held on 
Wednesday, the 6th November, 1907, at 9-15 p 

G. Thibaut, Esq., Ph.D., C.1.E., in the chair. 

The following members were present :— 

Mr. I. H. Burkill, Mr. J. am sires Mr. A. W. Dentith, 
Mr, H. G. Graves, Mr. D. Hoo , Captain R. E. Lloyd, 1.M.S., 
Lient.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, Mahamahoprdl pay Satis canes 
Vidyabhusana, Rev. E. C. Woodley and Rev. A. W. You 

The minutes of the last meeting were read and ae 

Two hundred and fourteen presentations were announced. 

The General Secretary announced that the Rev. H. B. Hyde, 
and Sir J. A. Bourdillon had expressed a wish to withdraw from 
the Bootiy 

The General Secretary also announced the death 4 Lieut.- 
Colonel H. J. Dyson, an Ordinary Member of the Socie 

The Chairman announced that the Council had ae 
Captain R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S., to act as Anthropological Secretary 
vice Dr. N. Annandale, on leave. 

The following eight gentlemen were elected Ordinary Members 
during the recess, in ‘accordance with Rule 7 :— 

Dr. Olin Eakins, M.D., Chief Medical Officer, New Yor 

Assurance, and Vice- Consul General of the U.S. of America; a 

O. F. Jenkins, I.0.8., Officiating Joint Mavistrate, Budaon ; 
Baboo Pramoda Pr ikash Chatterji ; Dr. A. Martin Leake, FR 0. S. ° 

V.C., Chief Medical Officer, oar Railway ; Captain O. M. Gibbon, 
89th Royal Irish Fusiliers ; . Birendra Nath Ghosh, L.M.S., 
Medical Practitioner ; Rev. taleots Marshali Conner, Philadelphia ; 
and Mr. Sri Ram Di ‘eit, B.A., Secretary, Pratabgarh State, 
Rajputana. 

The following gentleman was ballotted for as an Ordinary 
Member :— 

Captain L. L. Hepper, Royal Artillery, Maymyo, Burma, pro- 
posed 9 5 ee -Colonel D, C. Phillott, seconded by Captain R. E. 
Lloyd. 

The ihe papers were read :-— 

1. eon oe ee oe and Secret-language, etc.— 

By Seah Doure CO: Put 
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2. Note on the Common English Merlin (Aesalon regulus).— 
By Lisot.-Cotonet D. C. Puitworr. 

3. On Hunting Dogs: being an extract from the ‘ nat ie 
Jamharah i se *[- pers has By Lixnut.-Cotonet D. C. 

Lorr and M 

4. Indian ee ae Ligot.-CoroneL D. C. 

PHILLOTT, 

A case of Lateral Floral Ee carreine a the a escence of 
the fei (Annas sativus, Schult. f A. T. Gae 

6. Note on Indian Hawk-belis se a ut.-CoLonet D. C. 
PHILLOTT 

7. rnaul and tts Buildings, Part I. ae Gautam YAZvANI. 
Gouaanaeaion by the Philological Secretary 

hese two papers have been Soiished 3 in the Journal and Pro- 
ceedings for August, 1907. 

8. Gandhakuti—the Buddha’s private abode.—By H. C. 
NorMAN 

| This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the 
Journal 

9. aya-pravesa, or the earliest work extant on Buddhist 
Logic by Vignaga—By _MAHAMAHOPADHYAYA Satis CHANDRA 
VIDYABHUSANA. 

10. An Arabic translation of Ug Matar Pamphlets im 
Urdu and Persian by Rafi Al-Khuli:—By Harwata Dr. 

This paper will be published in the ‘sini: 

The e Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section was held a 
tbe ocak 8 Rooms, on Wednesday, November 13th, 1907, at 9-15 

Dr. Arnold Caddy, M.D., F.R.C.S., in the chair. 

The following members were present :— 
Major J. T. Calvert, I.M.S.,. Captain F. P. Conuor, I. ee 

Major W. D. Ha vward, LMS., Dr. W. C. sean Dr. E. 
Houseman, Captain R. U. Lloyd, LMS. De M. M. tr Bae at 
Captain D. McCay, I.M.S., Captain M. Mackelvie, L. M. S., Captain 
J. W. D. Mezaw, LMS, Major J. Mulvany, LM.S., Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., Honorary 
Secretary. 

Visitors. —Miss R. N. Cohen, Dr. W. M. Crake, Dr. T, F. Pearse, Captain H. E. Smith, I.M.S., Major C. R. Stevens, I.M.S., Asst. Surgeons Samal Ranjan Dass Gupta, Saurendra Kumar eMejamdar Jotindra Nath Moitra, Charu Chandra Sinha. 
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1. Lt.-Col. Maynard showed cases of (1) Angioma of the 
thigh; (2) infantile end (3) high myopia (20 D) operated 
upon Me Fukala’s method. 

r C. R. Stevens showed cases of (1) Wrist injury with 
as (2) a patient from whom a sarcomatous kidney had 

been removed by Teahipertioneel operation; (3) faultily united 

fracture of leg corrected by the use of an aluminium plate and 
screws, 

Major Calvert showed a child operated upon by abdominal 
section for obstruction due to impaction with 37 round worms. 

2. Major Leonard Rogers, I.M.S., read a ‘‘ Note on the rela- 
tionship of the incidence of heat- sike to meteorological 
conditions. 

Drs. Caddy, Hossack, Stevens, and Pearse took part in the 

discussion, and Major Rogers replied. 
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76. Description of a Jam-i-chihil kalid, such as that re- 
ferred to in Lane’s Modern Egyptians, page 254. 

By Ligot.-Cotoyet D, C. Partuort, Secretary, Board of 
Examiners, 

hat now described is a bowl (jam), of brass, 62 inches 
in 7 ie with a rimmed edge and a small dome in the centre. 

Toa hole inthe rimis attach ed a string, at the end of which 

are 40 small pieces of brass called kalid or “keys.” On the 
a digel side of the rim of the bowl is engraved the Sura-yi Fatika. 

the dome is engraved : 

at yy ae Y aly YP ay Y 

and certain a‘dad-i-tilism, or numerals giving the numerical value 

of some of the names of God, or of certain passages from the 
Qur’an. 

On the bottom, round the dome, are the names of Ae and the 
“ Panj Tun,” ' that is to say cpre> 9 upmm Sobls uslt de 

The space between the bottom and the rim is sci bd by the 
Aynt*l-Kursi (which is part of the sarut¥ ’/-Bagarah) and by the 
whole of the Sirut*-'l-Ikhlas. 

Ov the under side of the rim are numerous other a‘dad-c- 
tilism. 

n the outside of the agi is the Surat* ’n-Nas, at the bottom 
being a line of a‘dad-c-tili 

Each of the “keys” ars on one side the words @U} jm 
and on the other pasy't cree St. 

Bowls such as these vary in size, and there are often dif- 
ferences in the inscriptions 

For use, the bowl is filled with water, which is stirred with 

the forty keys forty times. The fingers are then dijped in the 
water and applied to the eyes and throat of a sick child, and a 
small quantity of the holy water ix also given it to dri nk. For 
a grown-up person possessed by a devil, the water is sprinkled 
over the head and body. The water that remains over, alter use, 
is cast into a well or poured over the roots of trees, for it must 
not be trodden under f sot. 

1 The names of the “ Panj Tan” indicate that this particular bowl is 
of Shiah make. 
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77. A Method for producing immediate Germination of 
‘* Hardcoated’’ Seeds. 

ies R. 8S. Fintow and C. J. Bereraete. 

recent ihn A the Java-Natal variety of rt 
(Indigufere arrecta) for oe dete sumatrana in Bihar, was 
first hindered by the fact ies the seed of J. arrecta possesses a tel 
coat which prevents an even germination unless it is treated, before 
sowing, in such a way as to break through the outer resistant 
material. This difficulty was originally gone by Mr. KE, F. 
Watson of Muzaffarpur, who invented a machine in which the 
hard coat was ie re so that water nese eaten it and cause 

minate. Latterly, a chemical method has been 
successfully icaodaued by one of us (C.J. B.), viz., treatment of the 

with concentrated sulphuric acid “ontil the hard coat is dis- 
solved. This method, which was probably first used in India by 
Dr. E. J, Butler, the Imperial Mycologist, in some experiments er 
cotton seed, has now been mati to the seed of a series of wild 

acid which they require ; but the correct time can pr be gauged 
by one or two preliminary experiments on a small s 

It would appear from the results given in the ealbiias table 
that the development of a hard-coated seed is very common in 
jungle plants; also that treatment with sulphuric acid is a 
enerally effective method for dissolving the resistant material 

composing the hard coating :— 

yirionerse: eriod of | Germination 
Name of plant. huloes iseak eget in|jcapacity after 

ours. ‘ 
ent 

Indigofera arrecta, Hochst. a 3°], i 95 °/, 
Pentapetes phcenicea, Linn. eae mil 44 92 °/, 
Hibi ndureformis, Burm nil 8 75 °/, 
Abnatilon indicam, Sweet. > 15 °/, 8 60 °/, 
Sida rhombifolia, ‘Link: Oe § 24 90 °/, 
Corchoras, spp ats ms nil 2 95 °/,, 
Sida humilis, Cav. oe Be nil 1 80 °/. 

as re 15 7/, 6} 50 °/, 
Corchoras olitorins, Wil id. nil 3 100 °/. 
Meloc — es rchorifolia, Linn. x 20"), 23 100 °/. 
Corchornus acutangn!ns, Lam. — ... nil 2 Bis. 
Hibieons ficnlnens 8, Uae. nil 4 85 °/, 
Malvastrum tricuspidatum, Gray .. nil 2} 85 °/, 
Desmodium palcherrimam, Shut- nil 2 66 “he 

w.and Gris 
atinas alba, Deir. a fe 40 minutes 90 °/, 
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78. Hetu-cakra-hamaru or Dignaga’s Wheel of Reasons— 
recovered from Labrang in Sikkim. 

By Mandmanopipnyaya Satis Cuanpra Vipyasutsaya, M.A. 

Hetu-cakra-hamaru is a small treatise on Logic. It was 
composed by Dignaga, the Father of Medieval Logic, in Andhra 
(modern Telingana of the Madras Presidency) about 500 A.D. 
The Sanskrit original of the work is lost, but a Tibetan translation 
of it is preserved in the Tangyur, section Mdo, folios 193-194. I 

brought a copy of it from the monastery of Labrang in Sikkim, 
which I visited in June 1907. 

The Tibetan translation was prepared by the sage Bodhisattva 

of Za-hor and the Bhiksu DharmaSoka. The work in Tibetan is 

called Gtan-tshigs-kyi-hkhor-lo-gtan-la-dwab-pa (ABS SAINT", 

AAA AAAS ) signifying “the Wheel of Reasons put 

in order.” It begins thus :— 

ARAEE ST AEA AIET A | 

BIT SYNE FAST ASATGN || 
aati abl Salama 
MBF ASIT NIRA | | 

“ Bowing down to the Omniscient One (Buddha) = has 

destroyed the net of errors, I explvin the system of three charac- 

teristics of the Reason (Middle Term of a Syllogism). 

Three characteristics of the reason or middle term (FAY 

Lad oP ie 

BANS BA AINA) are: 

_— nn ae oget => a 

1. RAINY SNH | 

The middle term must cover the minor term (paksa, RAIN ) 

— Sound is non-eternal, 

Because it is adventitious, 

Like a pot but unlike ether. 
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n his reasoning “ adventitious,” Ping is the middle term, 
covers “sound,” which is the minor ter 

: ner cB Fn qm ARES 1 
All things denoted by the pam term must be homogeneous 

with things denoted by the ma ajor r term, ¢.g.: 
In the above reasoning “all Adeouttizots things are non- 

eternal as a pot.” 

3. FAQFAA BAT AVAS ESS CATE I] 
None of the things denoted by the middle Ses meat be hetero- 

geneous from things denoted by the major term, e g. :— 
In the above gyi ci “no adventitious iiiee is non-non- 

eternal (1.e., eternal) or no non-non-eternal (7.e., eternal) thing is 

adventitious as ether. 
we suppose the minor term or subject to be S, ~ middle 

term or reason to be R, and the major term or predicate to be P, 
then the above-mentioned three characteristics may be s vraboRioally 
set forth as follow 

1, AllS is R, or simply, S is R. 
2. AllRis P, or ggg R is P. 
3. No non-P is R, or, No R is non-P. 

There are nine possible relations between the middle term and 
the major term. Dignaga has examined them all and found that 
only two of them conform to the above three eisai while 
the rest violate one or more of the characteristics. The nine pos- 
sible relations are set forth in the following diagram :— 



1 

> halbiallc Lita Sinks has Tale 
HR] a uaa AayaAC as er 

naa | aay ay AAA, MioM ELA sal 

a RRA |) SeRriparBarerdg 

AISA | 

rarkersghaiRATRyRT 
2 

eaaeW] — garsaysy 

QUTACSTSIEA AGA] NAF 
BAIS OVO IGT ATT Oa | 

BTA TATA ET 

4 

HASTS] JNSLRA] ser 
aoe) naAae grey sal sg 

nya Rasy Oya a agy ra Ea 

ays) Qaprsy ala SANG 

AAA | | 

5 

HATTA] NAT ATA 

BS] ST ATSETRRA NGS A). AE 
BYR RATAN SIS STAI 218, Set 

aris] gear RRA 5 
SAAT || 

3 

A SerT ARSC | 

nya BS | 

BIRR NAR] AGAEIA BRT HNAT 
BATONS SrA AA BRIRT HET 
ee 

ibe Sat ARATE || 

gsr ErRe RAPS ay 

ghee d SVEny | 

15 | aRaT TC i a 

gta) SATAN SE 

ARR] Qsrereysy ass! aBA 

QETETAGA | AGIA BAIN | AGA] AHS BAHT AHSSIM | 
oe aay nya EAST HIST SF OY sigs Serer aS WC AT AT 1] 

RSENS | 

Hyams | Fieaargeay 

RR SsT SIA ATSC Qs eV AC" 

mayersays} =| aaraa"sy54" 

SAAT TRA || 

HAS TS] Aersqardig ca 

B5] SRR SR AERRR AI 
‘ae TAG | Aya ayer 

AIST ul aiachiaay Baisr arscer 

ASIA | | 

[sw] 
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THE WHEEL OF REASONS. 

Wine saictn relations between the Middle Term and the Eve. Term in a syllogism). 

“Sonnd is eternal, 
ecaus' pay ae Pino wale, 

. Like other and Tike 
ere th nowable i 

son or middle 
re bok 9 Maka wie and all things hetero- 
geneous - e ‘eternal’ (which is the 

® rea- 

ae 
he rengon or atte term is too epee 

Truth is uncertain 

2 
Sonnd is non-eternal, 
Because it is adventitious, 
Like a pot and like eth 
= he ‘adventitions’ (whic s the 

reago dle term) abides in all thing 
Siete with, but does not abide in any 
thing gd tahoe from oe non-eternal ’ 
which is major term 

on casoning is 3 valid. 

Sound is a prodact of are 
Because it is non-etern 
Like a pot, dike lightning’ seb like anigr 
Here the ‘non-eternal’ (which th 

reason or mi saate term) nbide in all rea 
2 ogra with, and some things hetero- 
eneous from, the ‘product of effort (which 

is the major term 
Truth is | uncertain. 

~ Sound is eternal, 
Because it is rhtsppen! der 

Sound ig non- aoa Sound is eternal, 
Becanse it is a product of eff 

Like ether and like a pot Like Like eth er, like « pot and like Tighbning. 
ere the ‘adventitious’ (which is the Here the ‘andible’ (which is the reason or re the ‘product of effort’ (which is 

reason or middle term) ides in nothing | middle term) abides in nothing homogeneous mp reason or middle term) abides in nothing 
geneous with, bat in all things hetero- | with, and in nothing heterogeneous toy the ae with, bati in some things hetero- 

geneous — the ‘eternal’ (which is the | ‘non-eternal’ (which is the major term geneons s from the ‘eternal’ (which is the 
major ter he eke or middle term is sok. general major tern 2 

he < poeeeege or middle term is inconsis- | enoug The reason or middle term is incon- 
tent with the major term. Truth is uncertain. sistent with the major term. 

7 8 

de und is a non-prodact of effort, Sound is non- abort on tasieeog ‘goes mn a 

ecause it is non-eternal, Because it is a f eff 
Like ee ie ether, and like a pot. — ® pot, like lightning and like SE goles hil like atoms of ens tee fenon 
Her e ‘non- nal’ (which is the Here the * preduac ffor “stich | is Here 7 corporeal’ (which is the reason 

reas middle t pier abides | in some things | the reneon oy middle term) suis in s ge tale. term) bide in sian thbinnt 
; gs ow 

homogeneous with, aid in all things hetero- | thing geneons with, but in Nothing see chen wit thines lavaro- 

hein ha ll the * product of effort’ (which heterogeneous from m the ‘non-eternal’ (which ge es from, has ataesel ’ (which is ihe 
rie 

Trath 3 is uncertain. The pediueind is valid. Well! 
major 

Trath is uncertain, 

-obuag fo fjaog o13n2sp7 9y2 fo yousnor 
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ANALYSIS OF THE WHEEL. 

Sound is eternal, 

Because it is knowable (8 is R). 

(a) The knowables are all eternals as 
ether (R is all Leu Pra: is, all eternals are 
knowables as et 

(b) The agent, are all non- eternals, as 
lin 

2 

Sonnd is non-eternal, 

Because it is adventitious (S is R). 

(a) The adventitions are all non-eternals 
asa pot (R is all Pi, that is, all non-eternals 
are adventitious, as a pot. 

(6) No non-eternals are adventitious as 

3 
Sound is a product of effort 
Becanse it is non-eternal (3 s R), 

are all freodasle of- (a) The non-eternals 
effort as a pot sr is all P), that zs - Ass 
Bie of-effort are non-eterna 

ome non- predad joheftort 
decrnal as Pehteieg, peg pages non- abeciil 
is some-non-product-of-effort as lightning 
(R is some 

c) Some non. prodnet- of-effort is not 
non- sternal as ether, that is, the non-eternal 
is not-some-non- “prodnct- of-effort as ether 
(R is ak ae some non-P), 

se a “pel ight 
2. Risa right ] reasoning 

is = some non-P wro gp is non- 
nd R is not | sound, 
ses non-P Re 

a pot (R is all non-P), that is, all non-eter- ether, that is, non-adventitions are no non- nals are Enowatlos as a pot eternals as ether (R is no non-P). 

l. SisR + vight reasoning SisR right ) reasonin 
2. R is all-P eee ri ght is un- 2. Ri 18 all-P iH Hh is . 3. Ris all non-P ,,, wrong sound, R is no non- a right sound. 

4 5 

Sound is eternal, Sound is non-eternal, 

Because it is adventitious (S is R), Because it is andible.(S is R), 

we The paren are not eternal as} (a) The andibles are not non-eternals as 
r (R is no P), that i is, the eternals are 

ad “adventitious as ether 

(b) The non- -eternals are all ‘sdventaions 
(R isall nou-P), that i ” the adventitious are 
nou-eternals as a po 

:. sR .. ight >) reasoning 
2. Ri is no P wrong f is un. 
8. K is all non- -P. wrong sound. 

a pot (Ris no Pj, that is, the non-eternals 
are not audibles as a pot, 

(6) No non-non-eternal (that is, site 
is audible as ether, that i is, no audible on- 
non-eternal ag ‘aller (R is no non- P). 

1, Sisk = Yight reasoning 
2. i Wrong is une 
8. Risnonon-P.., right sound. 

Sound is etern 
Because it is a eer of effort (S is R). 
(a: The products of effort are not pope 

(Ris no Pi, that is, hae hs rnals are not pro- 
ducts of effort, a 

b) The pronne ts of effort are some non- 
efernals, as a pot (R is some non-P), that is, 
pas non-eternals are products of effort as 

iy The products of effort a are Not some 

nou-P), that is, some wie are not 
products of effort as eevee 

l Sisk Yeht 
2. Risno P io ween (oe 

R is some non-P ..., me 
3. fn is not some wrong ) 38 Un- non-P. sound, 

SS 

a 

= 
oe; 
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ANALYSIS OF THE W HEEL—continued. 

01 Sig oiasbeaukienid Rese. 0: 2 es an ee enn eee ee ae a eet 

7 8 Sound is eternal, 

Sound is a non-product of offort, Sound is non-eternal, Because it is ctepowent (S is 

Becanse it is non-eternal (S is R). Because it is a product of eo (S is R). (a) The corporeals are some eee 

) The non-eternals are some non-pro- (a) ‘I'he products of effort are some non- | atoms (R is som Pbk hgh is, some arhala 

(a 
ducts of effort as lightning (Ris some P), eternals, that is, some non- geindict are pro- | are corporenls as atom 

t is, some non-products of effort are non- ducts of effort as a pot (R is some P (b } ee ag eals are not some eternals, 

otssonie as lig ; (b) The products of effort are not some | as ether (R}is not some P), that is, some 

The non-eternals are not non- | non-eternals as lightning (R is not some vegesailp are ‘ot corporeals as ether. 

products of effort, as lightning (Ri is not | P), that is, some non-e eternals are not pro- (c) The corporeals are some non- -eternals 

some-P), that is, sore non- ‘ogee of effort | ducts of — as lightning. s a pot (R is some non-P). 

are not non-eternals as ethe (c) The non-non-eternals are not products d) The corporeals are not some non- 

(c) The non-eternals are al nou-products | of effort, - ether, that is, the products of | eternals as an action R is not rome non-P). 

of effort as a pot (R is all non-P). ffort are no non-non-eternals as ether l. Sis R? «WYO 

j,. Si . 6 ai ee right reason- | (R is no non-P). 2 { R is some P ai } ‘oht | Teason- 

2, {nis ome P os slaht ing 1, Bik... ce gh e son *) Ris not some P ... / ing 

Ris pes some-P . 8 is un- 2 } R is some-P ~ Veiont 6 in ne R is some non-P ,., is un- 

8. Risallnon-P ... wrong J sound. ‘) Ris not some-P ,., 8 Pte a 3 te is not some Rerong | sound. 

Risnonon-P... right sound, non-P. 3 
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79. On three varieties of Corchorus capsularis, Linn., 

which are eaten, 

By I. H. Burkitt and R. 8. Fintow. 

One result of our study of jute has been the re- discovery 
of Buchanan-Hamilton’s Corchorus Marua, which, as it is only a 
variety of C. capsularis, we shall call 0. capsularis, var., Marua. 

We publish in the following pages some notes upon it and upon 
other allied comestible forms of Me capsular?, bad together with 
figures of their characteristic leave 

Corchorus capsularis, var. paneae was found by Buchanan- 

Hamilton on June 30th, , at Gongachora, some ten miles 
north of Rangpur. He collected two specimens now preserved at 
the Linnean Society’s rooms in London, where they were exam- 
ined and decided to be C. capsularis Dr. Maxwell Masters 
(see his account of he Tiliacee in Sir Joseph Hooker’s Flora of 
British India, i., 1872, p. 397). It was found again in 1905 by 
Mr. D. Hooper on a foteat clearing at Hazérikhil near Phatik- 
chiri in the District of ne ag a ; and in 1906 we found it in 
gardens at Purneah. By the kindness of Mr. B. Daydon Jack- 
son, Sec. L.S., we have Sad “iba excellent photographs of the 
pee for comparison with our new material. 

second of our varieties, var. corylifolia, we found in 1907 
in winines at Jalpaigon and the third—var, ella found 

1906 in gardens at Fakirganj, west of Jalpaiguri. All the 
three varieties differ from the s in their small size, in the 

shapes of their leaves ae in not ag bitter in taste. 

C. capsularis, elongated leaves, 
characteristically eaead. edt pes ee the rounded base, and 
coarsely doubly dentate-serrate in the lower part. 

It grows about 3 feet high, and flowers early. In polar 
it was apparently ca called * Marua,’ to Hamilton; and in Purnea 

it is now called “ Chira.” 
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Corchorus capsularis, var. Marua. 

Figs. 1 and 2, from Hazarikhil plants. Jie 3, from a Pérseol 
plant. Natural 



Vol. ITI, No. 10.] | Three varieties of Corchorus capsularis. 635 
[N.S.] 

Var. corylifolia has typically ovate leaves, cordate below, which 
are veined and doubly dentate-serrate in the same way as the fore- 
going. : 

Corchorus capsularis, var. corylifolia, 

Var. pyrifolia has typically ovate leaves like the last, but the 
serration is very fine, and only rarely is it distinctly double; the 
base of the leaf is yatiled, and the venation like that of typical 
0. is er 6h 

Both the last two are cae “‘ Chiramira ” or “ Chirua dbape- 
ling” or “ Mirua dhapelin 
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Corchorus capsularis, var. pyrifolia. 

Corchorus capsularis — 

Folia nullo modo incisa, nervis majoribus lateralibus basi 

remotis ; 

Folia elongato-ovata ; herba alta, amara forma typica. 
olia late ovata; herba minor, sapore 

cis... as ne ie ee. pyrifolia. 
Folia subincisa, nervis majoribus lateralibus basi approxima- 

tis: her inores dulces. er 
Folia late ovata aie oo a wer. corylifola- 
Folia lanceolato-ovata ive are, 

It is interesting that out of C. capsularis, which is held ix 
some repute in Bengal as a bitter tonic, we should have to cut 
three varieties cultivated locally for eating, and not bitter. 

The reader will notice that three of the places, at which these 

comestible races have been found, are in Northern Bengal, viz :— 
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Purneah, Jalpaiguri and Rangpur, while the fourth is rather far 
away in Chittagong. The possession in common by Purneah, 

right to arises evidently Hamilton did not believe it to be var. 
Marua, which is now eaten there. 

Before closing we wish to refer to the relationships of these 
varieties to the type. The following two figures are of the leaves 
of C. capsularis and C. olitorius, and are intended to show the 

Typical Corchorus olitorius. Typical Corchorus capsularis. 
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characteristic venation as well as the slight double serration, 
which is normally present. If the reader will now compare all 
the figures, he will see that var. pyriiolia has the venation of 
typical 0. capsularis, and that vars. Marua and coryliolia lave & 
different venation. Again var. pyrifolia hus the serration of the 

leaf as in the type, while the other two varieties have big teeth 
earing one or two smaller ones on their sides. 

The varieties may be placed thus in a diagram : 

leaves elongated 

type var. 
Marua 

larger ral larger lateral 
veins acy ar cone veins arising low 

low down on down on mid- 
mid-rib ; rib; teeth 

teeth small. large 
|. var. var, 
Pyrifolia Corylifolia 

leaves ovate 

e close parallel veinlets of QO. ol/torius never occur in C. 
Sth but the double serration is exactly the same. U. «bito- 
rius ix never bitter, and is widely eaten ax well as grown for fibre ; 

dwarf varieties of (. i ae ae is a garden plant. We shall dis- 
cuss it on another occasio 



80. Narnaul and its Buildings /Continued). 

By G. Yazpant, M.A. 

(3) Tue Toms or SHan Witayar. 

Opposite to oe Shah’s tomb, to the west of it, is 
situated the tomb of Shah Wilayat. It is a building of the 
Tughlaq period. "The author of Gulzar Says that the eastern 
Scletsniles and the dome were erected by ’Alamj‘Khan Mewati 
in 760 A.H. or 1357 A.D. A portion of the slisloatre also was 

eur which are the characteristics of the middle Pathan style. 
The arches, after the fashion of the time, have the ogee curve, 
and the roofs are . has ordinary Jaina style, similar ‘to the 
diagram of roofing, No. 114, given in Fergusson’s History of 
Indian Architecture tp. 214). The tomb itself is surmounted 
by a bulbous-shaped dome, crested by a finial of the Pathan 
style. The interior of the tomb is a perfect square. It has*some 
paintings, but they are quite modern. e corners are decorate 

by pendentives. The building is in a very good state of preser- 
vation and needs no repairs. But, unfortunately, it ae under- 
one a very bad whitewashing ; if this can be scrape , the 

beauty of the building will ‘be greatly enhanced. There is ‘an 
ee over the doorway of the tomb, which I have read as 

Text. 

when J oye) alas a diy SP pe tygze gw (1) 

L ylle gy oF hat RS ad py Gt Je By (2) 

E> OP] 
= Translation. 

(1) The chiet of chiefs, the old Tark, when he departed 
from this world 

2) The dicho of Wisdom, for the year (the egrets) 
of his death, said, ‘‘Alas! he was a model to saints.”—d531 

A.H.=1137 i‘ D. 

(4) Tae Tome or Suan Nizam. 

The building is of Akbar’s time, and though then the style 

was greatly changed at the capital, yet in places distant from it 

1] The namerical value of the Hae ae sentence gives the bahar 
531, which is the hijra year of the saint’s dea 
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the old style was still prevalent. The tomb itself is a square 
tower of the usual Pathan style. It has an inscription over its 
doorway, which reads as follows :— 

Text, 

O99 TB we ASY EME US y 9 5S 
wSis aids Ga se 5)» e* 

on ai 53 por as aula, eu 

sy AAV 

Translation. 

(1) Alas! the leader of the world, the administrator of 
religion, has passed away, whose holy nature was kneaded out 

of pure light. 
(2) The exalted Shaikh, as he had an angelic disposition, so 

when I counted the date of his death, it came out, ‘He w 

an angel.”—997 A.H.=1589 A.D. 
e tomb has also a mosque in Loksine Maen with it, which, 

scooning to the inscription a ein is of J ahangir's 
tim it appears much more modern and it seems that 
since hes it has undergone SeaMaeabTs © repairs. It has the 
following inscription :- 

Text. 

299.9 SY 59 camel ong BF Ale ud yg) wlS 4 509 (1) 
Loy os Ha? ney gl AS at aoe 5th exh} ei (2) 

Woy eo plbi G—s Jl tile} Gb day Gay & (3) 
Wed cmt pdiol curl as calle 9% 9 apwo giles (4) 

Len} j dsle 5! miggns as gt deme aldo 96 whee (5) 

Wisi Ga eu oof fas yet fle sila) po olb (6) 

ery bert 

Translation. 

(1) In the reign of the king, Nuru-d-din Jahangir, whose 
and in generosity is like an ocean: 

2) The — clay, Ni’matu-l-lah, who has estab- 
lished os custom of ge sity : erty 

In front of ihe’ orb of the axis of the world, the per 
fection of truth, and the administrator of religion and the: 

(4) Built this wonderful and nd mosque, which is a 
match to the holy mosque at J CO ty : : | 
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(5) How can I describe the beauties of his (Ni’matu-l-lah’s) 

mosque, for its qualities are beyond enumeration 
(6) [inquired of the divine inspirer about the date of ene 

building, a voice came, ‘The house of the most high God.” 
1031 A.H.=1622 A.D 

(5) Kuan Sarwar. 

Sarwar in Persian means a tank, Khan Sarwar therefore 
means a ae built by the Khan. The Khan referred to here is 
Shah Qul ens ; 

central building is reached by a causeway t+ 60 yards long 
It consists of one hall only, which is surrounded by a gallery 

e bui is decorated by cut-plaster work painting 

bigger than the others, at the centre. The building is not in a 
dilapidated condition, but it needs repairs. Grass and vegetation, 
which are tearing it, should be removed; plaster has peeled off in 
many places and should be repaired, and the doors which are 
filled up by rubble should be Re tie The building has some 
ere soni which are as follow 

e inscription over the bet i ieahees 

Text. 

dy py! Bay AF pds ed ot (1) 

LEIS Cyd 9 cuz! <tye y OT 

god ly sie yp te o—ye ys (2) 

Ges wld oy ty oF ald 
wT —W wl sl ale est B95 Wee = (3) 

Ly She wtp Ge 2 se yb 
cryye he iy Je cot jr ef (4) 
La wat OF By owe lo yo 

Translation. 

(1) This pleasant building which is the envy of Iram,} its 
water and air are refreshing like Paradise 

(2) It was built in the reign of Akbar, the victorious, the 

! Iram, the celebrated but fabulous gardens, said to have been anciently 
made in Arabia Felix by a king named Shaddad bin “ad or Iram bin 

ad. 
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king who has placed his foot on the heads of the kings of the 

ee (3) As Shah Qali Khan has laid its ERGATA O God! 

make ye durable like the palace of the highest heavy 
he far- -sighte isdom, for the date of a foundation, 

said, = This was built in the year 999 A.H.”—999A.H.=1591 A.D 
The inscription in the north vestibule— 

Teat. 

Sle yl, ls gh sls ods e> (1) 

Wibes 5 osl—md 5S a9 595 wf 
p95 oy gy Fy ty) ya (2) 
whey yt silt eile » wilds hay 

3 eK, y— sas olan pla tel (3) 

eps Rat 92 9 rl ay Jy 9 
cust FS SIG af gy —o5 Gs edge (4) 
oF whys pt wlilS 52 pad 

> ot oT 3 ots @ whe Cf (5) 
wT <lye # wl ad 152, arb 

ge ile} wale 5 hk (6) 
we eyo oi che, bl yo B 
ABs sty 3 goleed le Sipe eay% (7) 
Os Cy pile Cay we onf 

r= Ie! 

Translation. 

) Jamshaid in dignity, Shah Quli Khan, the honour of the 
ye iatee he who has carried away the ball of valour from his 
rivals 

(2) Generous like the ocean, grave like the mountain, of 
exalted rank ; a second Rustam and the Hatim Tai of this time : 

) ay the wine of joy be ever in his palate, may he be 
victorious in the day of battle and prosperous in the day of 
entertainment. 

(4) He has built atank which is a second Kausar, and a 
— like the garden of Tram i in the middle of i 

the acid air of Paradise is a specimen of its air. 
6) O God! keep it safe from the vicinus of time, so that 

he may sit in joy and exultation in this house. 
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(7) I inquired of Wisdom about the date of its Noa 

the reply, “the house of Grace,” came to the ear of, my soul. 
1001 A.H.=1593 A.D. 

(6) THe Toms or SHan Quit Kaan, 

This building is said to have been originally situated in the 
midst of an extensive garden, which was enclosed by a 
wall. The founder, during his lifetime, used it as a place of 
recreation and feasting, but after his death it became the solemn 
resting-place of his mortal remains. The tomb consists of an 

garden, except a ruined wall and a dilapidated aettheg towards 
the west. The tomb has the following inscription 

The inscription over the south doorway — 

Text. 

se cut ded se ily sy Ge wyapS soy foyos (1) 
ae dhl wd wee hy: lime (iilthe wle aistf oy? (2) 

tls eateeis ent Oty Re py Slee ple oF @isS Jor (3) 

LyS 5 ne df (50k, oleh Fa yo By ab gS (4) 

(er TAF 
Translation. 

(1) The eye of the sky has not seen its match, for in 
elegance it is unique and single. 

(2) Its roof is polished like a mirror, and its exterior is 
transparent like its interior. 

(3) I said in my mind, “0 God! what would be the chrono- 
gram of this penne building.” 

(4) Wi uddenly, for the date of its completion, said, 
“The strong and sates dome.” —982 A 64 A.D. 

The inscription over the north arch—_ 

Text, 

SES sah ys SRG eyo beim tedyy wil (2) 

ah erm WIE waa yp oH dyn ty le oni owt AS (3) 
eR OER 
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Translation. 

(1) The exalted Nawab, Shah Quli Khan, when he founded 
this tomb: 

(2) The guardian of Paradise as it were opened a door 
from heaven to this place. 

(3) Whoever saw this high dome said, ‘‘ May mercy be upon 
the Khan.” 

4, * © ** # *&* F & eo ee Shoe Met seo, SEE Seek, 

Ata small distance from the tomb of Shah Quli Khan to 
the N.E. of it, is situated the tomb of his brother Islam Quli 

Khan. It is a brick building and possesses no architectural 
beauty. 



81. Some Folk-Tales from Hazramaut. 

By Lrevt.-Cotonet D. C. Paittorr, Secretary, Board of 
Examiners, Calcutta; and Mr. R. F, eae Arabic 

Instructor, Board of Examiners, Calcutta 

[A first series of these stories was published in the Journal and Proceedings 
of the Society, Vol. II , No. 9, of 1906. In an aang note, the 
origin of she ese stories and some peculiarities of the 
of the Hazrami dialect, in which they are written, were touched upon. ] 

i 

Story or tHe Unscruponous Liar.! 

There was once an Arab dwelling in a village, who was a 
nuisance to his hh kata tricking them orery, day by a lie. On 
the day our story opens he came and stood at the foot of 
the mountain dosite to the pass* and Mee out, “ Flesh, flesh.” 
(Now it is an Arab custom that when a camel brea s down, he 

that first sees it cries out “ Flesh’; the people then eotlonk and the 
owner of the camel distributes its flesh free and without price). 
The people heard the cry of the liar, not knowing that it was he. 

So they came out to the cry, but the crier returned to the village, 
and arrived at the village and found it empty. He then took up 
his basket saying to himself, “ Perhaps it’s true.”5 So he went 
out and followed the crowd, thus causing needless trouble to 
himself and others, It has now become an Arab proverb, “ He 
cries ‘Flesh,’ and he says ‘ Perhaps it’s eaar” ” ; meaning that a man 
puts people on a false scent about something to be gained and 
then says, ‘“‘ Perhaps they really are getting something.” 

II. 

Tae Srory oF THE Bepovurn THIEVES AND THE Poor VILLAGERS. 

There was a village of x4 emer ee by harmless* Lt a 
and there were in the neighbo d Bedouins that 
harass their village. Now, on the Nartlouilas night of our iis 

. i Shi‘d. 
milar 7 is told of snithes, who was noted for his greediness ; 

vide "adel 
4 Masékin, =e origin of the French mesquin. 

6 QW S13 Zcka 'l-laylah. 
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two of them camie to the house of a certain man who was sleeping 
with his wife. The couple became aware of the presence of the 
thieves. The man shook up his wife and said, “ Thieves on the 
roof,” Said his wife, “No, they are not thieves. Were they 

thieves, they wouldn’s have come to the east part of the house, 
when our valuables are in the south.” Now, there was in the 

south, a wall so delapidated that were anyone to cross it, it would 
fall. A thief overheard what the woman said and called to his 

the house.”* He replied, ‘Come on.” They went to the south of 
the house and the wall came before them. There was no other 
way except across it, so they got on it. Now, there was a well 

this?” She said, ‘* Right; those were thieves that you perceived. 
They heard me say that our valuables were in the southern portion 
of the house. Now my sole idea in saying this was to make them 
go to the south of the house, as I knew they had no other way but 

over the wall.” In the morning, the man looked down the well and 
saw the thieves. He said to. them, ‘ Who-are these in. the 

well ?” They said, “‘ We; men of such and sucha tribe.” He said, 
‘What brought you here?” ‘They said, “‘ We came to rob your 
house, but fate decreed otherwise. Now, take us out of the well.” 

e said, ‘* No, no; die where you are.’”’’ He went and called the 

elders of the village to consult with them. They came, and he 
said to them, “Such and such is the case. What do you say ?” 
They said, “Cast stones at them till they die; and when dead, 
take them out and bury them.” ) 

What have yon tosay to this ? The llagers said, ‘‘ We will con- 
sult together and then give you an answer.” The people of the vil- 
lage consulted together, and a confess the they 
confessed saying, ‘‘ We killed them; it is now for you to decide ; 

_ We will agree al terms.” The Bedouins said, “* We want the 
} t blood customary amongst genuine Arabs.” . They sai 
‘All right”; and they paid the blood money. When I left, the 
Bedouins were stillin the village = = ss 
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iI. 

THe Buinp Turer. 

(A true story.) 

There was once a man who was in the habit of stealing the 
ripe fruit from off the date-palms. At night he used to take his 
rope, and having by day studied the trees and marked those that 

bore.a fine crop, he would climb them and pluck as much as 
wanted. Fate decreed that he should become blind ; but still he 
did not give up his old habit. The people cried out and com- 
plained in he him, and said to one another, “* What can we do to 

One So-and-so t of them said, “I will show you what to do.” 
They sai “What can you do? God has already blinded him for 
his evil deeds.” He replied, “ Right; in the afternoon he is 
always seen sitting close to the water- wheel. When he takes his 

i he 

rned their conversation on the date-crop. One said, ‘ The date 

A let of So-and-so has very fine dates.” The man who came last 
said, “ Ah, but not like the dates I haveseen on the palm of So-and- 
so!” The blind man was listening. Now, this tree was withered 
and had no longer any leaves. Having sat there for a while, each 
went his way. The blind man waited till night; then took his 
rope, and went to the palm tree. Having gone there, he tied his 
rope round it and went up, feeling all the time for the foliage and 
saying to himself, “Now I'll come to hci. now I will come to 
them,” until at last his rope went up into the air over the bare 
top of the tree, and he fell to the grote and killed himself. In 
the morning he was found dead under the date tree, and was 

taken away and buried. 
as as the proverb has it, ‘No star sets but another yet 

ighter appears’; when I left these eda another thief had 
risen who stole both by day and by ni ight 

IV. 

THe WoMAN WHO HAD a LOVER. 

ey certain man met a woman in the market-place; he was of 
mean appearance, while she was very beautiful. He accosted her 
and said, ‘OQ So-and-so, I am in love with thee, and want thee to 

give me a meeting.” She said, “ What art thou saying? Hast 

thou ever heard or known of an ass riding a mare ?”’ He said, ‘Am 
ITanass?” She said, ‘‘ To me t thou art an ass ; to others, may be 

not.” "os said to her, “Very well,” and went his way. Two months 
later, a marriage took place in ‘the town where the woman dwelt. 
The man went to the marriage feast. He arrived at the town. 
Now this ian due a lover. He enquired after the woman and 
they said to him, “She is at home, and So-and-so is with her.” 
He came to i. Peas and found itshut. He heard talking inside 
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and stopped to listen. He heard the man say to the woman, “I 
shall wait for thee at such and such a place.” Now this place was 
a lonely one. The woman said, * Very well! Listen, I will bring 
thee some supper there.” The listener caught their words and 
wentaway. At sunset, he took two lamp-wicks and lighted them. 
After a while the woman’s lover arrived. Putting the lighted 
wicks in his ears, he advanced towards the lover. The latter took 

him for a devil and fled, A sbort while after, the woman came 
with her lover’s supper. She arrived at the spot and said to him, 
“Take thy supper ; by the time thou finishest thy supper I will be 
back again.” He took the supper and supped. After some time 
the woman cameand sat down. He caught hold of her, and 
while possessing her, he brayed like an ass. The woman oie, 
“Ho! who is this?” He said, “ The ass riding the mare.’ 
ee departed greatly grieved, but the man went off in high 
ge 

Wi 

heli in nee. % 
s an Arab proverb, “Take the meat and return the 

money,” see os that if you buy a good article you will not regret 
its price, 

VA 

Tue Bepouin anp THE TIGER.* 

There was a Bedouin who once lost a camel and went search- 
ing for it from valley to valley. When night overtook him, he 

1 The ge ve of a valley and of a town in Yam 
+ “the Saker falcon,” and in Yaman colloquially “ clever.” 

he p point is that the meat was a fine piece and worth the money. 
In moderna era colloquial Arabic Namir is “ tiger,’ but classically 
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met a tiger who advanced against him with intent to kill him.! 
The Bedouin said to thetiger, ‘‘Thy protection, O Abu’l-Haris!” 
So the tiger turned aside and went on walking by the side of the 

Th 
precipice, and the tiger came and lay down on the edge, a little 
below him. The Bedouin waited till the tiger was asleep and then 
he treated him as Jews treat those who chum? with them: giving 
him a kick, he landed him at the bottom dead. In the morning 
the Bedouin found the tiger dead fe the foot of the precipice. 
The Bedouin then went his way, but eight days after he was 
covered with leprosy. When I left, the ‘Motouin was segregated, 
neither alive nor dead. 

bg eB 

THE SHAYKH AND HIS DAUGHTER. 

e was once a Shaykh, who had a daughter. He had n 
other se at besides her. When the girl grew up, his brother’s 
son came,asking her handin marriage. Her father refused, saying, 

“Thou art poor and hast no property. I will not give thee my 
danghter.” After some time, there arrived at the village a 
young vagabond, a son of a weaver, The Sha kh saw him and was 
pleased with his "looks. He said to him, * Whose son art thon? ” 

drove me out.” The Shaykh then nay “Dost thou wish to stay 
with me? I will take from thee a written agreement that thou 
wilt stay with me, and I marry thee to my daughter.” The boy 
said, ‘“‘ Very well.” N on day, the Shaykh called the Qazi and had 
the document written; and, as promised, he married him to the 

. girl. The night of sy pectin the boy went in to the girl ; but 
as he approached her, she repulsed him. He wa s frightened and 
slept alone. In the morning, the girl’s father came in to see her. 

soon as he entered, she said to him, ‘“‘ This boy you have given 
me cannot be the son of a Shaykh, nor can he be a Qabili*; he 
is either a weaver’s son or a carpenter’s son.” Her father asked 
her, ‘“ Why, how didst thou find “this out?” She said, “ He is 

nothing." "The Shaykh took the boy away with him, and pressed 
him till he confessed that he was a weaver’s son; so he drove him 

away. Next day, he sent for his nephew and married him to the 
girl. That night he went in to the girl and drew near her. She 
addressed him arrogantly, saying, “‘ Keep off! Goover there.” He 
went up to her, seg her by the forelock, threw her on the ground, 
and cuffed her with h his hand. After that he said to her, ‘“ Get up 
and light my pipe.” Then he said to her, ‘‘ Shampoo my feet.” 

1 A kunyah for the lion or tiger from > “to strive for one’s living.” 

2 aly “‘ to live with another.” 3 i,e., we quarrelled, 

; Py * one of the we — Ee 
“he has no spirit in 
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He passed the whole night saying, ‘‘ Do this,” and “Do that,” 
not allowing her to close her eyes in sleep. In the morning her 
father came. As soon as he entered, she began to cry. He said 

to her, “ Why dost thou cry?” She related to him all that her 
cousin had done. Her.father said to her, ‘‘ This is the son of So- 

and-so, a boy of blood and spirit! He is not a weaver’s son!” 
When I left them, the youth and his wife were living together 
happily. 

Vill. 

Story or Yahya ‘Umar, toe GuImTaR-PLAYER. 

(A true story.) 

Yahya ‘Umar was a native of San‘a® He left San‘a* and 
eame to India. He arrived at Baroda, and there married. After 

Calcutta ; and from Calcutta to Madras; and from there, after an 
absence of sixteen years, he went back to Baroda. He went to 
live with the Arab colony which is at Baroda. After some days 
the Arabs said to him, ‘We think that thou. oughtest to marry 

here.” ‘ Very well,” said he. Now the woman whom he had first 

“Certainly.” So they went to the girl’s uncles, who consented, 
and the marriage was decided on. The night of the marriage, 
Yahya ‘Umar hired a house that had an outer hall. At night he 
went in to the girl, Now it was a habit of his not to sleep until 
he had played and sang, and in the verses he sang he 

ee 
words Yahya ‘Umar. When he had: finished his tune, he 

approached the girl. She said to him, “Keep away from me.’ 
e said to her, * Why?” She asked him, “ Wert thon ever in 

oO 

1 ie., Dethi, Agra, ete. ~ =. Sn ieee ea 
2 Persian and Indian poets always mention their takhallus or ‘nom de 

plume,’ but not so Arab poets. il , a 8 
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he went out and slept alone. The next day, he left Baroda 
Pe ‘journeyed to Arabia, where he married his daughter to a man 
of his own tribe—but I was not present at the marriage feast. 

12. @ 

Story or tHE Necro Suave. 

(Illustrating the stupidity of negroes.) 

There was once an Arab who owned a negro slave. One day 
he said to the negro, “‘ Go and stay in the watch-tower to- night.” 
The negro delayed in going, and only set out after sunset. When 
he reached half-way, he came upon an irrigation water-wheel. As 
he entered it,! an owl hooted. The negro stepped and cried out, 
“I am the slave of Ba- Ngetah!* Do you wish us good or evil ? ” 
At that moment, an Arab who was passing by heard the words of 
the negro. He ‘stopped and said to himself, “ Has this negro met 
with enemies here or what is it?’’ Then he heard the cry of the 
owl, and saw that gag ta it cried, the negro cried, “ The slave of 
Ba-Ngetah. Friend or foe?” The negro passed the whole night, 
standing where he was. in the morning, the owl flew away ; 
the negro, on seeing it, began to abuse it, and said, ‘‘ God curse sy 
father and th ly grandfather! It was only an owl, and I took it 
for enemies.” ‘I'he negro then went to the watch-tower, while the 
Arab went to his village, which wasalso thatof the negro. Having 
sat in the watch-tower for some time, the negro returned to the 
village. The next evening his master again ordered him to go to 
the watch-tower. He set out early in the afternoon, and passed 

the night inthe tower. Inthe morning a party of men came down 
the pass. The negro shouted at them saying, “Stop where you 
are!” and he forthwith fired two shots. One of the men said to 
him, “ Why, how is this, O Mubarak! We are of such and a a 
tribe, and we are simple wayfarers.”’ The negro said, “ Who 
it?” The man said, “JI, So-and-so.” The negro said, hy My 

sot 
piccanniny.” Then the negro said, “ Pass on.’’ When the Arab 
who had passed the night listening to the negro and the owl, came 
up, he addressed the ne sayin eo a was all this, O Mubar. rak 

water-wheel together with the owl?” The negro said, 
where wert thou?” He said, “I was in my house.” ee eet 

“Who told you then?” “The devil told me,” saidhe. The negro 
thereupon lighted his matchlock, and firing at the Arab, hit him. 

The villagers came and found Dia Arab stillalive. Then the master 

of the slave went to the pert said, “* What is this, O So-and- 

so?’ He answered, see.” He said, “But what didst 
hos say to the negro?” ae answered, ae aid nothing,” and he 

1 Many of these wells have roofs to protect the bulloc 
2 Ba for Abu and Ngetah for Nuqayfah; lit., the ‘ "fathead of the mole; 

he with the mole.”’ 
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related to him the affair as it happened, and how the negro — 
passed the night in the company of the owl. The wounded ma 
died, and was carried away and buried; while Ba-Ngetah got ie 
and journeyed with the negro to the port of Makallah ' and sold 
him to Al-G‘ayti2 I was there when Ba-Ngetah took the slave 

away, but was not present when he returned, and so! cannot tell 
you for how much he sold him. 

aks 

Story or tHE MONKEY. 

(4 true story.) 

here was once a native of Yaman, who brought up a monk 

and whatever he ordered it to do, it would do. One day, the man 

said to himself, “I'll travel.” So he journeyed from country to 
country, till he came to Java. There he amused the people with 
the pranks of the monkey. One day he gave a performance under 

having "du ug a grave in the house, buried him. In the morning 
they let the monkey loose in the market place. The monkey then 
ran through the market crying out, till it arrived at the governor’s 

house. The oe ernor heard the cries of the monkey and said, 

matter with the monkey.” Then the police came, and the governor 
ordered them, saying, “ Go with this monkey.” So the monkey 
went before and they followed, till it brought them to the house 

where its master was buried. Lew ent in and they followed it. 

It went up to the spot where the man was buried, and began to dig, 
The police pushed it aside, and dug, and found the corpse. The 
seized the inmates of the house and took them to the governor. 

The latter questioned them and they confessed; “For the sake of 
his money we killed him.” The governor sentenced them to six- 
teen years’ imprisonment. He then took the monkey and sent it to 
Aden, and — Aden it was taken to Yaman, and I was there 
when it a 

XI. 

THe Havunrep Movnratn Pass. 

a custom of the Hazarim® to foregather in the market 
sisiee in x oie afternoon, and also after nightfall. One night three 

: Makallah in Arabia; a port of Hazram 
2 Al-Gayft for Al-Qu‘ th 3 Natives of He AL Quays, e name of a pore. 
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pepune were sitting pelea: talking. One of them said, “ Any- 
ne who goes to such and such a pass, as far as the rock-pool, and 

comes base ks him | will give four dollars.” One of his hearers 
said, “ T'll do it.” The other returned, “‘ But on one condition. I’ll 

ai hens: to me, you are not nin, this I say before So- 
and-so and So-and-so.”” ‘“ Very well,” said the other, “ T will now 
go and fetch you a ram as agreed upon.” “Go and bring it,” 
returned the other. Sohe went and brought the ram ; and the man 

he killed the ram and skinned it; and having lighted a fire, he 
began roasting it. When he had finished, there appeared before him 
three females of the Jinn, a mother and two daughters, who said 

to him, “ Divide it.” When they said, “ Divide,’’ he was filled with 
fear and died on the spot. 

man with whom he had made the wager and his other 
friend were waiting for his return, and kept on saying to them- 
selves, ‘‘ Now he will Beda now he will return,” until morning. 

trace of it. ‘The next night, another man came and said, ‘ O So- 
and-so, you laid a hey with So-and-so and he died in such and 
such a pass. Now, J will lay a wager with you.” The other 
replied, ‘‘ Look el you will mee t with just the same fate as 
So-and-so.”” “ Itis no affair of yours,” returned he. “ Very well,” 
said the other, ‘‘ but on the same conditions that were between So- 

reached the pool he was seized with fright and returned at 
— bringing back the ram alive. He came to where the company 

as sitting, and said to the owner of the ram, “Take your ram, 
stink here are four dollars as agreed upon.” So the man 
took the four dollars, and also the ram. The third night, yet 
another man came and said, “‘ O So-and-so, you laid a wager with 

So-and-so and So-and-so; the first died and the second ‘brought 

back the ram alive. Now Ill bet with you; either you will win 
from me four dollars, or I'll win four dollars from you.” The 
other replied, “ Look here ; So-and-so died, and So-and-so went half 
way and came back with the ram alive ; now I think that yon, too, 

ill either die or bring back the ram alive.” The man 
said, “If I bring back the ram alive, you shall have four 
dollars ; and if I die, you are not responsible ; this in the presence 
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of So-and-so and So-and-so.” ‘‘ Very well,” said the other. So he 
went and brought a ram and gave it to him. The other went off 
leading the ram. e arrived at the pool, killed the ram, and 
skinned it. Then he gathered some wood, lighted a fire, and 
roasted the meat. When he had finished roasting it, the three 
females of the Jinn, already mentioned, came an said t o him 
“ Divide!” He said, “ All right, wait a bit.” He then sn the 
roasted meat and put it into the skin. The old woman came and 
caught hold of the skin ; but he, taking up a firebrand, struck ber 
with itin the face, and then ran off, taking the meat with him. The 

two girls started after hin, and one of them came up so close 

her breast. He felt her do this; so when she turned back, he, too, 
turned; and hanging the skin ona tree, he followed her at a dis- 
tance. When the daughter reached her mother and sister, the mother 
said, “Has he escaped both of you?” She whohad sprinkled the 
man with her milk said, ‘“ No, he did not escape us; I overtook 
him and sprinkled him ‘with the milk. He cannot escape; he 

then will no harm befall him, But if he does not cauterize the 
milk, he dies.” The man heard the words of the daughter and 
turned b ack. He went to the meat and took it. He then came to 

where chs company had been seated and found them still there. 
He produced the skin, handed it to the man with whom he had 
laid the wager, and said to him, “Take out the meat and examine 
it to see whether any portion is wanting, or whether it is whole 

The other pg meat out of the skin, and found 
it whole; so he gave him four dollars and half the meat. The 
man then went to his house, Gehied a fire, threw a needle into the 

fire, and cauterized every joint. Thus he met with no injury— 
and this is the story of the Haunted Pass. 

PLL? 

Srory or Aba Nu*s anp wis Broruer. 

Abi Nu*as had a dissolute brother, a gambler and a rake. 
One day he met with such bad luck in gambling that he found 
himself without even clothes on his back. He went to his 

brother, who said to him, “ What state is this t hae He said, ‘It 
is as you see.” 
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standing at the door, so he said to her, “ Who i is this in the 
house?” She said, “This is my mistress.” He said to her 
“Go and ask your mistress if sie will take a hundred dollars to 
allow me to have a good look at her.’ The negress went in and 
informed her mistress. Her mistress said, “ Bring in his hundred 
dollars.” he negress went out and said to him, “ Give me your 

hundred dollars and my mistress will look out from the window, 

a ucan gaze at her till you are tired,’ He gave her the 
hundred dollars. She went up with the hundred dollars, and the 
girl looked out from the wiudow above. He gazed at her till he 
was tired, and then went back to his brother. A few days after, 
his brovher asked him, “ What have you done with the hundred 
dollars +” He said, “ Faith, a mere girl has robbed me of them.” 
His brother said, ‘‘ And how did she manage to do that?” He 
replied, * 1 saw that the girl was very pretty. WhenI first saw 
her |-did not get a good look at her; so I asked her slave-girl, who 
was standing by tne door, who the girl in the house was ; and she 
said it was her mistress. | then said to the slave girl, ‘ Let your 
mistress take a hundred dollars and allow me to have a good look 
at her.’’’ His brother said to him, ‘ Did ek both look at her and 

possess her, or simply look at her?” He said, ‘No; nothing but 
@ look.”:-. ‘* "Very well,” said Abu Nu*is, ‘ ‘oat up and show me her 
house.” ‘The other answered, “ All right, come along!” Then Abi 
Nu*is rose and brought a ram, and went with his brother, leading 

the ram. When n they arrived under get house where the girl lived, 
the brothey said, “ In this house.’ a Nu*as jumped forward 
and said tw his brother, “Catch hold a fe ram.” So he caught 
hold of the ram; then Abi Nu*ds kept on sayin 1g in a loud voice 
under the house, “ Hold it for me, hold it tight.” The girl heard 
the cries and looked out. Then Abu N: was said to his brother, 
“Have a good look for nothing now that rams are being 
slanghtered!” Having killed the ram, he skinned it, putting the 
flesh and bones aside. He then distributed the flesh, giving the 

slave-girl a large quantity. She took the meat to her mistress, 
who said to her, “ From whence is this meat?’’ She said, “ From 
the man who killed the ram.” At night, Aba Nu*as said to the 
negress, “ I'll pass the night here, under the door.” “All right,” 
said the slave-girl. When the first- watch of the night had 
passed, tive street dogs td attracted by the smell of. the fl-sh, 
Abu Nu*as threw a bone at them, and they all scrambled round 
him. He then shouted Stik: The negress looked out and said, 
“ What is the matt-r with you?” He said, “ The dogs are eating 
meup.” Then the girl said, “ Bring him inside the “porch.” So 
the negress came and o opened the porch for him and closed the 
door. After a while, the cats caine, also attracte by the smell of 
the flesh. He threw a bone to them, and they scrambled for it. 
He cried out, and the girl ne to her negress, “ Bring him up and 

let him stay outside the door.” So she brought him up, and he 
remained outside the door. “The cats followed and he threw them 

a bone, and they again scrambled for it, and he again cried out, 

The girl thei said, “ “Bring him inside the room.” Bo the negress 
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brought him in and showed him a place near the girl’s bedside. 
Abi Nu*as lay down flat on his back, while the girl looked on, 
* % * * * * * 
* * * * * % * 

In the morning, her mother came and saw Aba Nu*as sitting 
there. She said, ‘Who is this man?” Her daughter answered, 
“A stranger. He has got something so nice that once you have 
tasted it you will never give it up.” The old woman cried out, 
“This is what produces children !” When Abu Nu*as heard this 
he began to cry aloud, ‘My children, my children!” The old 
woman said, * Don’t disgrace us.” He s aid, “I wont listen; I 

want my children, my children.” She eid: “Be quiet; people 
will hear us.” He said, ‘ And what is that to m eP” She said, 
“Take a hundred dollars and keep silent.” He said, ‘ No.” 

“Two hundred.” ‘No.” “Three hundred.” ‘No.’ “ Four 
hundred,” He agreed to four cuctied: He took the four 
hundred and went away. Half he gave to his brother and half he 
took himself. His brother soon lost his two hundred in gambling, 
and came back to Ab# Nu*ds. The latter said to him, “I gave 
¥ 

your brother.” This | is the story of Aba Nu*as and his brother. 
When I left them Aba Na*as was a man of great _—. while his 
brother went in need of his supper. 

XIII. 

Story or THE Kurbi. 

There is a tribe by the name of Kurb, which had a blood-feud 
against the t of Yam ; so three of them met together, and one 
of them who" had been wronged 8 said, ‘ Let as make a raid upon 
the Yam tribe.” One of the other two replied, “It won’t do; their 
country is far off, and there is nothing on the road,” He who had 
been wronged said, “ Will you come along with me, or must I go 
alone?” ‘The others said, “If you intend to go alone, we must, — 
course, join you. If we’re killed, we’re killed, and if we live. 
live.” ' So they agreed to make the j journey, and set off, taking with 
them only one solitary camel. Two used to ride on the camel, 

er two proceeded on their beef "and the camel surbaeed the sea 
and they were all submerged and drowned. The one who was 
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walking pursued his way after his friends, but when soa reached 
the sea, he felt the water and so turned back. He sat under a 
tree till morning. hen it was daylight he looked a and saw 

for three days. In the afternoon of the third day, he came upon 
an encampment of Bedouins whose tents were of camel hair. He 
entered one of the tents, and there found a man and a woman. 
The man wished to kill him; but the woman peas at him, saying, 
“There is no need to kill him; he is but a stranger. t night 
they brought him some foo ad. After he had supped, he said to 
them, “I wish to sleep.” So they pointed out to him a place to 
sleep in, which happened to be on the path to the tent. ‘Towards 
midnight the woman’s real husband arrived, and seeing a strange 
man arings roused him and said, “* Who are you? Whence do 
you come He answered, “‘ I am a poor man, coming from the 
Kast.” a woman’s lasband then went in to his wife and saw 

the man with her. He drew out his sword and gave him a blow, 

and, making the stranger mount, too, bound him tightly, 

intending to cast both of them into the sea together. He started 

off, leading the camel by the nose, and they arrived at the sea- 
shore. Now, there was by the shore a naws tree,'! and the man 
passed under it with thecamel. The stranger saw the tree, and, 

cast it into the sea, and returned, leading his camel, all eb on 
thinking that the stranger was with the slain man, Afte 
time, the stranger came down from the tree and said to himself, 
“ Where shallI go now? By God, I will not go anywhere put 
to these Bedouins! It’s either life or death.” So he went to 
another tent and saw there an old man and an old woman. He 
greeted them and they returned the greeting. They said to him, 
“ Of what country are Migs and where are you going?” He yeu 
“ Faith, I am from the East, and I was going South ; but I no 
want to return East.” When it was morning, the Jd man neil, 

pledge you my faith,” saidthe old man. ‘ This being so,” said 
the stranger, ‘‘ listen ; the owner of that tent killed your son and 
threw him into the sea.” The old man said, “ Ha, is it so?” 
He said, “Yes.” Thereupon the old man sent a summons 

1 Said to be a kind of low palm. 
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to. his friends. They came and he said to them, ‘‘So-and-so has 
iled my son.” After consulting together they decided to kill the 

man who had killed the old man’s son, So twelve from among 
them weut to the man, and called to him to come out. s he 
came out to meet them, they killed him; two of them cut him 
down with their swords. The friends of the slain man then came 
and said, ‘‘ Who killed So-and-so ?” They said, ‘‘ The men of such 

and such a family.” The friends then said, “ Up and at them.” 
So they had an encounter, and twelve persons were killed, They 
then separated. After that the old.man said to his companions, 
“ This stranger brought me news about my son, how So-and-so had 
killed him ; otherwise my son’s blood would have gone unavenged. 
Now I have bound mysel: to convey him to his country, but Iam old 
and want the strength todo so. Whatsay your” “ Of course,” 
they said, “ the young ones will see to this; since you have bound 
yourself, they will convey him there.” He said, “I have pledged 
my faith to do it.” So they sent three men with him. The 

journeyed on till they pointed out to him the mountains of 
Hazramant. When he had seen the mountains, they said, “ This 
is Hazramant ; those are its mountains: now we must return.” e 

said, * Very well, go back.” So they turned back, while the Kurbi 
continued on his way to Hazramaut. Now, this is the story of the 
Kurbi and his companions. . 

LY 

ANOTHER Srory or Abu Nu*as. 

Abi Nu*as livedin Yaman.' Once he journeyed from Yaman 
to Sham with a hundred dollars, for the purpose of trading. On 
his arrival in Sham, he met with a certain man. The latter said 
to him, “Whence do you come, gentle sir?’’? He said, “ From 
Yaman.” ‘And why did you come?” He said, “1 came to 
trade.” The other said, “But why trade? I will give you 

morrow morning.” Aju Nu*fs said, “ Allright.” Next day the 
Syrian rose and brought a team of oxen to Abu Nu‘as, without 
any ropes, and also a plough without ropes, and said to him, 
“Go with these oxen to my field: if you can work them without 
ropes, I will give youa hundred dollars; if you cannot, | will take 
from you the hundred dollars you have.” ‘Aba Nu*ias sail, “ All 

ght.” He then took the oxen and went to the field. Seizing a 
knife he cut a strip of skin from the nape of one ox up to its tail ; 
then he went to the other ox and did to it as he had done to its 
fellow. He then took one of the strips and yoked the plough by 

1 Abu Nu'as, the famous conrtier of Haériin™® ” -Rashid, did’ not live in 
Yaman. 

2 Lit., “Oh thou of noble face.” 
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means of it, and with the other strip he coupled the necks of the 
oxen. When he had ploughed a first, a second, and a third furrow, 
the oxen died. Ahi Nu*fs then went to the owner of the oxen, who 
said to him, ‘Have you done it?” ‘ Yes,” said Ahi NuFas. 

““And where are the oxen?” ‘The oxen are on the field ay s 
The owner went to the field and found the oxen dead. ' 
returned and went up to Abu Nu*as and abused him freely. Said 
Abu Nu*as, “Vf you are angry, let me have the hundred dollars as. 
agreed between us, and I'll depart.” Said the other, ‘No, Tl 
give you another job” “All right,” said Aba Nu*as. Then the 
Syrian said to him, ‘“‘ Come up with me to my room. and I'll show 

you what to do,” Aba Nu*as went up with him. Now the owner 
of the oxen had a wife, who was then grinding some corn below. 
So he went down to his wife and sxid to her, * If Abu Nu*as comes 
to you, and tells yon to keep quiet, don’t keep quiet.” ‘* All 
right,” she said. He then went up to Ala Nu*ds and said to him, 
“Go down and silence that woman.! If she stops, I will give you. 
the two hundred dollars.” “ Very well,” said Abu Nu*as. He’ 
went down and found sina woman singing. He said to her, “‘ Keep 

1 t listen, he went u 

husband and found him sitting there. The latter said to him, 

‘“* Have you silenced her?” He said, “ Yes,” The husband went 
down and found his wife dead. He came back to Abu Nu*as and 
abused him even more than before. Abi Nu*as said, “ Don’t abnse 
me; if you are angry, give me my money and Tl go.” The 
Syrian said, “No, I am not angry; IL’ll give you another job.” 
Abia Nu*as said, “Very well.” The other said, “ Stay here until 
: show you what todo.” At night the rain began to ~ Then 
he Syrian roused Aba Nu*ds and said to him, “ Go down and put 
the heads of the sheep * under cover.” “ All right,’ ’ said ‘Aba Nu*as, 

e then went down to where wd sheep were, cut off their heads, 

the owner. The es said to Shim, * "4 poe did you put the heads 
of sheep under shelte “ Yes,” he said. The owner went down 
to see for himself. We found all the cheap slaughtered. He went 
back to Abé tie Sas and abused him roundly. Suid Abu Nu* ur iis, 

“Tf you are a , let me have my money and get ridof me.” Th 
Syrian iaia “And could I have greater cause for anger?” 
So h 

went back to Yaman. 

Da 

Story OF THE LaDDER, THE Foore AND THE Car. 

A certain man died, leaving three sons. His only property 
consisted of a lalder, a fnte and a cat. The sons divided this 

: She would natnrally be singing while grinding the 
“ The heads of the sheep” is an Arabic idiom for “ the | sheep.” 
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property amongst them, and the one who got the ladder left the 
and wandered from place to place, seeking his livelihood. 

Hee came to acertain town, and was there met by a woman, who 

said to him, “ What is this you have with you ?’’. Hesaid, “An 
instrument for straightening the crooked.” She said, “I wish 
you would straighten me ; for my husband whenever he opens his 
mouth says to me, “ You are crooked from heaven to earth.”! 
The man said, “ Very well; what will yougive me} he said, 
“Fifty dollars.” “ All right, ” said he. * Pll straighten you.” He 
went to the woman, made her lie down on the ladder, and bound 
her hands, feet, and neck to it, and then went his way. 
woman's husband came home He said to her, “What is this P” 

She said, “ Some one has arrived in the town who straightens the 
crooked ; now whenever youspeak to me you say, ‘ You are crooked 
from heaven to earth’; so I let him straighten me.’”’ The husband 
rose and loosened the fastenings. He then beat her with a club, 
divorced her, and sent her back to her people. As to the owner of 
the cat, when his brother returned, he said, “ I will now go and try 
to earnaliving.” He tied his cat with a string and went off, travel- 
ling from place to place, till one evening he arrived in a certain 
town, Night overtook him, so he came to a shopkeeper and said to 
him, “ Let me sleep in your shop, and early to-morrow morning 

Pll. go off.” The owner of the shop said, “Do not sleep here; 
come ie me into the house and sea there.” He said, ‘ Very 
well,” and went with him. Now the woman of the house had, ‘with 
her, her lover; so she hid him behind some mats. When the 

some 
e had s arabe, be eid aed * aed ‘All 

oat He, drew the cat near him snd pe it. The bee 

‘ononr ;. not expose me before people.” He said, “I shall go 
tell poe: husband.” The» woman said, ‘‘ Don’t. tell my 

husban ; Pl give you as much as you like.” He said, ‘‘ What 
will you give me?” Sot they began to haggle, and at.Jast a) 
Poon three hundred dollars, So he took three hundred dollars 

er, and went back to his country and met his brothers, 
With the fifty dollars ‘of the’. ae of the ladder; ‘and with these 
three hundred dollars, they opened a shop and placed the owner of 
the flute init, while they themselves went and br ought merchandise. 

L Lit., all, the’ di be ais omukea'é iene | from heaven to. earth, ie. you. ‘could. not 
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6 Gass, “tet us go, repair to.” 8 palaih, ‘came in their way.” 

7 as™, ‘‘ to perceive; notice ; hear.” 

8 OS for d8.f, “to wait.” 
: : + 6 FG 3 

(Mg = ftp 9 YB = FVGa. 1 ged for il. 
+ . 

b Lt, prob. compound of wt and le = ws. 
* 

18 om for cml, 
* « 4 bitch of an old woman” : a term of abuse. 
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pe ¢ wills Os Gye Jd re 1 JG § yb JTL pile aul: cls 

Oy M6 Godt pin QIU GV ipalb ole -Yy Ine ued gd wh 
PPSE (cool IARI Y Sy «eh Cope (F pAydog alt Jat paghis 

pariiscy (etyilid 2 Ab) oli Jat tyally Yio at, sab | 1G 

baba tye oS) ayity BML: IU § alld Ley, SUB woye Gs 

ct aid gQlGF 2 yds ae 1935 8M le pty 9% aelet, , oldt lat 

ge edt Kal ids goal MF 8 wad Aig (cod) Sangys Sally 

wy ey Uy. Rott pyolee , cabal ISG 3 Gal Gy] Gy doyle 

. HAT! 69 ptole gout » roi 

—_ o-— 

os rtuy , so5yo do al) Ay, Umit 1 the only olf 

9! ale oye, . BANS cs 8 yasty coy” ert 5a pd Aled wht 

hb) be, zIll5 aie (yl! crale 2 oT Ts gle oh 9, er, 

C4, os Fav (o9J Ful stPG as py t Or oaty JU Tol 

B age cle Oaks syqtd pant yl oak sad JU . Sirs! alle! yo thet 

LI beng Cleats, geal Ltt tyoadty .xoie IyQit ond tat 9  dadlult 

ps el! dls Bz st 9 53 tplay etyosd} dilic os? 10 ty pracy , toe 

| disJd for ws, the w of the Ist pers. pl. changing to J. 

Aa Pi sla for plan, see preceding note. 

3 walt for ert, “true; genuine.” 

4 9 for 13! (= OW sla ti, “at night”). 

. a “crop; fruit, particularly ‘ the date.’” 

8 yO!, for yo, “to take away.” 

oe 

7 ¥> — sys 8 Saal ‘“ edge.” 

“ we 

9 & Sle, “ waterwheel.” | 10 same, “to: begin.” 
& 
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bila) das (8 ata Cay d bet oy toe JU cab uid bey 

W, ele au peda Wigle bo -dayl UU . een wry 

eae J) ey URI cng todo AS SN! I Gert SS. oly 

CO CoS Th RL CR ood dT tty Lead Lb chy soo nae 
ert se SS ene ee {sel bite, Blt (y)I O35 ye} Lbs LJ} 

pe pay be elt 8 LS Sly. Bpidag tpl ono gplan ert 

aly ils Grae Gold 3 Galo alley ptaic Go aay Lily , 0); albyy 9 

8) 

ley Leys! Lba IV. 

Brom dosl}y |. Aired ahs ary Gee! 3d slyel Gait Ua, 

i NE SWiyh Gayo pule cde FL YU PL pe 

rd § a br 2 JU § 8) OS) sled PS, (<3 § JD 

owe Ua ot vocak YW JU Vesph Oey gla (.oie 

VY Gayl ely keel as ot oldt od ls By. ole} wnzet 
2 DING kes) cx le gl Grbae Ws ops, oll It dey 

1 ogee SW} han OW die GM ley “ryt laaiey peal GS 

Beeb: Repel) J oy al cee ten ad LW US la we pS em 

cb dear a) GIG | Gyble iS) toa lly ii + Se I 
Mt SS aty ppedS bBI 13 Jat bel Ube eU Gaal bi at 

Mey rl Shy Miiyht agi Fury! feist wd ad O59 Gye! 

: een dim. of 25, .« appearance; ’ 

: ae for he, the =e of the fem. esngiog’ta'td 

“ OS for ole 8 ap fie: ** age, ea ct fT 

8 py, * t6. light 50 skindloe fire.” 
yee arn ho 
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Bt mm, Byard! cle Unity , aaclane Lindt cs Ky)! Gyiac 

e MaBgtine Uc Uaey det! chit ui ow we cad vlad 
WLU bald be (cow 5 olde SR pI NE SIP cde, 

Ss? U2, warty doysJ} sla CO rg gay alt (ait 

wel ; dost! J OU teal Seo Se, lerolsey 805 oy), deat 

Bree sty Cal Rest pom oe, . Gu sle slat : YU 915 

syne Das chy 

‘yeall oll ba V. 

2) JG ¢ saly 3005 ayill SIS aly oie Zoled Cat yo oaly ulé 
tone 2 Wet cl) PAS yg a ole po 4, Sad! 1S ds 

a . Jot esx! 3 JU Pad! Alb aro pad SA | oe ore le Ii 

gst oley FRAY) psd chbe we stadt a JS BAN ony pd 

BSE apt aie Moy pou ye cal Lt sett tbe gle 5) 

uk BA! dy, eBat Vy Eye we _ i ag ilke le, aly 

dog Got Gl re) fe Ga os Hh gs 9 PUG, ye 

_ pe aio OS seat aie ee Ort 

Taare [sa 2 ad JU eal se (hee oie » ial thet Fl; 

bial ree :a JU, <n Bly, ¢ ll ws 2 aba Sia) te 

list om 131 aralt thy ley Gl eye ra JG pall oa 

inte JS oF wit Gao» peuees : Syslt Jeet wy eh 

ee eee 

: peo orig. “hawk”; is’ ani epithet, ——— clever. °° 

a A town of: Hass Paton * 

. ®t to oAlie bait ovr wh! “ small coins; change.’ e oe : 

5 The pron.’ ‘8 “refers to: as, ‘word,’ understood. hited ° 
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at cst ats Gye ad ygdu cl? Use aale ele Ag Abperm wf 

gs29t SG, soi alist Sale ast, yell Ssty Ul! agle oe LI} o8 

“8 Say} log pill Wy , dio poi} Slo | Sledb y 1 sly : pres 

coll 38 , Daisy aie ey colic oul geo 533 cro 

« TO 289 «mettle ed onl & wrlolas Ly Ccyomt dlole . yt ob Ut 

vad ute zeit am grat Hh OS cepatlly ete bile She 

Lily. plom ed wo te Plt Gls ow 

exe gf %s PP at me be ls sy 

aAdy get Ko Vil. 

weal es, st HI tall (ye dre Yy oy gate eat oat of 

Jie Edis le ro :a JG. lage) § ald oly lay at oy bo 

Ble thle oy 98) oy be 65 le fom ye oily Sake! J, 

aly Uf » SEG ue Sy Git salle . 23, pe alms gat af, <Joe ob 

» bayby : ‘Thay le pas ety certs abled ol)! el 

le Slay! 9s ¢ GF wySd QI BS elale iii; eset GAS : a Js 

cyte be) By pA we yt SU asalt . Sab 2a JU $ ae 

e eoalt DE hy le et cle Udo al cast eS; . gal oc,| ® 

eb», * quarter !” &), ** to associate intimately with.” 

oes * to kick.” 8 he, ‘to fall.” Aone 

" wie, “issue ; slisaetag: ? wii, “to refuse,” 

6 5s: “young.” ? , 7, i.e., ‘we had words.” fay 

8 Slyle we, Lit, « ru write against you,” i.e., “ bind youin writing.” 
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eat gt Le CTH HBS Called any cit Gye e 58 rid} ales 

So} ySz bo the . gl} Liirhey cst 138 :ay J oI dds on ee 

GAY rd JE let oy L she Ab fel Clay, , ef 

cpr dele lay atods galt oJ US, oh yale s EIU § edge (sub 

a) obey SI My oe orb IW pt oto the oy a} 5 Lt 

emt Bors a GIG lease Gay a , wile as . Gil 

20 ede SH I le oe), ode Gad, bio OF. il 

- eal Wy? _ SAd) wee ald , aad y)} (sy ~s5 2 Ud JU , om Gyo? 

eb S Cop _ 05 Te :OUt Job cary . Srey wor : LJ JG, ow ce 

ghd yu wee wy ds ee « eyt be eal UJ} 3 lads Le 

oy 1a: yt WIG ee oy we Coe ly A ESe Gonsd GAY 

Sot ptoic Gye cra Ut boty . Shlstt Wy ye be as, Jot . Wis 

GEIL Latyl aia,;, 52 
o-— 

> pill yet sty ae VITI. 

dhe, , dial Git lake ab uve ylang io ob UF oo is OW 

Kame} OA) pey3 ye Kangd Kopel}, 92 SS to97 9 E954, , B99! GS! 

_ Hels Jt wle,oia Os EO ces no = cls Keys! gle epatme 

aie Hla dhe phe in om sage sl opty piel oro WI! BEM Lo, 

hes spt a 1 IUF Lag oo? prt cre ph O59 Bey? Hd! Gl 

le “Giles we dA} (ool! hess Hip soak ted UG. ey st 

ciley ui aie Ct CAL culing _ a0 98 est, . desu 

so glen pps poe come, ep! we oy yp WHAT Lpny ; Ket 

oH 

I shy, “one of the fighting families in a tribe.” 2 She for Bla | 

8 pide, ‘one who plays the Co, ‘a kind of guitar, ’” 
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> yise lyssy Kl) caialt [yee mille Ag) doped} das Slo dc yJ} 

Oat WY, kab yee 85) rot ad IG 6 oe se” 

aye AE Ab? red JU yl SBS mat ge Od8U Tay, 

OS ALU sts od! Sy Chee, cdl Jat ov Gt bat, 

le dds aes as Kt, ye Set pet Ge ddoy 

JS WISE Nat Bad 8g , Shay Udy Ltt ply bo aljole Gey ou 

Bod) ci care. Gwe UR ea Gy US ee ge” 

pet ad edd eit le 5 , Ryjbl UB le ow poe ay” 

Sst we Bal! 502 cue oF yt ra IU Gis W JU 3 on 

May Gye As} eyst Loe, Saw 2 JU ShY ray 539 ph 3 JU 

THsle wel we Gals! 2a Gil YU dala) GLE lal yy, 

Pitt al OSE ott yx legle may 5 sl Ko sad} | inbet os! tae 2 

wh wet prally alts 6b com we. ap! Sly pet SAL 

ole le Uf, atlas uo oat, te it 29 cet It pileg , vagy! 

——+6 

ons iba IX. 

LY posal) JG cpr GIS o& Lane sale Gall Ge oaly WW 

aye lel oad) ey peel) om soity oust) ey, aL) Lposdt GS 
one : ool} Ju 4, Kig)} wale et azz > a . aatle (3 ot ey)! 

te ost Milo tM cecal peter Hae po, pd, dbl 
Fd Rak, del 13 wo eyed JU asl, a} _daalt US ow 2 Gayk 

oer JE Add) wale WS eyo US gle ow! 55), did! aye aor 

Y pares Lely | (72 =Ie!. 2 &Leb, « cuest room. ” 
Pa 

$ cr ®, “as soon as,” * Mie, « owl,” 
oo 

& Janth ; yp=tst >. 6 Wy: relative pronoun, = cso}. 
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rAd ppleme Uy ke YO bet le Ghetto slaw did ay 

wy ally gy OM It oly ctyla ewes lt ely oat pom we 

yt dh colt Ut clos _ eles Foe Lpasd} (9 cual} ond. gael, ob 

Sty call ot osll ah. rast i ey: see ad JU apd) ala) 

2d SE oat apes. Gaal Eo Cob Ipod, eral Lal S&  epasdt (6 

Faye & GY roaly YF. SW, Gals Jt peréy «poe 1iiy 
2 J8 yh Us UES me yo sa JU Gab orcjle oll yf Get 

est Syea Be Nese! zed JU. dupe gt pw at JU FLW (cone 

Sy pA Hho heb ty a JU didi, orm Goods cay cyt 

2JU Foy eh post a J FE aGdty cs Rl oy ob 

vg JU glbsr JG Gel JE we YI cat yg Uy, 

pe das old} ap ge. Goidt asbe | lilt Gydy , 2504 U8 onal! US) 

con A JE Goh L c¥St 665 out ra JG owt am ve 

rae gs ali lo ad JU Goa oF so sa JU . Gt) 

ecledt Ludbiy -Rigsly 92 owl oboe po , Wy bo ome le oS 

Rely 2 HSI) ou cSt oath c ymy abst: 6B, caybdng fyalyy 

_ BbBiL La pgs wyda ole Vy tose Uiy 417 po lo lay . pbyaill) 

» pelet abil, . cant cl 6% 92 
ah ae 

2 io Ds 

PE aly one co dele, Fea coor foals ws 

x seed SE prt NS ght OS silt lems age 8) pfs Sarre (oly 

' Abi, “to expire. ” 

3 Makalle, a port on the coast of Hazramaut. 8 &@me for fal. 
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EY Set Ae lls etal lt hey well cll le (0 jslory 

osx ably. Sit ew ced tay cop perl SS oI & 

Iya; dav Per ugly Ipele pric cay dela wad oie Gl 

ct ala, «Bits 9) Salt Gs Iysy BMG, Glo tyelF alt 5 Lo} 

pst} ew ey WI Gott as em es! ch ae ev t9Ss 

gg le Pane re) Ida : JS Flom hs JU. er! civ pois ge 

BOS J. met Se A cit Cull Ge ail Sey Cor? G> 

gt ly eles Slay spt ad JU |, cont lat, esto 

east ar bs GMI cadt th pe ey bell, ald pody . ppetad 

Pee poll! 8x9 Iyis0 I Sezelt LIE rey, l3 ty pe Gado, 

Ipatyg , ant Ua) tyard LSD) fylam  fyisu, ev! tplye | wey ey! 

psm Bhd awl pble : 1) . pts! piles » esis} ore J} ee 

ws ewe Gli Bw, ale ex's fie phe Kw ots) pols pele 

99% 7° Uy creat GS Urey Ula, . Galt be St gyal pac 

0 

“ygurall wat] Ke XI. 

Bog On by 8 SIM OF preity paiiole Wo plas! tpi 

B Oa ly JU eyo) lB, , Ri RM pad Shalt Le Gly | Lon) 

» Sb) By! abet ah ony ol} Gey 131, RW! Gad! LH py bos. 

ie!) od ors 5 le wh) Slike} . ey wy 3) JY (yy posts J 

” 5 " ms ah “te * ein ai 
Sy ayes 4 ahay ais) tole amaddg asd, oo) 

Vopwy, * police.” a ohm, ‘haunted. ” 

8 ele Gel), “one head of sheep.” 

4 ie oe ' 

wr, “to skin.” : © gh,, “to roast. ” 
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ioe » shes Sky @yt WM ole bo olf aise oy yes os” lo, Uely 

Phe 5% My ASL welt cues ray oly pd fad , belt 

cee et le Gh ot 2a JG rer s* Vy p dala ile as 

Viorel Wee ra JG cab ad JG Wy ole doled) jas.) 

day . st Cle, ) _ ale OD :a fl a byt Ise gle (ps 

eile os. (pas ran peal Lt ey pbs ley aie (ast 

COP we pe SB Ye | Glebe ow srt rig I Wtyly Cmms 

PU exe Mot emt SF LL pemdt 2 a cslliy Leaking syne 
en) ist 2 uplalae | gaie rly ab lo Pe _kclesdiy . le, 

walt coll tyaty Fem a) Y, eva Lodt . epaut sh Wega 

[plan gle lo pally .a¥o, cael Inte ce wlan ad oyddh 

abd Sit pW Ls JS, aty lat AoW SLU) Wr tant ot ad 

Be pa JG AEISL Ur cast thy MD Gad ys elroy VS 

oS 2 JG cabal JG  aala cile 2a J. Ms he GU ait 

ab a JF YySle delet pare oy ony Gr oN! by SI) Ge 

_ ei) lel} ney, deb, ec do Cpt OS}. a8) ele aD) 

2 BAS lye) Jy delet oie hh ey > ESL 99 6 SR Wye 

Get dtp SL) BYP OSD. bp me JL) UM My, elegy da 

wy go abl cit WL 2a JU oat, le atl AU Uh pas) 

Sty ber eps lay es™ GPO 95 wily cole Wh ber, ods, 

puke We eb JG, ie at Jb) ey! Te ye Webs Yu, 

SEY ety Ce I oy Hy GF VW 4 wy pole OB 

eal Git) easy Gh IIE ROS Hy coped lt 
. ab a Ju ys ws 5 pos sy — wis . ey & a2} oS 

! Gu, is finish. ” a eee 

5 pm, | ‘noise”; here, “ news. 
* 
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et ST bey Gat! pbsy cht. abt athe, (gal Cle oh 

pat ee pt stdy Ml ely yg peel willy ¢ dmmnoy Rah! ois 

eter crt) JG! dl tb by. tS pol GUY! pyystt Yo , she 

cutndy 5 gel! wha mot os aoe rls red . se le ow - wel 

or Sy. eas 8 jee gn ll oe } aide dé mls 
wo wil aid, alia _ font, bol. sF aby} (SK) . moll 

By leet ode QM cai ecg | ceil) OF toner I) Oey ye ply 

e Uele go bo YW ald MI IU § Ge 55 : ey W oi 

It Mahe yer aie wll Yy Ql ais, , alana Lt be 

epee 999, the be aly c BAL (g® bo ge . ate IS gle 8 Bu B18 

. dels} ac UI} Uno, . ahiny _ the pwlle prey o> 9, crit AIS eon! 

pedi os al JG ame bs (co albet, mall Oe «95 pglen 

ex witty Hdty , pa ddr G7 tye Laas pol gs, 3088 

wy My NH chy . pou cial, JL, ant slker 1 el’ psi 

Wa Bd gt Yy ecto US Ne o5S, Ws ay ces YI 

# Semel Gail! &Ke Le ole be 

bemocipumsunt © smmuoncemee! 

lll gc phd gp) tite XT. 
aus co set sel gr opto EF, ctl ole hd Wh 

2 HSta) JU wdt oie Mt Le ols mre Hy 8 ome , poly pill 

1 wos : o* 5 

Roe, “a piece of wood.” # a a * breast ”; prop. ‘‘ udder. ” 

8 (ss, “to feel.” # ease Ct ones Ww, “at a distance.” 
bal . 

5 ‘ 2” 
% t”, ‘to escape. 8 ty = By, “needle. ” 

ce 

7 tye > ‘‘ entire.” . (s3-e, “to return; come away.” 
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Salt ml HY ol ING, nt OU! Joe 2 a) JUG Ulett (05 Uta 

Bye SA ghah Vi cles Yy . | (eyld 10 Shdly , wT Jlo sjoic 

Bors Oahy 6 Vy plo Cod ob L JG opty ey a) dle, JL 

Ke slhe ak od JU. JL, dye arb YY: al tG, andy alan be 05 

eae lt PbS ey com lly Urey. ob Wr ey, Jl, dell cy edly 

ort 1a Gye: JU. cat ed AI By sla l3ty , cal ws was ils 

Jey fe td, bbs 5 ld JU Gibe me IU Gea GQ! 

HJ} le NE bled JE, Xyledtt cat, Ftp lysgd! liked, 

phe GAIL, | Jy fo ol 2 OU, . Aylet win . sie Uh, 

Kill &ledp calb , Sky daedt lathe Gali Lt les Sst, anil Le 

pS om. HA aie (II ey ely» ee bas SB ei Esty. JL, 

Ugils ceaiy AU 2 a) JG F lay Srl Cup tut St JG. a Ue 

gist, lo Slay . po Kisame wis} wl) Gy JS ¢ Gila cas: a Ju, we 

chee OW) ed KI SSP SNS Ua Aylet oly, ine Leb, 

ai bi, , sila HG Get Ferd) we W ols, & Us) 

oF dU FRE ly, le edad, ide, : gydr JU ae BU 

Ped pgyrat 8 JU. lgim cult Uy) oF mak a JU . Spt) 9 

iydey GS ebay BAI 5% chy PS csphly . coler! -U 

585 ca foe 8 2 JG, eri a gs! eat oss b; 

Jt, Kael wdSly Flow Gsytt Lubes, Jl, Bie dds) « Ryko) 

_ el wd ple, re! re ess} 2 B9S¥ JY, < Cul 921 

mcg HS! 25 OMe. ALS 615 he | AIL AS: Cnty yt JU 

! sy, * indigent.” 

a id 

2 bs. “to look up; go up to.” 5 tyae, “ properly.” 
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ee pa yl Gbely , dond pli lo, Wisd clbalty pet out, 

2 SSIS GF 1de UE oer or CIS ci re I) Ayla} & Calb 

_ Gale ewl ; del JF. Ul Ss Lp SAL. fast @ oI wy 

we ole , AW os? oats Li Sat Cab Ay lett I. Wt os 

e Lets gt cle < dale * tgadat , ober pel? U8; om! cy ele Gral 
eat JG WS LU: JU Glee Sut pal IG | Aled ws, SI 

$ wdky , Fret ois,  Aylett ayai . 8 Foul! Udty ava 

taka) Ber pred U8) pm ory cle sh sing , dele 38 
ty pd, aba | Malet ga Ut iy It yale : le cid) IU ce 

pci SNF ntyi yt cle tater, pba pal U5). tell ada, OW 

pb edt Gee et Gd Uso aby, allot old! bts aldo 

pet ol ete nn. oo ace ese oo, BIE ell. csaly? gt 

Ua, ae IU ¢ prdie 138 yor IE. dclF Cty pty VEXS Pareyies 

pyplt  IE 1 Be ty ple. Galea Bee ce cee cee ee Se 

CHM wy grenals . Ute ol ANU dhe ea I JU, ‘ule ji 

ote WLI JE | Sty Sly Kee GU SS 5G le Cfuty JU 

chs Sk dremyt ht, dad ant Gle Gey wt MoU yt 

» Kyl 8 wal! we HS! oly « A aly, Uh BAI bol, 

roBrd! Gthbely _ Yiys, dre elishe 2 a) JU. pts) gt oie Jt ay 

- Set Ur I, oykt CoE, Shybet be 6 Ad (ao) Cast fay 

coly) git Ler ini ere Sey Lily aedty Coty gt Eee pe LW bo 130 

Ube ale 7 (fas Badly Sl yal 

ee ~, 

! 55, “to throw.” 2 $9042}, ‘to scramble. ” 

na “3 Soe0e, “threshold; main gate.” * 0%, “to close; shut.” 

w a oF 

. gle el, “ what is it to me?” § Seed, “a copper coin.” 

or 
7 Us), & hungry. ” 
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Ct eye GW Iylidily |W oie Elk pea) ST lgemet dys 

Lot tala le 2 ST a JE ol gle sky 2? Gym Ju, 

erat 2 SF Gyme oh GN JU. Gybl GF Fle GS Y rors 
cer tlaly Sodas cad 1 rad II GF gory ot My. colds Gi 

I9dtg  . Iyyley | prmrole fay gt alg . sla My ye lot sitos is 

59 PRI NSI , sty Oalyy , dabele IpS) Gnidt lot, agae goat, arbo 

Lh ger SSM 6 ter CoN Spy, WY We oat J, hes 

¢ Uy rp 2 BOO pies Ipedy oder ot Hy I J Shy, ah 

ph ptoic Vy peut It [ploy . Jat cae . JU Lo dl W 

&bJ} aly, dalsdt clad) I ala, le ghey lf Coit Let 

wNpilecy , Kes pegs crcley el oo GbI pe olds, uigdies Ipod 

FEM It Coey Lath, 3,51 85 Ge sblly oi, hay le ghey (6d)! WM 
grt SI . eral lod} Hype caw OaSy . slot Gyo ot , shells cpm 

edb ddl, epee Bae gle chy , patos oe le alps! ey !ysu th) 

ge oie Lt bey , pant EUW A | walt haw le her gty ol! 

as)! pty , aeyay Ue) ary , ow 6.9 Udsy . rb cye palyns 
2 alt go WIE SS Iy . cue ey , tala le : doy} GIG, ality Uy 

Garb WW , Are ty) 081 Ls wel SE cgtied be om past foal Items 

Shey Jey AW cies Lp dt. ht a) tye) colt Amel) 9 <a 

JEG ese wl We FSH! we alle 63. os Slay) Leas , deysu)} 
, heya ode it acpelt Jl, dds pt. Godt We cum al 

ad 

1 Ub, “blood to be avenged.” 
oe 

2 3, “the man who had received the injury.” 

3 be yg), ‘there is no water. ” 
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oy leg , Batl acy sda ot , laaie lad: Gaon 

Seid! Jonas , dao pe clea, slog GW! oc QJ} dame , wile bo 

a od pe Gia why Bs mal Gm. ell le 
get clay | Gop BRE el Cle Heme hy pe) pbs phy 

WF Bett cine hoy WI oy Ah ah Bent alts, Enh cis 

bi, youll dey WI ple el Goth chy cel ey Bent 
sy Bey apes pbsr oy . et UF they. EnSetl ? tat 

tS, BRB Eve F joly , Kele omy Cy alt OAD, Spiel lo UP 

wage lef 13% gost ct ¥ co Wty Fo eae crs erst 1d 9 

polcy call 8 jgmey ule Ueay . dl cr Ut lay . sla My 

PSE Fol oil dh Get wt Ex al 1G ante Matt yoy, popsle 

Grell tt oh msds hy, AL CN Geli g , Gpbelt We, ably 

pe IGF edly We pS Sore pli alles exalt Pe 

+ gate &oli ak ¢ gitpte a, aig) : ab til5 § aid BS, Sypalt 

BAS Nr al ad JUG poly pS) Sodt ibs (tut: pal JU 

ogg I JU. dst It ith Wy clic Gat Le sa JU alt ehbet 

Bley BhiS Soe cast cect), bed hy , Se WW 1, al JU 

oe HEI pay pe FF 1dSe Pale: Cult al JG. st Us 

Se pt o® aeiat ey SF oI spa JU, alret hay , alarel 

Inetiy paso 8) phe UIE Iyatyy att oly iT Cod Ue Ji 

bet ¢ Gale watt wid ahi, cal we pele 8, dey! 
MGs IG. MS: IEE IF AIF (65 wx tly Soiddt Clever 

Oar Mtyiily 6B nthe UY yl, feck Le 4 LAUT andy, | oe3s5 

ond P e me 

] te * ” war, “a kind of palm-tree. see yom, “ trappings, ” 

ae Pao 
8 ta ag 3®, “to come down ” ’ La) “encounter ; fight. ” 
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: css re whe aye Uay tide , alsved ld) JE, Igesisy lo 

aa} ot bed a ould cast tidy lb kereb rey Qe Vly, al LMS ait 

Be cage ob BANG § yd ba cyl Uy’ yyhlt ctily « Madly! 

Nyt, Kort 8 abd pg) UG, bo al cold VI 1d) 8 bpd jleral} 

GLE be omy eyepda Gr J! tyy) Wt fyatyy , Lait GIL anc 

JE ork # atmrcy La Sl , peyda He 2: aI NG | Jas} 

seeped FBT E SB Sig Iya wm Led tga). cab oe 

# Bight ost! Hla Gyo IW Le Ida 

Leclily ply s!! iad XIV. 

Bye ancy lt Gat It crt we che «etl oly ot UW 

ernie sa) JU day Uesy pli} odd W let i lRU) jbl Yu, 

ral JU Geue Wy 2 JU vette JU 7 Faas ob . ene 

ay pe 1 Dad Shot Ut CHUL a5 Cut: a JUHU! bla) cam 

a Se 2 ee hh, Sad} SS! , Ahige bo ot, . JL) do Gl _sbet 

sels Fs « ceed WI SY ab a JU. B08 ad YU cb cls! 
set sd JUy Jaa Meo ctauly Sl Be st Gly dg phy «ltt 

oly ¢ Sly Stt ehber fae Wb late chee ut, Hast) I al 

cab cli pt al JU. leo Ut JL) dae! Chic Ses Ugle whe le 

Pe 

1 &reb, “one whose blood goes unavenged.”’ 
- w 

2 ly 973083, ‘ will do it.” $ Py, ** to cause to reach. ”’ 
foe 

4 Br = ers, “ we. 

oar 
5 (PY, “to reach.” 
‘ kaw is s 

7 a5! tS &, «Sir! O thon of the noble countenance. ” 

“ He of Syria (= the Syrian).” 

9 oe, ‘plough ”; also, “ furrow. ” 

: 5 O®, “to go on.” 
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L Fgh ype Shs, EnS d81, , Jas! I chs cals) gt Pat Oot 

She a9 Coy pdt we SW 585, FS cae? yo abd Wh i} 

By ae gill glal & Gwtey ole} Gre cael) Ald, , 4 apd 
Fat giley edly Gil, Gla yt posey At CY 

J JF Ge —hLetla - a js « — ust Be St Cpls ot Coxe 

AN yeh LH GG Bah cad JU Gil yy ee 
Brmry uty pt Oe lt alb sy , wipe A! ea, , Sabet 

ce Sby Sth ole. 6 ik} OF tr nts ot a JU lS rw 
Shy! 7 Usle ¥Y 2a) JU - only , Gin, eo by) onal 

Shy ty Sell I gre eet pF JG cab a JU . gid Jas 

webs ada HHyet jaa} gstly Bey. Gulp pt cal I ane lb . Jatt 

Lisi st & cle 131 le ly, aheya oie GN aya 255 YS, bile 
> oly pt ore tt alt, cab a GL + Sad VI iS —* ai au 

DJG. JL) wats hao} _ keys} iso 13 , Kewl Sue diy 

ied Le) JE, ith Sent eee cols ot 5) Cab t uly ott 
BA, rds ge HS IS 6G celb be HE Sut le pad IU 

than , deri ey; aie JN ale, dese wile | 10 Leal sty es gg 

itl dy, thao lghan | dos} akc Iya) paid JU Glia a JU oc 

ole ol Kale be otyi 5 a} JU, 351 Us J Ut Uke anery uly) gi! aie 

Ua ely} ole cio be Ya JE. osily ho ppl! wie edia ol 
WOSURINES inert Stee ce ee ne cm Cee 

7uF ae 

: b>, “nape of the neck.’? a 3%, “to take out.’ 
co 

Pa 
. “+e, “leather.” * B%. for 3,4}, f das, “ plot.” 

* ose, “to be angry.” TUosls = lols, <1 will again.” 
5 gle or GE (=f). ae Ueto 

wf 

10 535, “nostrils” : pl. of 5 ys, 
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At) Shy} Jy Ge oad) JG Cab opty gt ad JU, eu 

PS yh sD '5y oly 1 5d eat bay - WL LW da 

pt ose I Gale gt 2). Guled ot Cab a JU. pW Cosy 

= Pm get ode IT Alby 8 Sell 663 tll, popmeyy rbd 

ry SBT I JG Geist Cg) Gi | gle p— iat cet) al JU 

« Unly gf ode Qt dy). dude pit) Uam | apd nisl) oie ar al 

hm Col} ole ein OW ots ol pt at JU 1S crue Brany 

_ tad Hyadt Go giles Jie, ¢4 a aio St sle My 2: JU 

* wel Os)! IE eles che. Sky Krom! allecty , lenis, 

wgeclly Sefelly © Spell io 
 eirrdy < shady , date ag! Hd, , of! HM Lila, | 5,5 Ue, 

Cb poh eye ted le Barly antl) le py, dendll ow 
Lg) JU § eine 150 cst : ad oJ, . ken Ailey ol GSI ley UL) 

PIS 13! lay of , Uebel olen 2a) OI. % ales} & glel Re 

G ggiabsd tet ab ld JE 1 eM oll sled! Gre 9 Lage St, YU 

lat (Sargact GE eb bd JU 2 SL) gamed ehbe : at GUY 

» gheny _ Letyy Cebpmyy Nepost qontiey , Aanticl) gle Ler'y , deyanl! 

Be ed 
1 )59, ‘to rouse up.” 2 «iS, “to put under shelter.” 

3 o&. “ shelter; pen (sheep). ” 

ve ¥ty, “ what then! can there bea greater reason for anger ? ” 

5 ise, *t elonek.”” 6 dade, “Indder. ” 

7 wind, “cat.” : wlase, pl. of e39. 
ror 

9 sla,8, he means “crooked in nature,” 

10 qyey¥ wt shel! «», “from heaven to earth,” i.2., “entirely.” 
we 

n e” ‘to straighten.” 
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eat daly le 2) a oh § tae (fu 2d JS, _ dey} J's) le y 

« (edt an shoud! (yo lage cur os rel fat catty «wag 

cb relly prydy | cues) By dost Slay old. Use aids by 

JE aydt oy be om yy rdtt poet, oly Cbg , Lolat oie (It larry 

ok Jt a W ob Hob Lye 204s RS gad! OS Fly oo! Ut 

gh Se! JG, Pwo Spo aie le ly ale yocy Ue! bys 

cart It re ad Ue eu Yale ,),0 JIU oy! eras eyPoelt 

-aabstl aiin, 4 es. doo) ais oS, , xlan 3 bore a JU. ey re) ¢ 

VY JG 05 JG. pd bo ow LI, . sett ad Gleg tt UI Ile, 

rae aleey «ptt aM ett dye elt, erall cel oF! ob 

8 ety sods I ord! Gyo Sb od Spelt Yom, GES, cat S 

NS Kops} ainewe | ali} nF Lyme Y | iol I JG wna! cole 

. by aE yt a gs bo pS Sad oyrlt JU Gopal 1S elec fut al 

JY. oF SoD Vl SL 2 ad CNG kala (Sle JU § 83 turd edu 

8 JE. oi a gt pai I de piel a) oI dab) oad Jey Ji 

gst O35 say 5! Jott ¥ hem SNS fags let oo! oF esl 

Ju, Sess ad SS, . Slay daeids LI Llyty 90 § bs tut ld JU sla 

es Seek te ale Ue Oak th aah oh 
Igaly oy «BEAM 58 sheet poet, Inlay prio po! try. Sly dreds 

3 Ble} wn, 

Go “Gy A 7 . 

: ree, * club.” 2 ymic, « shop.” ho yo, “very well!” 

“~ Pa ed 

aes “a lover.” - § &@b& « matting of date-palm leaves.” 
. ab: “to pinch.” T Bom, -~* 

3 hls, * goods; merchandise. ” 



DECEMBER, 1907. 

The Monthly General Meeting of the tiiggi was held on 
Wastecday. the 4th December, 1907, at 9-15 p 

Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, M.A., B.L., in the chair. 

The following members were present :— 

Dr. N. Annandale, Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Mr. J. A. 
Chapman, Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Dr. Birendra Nath Ghosh, 

Mr. H. C,H. 

L.M.S., Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. 

Vredenburg, Mr. H. Walker, and Rev, E. C. Woodley. 

Visitors.—Mr. F. Carter, Mr. V. J. oS Mr, W. Gross- 
mann, Mr. A. C. R. de Righi and Mr M. Stuart. 

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 

One hundred and twenty-two presentations were announced. 

The General Secretary announced that Mr. H. E. Kemp- 
thorne had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society. 

The aie seven candidates were ballotted for as Ordi- 

nary Member 
Miss R. Cohen, M.B., F.R.C.S., Superintendent, Lady 

Dufferin Hospital, eae Proposed by Lieut.-Colonel F. P. 
Maynard, seconded by Sere 1D. C. Phillott; Major 

. RB. Stevens, M.D., F.R. Cs I.M.S., Professor of Anatomy, 
Medical College, Calcutta, propos sed by Lieut,-Colonel F. P. 
Maynard; seconded by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott; Major 
J. Manners-Smith, Resident in Nepal, ne proposed by 
Lieut.-Colonel D.C. Phillott, seconded by N. Annandale; 

Mr. J. . Lindsay, EOS.; Sewan, a by Mr. I. H. Burkill, 

seconded by Captain aw; Mr. J. H. Little, Assis- 
tant Master, Victoria Sil, Sista proposed by Lieut.- 

Colonel D. C. Phillott, seconded by Captain R. E. Lloyd; Dr. T. 
Frederick Pearse, M.D., D.P.H., F.R.C.S., Medical Officer of 
Health, Caleutta, proposed by Lieut.-Colonel F. Maynard, 

Lient.-Colonel D. C. Phillott; ae Mr, H. 

Rosker James, M.A., Bengal Education Service, proposed wd 
Lieut. Re F. P. Maynard, seconded by Mr. J. 
Cunningha 

i ea Satis Chandra Nil sbhasosa exhibited 
a photograp h of a painting of Dignaga, the Father of Medieval 
Logie. 
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A. C. Rigo de Righi gave an Sal aba lantern lecture 
and exhibited certain Tibetan Curiositie 

The following papers were read :— 

1. Hetu-cakra-hamaru or Dignaga’s Wheel of Reasons—re- 
covered from Labrang in Sikkim.—By Manamanopabuyaya SATIS 
CHANDRA VIDYABHUSANA. 

2. On eh varieties of Corchorus poms Linn., which 
are eaten.— By I, H. Burkitt and R. 8S. Fin 

3. A method of producing immediate nap tag of “ Hard- 
coated” ae —By R. 8. Fintow and C. J. B 

4. Some Folk-Tales i Hazramaut.—By Lizvt.-CoLoNeL 
D.C. Purtiorr and R. F. A 

. Narnaul and its buildings, Part II—By Guotam YazpAnl. 
Communicated by the Philological Secretary, 

6. The Later Mughals (1707-1803).—By W. Irvine. 
This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the 

Journal. 

18) 

e Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section was held 
a te Society’ s Rooms on Wednesday, December 11th, 1907, at 
-15 p.m. 

apie -Cotone,. G. F. A. Harris, M.D., F.R.C.P., I.M.S., 
in the c 

The following members were present :— 

Lieut.-Colonel W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S., Dr. Adrian Caddy, 
a Arnold Caddy, Capt. F. P. Connor, I. M S., Lieut,-Colonel 
24, , LM.S., Dr. Birendra Nath Ghosh, Lieut.-Colonel 
C. R. M. Groen. Dr. W.C. Hossack, Dr. E. R. Houseman, Dr. 
M. M. Masoom, ‘Captain D. McCay, I.M.8S., Captain J. W. D. 
Megaw, I - S., Captain a G. Mista’. LMS., Major L. Rogers, 
LM.S., Honorary Secreta: 

ae :—Dr. J. A. Bae and Dr. H. M. Crake. 
The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 
Captain F. P. Connor, I eae S., ee showed cases of Recurrent 
oo skin disease by X-rays, and Sympho- 
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Lieut.-Colonel Harris, Lieut.-Colonel Green, Dr. A. Caddy, 

Major L. Rogers, and Dr. W. C. Hossack took part in the discus- 

sion. 
Major L. Rogers, I. S., read a paper by himself and Captain 

= EB D. Megaw w, LM, S., entitled “ A Pre eliminary note on Blood 
Pressures as a guide in iransfasion for Cholera.” Lieut.-Colonel 
Harris, Captain Megaw, Dr. W, C. Hossack and Dr. Caddy 
took part in the discussion. 

The paper of net Sek Murray was postponed until the next 
meeting for want of tim 

ws ae ee ee _—Oe OE =e 





PRINCIPAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY. 

Asiatic Researches, Vols. I—XX and Index, 1788—1839. 
Proceedings, 1865—1904 (now amalgamated with Journal), 
Memoirs, Vol. 1, efc., 1905, etc. 

Journal, Vols. 1—73, 1832—1904. + 
Journal and Proceedings [N. §.], Vol. 1, etc., 1905, ete. 

Centenary Review, 1784—1883. 
Bibliotheca Indica; 1848, ete, 

A complete list of publications sold by the Society can be 
obtained by apphencet to the Honorary Secretary, 57, Park Street, 
Calentta. : 

oe: 

_ PRIVILEGES OF ORDINARY MEMBERS. | 

(a) To be present and vote at all General Meetings, whieh 

are held on the first Wednesday in each anomie except 
in September and October. 

(6) To ig and second candidates for Ordinary Member 

(c) To sia visitors at the Ordinary General dee 
and to the grounds and public rooms of the gener : 

during the hours they are open to members. : 

(d) To pave personal access to the Library and other pebic 
ms of the Society, and to examine its collections. ee 

(e) To ace out books, sue and moana ad from the 
Library. | 

o) To receive gratis, oer the Journal and 

and Memoirs of the Society. 

To any olen th Sit on Ding daly elected 
os 
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CONTENTS. 

ie 

pag ort of a Jam-i-chihil kalid, such as that referred 
8 Modern Egyptians, page 254.—By Lrevt.- 

» aces D. C. Puitorr, Secretary, Board of Examiners 

A method for producing immediate germination of “ Hard- 
coated seeds.” —By R. S. Finuow and C. J. Bercrsuit. 

Hetu-cakra-hamaru or Dignaga’s Wheel of Reasons—recovered 
from Labrang in Sikkim.— By oe Satis 
HANDRA VIDYABHUSANA = eé 

Om three varieties S: Corchorus capsularis, — 5 which 
are eaten.— By 1. H. Burkitn and R. S. Fixtow 

Narnaul and its buildings, Part 1J.—By Guvtam Yazpant 
Some Folk-Tales from Hazramaut.—By Lirot.-Cotonet 

D. C. Puittorrt, Secretary, Board o Examiners, and R. 
F. Az0o0, Arabic Savivacter Board of Examiners, Calcutta 

Proceedings for December 1907 

aoe 


